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PREFACE.

It is the purpose of this work to present, in a systematic

manner, all the most important facts relating to the econom-

ical production of sugar, syrup, and fodder from sorghum.

The attempt has been made to separate that which is demon-

strable from the vast accumulation of statements, true and

fanciful, which have been given publicity since the first in-

troduction of sorghum into the United States.

While chemist of the United States *Department of Agri-

culture, in the years 1878 to 1882 inclusive, the writer en-

joyed exceptional advantages for the scientific study of dif-

ferent varieties of sorghum during all stages of development.

The large amount of analytical work then accomplished, to-

gether with numerous laboratory experiments in various di-

rections, have served to demonstrate many important ques-

tions previously unsolved or in dispute, and have led the way

for larger practical experiments. All the material thus ac-

cumulated has been condensed and classified in this volume,

and it is hoped that it has been so presented as to render it

serviceable and comprehensible alike to farmers, sugar mak-

ers, and chemists.

In like manner, the actual working results of numerous

practical experiments in the production of sugar from sor-

ghum have been given in detail, together with illustrations

and descriptions of all necessary apparatus. Credit has been

given to other investigators, and, so far as is known to the

author, all important results obtained by others have been

included in this work.

There is no longer any reason to doubt that, when mature,

(ix)
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most varieties of sorghum contain an amount of crystalliza-

ble sugar sufficient to yield a very substantial profit to those

who employ proper manufacturing methods. As in all new

and great industries, there are still many unsolved questions

relating to the perfection and cheapening of working proc-

esses. It must not be expected that all beginners will be

successful, for the neglect of necessary precautions is very

likely to be followed by failure; but, with proper conditions

and attention to the rules for practice here laid d-own, it is

believed that the successes will greatly outnumber the fail-

ures.

There was a time in the earlier years of the present cent-

ury, when sugar seems to have been considered a luxury,

chiefly to be enjoyed by the wealthy, and when the average

annual supply fell short of ten pounds per capita. N"ow,

sugar may safely be classed among the staple articles of food

which we term necessities, and the average consumption is

about forty pounds per year for each person in the United

States.

The sum annuall}^ paid to foreign nations for this great

amount of sugar exceeds one hundred million dollars, and

the first cost is further augmented by the tax of nearly fifty

million dollars which is levied by our government.

In the matter of supplying our own demands, this country

has never been able to make much headway, our present ca-

pacity being equal only to about one-eighth of the total con-

sumption. Because' the tropical sugar-cane can only be suc-

cessfully grown in a very restricted area, and also owing to

the fact that early frosts endanger the crop and compel sugar

makers, in our southern states, to work up the canes while

immature and containing less than the maximum amount of

suffar, the production of all our sugar from the cane, within

our present boundaries, can not be considered probable.
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In sorghum, we have a plant botanically related to the

tropical sugar-cane, and resembling it in capacity for the pro-

duction of sugar, while it possesses the very important ad-

vantage that it is much more hardy, and, like Indian corn,

to which it is also related, may be easily and successfully cul-

tivated in nearl}^ every state of the Union.

It is the author's belief, based upon the actual experience

of four seasons' constant experimentation, that the sorghum

plant is destined, sooner or later, to furnish not only all the

sugar needed in this country, but also a very considerable

proportion of that required by foreign nations. That these

are not the unwarranted opinions of an enthusiast, will ap-

pear from the report, upon this subject, by the special com-

mittee of the Xational Academy of Sciences, which is here

included.

It is the fortune of most investigators, who are so daring

as to show, in advance, the great possibilities of some new

industry, to meet ridicule, and even hostility from those who

fail to comprehend the full import of the discoveries which

have been announced. The writer has not been spared this

infliction ; but, as an offset, he has already had the satisfac-

tion of witnessing the actual production of good sugar from

sorghum on a large scale, and at moderate cost.

If, in part, as a result of his labors, the sorghum sugar in-

dustry shall ultimately be established in this country upon a

sound basis, any personal inconvenience will be amply com-

pensated by the great satisfaction attending the success of an

enterprise of such consequence. It is hoped that this book

may be of service to many who shall undertake the cultiva-

tion of sorghum and the manufacture of sugar, and that it

may also serve to extend an industry both promising and im-

portant, as a new source of national wealth.

Washington, D. C, 3Iarch, 1884.





SORGHUM; .

ITS CULTURE AXD MAXUFACTURE.

CHAPTER I.

(a.) Conflicting opinions on essential points before the investigations at the

Department of Agriculture.

(6.) Historj- of the development of the Beet Sugar Industry in Europe,

(c.) Necessity for further research,

(d. ) Future prospects of the Sorghum Sugar Industry.

PRELIMINARY,

lu 1877, wlieu the author was invited to take charge of the Chem-

ical Division of the Department of Agriculture, at Washington, the

Commissioner of Agriculture, General Wm. G. Le Due, directed him

to undertake the investigation of sorghum and maize as sugar pro-

ducing plants, since the results, recently secured in Minnesota, from

a variety of sorghum known as the " Early Amber," had again

aroused the public interest, which for some years had been dormant,

as to the possibility of producing our own supply of sugar. The in-

vestigation was beguu during the season of 1878, and Avith results so

satisfactory and surprising, that it was the determination of the De-

partment to prosecute them to the end. From each of four varieties

of sorghum grown upon the grounds of the Dejiartment, there was

made a large quantity of excellent sugar by processes practically

identical with those u.sed upon the sugar plantations of Cuba and

Louisiana; and the quantity of sugar obtained from the crop, was

fairly comparable with that obtained from the sugar-cane.

These investigations were continued by the author during the years

1879, 1880, 1881, and 1882, although without the focilities, during

the last two years, to make them fully successful. The result has been,

that the sorghum sugar industry, during the past three or four years,

has been developed to a degree that, while it has hardly reached the

proportions which its ardent advocates have anticipated, has at least

confounded and silenced those who have from the first predicted

failure.

It is hardly surprising, that the results obtained at the Department
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of Agriculture, iu the iuvestigatious of sorghum and maize, and the

predictions based upon these results, should have met with much in-

credulity; since it is well known that, during the past tliirty years,

these plants have been the subject of repeated, though iucomijlete,

investigations by many whose official position and professional stand-

ing were such as to entitle them to the confidence of the community.

jSTaturally, results wliich have often been at variance with their own,

have met with a revision of unusual severity by other investigators;

but, since the methods by which these results were obtained were the

best known, a cordial acceptance of them has been given, so far as I

know, witliout exception, ainong scientific men.

AVith another class the case has been quite different—those who,

Bourbon-like, neither learn nor forget. From them there has been,

from first to last, only ungenerous criticism or actual hinderance ; which

has been so vnijustifial)le and so marked as to prompt one of (lur lead-

ing papers editorially to declare, of one of this class, that " his entire

course in the matter has l)een uureasonable, obstructive, and, apparently,

malevolent." One of the most effective and frequent methods of this

class in belittleing the work at the Department of Agriculture, and

opposing the acceptance of the important results obtained by means

of these investigations, has been to assert that, "after all, there was

nothing new in all this, for it had all been done twenty years ago."

Such and similar statements have^been urged to cast doubt upon this

whole matter; to destroy public confidence in the truth of the results

obtained ; to prevent their practical acceptance by the people : and

thus to prevent the realization of those practical results which have

been predicted and based upon the general acceptance of these results.

That such predictions have not been fulfilled, is the exact measure of

responsibility resting upon those Avho have thus, from whatever mo-

tive, misled the people.

It is needless here to enter into any discussion as to whether all

these facts were known and recognized twenty years ago—as to whether

or not, in all this work done at the Department of Agriculture, from

1878 to 1882 inclusive, there was any thing new. It is simply a mat-

ter of fact and of record'; and it may be best, before proceeding-

further, to learn what was the state of our knowledge previous to

these investigations.

CONFLICTmO OPINIONS ON ESSENTIAL POINTS.

The following citations are by no means an exhaustive summary;

but are, probably, sufficient to show the wide differences of opinion on
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nearly every important poiut of the subject eutertaiued by the several

authorities quoted.

A few ouly of the more important points of this inquiry have been

selected as illustrations, and the conclusions reached are grouped under

each head and chronologically arranged.

Of the kind of Sur/ar present in the juice of Sorghum.

a. In a paper by D. Jay Brown (Annual Report, Department of

Agricultui-e, 1856, p. 310;, he says:

Mr. Hervej-, of France, contends that there is no uncrystallizable sugar

pre-existing in the cane (sorghum), and that the formation of glucose (grape

sugar), or molasses, is only owing to the action of the salts contained in the

liquid during the manufacturing process.

b. Dr. C. T. Jackson (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture

1857, p. 187), says:

There is no doubt that this plant (sorghum), when unripe, contains only

grape sugar.

c. Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, in a paper detailing the results of his in-

vestigations of sorghum (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture

1857, p. 192), says:

This result settles the question thai the great bulk of the sugar contained in

the sorgho is crystallizahle, or cane sugar proper.

And again, giving his final conclusions, he says

:

1. The sorgho contains about 10 per cent of crj'Stallizable sugar.

2. The sugar can be obtained bj' processes analogous to those employed for

extracting sugar from other plants.

In an article entitled " Contributions to the knowledge of the nature

of the Chinese sugar-cane " (Tran.sactions Xew York State Agricultural

Society, 1861, p. 785), by Dr. C. A. Goessmann, he says, p. 789:

The facts so far obtained prove, that, besides cane sugar, no other kind of

sugar exists in the juice of the ripe and sound sorghum-cane.

Again, in describing the general properties of the sorghum-cane

juice, he says, p. 798 :

I have already mentioned, that the results which I obtained entitled me to be-

lieve that cane sugar is the only kind of sugar that exists in that juice.

And on page 808, he says, of results in extracting sugar from sor-

ghum :

These results are very encouraging, as they show that more than half

the sugar, or 5 per cent out of 9 to 9i per cent, in the juice can be sepa-

rated. When Achard established the first beet sugar manufactory in Silesia, he

was able to separate only from B to 4 per cent of sugar, although IO2 per cent

was present; and the French manufactories were quite contented, when they

succeeded in extracting from 4 to 5 per cent of sugar. The history of the de-
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velopment of the manufacture of beet sugar may be studied with great advan-

tage by those interested in the sorghum.

d. Dr. Thomas Antisell, chemist, Department of Agriculture (An-

nual Report, Department of Agriculture, 1866, p. 48), says:

The sorghum, while it contains some cane sugar in its early juice, loses it as

it advances in life; and, in all cases, by the usual methods of defecation and

classification, its existing sugar is almost wholly converted into uncrystallizable

sugar.

Again, Dr. Antisell saj^ (Annual Report, Department of Agricul-

ture, ,1867, p. 33) :

The attempt to separate and crystallize the cane sugar of sorghum on a large

scale, has been wholly unsuccessful, and, as a saccbariferous plant, it is only

valuable for molasses.

e. Dr. C. A. Goessmann, chemist of Massachusetts State Agri-

cultural College, under date January 25th, 1881, says :

The sorghum juice furnishes, when properly treated, a good syrup
;
yet it is of

little importance for the production of sugar.

/. President Stockbridge, of the ^Massachusetts Agricultural College,

in his Annual Report, December, 1881, p. 19, says:

The experiments with sorghum, as a sugar producing plant, forever settled

the fact that no known variety of it can be profitably employed for the purpose,

unless chemical science can discover a law by which glucose can be changed

for cane sugar.

The Best varieties of Sorghum for the production of Sugar.

In the Sorgho Journal for February, 1869, p. 9, the editor, William

Clough, says:

The Oomseeana is altogether the best, Neeazana is next, for making sugar.

It is not worth while to try to make sugar of any other variety which we now

possess.

Again, p. 26, he says:

It [the Oomseeana] is the only cane upon which the operation for sugar can

be conducted with any certainty.

Again, he says

:

Spend no time in attempting to make sugar from any but the Oomseeana or

Neeazana varieties.

Again, same page, he says

:

Its syrup does not tend to granulate.

Time for harvesting and working the Sorghum, and when the maximum of

Sugar is present in the juice.

a. In the Annual Report, Department of Agriculture, 1854, p. 222,

M. Vilmorin, of Paris, is quoted as concluding that
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The proportion of sugar in the stalks continued to increase until the seeds

were in the milky state. * « » Xhe ripeness of the seeds does not appear

much to lessen the production of sugar, at least in the climate near Paris; but

in other countries, where it matures when the weather is still warm, the eflFect

raav be different.

6. J. H. Hammond, Silverton, S. C. (Annual Report, Department

of Agriculture, 1855, p. 282), found, by his experiment (he records

one only) with sorghum, taken before the seed was in the milk, when
it was in the milk, and when it was mature, that

The youngest canes had rather the most, and the oldest rather the least, sac-

charine matter. * « * Beginning to cut the cane as soon as the head is

fully developed, it may be secured for a month before it will all ripen : how long,

after that, I do not know.

c. Dr. C. T. Jackson (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture,

1856, p. 307) found that

The juice from stalks with quite ripe seeds was by far the sweetest, while the

green ones, which were just in flower, contained but very little saccharine

matter.

Upon page 312, Louis Vilmorin is quoted as saying:

The crystallization of the sugar of the sorgho, it seems, should be easily ob-

tained in all cases where the cane can be sufiBciently ripened; and, as the pro-

portion of the sugar is an unfailing index of ripeness, it follows, that we could

always be sure of obtaining a good crystallization of juices, the density of

which exceeds 1.075, while weaker ones could not yield satisfactory results after

concentration.

Again, he says, same page:

This difficulty [of purging, through presence of gum] only presents itself in

the employment of unripe canes; for, as soon as the juices attain the density

of I.OSO and more, they contain little else than crystallizable sugar, and their

treatment presents no difficulty.

d. Dr. C. T. Jackson, in his report (Annual Report, Department of

Agriculture, 1857, p. 187), says:

A ripe plant yielded a juice of 1.062 sp. gr., which yielded 16.6 per cent of

thick syrup, which crystallized almost wholly into cane sugar, the whole mass

becoming solid with crystals.

And he concludes

:

From these researches, I am fully satisfied that both the Chinese and the

African varieties of sorghum will produce sugar of the cane type, perfectly and

abundantly, whenever the canes will ripen their seeds.

Again, he says

:

The unripe canes can be employed for making molasses and alcohol, but, as

before stated, will not yield true cane sugar.

e. The committee of the United States Agricultural Society, ap-
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pointed to investigate the subject of sorghum, in their report (Annual

Report, Department of Agriculture, 1857), say:

Where the plant was well matured, the juice yielded from 13 to 16 per cent

of dry saccharine matter, from 9 to 11 per cent of which was well-defined crys-

tallized cane sugar. * * * A palatable bread was made from the flour

ground from the seeds. * * * Paper of various qualities has been manu-

factured from the fibrous parts of the stalks.

/. J. N. Smith, of Quiucy, 111. (Annual Report, Department of Ag-

riculture, 1862, p. 134), says:

The syrup [from sorghum] will not make sugar if the cane is cut before the

seed is in the dough. * * * The crop should be allowed to stand in the

"field as long as possible, without being in danger of frost.

g. L. Bollman, Bloomington, Iowa, upon page 147, loc. cit., says:

To me it is obvious, that the chief requisite for sugar making from the sor-

ghum canes is \he\r j^erfeci maturity, and such maturity is dependent on correct

cultivation and late cuttincr.

h. J. Stanton Gould, in a report on " Sorghum Culture," made to

the New York State Agricultural Society, 1863 (Transactions New
York State Agricultural Society, p. 752), says

:

The seed of the cane [sorghum] continues in the dough for about a week. It

is the general impression that the cane should be cut during this period, as it is

then supposed to have the greatest amount of saccharine matter; at least, this

is thought to be true of all the varieties except the white imphee, which is usu-

ally cut just as it is f/oing out of the milk, or just entering the dough.

i. William Clough, editor Sorgho Journal, Cincinnati, Ohio (Annual

Report, Department of Agriculture, 1864, p. 59), says:

The precise period most appropriate for harvesting the cane, is when the sac-

charine properties are fully developed, and before any supplementary

action sets in. This will be found to be at the time when the seed at the

middle of the panicle is just beginning to harden, or to pass from the fluid or

milky state.

Again, he says (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture, 1865,

p. 312)

:

Until recently, the opinion has prevailed, that cane for making sugar should

be thoroughly ripe; that it could not remain standing in the field too long, pro-

vided it escaped the frost: but, lately, this notion has been somewhat modified.

* ® * Something like a case for early or premature harvesting has been

made out. The matter can not, however, be considered as definitely settled,

until the results of the season of 1866 shall have been determined. After the

next year, it will be fully understood. The precise stage of maturity most

favorable for the production of crystallizable sugar, according to the new the-

ory, is just after the seeds are formed, and before they begin to harden.

j. Prof. Henry Erni, chemist. Department of Agriculture, 1865, p.-

48, says

:
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Contrary to my expectations, I found that the expressed sorgho juice of ripe

cane, whether neutralized by lime or not, refused to crystallize; for what solidified

or granulated after long standing of the syrup, was grape sugar.

Aud, iu a foot-note, he says

:

The juice from unripe cane readily crystallized.

I: Iu a pamphlet eutitled " The Sorgho Manufacturer's Manual," by

Jacobs Brothers, Columbus, Ohio, 1866, p. 4, it is stated that

The cane is in the best state for harvesting when part of the seed is beginning

to turn black; or, in other words, ichen the seed is in the doughy state.

I. A correspondent of the Dej)artment of Agriculture (Annual Re-

port, 1867, p. 359) says :

I take the sorghum (Otaheitana) when just fairly in bloom. In no case do I

allow the seed to mature when I wish to make sugar ; but, for No. 1 syrup, I let

the cane mature.

VI. Tlie Sorgho Journal, William Clough, editor, February, 1869,

p. 26, speakiug of Xeeazaua, says :

Do not miiiJ the panicle; if the juice has a clear, sweet taste, even if the

panicle is only in bloom, cut and work the cane.

Again, p. 92, under an article eutitled " Immature Cane best for

Sugar," it says

:

The theory that cane should be harvested before fully ripe, when designed for

sugar, has been further confirmed by the experience of this year. The other

idea, that the cane should be fully ripe, was never coufirmed by facts.

Page 58, it says

:

The weight of evidence, just now, is in favor of cutting as the seed is passing

from the milk to the dough state.

Again, p. 73

:

Cut the cane as soon as the seeds are formed. * * * Cut the cane as

soon as they acquire a clear, sweet taste. This may occur, in some seasons,

when the cane is in the flower; and, in other seasons, not till the seed is fully

formed.

n. E. W. Skinner, of Sioux City, Iowa, says (Annual Eeport, De-

partment of Agriculture, 1873, p. 393) :

The best syrup is made from cane not fully ripened.

0. Iu his report ou " Early Amber Cane," by Dr. G. A. Goessmann,

of Amherst, Mass., 1879, he says, p. 9 :

The safest way to secure the full benefit of the Early Amber cane crop, for

syrup and sugar manufacture, is to begin cutting the canes when the seed is

full grown, yet still soft.

p. In the Sorgho Hand-Book, published by the Blymyer Manufac-

turing Compauy, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1880, it is directed, upon p. 8:

The cane should be cut when the seed is in the dough.
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q. In a "Eeport on the manufacture of sugar, syi'up, and glucose,

from sorghum," by Professors Weber and Scovell,of the Illinois Indus-

trial University, 1881, p. 22, they say:

The proper time to begin cutting the cane, is when the seed is in the harden-

ing doitgh.

r. Vilmorin, of Paris, in the Journal cVAgriculture Pratique, February

17th, 1881, p. 230, says

:

The period during the development of the plant (sorghum) when the juice i3

purest and richest in sugar, is that which precedes the maturity of the seed.

It is at that point when the interior of the seed has the consistence of soft

dough, easily crushed under the finger-nail, that the plant should be cut and

pressed.

Provipt u'orhnrj of the Sorghum after cutting.

a. Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, in his report (Annual Report, Depart-

ment of Agriculture, 1857, p. 192), says:

The uncrystallizable sugar forms rapidly after the cane is fully ripe and re-

centlj' cut.

And again, as the result of his examinations, he says;

Hence, it is evident that no time is to be lost, after cutting, in expressing the

juice.

h. D, M. Cook, Mansfield, Ohio (Annual Report, Department of

Agriculture, 1861, p. 311), says:

Let the cane fully ripen, if possible. If the cane is fully ripe, it may be

worked into syrup and sugar with advantage, as fast as it is cut up; but if the

juice is not perfectly matured, it should be allowed to "season" a few days

(bj' having the cane cut up, bound in bundles, and shocked under a barn or

shed for a few days).

c. In an article on "Sorghum culture and Sugar making," by I. A.

Hedges (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture, 1861, p. 297),

he says

:

After the canes have been topped, stripped, cut up, and tied in bundles, they

may be set up in the open air, or, more preferably, under shelter, and kept for

some weeks. Such keeping improves the juice, not only in flavor, but also in

saccharine richness, from 1 to 3 degrees B. This improvement takes place

upon the same principle, and from similar causes, which determine the sweet-

ening of acid fruit after pulling, viz., the change of gum and starch into sugar.

d. J. H. Smith, Quincy, 111. (Annual Report, Department of Agri-

culture, 1862, p. 134), says:

The cane should be cut and brought to the mill and crushed on the same

day; and the topping of the cane, and the stripping of the leaves from t'le

stalks, should proceed no faster than it is cut and brougiit to the mill, if the very

•best results are desired, and all danger of souring is to be avoided. * * *

It is much better, therefore, not to give the cane any rest, after being stripped

and topped, till the juice is expressed and run into sj-rup. * * When the
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cane is ripe, it should be immediately cut; for, if suffered to remain, after it is

ripe, in connection with the roots, a deteriorating effect upon the quality and

flavor of the syrup will be the result, and, at the same time, the quantity will

be greatlj' diminished.

e. William Clough, editor of the Sorgho Journal, says (Annual Re-

port, Department of Agriculture, 1865, p. 312) :

It would be best to allow but little time between harvesting and working the

cane, and on no account should it be stored and allowed to remain long in large

shocks. It is almost demonstrable, that no cane sugar is developed under any

circumstances after the cane is harvested. The changes that occur after the

cane is cut, if any, must be in their nature depreciative, consisting in the trans-

formation of crystallizable to uncrystallizable sugar.

/. The Sorgho INIanufacturer's Manual, Jacobs Brothers, Columbus,

Ohio, 1866, p. 4, directs that

The cane should be cut and shocked in the field, with tops on, and in this

condition it may remain several months before being worked up, for the cane

matures and forms more saccharine matter.

g. A correspondent (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture,

1867, p. 359) gives his method of working

:

I strip, cut, and work up the cane the same day, if possible.

h. E. W. Skinner, Sioux City, Iowa (Annual Report, Department

of Agriculture, 1873, p. 393), says:

As soon as matured, cut, pile, and cover with leaves ; never allow it to stand,

after maturity, in connection with the roots.

i. The Sorgho Hand-Book (Blymyer Manufacturing Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio, 1880, p. 8) directs, that

The cane should be cut several days before grinding, as it will be more free

from impurities if cured for a few daj-s before going to the mill.

j. Professors Scovell and Weber, in their report, 1881 (Illinois In-

dustrial University), say

:

The cane (sorghum) should be worked up as soon as possible after cutting.

The necessity of further investigation of Sorghum.

a. D. J. Brown (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture, 1856,

p. 313) says

:

Let the same skill, directed by science, be applied to the making of sugar

from the sorgho sucre, and we may reasonably expect the happiest results.

b. Dr. J. Lawrence Smith (Annual Report, Department of Agri-

culture, 1857 p. 192) further says :

On investigating the sugar bearing capacity of the Chinese sugar-cane, the-

first step required was to ascertain the true chemical constitution of the juice

extracted from the plant. From various conflicting statements on the subject

nothing satisfactory could be gleaned; some of the best authorities insisting
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that there was not any crystallizable sugar in the juice, or but a very small

portion, while others, equally as strong, held the contrary opinion.

c. Dr. J. Lawreuce Smith (Annual Report, Department of Agri-

culture, 1857, p. 192) further says:

It is not to be forgotten that sugar making is an art, and can not be prac-

ticed by every one with a mill and a set of kettles. • • * What was neces-

sarj" for the beet root is doubtlessly required for the sorgho, namely, a thorough

study of its nature, with a process of extracting the sugar especially adapted

to it.

d. J. Stanton Gould, "Report on Sorghum Culture" (Transactions

New York State Agricultural Society, 1863, p. 740), says, in view

of the discordant testimony concerning the sorghum question

:

These conflicting opinions might easily be reconciled by a few well-directed

experiments.

Again he says, same page

:

After the most careful inquiry, orally and by letter, I am unable to find that

any such experiments have ever been made.

Again, he says (p. 747) :

These experiments are not conclusive, and the whole question needs a care-

ful and accurate investigation.

e. Dr. J. ]VI. Shaffer, Secretary Iowa State Agricultural Society,

says (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture, 1868, p. 515):

The production of sugar (from sorghum) i^ rather the result of accident

than of anjr well- digested system for its extraction.

From the foregoiug discordant statements upon some of the more

important points selected for com2)arison, viz. (1) the kind of sugar

found in the sorghum
; (2) the hest variety of sorghum for the pro-

duction of sitgar; (3) the time for harvesting, and when the maxi-

mum of sugar is present in the juice
; (4) the prompt working of the

canes after cutting, etc., it is not a matter of wonder that the com-

mittee of the National Academy of Sciences, in their report on the

" Sorghum Sugar Industry," should have said :

It is evident that nothing was definitely determined, even on points where

work in the laboratory, and the exercise of analytical skill, were apparently

sufficient to settle most doubts, aside from economic questions, relating to

methods of manufacture.

Such, we find, was the condition of the "sorghum sugar question" up to a

period immediately preceding the researches undertaken by the United States

Department of Agriculture, in 1878, by their present chemist, Dr. Peter Collier.

Nor that they should have, in view of the results of these investi-

gations, reported as to the
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Value of the research, in a material sense, to the nation.

Aside from the value of this research from a scientific stand-point—illustrating,

as it does, the importance of obtaining, from an extended investigation, the

facts and their mutual relations in an agronomic problem—the results obtained

appear to this Committee to possess a high value, in a material sense, to the

nation.

Whether the cultivation of a crop like sorghum, deriving its support largely

from the atmosphere and water—since it appears to thrive best upon light soils

—

may or may not reward the cultivator better than the growth of cereals, it cer-

tainly adds a new factor to agriculture, of value, not only as a sugar producing

plant, but also as a food plant of no mean quality. It thrives over a very wide

area; and, as we have shown, develops in the warm and temperate latitudes

more than a single crop per annum, and becomes, certainly, in one of its

varieties, perennial.

But the work is also of national importance in its relation to existing indus-

tries, and especially to that of the cultivation of the sugar-cane and sugar pro-

duction therefrom.

In this country the sugar planter has to contend with obstacles unknown to

the resident of tropical countries. A greater degree of skill and knowledge is

here required for the attainment of the same result that elsewhere is reached

through the normal operation of natural causes, almost without effort on the

part of the planter. Such skill and knowledge can only be attained by a care-

fully conducted experimental inquiry, such as this investigation exhibits.

The methods developed in the course of this investigation are also applica-

ble, with but slight modification, to the cultivation of the sugar-cane, and there

can be little doubt but that the ultimate effect of such investigations will be

to stimulate the Southern sugar planter to similar experiments for the ascer-

tainment of the mo«t favorable conditions for the prosecution of his o'vn special

industry, depending on the culture of tropical cane in subtropical' climates,

where it never attains its its fullest development, and is consequently subject

to many adverse conditions unknown in the tropics.

As a work of national importance, calculated directly to benefit widelj' sepa-

rated sections of the country, it is one that has been wisely undertaken and

encouraged by the Department of Agriculture, and ia deserving of every aid

that Congress may be willing to grant for its encouragement and prosecution.

The sugar planter of Louisiana and Texas may possibly discover that he has

at command, in one or more of the larger varieties of sorghum, which, like the

so-called " Honduras," " Mastodon," etc., attain at maturity, say in four or five

months, a growth of 18 to 20 feet in height, and a weight of 2 to 5 pounds per

stalk, a sugar-producing plant thoroughly adapted to his climate and soil, equal,

and possibly superior, in productive capacitj'^ of cane sugar, to the "Ribbon,"

"Red, or "White" cane now grown there, and escaping the perils from frost

which alwa3''S attend the cultivation of the cane in those regions where the s n-

son is never long enough to p.?rmit its full maturity.

Of the early maturing varities, like "Early Orange," it will be possible, in

Southern latitudes, to make two crops of sugar and seed in one season, and
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these, alternating with varieties of longer periods, may extend the sugar crop

over nearly half the year.*

The late Hon. J. P. Updegraff, of Ohio, in debate, upon the floor

of the House of Representatives, declared, that

The distribution of sorghum seed, by the Department of Agriculture, had

brought to the agriculture of this country a greater return than the whole

amount which that Department has ever cost since its foundation. Yet it is

only a few years since the distribution of sorghum was ridiculed.

And the Hon. J. H. BurroAVS, of Missouri, in the course of the

same debate, declared, that

The importation and introduction of the sorghum, or African, cane, is one

among the many of the practical results of the Department of Agriculture;

and, to the people of the North, fell like a blessing from a war-clouded sky.

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY IN

EUROPE.

To those at all familiar with the early struggles of nearly every great

industry, there is nothing surprising in the experiences which those

have been compelled to undergo who have labored to develop the

sorghum sugar industry. The prejudices of ignorance, the arrogance

of conceit, and the malevolence of jealousy, have conspired to belittle

and misrepresent, to hinder and obstruct every attempt, to ridicule,

rather than encourage : such has been the reception which has been

accorded to those who have taken the lead in this enterprise.

The history of the development of the beet sugar industry, pre-

sents much to encourage those who have engaged in the efforts to pro-

duce sugar from sorghum and maize; and a brief account will in-

terest and encourage those wdio hope to see sorghum sugar produced

in sufficient quantity to supply all our wants.

In 1747, Margraff" a member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences,

succeeded in securing from the beet root crystallizable sugar; and he

"••We cite, in this connection, the following letter from Col. H. B. Richards,

of La Grange, Texas

:

" But now let me tell you about my Orange cane. It is no longer doubtful at

all but that the Orange cane will become, in this climate, perennial; and, after

this year, I will only plant every two years. I have tested it now effectually for

two years, and am convinced that the stubbles will stand colder weather, and

more of it, than those of the Ribbon cane.

" My cane, from last year's stubbles, has larger stalks, is taller, and, in every

way, ahead of the earliest seed cane at this time. * " '•"

" Yours truly,

" HENRY B. RICHARDS.

"La Grange, Fayette County, Texas, April 8th, 1882."
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urged upon the Academy the importance of his discovery, believing

that Europe would find in this root the basis of an immense industry.

But his important results appear to have been forgotten, until nearly a

half ceutury later, his pupil, Achard, again took up the work of his

master, aiid produced from beets a considerable quantity of sugar. In

1797, he published his results ; and, in 1799, presented a sample of the

sugar, and submitted his method for its extraction, to the Institute of

France. The interest aroused in the Institute was such that a commis-

sion was appointed by the Institute to examine the results and meth-

ods of Achard, and to repeat his experiments. This commission con-

sisted of MM. Cels, Chaptal, Darcet, Fourcroy, Guyton, Parmentier,

Tessier, Vauqueliu, and Deyeux, names eminent in the anuals of

science.

The report of this committee, although fully sustaining the methods

and results of Achard, was without apparent result until nearly ten

years after, when M. Deyeux, one of the committee, at the request of

the Minister of the Interior of France, again repeated the work of

Achard, and was again successful in obtaining "sugar perfectly ciys-

tallized, of great whiteness, brilliant, and sonorous—in a word, enjoy-

ing all the properties of the finest cane sugar."

About the same time, ]\IM. Barruel and Isnard undertook experi-

ments for the determination of the quantitative and economical aspects

of this question, and found that they Avere able to extract one and one-

half per cent of JMuscovado sugar, at a cost of thirty cents per pound,

while the refined sugar cost forty cents per pound.

February 20th, 1811, the Societe I'Encouragement pour ITudustrie

Nationale received samples of beet sugar produced by M. Drappiez, a

pharmacist of Lille, who also, in a memoir, laid before this society his

methods for its extraction.

M. Drappiez obtained by his method 07ie and three-tenths of one per cent

of sugar from the beet root, at an estimated cost of eighty cents per

pound. About a month later (March 25th, 1811), Napoleon issued his

first decree, now famous for the encouragement and the impulse it gave

to this struggling industry. By this decree, there was appropriated one

million francs ($200,000) to provide for the planting of 32,000 hectares

(79,040 acres) in beets; "for the establishment of six experimental

schools, for giving instruction in the manufacture of beet sugar, con-

formably to the processes of chemists ;" as also for the experiments and

instruction in processes for the manufacture of indigo. In addition, it

was decreed, that the importation of sugar and indigo from England and

her colonies should be prohibited. It is interesting to observe that, at

this time, the value of the sugar and indigo imported into France
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amounted to 100,000,000 francs (§20,000,000), so that the amount

appropriated for the encouragement of efforts to j^roduce these two com-

modities amounted to one per cent of the amount paid for them to for-

eio-n countries. In 1882, the United States imported over one hundred

million dollars worth of sugar and molasses, and the duties paid upon

the same amounted to more than fifty million dollars additional ; and

the amount appropriated by Congress for the purpose of investigations

on sorghum was ten thousand dollars.

It is also interesting to observe, that the six experimental schools es-

tablished were "to give instruction in the manufacture of beet root

sugar, conformably to the processes of chemists." This tells the whole story

:

it fully explains hoAv, from such small and unpromising beginnings

—

from a root inferior, in every way, to the tropical cane—from the pro-

duction of sugar costing eighty cents per pound— this industry has

developed to that degree, that the beet root is to-day, and for many

years has been, the only rival of the sugar-cane in producing the world's

supply of sugar. The acorn has become the oak. The predictions of

Maro-raff, in 1747, are to-day accomplished facts. Europe has found,

in the beet root, the basis of an immense industry. The reason for this,

is found in that decree of Napoleon—than whom, whether in peace or in

war, Europe has never had his superior in the field—the decree of Na-

poleon, that the manufacture of beet sugar should be taught in the

schools "conformably to the pn-ocesses of chemists."

The beet sugar industry is one of the proudest triumphs of science.

About its cradle, all the sciences have stood as foster parents ;
and im-

proved methods, improved machinery, improved cultivation, improved

varieties, have marked each step of its progress. But for the careful

supervision of science, its present proportions were impossible : and so

soon as that supervision shall be withdrawn, or shall be given in equal

measure to the production of sugar from sugar-cane or sorghum tlie

beet sugar industry must inevitably perish ; but its history has shown

the value of science to the arts, and has done much to silence the sneers

of the ignorant at laboratory work. As evidence of the rapid devel-

opment of this new industry, we may recall tliat there was produced

in France, from beets, in 1826, only 1,500 tons of sugar, and in 1875,

462,259 tons ; and, at the present, 38 per cent of the world's supply of

sugar is obtained from beets, and 62 per cent from the sugar-cane.

NECESSITY FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

To those engaged iu the development of the sorghum sugar industry,

it is hardly necessary to say, that, great as are the strides which have

been made during the past few years in our knowledge of sorghum as
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a sugar producing plant, there yet remains many questions of the great-

est practical value, concerning which we know very little indeed ; and

it is to be hoped that we have long ago ceased to speculate, when, ac-

curate and repeated experiments alone can assist us in a correct solu-

tion of these questions.

It is proposed to indicate a few of the more prominent questions con-

nected with this industry, which are of practical importance, and await

• solution.

It must not be forgotten that, owing to the number of conditions

which affect each experiment, but few of which we may take cogni-

zance, that no conclusion may be safely drawn from one, or even

many results ; but, at the same time, every carefully recorded observa-

tion is of value, and will serve in the final determination of the truth.

Not alone in this, but in every other inquiry is it true, that hasty gen-

eralizations are the very bane of science ; and yet we have seen how
this unfortunate tendency has retarded the development of this indus-

try for over a quarter of a century. From a single poorly conducted ex-

periment, it was decided that, practically, no sugar could be made
from sorghum, owing to the invei'sion of the sugar, which, through

some mistaken method of manufacture, resulted in this one case.

From the examination of a single one of the hundred varieties of sor-

ghum, the sweeping conclusion was published, by one who should have

been an authority in agricultural science, that no variety was of any

value for the production of sugar. Through imperfect methods of test-

ing, one finds the seed of sorghum a rival of tan bark in its con-

tents of tannic acid, despite the fact that such a discovery would render

sorghum unique among the cereals ; another fails to find in the juice

of sorghum a trace of glucose, although it is never absent ; while still

another bases a method for the extraction of sugar upon his dis-

covery (?) of crystals of sugar in the fresh stalks of sorghum. Let

each remember that, for every incorrect observation or result I'eported,

tiiere is necessitated at least ten times the labor to disprove it—and they

maybe less disposed, without repeated confirmation, to j^iublish, although

it is to be hoped they will not neglect to record.

Above all, let us not consider that we are bound, at the present, to pro-

fess complete knowledge concerning the entire subject; for we may feel

no hesitation in confessing our ignorance, which our attempts to conceal

makes too evident.

At a recent meeting of sorghum growers, the question as to the soil

best adapted for the cultivation of the plant was under discussion. All

must admit that is a question of extreme practical importance.

After a long discussion, with the presentation of as many views as
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there were speakers, it was at last settled, by the passage of a resolu-

tion, that such and such and such a soil was the best adapted for the

growth of sorghum. Than this, nothing could be more unwise, more

unscientific, or more utterly foolish. As well might the convention

have resolved that a solar eclipse should take place the next week or

the next month. Accumulated facts, and not resolutions, are impera-

tively demanded. A leading agricultural w'riter, not long ago, de-

clared, that " the conversion of amber cane (one of the varieties of sor-

ghum) into crystallized sugar of standard excellence, in paying quanti-

ties, and with a fair margin of profits to all concerned, is a result not only

never yet reached, but made simpJij impossible by the force of natural laws."

Strong words, indeed ; and yet, wathin three months of the time the above

was written, there was produced, Avithin 300 miles of this paragrapher,

notwithstanding the forces of nature he had so confidently declared as in

opposition, 160 tons of excellent sugar, at good profits, mainly from the

very variety he had named as being incapable of yielding sugar. This

new industry has very much conservatism of such sort to contend with.

It has, also, beyond doubt, many practical problems yet to solve ; but

this may be confidently asserted, that, thus far, there has nothing pre-

sented itself which has long stood in the way of an advance, which,

during the past three years, has been most remarkable.

As with the beet sugar industry, many experiments have proved fail-

ures; and many persons have been found, as then, who, from the first,

have declared that the manufacture of sugar from sorghum was a com-

mercial impossibility. But, in spite of adverse criticisms, partial fail-

ures, and the opposition of interested parties, the beet sugar industry in

Europe has been, and to-day is, one of the greatest industries of that

country; and, as we have seen, provides, at a profit more or less great,

fully two-fifths the sugar of the world. It must not be, however, sup-

posed, that all the practical questions which may arise shall prove as

of easy and speedy solution as those, the solution of Avhioh have suf-

ficed to place the sorghum sugar industry fairly upou a basis of profit.

The development of any new industry of great magnitude, and in-

volviog so many conditions conspiring to help or hinder its greatest

success, is sure to bring to light many important questions bearing

upon the cheapening and simplification of manufacturing processes,

the many questions concerning the cultivation and management of

the crop, Avhich the results of only a series of years of observation and

experiment can bring to a reliable conclusion.

That it is a wise and enlightened policy for this government, whether

state or national, to encourage in every legitimate way the thorough

investigations of these great economic questions, which have so much
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to do with the material prosperity of the country, seems hardly a

question admitting an intelligent doubt. Already Xew Jersey and

Massachusetts have by means of bounties stimulated experiments in

this direction, which, in New Jersey at least, have already led to most

important results.

New Jersey, in an " Act to encourage the manufacture of sugar in the

state," provides, that one dollar shall be paitl by the state to the farmer

for each ton of material out of which crystallized cane sugar has

actually been obtained; and it provides, also, a further bounty of one

cent per pound to be paid to the manufacturer for each pound of cane

sugar made from such material. Massachusetts passed an act pro-

viding that one dollar be paid for each 2,000 pounds of sorghum cane,

or sugar beets, used in the state for the manufacture of sugar.

Several of the states have, by appropriations, provided for the con-

tinuance of investigations looking to the economical production of

sugar. The general government has for the past two years, in spite of

a persistent and determined opposition from a source as surprising as

it has been inexplicable, continued to make appropriations for the

prosecution of those investigations, which have already resulted in the

accumulation of most of the facts which are thus far established be-

yond question, and which have been recorded in these pages.

In the words of the Committee of the National Academy of Sciences,

" the fruits of this policy of the general government are already be-

ginning to show themselves in the decided success which has attended

the production of sugar from sorghum on a commercial scale in the

few cases in which the rules of good practice, evolved especially by

the researches made at the laboratory of the Department of Agriculture,

have been intelligently followed," and they conclude their report in

these words: "The sugar producing industry of the whole country,

both that of the tropical cane in the South and the sorghum over a far

wider area, will derive yet greater benefits from the continued in-

vestigations of the chemist of this department, to whose former work

we are already so much indebted,"

A few of the points which are at present awaiting investigation,

may be briefly summarized. Even granting that the questions already

settled have sufficed to place this new industry upon a safe and profita-

ble footing, it by no means follows that it may not be made far more

profitable. To this end there yet remains a vast amount of work de-

mandiucr further investigation.

The unanimous testimony of sugar manufacturers conclusively

proves, that, at present, fully one-third the sugar present in the cane

or sorghum is lost through the imperfect methods for its extraction.
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That such a loss is permitted to continue, is a reproach to the industrial

science of the country.

The variety of soil best adapted to the development of sorghum ; the

effect of the various fertilizers upon the several varieties of soil ; the

effect of our climate and soils upon the sugar producing capacity of the

many varieties of sorghum ; the effect of various methods of cultiva-

tion of the plant; the possibility of producing by skillful hybridiza-

tion varieties more valuable than any now known ; the growing and ex-

amination of varieties as yet unknown to this country; the various

methods of defecation and their relative value ; these, and many similar

questions, will at once arise to the mind of any one familiar with what
has already been accomplished.

Concerning each and all of these important questions, our knowledge

at present is almost nothing.

In view of the wide area over which this plant may be grown in this

country, with the great diversities of climate, it is by no means im-

probable that a variety of sorghum may be developed, combining the

excellencies of several and surpassing any now known. Such results

have been secured Avith the beet, so that the average per cent of sugar

present in the best varieties now grown, has been increased one or two

hundred per cent over that originally present in the root. Certainly,

with such results already the reward of investigation, it is to be con-

fidently anticipated that no efforts will be spared that similar results

may reward those engaged in the investigation of the sorghum, a plant

which is most remarkable for the great adaptability it possesses, as

evidenced by the numerous varieties grown in every quarter of the

globe. Even while engaged in writing, the author has received several

varieties of seed from Asia and Africa, wholly new to this country,

and mention has been made in this volume of some twenty or more
varieties from southern Africa, quite unlike any previously grown in

America.

The practical determination of what is known as " available sugar,"

is also a matter of great importance ; since it may be found that the

methods for its estimation in the juices of the sugar-cane and the beet,

are inapplicable to the juices of sorghum.

In the purging of sorghum and corn-stalk sugar, it happens very

often that this operation is of unusual difficulty, owing to the presence

of a certain gummy substance ; and this practical difficulty has been

by some so magnified, that the economical production of sugar from

these two plants has been confidently declared impossible.

In the experience at Washington, as well as that at many other

places, this peculiar substance has been found often to be present in
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quantity so small as to offer little, if any, resistance to complete purg-

ing in the ordinary centrifugal.

It is a matter of very great practical importance, to determine those

conditions which prevent its being produced in the manufacture of the

syrup ; since in no case has its presence been detected in the freshly

expressed juices of either sorghum or maize. It appears to be formed

by transformation of other constituents of the juice in the progress of

syrup production.

In fact, unless the sorghum sugar industry shall prove to be unlike

any other which has been developed, we may safely predict that many
questions similar to the above will, from time to time, arise and demand
solution.

It is worse than idle to dogmatize upon such questions ; but dogmas

will prevail in the future, as in the past, where carefully ascertained

experimental results are wanting, and it is only the results of careful

research which can clear the way to the establishment of this industry

upon the basis of the greatest economy.

To such an end whoever contributes, even in the least degree, may
consider himself a public benefactor; and whoever, either through

ignorance or wickedness, shall hinder the consummation of a result

so greatly to be desired, shall receive, as lie will most justly deserve,

the execration of his fellow men.

FUTURE PROSPECTS OF THE SORGHUM SUGAR I>'DUSTRY.

From the results already secured and recorded in this volume, there

would appear no good reason to doubt, that, within a few years, we
may render ourselves wholly independent of other nations for our su-

gar supply.

It may appear somewhat hazardous to venture any prediction ; but

I think such a result will be accomplished within the next decade, and

that, by 1900, we shall export sugar produced from sorghum to

Europe. That such a result appears possible, yes, most probable, rests

upon these few well established facts :

1. About 38 per cent of all the cultivated land in the United States,

including the grass land, is at present devoted to the cultivation of

maize: thus showing that the conditions of soil and climate in our

country conspire to make the production of maize profitable.

2. The demands made upon the soil, and the conditions of climate

necessary to the full development of sorghum, are practically identi-

cal with those made by and necessary to maize.

3. The methods of cultivation of the two crops are identical; so
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that, in every township of the country, these methods are practically

understood.

4. The greater part of the maize consumed in this country, is used

for the purpose of feeding and fattening swine ; and numerous analy-

ses of several different varieties of sorghum seed, have shown that

the proximate chemical composition of sorghum seed is identical with

that of maize, the sorghum seed differing no more from maize in com-

position than does one variety of maize from another.

5. Numerous feeding experiments have established the fact, that, for

feeding and fattening purposes, sorghum seed is the equivalent of

maize, and may be substituted for it.

6. As much sorghum seed may be produced from an acre as of

maize, on the same land ; and wherever maize may be grown success-

fully in this country, one variety or another of sorghum may be as

successfully grown.

7. Fully ninety-nine per cent of the sorghum now grown in the

Avorld, is grown solely for the seed and the forage obtained in the

leaves; and abundant testimony is given, that, for the seed alone, the

crop may be profitably grown, while many of those using the stalks

for syrup and sugar declare that the seed enables them to produce the

stalks free of all cost.

8. It is only after the seed of any variety of sorghum is quite ma-

ture, that the maximum of sugar in the stalks is attained ; so that there

is nothing to prevent the securing of both the maximum of seed and

the maximum of sugar from the crop of sorghum.

9. Many thousands of analyses of over fifty varieties of sorghum

have conclusively established the fact, that, at maturity, the stalk of

sorghum contains an amount of sugar equal to that found in the best

sugar-cane grown in Louisiana; and already, by processes and appara-

tus identical with those employed upon the sugar plantations of Cuba

and Louisiana, several hundred tons of sorghum sugar have been put

upon the market in competition with sugar from the tropical sugar-

cane.

10. The testimony of numerous manufacturers of syrups from sor-

ghum, shows that the syrup may be manufactured at an expense vary-

ing in different localities, and with different manufacturers, from 12 to

25 cents per gallon, from cane delivered free at the mill, even when

working with small mills instead of the improved appliances of the

large plantations.

11. A yield of 6 to 8 pounds of sugar from the gallon of syrup,

made at the proper time, may be fairly expected ; and thus the sugar

would cost, according to the expense of manufacture above given.
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from 1^ cents to 4 cents per pound, without any allowance for the

molasses.

12. Excellent sugar has been made from sorghum : and where ac-

curate account of all expenses was kept, including cultivation of crop,

but no account made of the seed, the expense of production of the

sugar did not exceed 4i cents per pound.

13. In view of these results, I have no doubt that sugar may even

now be produced at an expense of not over 2 cents per pouud ; and I

believe that, within a decade, it will be produced at an expense of not

over 1 cent per pound.
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CHAPTER II.

(a.) Chemistry of Sugar.

(b.) Sources of Su^ar.

(c.

)

Statistics of Sugar.

{d.) Bibliography of Sorghum.

CHEMISTRY OF SUGAR.

Under the name, sugar, the chemist includes a number of different

organic compounds, most of them being vegetable in their origin.

They are all soluble in water, though in different degrees ; and are all

characterized by a sweet taste, though possessing different degrees of

sweetness.

They are neutral in their reactions with vegetable colors; but, in

the compounds they form, play the part of acids. They are all

remarkable for their effects upon a beam of polarized light, which,

when passed through solutions of any one of the sugars, is rotated to

the right or the left. The direction and the degree of rotation is con-

stant under the same conditions of density of solution and temperature

for the several sugars.

The principal members of this group of sugars, are

:

1. Cane sugar; also known as sucrose and saccharose, C^jHggOn.
This sugar is found present in the juices of the sugar-cane, Saccha-

rum ofRcinarum ; maize, zea mais; sorghum. Sorghum saccharatum

;

beets, Beta vulgaris ; sugar maple, Acer saccharinum ; several species

of the palm, and many other plants.

The pure sugar, from either of the above sources, is identical in all

its properties—as crystalline form, chemical composition, degree of

solubility, sweetness, and rotatory power.

2. Glucose, CgHjoOg. Under this name is grouped two principal

compounds : (a) Dextro-glucose, or Dextrose, which rotates the polar

ized beam to the right; and (6) Laevo-glucose, or Laevulose, which

rotates the beam to the left.

Dextro-glucose is known as grape sugar, starch sugar, fruit sugar,

honey sugar, diabetic sugar, according to its source.

Sweet fruits and honey contain this form of glucose, associated with

cane sugar and laevo-glucose.

Laevo-glucose has the same chemical composition as dextro-glucose ;

but is distinguished by its left-handed rotatory power. This form of
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glucose is obtained, together with dextro-glueose, in the fermentation

of cane sugar, which, under the action of the ferment, splits up into

equal parts of dextro and laevo-glucose. And, since the left-handed

rotation of the latter is greater than the right-handed rotation of the

former, the solution of cane sugar—which, at first, was right-handed

in its rotation of the plane of polarized light—after fermentation is found

to be left-handed, or (as it is termed) inverted; and hence the name
" inverted sugar," which is a mixture of these two forms of glucose.

The formula which represents the final results in this process of fer-

mentation is, in

Cane sugar -}- water. Dextro glucose. Laevo-glucose.

C12H22O11 + H2O = CgHigOe + CgHigOg.

One molecule of cane sugar uniting with one molecule of water, and

then breaking up into one molecule of dextro- and one molecule of

laevo-glucose.

This change in cane sugar is readily brought about, also, by the ac-

tion of dilute acids. If, to a dilute solution of cane sugar, a few drops

of sulphuric or hydrochloric acid be added, and the solution be heated

at a temperature of 90°C. (194°F.) for half an hour, it will be fnind

that the cane sugar will have entirely disappeared from the solution,

and, in its place, will be found its equivalent of inverted sugar. This

is the method pursued in the determination, by analysis, of tlie cane

sugar in juices of sugar producing plants. (See chapter on Methods of

Analysis.)

It is, however, to be remembered, that this change is eflTected by
the heat in the presence of an acid, and very speedily in such circum-

stances: but heat alone effects this change very slowly, indeed, if at

all ; although the contrary opinion is very generally entertained by

those who have never subjected the matter to the test of experiment.

A series of experiments are given in the Journal Fabr. Sucre, byM.
Pellet, showing the amount of inversion of solutions of cane sugar at dif-

erent temperatures and degrees of concentration. The experiments

were, in each case, continued for four days (96 hours) :

Sugar in 100 c.c. At25°C. At 50^ C. At 75=' C.

10 grams. .5975 grams. .3.0216 grams. 8.8100 grams.
30 grams. .-5275 grams. 2.9200 grams. 7.1825 grams.
60 grams. .1025 grams. .6450 grams. 5.4900 grams.
90 grams. trace. .1-500 grams. ' 3 977.6 grams.

It wiU be seen, that the extent of inversion was dependent upon tem-

perature and concentration of the solution ; and that a solution contain-

ing 60 grams, of sugar in 100 cubic centimeters of solution (about tlie

consistency of a syrup), even after four days' heating at a temperature
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of 75°C. (177°F.), bad only 5.49 grams, of the sugar inverted, or 9.15

per cent of the amount ; so that, in ordinary work, the inversion of

sugar by heat alone may be regarded as very slight.

In the presence of a slight excess of lime, it has been found that a

solution of cane sugar remains unchanged, even after prolonged boil-

ing for thirty-six hours. The practical importance of this fact is obvi-

ous to the sugar manufacturer, since, by proper defecation with lime,

the acids present in the saccharine juices of plants are neutralized and

rendered inert.

3. Lactose, or milk sugar, C,.,H,,20i,.

This sugar is that which gives to milk its sweet taste.

Lactose, although having the same composition as cane sugar,, differs

from it very greatly in all its properties, in crystalline form, degree of

solubility, and sweetness, and in its rotatory power, which, though

right-handed as is that of cane sugar, is far less in degree—the relative

degrees of rotatory power of the four sugars mentioned being as follows:

Cane Susar, right-lianfled 73°8

Milk " " " 59°3

Dextrose, " " 5fi°

Laevulose, left " 106'' at 14° C
53° at 90° C

Lactose, also, in ordinary fermentation, produces Lactic Acid instead

of glucose. The formula representing the results of the fermentation,

being

:

Lactose -|- Water = Lactic Acid.

c„H,,o„ -t H,o ^ 4 anA
The one molecule of lactose taking up one molecule of water and

being then broken up into four molecules of lactic acid ;
this result

constituting what is known as the souring of milk.

The relative solubilities of these several sugars in cold water, are

as follows

:

1 part Cane Sugar in % Its weight of water.
1 •• Glucose " IK
1 " Lactose " 5 times its weight of water.

Cane sugar is readily obtained in crystals by the evaporation of its

solution in water, as in the familiar form of the so-called granulated

sugar, which may be seen to be composed of well defined crystals, also

in the well known form of rock candy, in which crystals an inch in

diameter are often found.

Glucose also crystallizes both in its anhydrous form, and also in

combination with water. The crystals of glucose, however, are gen-

erally a collection of minute needles clustered into granular masses, or,

if the solution is concentrated, uniting to form a semi-solid mass ; as
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frequently occurred iu the earlier eflTorts in making commercial glucose,

Avhere the fluid syrup, after standing a short time, Avas found to have

been entirely changed into a solid mass of crystals of hydrated

glucose.

Lactose is easily obtained crystallized, although the form of its

crystals, its comparative insolubility, and its low sweetening power,

will enable one to readily distinguish it from either of the other sugars

mentioned.

It is also to be observed, that each of these sugars are composed only

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen ; the last two elements existing always

in the proportion to form water, and hence the name carb-hydrates

which has been applied to compounds of this class. Since, now, these

three elements exists in the atmosphere in inexhaustible quantity, it will

be seen that the production of sugar need necessarily never result in

the exhaustion of the soil.

This matter will be hereafter discussed.

SOURCES OF SUGAE.

It has been already stated that cane sugar, or sucrose, is found in

the juices from the stalks of the sugar-cane, maize, sorghum, and many
similar plants ; also in the juices of the beet root, the sap of the sugar

maple, and of many species of the palm. It is, besides, a constituent

of honey, and of fruits.

A comparatively small amount is obtained from the palm, while the

maple sugar is an article of local consumption.

It is estimated that, in 1850, there was exported of palm sugar

10,000 tons from that portion of North-eastern India lying near the

mouths of the Ganges. About 20,000 tons of maple sugar is pro-

duced annually in the United States, in 18 states.

The commercial supply, however, of this important product, is ob-

tained almost exclusively from two sources, viz : the several varieties

of the sugar-cane, and the beet root, the former furnishing about 62

per cent, and the latter 38 per cent of the world's sugar.

The actual production of cane sugar in tons in the years 1875, 6, 7,

8, 9, 80, was as follows :

1875 1878.
From Susar-cane 3,395,478 From Sugar-cane. 3,395.478

•• Beets 1,168,281 " " Beets 1,398,051

1876 1879.

From Sua;ar-cane 3,292,137 From Sugar-cane. 3,550 390
•• Beets 1,350,731 " " Beets 1,549,224

1S77 1880
From Sugar-cane 3,337.410 From Sugar-cane 2,327,000

" Beets 1,103,466 " " Beets 1,670,000

Note—See Appendix.
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The several countries jDroduciug this supply, are as follows

;

Cane. 1875.

Cuba 700,000 tons.
Porto Rico 80,000

"

British, Dutch, and Danish/ n-nnnn <i

West Indies. (

•^''J-""'^

Java 200,000
"

Brazil 170,000 "

Manilla 130,000 "

China 120,000 "

Mauritius 100,000
"

Martinique & Guadaloupe 100,000 "

^Louisiana 75,000
"

Beet Sugar. 1875.

German Empire 346,646 tons.
France 462,2.59 "

Russia and Poland 245,000
"

Austria and Hungary 153,922 "

Cane. 1875.
Peru 50,000 '*

Egypt 40,000 "

Central America, and Mexico, 40,000 "
Reunion .30,000

"

British I.sles and Penang 30,000 "

Honolulu 10,000
"

Natal • 10,000
"

Australia. 51,000 "

Total 2,186,000
"

Beet Sugar. 1875.

Belgium 79,796 tons.
Holland and other countries.. 30,000

"

Total 1,317,623
"

TJie Consuinption per capita of Sugar in the World.

The amount of sugar consumed per capita differs very greatly, and

represents to a certain extent the relative degree of luxury of the

several countries.

According to the statement of Lock, Wigner & Harland, the fol-

lowing represents approximately the number of pounds annually con-

sumed in the several countries per capita

:
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Sugar Product of Louisiana, 1823-1877.

American Alma.

Hogsheads.
1823 30,000

1824 32,000

1825 30,000

1826 45.000

1827 71,000

18i8 88,000

1829 48.000

18:32 70,000

1833 75,000

1834 100.000

1835 30,000

1836 70,000

1837

;

65,000

1838 70,000

1839 115.000
1840 87,000
1841 90,000
1842 140,000

1843 100.000

] 844 200,000
1845 186.000

1846 140,000
1847 240,000
1848 220,000
1849 247.923
1850 211,201
1851 236,.547

1852 321,934
1853 449.324
1854 .346,635

KAC, 1880, p. 32.

Hogslieads.
1855 231,427
1856 73.296
1S57 279,697
1858 362,296
1859 221,810
1860 22S,7.53

1861 459,410
1863 76,801
1864. 10,387
1865 18,070
1866 41,000
1867 37,647
1868 84,256
1869 87,090
1870 144,881
1871 128,461

1872 108.520

1873 89,498

1874 116,867

1875 144,146
1,S76 169,331

1877 127,753
1878 213,221

1879 169,972
1880 218.314

1881 122.982
1882 241.220
Average weight of the hhd. is reckoned

at 1137 pounds net.

Average Yield of Sugar per Aere.

Pds. Maximum
reported.

Demerara 4,480
Mauritius 3..500 5..500

Philippines 1,6S0 2,800

Java, about 3.360
Rio Janeiro 2,100
Jamaica 1,344 5,600
India, average 896

Pd.

Louisiana 1,200
Queensland 2,9ii8

Natal
Sandwich Islands
Figi
Surinam. 1,960

Maximum
reported.

7,840
7.000
12,000
5,000

The following statistics of the acreage and production of sugar and

molasses in the United States, is from the Annual Report of the De-

partment of Agriculture.

Sugar-cane.

(1879 Census.)

states. Acres.

Alahama 6,627
Florida 7,93S
Georgia 15, 0-33

Louisiana 181,-592

Sugar.
Hiids.

94
1,273
601

171,706

Molasses.
Gallons.
795,199

1,029,868
1.565.784

11,696,248

States. Acres.

Mi.sssissippi 4, .5.55

South Carolina.. 1,7.S7

Texas 10,224

Suarar.
Hhds.

18
229

4,951

Molasses.
Gallons.
536,6-25

1.38,944

810,605

Total 227,776 178,872 16,573,273

Maple Sugar.

Lewis S. Ware gives the following table, showing the total product

of maple sugar in the United States

:

1861 42,000.000 pounds.
1862 44,000.000
1863 41,500,000
1864 . 40,500,000
1865 39.740.796
1866 37.532,000
1867 .35.654,000

1868 33.421.000
1869 29,114,500

1870 28,443,645 pounds.
1871 30,7.56,000

1872 31,682,000

1873 32,157,000

1874 .33.044,200

1875 43,197.9.30

1876 43,288,080

1877 41,000,000 "
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Of this amount, over 50 per cent is produced by tlie states of New
York and Vermont, 20 per cent by Ohio and Michigan, while the re-

maining 30 per cent is divided between 14 of the northern states.

Production of Sugarfrom Sugar Beets.

France.—Authority, Corenwinder and Macarez, Lille (Special Re-

port, Department of Agriculture, on " Culture of the Sugar Beet") :

From 2,200 Pounds Roots.

Pounds Sugar. Pounds- Molasses.

1873-1 124.74 79.20
1874-5 128.26 74.80
1875-6 in.04 80.96
1876-7 97.68 69.96

187'7-S 133.65 77.88

Average 120.27 76.56

Equal to 5.47 per cent sugar from beets.

From "A Complete Treatise on the Fabrication and Refining of Beet

Sugar," by L. Walkoff, we learn that the average per cent of sugar

from beets, in 1872-3, was, in Russia and Poland, 7.0 per cent.

Germany 8.5 " "

Austria and Hungary 9.6 " "

During the season of 1879-80, there were worked in Germany

4,628,748 tons of beet roots for sugar. The average product per acre

was 11.09 tons of roots. From 1,174 tons of roots there was obtained

100 tons of all sugars, or 8.52 per cent of the weight of roots. This

yield is equal to 1,890 pounds of all sugars to the acre.

The following tables give the statistics of the production, importa-

tion, and consumption of sugar and molasses in the United States from

1790 to 1882, inclusive.

From 1878 to 1882, inclusive, no allowance is made for sorghum or

maple sugar, owing to the lack of reliable statistics as to their produc-

tion. Since 1878, the amount of sorghum and maple molasses is esti-

mated at 15,000,000 gallons of the former, and 2,000,000 gallons of

the latter, although the production of sorghum syrup is probably very

largely in excess of the above estimate at the present time.

The tables are taken from the Report of the Department of Agri-

culture for 1 878.

Explanations and Remarks on the Tables.

In making thorough examination of the question of sugar pro-

duction in the United States, a collateral inquiry has resulted

in information which is appended at this time, for the atten-

tion, not only of the legislative powers of the country, but of all
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those interested in commercial transactions with sugar and its allied

products.

The tabular statement of the tarifT on sugar, extending from 1790

to 1882, inclusive, compiled Avith care, has been subjected to such re-

vision, as, I believe, entitles it to the confidence of those who wish to

investigate this subject, or to predicate legislation thereon.

The Imports and Exports are taken or compiled from the "American

State Papers" and the statistics of " Commerce and Navigation."

The ^^Difference" is obtained by subtracting the exports from the

imports, or the reverse; if the export item exceeds the import item, a

minus sign is used to designate such excess.

''Value" signifies the difference between the value of the imports and

the value of the exports, and is, therefore, the co.st of what is con-

sumed. From 1867 to the present date, the amounts in the value col-

umn are quoted from the statistics of "Commerce and N^avigation."

"Price," or "Averarie per pound," is obtained by dividing value by

the quantities in the column of foreign consumption.

The annual amounts "Pair? /or e«8to»i.s" from 1867 until date, are

quoted or compiled from the statistics on "Commerce and Naviga-

tion ;" previous to that year, they are found by multiplying the quan-

tity consumed by the rate of duty on each kind or grade of the article

under consideration. For instance, refined sugar comprises different

grades, with a corresponding variety in the rates of duty.

The ''Rate," or "Average rate of diitij," is the result of dividing the

Paid for customs by the amount consumed.

The column of Domestic produce is estimated and collected from va-

rious sources, and, altliough not absolutely correct, forms the best

known data of the sugar produced in the United States.

The figures in Domestic exports are quoted from the "American State

Papers" and statistics of " Commerce and Navigation."

Previous to 1867, Foreign consumption is deduced from the imports

and exports ; after that time, the amounts are taken from the tables

of home consumption in the statistics of " Commerce and Navigation."

Domestic consumption, previous to 1867, is the difference between do-

mestic production and exports ; subsequently, the amounts are copied

from the statistics of " Commerce and Navigation."

Total consumption and Average per capita are interesting and impor-

tant, as showing the rate of increase in the consumption of sugar with

the increasing population ; also, the fluctuations from year to year,

caused by changes in the tariff laws, or by wars or other disturbances.
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TABLE

hnports, Exports, Cost, Production, and Consumption of Cane, Maple, and Sor-

Years.

1790.

1791.
1792.

1793
1794
1795.
1796.
1797.
1798,

1799.

FIRST DECENNIUM.

ISOO-

ISOl.
1802
1803.
1S04
1805
1S06

.

1807

.

1S08
1809

SECOND DECENNIUM.

1810.
1811-
1812.

1813
1814.
\%VS

.

1816
1817.
1818.
1819

THIRD DECENNIUM.

1820.
1821

.

1822.
1823.
1824.

1825

.

1826

.

1827

.

1828.
1829

.

FOURTH DECENNIUM.

1830.
1831.
1832.

1833.
18.34.

1835.
1836

.

1837.

1838
1.S39

.

FIFTH DECENNIUM.

Foreign.

Imports. Exports. Difference

Pounds.
18,229,419

24,901, (;:;9

a 24,420,372
a47,7(i2,.')0.j

a 48,70:1,900

63,783,405
59,4<;9, l.'S4

72,705,821
87,523,918

103,846,468

11.3,

136,

12.8,'

18(i,

199,

220,

104,

76,

;,2o;;

:,669

109.

66
97,

lib.

126:

191
136:

153,

195,

Pound
49
7-'>

1,197,

4,611
20,762
22,117
35,832

38,570,

51,740
79,054,

56,557,4.55

97,734,211
61,180,288
23,226,453
74,172,220

122,808.993
145,630,841

143,119,605
28,962,52'

45,297,338

47,024,002
18,268,347

13,927,277
0,617,288

762
3,188,718

17,723,96'

20,195,168

22,057,904
11,267,182

31,389,109
20,061,725
14,446,860
21,4.59,024

14,128,429
21,836,771
21,146,856
15,.343,.530

10,691,088
12,343,478

9,725,342
22,.580,947

17,536,028
6,(;i9,154

13,969,203
7,257,476

.34,492,282

41,124,819
11,624,324

13,154,653

unds.
,179.632

178

,222,456

,150,517

.943,679

,666, 138
,6.36, .364

,195,770
,783,201

,792,428

Value of Foreign
Sugar Consumed.

Value.

.56,7.82,296

38,,S94,72.^

37,450,487
5(),.'>!)5,750

54.5.-,0,449

63,662,7.S(

53,.5()2,.59(

77,549,494
75,459,250
31,556,056

8,080,720

58,932,247
69,482,1179

26,779,7.50

29,464,18]
41,854,444
37,3.sii,414

72,8.52,200

46,301,0.32

62,677,475

35,341,070
39,4.53,976

73,863,826
39,332,446
80,323,628
49,935, (i97

63,789,103
61,358,750
46,215,330
50,965,143

76.764,771
86,650,221
48,952,.S63

91,115.2.S4

101,422,.S9:;

118,7.S0,,s57

156,938,023
95,024,942

142,2.59,.539

182,134,371

Dollars,
(c)

Paid for
Customs.

7,999,772

6,913,.370

1,779,881
4,171,7.56

2,617,965
3,569,920
3,3.S5,95.s

2,718,296
2,807,.599

3,946,547
3,6.39.488

2,001,303
4,329,474

4,703,312
6,243,350
9,681,940
4, .546,128

6,697,656

8,939,000

Dollars.
185,649
383,234
355,969
6,88,812

469.847
651,101
3.55,789

589,.567
641,247

3,026,964

1,272,833
978,401
6S'.),446

1,235,077
1,-573,714

1,.544,023
1,396,316

1,993,139
1,763,008
752,126

410,4.52

1,-502,465

1,76.5,403

1,364,-527

1,-503,279

2,130,779
1,911,861

2,225,944
1,41-5,565

1,911,250

1,076,982
1,202,360
2,268,782
1,189,907
2,-500,127

1,-507,043

1,961,327
1,872,943
1,422,184

1,559,174

2,3,52,155

2,669,860
1,498,-399

2,328,990
2,575. 155

3,053,723
3948,104
2,390.031
3,617,377

4,593,141

(a) These imports aro for calendar years, and not fiscal years.
(b) Estimated by taking the mean between 1819 and 1821, there being no statistics of

imports on record.
(c) The only reliable values on record, from 1790 to 1823, are those of 1807 and 1815,

which are found in "Pitkin's Commerce of the United States."
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I.

ghum Sugar, Candy, and Melado, in the U. S., for each fiscal year from 1790 io 1882.

Total.

Dollars.

9,992,911

9,044,W9

2,969,788
6,6"1.SS3

4,li5,008

5,531,247
5,2-?8,901

4,140,480
4,366,773

6,298,702
6,309.:M8
3.499,702
6,6-58,464

7,278,407
9,297,073
13,630,044
6,936,1.59

10,31.5,033

13,532,141

Domestic.

Produce. Exports

Pounds,
12,000.000
13,000,000
11,200,000
14,215,000
16,240,000
13,290,000
15,3-10.000

12,-10(1.000

14,499,-500

16,600,000

16,000,000
20,000.000
21,000.000
20,200,000
22,499,.500

25,299,500
28,00n,000

28,000,010
31,000,000
34,000,000

39,000,000
38,603,070
41.000.000
42,.500,000

4-5,000.000

43,000.000
46,000.000
45,000,000
47..50O.0O0

59,000,000

51,000,000
55,000.000
58.000.000
57 650.000
63,960.000
63,6.50,000

84,975,000
117.005,000
132,590,575
90,014,890

119,31-5.000

12:3.62.5,000

121.12-5,000

116,8-50,000

121,62-5,000

152,-500,000

72,150,000
120,8-50,000

113,075,000
117,850,000

Pounds.

97,029
924,181
390,445
510,-578

139,986
20,362

287,921

762,-321

244,242
142.6'.)0

732,320
756

16,692
79,577

180,863
111,891
80,055

80,836
181,119
185,6->s

59.o;a
63,868
77,799

226,01<
2-55.44';

323,326
532,996

1,62.3,866

2,2:37,619

8.56,02:

517.076
2,463,841
870,-506

1,-571,108

2,1-50,769

3,019,451

5,109,926

Consumption.

Foreign. Domestic.

Pounds,
18,179,632
24,825,978
2:3,222,456
43,1-50,51"

27,943,679
41,58:^,263

23,719,2.39

34,195,770
26,9:36,602

33,639,02

56,146,18-5

39,583,8:36

30,245,045
49,40:3,084

62.948.-5S7

61,312,7:33

55,S-52,C>43

77,-549,494
68,4S2,8.S5

30,085,070

16,418,071
58,9:32,247

69,482.679
26,779,7.50

29,464.181
41,N54,444
37,386,414
72,852,200
46,301,032
62,677,475

35,341,070
39,4-53.97t

73,,S(j3,S2ti

.39.332,446

80,3J3,628
49,9:35,69

63,789,103
61.:!.5S,7-50

46.245.:3:30

50,965.14:3

76,

86
48,

91,

101,

118,

1-56

95,

142,

182

764,771
650.221

952.863
115,284

422,893
78l),.>>.^'

y:"().02:

(124,942

59,539
134,371

Pounds
12,000,000
13,000,000
11,200.0.30

14,215.000

16,240,000
1:3,290,000

1.5,:340,000

12,400.000
14,499..500

16,600,000

16,000,000
20,000,000
21,00(1.000

20,102,971
21,-57-5,319

24,909,0,55

27,4.89,422

27,860,014
30,979,6:3,^

33,712,079

as,237,679

:38,3-58,828

40,8-57,310

41,767.680
44.9',»9,244

42,983,308
4-5,920.423

44,819, i:3'

47,:58S,106

49,919,945

50,919,164
-54.818.S.S1

.57.814. :342

.57. -590,967

63,896,1:32

63,.572,201

84,748,984
116,749,-5-53

132,276,249
89,481.894

117,691.1:34

121.:387.:3.S1

120.268.978
116,:332.924

119,161,1-59

151,629,494

70,578,892
118,699,231
110,055,-549

112,680,074

Total.

Pounds.
30,179,632
37,825,978
34,422,456
57,;365,517

44,18:3,679

54,873.263
39.0.59,239

46,.595,770

41,4:36,102

50,239,027

59
51

69,

84

86,
S3,

105,

99
63

146
530,

245,

500,

523,

221,

:342,

409,

,462,

797,

•54,

97,

110,

6S,

74

84,

83,

117,

93,

112

SO
94

131,

96,

144
113
148,

178
178,

140

Popula-
tion.

Number.
3,929.214
4,049,247
4,172,945
4,300,425
4,431,802
4,567,29:

4.706,926
4,&50,718
4.998,706

5,151,117

Pou7ids.

L 9.65

5,308,483 ^
5,47.5,.385

5,647,8.54

5,825,758 I

6,009,469' V i-i fi^
6,198,8.58 (

^-•'**

6,:394,21ll

6,-595,718

6,803,567
7,018,007

7,2:39,881

7.449,8:32

7,6a5,973| I

7,8S.s,2S0:

8,117, (Kill ! in sR
8,.^52,429' f

^"•'*

8,.595,64.5

8,845,887
9,103,:3-54

9,3i65,460

234 9,6:38,4-53

857 9,917,091
16.S 10,205,5-55
413' 10..504,195

760| 10,81:3,777

898 11,132,991

087; 11,459,903
3031 11,803,775
-5791 12,1.57,9-56

0371 r2,.508,898

194
2as,

169.

207,

220,

270
•2->

213,

252,

294,

905 12,866,0-29

,r>02 13,205.4_'*)

,841

1

1:3,61-5.826

,208 14,019,.343

0-52 14,420,731
,:3-51l 14.814,243
915 1-5,270,483

.173 1-5,711,264

O^'^l 16,120,891

,445 16,599,492

S>
11.91

15.40
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I.

—

Coniinued.

Domestic.

Total.

Produce. Exports

Co^"s^MPTIO^^

Foreign. Domestic,
j

Total,
j

^^^q^^"
t-'-

Dollnrx
6.797,899

12,:?:56.103

9,942,314
4,2;J4,42-2

11,4.57.4.53

6,636,.5.>.>

7.01 1.7W
12.571.9:^4

ll,4as..504

9,459,11s

9,039,766
17,528,132
18.102.117
18,114.808
15.907.241
17.:i20..5.57

27,786,017
54.251.467
23.664.a5S

35,551,328

36,320,948
37,266,889
29.774.506
27.915.198
39.;>^6.78ti

42,668.99<1

70,8-20.142

67.102.8.36

73,889..5.32

79,187,997

97,099,725
91,608,027

104,9*5.996
109,;i56.-220

113,991.6n'.

106,462.C>55

106.481.26^^

109,055.297
119.740.28:^

108,038,703

112,002,072
134,697.610

137,746,839

Pounds
167.930,705
l:?5,442,000

142,-277,795

20O.240.W0
1.37.003.4.36

273.979.000
2:i5.371.625

192.002.000
312..510..570

292,772,000

32S,785,960
28:?,048,788

310,517,836
409.4.57..592

519.-28.3..584

426.;^S7..5Sa

•29-5,843.S«2

114.4ft5.4>0

366..540.144

465,972,150

302.209,ia5
312.294,955
595.980.7-22

281.923.795
1-28.-568.614

.51.90:5.S54

5S,7].5.<>4.5

S2,698.&58
76.6S9.844

l-29,142,-286

1.32.979,178

208,196,046
186.10t^4-26

163,955.047
141,629.4-24

l!>4..5:56,695

214.974.473
241.286.958
1.5o,928.a57

253,847,478

210,900,015
289.:561,873

169,467,447

Pounds.
11.511,556
13.747,94.^

3,596.879
667.447

1,8.58.2-25

2,193.977
4.237.807
1.9-27.472

3,.513.779

2,356,104

3,244,561
3,-2.51,369

2,498.390
5,8-27,331

9.893.751

11,160,945
9. -271.191

1

.5.-^38.-247

7,201.090

6,558,757

4,466,031
6.-51 1,131
2.7-55,-2.52

3..595.009

2.:52S.4S3

-2,132,147

4.460.138
8,197.-5.50

2,-282,6.55

3,187,993

4,501,221
3,945,92:5

4,590,932
10,-222,72^

15,t>S.5,.587

.^5.694.s8s

5-2,024.916

54,073.314
44.093,092

72,352,964

30,142,004
22 2.5-2 83-3

13,"si4i005

Pounds.
101.99:3,719

172.4.50.615

160.965.8-52

69.444,470
182.:329.492

101.865.203
107.4.58.8-52

•2-28.573.926

244,008.984

242,169,247

204,272,283
374.014,916
447,937,7:^
44-5.418,%3
40:3,894.1.36

440,114.752
.521.87-2.706

762.1.37.041

444.:3.30..321

622,003,778

660.
7-29.

53:3,

.5«.)2,

60-5.

614,

9JI1.

a 9:39.

1,000,

1,018,

777,673
404.775
-591.0;3«'

448.466
949.979
067.-543

496,617
806.4-58

886,403
807,068

1,216.459,872
1.231,8i>3.061

1.41-2,919,438

1,485.6-57,191

1.644.765..50.5

1.649.100.179
1.6.58.719.;>-24

1,.50-5,086.11

4

1,6>0.087..542

1,681,349,-585

1,687,-576,123

1.966.669,984

2,033,787,066

Pounds.
156.419.149
121.694.052
138.680,916
199.572..553

1.^5.145.211

•2n. 78.5.0-23

•231.13.3.818

190.074..5-28

308.996.791
290,415,896

325,

270,

308,

403,

539.

41-5.

286.

109.

3-59.

459,

.305,

.593,

-^78

126;

49.

54,

74.

74,

125,

128,

204,

181,

1-5,3,

1-26,

148,

162
1.87.

Ill,

181.

Pounds. ' Xumber.
t Pounds.

258.41-2,868i 17.070.-240 1
•294.144.667 17.-56;5.9'.»0'

299,646,768 18.065.813

269.017,023 18.603.9-56! j

317.474,703' 19.102.946 I ..c -,
37:5.6.50.^2-26' 19.640.029 ' ^^ '^

3:38.-59-2.670 "20.-2-25. 760
i I

418.648.4.54 20.s69.760'

5.5.3.0a5,775j 21.609,5.54

.532,08-5,143! 22.358,2931 J

529,

6.53,

755,

849.

943.

855,

808,

.871.

803,

1,081.

9.58.

1,035,

1, 126,

780.

7:32.

663.

1.04-5.

1.014,

1.075
1,144.

382 23.191,876 1
335! 23.974,993
ISO 24.,S43.547|

2-24 25.721,956 |

969 26.61.5.328 I or, iq
.389 27..5S6.113 (

•*" J-°

2S..349.746| I

29.l-24.515i

-29.966.(M2I |

.30,685.586: J171

520.-

188.;

816.;

777,:

190.

•8:59.:

52.1-24

9-57 1.

123 1.

.49411,

,:319|1,

,8371,
.S07I1,

557 1

180,758,011
•267,109.040

155,653,442

1,868,3*4,134
2,233.779.0^24

2,189,440,508

.31,443,.321l-l

:3-2. 2:38.403

1

:32.987.985;
;3.s,-211,430,

I

33.:345.^2^24 1

33.394.882 f
:34..3-24.6a5

:35.;342.849

:^6.;361.669

37,400,130

28.16

829 38,558.371 1
184 39,7'23,755

932 40.967.095

,510 1 4^2.265.762

312,-4:3.456.931

986: 44..588.083'

45.6<!7.66S

46.761.551

47,874,485

38 28

50,155,783

(a) See note (6), page 3^2.

3
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TABLE

Lnporfs, Expo7'ts, Cost, Prcductio7i, and Consum-piion of Cane Mo-

Years.

FIRST DECENNIUM.
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799

SECOND DECENNIUM
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809

THIRD DECENNIUM.
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819

FOURTH DECENNIUM
1820
1821
1822 '..

1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829

FIFTH DECENNIUM.
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

Foreign.

Imports. Exports. Difference

Gallon
5,992
7,194

05.229
a 4,930
o 3,476

4,425
4,96.=

3.876
4.629
J, 100,

4,092,677
5,717,290
6,833,261
6.725,400
5,747,2.56

9,021,700
8,597,4.56

8,.51 1,234
6,489,008

5,219,415

0.55,

634,

,141,

199,

,376,

7.52,

194,

4S0,

Gallons.
15,.5.37

12,721

11,338
28,733
7,216
20,124

112,2.57

48,-5.59

32,3.50

61,911

39,122
421,628
.56,959

.3S,.5,52

.55,2.5:1

48,474
.53,798

40,9.57

7,.337

33,943

40,245
18,837
8,001

1,309

11,228
29,ons

14,4.57

11,47.S

20,486

82,571
.39,421

13,292
3,409

18,737
15,806
50,602
20,107
30,168
36,920

27,121

17,695
29,656
18,730
58,7.36

50,776
42.951
90,.597
62,098

121,171

Gallons.
5,977,109
7,181,885

5, 21 8,.577
4,001,408

3,409,690
4,405,497

1,8,52,934

3,827,861

4,597,020

4,038,331

4.053,5.55

5,295,66
6,776,302
6,683,848
5,691,997
8,973,226
8,.543,65S

8,470,277
6,481,671

5,185,472

8,015,.3S4

8,61.5,.581

8,133,263
3,198,0.52

3,376 367
4,771,414
8,465,240
11,466,491

12,342,507
10,562,812

9,752,.569

9,047,.561

11,977,277
13,015,919
13,098,98
12,519,256
13,792,443
13,356,395
13,363,483
10,113,304

8,347.018
17,068,183
15,830,897
15,674,.320

17,027,736
1.8,920.827

18,008,833
16,360,585
21,134,.313

22,973,-506

Value of cane
molas.ses consumed.

Value.

Dollars.

1,429,195

2,026,114

1,992,681

1,702,907

3,125,532

1,707,995
2,393,945
2,633,228
2,408,911
2,543,137
2,822,309

2,812,490
2,778,983

1,475,609

988,985
2,427, 7il,S

2,51-5,498

2,862,-536

2,975,223
3,062,045

4,061,240
.3,411,7.57

3,845,701

4,327,-500

Paid for
customs.

Dollars.
149,428
21-5,4-57

156,5-57

147,042
104,091
1-32,165

145,-588

153,114
l.S3,881

161,533

162,142
211,826
271,052
267,474
227,680
448,661
427,183
423,514
324,084
259,274

400,769
430,779
406,663
319,805
337,6.37

474,141
846,524
573,.325
617,125
528,141

487,628
452,378
598,864
650,796
654,949
625,963
689,622
667,820
668,174

1,011,330

834,702
853,409
791,545
783,716
851,387
946,041
900,442
818,029

1,0-56,716

1,148,675

(a] These imports are for calendar years, and not fiscal years.
(b) Estimated by taking the mean between 1819 and 1821, there being no imports on

record for this year.
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II.

lasses in the United States for each fiscal yearfrom 1790 to 1882.

Total.

Domestic.

Produce. Exports.

CONsrMPTIOX.

Foreign. Domestic. Total. ^xF^^'

Dollars. Gallons. Gallons.

1,644,651

2,297,166

2,260, l.>4

1,930,586

3,549,046

2,160.373
2,992,809
3,284.024
3,063,860
3,169,100
3,511.931

3,480.309
3,447,157
2,486,939

1,823,687
3,281,117
3.307.043
3,64fi.'252

3,826.610
4,008.086
4,961.682
4,2-29,786

4.902.417
5,476,175

18,181
19,.54.5

21,818
26,:563

30.909
36,36;->

4.5,4rr9

51,.>i.5

90.909

454,.>45

563.6;J»)

681,

754,.iOO

818.181

909,090
1,272,72
1,363,636

l,333,a33

1,500,000
],.58.3,.3.33

1,666,666
1,750.000
1,8;J2,.333

1,916,666
2,000.000
2,041.666
2,093,333

2,2.50,000

2.416,666
2,-500,000

2,887,500
3,080,000
2,887,500
4,331.250
6,8:53,7.50

8,466,631
4,642,907

6,485.769
6,653,461

6,663,461
6,219.230
6,663,461
8.884,615
2,66.5.384

6.219.2.30

5,775.000
6.219.230

a 2,070
5,0.37

2,003

6,640

13,227
3,160
8,310
7,597

19,780
6,.543

2,837
23.903
22,067
11,460

Gallons
5,977,109
7,181,885
5,218,567
4,901,408
3,469,690
4.40.5,497

4,8.52,934
3,827,.'v61

4,-597,020

4,038,331

8,015,3S4
8,615,.t81

8,133,263
3,198,tt52

3,376,-367

4,741,414
8,46-5,240

11,466,491
12,:542..507

10,562,812

9,7.52.-569

9.047,-561

11,977,277
13,015.919
13,098.987
12,519,2.56

13,702,443
13.-3-56.395

13.363,483
10,113,301

8.347,018
17,068.183
15,8:50,89

15,674.:120

17.027,736
18.920.827
1S.OOS.8;}:5

16.:560..5S-5

21.134,:513

22,973,-506

GaUons.

18,181
19,545
21,818
26,:563

30,909
36,:5H:i

45,409
54,545

4.S4,

5«j3.

6M,
7.54,

818,

909,

1,272
1,363,

1,3.33,.333

1,500,000
1,.58:5,.33:5

1,666,666
1,7,50,000

1,8;«,3;53

1,916,666
2,000,000
2,041,666

2,093,333

2,2-50,000

2,416.6(>6

2,500,000
2,887,-500

3,080.000
2,887,-500

4,329,180
6,828.713
8,464.628

4,636,26

6,472,.>*2

6,660..3O]

6,6-5-5,151

6,211,6:5:3

6,643,681
8,878,072
2,662,-547

6,195,-327

5,7-52,933

6,207,770

Gallons.
5,977,109
7,181,885
5,2:56,7-58

4,920,95:

3,491,.5ftS

4,431,860
4,8S.3,.v43

3,864,224
4,642,429

4,092,876

4.144,

,5,-5t58,

7.2:?0,

7,i50.

6,:573.

9,727,

9,.361,

9,379,

7,7->4,

6,549,

9,348,

10,115,

9,716.

4,8&4,

5,126.

6,574,
10,:5S1,

1.3,466,

14,384,

12,656,

12,002,-569!

ll,464s-227i

14,477,277
]-5,90:5,419;

16,178,987;

1-5,406,7-56;

18,121,6231

20,18.3.108

21,828,111

14,749,571

Number.
3,929.214

4,049.247
4,172,945
4,300,42.5

4,431,802
4.567,292
4,706,926
4,8.50.718

4,998,706
5,151,117

5,308,483
5,47.5,385

5,(U7,,s.54

5,82-5,7-58

6,009,469
6,198,8.58

6,:594,211

6,.59.5,718

6,803,-567

7,018,007

7,2-39.881

7,449,832
7,665,973
7,888,280
8,117,036
8,:5.52,429

8,-595,64-5

8,84.5,887

9,10-S.:5->4

9,:565,460

9,6-38,4-53

9,917,091
10,295,-555

10,504,195
10,813,777
11,1:52,991

11,4-59,903

11,80:5.775

12,157,9.56

12,508,898

-560 12.

484! 13
048| 13
9-53! 14,

4171 14,

899 1 14,

:5,so; 1-5.

912 1-5,

246 16,

276: 16,

,866,020

2a5,429
,615,826

019.:543

420,731
814,243
270,483
711,264
120.,S91

•599,492

Gallons.

> 1.07

}• 1.19

1.16

1.59

(a) From 1826 to 18-35, inclusive, the statistics of domestic exports are given in value,
which are reduced at the rate of 30 cents per gallon.
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STATISTICS OF SUGAR.

The magnitude of the sugar industry in the United States may be

realized, by reference to the following statistics obtained from official

sources.

In 1879, the sugar and molasses imported reached in round numbers

the sum of $76,500,000, one-eighth of which was for molasses; a sum
requiring more than the aggregate production of gold and silver of

our mines, which, in 1880, was of gold §36,000,000, and of silver

^39,200,000, a total of $75,200,000, or $1,300,000 less than sufficient

to pay for the sugar imported the previous year.

In 1881, the raw sugar consumed in the United States amounted to

1,008,932 tons of 2,240 pounds, and in 1882 to 1,177,949 tons. About
an eighth of this was produced in the United States.

The value of the importations in 1881 was as follows

:

Snsar and Molasses $88,432,083
Duties 47,984,033

Total $136,416,116

The Director of the U. S. Mint gives the gold and silver produced

in 1881, in the United States, as follows:

Gold ...$36,500,000
Silver 42,100,000

Total .178,600.000

Thus it will be seen that the sugar cost us, without duties, $9,832,-

083 more than the entire product of our gold and silver mines ; and,

since to the consumer the duties are to be added, it appears that our

sugar cost, in 1881, $57,816,116 more than our gold and silver

product.

In short, it is found that the amount of sugar consumed in the

United States, since the discovery of gold in California, in 1848, has

exceded the entire product of gold and silver of the United States

during the same period, and has amounted to an aggregate of about

$2,000,000,000.

So impossible is it for the mind adequately to grasp the amounts

represented by such figures, that it may perhaps be more readily com-

prehended when we say, that the amount of sugar annually consumed in

the United States would fill a continuous row of hogsheads extending

nearly from Boston to Chicago.

The following table represents the total receipts of the United States

for revenue and customs in 1881. It will be seen tiiat the duty upon

sugar amounts to 24.3 per cent of the total receipts for customs, and
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to 14.6 per cent of the entire revenue of the government from both

customs and revenue.

Internal Revenue Receipts, 1881. Customs Duties.

Spirits. : $67,153,975 Sugar, Melada, and Molasses. . . . $47,9S4,n.'?3

Tobacco 4'2,S54,992 Silk Goods 19,na'S,r.fi6

Fermented Liquors 13,700,241 Iron and Steel 21,4(iJ,.");;4

Banks and Bankers 3,7fi2,208 Wool Stuffs 27,2s.-,.f,-25

Penalties, etc 231,078 Cotton Stuffs ' 10,S2.>, 115

Adhesive Stamps....; 7,924,708 Flax Stuffs fi,9S-l,:!75

Other Articles 152,163 Other Articles 59,980,603

$135,779,365 .$193,561,011
135.779.365

Grand Total .$329,340,376

Sugar equal 24.3 per cent of Customs.
" " 14.6 " " of Entire Revenue.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SORGHUM.

The following attempt has been made towards the chronological ar-

rangement of the literature of sorghum, and, although it is confessedly

imperfect, it will at least assist those who may desire to investigate for

themselves the history of this plant.

Many of the most valuable articles have appeared in the current

publications, of which it was obviously impossible to procui'e a record.

At some future time the list may be brought to a condition more nearly

complete.

BIBLIOGR.VPHY OF SORGHUM.

(Chronologically arranged.)
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aU'economia, all'agricoltura, etc. Tomo I. Padova, 17C6.
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Holcus Saccliaratus. Revue Horticole. 1854, February, July, and November.

Browne, D. Jay. Researches on Sorgho-Sucre, Department of Agriculture,

Report, 1854. P. XII, and pp. 219-223.

Chinese Sugar- Cane- Correspondence, Department of Agriculture Report,

1855, pp. 279-285.

Barral. Ueber den Zucker in Holcus Sorghum. Moniteur industrial, 1855, p.

1919.

Ponsard. Verzuche mit Holcus Saccharatus. Moniteur iudustriel, 1855, No.
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Reihlen. Ueber Holcus Saccharatus. Polytechnisches Centralblatt, 1855, p.

703.

Vilmorin, Louis. Le Bon Jardinier. 1855, p. 41.
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CHAPTEK III.

(a.) History of Sorghum.

(6.) Botany of Sorahum.
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HISTORY OF SORGHUM.

This interesting and valuable plant,, which, for one purpose or

another, has been cultivated, from the earliest historic periods, over

an extent of territory as Avide as that occupied by any of the other

cereals, is in its early history very obscure. It origin is supposed to

have been in India, the fruitful source of so many other cviltivated.

plants ; and thence it has been carried over a large portion of Asia,

Europe, and Africa. Cultivated not only in India, but China, over

the wide territory of Central Asia, Syria, and Arabia, and thence into

Africa and Europe, until it occupied nearly the Avhole of Africa and

the southern half of Europe, this plant has supplied the wants, as

food or forage, of perhaps as large a number of the earth's population

as any plant. Although its great value has so long been known, it

appeal's destined to be, in the future, of far greater value to the agri-

culturist than it has been in the past.

Whether or not the many varieties of this plant now in existence

have resulted from a common origin, remains, and perhai)s must re-

main, an open question. Certain it is, that the numerous varieties,

together with the closely related species, have long engaged the atten-

tion of botanists. The following quotations will show some of the

points in the history of this plant.

In his "Principal Plants used as Food by Man," Dr. F. Unger says:

The common Indian millet (Sorghum vulgare, Pers.) was introduced into

Egj'pt by Arabians, and is a characteristic plant of Africa, not because it

was originally indigenous there, but because it is principally cultivated in this

country, on the east and west coast of the northern half to Timbuctoo; in

Abyssinia, from sea level to 8000 miles elevation. Although its native country

can not be positively ascertained, it can scarcely be any other land than India.

Even in the time of Pliny it was known in Europe, and in the 13th century

had extended to Italy, and at beginning of 16th century reached France

under name of Saracen millet. It is now grown in Hungary, Dalraatia, Italy^

Portugal. The different varieties of Ihe Indian millet, however, are not well

defined at ihe present day. It is doubtful whether the Sorghum bicolor, Willd^

and the Sorghum Usorum, Nees, are entitled to a specific rank.
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In his "Manual on Physical Geography," Professor Gustav Adolph

von Kloeden, Berlin, 1866, says

:

Sorghum (Holcus) saccharatum (Halapense andropogon), a variety of S. vul-

gare, or of the Durrha, is the sugar-cane of Northern China, and by the Zulu Kaf-

firs called Imphee. The Japanese cultivate it only for the sugar and the alco-

hol, and for that purpose it is now cultivated in the United States. In the year

1851, this plant became first known in Europe. In France, it is cultivated in

the Drome, East Pyrenees, the upper Marne, Gironde, Gers, etc. , also in Al-

geria, where it is extensively cultivated. It grows from 9 to 18 feet in height.

When the cane is cut, there grow 5 to 20 canes from the root. It is an ex-

cellent food for cattle.

The seed coming from the East Indies, are used in England for puddings. From
the common Durrha the Kaffirs make a Hour, and they plant close by their huts

15 varieties of the Imphee, which they chew for the sweet juice. They call it

also Mabali. The stronger varieties seem to be Koom-ba-na, Shla-goon-dee,

and Oom-see-a-na; the tallest are the Yim-bis-chu-a-pa and E-a-na-moo-

dee.

This variety of Sorghum grows also in Nubia, and in the Oasts, and it is

called in Egypt Bali, Arabic Durrha. In Egypt, there are six varieties culti-

vated.

The common Sorghum (vulgare) is the principal grain food in Africa: it is

made into brtad, or eaten as musb. It is the principal nutriment in many parts

of India, where it is called Jovari, and in the dry regions of Arabia, in Syria,

where it has been cultivated since time immemorial. In Egypt, Nubia, where

it is called Durrha, it grows from 5 to 20 feet in height, and in Senegambia,

where it reaches 15 feet in height. It is cultivated in Hungary. Dalmatia. Italy,

and Portugal. In the West Indies, it is called Guinea Corn. In China and

Cochin China, the S. saccharatum is also cultivated. Marshilla, Sorghum bi-

coior, is cultivated in Abyssinia at 8,000 feet above the sea. In Borneo, they

grow a kind called gussub, which is used exclusively as food, and they make
the Kaddel from it as a delicacy. The Nubians make from the sorghum a

fermented beverage called Buzah.

Cliavibers' Encyclopcedia says :

The common Durra, Doura, Durra Millet, Indian millet. Sorghum, S. vulgare,

or Andropogon sorghum, Holcus sorghum, Joar and Jowaree, in India, native

of East India: cultivated extensively in Asia, and maj' be called the principal

corn plant of Africa. Also cultivated largely in South Europe. Rival of maize

in amount of seed. Leaves and seed are used as food for horse^< and cattle.

The seeds of the Shaloo or Sugar Grass (S. saccharatum) are more pleasant

than those of Doura to taste. It is cultivated in warm parts of Asia and Af-

rica, and has diffuse and very spreading panicle. The moist pith is eaten. It

is cultivated in the United States as Chinese sugar-cane. Kaffir-corn (S. caf-

frorum) has a very diffuse umbel-like panicle, with branches bending down all

around. Has sweet pith. Largely cultivated in South Africa, both by Caffers

and colonists. By latter, the grain is used for horses.
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Dr. S. Wells Williams, the distinguished Chinese scholar, in a com-

munication to the Committee of the National Academy of Sciences,

engaged in the investigation of the " Sorghum Sugar Industry," in

reply to the question, "Is it known how long sorghum has been culti-

vated in China as food, or for making spirits ?" says :

To this question it is hard to make any satisfactory reply, inasmuch as no

Chinese books contain illustrations of grains or plants used in ancient times,

nor are there found among their monuments pictures of these similar to repre-

sentations of ancient Egypt, Assyria, Greece, etc.

As to the history of this grain in China, Dr. Bretschneider, of the Russian

legation at Peking, and foremost among the authorities upon Chinese botany, says

(concerning the plant called Shu) :
" This cereal is >eparately described in the

Pun Tsao (Chinese Herbal), published a. d. 1570. The grain is called Hwang-

mi, and is said to possess much glutinous matter. It is used for manufacturing

alcoholic drinks. This corn was known to the Chinese in the most ancient

times. It seems to me that the meaning of the character Shu, in ancient days,

was not glutinous millet (as Dr. Legge states in the Shu King), but rather sor-

(jJium, as Dr. Williams translates."* If this deduction is true, the cultivation

of this plant dates from about 2000 b. c. The precise uses of this grain in an-

cient times can only be inferred.

If the identity of the Shu (mentioned in the classics) with sorghum could be

proved beyond question, this grain would rank in age as grown in China with

any in the world.

Sorghum is seldom used in China now as food for man; the great food staples

of Northern China are wheat, pulse, maize, and Italian millet (Setaria). Buck-

wheat, panicled millet, and the sweet potato, maj' be included as secondary sta-

ples. Rice is imported to the north from the southern provinces.

I have never seen the broom corn grown in China.

The twenty or more varieties which President Angell brought from China

could, probably', be increased in number if the collection were made from a more

extended area.

The uses of this plant for fuel, tend to increase attention to the development

of its stalk rather than the grain.

The plant often attains a height of 15 or 16 feet. The common practice of

stripping off all the leaves within reach upon the growing stalk, for feeding cat-

tle, increases very materially its woody fiber. Cutting the stems while in their

prime of growth, and chewing them green, as southerners do the sugar-cane, is

not unusual in the north.

The Chinese do not possess the art of refining sugar or making syrup to per-

fection. Even in the cane-growing districts their employment of molasses is

small; none of this is ever made from sorghum, to my knowledge.

*As to the sugar-cane, the same writer adds: "I have not been able to find any allu-

sion to it in the most ancient of Chinese works (the five classics); it is first mentioned

by writers of the second century b. c. * * * One says, 'it grows in Cochin Chinn.

It is several inches in circumference, ten feet high, and resembles bamboo. The juice

is very sweet, and, dried in the sun, changes into sugar.'
"
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Dr. E. Bretschneider, pbysiciau to the Russian legation at Peking,

who is quoted in the foregoing notes from Dr. Williams, savs, in his

essay, or memoir, on the study and value of Chinese botany, page 46

:

The true sugar-cane (Saccbarum officinarum) growing in China, must not be
confounded with what is called Northern China sugar-cane. This is Sorghum
saccharatum, a plant now-a-davs largely cultivated in Europe and America for

the purpose of manufacturing sugar from it. This plant was first introduced from

Shanghai into France by the French consul, M. Montigny, in the year 1851,

whence it spread over Europe and America, after ii was proved that it is very

lich in sugar.

Dr. Bretschneider then relates substantially the same statements

respecting Mr. Collins astonishiag the natives by makiug sugar from

sorghum, which Dr. Williams also mentions.

On page 45, after discussing the meaning of the Chinese terms ap-

plied to these plants, he adds, in conclusion :

It seems to me that the meaning of the character translated Shu in ancient

times, was not glutinous millet (as Dr. Legge states in his translation of the Shu
King}, but rather sorgho, as Dr. Williams translates.

It seems, then, that the term Chinese sugar-cane is a misnomer, only

so far as the plant was not recognized as a sugar producing plant bv

the Chinese, while the original seed of the Si)rghum .saccharatum, ac-

cording to these authorities, was undoubtedly imported into France

from China.

The above statement is very interesting, in connection with the

names of those varieties of sorghum received through President Augell

from Northern China. Each of these was called Liang, which was

interjDreted millet, though they were, undoubtedly, specimens of sor-

ghum. As will be seen, however. Dr. Williams raent'ious panided mil-

let as one of the secondary staples grown in China. Besides the com-

mon name Liang, the additional names, Hwong-mao-nien, translated

yellow-cap-glutinous, were given ; and the name of the grain grown by
Dr. AV. is Hwang-itii.

In this connection, the following quotation from a letter received

from John Thorne, Esq., is of interest. It would appear that, if the

identity of Hwang mi and Hwong-raao was established as the grain of

the plant " Shu," that the cultivation of sorghum in China is verified

by historical evidence extending back nearly 4,000 years.

The note of Dr. Collier I inclose, and note what he says about the meaning
of the word in Chinese. I fancy Hwang-mao the same as H. mi, or, better,

" shu," which is a radical, and means millet. See Williams' Ch. Dict'ry, Rad.
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202. The appearance of the grain is- cap-like, growing in even rows, corn

high, and beautiful to look at, in all of the North China provinces.

I have not seen it, except to a limited extent, in the provinces watered by the

great river (Yang Tse).

Dr. Williams' Report, p. 57, is a very accurate one, and I can add nothing

thereto. " Pao Liang," which is also understood in China as a millet produc-

tion, is a spirituous liquor much used by the Chinese, north, south, east, and

west. I have tasted it, but, like all the Chinese distillations, in failing to purify

from " must," is objectionable. Other grains are also distilled in China ; but

none, I think, to the same extent as the millet plant.

BOTANY OF SORGHUM.

lu the Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture, 1865, p.

299, F. Pech has collected many historical and botanical references to

sorghum, which have been verified by reference to the several author-

ities, and are here appended. Pliny the elder, who lived in the first

century, in his Natural History, Lib. XVIII, ch. 10, says

:

Milium intra hos decern annos ex India in Italiam invectum est, nigrum

color, amplium grano, arundineum culmo. Adolerat ad pedes altitudine sep-

tem, praegrandibus culmis lobas vocant, omnium frugum fertilissimum. Ex
uno grano sextarii terni gignuntur. Seri debet in huraidas.—Within the past

six years, a millet has been imported into Italy from India, of a black color,

abounding in seed, and with a reed-like stalk. It attains a height of seven feet,

and has very large stalks, which they call lobas ; and of all grain it is the most

fruitful. From a single kernel, about three pints of seed is produced. It should

be planted in moist ground.

And a note appended to the above, by Scaliger Exercit, 292, p. 869,

says

:

Hoc sorghum vocari apud nos populares.—This plant is called sorghum

among our people.

The name milium, or millet, means tlwusands, referring to its numer-

ous seeds, and is, of course, a? applicable to sorghum as to millet, and

was, probably, applied originally to all plants of this general character.

Pliny, 32nd chap. , Book VI, speaking of Insulae Fortunae (Canary

Islands), asserts, on authority of Juba :

Arbores similes ferulae, ex quibus aqua ex premitur, ex nigra amare, ex can-

didioribus jucunda.—Trees similar to the giant fermel, from which juice is ex-

pressed, which from the black variety is bitter, and from the whiter variety is

sweet.

Since sugar-cane is not reported as having been introduced upon

these islands earlier than 1420, it would appear that the above refer-

ence of Juba must have been to the sorghum.

FuchiuS, of Belgium, describes, in his History of Plants, in 1542,
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a plant under the name of Shorglii, which is precisely the true popu-

lar name of the Sorgho in the East Indies.

Jerome Fragus, in describing the plants of Germany, in 1552, gives

the description of the same plants, under the name of " Panicum Di-

oscorides et Plinii " (bread millet of Dioscorides and Pliny), thus

showing that the plant referred to by Pliny was the same as that men-

tioned by Dioscorides, the Greek, and was already cultivated in Ger-

many.

Conrad Gesner, in his Hortus Germania (German garden), in 1591,

names the same jilant Sorghum.

Matthioli, an Italian, in his Commentaries on Dioscorides, in

1595, describes it under the name of Milium Indicum (Indian

millet).

Lobel, a Belgian, in 1576, describes the plant as the " Sorgho

melica Italorum " (sweet sorghum of the Italians).

Dodon, a Belgian, in 1583, iu'hisPemptades, names it "melica, sive

sorghum " (honey, or sorghum).

It will be observed, here, that a distinction is made in these plants,

then cultivated in Italy and Germany—reference being made to the

sweet character of one variety. And a Roman writer, Lucian, the

Syrian poet, who wrote about the second century, says, verse 237, Book

III, " Quique bibunt tenera dulces ab arundine succos" (Those who

drink the sweet juices from the tender cane), may refer to Sorghum

saccharatum.

Belloni speaks of it as Sorghum Insubrum, thus locating it as al-

ready established in Northern Italy.

Lonicer, a German, 1589, and Gerarde, an Englishman, 1597, de-

scribe several varieties of sorghum, as sorghum panicum loculere.

Bester, a German, 1613, also describes it as milium Plinii : thus

showing that the plant described by Pliny had been cultivated in Eu-

rope from his day down to the seventeenth century.

In 1623, Gasper Bauhin, in his Pinax, includes all the above names

as synonyms, under the descriptive phrase of " milium arundinaceum

subrotundo semine, sorgo uominatum " (a reed-like mUlet, with nearly

round seed, called sorgo), and with the observation, that the seed varies

in color from a brownish red to black, and from white to yellow

;

these names represent one or more species.

And, in his Historia Plantarum, Liber XVIII., Art. Sorghi, Bau-

hin, says of the seed

:

" Appensa haeret copiosissima, quae lentibus aequalia compressa non nihil

oblonga, nunc alba, nunc fusca et quandoque nigra."—It is in the greatest
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abundance, and is compressed similar to lentils, somewhat oblong in shape,

white, dark, and sometimes black in color.

And of the stalk, he says:

Eius tamen calamus, non ut vulgarium arundinum inanis est, sed saccha-

riferarum arundinum modo, alba farctus medulla. — Yet the stalk of this

reed is not worthless, like the cemmon reed, but is, in fact, a sugar bearing reed,

filled full of a white pith.

And he quotes Dodonius as saying, in Hist. Lat. Frum

:

Melica, siva sorghum, Lusitanis milium Saburrum appellatum non nulli tamen

Panicum peregrinum at Indicum cognominant.—Melica, or sorghum, called

by the Lusitanians Saburrum millet, yet sometimes they call it foreign, or In-

dian Panicum.

And he concludes as follows:

Nos eorum sententiam probamus qui milium Indicum Plinii esse conclu-

dent.—We agree with the opinion of those who consider it to be the Indian

millet of Pliny.)

Frequent reference is made to the white, sweet incrustations upon

the joints of an Indian reed, to which the name Saccharum was given

by Dioscorides; and which is suj^posed to be the earliest reference to

sugar. It is probable that this substance was similar to, if not identi-

cal with, a similar exudation from the joints of a hollow reed growing

in our Western territories, and which is aimually gathered, in consid-

erable quantity, by the Indians, and is known as Piute sugar. It is

allied to manna in composition, and is not cane sugar.

Besides the many quotations given, there are many others which

could, with equal force, apply to either the sugar-cane or the sorghum,

as, for example, Varro (68 b. c), says:

India non magna nimis arbore crescit arundoillius e lentis primetur radicibus

humor dulcia qui nequeant succo condendere nulla.—There grows, in India,

a reed, not much less in size than a tree, from the pliant stalks of which is ex-

pressed a juice which the sweet honey can not surpass.

From Bauhin to the present day, botanists have been more careful

in their determinations of those plants so closely allied.

Linnjeus places them under his genus Holcus, under the specifica-

cation of H. sorghum for the Indian millet, and H. saccharatum for

the Chinese cane.

Persoon, after a careful study of these plants, has divided the Lin-

njean genus Holcus to form a new one, which he calls Sorghum.

The name sorghum is from Shorghi, the common name of the plant

in the East Indies.
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Botanical Description.

Generic characters : Spikelets (flowers with their husks at the end

of the small branches), two or three together on the slender ramifications

of the panicle (seed head
)

, the lateral ones abortive, or reduced to a

mere pedicel ; the middle or terminal ones fertile. Glumes (the husk

or hull) coriaceous (leathery), closely bearded or downy, becoming

indurated after the anthesis (blooming), with or without awns. Palea

(inner husk) membranous ; stamens, three ; styles, two, with bearded'

stigmas. Stout, tall grasses, with solid stalks with pith.

SpeciJTC Xame, Sorghum Saccharatum.

Botanical yamcs.

Milium quod ex India, in Italiam invectum, nigro colore.—Pliny.

Sorgo melica Italorum.—Lobel.

Melica, sive sorghum.—Dodou.

Melica forte a milica sagina, aliis saginanda calamagrostis Dioscori-

des.—Coesalpin.

^Milium arundinaceum sub rotimdo semine, sorgo nominatum.—G.

Bauhiu.

Sorghum.—Rumphi.

Milium Indicum arundiuaceocaule,granis flavescentibus.—Herman.

Holcus saccharatus.—Linuieus.

Milium Indicum saccharifei-um altissimuni seminibus ferrugineo.

—

Bre^Tiuis.

Holcus dochna.—Foskal.

Holcus caffrorum.—St. Clair.

Andropogon saccharatum.—Kuntz.

Sorghum saccharatum—Persoon.

Holcus caifrorum.—Thunb.

Holcus caffir.—Arduini.

Sorghum Arduini.—Jaquas.

Sorghum cafirorum.—Beauvols.

Description of Plant.

Root, fibrous; culm (stalk) thick, stout, solid, with pith, from six to

twelve feet high ; leaves lanceolate, acuminate, downy at base ; flowers

forming a large, more or less diff\isely spreading panicle, with the

branches more or less verticillate, often nodding when in fruit
;
glumes

(husk) of the perfect fluwer hairy, downy, and persistent ; from the

East Indies. Cultivated.
«

W illiam Henry Harvey, F.K.S., in "The Genera of South African

Plants," London, 1868, gives the generic characters of this plant as

follows

:
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Sorghum.—Spikelets at the ends of twigs of a branching panicle—either

female, male, or neuter—dissimilar. Outer glumes, two ; in the fertile and male

spikelets coriaceous, hardening with scarcely obvious immersed nerves; in the

neuter spikelets membranous, nerved; flowering glumes thinly membranous
ciliate, the lower neuter, the upper fertile, with a short twisted awn, or awnless»

Palea small, narrow scales, fimbricate. Seed thick, short, hard, closely-

wrapped in the hardened glume and palea.

* Nees, 1. c, p. 85

:

Tall, strong, broad-leaved grasses, with villous or pubescent glumes; grain

used as food in India.

Holcus cafFrorum, described by Thunberg, in his " Flora Capensis,"

and later (1780) introduced from South Africa into Italy by Peter

Arduino, was found by Sprengel to be identical with S. saccharatum,

to which he also referred S. arduiui, Jaqu., and the S. cafFrorum,

Beauv.

Nees agrees with Sprengel ; but states decidedly that two distinct

species ai'e cultivated on the Cape of Good Hope ; as is seen from a note

appended to his description of the following species :
" Species altera

in hortis Colouiae culta quae Holcus caftrorum. Thunb. Flora. Cap."

Sorghum Usorum. N. v. E.

This species, referred to above by Nees, has been described by

Thunberg, in his Prodromus Floro Capensis, as Holcus cafFrorum, and

has subsequently been mentioned as S cafFrorum panicula compactiori.

Roem and Schlut.

Recognizing it as a proper species in his Agrostographia Capensis,

Nees applied to it the name of the Cafiir tribe, " Us," among whom
Drege found the plant extensively cultivated.

Dr. Charles Mohr, of Mobile, Ala., who has recently invfestigated

the subject, writes, that

There can scarcely be any doubt that all the South African varieties, with

more or less closely contracted panicles, can be referred to this species. The

many forms under cultivation can be reduced to those specifically distinct

types. Adopting the view that Sorghum vulgare is the parent plant of these

species, and all of them can be separated in two races, distinct in habit and

geographically in their ancestry, as has already been shown by Pech, in his

Botanical History of Sorghum (Annual Report, Department of Agriculture,

1865):

1. The race of the sorghos chiefly of Asiatic origin, with the branches of the

expanded panicles more or less drooping, characteristic of the Sorghum sac-

charatum.

2. The race of the Imphees, or the exclusively African race, the closely con-

tracted panicle more or less dense, with erect adpressed ramifications, the type

of Sorghum Usorum.
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By the crossing of these races, and the inter-crossing of the resulting hybrids,

many varieties have been produced. Introduced into regions of different lati-

tudes, exposed to influences of various conditions of climate and soil, these

were subjected to further modifications, which, permanently retained by inheri-

tance through future generations, show their peculiarities less in the morpho-
logical features than in their physiological relations, of much more importance

to the cultivator, by their influence upon the life of the plant and the product

of its activity. In the endeavor to attain those modifications which shall ap-

pear most favorable under given conditions, in respect to the time required for

ripening, the percentage of sugar, and also the capacity of resisting unfavorable

influences, the number of permanent variations is constantly increasing in the

United States.

The difficulty of assigning them their proper places, and discovering their

relationship and ancestry, increases with the obliteration of the original type.

In general, the following well established varieties can be regarded as belonc'-

ing to the first of these races: regular Sorgho, Chinese sugar-cane, Honduras,

Mastodon, Honey cane, Sprangle top, Honey-top, Link's hybrid, and other va-

rieties produced by crossing with varieties of African ancestry with rather ex-

panded panicles.

To the second, or the African race, belong the Liberian, Imphee, Oomseeana,
Neeazana, White African, with the varieties produced in this country known as

Black top, Bear tail, Iowa Red top. White mammoth, Wolf tail. Gray top. The
Early Amber and Early Orange are forms of prominently African type. The
identification of these various sorts is extremely difficult, and can onlj- be ac-

complished by artificial methods, regardless of their natural affinities, as has

been successfully attempted by Dr. Collier.

C. G. Nees ab Esenbeck, in his Agrostographia Capeusis, 1853, p.

86, classifies the sorghums as follows

:

1. Sorghum bicolor.—Willd.

Holcus bicolor.—Willd.

Andropogon cernus.—Kunth.

2. a. Soi'ghum saccharatum.—Pers.

Sorghum saccharatum.—Pers.

Holcus saccharatus. —Kunth.

Holcus Caffrorum.—Thunb.

Holcus Caffer.— Arduini.

Sorghum Caffrorum.—P. de Beauv.
'

Sorghum Arduini.—Jacq.

Holcus dochna.—Forsk.

6. Rubens.

Sorghum rubens.—Willd.

Andropogon rubens.—Kunth.

3. Sorghum Usorum.—X. ab. E.

Holcus Caffrorum.—Thunb.

Sorghum Caffrorum panicula compactiori apud.—R. et Sch. S.

4. Sorglium halapense.—Pers.

Holcus halapensis.—Sibth.

Trachypogon avanaceus.—N. ab E.
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AndropogoQ halapensls.—Kunth.

Andropogon avanaceus.—Michx.

Bluraeiibachia halapensis.—Kohl.

Bentham, in Genera Plantarum, III, p. 1135, considers the whole genus sor-

ghum as comprised in two species, S. vulgare and S. halapense.

This final conclusion of such eminent authority, is evidence of the plastic

nature of this plant, which, by variations, has adapted itself to the various cli-

matic conditions under which it is grown, and gives reason to hope that, in the

hands of the intelligent cultivator, it may develop other varieties more valuable

for the purpose of sugar production than any now known.

The genus Sorghum (of which Sorghum vulgare is the accepted type) is in-

cluded in the natural order Graminacese, to which natural order belongs, also,

the tropical sugar-cane (Saccharum officinarum); but it should be remarked

that, between the genus Sorghum and the genus Saccharum, there are classed

by botanists the three genera, Erianthus, Eriochrysis, and Ischaemopogon.

Vid. Grisebach's Flora of the West India Islands, pp. 5G0, 561.

While, therefore, the two plants are somewhat closely related, this relationship

does not warrant the assertion made by a recent writer upon this subject, " that

the name sorghum is a mere disguise, for the reason that it is nothing more nor

less than a sub-variety of sugar-cane, which may explain why it is that the

reader and the investigator have so frequently been misled."

To the unscientific observer, a growing sorghum plant would seem to combine

many of the exterior characteristics of sugar-cane.

I here append parallel statements, prepared by Dr. George Vasey, Botanist of

the U. S. Department of Agriculture, which show the differences between the

genera Sorghum and Saccharum, upon which botanists base the opinion that

sorghum is not " a sub-variety of sugar-cane.'''

Sorgimm vulgare. Saccharum officinarum.

Flowering spikelets, two or three to- The flowering spikelets are placed,

gether, on the ends of the branches of at short intervals, on the joints of long,

an open panicle; these spikelets are slender branches of the panicle, usu-

of two kinds, viz., one sessile, single ally in pairs, one of which is sessile,

flowered, fertile spikelet, and accom- and the other pedicellate. They are

panying this, one or two others, which each surrounded at the base with a cir-

are short stalked, or pediceled, and cle of silky white hairs, which are

contain male flowers, or sterile flowers ; longer than the flowers. The spikelets

or sometimes these disappear, leaving are usually single flowered
;
the sessile

only the stalks or pedicels. The fertile one fertile, the upper sometimes male

spikelet consists of a pair of thick, only. The glumes are soft and char-

coriaceous or hard glumes, and of two taceous, the palets thin and transpa-

very thin hyaline palets, one of which rent, and awnless.

usually has a twisted awn or beard. The most striking differences be-

twice as long as the spikelet. In some tween the two genera, are in the size

varieties, the glumes and seed are more and consistence of the flowering or-

|or less hairy, and in others nearly gans, in the manner of branching of

smooth. The seed is large and round, the panicle, and in the presence in

Saccharum of the long hairs at the

base of the spikelets.
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The above will suffice to settle a question, which could not have

arisen but that a recent writer, who, by some, might be assumed to

speak with authority, has in his writings confounded the sorghums

with sugar-cane, while he places a single variety of sorghum appa-

rently in a genus by itself.

The Agricultural Character of Sorghum.

Under this head the Committee of the National Academy of Sci-

ences say in their report

:

The cultivated varieties of soro;hura, considered botanically, are cereals.

The}- belong more especially to that very small group of cereal species which

have been cultivated from the dawn of history, and have developed along with

our civilization. During ages of culture they have so changed under the hand

of man, that we are ignorant as to their native countries, and know not what their

original wild progenitors were. Their descendants now exist in a vast number
of varieties, which differ so greatly among themselves, that neither scientific

botanists nor practical cultivators are agreed as to what are true species, and

what mere varieties which have arisen in cultivation.

The cultivated varieties of sorghum have been placed in the genera IIolciis,

Andropogon, and Sorghum, by different botanists—the latter being the name
now accepted.

A generation ago, botanists grouped the numerous cultivated varieties into

a considerable number of distinct species, without agreement as to how manj-:

five or six were generally believed to exist. Certain varieties of durra, with

the grain in a somewhat loose panicle, and which were more especially culti-

vated in Asia and in southern Europe, were classed as one species called »Soj'-

ghum {Uolcus or Andropogon) viilgare ; the varieties with the grain in a

densely contracted panicle, grown more largelj' in Africa, and known as Guinea

corn, Egyptian durra, Moorish millet, etc., were grouped into another species

called S. cernuum ; the variety best known as chocolate corn was the S. hicolor

;

broom corn, and all the sugar producing kinds, were classed together as (S.

saccharatnm ; and other specific names were applied to smaller groups of

these varieties.

But the investigations of modern science have gradually led to the belief,

that all the numerous varieties once classed i;i the several species above enu-

merated had a common origin and constitute but a single species, to which the

old name Sorghum vuJgare is now applied.

This is now the belief of the most eminent botanists of the world. Some
even go further, and believe that all the cultivated varieties of the genus, includ-

ing the spiked millets (Sorghum (Holcus) spicutum), are the descendants of a

single original parental species.

These conclusions have a most important bearing upon the subject of this

special investigation.

It is a law of nature, that the longer a species is cultivated and the wider its

cultivation extends, the more easily it changes into new varieties, and the wider

the differences between the varieties become. Some species, however, have a
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much greater capacity for variation than others, and Sorghum vulgare stands

pre-eminent among the useful plants for this character.

The usefulness of any agricultural species is intimately correlated with its

capacity for variation in cultivation, for this means capacity for the improve-

ment of varieties by the only means known to cultivators by which such im-

provements may be effected. It also means capacity for adaptation to varied

conditions of soil, climate, and natural surroundings, and, furthermore, adap-

tation to various methods of culture, and to various uses. It is a sort of plas-

ticity which allows the species to be molded in the hands of the intelligent

cultivator.

This species (Sorghum vulgare) has varied more widely under cultivation

than any other cereal, unless it be Indian corn. The varieties differ in all their

characters—in height, fruitfulness, habit of growth, grain, stalk, leaf, panicle,

chemical composition, preference of soil, climate, and exposure; and so on, to

all the differences in which species themselves differ. Its cultivation has ex-

tended to most of the warm, and many of the temperate, climates of the globe,

and it has adapted itself to the varied uses and more varied agricultural

methods of nearly all the civilized races of mankind.

The agricultural success of any plant in a country depends, in part, upon its

fitness to the soil and climate, and in part to a variety of other conditions, one

of which is, that it must fill some place in the agriculture of that country better

than the other species competing with it. Sentiment and local customs are

also factors, but which have less force in this country than in others.

Durra, Guinea corn, broom corn, and, probably, also chocolate corn, were in-

troduced into this country in colonial times. During the days of more imper-

fect tools and machinerj', and of difficult transportation, all our agricultural

crops were, of necessity, grown upon a much smaller scale than now
;
and, on

most farms, a greater variety of crops were grown than now. Most, if not all,

the agricultural plants of the Old World were tried here, and many had a wide

and sparse cultivation until well into the present century, and then disappeared

under the new conditions of our agriculture. The cultivation of others became

specialized. Varieties of this species may be found in both these categories.

Durra and Guinea corn were both widely introduced, and they lingered in cul-

tivation until crowded out by Indian corn. They were dropped just as many

other minor crops were : they did not fill a place in our modern agriculture so

well as some other species did, and now are only found in regions where Indian

-corn does not grow so well, particularly in the states which border on Mexico.

Chocolate corn (the old S. bicolor) was cultivated here and there as a poor sub-

stitute for coffee ; but, under the changed conditions of things, it has entirely

disappeared from our fields and gardens, crowded out by imported and better

coffee. Broom corn, also introduced in colonial times, was widely cultivated:

forty years ago, very many persons grew enough for their own use or for local

sale. It supplied a certain want better than any thing else, consequently, it

could not be crowded out; but, under the conditions of modern agriculture, its

cultivation has become specialized an 1 concentrated in fewer localities, in some

of which it has assumed an importance found nowhere else in the world. It has

been greatly improved, and the cultivation of American varieties has now ex-

tended to the Old World.

About thirty years ago, the sugar yielding sorghum was introduced. Filling.
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a certain place on our farms better than any other plant previously tried, it

spread in cultivation with a rapidity no other agricultural plant ever did before

in this or any other country, and is the only one adapted to a wide region in-

troduced into the United States since colonial times which has become of sufS-

cient importance to be enumerated in the census. It has become the " sor-

ghum" of common language, and its cultivation has extended the whole length

and breadth of the country.

Its adaptation to our soil and climate is abundantly demonstrated, and its

capacity for improvement also thoroughly proved. The Department of Agri-

culture has already examined more than forty varieties, some of which have

originated in this country. We have, now, varieties with very unlike charac-

ters: some mature in eighty days, others require twice as long a time, and one

variety has become, in a sense, perennial—a fact cot true of any other cereal

species grown in the country. They vary in habit of growth and in sugar con-

tent ; the two extremes have been developed here—the one as rich as Louisiana

sugar-cane, the other, the broom corn, so poor in sugar.

Belonging to such a plastic species, with such adaptation to a wide range of

soil and climate, with such capacity for modification and improvement, already

in such wide cultivation, and promising to meet such a definite want in our ag-

ricultural production, it is certain that, in obedience to natural laws, some of

the existing varieties maj-be greatly improved, and that new ones maybe made,

some of which will better serve the ends we are now seeking than any varieties we
now have. No efforts have yet been made to increase the sugar content by system-

atic, intelligent, and long continued selection. In the light of the successful

results of experiment in this direction with sugar beets, and with the abundant

experience we have with other species as to other results attained by such pro-

cesses, we have much to hope as to improvement in this character with a spe-

cies which has been so variously molded to the uses of man.
Agriculture, however intelligently pursued, is more of an art than a science.

Hence, the ultimate profitableness of any agricultural crop introduced into a

region new to it, can only be determined by actual trial through a series of years.

The nature of the economical problem is such that science can not predict the

result. It can, however, render great aid in making success more probable, and
in hastening it where it otherwise might be much delayed. It can suggest

means and methods, can indicate promising directions for experiment, can aid

in foreseeing and overcoming many difficulties, suggest remedies for mishaps,

and, in a multitude of ways, aid in solving the practical problem. This is es-

pecially true when the crop is to be manufactured into a commercial product,

and emphatically so in the production of sugar, the whole economical aspects

of which have been changed by the aid of modern science.

No agricultural species can be cultivated profitably every-where within its

range of actual growth, and it is yet to be demonstrated where the best regions

are for the most profitable growth of sorghum. This is only partly an agricul-

tural problem; it is as intimately related to the question of winning the sugar

in the best form and at the least expense. For the solution of the latter, scien-

tific work is needed. It can ultimately be done in the sugar-house; it may be

more quickly done, and with vastly greater economy, if this be aided by the

scientific laboratory. The profitable production of sugar from cane, as now
pursued in Louisiana, and from beets, as pursued in Europe, was achieved only
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by such aid. The methods of extracting sugar from these two great sources

are very unlike, and each was developed along with scientific investigation in-

stituted for each special plant. Sorghum still needs this. The work so nobly

begun and successfallj- pursued by the Agricultural Department, is still incom-

plete and unfinished. To use an agricultural simile, the crop has been sown,

but the harvest has not been reaped.

Agriculturally, the sorghum question is solved so far as it can be, until sci-

ence now does her share. That the crop may be widely and economically

grown, containing a satisfactory amount of cane sugar, is sufficiently proved.

All the problem remaining unsolved relates to the extraction of sugar. In view

of the magnitude of the interests involved, the results already obtained, and

the wide attention the matter is now receiving, we feel that there are most en-

couraging indications of practical success.

INTRODUCTION OF SORGHUM INTO THE UNITED STATES.

In 1850, M. de Moutigny, the French consul at Shanghai, China,

sent to the Geographical Society of Paris a lot of plants and seeds

from China, and among them sorghum seed grown upon the island of

Tsung-miug, at the mouth of the Yang-tse-kiang river.

It is said that but one seed germinated, and that from the single

head 800 seeds were obtained, which were bought by the firm of Vil-

morin, Andrieux & Co., of Paris, at one franc each.

In 1853, Wm. K. Prince, of Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., imported

from France the black seed variety of Chinese sorghum into the United

States of America, and in1854 a few pounds of this seed was distrib-

uted.

In 1855, a large hogshead of the seed was disposed of in small

quantities throughout the country.

The first lot of sorghum seed sent out by the Agricultural Depart-

ment at Washington! was in 1856, and, about this same time. Orange

Judd distributed to the subscribers of the American Agriculturist

25,000 packages of this seed.

In 1857, Leonard Wray, an English merchant, brought from Natal,

South Africa, 16 varieties of sorghum seed, which were sent to

South Carolina and Georgia and grown there.

To these African varieties the general name Imphees was given,

while to the variety from China the name Chinese Sugar-Caue was

given.

In 1840, M. d'Abadie sent to the Museum at Paris the seed of 30

kinds of sorghum from Abyssinia, and it is said of several of

these, that the stalks had a sweet juice. But whether any of

these seeds were planted, does not appear to be a matter of record,

and the cultivation of sorghum during these later years appears to
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have begun with the iutroduction of the China variety by ]M. de Mon-
tigny, in 1850.

Although throughout France and in Algeria the cultivation of sor-

ghum rapidly spread, and mauy experiments were undertaken in the

production of sugar from this plant, the new and growing beet sugar

industry resulted in the abandonment of all efforts with sorghum, and

it has been mainly in the United States that sorghum has been grown

as a sugar producing plant during the last quarter of a century. Even
here the crop has been chiefly used in the production of syrup, sugar

having been only an accident of manufacture rather than the result of

intelligent efforts for its production.

For several centuries, however, before the importations of M. de

Montigny, sorghum had been extensively grown in Europe ; not, in-

deed, as a sugar plant, although, so early as 1776, Pietro Arduiui, of

Florence, had succeeded in making sorghum sugar. He says, that the

seed of the sorghum he experimented with was of a clear brown
color.

In 1859, E. T. Teas, of Dunreith, Ind., rejwrts to have imported

from Vilmorin, Andrieux & Co., of Paris, a few pounds of Chinese

cane seed, and that in this lot of seed, upon planting, he found a single

plant, the seed of which had thoi'oughly ripened befoi*e the rest of

the plants were in full bloom. The seed from this plant was care-

fully preserved, and is said to be the source of the Minnesota Early

Amber, so named since it was very early, gave an amber colored svrup,

and has been grown extensively in Minnesota of late years.

On the other hand, Mr. Leonard Wray at once recognized this so-

called Early Amber, from the wood-cuts of the ripened panicle, as one

of the 16 varietes of Imphees which he introduced in 1854, and he

says the name is Boom-vwa-na.

In this connection, it Avill be interesting to know the names and de-

scriptions of the several varieties which were introduced by ]Mr. Wrav,
which Avere as follows

:

Vim-h'is-chu-a-pa.—This is the largest and tallest of the whole ; full

of juice, very sweet; requiring from four to five months to come to

maturity; grows to a height of ten to fifteen feet; from one and a

half to two inches in diameter at the lower end; usually cracks or splits

as it ripens
;
juice contains fourteen per cent of sugar ; seed head

large and beautiful, twelve to eighteen inches in length; plump seeds,

sandy color, strongh' held by a sheath, which partially envelops

them.

E-a-na-moo-dee.—Next in size, and very similar in habit and value
;

5
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not as coarse, softer, and more juicy ; fourteen per cent of sugar in

juice ; seed heads large, stiff, erect ; seeds round, j^lump, of a clear

yellow color ; ripens two weeks earlier than last variety.

E-en-gha.—A fine, tall kind, from ten to twelve feet high, more

slender than either of the foregoing, exceedingly graceful in appear-

ance, ripens in four months ; fourteen per cent of sugar in juice ; seed

head large, and very pretty ; seed upon long, slender footstalks, which

are bent down by weight of seed, forming a graceful drooping ; seeds

a dull yelloAV color, rather long and flat.

Nee-a-za-na.—Held, by the Zulu Kaffirs, to be the sweetest of all the

Imphees; ripens in about three months; stalks soft, and more abound-

ing in juice than any; fifteen per cent of sugar; small size, tillers

greatly, having sometimes fifteen stalks to one root
;
juice mucilagin-

ous, and abounding more in fecula than some other varieties ; seed

heads very bushy and bunchy when ripe ; seeds round, large, and

plump.

Boom-vwa-na.—Most excellent and valuable variety; juice never

contains less than fifteen per cent of sugar ; resembles the E-en-gha, but

stalks brighter and more slender ; stalks have a pinkish tint, and seed

cases have pink and purple hue, mixed with a yellow ground ; short,

stiflf footstalks; tillers very much, giving ten to twenty stalks for one

root, which seldom weigh more than one pound each ; makes beautiful

sugar ; reaches perfection in three to three and a half months.

Oom-see-a-na.—Distinguished by the purple or black appearance of

its seed heads, the sheath, or seed cases, being of this color, and not the

seed itself; seed head stiff", erect; short, strong footstalks ; seed large,

round, and full
;

growth and goodness of juice very similar to the

Boom-vwa-na; stalks small, numerous.

Shla-goo-va.—Slightly inferior to the three last mentioned ; ripens in

three and a half months; tall, good sized plants; chief distinction, ex-

ceeding beauty and elegance of seed head ; footstalk extremely long,

drooping gracefully ; seed cases, or sheaths, vary in color from a deli-

cate pink to red, and from a light to a very dark purple, but each color

is very bright and glistening.

Slila-goon-dee.—Sweet and good ; under favorable conditions, pro-

duces fine sized stalks ; seed heads very stifle, erect ; seed vessels com-

pact and very close; usually requires three and a half months to reach

maturity.

Zim-mooma-na.—Likewise a sweet and good variety; seed heads

upright, compact, and fine; seeds plump, very numerous.

E-both-la, Boo-ee-a-na, Koom-ba-na, Sce-en-gla, Ziin-ba-za-na, E-thlo-

sa.—These last six are merely mentioned by Mr. Wray, with the re-
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mark, that they "form the remainder of fifteen varieties, each differing

slightly from the others in saccharine qualities, as well as appearance

;

but still easily distinguished from each other by any one who has

studied them."

J. H. Smith, of Quiucy, 111., who, in 1862, reports the results of his

investigations upon sorghum, says

:

Of the Chinese cane,«we have known but one description, as before stated.

Wc have cuUivated six different kinds of the African canes.

And he enumerates six of those names already given.

The following letter from j\Ir. Leonard Wray, is especially interesting

in connection with this discussion of the Imphees

:

Perak, via Pexaxg, September 7th, 1882.

To the Commissioner of Agriculture, 11 asliiiigion, TJ. S.

Dear Sir: I am pleased, bej-ond measure, to find that the United States Gov-

ernment has <}t last awakened to the great value of the "imphee varieties," which

I introduced into your country ; and has taken the most certain course to verify,

by scientific tests, the truth of mj' printed statements respecting them, published

in English, and also in French, in 1854, copies of which I gave to Mr. D. J,

Browne, of the Patent Office, in Washington.

You will find the contents of this, my pamphlet, in a little book by H. S.

Olcott, published by Moore, of Fulton street. New York, in 1857 ; and ifyou do me
the honor to read that, you will, I am sure, fairly acknowledge, that every state-

ment I therein made is strictly proved by the valuable results of the able mea
whom you selected to conduct j'our experiments. I must, however, mention that

the last chapter of my pamplet—viz, that on the manufacture of the imphee juice

into sugar—is omitted in Olcott's little book.

It is most gratifj'ing to see the "thorough" manner in which your Department

has gone into, and decided these important question.^.

I first became acquainted with these plants in March, 1851 (thirty and one-

half years ago), just after mj- arrival in Natal, South Africa; and, in 1854, I

grew them in several parts of France, in England, Spain, Italy, and in various

other places, so that I may claim to know their merits; and I now say, that all

I said and wrote about them at that time, I am fully prepared to stand by, and

substantiate the truth of

In fact, j'our admirable Department has, in its recent scientific demonstra-

tions, abundantly and authoritatively confirmed my facts, and thereby rendered

an inestimable service to your country, and to other countries also. I hope and

trust you will continue it.

Looking at the beautiful plates in j'our reports, I can not but express ray ad-

miration, and, at the same time, my astonishment, at the very remarkable con-

stancy of the "types" maintained by the different sorts of imphee shown. For

instance, I may mention Plate 1, facing page 8, in Special Report, 33. This is

there called " Imphee," '"Liberian" and "Sumac;" but I distinctly recognize

it as my " Koomba-na," one of the very sweetest and best I had. (I inclose

you some very old seed.)

Plates 2, 3, and 4, are my Neeazana, and its sports.
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Plate 5 is my En-ya-ma, which I see figures as " White Mammoth." I in-

close some of my old seeds of it.

Plate 7 is my Oom-see-a-na.

Plate 8 seems to me to be the "Chinese sorgho."

Plate 9 is an Oom-see-a-na kind (no doubt a "sport").

Plate 10 is undoubtedly my " Vim-bis-chu-a-pa," which, to please General

Hammond, I nicknamed Sorgho Ka-bai (or Sorgho Brother). Some gi-ew to six

pounds weight when "topped," and I had the head of one such until about nine

months ago, when 1 unluckily threw it away (it was twenty inches long). I

see you call it by the names of Honduras, Honey, Mastodon, etc.

Plate 11 seems to be no other than my Boom-vwa-na, one of my special favor-

ites. Please see the description in my little pamphlet (in Olcott's book, 1857),

and I think you will not long be in any doubt about its origin, bogus stories

notwithstanding.

Plates 12 aiid 13 are both my imphees, and 1 had some growing here twelve

months ago; but the seed unfortunately got spoiled.

The seed j^ou were kind enough to favor me with, I have sown, and had sown

by my friends here; and mine are now eight inches high, being- only sixteen

days' growth. I may mention that I soaked my seed in a strong solution of sugar^

with a little salt, camphor, and soap-suds, for twenty hours, and I think thej^

are growing much more vigorously than those not so treated. I shall continue

to watch them.

Pray, do not think me nngrateful, when I say that I felt disappointed in not

findinffany "Minnesota Early A7nber,^' nor any "Ooraseeana," among the seed

3'ou sent me; and I trust you will forgive me, if I trespass so far on your kindness

to beg that you will be so good as to send me some of those two kinds, also as

" White Mammoth" and "Siunac," all of which I particularly wish to have.

Even one hundred or two hundred seeds of each of these Jour sorts will be am-

ple for me to propagate from ; and these might come in a letter direct to me
here (and not by Singapore). In such case, the correct address is, "Perak, via

Pinang, straits of Malacca," nothing more.

I need not say, also, how thankful I shall feel for any of your instructive re-

ports, or other information you may be kind enough to bestow upon me.

I will, by no means, neglect to send you a goodly assortment of such seeds as

I think you will be glad to have, as soon as they are ready. With many excuses

for so troubling you, I beg to subscribe myself, dear sir.

Yours, very faithfully,

Leonard Wrat.

In explanation of the above letter, it is necessary to say, that the

plates referred to by Mr. Wray, were of the riiienecl panicles, or seed

heads, of several varieties which had been grown at the Department of

Ao-riculture at Washington, from seed received from different parts of

the United States. Not unfrequently the same variety came under

several different names: e. g., Plate 1 was received under the names

cfLiberian, Imphee, Sumac, Chinese. Mr. AVray recognizes it as his

Koom-ba-na. Plates 2, 3, 4, were from seed named, respectively, Nee-

azana, Wolf Tail, Gray Top. They are, without doubt, very closely
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allied, if nut ideutical, varieties. Mr. Wray recognizes tliem as his

original Neeazfinii and its "sports."

Plate 5 was received from Western Missouri under the name of

*' White Mammoth." Mr. Wray recognized it as his En-ya-ma.

This name does not appear in liis list already given, but it will be re-

membered that he is rejtorted to have introduced sixteen varieties, aud

only fifteen are mentioned in his list. Besides this, " White Mam-
moth" is the most characteristic of all tlie varieties grown in this

country, and can not possibly be confounded with any other. The

seed is almost as white as rice, and the glumes are quite black.

It is especially interesting, also, that this was one of the two varie-

ties of which Mr. Wray sent specimens of his old seed, and both speci-

mens received from him were at once recognized as the identical ones

which he declared them to be from the plates, viz. : Liberian (Koom-

ha-na) and White Mammoth (En-ya-ma).

Plate 7 was grown as Oom-see-a-na, and such ^Ir. Wray declares it

to be.

Plate 8 was grown from seed received from Hon. D. Wyatt Aiken,

of South Carolina, and by him called " Black Top." Mr. Wray thinks

it the original " Chinese Sorgo."

Plate 9 Mr. Wray pronounces an Oom-see a-na sport. It is "Link's

Hybrid," which Mr. Link, of Greeneville, Tenn., found in a field of

" Honduras " sorghum.

Plate 10 is from seed which has come under the names Hondui'as,

Mastodon, Honey Top, Texas Cane, Honey Cane, and Sprangle Top.

Mr. Wray is positive that it is his old Vim-bis-chu-a-pa.

Plate 11 is the Early Amber. jNIr. Wray's Boom-vwa-na.

Plates 12 and 13, Goose Xeck aud White Liberian, respectively, he

also recognizes as among those varieties he imported. The great im-

portance of this matter will be discussed in another place, but it is re-

markable that these varieties should have so persistently retained their

characteristics during over 30 years of continuous cultivation.

Hi/bridization of Sorghum.

The letter froni ]Mr. Wray, and these reports from Natal, have much
value, since they throw moie light upon a matter of very great prac-

tical importance, and fully confirm the experience of the last five

years at the Department of Agriculture at Washington.

jNIr. Wray writes, that he is " astonished at the very remarkable con-

stancy maintained by the several varieties" which he had introduced

a third of a century before. It certainly is remarkable that Mr.
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Wray should be able, even from plates, whicli fail to repveseot many
of the marked peculiarities of the different varieties, to have at

once recognized almost every one as among those introduced by him.

Perhaj^s nothing has been more generally believed, than that the

greatest care was necessary to avoid the liybridization of the different

sorghums.

At least a score of so-called hybrids have been received from one sec-

tion and another of the coimtry ; and generally, along with the state-

ment as to the desirable qualities of this new variety, the information

is given that a little seed may be had at quite an advance over the price

of common varieties.

It is reported, that, owing to the marked success which attended the

production of sugar from sorghum at Rio Grande (near Cape May),

New Jersey, the seed obtained was by certain thrifty farmers of that

vicinity, sold under the name of " Cape May Hybrid," although it was

no other than the common Early Amber variety.

It is probable, that, in the hands of an expert hybridist, there may

be originated many new varieties, and possibly those surpassing in

excellence any now known; but, at present, the so-called "hybrids"

have not resulted in any such Avay, and, so far as they really exist, are

only accidental.

During the past five years there have been cultivated in Washington,

in all, at least 100 varieties, and upon the same plat of ground. These

varieties w^ere grown in rows, separated from each other only three feet,

and, although it is possible that crosses have taken place, and remained

unobserved, it is certain th.at no evidence has been seen of such fact:

and this is the more remarkable, since, day by day, throughout the sea-

son, the different varieties were subject to careful observation.

As has been said, those specimens of seed received from foreign

countries, have been found to contain generally several varieties under

one name, differing very widely among themselves, and giving evi-

dence of an admixture, in the samples received, of several distinct

varieties.

No such result has ever been observed in the samples of seed received

from various sources in the United States—since generally ripened

panicles have been sent to the Department instead of the cleaned seed

—and in no case was it found that two distinct kinds of seed were

present upon the same panicle. This result is entirely at variance with

the universal experience in growing different varieties of maize in the

same vicinity ; and in this regard the two plants, which, in many

respects are similar, could hardly be more unlike.

It would appear incredible, if this tendency to "cross "or "sport"'
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was ia any degree marked, that these many varieties could have been

grown by our farmers for thirty years, and have so entirely maintained

their identity. In regard to the "AMiite Mammoth," the En-ya-ma,

of ]Mr. Wray, the only specimen received at Washington came from

AVestern Missouri. Of all the varieties, none is more marked than this

one ; and yet, grown year after year beside a sc6re of varieties quite

distinct, it has steadily maintained its integrity, not a seed of any other

variety is found upon its panicles ; nor has it, so far as careful obser-

vation extends, in any way atiected its neighboring varieties. The
contrast with maize could not be more noticeable. Under similar con-

ditions, hardly an ear of maize in the field would be found uniform

as to its seed.

In this connection, a portion of a letter from Ephraim Link, of

Greenville, Tenn., one of our most intelligent cultivators of sorghum,

will be of interest.

It accounts for the origin of the so-called " Link's Hybrid," one of

our most valuable varieties of sorghum ; but it will be seen, that there

is not the slightest evidence of hybridization given. Lideed, under

the circumstances, it appears impossible that hybridization could have

taken place, since the single original head of "Link's Hybrid" was

found in a field of Honduras. It would seem most likely that, unless

this was simply a sport, remarkable for its persistence in retaining its

valuable peculiarities, it may have been one of the original Imphees

introduced by Mr. Wray, and which, but for the careful observation

of Mr. Link, might have been quite lost. It is remarkable, that, of

the varieties introduced by Mr. Wray, he is now able to at once recog-

nize so many among those cidtivated in America; while, of the large

number recently received by the author from Xatal, not one is to be

confounded with either of those hitherto examined.

From letter of Ephraim Link.

Perhaps six years since, I procured my first Honduras seed from Mississippi,

and readily found it much superior to any of the varieties I had before culti-

vated, and discarded all others in the endeavor to prevent any hybridization.

It remained seemingly pure and fully satisfactory for several years, during

which time I furnished the Department at Washington seed for distribution to

the amount, in three years, of 50 bushels or more. In my crop of 1879, 1 saw

a good many heads indicating a mixture, for which I could not account, and
which I had been so careful to avoid, unless the contamination occurred the

first year, when another variety grew a little distance off. If so, the contami-

nating principle lay dormant three years and had developed only that year. I

sent to a friend in Texas for an entire renewal of seed for the planting of the

spring of 1880, and found that, and the crop of last year, to be very pure, and

to ripen two or three weeks sooner than the same variety before grown. Here
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also is a locked mystery I fall to understand. Also, four years ago I found a

head—a clear sprout in the Honduras—entirely different in appearance from it,

propagated it, and found its yield and richness in juice second to no other, and

its sj'rup freer from the sorghum flavor than any I ever made. I sent General

Le Due a specimen of the syrup and seed, and he ordered all the seed I had,

about 14 bushels. In his report of the analysis of varieties, he calls it " Link's

Hybrid." It grows to good size, stands well, ripens before the Honduras, and

I predict for it a high place among varieties.

Ephraim Link.

Greenville, Tenn.
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CHAPTER IV.

{a.) Yarieties of sorghum cultivated in the United States.

(6.) Signification of the names of the varieties of sorghum,

(c.) Table for identification of varieties.

(<?.) Comparison of sorghums from difierent countries.

VAKIETIES OF SORGHUM CULTIVATED EN* THE UNITED STATES.

Duiii>G the seasons of 1879, '80, '81, and '82, there were received,

at the Department of Agriculture, the seed of very many distinct va-

rieties of sorghum, from difierent parts of the country ; and these have

been cultivated, and subjected to a careful examination, during the

entire period of their growth, for the purpose of determining their

actual and relative value for sugar production. lu the case of many

of them, cultivation and examination were continued during the four

vears ; and since the several varieties of seed were planted on the same

plat of ground, and upon the .same day, and were subject to the same

climatic conditions during growth, their relative value, under the con-

ditions of climate prevailing at Washington, is established. What
the>e conditions of soil and climate were, will be presented in another

chajiter.

It often happened that the same variety of sorghum seed was re-

ceived from several localities, under as many different names ; as, for

example, the same seed came as Chinese, Liberian, Oomseeana,

Sumac, Imphee ; aud, it is interesting to observe, that its origin was,

bv one referred to China, and by another to Liberia, West Africa

;

although I find no record of any sorghum seed having been received

from any other African locality than Xatal, in South Africa.

!Many other samples of seed were obtained, which, upon being culti-

vated, produced plants very closely resembling eacii other, if, indeed,

they were not identical. It is quite probable that the slight diflerences

existing between the so-called Honduras, Mastodon, Honey Top, Honey

Cane, Sprangle Top, and Texas Cane, are the result of variation pro-

duced by the different climates* and soils in which these canes have

been grown during the past thirty-four years, since their introduction

by Mr. Wray.

The same appears true of those varieties known as the Early Oi-ange,

Orange, Wolf Tail, Gray Top, each of which bears a close resemblance

to the Xeeazana, another of 3Ir. Wray's original importations. So, too-,
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the Early Amber, Early Golden, Golden Syrup, and at least three

others, which have been sent as "new varieties" without name, are

so nearly alike as to trouble one to distinguish them
;
and these are

recognized, also, by Mr. Wray, as identical with, or but slight varia-

tions from, his original Boom-vwa-na.

Relative Lengths and Wc'tgJUs of the different Varieties of Sorghum.

In the following table will be found the average length of the sev-

eral varieties of sorghum, as grown upon the experimental plat of the

Department grounds ; the average weight of the entire plant ; of tlie

stalk topped and stripped of its leaves, and ready for the mill ; as, also,

the number of stalks of each variety upon which such averages are

based.

This taiile Avill enable any one to determine the relative amount of

either variety which may be grown upon an acre, since these several

varieties were grown from seed planted the same day, and upon a plat

of ground which insured practically uniform conditions in every re-

spect, since the cultui'c of all varieties was the same.

It will be observed that tlie average loss, by stripping and topping,

is, in the case of the sorghums, 24.6 per cent, and of the maize 38.4

per cent.

RELATIVE LENGTUS AND WEIGHTS OF THE DIFFEREXT VARIETIES OF SORGHUM.

Name.

Early Amber.

Early Golden
Gulden Syrup
White Liberian
Early Amber
Black Top Sorghum
Airiean Sorghum

.

White Mammoth
Oomseeana
Kegu lar Sorgho
Hyiirid
SiigarCane
Oomseeana Sorghum
Neeazana
<;oo.se Neck
Early Orange
Neejizana.
New Variety
€hine>e
Wolf Tail

Source of Seed.

r>. Smith, Arlington, Va
Plant Seed Company, St. Loui.s, Mo
A. B. Swain, Elysian, Minn
W. H. Lytle, Yellow Springs, Ohio
Rush G. Leaming, Decatur, Neb
S. E. Evans, Monroe, Kan
D. W. Aiken, Cokesbury, S. C,

W. E. Parks, Carlisle, Ky
Amos Carpenter, Carpenter's Store P.

j

O., Mo i

Blymyer & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Blymyer & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
E.Liiik, Greeneville, Tenn
.1. V,'. Barger, Lovilia, Iowa
1). W. Aiken, Cokesbury, S. C
W. H. Lvtle. Yellow Springs, Ohio
P. P. Ramsev, Belgrade, .Mo
I. A. Hedges, St. Louis, Mo
Blymyer it (,'o., Cincinnati, Ohio
E. Link, Greonoville, Tenn
D. Smith, -Arlington, Va
E. Link, GreeneviUe, Tenn
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Fi'Iaiive Lengths and Weights, etc.— Continued.

Name.

Gray Top
Lilieriari
Lilierian
Oomseeana
Snmac
JIastodon
Imphee
JCi'W Variety
.Sumac
Honduras
Honey Cane
Sprantrle Top
Honduras
Honey Top or Texas.
Honduras
Sugarcane
Hybrid
SiisarCane ...'..

Bear Tail >..

Iowa Red Top.
>'e\v Variety
^V. India Susrar Cane
White African
Toose Neck
White Imphee
Hybrid, -\o 4
Sugar fane
New Variety
Min'sota Early.Amber
Holcus Saech'aratus
Holcus Sorghum
Hoh-us Cernus, white.
Honey Cane.
New Variety
Chinese Imphee
New Variety
Standard, No. 2.

New Varietv

Sorp.CE OF Seed.

H. C. Sealey. Columbia. Tenn
Blymyer ct Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
W. II. Lytle, Yellow Springs, Ohio
W. I. Mayes tt Co.. Sweet Water, Tenn.

.

W. Pope, .Tones Switch, Ala
1). W. .\iken, Cokesburv, S. C
D. W. .\iken. Cokesl)urv. S. C
J. W. H. -alle, Stratlord". Mo
J. H. Wighton. Moi iit Olive, Ala .

Arsenal. Washington, 1). C
J. H. Clark, Pleasant Hill, La
W. I'ope, .Jones Switch, .\la
E. Link, Greeueville, Tenn

. Brussels. Mo
L. Bran<le, Maversville, Texas
C. E. Miller, Effingham. Ill

.1. C. Moore. San Hiego. Cal
E. Link, (Jreeneville. Tenn
.Taeob Latshaw, tedarville. Ill

Jacob Latshaw. I'edarville, 111
F. W. .'^turap. Marshall, 111

I). C. Snow, Lamoiie. Iowa
John N. Barger. Lovilia, Iowa
G N. (iibsotj, Shelbyville, Ky .. .

John N. Barser. Lovilia. Iowa
Will N. Wallis. Collin County, Texas
John N. Barger. Ixivilia. Iowa
Jolm X. Barker, Lovilia, low'a
Vilmorin, Paris
Vilmorin, Paris
A'ilmorin. Paris
Vilmorin. Paris
J. H. Clark. Pleasant Hill. La
I). B. Bradford. Elizabeth City, N. C .

W. A. Sanders, Sanders. Cal "

Kiehard Haswell, .\rmstrong Grove. la.
Isaac O. Harrell, Greeneville, Tenn.
Hampden Sidney Coll, Va

Feet.
7.4i;»:

8 61
8 29

I

8.11 ;

8.70 ,

U 33 '

8 84 I

« 3S I

8 68
10 09
n 35
11.07
U 60
11.48
11.76
6 82
8 05 ;

9 29
5 0()

I

8 .^9

8 .^4

7 89
7 "irt

8 19
7 50
8 79
6 65
5 73
7 30
7 88
7 69
8 26
10 23

Lbf.
1 661

2 370
2 \r,4

2 3.3'

2 17
2 612
2 05'

1 786
2 Wl
1 633
2 771
2 37S
2 5!:-

2 .^17

2 579
1 089
I .^9
1 700
1 3>S3

1 :?29

1 :-:09

2 107
\.A-:U

1 ,s.V_>

J 309
1 410
1 324
1 lS-1

I 441

1 9:t;

1 0.3fif

1 8.-.5

2 193

Lbs.
1 189
1 807
1 803
1 7-29

1 6:«
1 '.>28

1 543
1 200
1 5-28

1 269
2 289
1 854
2 143
2 181
2 079

731
1 262
1 .^31

1 055
1 009
1 037
1 6.53

1 015
1 ;::?5

911
1 0(>5

971
884

1 097
722
746

1 2-15

1 765
1 -2.50

1 128
1 040
1 488
800

In the above list, sixteen States are represented as furnishing seed

;

and four varieties were obtained from France, among wliich is our

own Early Amber, which ah'eady appears to be grown there from seed

imported from America. Although, some thirty years since, we ob-

tained our Chinese varieties of sorghum from France, and having, at

the present time, many of them extensively cultivated in the United

States, nearly all, if not every variety, of these Chinese sorghums seem

to have disappeared from France, since the large house of Vilmorin

& Co. were unable to send even a single specimen.

The local names of the above mentioned varieties (as, for example.

West India sugar-cane\ must not be confounded with the real .-u;jar-

cane of Cuba and Louisiana ; for the so-called sugar-canes, represented
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by the above numbers, are ouly varieties of sorghum, a family of

plants quite distinct from the true sugar-cane.

Varieties of Sorghum received from Africa, China, and India.

In 1881, the author received through President Augell, Minister to

China, six varieties of sorghum seed, the names of which were as

follows

:

Hwong-raao-nien-liang—Yellow-cap-glutiuous-millet.

San-sui-hoong-liang—Separated-headstalks-red-millet.

San-sui-pai-liang—Separated-headstalks- white-millet.

Er-chiu-hung-liang—Second-autumn-red-millet.

Ma-wei-nien-liaug—Horse- tail-glutinous- millet.

Ta-min-huug-liang—Large-people's-red-millet.

Also, through W. T. Thiselton Dyer, Esq., Assistant Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew, England, thirteen varieties of sorghum seed

from the Botanical Gardens at Natal, South Africa, and from the

Gordon INIemorial Mission of Natal ; also, through Mr. Dyer, two va-

rieties from Cawnpoor, India.

The names of these were as follows :

From Natal.

Undeudebule. Umgatubanda.

Ukubane. Ubehlana.

Jyangentombi. Ufatane.

lyenga. Unkunjaua.

Ibohla. Hlogonde.

Dindemuka. Unhlokonde.

Uboyana.

From India.

Black Sorgho. Red Sorgho.

Upon planting these, it was found that very many more varieties

could be distinguished than had been recognized by those sending the

seed ; and it. was found that there were at least 14 instead of 6 of the

Chinese, 26 instead of 13 of the African, and 3 instead of 2 of the In-

dian. This appears the more remarkable, since, in a letter from the

Assistant Secretary for Native Affairs, J, Shepstone, Esq., of Natal, he

says: "The natives that I have spoken to only know of six varieties

ofthe'Imfe.'"

Besides these specimens of seed, the author received from Wm.
Kelt, Esq., Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens at Natal, ripened

panicles of the several varieties mentioned below, for the greater fa-

cility of identification :
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lyenga Imphee. Dundemuka Impliee.

Ufataua Imphee. Uukunvana Imphee.

Ubehlana Imj)hee. Hlogonde Imphee.

Uudemlebule Imphee. Umgatubanda Amabele.

Also from Dr. Dalzell, of the Gordon Memorial Mission, Xatal, tlie

following list of rijiened panicles

:

U-Dwe Imphee. Diudemuka Imphee.

M-behlana Impliee. Hlogonde Imphee.

lyeuga Imphee. Ukabane Amabele.

U-fengkule Imphee. Umquatiibanda Amabele
Ihlosa Imphee.

The diiferences in the spelling, of what are obviously the same

names in the several lists, is retained.

It will lie observed that there are twelve varieties in the two lists

of ripe panicles, and that f "ur of the varieties in the list of seeds are

not represented among the lists of panicles.

We have then sixteen named varieties received from Xatal in these

several lots, although the natives knew, of only six. as was reported.

This is the exact number of varieties which 3Ir. Wray brought from

Natal in 1854; but it is to be noticed, that of his list only four of

his varieties, in name, bear any resemblance to those in the above

lists, viz:

lyeuga, which may be his E-en-gha.

Hilosa, which may be his E-thlo-sa.

Ibothla, which may be his E-both-la.

Hlogonde, which may be his Shla-goon-de.

Supposing the above four to be identical, it would seem that at least

28 named varieties have already been received from Xatal.

The thirteen specimens of seed received were planted, and twenty-

six varieties were observed among them, and not one resembled either

of the numerous varieties grown in America the past thirty years, and

which have been grown at the Department of Agriculture, in Wash-

ington. Either the effect of climate and cultivation has been such

as to materially change the character of those varieties introduced by

Mr. Wray, or else there must exist, under cultivation in South Af-

rica, a much larger number of varieties than those already received

from there. Since ^Er. Wray so readily recognizes his old varieties

from the plates published in the reports of the Department of Agri-

culture, it would hardly seem possible that any change has resulted ;

and the conclusion appears well founded, that these numerous varieties
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have already, through centuries of cultivatiou in Africa, become per-

manently fixed in their character.

Besides the above foreign varieties, there have been grown, at the

Department of Agriculture, at Washington, during the jDast five years,

nominally, sixty distinct varieties of sorghum, from seed received from

different parts of the country : and, at the present time, the author

has in his possession full ripened panicles representing all these, as,

also, each of the foreign varieties already mentioned, besides many

specimens of seed from what purport to be new varieties, which have

been sent in to be planted, in order that their comparative value for the

purpose of syrup and sugar production might be determined. In the

current news concerning this industry, mention is often made of other

varieties, at least, under names new to the author, and it is, without

doubt, true that there exists, at present, in the United States, at least

one hundred varieties of sorghum, more or less distinct. There is lit-

tle reason to doubt, that, should a careful examination be made in

those sectious which liave already so abundantly supplied us with new

varieties, the list might be very greatly extended. Indeed, when we

remember that, so far as oui- knowledge extends, India is the original

Iiome of the s;)rghum, and that, for thousands of years, in all proba-

bility, it has been subjected to cultivation there, it seems more than

probable that very many varieties now unknown to us, and, possibly,

surpassing in value any we now possess, might be found there. More

than twenty years ago, Mr. J. H. Smith, of Quincy, 111., in an article

upon sorghum, says, in reference to this very point :
" Is there any

way in which the ^Agricultural Department at Washington could spend

money to better advantage, tiiau in sending an exjjerieuced agent to

the countries from which these canes have originated, for the purpose

of obtaining all possible knowledge concerning these important acces-

sions to the agriculture of our country?"

A distinction is made in the sorghums received from Natal,

most of them being called Imphees: but two are called Amabele.

Professor von Kloeden speaks of the native Kaffirs calling the fifteen

varieties which they cultivate Imphi or Mabali ; and he mentions Bali

as the name under which the sorghum is grown in Egypt, where six

varieties are cultivated.

I have not met with these names elsewhere in the literature of sor-

ghum. But the use at Natal as a specific name is interesting, and it

v/ill be observed, in the plates showing the ripe panicles of these two

varieties, that they are peculiar in having large, prominent seed ; in

fact, the Umgatubanda is remarkable for the size of its seed.

Analysis also shows the juice of these two varieties to be very infe-
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rior in its couteut of sugar to the otlier African varieties, and compara-

tively of little value. From the above considerations, it would appear

as though there existed very marked differences between these two

groups of sorghums, not to be ac«ounted for by cultivation, so far as

we know.

In the Report of the Government Farms, Said a pet, Madras, India,

Sept. 7th, 1882, mention is made of three varieties of sorghum as. be-

ing there under cultivation experimentally : Black Cholum (Sor-

ghum vulgare). Planter's Friend (Sorghum kaffrarium), Chinese Su-

gar-cane (Sorghum saccharatum). The last two were used in making
syrup, and preference was giveu to the Planter's Friend for its greater

saccharine value. Mention is also made of broom millet ( a variety

of sorghum), and of the Early Amber sorghum, from the Uuited

States of America; and it is reported that the tyrup of the Early Am-
ber crystallizes far more rapidly, and to a much more considerable ex-

tent, than the syrup of either Sorghum saccharatum or Sorghum kaf-

frarium. Tlie refuse canes (bagasse) , after crushing, are far more pal-

atable to stock than refuse of sugar-cane ; and, judging from its

appearance and general character, the refuse sorghum must be far

more digestible. •

SIGNIFICATIOX OF THE NAMES OF THE VARIETIES OF SORGIIUM.

It will be observed that in the names giveu to the different varieties

of sorghum, there is a tendency on the part of those cultivating them

to describe them by their physical peculiarities. Thus, we have the

'' Sprangle Top," which has a loose, waving seed head ; the " Sumac,"

which in its close, compact panicle, resembles the seed head of our

common Sumac, so well known to our farmers; the "Goose Xeck,"

owing to the bent culm of this variety, a characteristic which is not

uncommon with several other varieties.

So, too, in the Chinese names, we liave the " Separated Head
Stalks," red and white; the Horse Tail, etc.

Also, in the South Airican varieties, the same tendency apj^ears in

their names : as, for example, " Jyeuga " means "loose headed, wav-

ing ;" " Hlojoude " is " long headed," etc.

In this connection, the following letters will be found of interest,

being iu reply to letters of inquiry as to the significance of those names

of the Imphees found current iu sorghum literature, of which names

a list was sent.

Two of the varieties of sorghum received from Xatal, viz., Ukabane
and Umgatubanda, are called Amabele, while the remainder are des-

ignated as Imphees.
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The following letters were received through the kindness of Mr.

Dyer, of the Royiil Gardens, Kew, to whom a list of the Iniphee

ulanies had been sent. The one is from the Assistant Secretary of Na-

tive Affairs at Natal, the other from .the daughter of the late Bishop

of Natal

:

Secretary of Native Affairs to Colonial Secretary, Xatal:

I can not give the meaning of the generic term, "Imfe," nor can I find na-

tives that can do so. The natives that I have spoken to only know of six varieties

of the "Imfe," of which I will give the names and derivations:.

1st. "Ij-enga"—Enticer—from its drooping or waving ear or head of corn.

2nd. Umbemba—Sprouts or shoots. This cane invariably having small

shoots from each joint.

8rd. " Uzimumana "—The enwrapped—from the close adherence of the outer

leaves to the cane.

4th. Umapofu—The yellow—from its yellow color.

5th. Ihlosa—The prominent—from its growing generally higher than other

corn with which it is sown.

6th. Unfenkulu—The great Imfe—from its large size.

The names given in the list inclosed by you, are, I believe, repetitions ob-

tained from different tribes, many having names according to the dialect spoken.

The names are also badly spelt.

(Signed,) J- Shepstoxe,

Asst Secy jor Native Affairs.

Nos. 2, 3, and 4 of this list are new names, for they neither appear

in the list of names of Mr. Wray's varieties, nor in that of the seeds

t.ud panicles received by me from Natal.

Lid of Imphees returned by 3Hss Colenso.

'• Undendebule." Not* recognized, but the word ukudendebuleka

means " capable of being peeled straight down through the joints."

" Umkuuyana." Not recognized, but the word should mean " rather

hard."

" Unhlokonde," " Hlgonde," " Slagonda." The first means "long

Lead ;" the others are the same word misspelt.

"Ibohla " probably mexins " causing flatulence."

" lyenga," " Eenga," " Engha." The first means " loose headed,"

"waving;" the others are the same word misspelt.

" Umuyaui-mude—"with long flower stalks or head." The head

in this variety is still longer than that of the " Unhlokonde.

"Boomvana," "Boom-vwana," Booena." The first means "small

red " or "rather red ;' the last two are misspelt.

" Uzimumana," " Limmoomana," " Ziramoomana." The first means

" close," " thick headed." The last two names are misspelt.
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" Hlakuva." Called so after the castor oil plant ; the seeds being

thought to look alike. A very small headed, short variety.

" Zimbazana." Called so after " Iziniba," a variety of "Kaffir

com," because very like it. " Izimba " is used as grain in making
beer. " Zimbazana " may be used so, also.

"Ihlosa"—'-budding," "beginning to swell." A variety which

looks young when already grown.

"Elwofla." " Ehahla." Xot recognized, but evidently the same.
" Koonibana," " Koombanna." Xot recognized, but evidently the

'

same.

" Ubayana," " Ukubane," " Ubehlane," " Jyangenbarabi," "' Din-

demuka," "Ugabane," " Umgatubanda," " Oomseeana," "Xeeazana,"
" Sangokahea," " Vimbischuapa." Xoue of these names are recog-

nized.

The following plates show the ripened panicles of several of the

more characterir^tic varieties of sorghum—of those grown in the

United States, and of those grown from seed received from South Af-

rica, China, and India.

The labels attached to the engravings, which were made from pho-

tographs, were, in every case, two inches by one in actual size, so that

the dimensions of each panicle may be readily ascertained by this scale

of measurement.

The Black and Red sorgho, Plates I and II, are from Cawnpore,

India ; Plates III and IV are two varieties from Xorthern China

;

Plates V and VI are two of the new South African varieties, called

Amabele ; Plates ^11, VIII, and IX, are of the new South African

varieties, called Imphees ; Plates X, XI, XH, XIII, XIV, XV, are

of characteristic varieties grown during the past thirty years in the

United States, being either the original varieties introduced by Mr,

Wray, or varieties which have proceeiled from them. It is possible

that some of them may have had a Chinese origin, though thev par-

take i-ather of the general African type.

The names given to these six American grown varieties, have been

those names by which they have been generally known in this coun-

try, although, as has been remarked, the same variety has been re-

ceived from several localities under different names ; for example, the

Liberiau, Plate XII, has been received under the names Imphee,

Chinese, Sumac, and Liberian.

The frontispiece represents a hill of the variety known as Honduras,

which has also been received under the names Mastodon, Sprancrje

Top, Honey Top, Texas Cane, Honey Cane. It is possible that two or

6
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three of the larger varieties introduced by Mr. Wray may be con-

founded under these several names, but, at the present, the identity

of each has not been established. The compact heads of the African

varieties is a marked feature ; but that is not a characteristic of those

Avhich are valuable for sugar, since two of these, PlatesV and VI, which

are called AmalDele, are practically worthless for sugar, although, like

the other African varieties (Imphees), they have compact panicles or

seed heads. The two varieties from Northern India have loose, waving

heads, but are very valuable for sugar, as the analysis, page 101, will

show. The presence of these two distinct classes from South Africa,

with their wide difference in sugar content, is highly interesting, es-

pecially in view of their being recognized as belonging to distinct

families. It will be seen that the per cent of sugar in the juice of the

two Amabeles averages 4.90, while in the seventeen Imphee varieties

it averages 11.82 per cent.
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Plate L
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Plate II.
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Plate lU.
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Plate IV.
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Plate V.
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Plate VL
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Plate VII.
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Plate Vm.
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Plate IX.
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Plate X,
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Plate XI.
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LIBERIAN

Plate XII.
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Plate XIII.
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Plate XIV.
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WHITE
MAMMOTH

Plate XV.
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SYNOPTICAI TABLE OF THE VARIETIES OF SORGHUM CULTIVATED AT
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE DURING THE YEARS 1879-80-

81-82.

The following table can not claim any great degree of botanical ac-

curacy, as it has been worked out from single dry heads, and without

a careful comparison of the varieties growing iu the field. It is be-

lieved, however, that it will be of great assistance in aiding the prac-

tical farmer to distinguish, with the aid of the illustrations, whatever

variety he may have under cultivation.

It is based upon a similar table prepared by Mr. F. Peck, and pub-

lished in the Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture, 1865

:

The Ripe Grain.

I. Longer than the glumes (husks).

(A.) Panicle or head dense.

1. Glumes black.

a. Inconspicuous.

Liherian, or Imphee.

Head short, 6 to 7 inches long, dense, cylindrical, ob-

tuse; general color dark brown.

Glumes small, obtuse, black shining; outer one hairy on

the margin.

Seed smallest of all varieties, round, obtuse, tapering to

the base ; hilum or point of attachment of a lighter

color and prominent.

6. Conspicuous.

Seeds brown; effect of head black. (Grain at times

hardly longer than the glumes.)

Oomseeana.

Head slender, erect, 8 to 9 inches long; branches closely

appressed, but not dense.

Glumes black, pointed; outer one keeled, smooth and

open.

Seed deep brown, and visible between the open

glumes
;
plane convex, acute at both ends.

Black Top.

Head larger and broader than the preceding, blacker

and more dense; seed lighter.

Bear Tail

Denser head and longer glumes than in preceding, re-

sembling in some respects a compacted Early Amber.

Iowa Red Top.

An Oomseeana cane, with large, prominent seeds and

smaller glumes.

Seeds white.
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White Mammoth.
Head very dense, expanding toward the flattened top.

Glumes shining black, prominent.

Seed white, large, flattened ; hilum inconspicuous.

2. Glumes light-red brown.

Seeds white.

White African

Head slender, 7 to 8 inches long; branches closely com-

pressed but not very dense.

Glumes large, light red, shining.

Seed large, white.

Seed yellowish brown.

Keeazana.

Head 5 to 8 inches long, dense, cylindrical.

Glumes pointed, somewhat hairy; outer one gray: inner

one black, smaller, and inconspicuous.

Seed long, flat; hilum inconspicuous.

Synon. White Imphee, Early Orange.

New Variety (Salle), similar to Neeazana, but both

glumes are at times light colored and hairy.

Wolf Tail.

Head 9 to 10 inches long, slender, dense.

Glumes almost white, shining, somewhat downy.

Seed shorter than in Neeazana, long, round ; hilum slightly

flattened.

Gray Top.

Head similar to Neeazana, but glumes brown, shining, ob-

tuse, short.

Seed short, long, large, prominent, round; hilum only

slightly flattened : distinguished by its brown glumes

and the prominence of the large round seeds in the

head.

3. Glumes gray.

Rice, or Egyptian Corn.

Head heavy, bending the culm, dense, obtuse, cylindrical.

Glumes gray, prominent, wooly, persistent.

Seed large, flat, white, round in outline, width greater than

the length; prominent in the head, and easily shaken

out.

(B.) Panicle not dense.

Glumes black.

Regular Sorgho.

Head loose, 10 to 12 inches long.

Glumes black, shining, open, displaying the seeds.

. Seeds large, flat, obtuse.

Hybrid Sorghum.

Hybrid of E. Link.

Oomseeana of Blymyer.
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New Variety of E. Link.

These are hybrids of the Liberian or Imphee vari-

ties with the Honduras or Chinese varieties, and

bear the characteristics of both races. Here,

also, might be mentioned

—

African of Parks, of Kentucky.

Hj'brid of Moore.

II. Equal to the glumes.

(A.) Glumes closed, or nearly so.

Red, and palet awned.

Honduras.

Head 1 foot long, thin, loose, spreading, nodding.

Glumes reddish brown, shining, somewhat hairy, acute at

both ends; inner one keeled.

Seed long, verj^ acute at the base, obtuse at the apex;

plane convex; hilum conspicuous, with a prominence

at the base, and a round mark at the upper edge.

Synon. Mastodon, Honey Cane, Sprangle Top, Honey
Top. These all vary slightly, so as to be distin-

guished in the field; but not, however, by descrip-

tion.

Deep chocolate palet. awned.

Hybrid 0/ WaUis, Collin county, Texas.

Similar to the Honduras, except in the deep brown glumes

and more compact head, showing its Imphee affin-

ities.

(B.) Glumes open.

Under this head might be sought Regular Sorgho and

Black Top, classed as having the grain longer than

the glumes.

in. Shorter than the glumes.

(A.) Glumes black.

Culm erect.

Early Amber.

Head slender, erect; branches appressed, pointed, 9 to 10

inches long.

Glumes large, smooth, shining, acute at both ends, con-

cealing the seed or open, flattened on both sides.

Seeds long, obtuse, light colored ; hilum large, with a

prominence in the center.

Synon. Early Golden, Golden Syrup.

Culm erect, or often bent with heavy heads.

Goose Keck.

Head inverted on the bent culm; somewhat loose, 8

inches long.

Glumes shining, downy at the tips, flattened.

Seeds smaller than Amber, long, acute at the base, obtuse

at the apex, somewhat flattened.
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(B.) Glumes purplish.

White Liberian.

Head slender, erect, or goose-necked ; branches appressed,

pointed.

Glumes large, smooth, shining, acute at both ends, often

not covering the seed. Infertile ones often very

prominent and purplish gra}'.

Seed large, long, and similar to the Amber, but hilum
more prominent.

Synon. Sugar-cane (Barger).

COMPARISON" OF SORGHUMS GROWN FROM SEED RECEI\^D FROM
CHINA, NATAL, INDIA, AND FROM THE UNITED STATES.

These several varieties were grown upou the same plot of ground, in

Washington, D. C, in the year 1882, and the results obtained are,

therefore, comparable.

The number of analyses made of each group, the average weight of

stripped stalks, the percentage of juice expressed, and the average per-

centages of sucrose, solids not sucrose (including glucose), and availa-

ble sugar, in the juices, are given, for several stages of development.

The poor quality of the Chinese varieties is seen in the light weio:ht

of the stalks, the small percentage of juice expressed (though the

same mill was used in all the experiments recorded—a total of 984),

and in the lower percentage of sucrose and available sugar.

It is, however, to be remembered, that these Chinese seeds were

obtained from about Peking, while the original Chinese sorghum seed

imported into France by M. de Montigny, according to Dr. Williams,

was grown upon the island Tsung-ming, whicli lies at the mouth of the

Yang-tse-kiang river, some 700 miles south of Peking. It is not im-

probable that this warmer region had developed a variety richer in

sugar than those of Northern China, where, as Dr. Williams says, the

uses of the plant for grain and fuel may have developed qualities, dur-

ing the centuries of its cultivation, fitting it for such purposes, but at

the expense of its sugar content.

Comparison of 14 Chinese sorghums, 26 African, 3 Indian, and 20

American

:

Percentage of Sucrose in Juice.

Chinese. African. Indian. American.
Seed in milk 6.90 8.72 8.07 8.91
Seed in dough 8.2.S 9.-19 10.36 11.53

'

Seed, hard 8.93 10.20 9.52 11.57 ,

Sucker seed in milk 9..57 10.83 12.03 12.01
Sucker seed in dough 9.61 12.24 11.85 12.80

Average 8.C5 10.30 10.37 11.36
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Comparison in Weight of Stripped Stalks and Juice.

Chinese. African. Indian. American.

No. analyses 136 384 50 414

Weight, pounds 85 1.58 1.13 1.14

Juice, per cent , 4.3.29 60.80 61.19 60.13

Percentage of available Sugar in Juice.

Chinese. African. Indian. American.

Seed in mill!: 2.10 3.66 3.28 3.43

Seed in dough 2.83 4.64 5.97 6.42

Seed, hard 4.51 6.41 5.36 7.11

Sucker seed in milk 5.18 6.70 7.68 7.G9

Sucker seed in dough 4.98 8.46 7.75 8.91

Average 3.92 5.97 6.01 6.71

Percentage of Solids not Sucrose (including Glucose) in Juice.

Chinese. African. Indian. American.

Seed in milk 4.80 5.06 4.79 6.48

Seed in dough 5.40 4.85 4.39 5.11

Seed, hard 4.42 3.79 4.16 4.46

Sucker seed in milk 4.39 4.13 4.35 4.32

Sucker seed in dough 4.63 3.78 4.10 3.89

Average 4.73 4.32 4.36 4.65

From the above tables, the general resemblance between the Afri-

can, Indian, and American varieties is noticeable, as to their quality

of juice and its amount ; but, while the Indian and American varieties

have about the same weight, the average of the African varieties is

much greater—the proportion between the African, American, Indian,

and Chinese, iu weight, being as follows : 100 : 72 : 71 : 54.

It will be seen, also, that the average content of sugar is a little

greater in the American varieties than in any of the others, and this

result may be due to the effects of our climate during the thirty-three

years of their cultivation in the United States ; or, to the fact that some

principle of selection has prevailed during their cultivation, since, as

is well known, their value as sugar producing plants has been steadily

kept in mind.

Whichever view is taken of the matter, the practical conclusion is

most favorable, for it appears hardly probable, that, by chance, such

varieties only were introduced at that early day as were the best for

sugar. It would seem, then, possible that, by more intelligent and

systematic selection and cultivation, we might be able to produce a va-

riety heavier than any yet known, and with a higher content of sugar.

Similar results with other cultivated plants are, by no means, excep-

tional.

Xhe following table gives the relative heights and weights of the av-

erage sorghums from China, Africa, India, and the United States
;

also, the average length and weight of the panicles.
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Season of 1882.

10 Chinese. 20 African. 3 Indian. 18 American.

Average height of stalk feet. 9.6 8.4 8.-3 9
" weight of stripped stalk... pounds. .746 1.44 1.20 1.13
" •' panicle ounces. 3.925 3.88 2.83 2.68
" length of " inches. 15.1 10.93 9.00 10.06

The following table presents in detail, for comparison, the analyses

of the four classes of sorghums, all of which were grown side by side,

in 1882, at Washington. Those analyses only are included which

were made after the seed had become hard.
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Average Results in 1882,

17.

19.

20.
21.

22
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32
33
34.

35
37.

38.

39.
40.

Variety.

Hoong Mao Nien Liang (a)

San Sui Hoong Liang (a) .

.

" " " " Co)..
San Sui Pal Liang (a)
" " " " (b)

Er Chiu Hung Liang (a) . .

.

Ma Wei Nien Liang
Ta Min Hung Liang (o)..
" " " " (b)..
" " " " (c)..

Undendebule
Uknbaue (o)

(b)

Jvangentombi (a)
" " (&)

Ibohla
Dindemuka
Uboyana
Umgatubanda
Ubehlana (a)

(6)
Ufatane (a)

" (&)
" (c)

Unkunjana(a)
(.b)

(c)

Hlogonde (a)

(b)

Unhlokonde
White Imphee
White African
White Mammoth
W'est India
New Variety (Stump)
Earlv Amber
New"Variety (H. S. CoU.) .

Bear Tail
Iowa Red Top
Red Sorgho
Black Sorgho (a)

(b)

Link's Hybrid
Standard" (Harrall)
Neeazana
Gray Top
White I^iberian
New Variety (Link)
New Variety (Haswell)—
Chinese Imphee
New Variety (Bradford) . .

1

13
1

9
13
17
12
15
1

1

23
15
9
5
1

4
24
20
7

14
2
22
9
9
15
10
11

18
18
4

13
15
S
17
15
22
21
23
2
18
12
1

8
18
26
21
54
19
19
21

.61

.44

.75

.79

.76

.58

.68

.65

.85

1 35
1 28
1.31
.86

1 05
1 24
1 45
1.28
1.85
1 68
1 71

2 25
1.47
1.34
1.65
1 43
1.72
1.58
1.40
1.35
.95

1.05
1.38
1.46
1 25
.95

.80

.76

97
1.12
1 41
.92

1.28
1.64
1.51
.76

.99

.82

1 28
1 02
1.06
1 50

36.82
40 19

32 45
40.66
42 94
38 68
39 54
38.70
39 11
46 66
56 07
59.27
53 75
58-23
65 72
66.21
60 82
62 06
60 35
62 80
61. .58

57 89
60 90
58 96
62 89
62 73
60 57
57 54
57.86
59 93
62 08
56 79
62 69
58.93
57 03
5P 53
.59 95
57.03
64 82
57 67
61 54
65 . 75
60 43
55 56
53.69
61 30
56 n
56.07
56 79
53.48
55 36

o'3

2 28
.71

2.37
.75

.84

.65

.60

.83

1.93
I.IO
.83

1.18
.35

.88

1.30
2 49
1 01
1.72
.97

1.24
1 61
1 51

.98

1.20
1 96
1.71
1.28
1 35
1.44
1.84
1 34
1.28
1.23
2.38
1 24
1.15
1.17
1 85
1.58
1 45
.97

1.15
.84

59
1.92
1 26
1 25
1.28
1 54
1.16.

1 91
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Character of the Varieties of Sorghum as to Habits of Suehering.

Owing to the importance of having a uniform crop of cane without

any admixture of immature stalks, for the purpose of sugar produc-

tion, observations were made in the field upon the several varieties of

sorghum under cultivation in 1882 for the purpose of determining

their character in respect to throwing up suckers from the roots and

offshoots from the parent stalk.

The following different clas!='es appeared pretty well defined ; but it

often happened that one variety would have the characteristics of two

or more classes

:

First class.—A single stalk from the seed, without suckers from be-

low or offshoots from the stalk.

Second class.—Two or more stalks from the seed, maturing Avith

equal rapidity, and without suckers or offshoots.

Third class.—A single stalk from the seed, with no suckers from

the roots; but with offshoots from the upper joints of the parent

stalk.

Fourth class.—A single stalk from the seed, without offshoots ; but

with suckers springing up from the roots, and maturing much later

than the original stalk.

Fifth class.—A single stalk from the seed, with no suckers from the

roots; but with offshoots from every joint of the parent stalk.

It will, I think, be obvious that, other things being equal, the sev-

eral varieties of sorghum will, for the purpose of sugar production, be

valuable according as they belong to the above classes in their order,

viz, those of the first or second class most valuable ; those belonging to

the third next, and so in order.

It was generally found, however, that each variety belonged to two or

more of the above classes; and below is given the results of observa-

tions upon fifty-two varieties, October 14th, one hundred and forty-

three days after planting, see page 121

:

Class 1.—Nos. 86, 10, 11. 16c, 17c.

Class 3.—Nos. Sb, 7, 8a, 12, 14, 16a, 166, 18a, 21, 22, 25, 28, 29a,

296, 33, 35, 37, 39, 406.

Class 5.—Nos. 2, 3a, 4, 5, 6, 34.

Classes 1 and 2.—Nos. 96, 15a.

Crosses 2 and 3.—Nos. 9a, 9c, 13, 17a, 176, 19, 23, 30.

Classes 2 and 4.—No. 1.

Classes 3 and 4.—Nos. 20, 24, 26, 27, 32, 36, 38, 40a.

Classes 3 and 5.—No. 31.

Classes 1,3, and 4.—No. 186.
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Nos. 1 to 6, inclusive, were Chinese; Nos. 7 to 19, African; Nos.

29 and 30, Indian ; and the remainder from the United States.

It will of course be understood that the above classification is only-

relative ; and upon other soils, and in different conditions than those

"which prevailed with the plat upon which the above varieties were

grown, these sorghums would pass from one to another of the classes.

This classification, however, will show the relative tendency of these

varieties under conditions which were for each the same ; and for any'

soil or any climate the choice would be fully justified of only such

varieties as stood near the head in the above classification. Of course

the relative weight of crop of each variety, its time for maturing, and

its relative content of sugar, are also to be taken into consideration

in selecting the variety best adapted to any given locality.
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CHAPTER V.

(a.) Selection and preparation of ground, planting, and cultivation.

(6.) Selection and preparation of seed.

(c.) Time, from planting, to reach certain stages of development.

(cZ.) Time for harvesting crop.

(e.) Importance of an even crop.

(f.) Effect of removing seed, etc.

(g.) Effect of stripping cane.

SELECTION AND PREPAEATION OF GROUND, PLANTING, AND CULTI'

VATION.

In general, the sorghum crop, in it.s demands upon the soil and cli-

mate, aud in its method of planting and cultivation, very closely re-

sembles Indian corn (Zea mais), with which everyone is i)ractically

familiar. But this general statement demands modification. During

the earlier stages in the life of the sorghum, the plant is feeble, and

liable to be easily choked by weeds. Although the resemblance in its

culture is so close to that of maize, and the expense generally regarded

as about the same per acre, it is to be remembered that it is a crop

which, for seed, forage, sugar, and syrup combiued, far surpasses maize

in value, and that any increase in the aggregate value of these prod-

ucts (which may be secured by greater care in the preparation of the

soil and cultivation of the crop), will be fully justified by the economi-

cal results.

It is, of course, hardly possible to lay down directions as to each de-

tail of cultivation applicable to every soil and locality ; but, in gen-

eral, such soil and such culture as would secure a good corn crop will

suffice.

Like maize sorghum requires, for its best development, heat and

light; but, unlike maize, it is found to successfully withstand even

prolonged drought, provided only that it shall have secured a fair start:

and, in fact, the maximum of sugar has been found, in every variety

of sorghum under examination, to have been developed during a season

of drought (that of 1881) so severe that the crops of maize, in the same

section, were almost a complete failure.

This subject will be considered in another jiart of this volume in

detail.

For the growing of sorghum, then, good corn land should be selected.
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with a warm exposure; and the crop, if in drills, should be planted

with them generally running east and west, so that the fullest access

of sun and heat may be secured.

If pi-acticable, the field should be chosen so as to be sheltered from

heavy winds, which, by prostrating the crop, increase greatlv the ex-

pense of harvesting, and injure its quality.

The character of soil aud fertilization necessary, will be the subject

of a special chapter.

Preparation of the Soil.

Having selected the field, the aim should be to put it in a condition

of pei-fect tilth, more like a garden than a field, by continual cuhiva-

ation, efi^ectually destroying weeds, and thoroughly pulverizing the

soil, so that subsequent cultivation is rendered easy and rapid.

To this end it should be constantly remembered, that anv additional

labor at the outset, iu prejjariug the soil for the crop, saves more than

its equivalent iu after cultivation, aud greatly increases the value of

the crop. The main points are, first, to see that the weeds shall not

be allowed to get the start of the crojD ; and it is, therefore, to be ad-

vised strongly to run a cultivator over the ground, and drag and re-

diag the ground within a day of the time of planting, so that no weeds

shall have even a day's start of the croj). Xext to secure at the outset

a good, even stand of cane, aud avoid any occasion for replanting : not

so much on account of the trouble aud additicmal expense, as that, by

replanting, it is impossible to have all the crop come to maturity at the

same time—a matter of the utmost importance in the production of

sugar.

Owing to the importance of having a field free from weeds, it would

be well to have sorghum follow some hoed crop (as corn, potatoes, or

tobacco) ; or, if such land is not available, to secure the destruction of

the weeds by fall plowing and continuous working of the land until

ready to put iu the seed.

By deep fall plowing a deep tilth is secured, favorable to the full

development of the roots of sorghum, and assists it to withstand drought

;

also, it will tend to destroy, through winter freezing, those weeds which

may give trouble in the spring. Especially is this treatment necessarv

upon new land. In the spring, after having thoroughly broken up the

ground by deep plowing, the drag, roller, or smot)thing harrow, should

be used, after the ground is warm, until the soil is suitable f^r a

garden, free from weeds, lumps, and litter, smooth, and ready for

planting.
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Time for Planting.

The time for planting will, of course, depend upon the locality.

The main thing desired, is that an even, uniform stand shall be se-

cured at the first planting, free from weeds as possible.

Since the weeds and foul seeds are always ready to start so soon as

the warmth is sufficient for germination, it is well to defer planting until

the growth, fairly begun, shall be stopped by the cultivator and har-

Yow, and the weeds destroyed.

By so doing the ground is made warm as well as clean. Nothing

is gained, and there is great risk, in planting too early. As a rule, the

planting is to be done only at the time when the gi'ound is so warm
and moist that the germination of the seeds shall proceed at once with-

out interruption. If planted at such time, the plants will make their

appearance within three or four days.

The testimony is almost universal, that the latest planting has se-

cured the best crop, and required the least care in its production.

By late planting, the crop has a better chance with the weeds, and

by proper cultivation for the first month, will quite overshadow and

destroy them.
Amount of Seed for Planting.

The number of seed, of course, varies with the kind, and with the

different lots of the same variety, but averages about 25,000 to the

pound.

Professor Henry found 27,680 seed of the Early Amber; and I found

in one specimen from Virginia, 19,000 ; and in another from Minne-

sota, 31,800 seed to the pound. Owing to the extreme importance of

securing a good stand of cane at first planting, it is always best to

plant two or three times as much seed as Avill be necessary in case it

all grows. By this means, of course, in most cases, it will be neces-

sary to thin out the plants, which involves little work, as it may be

speedily effected by the hoe, so soon as the cane is about five or six

inches high. In the event of failure more or less complete to secure a

good stand, the choice is presented of either replanting the whole, if

there remains time, or to make the best of such as may have started.

In this latter case most persons will be greatly surprised to find how

large the crop is at the harvest. In any event, do not plant in tlie

vacant spaces of the field, unless the object is only the production of

syrup from the crop. For sugar, this second planting would practi-

cally be w'orse than useless.

Two quarts of seed, if fairly distributed, would be quite enough ta

the acre ; and if all the seed was good, there would be need even then

of thinning out the crop: but, as equal distribution of so small an
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amount of seed is practically impossible, it is better to plant at least

three or four quarts to the acre, with the expectation of thinning out

at the proper time.

Method of Planting.

Having thoroughly prepared the ground, the planting may be done

in drills or in hills, as in each locality may have been found to give

with corn the best results. Of course, no general rule will apply; for

not only is there a difference in the soils, but also in the several vari-

eties of sorghum. Of those who advocate planting in hills, some de-

clare that the crop is thus better able to stand up in the wind—a most

desirable result ; also that, by an opjiortunity for cross cultivation, the

weeds are more readily kept down.

The several methods of planting recommended by cultivators are

given below, and for the convenience of those who may wish to know
the number of stalks to the acre, and estimate the weight of crop of

the several varieties of sorghum, from the table, page 74, giving the aver-

age weight of the stripped stalks, the following table has been prepared,

giving, according to the several modes of planting, the

Xumber of Stalks per Acre.

In drills 4 feet apart, and 3 stalks to the foot = 32,670
" = 36.3003|

" " 3

2,1
" " 2

3 " "3
3 " "2

= 24,200

= 43,560

= 29,040

= 34,0903if " " 3 "

In hills 4 feet by 4 feet apart, and 6 stalks to the hill = 16,400

^ " 3^ " " 5 " " = 17,730

3i " 2 " "4 " " =24,895"3 "3 " " 6 " " = 29,040"3 "3 " " 4 " " = 19,360"3 "2 " " 4 " " = 29,040"4 "2 " " 4 " " =21,780
3|4 " 1^ " " 6 " " =32,120

Upon good, strong land the cane may be planted in drills three feet

apart, with stalks only four inches apart in the drill, giving 43,560

stalks to the acre.

It is thought that, by close planting, the growth of weeds is more

speedily checked by being sooner overshadowed by the sorghum plants

;

also, that the growth of suckers is far less. On the other hand, the

exclusion of light and heat retards the production of sugar in the

plant; and, if the stalks are too close, their development is less, and
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they are incliued to be long, spiudliug, and weak, -with low content

of sugar. It is very much to be desired that careful comparative ex-

periments shall be made, to determine the relative effects of open and

close planting, since a maximum weight of stalks per acre may be at the

expense of the possible amount ofsugar, or even of syrup. Recent results

with maize give reason to believe, that, should the distance between

the drills or hills of sorghum be very much increased over that at present

given, the result would be found very satisfactory.

Marking the land may be done after the rolling, \\ith an implement

consisting of a plank resting upon three or four short runners at least

3 inches wide, so as to give a good track fixed at the proper distances
;

and great care should be exercised to have the rows as straight as j>os-

sible, for the convenience of after cultivation.

The planting may be done by hand, or with the planter. The one

horse "Keystone Planter" is reported by Profess(U' Henry, of Wiscon-

sin, to do perfect work, planting about an acre an hour, with the rows

fovu" feet apart, dropping the seed regularly every ten inches, and cov-

ering it half an inch, three-fourths, or an inch as may be desired, and

at an expense of not over 25 cents per acre for planting. The "Mound
City One Horse Corn Drill," and the " Union Planter," are also said

to give entire satisfaction. The price of the above planters is about

$18. In using them, it is necessary that the seed shall have been

Plate XVI.

carefully cleaned and free from hulls. The depth to which the seed

should be covered will depend much upon the soil and its conditions

of moisture and temperature. Unless the soil is very dry, a half inch

is the proper depth ; and deep planting should be carefully avoided.

The light one horse planter is much to be preferred to the two horse,

especially if the ground l)y thorough preparation has been mellowed,
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since there is danger that the heavier planter may plant the seed too

deep.

This planter is represented in Plate XVI.

Cidtivatio7i.

The main object after the planting of the sorghum, is to keep the

weeds in subjection until the crop has so far advanced as to be able to

care for itself.

It is now that the previous cultivation of hoed crops upon the field,

the fall plowing, the frequent cultivation and harrowing of the

laud up to the day of planting, are seen to have been of great

value.

After planting, these last operations are continued uninterruptedly

until the plants are about two feet high. It is a -common practice, a

few days after planting, to drag the field over once or twice with a

light harrow; and this is even done after the cane lias made its ap-

pearance. But, if the seed was planted when the earth was thoroughly

warm and moist, and directly after a thorough cultivation, harrowing,

and rolling of the land, it will be found that the weeds will have made
no ajipreciable start before the cane is so well up that the hills or drills

are easily recognized, and tlien the work with the cultivator and the

hoe should begin, and be continued. So soon as the plants are about

six inches high, they should be thinned out, and this operation may
easily be performed with the hoe. After the plants have attained a

height of 12 or 18 inches, care should be taken to avoid deep culti-

vation, especially near the plant, in order not to disturb the rootlets of

the growing plant, which extend out near the surface. In short, the

care of the crop, after planting, is practically identical with that of

maize, with this difl^erence, that the young sorghum is more delicate

and requires, more attention than does maize. At the present, it

is hardly known whether hilling or flat culture is best]; but at the first!"

it is best to leave the land level, in order that the harrow may reach

the weeds. By many it is asserted that the hilling results in throwing

out of suckers, a most undesirable result, although it does not as yet

appear established as an effect of hilling.

It will probably be found, in each locality and season, that the course

to be pursued will vary with the conditions prevailing, and that neither

the one course nor the other will be found best for general appli-

cation.

In certitin sections of the country, the best results have been se-

cured by what is termed ridge culture. Instead of marking, as usual,

S
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for the planter, the land is thrown up into ridges and the seed planted

upon these. This method is especially adapted to a wet, backward

season. On the other hand, in Southern Kansas, where there is a lack

of sufficient moisture, the opposite system, known as " listing," is said

to give excellent results with both sorghum and maize. In this method,

by means of the listing plow (sub -soil), furrows are laid in the field

and the seed is planted in these, where is found moist earth, and where

the roots, going deeper, are able to reach the necessary supply of

moisture.

SELECTION AND PREPARATION OF SEED.

The first thing to be considered in the production of a croj) of sor-

ghum, is the selection of that variety which has been found, by actual

and continued experience, to be suited to the particular locality where

the crop is to be grown.

Since, practically, there is no difference in the demands upon the

soil which one variety makes as compared with another, the main thiug

is to select that variety which in the given locality will mature long

enough bef)re frost occurs to enable the crop to be worked up.

By consulting the tables on pages 121 and 122, it will be seen that

the period from planting to maturity varies with the different varieties

from 90 to 170 days, and that between these limits all those cultivated

will mature their seed.

The farmer generally has a choice of several varieties, all sufficiently

early for his climate and locality ; and, in such case, it is desirable to

make actual test of several, in order to learn which he had best

adopt.

Owing to exposure, the crop may be liable to be prostrated by heavy

winds, in which- case those varieties best able to withstand such storms

are much to be preferred. A short, heavy stalk, with a relatively

small panicle, is then to be chosen, and reference to the table upon page

74 will be a guide in such selection.

More frequently it may happen that, owing to the length of season

in certain localities, several varieties may be planted, which, by reach-

ing maturity in succession, will enable the farmer not only to secure

his crop of seed from, each, but to prolong his season for working up

the crop for sugar, having each crop ready for the mill when it has

reached its best condition. For example, one might select the follow-

ing varieties: Early Amber, Link's Hybrid, Early Orange, Liberiau,

and Honduras, the number of days required from planting to matur-

ity being, respectively, 90, 105, 116, 130, and 140; or, for the Early

Amber, the White Liberian, and for the Early Orange, the White
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Mammoth could be substituted. All the above are among the best of

our varieties.

Other things being equal, it is desirable that those varieties be se-

lected which shall give the heaviest crop, since, if worked at their

best, the amount of sugar or syrup produced is proportioned to the

weight of the cane; and, by reference to the tables on pages 74 and

75, it will be seen that, generally, the weight of the crop is nearly pro-

portioned to the time necessary for it to mature. For example, we

find the average weight of the stalks, of the above varieties, as cut

in the field, and after stripping, to be as follows

:

Average weight of Average weight of
stalks as ciiL stripped stalks.

Earlv Amber 1.39 pounds. .96 pounds.
Links Hvbrid 1.90 " L38
Earlv Orange 2.12 " 1.47

Liberian 2.26 " 1.81

Honduras 2.54 " 2.14 "

A field, then, which would produce a crop of ten tons of Early Am-
ber stripped stalks, would produce over twenty tons of Honduras

stripped stalks. But the advantage of a prolonged season for working

up the crop would prove so great that the difference in yield of crop

would be more than compensated.

The Choice of Seed.

Having selected the proper variety for cultivation, the selection and

testing of the seed is of first importance.

It is by many urged that, for cultivation in any northern locality,

seed should be obtained further south ; not that earlier maturity is thus

secured, but a heavier crop. It being asserted, as the result of experi-

ence, that, after two years' planting, there was a marked falling off in

the weight of the crop. The general opinion prevailing among those

who hold to this view, is seen in the following from the proceedings of

the ^linnesota Cane Grower's Association :

The weight of opinion was decidedly in favor of seed brought from the lati-

tude of St. Louis. Some cane growers had sent their seed to Missouri and

Kansas, to have a crop grrown and its seed returned. Among the decisive facts

reported. Mr. Miller stated that his seed, imported from Southern Indiana 11

years before, had produced, on its first sowing, stalks from 12 to 15 feet high
; but,

by planting the seeds of each crop, its successors showed a declining height of

cane, until it grew but 7 or ?? feet high. Mr. Wylie had averaged, with seed

brought from the South. 273 gallons per acre; the following year, using his own

seed, he obtained but 223 gallons, a falling off of 50 gallons. The president of

the convention had found, as a general thing, that the deterioration of seed was
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not very marked till the third year. The southern seed did not excel so much
in an earlier ripening of the crop as in its increased product, the excess, in some
cases, amounting to one-third. The sentiment of the convention was expressed

in the following resolution:

Resolved, That Early Amber cane seed, grown in the latitude of St. Louis, is

the best seed for Minnesota for two years.

If every statement in the above be accepted without question, the

conclusion expressed in the "resolution" appears by no means estab-

lished, since we might expect a falliug off in crop, as with Mr. Miller,

if the sorghum was continuously grown upon the same land, and espe-

cially as nothing is said about any means for keeping up the fertility

of the soil.

In the case observed by Mr. Wylie, a difference of less than 20 per

cent in tlie product, and that but for a single year, is a result which,

in one place or another, is experienced every season with all our crops;

and often, as in 18<S1, over nearly the whole country, and with almost

every crop grown. Such differences are readily explained npon other

grounds.

In a matter of so great moment as this—the proper selection of seed

—

it is most unfortunate that such questions are settled by " re.soluticm,"

rather than by careful ex[)eriments. Hasty generalizations are the

bane of science ; and the history of this sorghum industry during the

past thirty years, well illustrates the fact, that the extent of our

knowledge is not always measured by the amount of our experi-

ence.

In connection with this matter, the following results with seed of ap-

parently the same varieties, grown in all parts of the country,

planted the same day and upon the same plat of ground, are of in-

terest.

Variety Honduras (j>lanted May 6th, 1880, at Washington, D. C).

Source of seed.
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Variety Liberian.

Source of seed.

Tennessee.
Ohio

Virginia
.Alabama
South Carolina.
Alabama

i

Local naine.

'Oomseeana . -

Liberian

Chinese. -.

'^umac
-jlmphee
samac.

Mav 11th. Mav 14th.
Days to ;.\verage weieht

i maturity. , stripped stalks.

Few up. All tip.

AUnp.
Few up.

li?7
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water ; then allowing the excess of water to escape by inclining the

box. Into the box, an average sample of 100 seed should be dropped

upon the moist sand ; and, being covered, it may stand in a moder-

ately warm room, at about 70° F. Every day, the cover should be

removed, and after from three to five days, those seed which retain

their vitality will have germinated, and may be counted. By this

means, one may easily learn the per cent of vitality of his seed, and

it will be found that fairly good seed will give at least 90 out

of 100.

Of course, if the percentage is less, a proportionally larger amount

of seed must be used in planting. Owing to the importance of secur-

ing at the start a uniform stand of caue, and to avoid the danger of

re-planting, as well as expense, it would be well, in every case, to du-

plicate the test of the seed, to be assured against failure from poor

seed.

The Preparation of Seed for Planting.

According to the testimony of many, the plants will come forward

raorerapidly iftheseed is soaked in lukewarm water for twenty-four hours

before planting—and, indeed, it has been advised by some to sprout the

seed before planting; but even the advocates of either soaking or

sprouting seed admit that there is risk of losing the seed, if the ground

should, at phmting, prove too cold or too dry.

By reference to the tables just given, it will be seen that, of all the

varieties planted, and of the seed received from so many sources, there

was not one which was not fully up wuthin a week after planting ; and

the same was true of all the f )rty-eight varieties planted at that time.

If properly planted, and with the ground in good condition, it is

questionable whether there is aiiy gain in soaking or sprouting the

seed, while there is far more danger of losing it if the weather is un-

favorable.

It may happen that the seed is liable to be destroyed by wire-worms,

as was the case in one of the fields of the Department of Agriculture,

at Washington; and, in this case, a stand was only at last secured by

rolling the seed, first in coal tar, and afterward in plaster (gypsum)

powder. Whether this remedy was eificacious can hardly be aflSrmed,

since it may have been, that, by the time of this planting, the worms

were either dead or had secured other subsistence.

It would appear best to plant the seed in its ordinary condition, and,

in case the ground is very dry, but warm, to plant a little deeper than

usual, and to take care to press the earth firmly about the seed, with

roller, hoe, or foot.
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TDIE FROM PLAN'TING REQUIRED BY THE SEVERAL VARIETIES OF SOR-

GHUM TO REACH CERTAIN STAGES OF DE"ST:LOPMEyT.

The following table will give the number of days required by 31

American varieties, and 3 received from France, to reach certain stages

of development. This table can be only regarded as relatively true

for the several varieties as the season of 1881 was in Washington

(where these were grown), one of almost unprecedented drought, as

will be seen by reference to tables giving the meteorological data for

the several years of experiment, the results of which are largely re-

corded in this volume.

For the purpose of accurately recording the observations in the field

from day to day, the following list of stages was made out

:

stage. Development of Plant.

About one week before opening of panicle.
Immediately before opening oi" panicle.
Panicle just'appearing.
Panicle two-thirds out.
Panicle entirely out; no stem above upper leaf.
Panicle beginning to bloom on top,
Flowers all out; stamens beginning to drop.
Seed well set.

Seed entering the milky state.
Seed becoming doughy.
Seed doughy, beeoniing dry.
Seed almost dry, easily crushed.
Seed dry, easily split.

Sucker in bloom.
Sucker seed in milk.
Sut'ker st-ed in dough.
Sucker seed hard.
After sucker seed hard.

By the sucker in this case, is meant the off-shoot from the upper joints

of the parent stalk upon which, if the season permits, panicles will

mature. It will be seen, by consulting the tabic, that the Honduras

variety was a month later than the Early Amber in showing its pani-

cle, and that before the Honduras was in bloom the Early Amber was

quite ripe.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SORGHUM DAYS AFTER PLANTING—SEASON OF 1881, AT

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Height.

Early Amber
Early Golden
White Ijiberian
Black Top
African
White Mammoth.. .

.

Ooniseeana
Regular Sorgho ...

Link's Hybrid .

Sugar Cane
Goose Neck
Bear Tail
Iowa ItedTop
Kew Var., Stump's.
Early Orange.
Orange Cane
Neeazana
Wolf Tail
Gray Top
l.ibcrian
Wastddou
Honduras
Sugar-cane..
Hybrid, Wallis ...
White Imphee
Goose Neck.
White African
We.st India
Sugar Cane
Hybrid Lib. & Com
Holcus Saccliaratus
llolcus Sorghum .

.

Holcus Cernus
Honey Cane

a
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This table can be regarded as only relatively true, for these varieties,

during the season of 1882, which season was remarkable for an

unusual rain-fall during the summer months, thus retarding the devel-

opment of the plants, probably, beyond the period they would require

under ordinary conditions of climate.

A reference to the meteorological data of this year, as compared with

1881, will make the difference in the two years manifest:

TIME, FROM PLAXTIXG, TO REACH CERTAIN STAGES OF DETELOPMEXT.

Sn
86
9a
96
9c

10
11
12
13
14
15i
156
Ifia

1(;6

16c
17n
176
17c
ISa
186
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28'

29a
296
30
31

32
33
34

Variety.

Yellow Cap Glutinous

Hepa rated Head Stalks Reel
Separated Head Stalks White

Second Autumn Red.
Horse Tail (.ilutinous.
Earge People's Red

.

L'ndendebule
Ukubane

Jyangentombi

Tyen^a
Ibohla
Dindemuka . .

Uboyana. .

Umjiatubanda.
Ubelana

Ufatane

Uiikunjana.

Hlogonde.

Unlilokonde
White Iniphee
White African
White Mammoth.
West India
Xew Variety, Stump...
Earlv .-^mber
New"Variety, H. S. Coll.
Bear Tail
Iowa Red Top. .....
Black Sorgho

Red Sorgho
Link's Hybrid. . .

Standard Harrall
Neeazana
Gray Top

Q

100
100
109
100
93

79
79
93
93
100
86
86
86
102
86
81
81
95
93
110
86
93

97
86
100
86
93

100
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Time, from Planting, to Reach, etc.—Continued.
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before grinding, as it will be more free from impurities, if cured for a few daj's

before going to the mill.

c. In a pamphlet entitled " Sugar Making from Sorghum," pub-

lished by the Clough Refining Company, page 5, directions are

given to

Harvest as soon as the seeds begin to form, and before they get hard. Grind

the cane, if possible, soon after it is cut.

d. In a pamphlet entitled "The Sorgho Manufacturers' Mau-

ua],"by Jacobs Brothers, Columbus, Ohio, 1866, page 4, it is stated,

that

—

The cane is in the best state for harvesting when part of the seed is begin-

ning to turn black ; or, in other word?, ichen the seed is in a doughy state. The
cane should be cut and shocked in the field, with tops on ; and in this condition

it may remain several months before being worked up, for the cane matures

aud forms more saccharine matter.

e. In a "Report on the Manufacture of Sugar, Syrup, and Glucose

from Sorghum," by Professors Weber and Scovell, of the Illinois In-

dustrial University, 1881, page 22, they say:

The proper time to begin cutting the cane, for making sugar, is tchen the

seed is in the hardening dough. The cane should be worked up as soon as pos-

sible after cutting.

/. J. Stanton Gould, in a "Report on Sorghum Culture," made to

the Xew York State Agricultural Society in 1863, page 752, says

:

The seed of the cane (sorghum) continues in the dough for about a week. It

is the general impression the cane should be cut during this period, as it is then

sitpposed to have the greatest amount of saccharine matter; at least, this is

thought to be true of all the varieties except the White Imphee, which is usually-

cut jws< as it is going out of the milk orjust entering the dough.

g. In conclusion, we quote from Mr. Gould's paper, as illustrating

the cliaotic state in which our knowledge was prior to the work at the

Department of Agriculture. Upon page 740, he says :

These conflicting opinions might easily be reconciled by a few well-directed

experiments.

Again, he says, same page

:

After the most careful inquiry, orally and by letter, I am unable to find that

any such experiments have ever been made.

Again, he says, page 747 :

Th'^se experiments are not conclusive, and the whole question needs a care-

f li and accurate investigation.

As the result of such an investigation, we call attention to the aver-

age results of the past years, as shown in the tables given in this

volume, from which it will be seen that, during each of the past three
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years, it has been demonstrated beyond any reasonable doubt, that the

value of the sorghum for the production of sugar increased, upon an

average of the 35 or 37 varieties tested, fully 500 percent, and in

many cases 1,000 per cent, after the period when, according to the

authorities cited, it was recommended that the crop should be out up.

It will be observed, also, how completely at variance the above

quoted authorities are in reference to the subsequent treatment of the

crop after cutting it up, the one recommending that it be stored, even

for months; the other, that it be immediately worked up. The im-

portance of this latter course of treatment can hardly be overesti-

mated, as appears from data herewith presented.

I remember, in 1881, that an Ohio farmer, who met me one day as I was

looking over my sorghum plat in Washington, and who did not know that I had

any interest in it, told me that the crop ought to have been worked up long be-

fore, for it was suffering. He also told me that he had grown sorghum for 20

years in Ohio. Now this was during the latter, part of July, when, according

to his twenty years' experience, he was sure that the crop was deteriorating.

Well, that plat contained some 35 varieties, and it had been d;iily examined

for at least two months before this, and it was examined daily for at least three

months after the time when this farmer, with his 20 years' experience, was con-

vinced that it was suffering.

The results of all these examinations are published, and are accessible to you

all. If you examine them, you will fitid that after the time when this farmer

would have it cut up, and worked it, this crop increased in the amount of avail-

able sugar at least 200 per cent.

Length of Periodfor Working Sorghums.

Reference has already been made to the very great difference exist-

ing between the different varieties of sorghum, as to the length of time

needed for them to reach maturity. It is not known that experiments

have been made to determine this difference accurately, until those

lately made at the Department of Agriculture. It has also been

shown, as already remarked, that those varieties requiring long periods

for their complete maturity, have been the varieties largely cultivated

in the Northern States during the past thirty years.

The results given in the Annual Report of the Department of Agri-

culture, page 130, Table 9(), show not only the number of days from

time of planting, to complete maturity of each variety, but also the

number of days during which the several varieties were in a condition

for working in this latitude^

By this table, the farmer in any section of the country, may be able

to select such varieties as the natiire-of his climate will give him reason

to believe may be successfully grown ;' or, if his season ])ermits, he may

select several varieties, which, coming to maturity in succession, will
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enable him to extend bis working season, and yet have his cane of each

sort in the best condition for sugar or syrup production. Planted, as

these several varieties -were, side by side in the same soil, and on the

same day, the comparative results given in the table referred to are

fully trustworthy, and could have been secured in no other wav.

These results are of direct practical value to the sorghum gi'ower,

and were confirmed by the experience of 1881 and 1882.

Period for Working the Sorghums.

In the following table is given the working period for the different

varieties of sorghum, the number of analyses made during this period,

and the maximum, minimum, and average per cent of available su^rar

during this period.

The average number of analyses of each variety is 15, so that the^c

results may be relied upon with confidence. The entire period is from

July 30th to November 17th, thus allowing 110 days in the latitude or

AVashingtou for working up the crops, which may be so planted or

selected among the different varieties as to enable each crop to reach

its maximum value at the time of being worked up.

Tbe average minimum of available sugar of the thirtv-five varieties, is

6.44 per cent, while the average maximum is 12.51 per cent. The
average of the best half of the thirty-five varieties, during the entire

period, is 10.97 per cent, Avhile the average df the piwrer half during

the entire working period, is 8.63 per cent. The average of the entire

number during their entire working period, is 9.77 per cent of avail-

able sugar.

It will be remembered that these varieties were planted April 29th' so

ihat the length of time for each to reach the condition represented by
these averages may be readily determined, and are given in one of the

columns.

As will be seen, this period varies from 92 to 139 days, and several

of these later maturing varieties appear even in this latitude to have

failed in reaching their best condition, as will be seen in the fact that

their maximum of available sugar falls far below that of other varieties

of shorter periods of development. In fact, many of these varieties can

not be successfully grown for sugar, perhaps, except in the Gulf States.

Owing to the fact that the amount of syruji which maybe produced

from a juice depends upon the sum of the sucrose and glucose, it is

obvious that syrup may be produced from the canes in any condition

of maturity; but even for syrup production, it will be seen by reference

to the tables of analyses of the several varieties, that the maximum of

syrup may be produced at the same i^eriod when the sorghum may be
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most profitably worked for sugar, since at that time the sum of the two

sugars is also at its maximum. For the production, then, of either

sugar or syrup, it is desirable that only such varieties should be grown

in any locality as may be able to reach full maturity.

PERIOD FOR WORKING THE DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF SORGHUM.

Variety.

Early Amber
KMrly Golden . .

.

White Liberian

Black Top
African
White Mammoth
Ooraseeana
Regular Sorarho

.

Link's Hybrid

Sugar Cane
Goose Neck. .

.

Bear Tail . . .

Iowa Red Top.
New Variety .

Early Orange.

a

Orange Cane
Neeazana
Wolf Tail
Gray Top
Liberian
Mastodon
Hrfndnras
Sugar-Cane
Hybrid No. 4
White Imphee
Goose Neck
White African
West India Sugar Cane
Sugar Cane
New Variety of Liberian
and Oomseeana

Minnesota Early Amber
Honev Cane

From

106
110
110
no
7fi

18
IOC
9',

103
16
.56

70
92

-86
71

89
94
90
38
41

2.T

62
8

.56

72
97
49
23

51
53
1

To

Aug. ."

July 30
Julv 30
Julv 30
Aug. 15
Aug. 24
Aug. 29
Aug. 16
Aug. 2o
Aug. 3

Aug. 12

Aug. 6

Aug. 29
Aug. 16

Aug. 11

Julv 30
Aug. 19

Aug. 23
Aug. 20
Aug. 20
Aug. 15

Aug. 19

Sept. 2
Aug. 30

Sept, 2
Aug. 19

Aug. 26

Auig. 15
Aug. 19
\ug. 10

Aus. 14

Sept. 7

Aug. 8
Aug. 8
Sept. 15

Nov. 17
I

Nov. 17
Nov. 17

Nov. 17
Oct. 30
Nov. 17
Oct. 10
Oct. 30
Sept. 12
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Sept. 14
Oct. 10
Oct. 20
Oct. 30
Oct. 30
Nov. 17

Oct. 30
Nov. 17

Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Oct. 10
Oct. 10
Sept. 27
Oct. 20
Sept. S
Oct. 10
Oct. 30
Nov. 15

Oct. 2

Sept. 30

Sept. 28
Sept. 30
Sept. 30

Pr. ct.

6 06
7.06
6 71

6 71

7.70
5.16
8 46
4.37
8.90
7 39

, 7.98
8 1

10 09
7.43
9 26
5.63
5 26
6.83
4.95
2 52
7 . 15

3 32

4 64
3 64
1 8(

2 96
8 85
8 08

6
4 93
7 67
6 51

6 81

8 23

Pr. ct.

14.62
14 00
14.77
15.12
15 15
14 00
12 51

13 40
11 76
14 53
14 87
12 81
11 90
11 59
14 1

14 56
15 05
12.35
11 44
9 07
12 21

9 90
11 89
11 87
8 39
10 31

10 20
15 3(

12 r.

12 04

14 10
11

9 84
12 17
8

Pr. ct

10 12
10 02
10 41
10 61

11 08
9,8:

10 60
10 76
9 78
11 02
11 36
10 86
11 .H
9 76

12 64
11 63
10 73
9.91
9 56
6 78
9 67
6 79
8 55
8 66
6 .56

7 82
9 45

11 90
9 29
8 21

10 70
8.76

8.30
10
7 6.S

Days.
96
92
92
92
108
117
122
109
118
96
105
99
122
109
104
92

112
116
113
113
108
112
126
123
126
112
119
108
112
103
107
131

101
101

139

IMPORTANCE OF PKOMFTLY WORKING THE CROP AFTER CUTTING.

To this point, also, reference has been made already. Its importance

can hardly be overstated. If departure from this rule is at any time

admissible, it is at least safe to say, that the conditions which would

warrant such departure are as yet not determined. Prompt working

of the cane so soon as cut is always safe, and any delay is fraught with

unavoidable risk of loss.

This conclusion is established, as well by the work of others as by

that of the Department of Agriculture.
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The following results are reported by Professors Scovell and Weber,

of Illinois Industrial University:

Change ofsugar after cutting the cane.—On October 23rd, 1880, an analysis

was made of the juice of the Orange cane, which had been cut, stripped, and

topped October 2nd, and placed under shelter until examined. Juice whitish.

Specific gravity 1.091

Grape sugar percent.... 14 66

Cane sugar per cent..-. o.55

A sample of cane, cut August 25th, 18S0, without being stripped and topped,

was preserved in a warm room, where it had become dry long before it was ex-

amined. On April 3rd, 1881, it was analyzed, and showed 12 per cent of grape

sugar, and no trace of cane sugar.

Professor Swenson and Henry, of "Wisconsin State University, give

the following report of experiments in this matter. It is to be regretted

that the percentage of juice expressed in each experiment was not

given, in order that the real loss of sugar could have been determined,

as it was doubtless much greater than the several analyses of the juice

would indicate

:

Effect of leaving Cane cut in the Field.

A number of stalks still in good condition, the juice of which contained 9.50

cane sugar and o.25 glucose, were cut and left in the field ten days, during

almost constant rain. At the end of the ten days the juice contained 5. 98 cane

sugar and 6.15 glucose. Some Early Orange cane was also cut September

20th, when the juice contained 10.50 cane sugar and 4.95 glucose, and was left

in the field till November 2nd, when the juice contained 13.80 glucose, while

not a trace of cane sugar was present. These experiments show conclusively,

that if cane is cut or injured and left exposed to rain, the destruction of cane

sugar goes on very rapidly, being in time entirely changed into glucose. The

rapidity of the change depends, of course, in great degree, on the weather.

Effect of leaving Cane cut under Shelter.

In order to ascertain the effect of leaving cane under cover, two tons of

Early Amber cane were cut, the juice containing 10.02 per cent of cane sugar

and 3.23 per cent of glucose. One-half was topped and stripped, and both lots

wore placed on the floor of the barn. The change taking place may be seen

from the following table

:

September 20th
The cane freshly cut

October iTH.
After two weeks :

(Stripped)
(Unstripped)

October 19th,
After four weeks :

(Stripped)
(Unstripped;

3.41

3.74
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After fi weeks :

(Stripped)..

After l.S weeks ;

(Stripped)..

November 2nd.

December 20th.

Cane sugar.

8.4.5

Glucose*

3.7-t

To jn(]<!;e by the table, the cane chanjres very slowlj-, but in reality the loss

of sugar is quite rapid. If no loss of sugar took place, the juice would of

course become richer in sugar, on account of the evaporation of part of the

water. In reality this is not the case. The cane sugar becomes gradually

changed to glucose, which in turn is destroyed by fermentation. In this way

the juice may become even richer in sugar, but the quantity of juice is greatly

diminished. The juice becomes also vf ry acid. The effect produced by shock-

ing the cane in the field was tried, with very unsatisfactory results, the cane

sugar being destroj'ed very rapidly.

In the following table is given the comparative results obtained in

the manufacture of syrups from several varieties of sorghum. In the

one ca.'^e, the crop had been suckered, and the stalks were cut and

promptly worked ; in the second case, the crop had not been suckered,

but was promptly worked after cutting ; and, in the tliird case, the

crop had been unsuckered, and was allowed to remain from one to four

days after having been cut, topped, and stripped, before it was brought

to the mill for pressing. In each case the juices expressed and the

syrups made from them were analyzed with the following results. The

amount of any single lot of stalks was generally too small to permit

a lot of syrup to be made from it, but each lot of juice and of syrup

was so near alike in quantity, that the average fairly shows the effect of

suckers, and of lack of promptness in working. It will be seen, that,

of the sixteen varieties of sorghum experimented uj)on, the presence

of suckers had, in five cases, lowered the available sugar to a minus

quantity, while the average of the sixteen juices shoAved a loss of over 48

per cent of the available sugar, and of nearly 42 per^ccnt in the syrups

made from their juices: also, that, in none of the eleven syrups, and

in but one of the sixteen juices from the stalks which had been kept

for a few days before working, was tlie available sugar other than a

minus quantity.
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EFFECT OX SORGHU.M OF LETTIXG IT LIE AFTER CrTTIXG UP.

Per Cent of Available Sugar.

Suckered and
worked
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COMPARISON OF REStTLTS OBTAINED BY DR. OOE.SSMANN, AT AMHERST, MASSACHU-

SETTS, WITH THOSE OBTAINED AT THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
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He says, that the results of these experiments "admit of no other

explanation, but that the best course to pursue consists in grinding the

matured cane as soon as it is cut."

In regard to the remainder of the experiments recorded by him, he

says

:

Some of the cane sent on (by farmers growing it near the college! was ground

soon after it had been cut; other lots had been cot weeks before their turn in

the mill came round.

It will be observed, then, that only those analyses made previous to

September 18th, are of freshly cut cane ; and these analyses fully agree

with the average of my results with all the varieties of sorghum ex-

perimented with.

It will be observed, also, that, just as he found in those canes which

were brought in some days (or even weeks) after they had been cut,

so, too, my results show the inversion of a large amount of sugar ; and,

except in the sum of the sugars present in the juices, these results are

not at all comparable with those secured by analyses of juices of the

same specific gravity from freshly cut canes. It will also be of interest

to remember, that the last examiuatious made by Dr. Goessmaun of the

canes grown under his supervision, were made only nine days after he

describes the "seeds as still soft;" and, by reference to the tables,

p. 000, it will be seen that, during each of the past four years, I

found that it is just at this period of development of the plant that

the sugar in the juice becomes practically available, and that there-

after it rapidly increases in quantity.

Inversion of Sugar in Cid Canes.

The effects of this invei'sion of sugar, due to allowing the cut canes

to remain some time before working, will be seen in the following re-

sults with three varieties grown on the department grounds and promptly

worked ; these same varieties grown by Mr. Golden and not promptly

worked ; and three of the results of Dr. Goessmaun, of which three he

reports that the first analysis was of canes which, "after being cut,

were left for three weeks upon the field," the second analysis of "cane

several weeks old when ground," the third analysis of canes topped,

cut up, and "left upon the field nine days." These are the only cases

mentioned in his report in which the time is given during which the

canes, after being cut up, remained unworked.

The close agreement of results attaiued with those from Mr. Gold-

en's canes is obvious, and the great difierence between these and the

results from canes promptly worked up, show the great importance of
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this matter to those hoping for good results in the production of

sugar.

INVERSIOX OF SUGAR BY CAXES NOT BEIN'G WORKED PROMPTLY.
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The followiug analysis is given by Messrs. iScovelland Weber, show-

ing, that little if any inversion could have taken place in the cane

Avhile standing two weeks in the field, after having been stripped:

Effect of Stripping and AUoicing to Stand.

On October 2nd, 1S80. an analysis was made of the juice of cane which

had been stripped on the 18th of September—the cane not otherwise disturbed

—

with the following result:

Specific gravity of juice 1.074

Grape sugar percent... l.*^2

Cane sugar per cent-- 13.11

This subject needs further investigation.

THE mPORTA>-CE OF AN EVEX CROP, WITH NO SUCKERS, IN THE PRO-

DUCTION OF SUGAR.

The expeiiments at the Department of Agriculture, in 1881, have

ftdly confirmed the practical wisdom of a course which is pursued by

the sugar planters of Louisiana and Cuba, viz., the exclusion from the

matured crop ot all immature canes, if the production of sugar is con-

templated.

This point, if previously recognized by sorghum growers, has never

been properly understood and considered as it deserves to be.

Danger from Suckers.

It is important also to remember that, owing to the tendency of sor-

ghum to send up suckers from its roots from time to time during the

season, there is the liability of having in the crop canes of eveiy stage

of development, and the injurious effect already shown is sure to result.

It is, therefore, necessary, in order to secure the best results in the pro-

duction of sugar, to see to it that either the growth of these suckers be

prevented, by removing them from time to time during the season, or

that they be thrown aside when the crop is harvested as worthless, ex-

cept for the production of syrup.

To demonstrate this point, the plat of sorghum, grown upon the

grounds of the Department of Agriculture at Washington, in 1881,

and containing 34 varieties, was divided into two nearly equal parts,

one portion of which was carefully kept free from suckers through the

season, and the other portion, after having been thinned out like the

former, was allowed to send up any suckers which would grow ; and,

when liarvested, these suckers were included in the crop, weighed,

stripped, and worked with the other stalks of the uusuckered portion.

The diflference in the results of the above treatment is manifest in

the following table, which gives the weight of crop, and the analyses

of the juices from the suckered and uusuckered canes:
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From the preceding table, it will be seen that, while the average

crop was the same from the suckered and unsuckered plats, and the

percentage of juice also practically the same, the composition of the

juice varied very widely, and, in every particular, was stronglv in

favor of the suckered stalks, so far as the production of sugar is con-

cerned.

The average results of the thirty-four varieties show the relative

composition of juices to be as follows

:

Katio.

Specifin gravitv percent
Sii'^r-'Se "
Gil. ose "

Available sn<rar "
Stripped stalks, jteracre pounds
Juice per cent

It will be seen that, although there is a much greater amount of

glucose and solids in the juice of the unsuckered canes, the specific

gravity is less, and the sucrose is a fifth less, while the available sugar

is only -15.7 percent of the amount present in the juice of the suckered

stalks.

By reference to the table it will be seen, that several of the varieties

show no ditference between the suckered and unsuckered portions, while

in fact, some of them, as Xos. 1, 2, 18, show an amount of available

sugar greatest in the juice of the uusuckereil canes. The explanation

of this is probably that, owing to the fact that these varieties had so

long reached maturity, while the more advanced suckered canes had

begun t<> fall otf in their content of sugar, the unsuckered p<>rtions of

the cane were largely composed of suckers, which had themselves had

time to reach their complete maturity, and, consequently, they had

brought up the average of the juice, rather than to have lowered it.

It is also to be observed, that, in the case of several of these varie-

ties, we have results fairly comparable with what might be expected

upon a large scale ; for, although, as has been already stated, the aual-

vses made during the season in the laboratory were of stalks taken from

the suckered portion of each variety, and although exactly one-sixth

part by actual weight, on an average, was taken from each variety,

and that, whenever a stalk was cut down there would springup suckers

in its place, which were included in the final cutting, generally, as we

have seen, with the effect to lower the average sugar content, it is yet true

that many of these, as we may term them, culled rows, gave averages
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in sugar fairly comparable with the average results from our Louisiana

sugar-cane.

The averageof Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, in available sugar, is 12.53

per cent of the juice. The average crop of stripped stalks per acre

actually obtained of these seven varieties was 26,667 pounds.

A good mill would give 60 per cent of juice, or 16,000 pounds, and

12.53 per cent of this amount would give 2,005 pounds of sugar per

acre, as the average product to be expected from the results obtained.

The following table gives the results obtained in working up the

juices from these several lots of suckered and uusuckered sorghums,

and the available sugar produced from each in the syrups, as also the

available sugar present in the juices, for purpose of comparison.

By available sugar, is meant the diiference between the sucrose and

the sum of the glucose and other solids. Sucrose—(glucose, plus solids

not sugar)=available sugar.

It v/ill be seen that the average available sugar from the thirty-four

varieties of sorghum which were suckered was 8.29 per cent of the

juice ; while from the unsuckered plat the average of thirty-seven va-

rieties was only 3.9 per cent of the juice. Also, that while the former

gave syrups averaging in available sugar only 32.17 per cent of their

weight, the latter gave syrups averaging in available sugar only 18.71

per cent of their weight, or 58.2 per cent of the former. It will also

be remembered, that the amount of* stalks grown per acre was practi-

cally the same, whether the crop had been suckered or not. Also, that

the suckered portion had been, during the season, culled of exactly one-

sixth of its weight of stalks for purpose of analysis, and that these

stalks, after being cut, sent up numerous suckers, which really lowered

the average per cent in available sugar which would have been other-

wise attained.
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PER CEXT OF AVAILABLE SUGAR IX JUICES OF SORGHUMS AXD IN SYRUPS.

XO. VARIETIES.

Early Amber
Early Golden
White Liberian

do
Black lop
African
Wiiite Mammoth. ..

Oomseeana
Regular Sorgho . .

.

Links Hybrid
do

Susrar Cane
<TOose Xeck.
Bear Tail
Iowa Red Top
New Variety
Earlv Orange

. do
Oranse Cane
Xeeazana
Wolf Tail
Gray Top
Liberian
Mastodon
Honduras
Suiiar Cane
Wallis Hybrid
White Iniphee
Goose Xeck
White African
West India.
.Su!?ar Cane
Xew Variety
Early Amber
Holcus Saccharatus
Holcus Cernus
Honey Cane
Honduras
Xeeazana —
Liberian

Average.

DEPAETMEXT GROUNDS.

Suckered.

Juice. Syrup

.96

Unsuckered.

Juice. Syrup.

35.90

35.18

37.40

20.20

32.17

12.0.-S

12.76
9.61
7.38
.09

2.22
3.51
1.84
—i.a=.

7.58
9.10
7.70— .01

3.16
5.97
8.02
4.76

10.19
5.18
3.42
6.26

'

" \78
.93— ..33

— .61—1.55
.82

—2.67
6.22
4.81

1.89
5.52
9.49— .94

9.70
6.71

3.90

28.16

23.90

16.19

21.56"

6.26

35.i2'

18.30

6.36

' 4.60*

25.06

20.34

18.71

The suckering then of the crop, or at least the careful exclusion

of suckers from that portion of the cane which is intended to be worked

for sugar, is of the most imperative importance.

For sugar production they are far worse than worthless.

But they may be used for the manufacture of syrup, since both

glucose and sucrose enter into its composition ; and, in fact, the pres-

ence of the suckers in the crop would very easily prevent the crys-

tallization of the syrup which the manufacturers of syrup frequently

find a serious disadvantage.

It is jiot shown that the growth of suckers has any injurious effect

upon the cane, their presence being largely due to the rank growth of
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the crop on strong soils, and in favoring circumstances, and it is not ad-

vised that they be thrown away, but that they only be used in tlie

manufacture of syrup.

EFFECT OF REMOVING SEED DURING DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT.

During the experiments upon sorghums grown on the grounds of

the Department for tlie past five years, much annoyance has been oc-

casioned by the multitude of English sparrows, and it was almost im-

possible to save any seed from the crop, except of such varieties as

appeared less attractive to tiiese birds, or from such panicles as were

protected against iheir invasions. It was at least a matter of doubt

whether this removal of the seed during the plant's development had

not had an effect upon the sugar content of the juices, since, as is ob-

vious, the production of the seed is at the expense of constituents of

the juice of the plant; and if this process is arrested by any removal

of the seed before reaching maturity, it would appear natural to expect

some result upon analysis of the juices of such plants.

That such a view has widely obtained, among those engaged in the

investigation of the producticm of sugar from sorghum and maize stalks,

is clear from the advice frequently given to remove the ears of corn so

soon as they appear, if the maximum amount of sugar in the juice from

the stalks is desired. ^'^

For the purpose of securing the seed of the new varieties from

Africa, India, and China, as also to learn whether to any extent my
results in past years had been vitiated by these depredations of the

birds, care was taken, in 1882, to protect certain panicles of each va-

riety grown, so soon as they came into blossom, by enveloping them

in bags made of tarlatan. In this way I was able to secure well

developed heads of each, fully ,set with seed.

* Professor Weber reports the followinp; analj-ses made of two stalks of sor-

ghum, which had been planted at the same time; but the one, A, had been

topped while it was in blossom, while B, had been allowed to retain the pani-

cle, and the seed was in the condition of " hardening dough :

"

A. Sucrose, 12 G2 per cent, Glucose, 2.58 per cent.

B. Sucrose, 7,80 per cent, Glucose, 4.80 per cent.

There was a corresponding increase in specific gravity.

Tills is an important result, and apparently indicates that the production of

the highest content of sugar is incompatible with the production of grain; and

since the grain is alone sufficiently valuable to pay all the expense of culti-

vating the crop, it will be admitted, as most desirable, that this question, as to

the practicability of the two crops of grain and sugar, be set at rest by decisive

experiments.
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In the examinations made there were taken for analysis one stalk,

the panicle of which had been thus protectetl, and another at the same

time, of the same variety, and, so far as other indications showed, at

the same i^tage of development, but the seed of which had been taken

by the birds.

Tliere were made during the season, in all, 136 pairs of analyses of

most of the varieties under examination. The results of these analyses

are .uiven in the lollowing table.

In the first table there are given 92, and in the second 44. pairs

of analyses.

It will be observed, that in the 92 pairs there is a result indicating

an earlier stage of development in those stalks upon which the seed

was kept, while in the 44 pairs this difference is not marked.

EFFECT OF KEMOTIXG SEED.

Stage of derelopment .

.

Per ct-nt juice..
Specitic gravity... ,

Per ceut glucose
Per cent sucrt>se
Per cent sol ids..

Polarization _. . .

Per fetic aYaiI^lbIe sugar.,
Xumber of analyses

rem^edJs^ °"-k«'^ •^n*-! re^ed.lS^ed on.lPer cent.

10 42
OO.HO
1 onr

12 fi-ig

2 yrs
12 TM
8650

92

1 omJT
1 40:J

9 9i58

2 945
9 SS:?

5 670
92

M
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sugar is increased 17.9 over that present in those juices from stalks

not bearing seed.

The practical conclusions from these results are, that there is no in-

comj^atibility between the maximum crop of ripe seed possible, and

the maximum content of sugar in the juice of the stalks ; and that,

owing to the more rapid development of the cane from which the seed

has been removed, the time necessary from planting to the maturity of

the crop would be shortened from seven to ten days for each of the

varieties, if the seed was removed early.

By comparing the average results above given, it will be seen that in

the one case the stalks with the seed on had not yet attained their max-

imum, while in the other case they had done so, and those with which

they were compared, being without seed, had attained their maximum
sometime before, and had retained it until the others had caught up

with them in their sugar content.

It is also to be observed, that those varieties in the first case where

the difference was so much in favor of the stalks without seed, were

largely the later maturing kinds, while in the second case the varieties

are chiefly those maturing earlier.

An average of the number of days required from planting to matur-

ing, as shown by the experiments of 1882, gives for the varieties of

the first lot 120 days, and for those of the second lot 112 days, thus

confirming the conclusions above given.

EFFECT OF STRIPPING CANE.

On account of the trouble in stripping the stalks, experiments were

made, in 1879, with stalks unstripped, the tops alone being removed;

and these experiments appear to prove that this troublesome operation

of stripping may be avoided without any diminution of the amount of

juice or of sugar obtained therefrom.

Below are the results obtained from stripped and unstripped sor-

ghum, calculated to the raw stalks used.

By raw stalks is meant the stalks as they were cut in the field,

leaves, tops, and all.

stripped sorghum (two experiments)
Unstripped soighum (five experiments).

Average per
cent of

juice to raw
stalks.

35 02
40 UO

Average per
cent syrup
in juice.

]5 00
15.47
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From the above it will be seen, that not only was an increased

amount of juice obtained, but that this juice gave an increased percent-

age of syrup, and there appears nothing unusual in the treatment of

this juice from the unstripped cane, nor was there any appreciable dif-

ference in the readiness of the syrup to crystallize, nor in the charac-

ter of sugar finally obtained.

At the time of these experiments, the mill used was an old one, and

the amount of juice expressed much less than should have been ob-

tained; but recent experiments seem to show that the conclusions

from those experiments were fully justified. Those conclusions were

us follows :

Although perhaps further experiments are desirable before consider-

ing this point as settled, it would appear from the above that not only

was stripping unnecessary, but that it really involved a loss in the

amount of sugar to be obtained ; at least the above results indicate a

difference of twenty per cent increase in product of syrup in favor of

the unstripped cane. It is not improbable that the above result is due to

the fact, that the leaves in passing through the mill tended to fill up
the interstices between tlie compressed cane, and thus prevented the ex-

pressed juice from flowing through between the rolls \s-ith the bagasse.

In case of discoloration by action of moisture or other causes, it wiU,

however, be advisable, and probably necessary, to strip the stalks.

]\Ir. Shoemacker, West Salem, Wis., reports as the result of three

experiments, that " all three were in favor of unstrippiug."

Henry Lindley, of Mazomanie, Wis., reports as the result of his in-

quiries, that pressing with the leaves on make no difference in either the

quality or quantity of the syrup produced.

Another manufacturer reports to the Wisconsin Cane Grow-

ers' Association, that he never strips his cane, and finds no trouble

in making good syrup. Is unable to see any difference in the syrup,

from stripped and unstripped cane.

It is customary to deduct 200 pounds from each ton, for leaves when

the cane is unstripped, and then allowing the same price for the cane,

whether stripped or not.

At the Champaign Sugar Works, Illinois, they did not strip the

cane.

At Rio Grande, Xew Jersey, they did not strip any of their cane,

and they found no trouble crystallizing their syrup in the vacuum

pan.

In fact, there is no doubt but that the amount of juice which a

given lot of cane will yield, is appreciably greater if the cane is
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passed through the mill with the leaves on, than if it is stripped ; but

owing to the fact that the juice from the leaves is impure, containing

an excess of glucose and solids, it is found that the presence of the

leaves on the cane causes a gain of about 6^ per cent in the amount

of syrup, and a loss of about 6f per cent in the amount of sugar to be

obtained.

. This matter will be again discussed at another place, page 144.

In those cases where the sorghum was stripped and topped, the fol-

lowing percentage of stripped stalks, and of leaves and tops, was ob-

tained :

Sorghum.
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COMPARAXm: ANALYSES OF JUICES FROM THE STALKS AXP LEAVES OF SORGHLM
AT niFFEKENT PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT.

Condition of plant.

Suckers .

In bloom
After bloom. .•

Seed in milk
Seed in dongh
Sucker seed'ia dough

Sucker seed, hard ...

Sucker seed in milk.

.

Suckf r seed indou^h
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The above results show, that the effect of stripping the cane is to di-

minish the quantity of juice, but to improve its quality. It has been

almost invariably stated, that by leaving the blades upon the stalks a

large amount of juice would be wasted.

Such is far from the case, but it is to be observed that in no case was

there any available sugar in the juice from the leaves, owing not to the

excess of glucose, but to the much larger percentage of solids not su-

gars in the leaf juice.

The general result, then, of putting the unstripped stalks through the

mill is, as an average of the eight experiments, to occasion a loss of avail-

able sugar equal to 6.66 per cent of the amount found in the juice from

the stalks, and to cause a gain of 6.33 per cent in the amount of syrup

over that to be obtained from the juices of the stalks alone. This is due

to the fact that the total sugars, with those solids not removed by defe-

cation and skimming, go to increase the amount of syrup to be ob-

tained from a juice.

Method of Stripping.

Owing to the value of the leaves as fodder, many may wish to strip

their cane, if ouly to utilize this material.

In stripping, a wooden blade about three feet in length may be used,

when, by two or three dextrous blows, the blades may be easily re-

moved while the cane is standing. The seed heads may be removed

by bending down under the arm a small bundle of the standing cane,

and, by a blow of a sickle, several tops may be at once struck off.

In saving the seed, it may be gathered up in small handfuls and

laid upon the ground to dry, care being taken to turn it every few

days until it is dry and ready for threshing. It may be threshed in

the ordinary machine used for wheat and like grain ; but, after the

threshing, great care should be taken to provide for its being

thoroughly dried before it is put in bulk. By such means, the Rio

Grande Sugar Company economically secured their large crop of seed

in good condition.

Some criticism has been made against the use of machine threshed

seed for planting, owing to the danger of its being broken up aud

its germinating power destroyed ; but, of course, after testing the seed,

more may be planted, if necessaiy, since the expense for seed is but

triflingo
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CHAPTER VI.

(a.) Effects of temperature and rain-fall on sorghum.

(6.) Effects of frost on sorghum.

(c.) Effects of fertilizers on sorghum.

(rf.) Composition of soil as affecting sorghum.
'

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND RAIN-FALL ON SORGHTTM.

Obviously the climatic conditions prevailing have the most import-

ant influence, not only upon the successful growing of the cane, but

upon its content of sugar. This has been so conclusively shown true

in the cultivation of sugar-cane and sugar beets, that it is of the great-

est importance to determine whot conditions are the most favorable for

sorghum.

The ordinary farmer, with his time wholly taken up in the care of

his crops and cattle, can hardly be expected to keep accurate data as

to the temperature and rain-fall, although his success or failure may al-

most entirely depend upon these conditions. On the other hand, the

climate, on the average, is pretty generally known for each section of

the country, and if those observers who have the opportunity to make
record of their work shall compare them, it will within a few years be

ascertained in what sections of the country climate and soil conspire

to produce the best results, and thus fix the localities where the pro-

duction of sugar from sorghum may be most economically con-

ducted.

Nearly all the results of the analyses of the various sorghums, given

in these pages, have been secured at Washington, D. C, in the years

1879, 1880, 1881, 1882; and the following data from the records of

the Signal Service Bureau of this city are, therefore, of the greatest

value in the discussion of the results obtained, and it will be seen

that many of the results are clearly explicable, by reference to this

data alone.

The consideration of the soils will be taken up at the end of this

chapter.

In this connection, the following passage from " Sugar Growing and

Refining," page 21, will be read with interest

:

Climate has a very pronounced effect upon the commercial value of all plants

whose secretion products are sought to be availed of, and the sugar-cane forms

10
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no exception. This plant thrives to the greatest perfection in a warm, moist

climate, with moderate intervals of hot, dry weather, tempered by refreshing

sea breezes. Its most luxuriant development is always observed on islands and

sea coasts, leading to the supposition that the saline particles conveyed to it by

the winds are congenial to its taste; but, perhaps, a more weighty reason

for the exuberance of the plant in such situations, is to be found in the mois-

ture which accompanies the sea breezes, even in the hottest and dryest

,
weather.

Again

:

It is obvious that the sugar-cane is essentially a tropical plant, requiring the

strong light and great heat which can only be found in the tropics. But these

conditions alone are not sufficient for successful cane culture. Rain at the

proper season is equally necessary, though it may be to a great extent replaced

by a proper system of irrigation. On the other hand, rain at the wrong season,

i. e., when the canes are maturing, if in great quantity, may do much mischief.

As the canes are approaching maturity, 2 or ,S months of hot and fairly dry

weather are exceedingly beneficial, bringing the juice to the highest degree of

sweetness, and assuring a large yield of fine sugar. Slight showers at long in-

tervals, serve to maintain the vigor of the plant without appreciably weakening

the juice. In the case of renewed vegetation being caused by rains after a

drought, if it occurs in a locality where frost is not to be feared, it will some-

times be advantageous to leave the canes on the ground much later than usual,

as the juice will gradually become richer than it can be immediately after the

rain.

On the other hand, should an alternation of sunshine and rain, which for the

space of 5 or 6 months has induced a luxurious vegetation, be followed by a

long continued drought, the growth of the plants and rattoons will be prema-

turely checked, and they will often, under these circumstances, show a disposi-

tion to arrow. Should they now be cut, the juice will probably be found of

good quality, and easily made into sugar—the only attendant evil being its de-

ficiency in quantity, owing to the small size which the canes have attained.

With a return of rain, vegetation would immediately revive, and then the evil

of having juice poor in saccharine matter would be added to that of unusually

small canes.

The above quotation, written with reference only to the sugar-cane,

is almost a literal record of the results obtained at Washington Avith

the many varieties of sorghum, and accords with the experience of

many cultivators in various sections of the country.
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TEMPERATURE AND RAIX-FALL, 1880, 1881, 1882.

MOXTH.

1880.

Mean
monthlr
tempera-

ture.

Average
daily

rain-fall.

Mean
monthly
tempera-

ture

Average
daily

rain-fall.

18S2,

Mean
monthly
tempera-

ture.

Average
daily

rain-fall.

May
.Tune
July.
August..
Sei)tember
October. .

November
December, to 16th.

= Fahr.
70.8
74 8
77.2
75.1
67.9
55 4
40.7

Inches.
0.11

12
07

0.12
11
07
OS

° Fahr.
67 9
70.9
77 4
76 4
77
62 9
47.5

Inches.
06
19
05
om
0.07
n
OS

° Fahr.
59 2
73 8
76
73 9
69.1
61
42 9
o4 1

Inches.
16
08
14
14
26
02
04
06

HEAVY RAIX STORMS, MAY IST TO XOVEMBER oOtH, ISSO.

Date.

Mavllth
June 14th to 16th....

July 22nd.
August 3rd to 4th.

Sei.le<nb'r6tli to 7th
Septemb'rSlhto9th

4.i?4p. m
8.25 p.m., 14th
6 10 a. m
4.20 p. m., 3rd
S..35 p. m.. 6th.
C.l-i a. m..Sth.

Ended. Amount.

6.05 p. m..! . .

8.10 a.m., 16th
4.10 p. m. .

8.50 p. m., 4th.
•5.00 a. m.. 7th.
10.00 p. m..9th.

Inches.
1 40
2 46
1 37
1 89
1 34
1.53

Remarks.

All rain storms between
the dates named, in
which the amount of pre-
cipitation exceeded one
inch, are here given.

HEAVY RAIX STORMS, MAY IsT TO XOVEMBER oOtH, ISSl.

Date.

June 27th
September 11th.
October 23rd to •25th

Oct. 29th to Nov. 1st

Began. Ended.

1.20 p. m 8.45 p. m
4.30 p. m 8.40 p. m
10.08 p. m., 23rdi S.05 a. m., 25th.

.

2.25 a. m., 29th 10.15 a.m.Nov.lst
1

I

Inchea.
2 59
1 33
1.26
1 69

Remarks.

All rain storms between
the dates named, in
which the amount of
precipitation exceeded
one inch,are here given.

HEAVY RAIN STORMS, MAY IST TO DECEMBER 15tH, 1882.

Date.
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Total rain-fall, May and June Indies ..

" " July, Aiisusl, September " ...
" " May to September, inclusive. " ...

Average daily raiii-fall, May and June " ...
" " "

.July, August, September.. ... "
Average mean temperature'. May and June ...Degrees F.

" July, August, September. "
" " " May to Sept'r, inclusive.

.

"

ISSO.
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tioned ; for, although plauted early (April 29th), the ground had been

carefully prepared, had a good exposure to the sun, and the crop came
forward rapidly, so that it was fully two feet high before the seed was

planted for the third time in the larger fields.

In yery marked contrast, were the results seen upon a portion of the

department ground. A portion of the sorghum plat was plowed up

through a mistake, and upon June 13th (forty-six days after the first

planting), this portion was re-planted with ten yarieties of sorghum.

But neither of these yarieties attained any deyelopment, the ayerage

not being eyen 10 per cej<t of the crop secured from the gi'ound im-

mediately surrounding this re-planted portion; and, throughout the

season, these ten yarieties were ^tuuted, withered, sickly, and eyideutly

the result of the drought which followed elesely upon this planting,

and before a good start had been made by the plants.

On the other hand, the seyeral yarieties grown upon the field from

the first planting suftered comparatively little harm ; and yet, although

withstanding this seyere drought during July and August, the result

was evident in a mucli lighter crop than was secured in 1880, as will

be seen by the following :

The average weight of stripped stalks per acre of thirty-eight yarie-

ties grown in 1880 was 31,409 pounds, the maximum being 50,017,

and the minimum 13,839, pounds per acre.

The ayerage weight of stripped stalks per acre of thirty-four varie-

ties grown in 1881 was 22,524 pounds, the maximum being 33,538,

and the minimum being 10,750, pounds per acre.

It is interesting to consider the meteorological data of 1880 and 1881,

in connection with the results shown by the tables representing the

average results of analyses for these years. It will be remembered,

that the yarieties of sorghum grown in 1880 and 1881 were mainly the

same ; the land upon which it was grown was the same ; the mill by

which the juice was expressed was the same, and care was taken to

maintain it in good order. It will, however, be seen, that the average

percentage of juice, by weight, obtained from the stripped stalks was

greater in 1881 than in 1880—that in 1881 averaging 64.02 per cent,

while that in 1880 averaged only 62 per cent.

It will be seen, also, that the specific gravity of the juices from the

thirteenth to the nineteenth stage, inclusive (the period when the canes

should be worked for sugar), differs greatly, the average specific gravity

being, for this period, in 1880, 1.071, while in 1881 it was 1.078, this

showing, as is seen by the analysis, the presence of a larger quantity

of sugar in these juices of 1881.

The increase in specific gravity as will be seen, is due to the in-
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creased amounts of sugar, aud since the percentage of juice is about in

tlie inverse ratio, it shows that the amount of water in the plant varies

but very little, whether in seasons of rain or drought.

But the very general belief that the character of the juice undergoes

great change, due to the occurrence of heavy rains, seems hardly to be

supported by the facts. In fact, it would be of great importance if

these opinions were more generally submitted to the test of experiment.

If we look over the meteorological data froin the Signal Office, which

has just been given, we shall see that, on the 10th aud 11th of Septem-

ber, 1881, there was a rain-fall of 1.73 inches, which succeeded a season

of protracted drought. It would seem, then, in accordance with the

generally accepted belief, that we should obtain evidence of this in a

greatly increased percentage of juice ; but an examination of the tables

of analyses shows no appreciable change in either of the varieties.

AVERAGE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF THIRTY-EIGHT VARIETIES OF SORGHUM MADE

DURING THE WORKING PERIOD IN 1880 AND 1881.

Per cent juice expressed
Specific gravity of juice
Per cent glucose in juice
Per cent solids in juice .

Per cent sucrose in juice . _
Per cent sucrose available in juice.

No. of analyses
No. of varieties

It appears from the above, that there was, during the working

period, on these thirty-eight varieties of sorghum, in 1881,

A loss of 1.6 per cent in the juice,

A gain of 9.9 per cent in specific gravity,

A gain of 1.0 per cent in glucose,

A loss of 7.5 per cent in solids,

A gain of 23.7 per cent in sucrose,

A gain of 45.6 per cent in available sucrose, over the results

obtained in 1880.

The conclusion appears established, that if only the crop of sorghum

shall have g(jt fairly under way before the drouglit, there is no crop

which more effectually withstands it—and the result is a crop of cane,

less in the aggregate weight, but much richer in sugar than a crop

grown under the conditions of moisture and temperature which, with

maize, give the best results ; for, it will be remembered that this

season of 1881 was most unfavorable for maize, much of it being

wholly lost.
•'
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The season of 1880 may fairly be regarded as an average of those

of 1881 and '82, in Washington, in regard to temperature and rain-fall;

while the season of 1881 was almost unprecedented for the severe

drought.

The total rain-fall from May to September, inclusive, was only 12^

inches; while, during the same period in 1882, it was 24.07 inches.

In 1881 the number of storms, during this period, was only three, with

an aggregate rain-faU of only 4.87 inches; while, in 1882, there Avere

ten storms, with an aggregate rain-fall of 14.11 inches. The average

temperature for these five mouths (from planting to maturity of the

crop) was, in 1881, 73.92° F.; while, in 1882, it was only 70.40° F.

It will also be observed that the first frost, in 1882, was (notwith-

standing the unusually cold season) a month later than in the two pre-

ceding years.

The lack of rain during October, 1882, and a temperature, for the

month, much above the average for the preceding two years, together

with absence of frost, gave an additional month for the maturity of the

sorghums ;, and this, in part, made up for the late planting and un-

favorable season.

Effect of Rain vjwn the Composition of Sorghum Juices.

The investigation of this question, and the results secured, offer a

good illustration as to the importance of submitting doubtful questions

to the test of actual experiment ; since it is nearly certain that auy one,

reasoning from a priori considerations, would have concluded (and,

indeed, such conclusion has been accepted as established fact), that

the effect of rain would be manifest in a diluted juice, aud that, con-

versely, a prolonged drought would result in a concentration aud

diminution of the juice. The results, however, of very many experi-

ments on every variety of s >rghum, during the past season, prove the

incorrectness of such conclusions.

Effect of Heavy Bain-fall after Long Drought.

For the purpose of showing the effect produced, if any, in the com-

position of the several sorghums, due to a heavy fall of rain, the fol-

lowing table has been prepared, which gives the results of analyses

of each variety, taken before aud after the heavy rain-fall of Septem-

ber 10th and 11th.

The average of the analyses of all the varieties, made just before

the heavy rain of September 10th and 11th (viz., those made Septem-

ber 7th, 8th, aud 9th), also the avei-age of all the analyses of each
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variety made immediately succeeding this rain-fall (viz., analyses

made on September 12th, 14th, 15th, and 17th), and the results are

as follows

:

TABLE SHOWING EFFECT OF HEAVY RAIN-FALL AFTER LONG DROUGHT.
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AVERAGE RESULTS OF AXALYSES OF THTRTT-SIS A'ARTETIES OF SORGHUM BEFORE

AXD AFTER THE RAIX-FALL OF SEPTEMBER IOtH AXD IItH.

Before.
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MONTHLY MEAN TEMPERATURE.

1881. 1882.

May 67 4 55 S
June 69.3 69 1

Julv 76 9 70 1

August 76.7 70.7

Average 72.4 66.4

RAIN-FALL DURING THE SAME PERIOD.

1881. 1882
Mav 3.63 8 55
June 4.71 9 !t3

Julv 1.07 2 44
August 64 4 87

Total 10.05 25 .
79

From these results, we find the averag;e temperature during the growing

season of cane this year, fully 6° F. below that of last year, and the rain-fall ex-

ceeded that of last year by fifteen (15) inches.

The season was too wet to cultivate the crop properly, and too cold for the

proper development of the sugar in the cane. This last is readily shown by a

comparison of the amount of sugar found in the cane this year and last. Last

year we found in the Early Amber cane, at its maturity, an average of

Per cent.
Cane sugar 12 08
Grape " 2.47
And a specific gravity of 1.070

while this year, the same variety under like circumstances, only revealed the

presence of
Per cent.

Cane susar 8 20

Grupe " 3 fiC)

And a gravity of 1060

We began planting sorghum the 2nd of May, and finished the 22nd of June.

The varieties planted were Early Amber, Early Orange, and Kansas Orange.

The land upon which the sorghum was grown, was rich prairie land, which

had been cultivated for upward of twenty years. The preceding crop was

broom corn.

As before stated, the extremely wet spring gave the crop a very late start,

and the weeds had the advantage. Just as the last difficulty was overcome, the

chintz bugs made their appearance, and threatened the destruction of the

whole crop. With the exception, however, of lessening the yield somewhat on

a thirty-eight acre field, the damage done by them was nominal.

EFFECTS OF FROST UPON SORGHUM.

The investigations concerning this question, practically reconcile the

discordant reports in regard to this matter. It has been shown that,

when fully matured, the sorghum withstands even hard frosts without

detriment—but that, if immature, the effect is most disastrous.

It is shown also, that this disastrous restdt is due not directly to the

effect of the frost, but to the subsequent warm weatlier, which rapidly

induces fermentation with inversion of sugar in the frosted and imma-

ture cane.
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For the purpose of learning the effect of frost upon the sorghum, the

following examinations were made in the fall of 1881, at the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, at AVashiugton.

An average was taken of all the analyses made of each variety of

sorghum under cultivation, just before the dates- of the first frosts,

which occurred October 6th and 11th, viz.: those analyses Avhich were

made September 27th, October 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th; also, those analyses

made immediately subsequent to these frosts, viz: on October 14th,

15th, 17th, 18th. The results are given in the following table:

TABLE SHOWIXG EFFECT OF FIRST FROSTS.

Just before October 6th
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From the above averages, it will be seen that the results of these

frosts show au average loss of

—

Per cent.

Sucrose '. 15 5

Specific gravity ^-^

Available sugar 27.6

And a gain of

—

Per cent.

Glucose 29.1

Solids 3 6

Juice 60

The above results accord with the general belief as to the injurious

effects of frost upon the cane. It would appear from the increase in

glucose and decrease in sucrose, that the effects of frost were to pro-

duce an inversion of the sugar present in the juices of the plant.

If we consider the average results produced in a few of the different

varieties of cane, viz., Mastodon No. 24, Honduras No. 25, Sugar Cane

No. 26, Wallis' Hybrid No. 27, White Imphee No. 28, and White

Mammoth No. 7, for example, we shall find the effect even more

marked. For purpose of comparison, I have given the average results

of analyses of the above varieties by themselves, and also the average

results of several other varieties by themselves, viz.. Early Amber No.

1, Early (xoldeh No. 2, White Liberian Nos. 3 and 4, Black Top No.

5, African No. 6, Regular Sorgho No. 9, Link's Hybrid Nos. 10 and

11.

AVERAGE RE.SULTS OF ANALYSES OF NOS. 7, 24, 25, 2G, 27, 28, MADE JUST BEFORE

AND JUST AFTER THE FROSTS OF OCTOBER 6tH AND IItH.

Before. After.

Sucrose percent
Glucose do-

•

do
do.

Solids
Juire
Specific .ajravity ••

Available sugar percent

8,34
•2 50
6 Ul

61.34
1 0.56

2 83

AVERAGE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF NOS. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fi, 0, 10, 11, M.\DE JUST BE-

FORE AND JUST AFTER THE FROSTS OF OCTOBER 6tH AND IItH.

Sucrose per cent
Glucose do..

Solids do..
.

Juice do
Specific gravity
Available sugar por cent
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The effects of these frosts were far more disastrous upon the first

group of sorghums selected, than upon the last group ; for, arranging

the results side by side, this difference in effect produced is readily

compared, thus

:

Sucrose percent
Glucose do.. .

Solids do
Juice do
Specific gravity
Available sugiir per cent

First Group.

Loss 44 1

Gain 26 S
Loss ]5 9
Gain 6
T.oss 30 9
Loss 69.8

Second Group.

Gain • 2 9
Gain 22 5
Gain 51 .4

Gain 2.3
Gain .t 1

Loss 12 1

As will be seen from the above statement, there is practically little

effect shown by the frost upon the several varieties of sorghum in the

second group. The percentage of increase in glucose and solids is, in

fact, not a very large actual increase, while the percentage of sucrose

in the juice is slightly more.

It is more than probable that the difference in the effects of the frost

upon the two groups is due to the fact, that, in the case of the second

group, the different varieties of sorghum were those of early maturity,

and this will be seen by reference to the tables of analyses of these

varieties, which will show that for a long period these varieties had

reached their maximum content of sugar, and, in fact, had begun to

fall off a little ; Avhile, as will be seen by reference to the tables, the

members of the first group were of the late varieties, and their full

development had not yet been attained, for their content of sucrose

was and had been gradually increasing. It is, therefore, probable

that, while the plant is in its immature condition, and the functions of

growth and the elaboration of its sugar in vigorous action, it is far

more susceptible to the action of frost than after full maturity has been

attained. Should this prove to be the case, it would explain the inju-

rious action of frost upon the sugar cane of Louisiana, which, owing

to the long period necessary for its full development, can never reacli

that condition of maturity Avhich would render it comparatively safe.

The above results will enable us to explain the very conflicting tes-

timony of sorghum growers as to the effects of frost upon their crops,

many having experienced no evil results, while others have found the

effects of frost most disastrous. At least these results will be of value

in guarding us from drawing too hasty conclusions, .«ince a reasonable

support is afforded in the above data for either view, and it would seem

wise to withhold conclusions until more facts are accumulated.

In 1882, however, as has been already pointed out, the meteorolog-
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ical conditions of this locality differed so Avidely from those of the pre-

ceding year, that it effected practically a change of climate. The first

frost occurred November 3rd, nearly a month later than upon the two

years preceding, and was followed by successive frosts upon November
5th, 6th, 15th, 16th, 19th, 2ist, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 26th, and Decem-

ber 2nd and 4th. The mean- temperature after the first frost, and until

December 8th, when the last examination of the sorghums was m.ade,

was 39.8°, with maximum temperatures, November 12th, of 74.1°,

and, November 13th, of 70.8°.

For greater ease of comparison, the above data for 1881 and 1882

are placed side by side in the following table

:

First frost..

Other frosts.

Mean temperature, October
Maximum temperature, October...
Mean temperature, November
Maximum temperature, November

Oct. 6.
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LAST ANALYSES MADE AFTER THIRTEEX FROSTS, DECEMBER StH— EFFECTS OF

FROSTS, 1882.
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The average results obtained by the polariscope before the frosts was

97.35 ]oer ceut of those obtained by analysis, while the results after the

frosts were only 90.84 per cent. This result is, in all probability, due

to the presence of inverted sugar in the juice, as is indicated by the

increase of glucose, which increase amounts, upon an average, to 1.62

per cent of the juice.

The increased percentage of sugar in these juices, obtained after the

frosts, must not be regarded as an actual increase of sugar in the plant;

for, on the other hand, there has been a very considerable loss of sugar,

as is indicated, not only by the increase in the glucose, which now con-

sists largely of inverted sugar, as the polariscope determinations show,

but there has been a very large loss of juice, showing a loss of water.

Indeed, there seems in this case to have been a gradual drying vip of

the water of the plant ; and the increased per cent of sugar shows

only that the inversion of the sugar and the fermentation and disap-

pearance of the glucose did not proceed quite as rapidly in proportion.

Tlie following table will show the relative composition of the juices

before and after these frosts, and the results calculated to the stripped

cane:

Juice froin stalks. .i

Sucrose in juice
Glucose in juice
Solids in juice
Total solids in juice
Available sugar in juice
Water in juice
Snnrose expressed from stalks
Glucose expressed from stalks
Solids expressed from stalks
Total solids expressed from stalks ... .

Available sugar expressed from stalks:
Water expressed from stalks

Before frosts.
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the plant, as has been supiiosed by many, but was an actual increase

in sugar.

For comparison with the results just given, the results obtained in

1881, are, in part, repeated here.

Two stages of development are selected for comparison—the elev-

enth, when the seed was just hard, and when the amount of juice was

at its maximum ; and the seventeeth, which represents several weeks

after the seed had ripened.

The average analyses of the juices of 35 varieties of sorghum gave

the followius: results

:

Numbor of annlyses
Juice from stalks
Sn(Ti»se ill jiiice
Gluooso in juice
Solids in juice ,

Total solids in jnice.
Available susar in juice
Water in juice
Sucrose expressed from stalks
Glucose expressed from stalks
Solids expressed from stalks
Total solids expressed from stalks ....

Available suijar expressed from stalks
Water expressed from stalks

Eleventh.
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The sugar-cane attains its greatest perfection within the tropics
;
cold, in

any degree, opposes its growth and development, hence it can not be success-

fully cultivated in Europe, except in a very prescribed district of Spain. Even

in Louisiana, the frost often sets in before the planters can gather the crop, and

so affects the cane juice that it can no longer be induced to crystallize, unless

the canes can be cut and manufactured before a thaw occurs.

This singular change in the nature of the juice is occas'oned by the fluid con-

tents, the saccharine and the nitrogenized principles of the various cells or or-

gans, bursting their bounds and becoming intermingled the one with the other.

While the frost continues, the low temperature prevents the possibility of

fermentation taking place, which will altogether prevent the crystallization of

the juice if subsequently concentrated.

If the thaw or period of comparatively warm weather has sufficient duration,

this viscous fermentation continues until all the sugar contained in the juice

is inverted, and the commingled fluids have resolved themselves into a

viscid mucilaginous matter, possessing neither sweetness nor acidity. This

will occur to the juice of the yet uncut cane; but it also happens to expressed

juice under other circumstances. Juice which has become affected in this

manner can not be made into crystallizable sugar, and is valuable only for dis-

tillation to produce rum. In the upper districts of India, also, frost frequently

does great harm to cane crops.

EFFECTS OF FERTILIZERS ON SORGHUM.

The follo^ving experiments were made with a view of determining

the effect of various fertilizers upon the production of sorghum, in

Washington, D. C.

Tlie plat of ground, upon which were grown 37 varieties of sorghum,

•was 105 by 215 feet in size. The drills were lengthwise the plat, and

it was divided into four sections—three of 50 feet and one of 65 feet

;

and these plats were respectively called A, B, C, D, a corner offA re-

ducing its area to 6,525 feet, the others containing each 5,250 feet. A
sample of the soil was carefully selected from many portions of the

entire plat, and analyzed, Avith the following result

:

ANALYSIS OF SOIL UPON SORGHUM PLAT BEFORE APPLYING. FERTILIZERS.

Per cent.

Moisture 1-740

Organic matter 4 980

Carbonic acid -00

Insoluble iu acids 84.2:^5

Ferric oxide 2 864

Alumina 4.416

Lime • 6%
Magnesia ^00
Phosphoric acid ij*"

Potash lOy

Soda 0-^j

Sulphuric acid "-4

99.846
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An inspection of the analysis of the soil shows it to be exceptional

in its verv small content of lime, and in the almost entire absence of

chlorine. It is, in fact, a gravelly soil, which has been highly culti-

vated, and verv considerably changed in its character. Its need seems

chieflv to be the addition of sulphate of lime ("land plaster," or

gypsum).

Upon plat A there was applied

:

13 pounds of kainite,

c>}i
" ammoniuTii sulphate,

116
" calcium sulpliate.

Upon plat B there was applied

:

21 pounds of potassium sulphate,
104 " calcium sulphate.

Upon plat C there was applied

:

50 pounds of superphosphate,
104 " calcium sulphate.

Upon plat D there was applied

:

50 pounds of bone meal.
104 " calcium sulphate.

The above amounts are equal to an application per acre as follows

:

Pint A:

87 pounds kainite,
.S7 " ammonium sulphate,
774 " calcium sulphate.

Plat B:

175 pounds potassium sulphate,
867 " calcium sulphate.

Plate:

417 pounds superphosphate,
867 " calcium sulphate.

PlatD:

417 pounds bone meal,
867 " calcium sulphate.

AXALTSIS OF FERTILIZERS TSED UPOX SORGHUM PLAT.

Superphosphate of lime:
Per cent.

Soluble phosphoric acid 9 77

Insoluble phosphoric acid 3 G.3

Rtfverted phosphoric acid fi9

Nitrogeu (=N H 3 2 .45 per cent) 2 02

Commercial kainite:
Per cent.

Potassium sulphate 24 74

Soiiium sulphate 18 92

Sodium chloride 15 .54
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Bone meal:
Per cent.

Phosphoric acid 21.96

Nitrogen (=N H3 5 .22 per cent) 4 .30-

Sulphate of ammonia:
P̂er cent.

Pure ammonium sulphate 98 39

Sulphuric acid (S O3) S9 63

AmmoniaCNHa) 2o.34

Sulphate of potash:
Per cent.

Pure potassium sulphate 98 79

Potash(K20) 53 37

Sulphuric acid (S O3) 4o 42

The superphosphate was such as is commouly sold in this vicinity
;

it was a good article, but not of the highest grade. The same may be

said of the kainite. The other fertilizers were of higher grade. It was

thought best to show the effect of each fertilizer on each cane in the

various stages of its growth. For this purpose, the results are classi-

fied in the three tables to correspond with a content of sucrose ; in the

first set below 5 per cent, in the second set of 5 to 10 per cent, in the

third set of 10 to 15 per cent, and in the fourth set above 15 per cent.

It will be understood, that the reLults embraced in the third and fourth

sets are those attained during the period when most of the canes were

in the best condition for working ; those in the first and second sets are

equally valuable as helps in settling the effect of the fertilizers on the

immature growing cane ; while the final averages must, after all, give

the most accurate general idea as to the effect of each fertilizer on each

cane during the whole season.

We do not feel warranted in drawing any definite conclusions from

these final averages ; the close agreement between the averages drawn

from so many results, seems to point to the fact that the soil originally

contained sufficient food for the proper development of the sorghum

plants, and that the addition of these special fertilizers was unnecessary,

and resulted in no marked change in the composition of the sorghum

juices. In fact, the analyses made the year before showed the canes to

have the same composition as they this year Avere found to have, aud

equally large crops of four varieties of sorghum were then obtained.

These results must not be taken to prove, however, that on certain

soils, which are deficient in one or more essential constituents of plant

food, the addition of proper fertilizers will not be of great value.

Certainly, such additions to poor soils are likely to increase the crop :

whether the quality of the juice will be improved, must yet be de-

cided.
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Effects of Fertilizers on Sucrose, Glucose, and Solids, iyi Sorghum Juices.

The three tables which follow represent 634 analyses, made for the

purpose of determining what, if any, differences in the composition

of sorghum juices are caused bj the use of different fertilizing ma-
terials.
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Percentage of

cj
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Glucose is Solids.

Third Set.—Average sucrose
10 tu 15 per eeut.
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PERCENTAGES

a
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OF GLUCOSE.

Third Set. — Glucose oorre-
sp«in'iin^ wiih average su-
crose 10 to 1-5 per cent.

Fourth Set.—Glucose corre-
spondiu? wirh average su-
crose over 15 per cent.

Fi>"AL AVEE AG z^-—Av-
erage glacuse ior the
row.

3^ 2Z' in 1 -l^

B.
A-
P.

B.
C.
P.
A.
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PERCENTAGES OF

Variety.

First Set.—Solifls cor-
responding to aver-
age sucrose below 5
per cent.

Second Set — Solids
corresponding to av-
erauje sucrose 5 to 10
per cent.

Early Amber
Earl y .A mber
Karly (iolden
Golden Syrup
White Liberian
ICarlv Amber
Black Top
African
White Mammoth
Oomseeana
HcRular Sorgho
Hybrid
sii^arCane. . ."

Oomseeana
Neeazana.
Goose Neck
Karly orange
Neeazana
New Variety
(Miinese
Wolf Tail
Gray Top
Lib^-rian
Liberian
Oomseeana
Sumac
Mastodon
Iniphee
New Variety
Sumac
Honduras
Honey (;ane
Spraugle Top
Honduras
Honey Top or Texas Cane.
Honduras
Sugar Cane

3.11!

3.48
3.41
3 24

3 .V)

3 19

3.44
2 95
3.06
4 . 2ti

3 98
2,36
2 70

2 01
2 07
2 44

2 10
2 14

2 53

1 83
2.74
2,90

12.-

2 49
1 97
1 44
2 29

2 29
2 fil

2,58
2 69
2 56
2 69
2 42

2.82
2 0.'>

1 73
3 58

2 40
3 53
2 59
2,55
2 47
2 74
2 06

1 11
1 76
1 78
1 39
1 57
1 59
3 37

2 79
2 01
1 72
1 72
1,68
1 37
3,01

2,.W
1,82
1,81
1.78
1 (13

1,66
2.29

2,04
1 90
1,83
1 49
1 3

1 49
2.73

2 35

'266
2,15
1 84
2 16
1 91

1 79
2,80

2,90
1 99
2 25
2 .37

2 07
1 91

2 53

2 50
2 46
2 46
1 91
2 5Q

2 5'

2 74
2 28
2 32
2 50
2 29
2 27
2 88
2 31
2 .58

2 59
1 76
1 98
1 89
2.14
2 10
2 33

4 86
3,62
2,51

2 02
2.38
2 38

2 90
2 80
2 70
2 02
2 25

2 37

2.36
2 73
2 57
2 80
2 55
2 54
3 13
2 17
2,44
2 89
1 76
2 12
1 79
2 15
1 92
2.75

Averages.

Order.

B.
C.
A.
D.

2.46
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SOLIDS yOT SCGARS.

Third Set. — Solids corre-
sponding to average Su-
crose 10 to 15 per cent.
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Effects of Fertilizers on the Ash of Sorghum Juices.

A small number of determinations (34) were made of the ash of

various sorghum juices ; it was originally intended to make a larger

number of estimations for the purpose of showing the effect of these

four fertilizers on the amount and composition of the ash in sorghum

canes and juices. The pressure of other work and the limited num-

ber of assistants prevented the completion of the work, and the results

here recorded are given for what they luay be worth.

If these results are considered sufficiently numerous to warrant any

conclusions, it appears that the amounts of ash are least with fer-

tilizer A, and increase regularly in the order A, B, C, D.

I seems hardly safe, however, to draw any conclusions. We can

safely infer, however, that the ash in sorghum juices does not vary

greatly from 1 per cent.

The following are the results obtained :

EFFECT OF FERTILIZERS OX THE ASH.
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tioD. The result, however, of all the experiments,, including 34 analy-

ses of the ash of juices from sorghum grown upon plats differently

fertilized, leaves the matter wholly undecided.

In the literature of sorghum respecting fertilizers verv much may
be found, as in that upon sugar-cane and beets, which appears to bo

well established, at least it is with great confidence asserted; but it

is very doubtful whether any conclusion as to the effect of one or

another fertilizer upon a sugar producing crop rests upon data in-

volving over 34 analyses of ash—and, as has been said, even this

number foils to prove any thing as to the effect of various fertilizers

upon sorghum.

The following report upon experiments in the use of fertilizers

upon sorghum, in 1881, is nuide by Prof. George H. Cook,

Director of the Xew Jersey Experiment Station, at Xew Brunswick,

K J.:

For the study of the effect of fertilizers, sixteen adjoining plats, of one-tenth

acre each, were measured off, fertilized as stated in the table, and planted May
2!^rd, 1881, with Early Amber seed. The cane was doubtless injured by the

unusually severe droujiht : it was noticeable, however, that it suffered much less

from this than corn plantt-d on neighboring field. It was harvested on the first

of October.

For samples to represent each plat twenty average canes were cut from ten

different rows, immediately weighed, and after they had been stripped and top-

ped, again weighed and passed singly between the rollers of a heavy cane mill.

The juice from each lot of twenty cane, after it had been carefully mixed, was

used for the analysis. The determinations of cane sugar were made by means
of the polariscope, using solutions clarified with basic lead acetate and 50 per

cent absolute alcohol.

The plan of the experiment was, to ascertain the effect of each of the fertil-

izing material applied singly and in combination on the production of sugar

—

to compare the effect of muriate of potash with that of sulphate of potash

—

and to determine whether by increasing the amount of phosphoric acid used

per acre, an advantage would be gained. The action of the fertilizers is best

studied in the table under the heading, pounds of extractable sugar per ton of

cane and per acre. It was expected that phosphoric acid would materially

hasten the maturity of the cane; it appears to have exercised no decided influ-

ence in this respect. It caused, however, an increase of 250 pounds, or nearly

30 per cent, of sugar over that yielded by plat No. 15.

Muriate of potash used alone increases the gross weight of stalks very much
more than sulphate of potash; it increases too the yield of sugar per acre. It

is a fact, however, of especial importance to the manufacturer, that the yield per

ton is 20 per cent greater from the plat No. 12, on which the sulphate was used,

than from the muriate plat No. 4. Muriates, too, if taken into the sorghum
juice, can not be removed by the process of manufacture now used, and inter-

fere seriously with the crystallization of sugar.
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As has been well known for many years past, crude barn-yard manure must
not be used directly on sucjar producing plants. Plat No. 11 draws attention

once more to the fact. No noticeable increase in the amount of sugar was

caused by it; but a point of much greater importance, is the positive statement

of experienced men that sugar will not crystallize from syrup of canes which

have been fertilized with it. A heavy dressing on corn land loses its injurious

qualities in the course of a 3'ear, and sorghum following in rotation is benefited

by it.

The expression " extractable sugar" has been used in this table to indicate

that a portion only of the total amount of sugar has been extracted by the mill;

the bagasse or crushed cane, when it is burned under the boilers or thrown on

the compost heap, still contains one-third of thf sugur produced by the plant.

If the profits of the business are so large that manufacturers can content them-

selves wiih two-thirds of the sugar, farmers should endeavor to turn this bagasse

into food for sheep, by the process of ensilage. After a struggle which has now
lasted more than tweniy-five years, sorghum to day does not occupy its true

position among sugar producing plants. Its advocates justly claim that this is

due to our lack of information, not only in regard to the mauufacture of sugar

from it, but also in respect to its proper cultivation.
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Cost of fertilizers per acre . -.

Poan<l« of sorsham peracre
Pounds of stripped and topped

eaiie per acre
Percent of i nice extraf-te<1 from
stripped and toppetl cane

Pounds of juice extracted per
acre

Per cent of su?ar in juice.
Pounds of exiractable sugar per
acre .

.

Pounds of sugar extracted per
ton of cane

Pounds of clean seed per acre

.•JoOlioQO
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The "superphosphate" contained about 16 percent of phosphoric

acid.

The " chloride of potassium " contained about 50 per cent of potash.

The "mixed minerals" was composed of two-thirds of superphos-

phate, and one-third chloride of potassium.

The amount applied to one-twentieth of an acre, besides the nitrogen

mixture in the experiments Nos. 11 to 15 inclusive, was tlie same

amount used in experiment No. 8, viz.: Superphosphate 15 pounds,

and chloride of potassium 7h pounds.

The yield of stripped stalks upon the two plats with no manure, Nns.

1 and 10, differs as widely as auj of the others, one being 828 and the

other 616 pounds, while the sucrose and glucose in the two are practi-

cally alike in quantity. Also Nos. 3 and 1 1 give 795 and 472 pounds

of stripped stalks respectively, though both received the same amount

of nitrogen. This result by itself, would make it appear that the

" mixed minerals" upon plat 11 had been injurious ; but, in No. 8, the

yield was about the same as in No. 3.

Again, in contrasting Nos. 9 and 10, Ave have an apparent falling

off in weight of stalks (a surprising result), while the content of sugar

is practically unchanged. It will be seen that Professor Cook obtained,

by the use of barn yard manure, 9,405 pounds of stripped stalks, while

the average of his two no manure plats gave only 8,392 pounds, and

the percentage of sugar in the juice Avas practically the same in both,

viz.: 9.57 per cent with barn-yard manure, and 9.82 per cent without

manure.

As to the effects of barn-yard manure. Professors Weber and Scovell,

of Illinois Industrial University, report as follows:

To ascertain the effect of manure, a field was spfected which had been used

as a barn-yard for several j ears. A part of the cane was planted directly on

the rotten manure pile. An analysis was made of a sample taken from this

part of the field, as well as of a part away from the manure pile. The seed in

each case was iu the ''hardening douj;h." The following is the result of the

analysis

:

Manured—Sp. gr. \ OfiS. Grape sug.ar 2 65. Cane susar 10 89.

rnmanured— Sp. gr. 1 074. Grape sugar 2.G.5. Cane sugar 1.3 .37.

The lower specific gravity of the juice from the plat so highly

manui-ed, is what might be expected from a rank growth under such

circumstances, and the longer time necessary to its complete maturity.

It would have been interesting to have had the analysis of this cane a

month later, to have seen whether it would not have shown an increase

in specific gravity and sugar content.
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At least the experience as recorded, is not against the use of barn-

yard manure, as a fertilizer for sorghum.

It appears from these results, that, although this question of the fer-

tilizers is one of great practical importance, the data attained by ex-

periments thus far, is by no means sufficient to enable one to draw re-

liable conclusions.

It is especially inijX)rtant that we guard against the tendency to

hasty conclusions, which is the greater if our limited data apparently

confirms our preconceiyed notions.

COMPOSITION OF SOIL AS AFFECTING SOEGHTM.

The character and composition of the soils best adapted to the culti-

yatiou of sorghum for sugar production, as also the proper method of

fertilization necessary for the best results, are obyiously matters of fun-

damental importance.

At present uur knowledge is yery limited, and the number of care-

fully ascertained facts so small, as hardly to warrant more than con-

jectiu-e.

In many respects, the habits of the sorghums, and their demands upon

climate and s<jil, are almost identical with those of the seyeral yarieties

of maize; and yet there appear to be, in certain respects, marked differ-

ences. It is known that, when fairly established, the sorghums, as

a class, are capable of sustaining a period of drought which would

proye fatal to maize ; and not only this, but that such drought and the

accompanying high temperature, results in the deyelopment of an un-

usual amount of sugar in the plant.—(See Annual Report Depart-

ment of Agriculture, 1881-82, page 4o6.)

It will be seen, by consulting the results of our experiments as to the

effects of fertilizers upon the sugar content and ash in the juices of the

seyeral sorghums (see page 172) that, although a yery large number
of determinations were made, the ayerage result of all was such as to

leaye the matter wholly unsettled.

To those who may desire to aid in these and similar inyestigations, a

careful study of these results aboye referred to, may be helpful as show-

ing the extreme danger of hasty generalizations ; for any half dozen of

the analytical results, selected at random and considered alone, would,

in most cases, "warrant a conclusion, more or less decided, which the in-

crease of testimony renders less and less probatle.

The results of the past year, 1882, at Rio Grande, X. J. (where

they produced 320,000 pounds of sugar, and where, upon fields identical

in character there was great variation in the amount of crop produced),

12
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were such as to awaken great interest in these questions of soils and

fertilization. Besides, the juices of the sorghums there grown proved

to be remarkably pure, comparing well even with the best sugar-cane

juice. Therefore, average specimens of the soils from the several

fields were obtained, and a record of the yield of crop, and the fertil-

izers applied to each, was also secured from the president of the Sor-

ghrim Sugar Company, George C. Potts, Esq., of Philadelphia, Pa.

Rio Grande is a small hamlet some 6 miles north of Cape May, N.

J., in latitude 39° north, and longitude nearly 2° east from Washing-

ton. It is situated upon a sandy peninsula, about 5 miles in breath,

with the Atlantic upon the east, and separated from the main-land by

the Delaware Bay, at this point about 20 miles wide. Average sam-

ples of soil from six fields were selected for analysis, viz :

A. Harnefann.—This field received an application of 300 pounds

of Peruvian guano per acre. The average yield of stalks was 3^ tous

per acre

B. Richwine farm.—This farm also had 300 pounds Peruvian guano

per acre. The average yield was 5^ tons of stalks per acre.

C. Handfarm.—This field received an application of 300 pounds of

Peruvian guano and 30 bushels of lime per acre. The average

yield was 7-| tons of stalks per acre.

D. Neafie farm.—This field received same amount of guano and

lime as C. Average yield per acre, 8 tons stalks.

E. Uriah Creese farm.—Same amount of guano and lime as C and

D. Average yield per acre, 15 tons stalks.

F. Bennettfarm.—Same amount of guano and lime as C, D, and E.

Average yield per acre, 17 tons stalks.

From the above results, it will be seen that the application of the

expensive fertilizer, Peruvian guano, was without any apimreut benefit,

while the application' of lime §eems to have been beneficial, although it

is to be regretted that we have not the data for comparing the yield of

these fields Avith and Avithout the application of fertilizers.

With the exception, only, that the amount of pebbles of an apprecia-

ble size, one-twentieth to one-quarter inch in diameter, was more in

some of the samples than in others, there was to the eye no noticeable

difierence in the character of the soil.

The samples were passed through sieves of 20, 80, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,

90 meshes to the inch, and the following results obtained : The column

marked residue, consisted of pebbles which would not pass through a

sieve of twenty meshes to the inch, or rather of one-twentieth inch di-

ameter. The column marked 20 was that portion which, passing

meshes of one-twentieth inch, would not pass those of one-thirtieth, etc.-
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Besides these six samples of soil from Rio Grande, !N^. J., analyses

have been made of several other soils, upon which sorghum was grown

the past year, as follows

:

G. Grounds of the Department of Agriculture.—The recent treatment

of this plat, is given in the annual rejwrts of the past three years.

The sample for analysis was taken November, 1882.

H. Soil Xo. 1.—G'-eat Bend, Kas.—This soil has l>een cultivated for

sis vears. The yield was 10^ tons stalks per acre. No fertilizer

used.

I. Soil Xo. 2.—Great Bend, Ka-s.—This soil was plowed for the first

time. The yield per acre was 8 tons of stalks. No fertilizers were used.

J. Soil from Bising City, Xebr., upon which 18 tons per acre of

sugar beets were grown, which gave, on analysb, an average of 12.27

per cent of sugar in the juice.

K. Soilfrom Hutchinson, ikTa^.-Yield ofsorghum, 6 tons stalks per acre.

L. Soil from Sterling, Kas.—^Under cultivation tor three years in

cereal crops. A black, sandy loam. Average yield per acre, 7 tons stalks.

^I. Soil from Sterling, Kas.—A black, sandy loam. Under cultiva-

tion for seven years with crops of cereals. Crop xery promising, but

destroyed by hail.

N. »Soi7 from Sterling, Ka-<.—Black, sandy loam. Under cultivation

for five veare in cereal crops. Average yield per acre, 1 2 tons of stalks.

O. Soil from Sterling, Kas.—A strictly sandy soil, in cereals for five

vears. Average yield per acre, 10 tons of stalks

PER CEXT OF SOILS PASSED THROrGH SIEVES.
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analysis, does not appear any better than ordinary soils, and yet its

productiveness is such that, as has been said of it

:

The Russian proverb, " One can not distinguish the generous from the rich,"

may be most appropriate]}^ applied to the tchernozeme. It appears rich be-

cause it is generous.

It is commonly known, that the mineral matter, which composes^

the larger part of every good soil, has been derived originally from

rocks which, during comparatively recent periods, geologically speak-

ing, have been disintegrated by one agency or another, and that those

supplies of mineral food necessary to the plant, in any soil, must have

previously existed in the rocks from Avhich this soil was produced.

But those agencies, as frost, water, attrition, the carbonic acid and

oxygen of the air, which have in the past reduced these rock masses to

every degree of fineness, from small pebbles to impalpable powder, are

still operative ; and gradually, year by year, day by day, new supplies

of mineral food are being unlocked from these rock fragments and

made available to the plant. Besides, it will Ite seen, that, as this

pulverization goes on, the surface exposed to the action of these agen-

cies, above mentioned, increases in geometric ratio, and so, in conse-

quence, the disintegration becomes proportionately the more rapid.

To illustrate: Suppose a block of granite 1 foot square to be broken

into cubes of B inches square, there would be obviously 8 cubes pro-

duced, and the surface exposed in the first case, being 6 square feet,

would be doubled. Let this process be repeated, and the surface be-

comes 24 feet square. Continue this operation for only 25 times, and

our block of granite 1 foot square, with 6 square feet of surftice, be-

comes resolved into minute fragments of quartz, feldspar, and mica,

about one three-millionth of an inch in diameter, and presenting an

aggregate surface of over 7 square miles ; and yet there is no reason

to suppose that the comminution ceases at such limits; indeed, there

is every reason to believe that the plant is incapaljle of assimilating

food which is not absolutely in the molecular condition.

The calculations of Sir William Thompson show the size of the mole-

cule to be, at his largest estimate, only one hundredth the diameter, or

one millionth the bulk, of the fragments to wliich we have reduced our

block of granite in the above illustration.

The importance, then, of assisting these agencies by good tillage is

obvious; indeed, an agriculturist, of long experience and distinguished

success, has declared that he would prefer to have an ordinary field

well i)lowxd without manure, than poorly plowed with it.

So far as the partial mechanical analysis goes, it quite fails to throw

any light upon the cause of the very wide difference in the crops grown

upon the Rio Grande soils.
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For example, the soils, C, D, F, are very much alike, and jet their

Te:?pective yields per acre iu tons of stalks were 7^, 8, and 17. It is

obvious that much of this might have been due to difference in culti-

vation, but it does not appear that there was practically any differ-

ence in this respect.

Chemical Composition of the Soils.

The following table shows the results of the chemical analysis of

the several soils. The absence of other than mere traces of chlorine

in the Rio Grande soils is remarkable, in view of the fact that these

fields were lying within a few hundred yards of the ocean. It is pos-

sible that the heavy fall rains had leached such compounds below the

surface, from which alone tlie samples were taken for analysis. It was

intended to make still further examination of the subsoils of these

several fields; for it may be that sorghum, being, through its root

system, a deep feeder, will account for good crops of cane upon land

Avhich failed to grow good crops of other kinds

:
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For purpose of comparison, analyses? are given of two sugar-cane

soils, from a pamphlet on the agricultual chemistry of the sugar-cane,

by Dr. T. L. Phipson.

A is soil from Jamaica, under cane for the first time.

B is soil from Demerara, which has been steadily under cane for 15

years.

C is soil from the Philippines, which grows a superior quantity and

quality of sugar-cane—analysis by R. H. Harland.

Moisture
OriTiinic matter and combined water
Silica and insoluble
Alumina.
Oxi<le of iron
Lime..
Magnesia
Potash
Soda
Phosplioric acid
Suli)huric acid
Chlorine..
Oxide manganese, carboiuc acid, and loss in analysis

Nitrogen in organic matter

A.
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In view of the above facts, it is not improbable that a similar ex-

planation will suffice for the remarkable results obtained at Rio

Grande, N. J.

In the following table, the crop of stalks produced, with the per

cents of lime and magnesia in the several soils, is given, for purpose

of comparison with ratio of lime to magnesia.
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result shows that, at present, our knowledge is too limited to enable

us to speak with any positive assurance. It has been urged, that new

land was better than old, on account of the greater ease of cultivation,

and greater freedom from weeds; but in the main, at present, the

quality of soil best adapted to the cultivation of sorghum, is far more

a matter of opinion than established by fact.

A general opinion prevails, that a sandy upland soil, well drained,

and not freshly manured, is the best.

Professors Weber and Scovell, of the Illinois Industrial University,

in the report of their experiments with sorghum, give the following

results:

Effects of Soils.—The following analyses were made to study the effect of

different varieties of soil upon the production of sugar in sorghum. But, as

other circumstances (as, locality from which seed was obtained, time of plant-

ing, and manner of cultivation) may affect the amount of sugar, many more

investigations would have to he made before definite conclusions could be

reached. The table, however, shows that sorghum can be grown successfully

on all varieties of soil specified:

TABLE SHOWING THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT SOILS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF

SUGAR IN SORGHUM.
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CHAPTER Vn.

(a.) Development of sucrose and glucose in sorghum.

(6.) Average res ilts of analyses of d.flFerent varieries of sorghum.

(c. ) Comparative value ot different parts of the stalk.

{d.} General analyses of sorghum juices.

ie.) Chemical composition of sorghum.

DEVELOPMENT OF SUCROSE AND GLUCOSE IN SORGHUM.

For the purpose of determining the condition of the sorghum plant,

in the several stages of its existence, tliere were planted upon the

grounds of the Department of Agriculture, at Washington, in the

spring of 1879, four varieties of sorghum, viz., Early Amber, ^Vhite

Liherian, Li!>erian, and Honduras.

On the 18th of July, when the plants had attained such develop-

ment that their panicles or seed heads were just beginniug to appear at

the top, one or two stalks were selected of each variety, the juice ex-

pressed and analysed; and this examination was continued, at inter-

vals of a few days, during the entire season, and after severe frosts.

The detailed results of these analyses will be found on page 189. The
following chart graphically represents the results of the analyses. The
line which represents the "Average sucrose in sugar-cane," is the

average per cent found in triplicate analyses of the three principal

varieties of .sugar-cane grown in Louisiana. These canes were anal-

yzed by the same methods used in the analyses of the sorghum juices.

The line representing the average per cent of sucrose in sugar beets,

is from the results of analyses of thirteen specimens of sugar beets

grown upon the Agricultural College farm, Amherst, Mass., and anal-

yzed by Professor Goessmann {vide Massachusetts Agricultural Re-

port, 1870-71).

It will be observed how closely the Early Amber and the Liberian

correspond in their development, being almost identical, and yet being

clearly distinct varieties. While these two varieties attain a content

of sugar in their juices equal to the average in juice of the sugar-cane

by the middle of August, the Liberian does not reach this condition

until the last of September, and the Honduras not until the middle

of October.

After having attained approximately the maximum content of sugar,

this condition is niaiutained for a long period, affording ample time to

work up the crop.
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It is doubtless true, that had the season been longer, it wonld have

been found that theLiberian and Honduras, having once attained this

full devolopmeutof sugar, would also have retained it; but, as is seen

by the chart, tlie heavy frosts and subsequent warm weather which

happened about October 24th, caused a rapid diminution of sucrose

in each variety, and a corresponding increase in glucose.

The converse of what is found true of the sucrose is clearly shown

as to the development of the glucose, and it is seen that a minimum

quantity once attained is continued along time, and that this minimum

is quite as low as tlie average amount found present in the sugar-canes.

It was most unfortunate, as tending to retard the development of

the sorgluim sugar industry, that Dr. C A. Goessmann, through his

examination of canes, which, through long keeping after being cut up

had suffered an inversion of their sugar, should have concluded his

report, made in 1879, on the Early Amber cane, in these words :
" The

presence of a large amount of grape sugar in all the later stages of the

Earlv Amber, as well as of all other varieties of this species, is a seri-

ous feature in the composition of the juice, impairing greatly the

chances for a copious'separation of the cane sugar by simple modes of

treatment." This sweeping conclusion is quite at variance with the

results which liave just been recorded, and does not appear to be justified

by the focts upon which it is based, as will be seen upon page 129.

It is obvious that the results depicted upon the chart are not to be

taken as entirely exact, but the general foct represented is, without

doubt, true, and with a still larger number of observations, the ap-

proach to true curves would be found nearer than here represented.

An average of all the examinations made of these four sorghums,

during these periods when they were suitable for cutting, gives the

following results

:

Early Ambpr, from Antriist 13th to October 29th inclusive, 15 analyses, ex-

tenflinir over 78 days, 14.6 per cent sucrose.

White Liberia n,' from Auiiust 13th to October 29th inclusive, 13 analyses, ex-

tendins: over 78 days, 1H.8 per cent sucrose.

Liberian,from September 13th to October 29th inclusive, 7 analyses, extend-

in" over 46 da\s, 13.8 per c<Mit sucrose.

"Honduras, from October 14th to October 29th inclusive, 3 analyses, extend-

ing over 16 days, 14.6 per cent sucrose.

It will be seen, that, in the ft)ur varieties grown, it was most fortu-

nate to have had those differing so widely from each other in nearly

every respect, except only the all-important one, their practical equal-

ity in their content of sugar after they had reached maturity.

When each variety had quite matured, the greater portion of each

was taken, and samples of excellent sugar was made without trouble,

and in considerable quantity, from each.
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After the encouraging results of 1879, which have just been re-

corded, the examination of many other varieties of sorghum and maize

was continued at the Departmentof Agriculture in 1880, 1881, and 1S82,

including, in all, the examination of about 100 varieties of sorghum

and 20 varieties of maize, for the purpose of determining the nature

of certain changes going on during the life of the plant, and especially to

determine that period when, in each variety, the content of sugar was

at its maximum, as, also, to learn the length of time during which this

practical maximum was retained.

To this end, the examinations were, in some instances, begun so

soon as a stem had fairly formed in the plant, in order to determine

how early in its life the presence of sugar could be detected ; and, in

all cases, the examinations were begun long before even the panicle

had appeared, and before any one would think to work the crop for

either sugar or syrup. These examinations were continued almost

daily with each variety, till long after frosts, and tlie results of each

variety were tabulated, and may be found in the Annual Reports of

the Department of Agricultui-e for those years.

The interest and value which these results have, in giving, as they

do, in a condensed form, the life history of these plants, is such that

the detailed examinati(ms of three varieties is here given.

The following tables show the results of the analyses of three varieties

of sorghum stalk;^, made during the season of 1881, at Washington,

D. C.—the date of each analysis, the dimensions and weight of the

stalk, the percentage of juice obtained from the stalk and the specific

gravity of the juice, the per cent of sucrose, glucose, and of the solids

not sucrose nor glucose present in the juice. In addition, there is

given the percentage of sucrose present, as determined by the polari-

scope, which will be found to correspond closely with the percentages

of sucrose as determined by analysis.

An examination of these tables of analyses reveals the following

facts : In the earlier stages in the growth of each plant, the amount of

crystallizable sugar (sucrose) is small ; but, as the plant matures, the

sucrose rapidly increases until it equals from 12 to 16 per cent of the

juice. The " solids not sugar" in the juice also increase from the first,

but very much less rapidly than does the crystallizable sugar; at the

same time, the uncrystallizable sugar (glucose) steadily diminishes, so

that the purity of the juice (shown in the column marked "available

sugar"; increases constantly until the cane is ready to be worked.

These facts, and the inferences to be drawn from tliem, will be more

fully discussed in connection with the general averages deduced from

these figures. See page 189.
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EARLY AMBER.

June 27.

Julv 5
Julv 16
July 16
Julv 11

July 14
July 15.

Julv 15.

Julv 20
Julv 23
July 23
July i3
July 2.>

Julv -JS

Julv 29
July -29

Aug. 1.

Aug. 8
Aug. 13
Aug. 18
Aug. 24
Aug. 26
Aug. 27.

Aug. 31.

Sept. 3
Sept. 7

Sept. 10
Sept. 17.

Oct. 5
Oct. 15

Oct. 22
Oct. 27
Oct. 29
Kov. 2 .

Xov. 4 .

Kov. 7 .

.

Nov. 9.

.

Nov. 12..

Nov. 15 .

Nov. 17..

Stage.

9
9

10
10
11
li

13
14
15
15
15
16
17
17
IS
18

After 18
...do
...do
...do
...do
...do
...do

...do

...do

...do

..do
...do

7 1
8! 1

9; 1

Feet
20
2.8
5.

5.5
5.

5.5

7
8

Inch. Lb.
.8

.6|3.5

.6

.6

7 4
6 5

1.4
.9

1.3
1.9
1.1

96
1.02
1.1
1.0
l.S
2.0

Lb. Pr. ct.

55.80
56 44
53 69
62 29
70 85
63.50
66 26
63 SO
68 23
65 79
&5.81
62 68
69.48
67 ii
60 00

61 66
63
64.51
63 59
56 10
63 25
56.01
52 77
52 88
54 17
49.91
43 8-3

54 28
57 90
56 l-S

.56 90
57 82
61 98
59 96
50 00
.54 52
48 85
5-5 42
53 96

1 014
1 017
1 028
1 026
1 021
1 025
1 023
1 02:5

1 047
1 041
1 o::m

1 040:

1 017
1 0V5
1.058
1.0571
1 066
1 072
1 071
1 (m
1 08:?

1 080
1 091
1 091
i.oin
1 0s9
1 0S9
1 0><8

1 078
1 078
1 076
1.083
10
1 074
1 069
1 076
1 074
1 077
1 073
1075

Pr.ct.
1 25
2 21
3 15
2 9''

2.20
2 96
2 60
2 61
3.17
3 54
3..57
2 68
2 75
2 87
3 o:

2 8:

2 4:

1 86
1 57
1.

98
76

1.11
1 09
80
.80

1 26
86
.8

116
1.2-

92
89

123
102
83
89
82
95

1 46

c
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Julv 8
Julv 18
July 19
July 20
Julv 27
July 28
July 29
July 30
Aug. 2
Aug. 5
Aug. 10
Aug. 15
Aug. 19
Aug. 19
Aug, 25
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Sept.
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Oct. 7

Stage.

Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov. 10

Nov. 12
Nov. 15
Nov. 17

9
10
10
11

11

V2
13
14
14

15
Itt

1

After IS
..do
..do
..do
..do
..do
..do
..do
..do
..do
..do
..do

Feet
5.

6.

7.
7.'

9

9

9.7
9 8
9.1
9 7
11.1

11.2
11.0

11

10
11.2

11 1

11

11 2

11 3

10 5

9 9
11

11.0
9

11

11

11.2
10.4
11.0
10.9

Inch.
.7

1.1
.9

.8

.9

.8

"".9

.8

1.0
.9

.9

1.0
.9

.9

1.0
.8

1.1
10
1.0

9
1.0

LI).

1.5
16
1.5
1.7
18
17

2^0
3.6
1

17
1

"2.0

1

1

1.6
1

1.5
1
1.8
2 1

1.9
1.8
1 9
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.8
16
15
16
1.4

Lb.
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.4

"I'e
2.8
.9

13
1.3

17
1.5

"l'4
1.3
1.5

1.3
1.5
1.4

1.7
1.5
1.3
14
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.5
1.0

Pr. ct.

70 69
72 45
66.00
68,52
65 19
67.64

61 '69

65.29
63.72
67.50
63 39

64 07
04.04

65 il
63 20
62.81

54 59
59.56
55.21
57.25
52 91
58 50
56.83
54.78
59.75
54 .32

.58 93
55.76
58.18
61 .68

59.74

1 017
1.025
1 030
1 033
1 047
1 049
1.047
1.052
1.062
1.0,52

1 064

1 069
1 071
1 071
1 082
1 082
1 082
1.082
1,089
1 088
1 094
1 086
1.091
1,085
1.088
1.080
1.085
1 074
1.079
1 .085

1.074
1.082
1.073
1 079
1.082

Pr. ct.

1.47
2.19
2.13
2.39
2.39
2.72
2,84
2 48
2 15
2 01
2 70
1.98
2 06
2 03
1.69
1.69
1..3S

1.58
1 21

1.55
.66

1.03
.34

.42

.59

.42

.49

.44

^29

.39

.21

.47

.37

.43

Pr. ct.

.93

2 22
3.04
4.34
7 46
7 21

7 05
7.90

10 66
8.01
11.25
12,22
12,79
12.46
15.73
15.87
15.58
16.41
18 05
17.20
18.86
17.03
18.28
16.89
16 13
15.32
16 22
13.77
14 92
15.89
13 11
15.^6
12.15
15 14

13.08

Pr. ct.

3 10

2 51

1.18
3.14
1.86
2 2''

'.n

2.54
3 06
3 87
1.55
2.54
2.42
2.78
2 .54

2.64
3.51
2.43
3 28
3.67
3 33
2 56

?7.09
3.38
4.87
3 32
4,81

5,43
4 91

4 .55

5 12
4.30
5 27
3.35
4.96

Pr. ct.

—3 64
—2.48

-1 19
3 21

2 27
3.50
2,88
5,4,

1,53
7 00
7.70
8 31

7.65
11. .50

11 54
10 69
12.40
13-56
11 98
14.87
13 44
?10.85
13 09
10 67
11 58
10 92
7 90
9 64

11 05
7 60

10 85
6 41

n 40
8.29

Pr.ct.

7.17
6.58
6.50
7.96

7.69
10 65
12.12
12.19

i5!i4
15.31

17.10

14 75

13 69
15.22

15.17

15.38
15.46
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EARLY AMBER.

-1..

1..

2..

3..

4.,

5..

6..

7..

8..

9.

10..

11..

12..

13..

14..

15
16
17
18
After 18
After 18
After 18
After 18
After 18,

oj a

la

Julv
July
Julv
JulV
Julv
July
Julv
July
July
July
July
Auir..

Aug.
Auk.
A us.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

Julv 1

Julv 9

Julv 11

Julv IM

Julv I.''.

Julv IS
Julv 19

July 20
Julv 25
Julv 27
Julv 30
Aug. 3
Aug. 9
Aug. 12
Aug. 16
Aug. 19
Aug. 26
Sept. 3
Sept. 10

Prct
1-73
3 15
2 92
2.20
2 78
2,61
3.17
3 54

3 57
2.73
2,91
2 47
1 8(i

1,57
1,55
.95

1.09
.80

1 06
1 01

1 27

1.01
.85

1.20

Prct
.39

1 15
1.52
.58

.81

.99

3 10

4.83
3.53
7 02
9.26
12 25
12.96
14.27
14 83
16 03
18.43
18,42
17 32
14.78
11 23
13.75
13.94
13.65

Prct
1.91
2.65
1 45
4 10
3 .50

2 80
2 42
3 63
3.27
2 29
2 81
2.87
5 04

3 30
3 93
2 97
3 27

3 00
3 94
3 68
3 50
4.15
3.69
3.22

Prct
4 03
6 95
5,89
6,88
5 27
6,40
8,69

12 00
10 37
12 64

14 98
17 59
19 86
19 14

20 31
21 44
22 79
22 22

19 4

19 00
18 91

18 48
18.07

Prct

2 60
3 54

6 91
6.06
9.40
9
12 11

14.07
14 62
12 32
10 09
9,46
8.49
9 40
9.23

Pr ct

56 12
53.69
63 29
70.85
61,38
63 80
68 23
65 79
65.81
66.46
60,00
64.66
63 37

64 51
63.39
58 45
52.77
53 53
46.87
56 09
.56 13

59.16
51.12
54 .69

1 016
1.028
1 026
1 021
1.012
1 023
1 047
1.041
1.036
1.047
1 057
1.066
1 .072
1.071
1 083
1.085
1 091
1.090-

1 089
1.078
1.076
1,076
1.075
1.074

LINK S HYBRID.

Before 1.

].

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Alter 18
After 18
After 18
After IS
After IS

July
July
July
Julv
Julv
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

July 8
July 16

Julv 20
Julv 25
July 27
Julv 29
Julv 30
Aug. 2

Aug.
Aug,
Aug.
Au,g.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept,
Sei)t,

Sept. 12
Sept. 19

1,47
2.19
2/13
2,39
2,72
2 66
2 31
2,61
2 70
1.9S
2,05
1.69
1.38
1..58

1.38
.66

1.03
.31

.42

.50

.45

..36

.40

.93

2 22
3.04
4.34
7.46
7.47
9 28
8 01
11,25
12 22
12,63
15 80
15 58
16 41
17,63
18 86
17 0.!

18 28
16,89
15,73
15,20
13 54

15,41

3 10
2 51

1 is

3 14

1 86
1 62
2 80
3 87
1,55
2 54
2 60
2 59
3 51
2 43
3,48
3 33
2 56

'7,0:1

3,38
4,09
4,92
4.89
4.15

5 50
6.92
6 35
9.87
12 01

11.75
15.39
14.49
15 50
16 74

17. 2S
20 08
20 47
20.42
22.49
22 S5
20 62

?25 71

20.69
20 :?2

20 57
18,79
19.96

7.17
6 59
7.96
7.69
10 65
12 12
12 19
15.23

17.10

14 75
14.45

—1.19
2.84
3.18
4 17

1.53
7.00
7.70
7 98
11.52
10.69
12 40
12 77

14 87
13.44
10 85
13 00
11.14
9.83
8 29
10.86

70,69
72 45
66,00
68.52
65.19
67.64
63 49
63 72
67.50
63 39
04 07
64 01

65 11

63 20
62 81
54 59
59.56
55.21
57.25
55.73
56 42
57 62
60.71

1 017
1.025
1 030
1.033
1.047
1,048
1,057
1 052
1.064
1 069
1 071
1 082
1 082
1 082
1.088
1.094
1.086
1 091
1 085
1 0S4
1 081
1.076
1.080-
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NEW VARIETY.—F. W. STCTIP.

8..

9..

10.
11.-

li.
13..

J4.

15.

Irt.

17.

IS.

After 18
-Afrer 18
After IS
After 18
After 18

Julv
Jiilv
JulV
Julv
JulT
Julv
Julv
ulV

Julv
Jnly
Ana.
Au.ff.

-usr.

Aug.
Aiisr.

Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Kov.

6 Julv
l«*|Julv
lllJulv
ISlJulv 11
l:>;Jnrv l:{

l.i Julv 1-%

W Julv 18
20.1 ulv 19
20iJurv -20

a; JuiV
.=s'julv 30
lOiAug.
15 Aug. 13

20JAcg. 19
2>[.\ug. iT
.SOlAuff. 30
filSept. 1

17 Sept. U
loi

.':

201 ..-.

30 .. .

10
17

Prct
3 1
3 &1
3
3 29
3 33
4 32
3 63
3 3:5

3 4.5

3 36
1 61
2.?^>

1 01
1 li
16?.
1 12
1 39
96

1 l-i

2 14

1 21
1 46
1 75

Prcl
.74

.A>

1 05
1.00
.41

.«
4 92
6 00
6.91
7 S2

14 54
13 42
17 19
16 40
17 25
17 80
15 6.1

18.00
17 li<

12 .tO

13 69
11 94
11.251

Prct
2 21
4 31
306
3 31
4 73
23

244
303
2 S^i

3 3
1 76
1 62
3 96
2 28
3 11
2 81
3 16
2 71
4 r3
3 47
3 S2
4 1

Prel
6 02
8 31

7 19
7.60
8.4
7.50
8.20
11
13 39
14 as
19 5:

17 53
19 82
21 51
21 1>

22 03
22 85
22 12
21 01
19 37
18 40
17 2>

17 17

12 79
16 41
16 53

17 .5<i

18.70

9 73
13 06
12 9't

10 6.5

Prct

.23

.43

1 61
9 .5fi

9 31
14 .56

11.2»»

13 32
13 57
14 45

13 88
13 32
5.63
8 98
6 66
5 33

Prct
68 48
70 26
72 .5s

73 03
70 9
W -20

68 51
69 8«
69 66
71-Ort

65 42
67 34
61 19
58 41
61-11
59 43
62 30
57-29
.59 39
50 55
-57 .58

55 18
54.09

<:

020
025
033
025
026
026
042
.045
042
052
073
072
082
083
.0=6

087
.0*5

090
0S8
076
or3
070
069

General Averagesfor each Stage in 1880.

The following table, deduced from the results of 2,739 analyses of sor-

ghum canes, made at Department of Agriculture, Washington, presents,

in a condensed form, a very correct idea as to the actual development

of the cane itself, and of the changes in the juice.

Among the points of most practical interest may be mentioned the

following

:

1st. The changes in height, weight, diameter, and total and stripped

weight, are not sufficiently important to require comment.

2nd. The percentage of juice extracted from the stripped stalks

gradually increases up to the eleventh stage, then slowly diminishes

until the close of the season.

3d. The specific gravity of the juice, the percentage of sucrose, the

percentage of solids not sugar, and the available sugar, regularly in-

crease (with but one or two exceptions^ until the close of the season

;

and the percentage of glucose in the juice as steadily decreases from

the first.

It will here be noticed, that the sucrose increases in the juice much
more rapidlv than do the solids not sugar; and this fact, taken together

'18
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with the steady decrease of glucose, is the explanation of the equally

steady increase of the available sugar, which represents the compara-

tive purity of the juices.

4th. It is stated in the discussion of the table of specific gravities,

that the proper stage in the development of sorghum at which to begin

the manufacture of sugar, is when the juice has the specific gravity

^1.066, corresponding with 6.6 per cent of available sugar.

Confirmation of this statement is here furnished by this table, and

we further see that this specific gravity (1,066) is attained when the

cane reaches what has been named the " 13th stage."

By reference to the table describing these stages, it appears that the

seed of the plant should be quite fully developed and hard.

By these three indications, eveiy cane grower can judge for himself

as to the proper time to work up his sorghum crop, in order that he

may obtain satisfactory results.

At the same time, an analysis of the juice is always valuable, and

should be made when practicable.

GEXERAL AVERAGE FOR THE STAGES, AS DETERMINED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE

SAME STAGE FOR ALL VARIETIES OF SORGHUM, IX 1880, AS DETERMINED AT DE-

PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Stages.
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Early Appearance of Sucrose in Juices of Sorghum and Maize.

A preliminary examiualion of one variety of sorghum, and two of

the varieties of maize, was made June I3lh, when the plants were about

two feet high, and it was found that, even at this early period, there

was in their juices an appreciable amount of both sucrose and glucose,

as will be seen by the following results :

Juice of White Liberian Sorghum: sucrose, .12 percent; glucose,

.68 per cent.

Juice of Egyptian Sugar Corn : sucrose, .25 percent; glucose, .94

per cent.

Juice of Lindsay's Horse Tootb Corn: sucrose, .38 percent; glu-

cose, .98 per cent.

From the above it would seem, that both forms of sugar exist in

these plants even in this early stage of development, and that the rela-

tive proportions of the two remain about the same for a long time, as

will be seen by reference to the tables (page 189). It has, however,

not been demonstrated that what is given in the above analyses as su-

crose, is such beyond question. It was, however, if not sucrose, at

least a substance not precipitated by sub-acetate of lead solution, and

without acti<jn upon Fehling's solution, until, like sucrose, it had been

acted upon by a dilute acid solution. It remains, however, a matter

rather of importance in its relation to vegetable physiology, than of

practical value as regards the production of sugar from these plants.

Tlie Presence of Sugar in the Stalks of Sorghum, and its Aniount at Differ-

ent Stages of Development.

The fundamental importance of this matter is so great, that any

doubts as to the facts set forth in this chapter are to be dispelled by the

most conclusive testimony which can be presented.

The following conclusion adopted by a Committee of the National

Academy of Sciences, after the mature deliberation of eighteen months

and careful consideration of the data, and of the methods by which they

were ascertained, can not but be accepted as decisive, and is here given

from the Eeport of the National Academy of Sciences, entitled an "In-

vestigation of the Scientific and Economic Relations of the Sorghum

Sugar Industry, by a Committee of the National Academy of Sciences,"

Nov., 1882, Washington, D. C."
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CONCLUSION.

Sumviarij oj Besulis alreadjf obtained at ilie Department oj Agriculture, in

Washington, D. C, in the Production of Sugar and Molasses from Sor-

ghum and the Stalks oj Maize.

The committee find, as the result of their investigation, bj' all the data which

have come before them, as well as those obtained by the Department of Agri-

culture during the years from 1878 to 1882, both inclusive, and those derived

from other parties in different sections of the United States, that the following

points are established by an amount of investigation in the laboratorJ^ and of

practical experience in the field and factory, which have rarely been devoted

to the solution of any industrial problem.

The more important and well established results are here enumerated, and

are followed by a statement of certain practical and scientific points which still

remain for future inquiry.

A.— OF THE POINTS ALREADY SETTLED.

1. The Presence of Sugar in the Juices of Sorghum and Maize Stalks.

From records examined by this committee, it appears that, during the three

years prior to 1882, there have been made, at the Department of Agriculture,

almost four thousand five hundred chemical analyses of the juices of about

forty varieties of sorghum, and of twelve varieties of maize. These analyses

have shown the constitution of the juices of each variety at the successive

stages in the development of the growing plant. They not only confirm the

well known fact of the presence of sugar in the juices of these plants in nota-

ble quantity, but thej' also establish, beyond cavil, what seems surprising to

those who have not examined the facts, that the sorghum, particularly, holds in

its juices, when taken at the proper stage of development, about as much cane

sugar as the best sugar-cane of tropical regions.

An examination of the analytical tables in the reports of Dr. Collier, synop-

ses of which follow, will show that the juices of sorghum, in certain exceptional

but not isolated cases, were remarkable for the amount of cane sugar they con-

tained, viz:

Of true crystallizable sugar in the juice

—

Per cent.

5 analyses of 5 varieties pave over.. 19

as analyses of 17 varieties save over IS

79 analyses of 2.3 varieties gave over 17

152 analyses of 30 varieties gave over lb

As compared with the juices of sugar-cane, which gave, by analysis, under

15 per cent of sugar, these results are unexpected and surprising.

But the average results obtained during long periods of working, and from

different varieties, are of more value to the practical farmer than any excep-

tional instances.

The average results obtained from 122 analyse? of 35 difi'erent varieties of sor-

ghum, and during a working period of one or another of the above varieties of

at least three months in the latitude of Washington, are as follows:
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AVERAGE nESUI.TS OF ANALYSES OF JUICES OF THIRTY-FIVE VARIETIES OF SOR-
GHVM.

SuiTose per ee
Glucose. do..

Solii'.s. . • do.,

Available sugar do..

Juice — do..
Specific gravity of juice
Number of aualvses

l.-> 99
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5. Panicle entirely ont: no stem nbove upper leaf.
6. Panicle beginning to bloom at the top.
7. Flowers all out; siamens beginning to drop.
8. Seed well set.

9. Seeii entering the milk state.

10. Seed becoming doughy.
11. Seed doughy: becoming dry.
12. -;eed almost dry; easily crushed.
13. Seed dry; easily split.

"

AVERAGE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF ALL VARIETIES OF SORGHUM
GROWN AT THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON,

IN 1879, 1880, 1881.

From the geueral averages of the tables of all the varieties of sor-

ghum, similar iu general character to the tables already given by way
of illustration, the following tables have been prepared, giving the

percentages of sucrose, gluco.se, solids not sugar, available sugar, and

juice ; as also the specific gravity and the number of separate analyses

made under each stage, for the years 1879, '80, and '81 ; and, finally,

a general average of all the results for the three years.

The same results are graphically represented upon the fnir charts

which follow, the line for juice being left out iu the chart giving the

results of 1879, since, as has been explained iu a previous report, the

juice was obtained that year without the aid of a mill, and was so

much less in consequence as not to be comparable Avith the results ob-

tained the last two years. This final chart comprises, as will be seen,

the average results of a total of 4,032 separate analyses of some forty-

five varieties of sorghum, and, covering the record of three years'

work, the results are the more conclusive.

AVERAGE RESULTS FOR 1879, 1880, 1881.

Development.

First stage
Second stage
Third stage
Fourth stage
Fifth stage
Sixth stage
Scventli stage
Ei'jrlith stage
Nintlist.ige
Tenth stage
Elcvenili "stage
Twelfth stage
Thirtcenih stage ..

Fourteenth stage ..

Fifti'cnth stage
Sixtei'nth stage. ..

Seventeenth stage.
Eighteenth stage..

.

Nineteentli stage..

.

Twentieth stage. . .

.

Per cent sucrose.

1S70. 1880. 1881

1.7(5

2.9(3

3 51

4.34
5 13
G.5II

7 38
7 09
8. 9.5

9.98
10 CO
n 18

11.40
11 70
n 09
12 40
13 72
11 92
12 08

89
1 20
1.84
2 02
2-78
3 00
4 71

6 08
7 4'

8 7(

10 dO
12 01

13 06
13 9S
14 ;!4

15 99
].") 94

10 01
].'> 23

11 89

Per cent glucose.

1879. 1880. ISSl.

4.0.5

5 .55

3,87
4 47
3 00
3.27
2.81
1 58
1 40
1.10
1 74
1.12
.93

.70

.82

1 50

4 29
4 45
4 50
4 34
4.15
3.99
3 80
3.83
3 19

2 00
2 35
2 07
2 o;)

1 88
1 81

1 04

1 .50

1 ,S5

3 09

2.31

3 24
3 35
3.41

3 41

3 09
3 88
3 09
3 70
3 ;30

2 90
2 74

2 47
2 21

2.22
]"84

1.72
1 .S3

1

1

Per cent solids.

1879. ISSO. 1881

1.40
1 56
1 71

1 30
1 45
1 53
1 42
2 52
1 51

2 93
3 01

2.02
3 13

3 22
2 00
3 13

1 .75

1 80

1 78
1 91

1 92
2 45
2 19

2 37
2.42
2 50

2,83
2 82
2 90
3 15
3 32
4 07
.3 42
3.02

2 40
2 41
2 41
2 90
3 13
2 7S
2 81

3 03
2 03
2 00
2 90
2 93
2 98
2 90
2 8S
3 01
3 20
3.01
3 05
3.83
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Average Results for 1879, 18S0, \d>8l.— Continued.

Development.

Specific grariiT. Per cent of juice

187P.
' ISSO. 1881. 1S79. 1880. 1881.

Per cent availa-
ble sugar.

1879. 1880. ISSl.

First stage
Second stage
Third stage
Fourth stage.. ..

Fitth stage
Sixth stage
Seventu stage
Kighth stage
Ninth stage
Tenth stage
Eleventh stage - .

.

Twelith stage
Thirteenih stage.
Fourteenth stage.
Fifteenth stage.,
i-ixteenth stage
Seventeeth siJige.

Eighteenth stage.
Nineteenth stage..
Twentieth stage. ,

1 043
1 014
1 061
1 001
1 003
1 061
1 068
1 O&l
1 082
1 OSO
1 078
1 077
1 078
1 081
1 077
1 079

1 031
1 030
1 037
1 041
1 04.5

1 050
1 052
1 0.5.5

1 058
1 061
1 063
1 005
1 066
1 067
1 067
1 070
1 078
1 009
1 080

1 018,

1 025
1 029
1 0291

1 0321

1 0i5'

1 042
1 048
1 052
1 056
1 001
1 068
1 071
1 075
1 077
1 082
1 081
1 082
1 080
1 069

34 40

a5 81
35 -20

36 65
33 80
32 70
34 91
34 a5
31 7:

30 0-

30-7:

29 50
27.57
21 60
26 20
22 95

59.06
59 60
59 67
61 61
63 05
62 79
03 85
65 68
64 88
(AM
65 02
6:^ 3<t

62 99
61 72
60 4-5

61 20
60 17

62 09
56.04

I

^^

65.30
67 13
69 48
68 02
68 18
68
67.21
67 81
66
67 91
6.5 84
62 44
62 50
58 92
63-54
CO 25
58 85
56 51

57 22
58.45

—3 93

—2 15—:i.49

1 49
i5^6

3 24
7 31
10 05
11 40
8 35
9 51
11.23
9 78
4 53
11 33
9.50

-4.28—3 82
-3 35^ 45
-2 77—3 92
-1 91 —4 -29

- 94 —3 81
00 —2 87

1 33i—1 98
149— 04
3 34
4 88
5 59
6 2S
6 55
6 92
6 73
7 44
8 1.9

6 65
5.37

1 14
2 86
4 14
6 34
7 61
8 87
9 24

11 14
11 02
11.77
9 83
6 79

Development.

First stage..
Second stage
Tliird stage
Fourth stage
Filth stage
Sixth siage.
Seventh stage
Eighth stage.
Ninth stage
Tenth stage
Eleventh stage
T-.velith stage
Thirteenth stage..
Fourteenth stage
Fifteenth stage
Sixteenth stage .

Seventeeth stage..
Fighteenih stage
Nineteenth stage.
Twentieth stage...

Total.

No. of analyses.

1879. 1880. 1881.

Average results, 1879. 1880, 1881.

62
70
111
206
217
100
170
183
191
217
2SQ
197
191
30

Pr.Cl.

1 57

2 82
3.35
4 S
5 16
6 39
7 ii
8 74
9 69
10 53
11 41

40| 11 75
37 1 12 13

12 09
12 79
14.07
12 80
14 01
11.95

37
40
37
45
44

370

2.739 1,179

Pr ct.

3 86
4 03
4.02
3 94
3 89
3 88
3 85
3 80
3 26
2 76
2 50
2 19
2.09
1 92
1 87
1 65
1 .57

1 71

2 IS
1 72

Pr ct.

1 89
2.05
2 04
2 33
2 30
2 58
2 41
2..5:J

2 44
2 50
2 72
2 84
2 82
2 95
3 11
3-28

3 92
3 34
3.31
3 81

I

1 028.

1 032;
1 0:J3'

1 0;>5j

1 04;i

1 045
1 048|

1 a53:

1 a57l

1 060'

1 ot;2!

1 0t")6]

1 008
1 008
1 OOSi

1 071

!

1 078;

1 071 i

1 0-0
1 069

Pr ct.

60 41
62 -26

6:^ 71
64 34
65 00
65 17
65.11
66 -25

65 15
65 49
65.22
6:^.19

62 90
61-26

60 90
61 10
59 98
01 03
.56.74

58 45

•- tc T.Z^

Pr ct.

—4.18
—3 76
—3 24
—2 9:

—2 02—1 30
13
90

401
4.49
5 31
6 38
6 84
7.36
7 11
7 86
8 58
7-75
8 52
6 42

74
109
97
122
129
117
116
157
315
•285

2J0
224
231
236
258
3S5
240
238
86
392

4.042

Graphical Charts.

The preceding results will appear more clearly by representing them

graphically ; and iu the foUowing charts the percentage is indicated,

for the sucrose, glucose, solids not sugars, and available sugar, by the

numbers given upon the right and left hand margins, while the dates
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are given upon the upper margin of each sheet. For convenience of

plattiug upon the same sheet, the percent of juice given upon the

charts shouhi be multiplied by five in every case, and the specific

gravity is represented by having .001 in specific gravity equal to one-

fifth of oue per cent as given upon the chart.

Each point indicated by a break in eitlier of the lines representing

the above constituents, the specific gravity or the juice, represents the

average result actually obtained in the several analyses of a juice at

any given stage of development. The beginning of each line and

the end represent the average results of the first and last stages, and

the intervening breaks the successive stages from the first to the last

:
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lu 1882, there were grown upon the grounds of the Department of

Agriculture, at Washington, 78 varieties of sorghum, cousisfiug

largely of varieties quite new to the Uuited States, from South Africa,

Chiua, and India. The Chinese varieties, and several of those from

Africa, proved to be comparatively worthless for sugar; but, since the

average results of the entire number grown and examined during the

season only serves to confirm fully the results already recorded as to

the gradual increase of sugar in these plants, the analyses are here

given

:

AVERAGE RESULTS OF AXALTSES AT DIFFEREXT STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT.
78 VARIETIES GROWN IX 1882.

^ =

187
20(5

94
199
134

Development.

u p,^

Head swelling
Head fully out
Before bloom
In full bloom
.\fter bloom
Seed in milk
Seed in dough
Seed hard
Sucker seed in milk .

Sucker seed in dough
Sucker seed hard. .

.

66 97
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ghum under consideration differ in composition and in value, as

sources of sugar, from other members of the Sorghum family to which,

botanically, they are so closely allied

:

ANALYSES.—JUICES BROOM CORNS.

Variety. No. Anal. Sucrose. Glucose. Solids,
pr. ct. pr. ct. pr. ct.

Valley 6 1.4,5 1.5.5 2.25
Chinese Evergreen 5 2.40 2.25 2.49
Evergreen 4 2.50 1.97 2.40

Average 15 2.12 1.92 2.38

ANALYSES.—JUICES DOURA CORNS.

Variety. No. Anal, Sucrose. Glucose. Solids,
pr. ct. pr. ct. pr. ct.

Rice, or Egyptian 17 6.57 .84 3.49
Doura 6 5.77 2.,S3 2.71
Brown Dnura 2 3.70 1.75 8.70
White Doura 1 8.70 1.90 7.00

Average 26 6.19 1.71 5.48

Comparison of Siigar-Cane xvitli Sorghum.

The results represented upon the tables and charts which have been

given, will appear the more surprising if compared with the average

analyses of the juices of sugar-cane.

Analyses af Louisiana Cane.

The following analyses of specimens of Louisiana cane, were made
at the Department of Agriculture, by the same methods pursued in

the analyses of the sorghum ; so the results are entirely comparable.
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ANALYSES OF SUGAR-CAXE JUICES BY REGINALD M. SANDYS.

A. Ribbon Cane, Sacrua la Grande.
B. Second years' stubble.
C. Red Flaiit Cane.
D. Fir.st year's stubble—one-half red, one-half ribbon.
E. Creole Cane.
F. Japanese Cane.

A. B. C. D.

Aver.nge weight of canes pounds 3.03 2.31 4.12 2. .50

Specific gravity juice Beaume . . .
8.6"^ 8.5° 8.4° HAP

Per cent sucrose 12.80 13.17 12..i2 13.60

Percent glucose 1.5? .82 114 .'JO

Per lent mineral and vegetable matter 1.14 l.o'J 118 1.00

Quotient of purity 82 .86 .84 .87

E.

1.31

451
7. 19

F.

1.67
7.0°

4.93
/

7.GS

^39

For purpose of further comparison, the following analyses of sugar-

canes and juice of the sugar-cane grown in Madras, India, are given

below. The canes were divided into upper, middle, and lower thirds

:

each third being two feet in length, except the lower thirds of the se-

lected canes, Avhich were three feet in length :
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Twenty-five samples of sugar-cane juices, from the many varieties

of this plant grown in Louisiana, Cuba, Jamaica, Martinique, Guada-

lupe, and the East Indies, analyzed by several chemists, give the fol-

lowing average composition : Sucrose, 18.28 per cent ; other solids, 2.71

per cent. If, now, as in the case of the sorghums, we subtract the

sum of the solids (which was made up of ash, glucose, and other unde-

termined substances) from the sucrose, we have, as available sugar in

these juices, an average of 10.57 per cent—an amount even less than

that found present in the average juice of thirty-five kinds of sorghum

for long periods, as Avill be seen by reference to the charts and tables.

Analysis of Juice at Different Stages.

It has been supposed by some, that the increase in the amount of

sugar at certain periods is due to the drying up of the plant, and the

consequent concentration of the juice by evaporation.

This view, although' apparently sui:)ported by some facts, is probably

erroneous, since (as will appear from the results of our determinations,

as shown upon either of the charts showing the average results for a

year) the amount of juice varies but little during the year ; but, owing

to continuous increase in the sucrose, glucose, and other solids, during

the season (as shown by the analyses, and indicated by the steady in-

crease in specific gravity), it follows, of necessity, that the amount of

water in the juice must as steadily decline.

This, however, would hardly appear as the result of a drying up of

the plant; since, as has been show'n, neither the amount of jnice, nor

its composition, suffers any great change, even when a heavy rain-fall

siicceeds a period of 2:)rolonged drought.

It appears rather a normal condition of the plant's growth ; and the

production of sugar seems to be accompanied by the elimination of a

certain amount of water.

If, at any time, we might look for more concentration of juice by

the evaporation of water, and the consequent increase in the percentage

of the several constituents of the juice, it would seem to be during the

later periods of the plant's growth. If, now, we take the results for the

past season, as given in the general averages, we find that, for exam-

ple, the amount of total solids obtained in the juice were, in the

fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth stages, 12.35, 12.56, and 12.30

per cent of the weight of the stripped stalks ; but the amount of water

in the juices at these periods was, for these respective stages, 51.19,

47.69, and 46.65 per cent of the weight of the stripped stalks.

As will be seen, there is, in the above results, a slow diminution of

water, but no corresponding increase of the solids.

14
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The following table gives the results for the season of 1881, showing

the per cent of juice, and of each of its constituents, as also of avail-

able sugar, calculated to the stripped stalks :

PERCENTAGE OF SUCROSE, TOTAL SOLIDS, WATER, AXD AVAILABLE SUGAR, IN

STRIPPED STALKS, OBTAINED IN JUICE AT DIFFERENT STAGES.
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Practically Little Difference in the Varieties of Sorghum a-s to their Content

of Sugar.

The results of the investigations at the Department of Agriculture

liave sboTvn the remarkable uniformity of the several varieties of sor-

ghum as sugar producing plants when fully developed; and have also

shown the diiferent varieties to vaiy widely in the time required for

their full development, varying, as has been shown, year after year,

fully three mouths as between the earlier and later maturing varieties.

This fact of the wide variation in different varieties in their period

of reaching full maturity, although previously recognized, has not re-

ceived the consideration which its extreme importance demanded, as is

evinced by the fact, that at present, as for the past thirty years, those

varieties are largely grown in the northern states which could only

reach maturity at rare intervals and in exceptional seasons in these

latitudes. This satisfactorily accounts for the occasional production

of crystallizable sirups, and the general failure to secure similar results

continuously.

Comparative Value, During the Working Period of the Different Varieties

of Sorghum.

From the following table it is possible to judge quite accurately as

to the comparative values of the different canes for the production

of sugar. These values are applicable more especially to the latitude

of Washington, and it will be seen later that certain canes which do

not staud high in the list, when grown in this section, are very likely

to prove valuable where the growing season is longer.

Again, those which mature quickest, and also have a long working

period, are the ones especially recommended for culture in more

northern latitudes.

In this table the canes are arranged in the order of their compara-

tive value, as shown from the large number of analyses recorded. It

must not be inferred, however, that it is possible to state positively

that this order may not be somewhat modified by future experience:

it certainly would be somewhat changed were any one characteristic

of the juice used as the basis of comparison to the exclusion of aU

others. It has been attempted to give due weight to aU the factors

which tend to show the good or bad qualities of the canes.

Among the points which have the most direct bearing on the

determination as to the value of any cane for any locality are the

following

:

1. Other things being equal, that cane is best adapted to any local-
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ity which most quickly reaches the working stage, and longest con-

tinues Avorkable. It will be noticed that, judged by this rule, the

first eight varieties are superior to those that follow. It appears,

also, that these varieties matured in from 77 to 89 days, and con-

tinued workable from 87 to 107 days, or, on an average, over three

vionths. It is very important to have sufficient time in whicli to work

up the crop.

2. The average purity of the juice is another very important consid-

eration. This is shown by the column headed " average exponent;"

by this term is meant the percentage of pure crystallizable sugar in the

total solids of the juice. As has already been stated in the discussion

of the table of specific gravities, the exponent should not fall below

70 for the best results.

3. The average available sugar in the juice has very much to do with

its value. The figures in this column were calculated by multiplying

the figures in the column showing " average per cent sucrose in juice"

by the corresponding figures for "average exponent."

4. The pounds ofjuice per acre has much to do with the amount of

sugar that can be obtained.

As will be seen, the various canes do not differ very materially in the

percentage of juice they can furnish ; hence, the pounds of juice per

acre depend more directly upon the number and weight of canes which

can be raised. By reference to the tables for each variety, it will be

seen that several of the varieties standing low in this list (Honduras,

Honey Top, etc.), furnish canes much heavier than those standing near

the first of the list; hence, if an equal number of such heavy canes

could be grown on an acre, the amount of juice must be correspond-

ingly greater.

If, then, the quality of the juice from heavy canes is as good as

that from the light, and the season for working is greater, the heavy

canes would be preferable, because they would furnish the larger

amount of sugar per acre. Unfortunately, this is not the case in this

latitude. The first two columns in this table show, that the heavier

canes do not attain their full growth and maturity in time to be worked

up into sugar.

It is fully believed that these heavy canes are well adapted to the more

southern parts of the United States, and that in those regions they will

reach full maturity in time to leave an ample working period. In fact,

several examinations of canes sent from South Carolina in 1879 con-

firm these statements.

If it be supposed, for the sake of comparison, that an equal number

of canes of each variety can be grown on an acre of laud, the results
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^aveu iu the last three columns will show what amounts of stripped

stalks, juice, and available sugar, can be obtained on an acre from each

variety of sorghum. The number of stalks per acre has been placed at

24,000, which is believed to be a fair estimate.

In comparing these figures with those in the three columns just pre-

ceding them, which represent actual results of analyses, it will be seen

that the figures do not difler greatly.

6. After all, the real test of value for any caue, is the amount of

crystallizable sugar that can be actually separated from the juice ob-

tained from tlie stalks grown on an acre. This amount will depend

very greatly on the quantity and quality of the canes, and upon the

promptness aud cai'e with which they are worked up after cutting. The

figures here given in explanation of the various points which have

been discussed, have been derived frcmi very carefully conducted work,

and they are offered as fair statements of what can and should be at-

tained by careful workers.

Among the essential points worthy of repetition are the following

:

1. Select a cane that matures quickly, aud has as long a working

period as possible.

2. Do not work the cane too early ; the seed should be well matured

and quite hard, and tlie juice should liave a specific gravity of 1.0G6 or

higher.

3. After cutting the canes, work them up without great delay. It

is best to draw directly from the field to the mill as may be needed.
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General Results of Analyses Bearing upon the Question of Available Sugar.

By reference to the table giving the general results of all the analy-

ses of the several varieties of sorghum, in 1879, 1880, and 1881, the

aggregate number of analyses being 4,042, and the varieties analyzed

being about 40, these results having been obtained from as many
varieties by so large a number of separate analyses made in successive

years, the general conclusion reached appears established beyond ques-

tion.

During the early stages of development of these plants, up to and

including the sixth stage, the available sugar is given as a minus

quantity, i. e., the amount of sucrose in the juice is less than the sum
of the glucose and other solids. Also, in the seventh stage, the availa-

ble sugar is practically none, being only .13 per cent, and this stage

represents the period when the seed is in the milky state. It is, then,

obviously absurd to exj^ect to obtain any sugar by working up the crop

until it has advanced beyond this condition toward maturity.

It will also be observed in the table, that, during these early stages,

the amount of this minus available sugar remains nearly the same, the

average for the first five stages being — 3.22 per cent; and also, that

the available sugar, after it first appears, rapidly increases in quantity,

and remains practically constant through the several subsequent

stages; and in this it agrees, as will be seen, with the development of

the sucrose, which, at a certain period, is very rapid, and afterward

nearly constant through the season, while, as has been remarked, the

sum of the glucose and solids is nearly the same throughout.

In the table, is given the average of the determinations for each

stage of development for all varieties.

In addition to the columns giving the average results of the several

determinations given for each variety, there is given a column showing

"what is termed the percentage of available sugar present in the juice,

i. e., the amount of sugar which may be obtained as sugar from the

juice, for, as is known, the amount of sugar to be obtained from any

specimen ofjuice, depends obviously upon the amount of sugar present

;

and not alone upon this, but also upon the amount of glucose, and

other matters present, since, as is well known, the effect of these is to

prevent the crystallization of a portion of the sugar present, and,

hence, to increase the relative amount of molasses, the molasses con-

sisting of glucose, water, mineral matters (the ash), and more or less

sugar, which practically can not be recovered as such. Now, this mo-

lasses producing (melassigenic) property of the several impurities present

in the juices of cane, sorghum, and beets, has been a subject of con-
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siderable experiment, but at the j^resent time the exact effect of each

imparity is not known.

The average of tliirty-four analyses of sorghum juices, made in this

laboratory, shows aa average percentage of ash equal to 1.06; the

maximum being 1.66 per cent, and the minimum being .82 per cent.

We may, then, safely estimate the ash as being about one per cent of

the juice.

Now, while all authorities are agreed as to the melassigeuic effect of

certain of the mineral constituents of tlie ash, there is much difference

as to the action of other mineral matters ; and while some of these are

regarded as quite indifferent in their action, other constituents of the

ash are shown to strongly favor the crystallization of the sugar. For

example, potassium carbonate increases the quantity of molasses pro-

duced, potassium sulphate appears to have no effect, while magnesium

sulphate seems to favor the crystallization of sugar, and thus decrease

the amount of molasses.

It is highly pr(jbable, that much of the good effect attributed to the

use of suljjhurous acid, as an aid in the crystallization of syrups, is due

to the fact, that it converts the harmful alkaline carbonates into the

inert sulphates. In the reports of my work, I, in accordance with a

common practice among sugar makers, made use of the so-called " ex-

ponent," which represented the relative purity of the different juices.

This " exponent" was the percentage of sucrose in the total solids of

the juice ; and this represented the percentage of the sugar present in

the juice, which could be in jiractice obtained as sugar. While this

method of calculation is doubtless, at least approximately, correct, when

applied to those juices which are generally worked up for sugar, it is

obviously erroneous when applied to juices poor in sugar, and with

comparatively large amounts of other solids.

I have, therefore, adopted a method for calculating the available

sugar, viz.:—the diflerence between the per cent of sucrose and the sum

of the per cents of glucose and solids not sugar, and although confident

that all the experiments of Marschall, La Grange, and other?, go to

prove that the amount of available sugar thus shown is beyond question

too low, it is at least safe to err upon this side rather than the other.

If we apply these two methods to two specimens ofjuice, one good

and the other poor, it will be seen that for the good juice, the two

methods approximately agree, while for the poor juice, they differ

widely, and there is no doubt but that the method of the exponent is

in such a case inapplicable; e. g.:

Juice A contains, sucrose, 3.51 per cent; glucose, 4.50 per cent; sol-

ids, 1.78 per cent. The exponent would be 35.85, and the available
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sugar 1.26 per cent; or, by the other method, 3.51— (4.50-1-1.78)=

—2.77.

Juice B contains, sucrose, 15.30 per cent; glucose, .87 per cent;

solids, 2.95 per cent. The exponent would be 80.02, and the available

sugar, 12.24 per ceut; or, by the other method, 15.30—(.87-f 2.95)^

11.48 per cent.

It is from the above assumed cases obvious, that the last method of

calculation, although giving probably too low a result, is one of gen-

eral application, since no one would regard it as possible practically to

obtain any sugar from a juice having the composition of the one

marked A.

It will be seen from the tables, that the available sugar begins to

show itself quite late in the development of the plant, generally about

the seventh or eighth stage, and it is obvious that, previous to this

j^eriod, the available sugar exists, as we may say, as a minus quantity;

but owing to the practical importance of this matter, its discussion will

be again taken up.

Danger of viixing Immature ivith Mature Cane in WorJcing.

It is of greatest practical importance, also, to consider the effect of

mixing immature with mature canes in the working. If, for example,

a ton of sorghum in the tenth stage was mixed with an equal quantity

in the third stage, and the mixed juices together boiled to a syrup, it

is doubtful whether auy sugar would be obtained, for, as will be seen,

the first lot would yield a juice having 4.49 per cent of available sugar,

the second lot of juice would have —3.24 percent, and the mixed juice

would, of course, have but .62 per cent available—so small a quantity

as to be practically valueless. It is, then, to be remembered, that, for

the purpose of sugar making, every unripe cane allowed to go to the

mill is not only worthless in itself, but far ivorse than xvorthless, since it

causes the loss of sugar otherwise available.

This fact will more clearly appear, if the necessary calculations are

given of the results. Supposing that the mill gives 60 per ceut of the

Aveight of stalks in juice : we should then have 1,200 pounds of juice

from each ton of stalks, and the former would give 4.49 per cent of

sugar, or 53.88 pounds, while the latter would give —3.24, or minus

38.88 pounds, the difference being 15 pounds of sugar from the two

tons of stalks, equal to .625 per cent of 2,400 pounds of juice.

AVe thus see that, by mixing in the immature canes, we really obtain

only about one-fourth the sugar which the one ton of good cane would

have yielded alone.

The above facts are practically understood by the sugar ]>lanters of
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Cuba and Louisiana, for they are careful to cut off and leave upon the

field tlie upper and immature portion of the sugar-cane, knowing by

experience that, by sending it to the mill, it results in actual loss ia

their product of sugar.

That their practice is entirely justified by the results of analysis,

will be seen by reference to the table below, which represents the

average results in each case of four analyses of the juices from the

butt, the middle, and the top, of three varieties of sugar-cane grown,

in Louisiana.

T.^BLE SHOWING RELATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT PARTS OF SUGAR-CANE STALK.
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that the actual amount of water present in the plant, and in the ex-

pressed juice, is less at the later stages in the plant's life.

But it is obvious that, if the increased per cent of sugar, as shown

in the juice at these later stages, was due simply to loss of water

through a drying up of the plant, then it would necessarily followthat,

by such evaporation, the i-elative percentages of the several constitu-

ents present in the juice would be maintained; but such is for from

being the case, as will be seen by the following table ; for, while the

sugar and the solids not sugar increase, it will be seen that their in-

crease is by no means proportional, the sucrose increasing from the first

to the seventeentli stage 688 per cent, while the solids increase only

135 per cent; besides, glucose, instead of . increasing, as would be

natural and inevitable, if we regard the matter as simply one of loss

of water by evaporation, decreases 65 per cent.

But it is obvious that, if the water present in the juice at the differ-

ent stages be multiplied by the per cent of the several constituents,

as, e.
(J.,

sucrose, the series of products would necessarily be a constant

quantity ; but, on the other hand, Ave find that the sucrose increases

606 percent, the solids 111 per cent, while the glucose decreases 68

per cent. Such a result is wholly at variance with the view, that

the increase of sugar is only apparent and due to the evaporation of

Avater.

It will be observed that the actual increase in sugar in the plant is

in reality greater than is shown in the above results, since it is obvious

that a larger proportion of that present in the plant is expressed at the

tiuie when tlie amount of Avater is at its maximum, viz., during the

earlier stages, and that a larger proportion is left in the bagasse during

the later stages.
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TABLE SHOWING THAT THE INCREASE IN SUGAR DURING THE LATER STAGES IS NOT

DUE TO A DRYING UP OF THE PLANT.
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stage, was but 1.74 per ceut, the percentage of juice expressed being

the same as when from 16 to 20 per cent of sucrose was present, it ne-

cessarily follows that the amount of Avater present in the jilaut must

have been much greater early in the plant's life than at the close ; but

th.ere is no reason to suppose that this decrease in water is in the nature

of evaporation, or a drying up of the plant.

Why it is I do not know. It is au interesting point for further in-

vestigation. It would seem, if I might reason upon it, as though when
the plant was endeavoring to provide for this elaboration of the seed in

the plant, it was natural for it to elaborate these constituents which were

necessary for the building up of the seed ; but its organs by which

these were elaborated were stimulated to an excess, and they had

acquired, if you will say so, a sort of momentum, so that, after the

demand was supplied, Avhich the seed made, there still went on an

elaboration of these constituents in the plant. Whether that is the

explanation or not, as a matter of fact, the sugar increases in the plant

after the seed is thoroughly ripe, and Avill actually shell out. And
the same has been found true of corn.

Analyses of Fresh and Dry Juices.

In the following table is given the analyses of thirteen juices in their

condition as freshly expressed, and after they had been rapidly dried

in a warm chamber.

It was intended to make a more thorough examination of these dried

juices to determine the character of the several constituents present

besides the sugars, viz., the organic substances which are to be

removed, if at all, by defecation, and the miueral constituents of

the ash.

Excluding the analysesof the juices from suckers and leaves of Nos.

7 and 8, as being hardly comparable with the others, the average anal-

ysis of the fresh juices is as follows :

Per cent of juice expressed 56.62
Specific gravity 1.0702
Per cent glucose in juice 1.17

Percent sucrose in juice 12. 3G
Per cent solids not sugar in juice 3.08
Per cent of polarization 12.10
Per cent of water in juice 85. -52

Per cent of dry matter in juice 14.47

It will be observed that there was lost by drying 85.52 per cent,

and the solids remaining were 14.47 per cent; but, as will be seen by

the analyses of the fresh juices, there was an average of 16.61 percent

of total solids : this shows that, in the operation of drying, there was

a loss of 2.14 per cent, equal to 12.88 per cent of the total solids.

The average proximate analyses of the dried juices gave

:
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Per cent.

Ether extract 0.82

Alcohol extract 70.15

Water extract 8.23

Insoluble 20.80

100.00

Per cent.
Albuminoids (nitrogen + 6.25) 6..37

Ash 5.87

Sucrose 39.96

Glucose 12.32

Water 3.06

Undetermined 32.42

100.00

The ether extract coutains free organic acids, chlorophy], fixed oils,

fats and waxes, volatile oils, but no mineral matter.

The alcohol extract contains mineral matter, nitrates, organic acids

and their salts, glucosides, coloring matter, sugars, albuminoids, and

non-albuminoids, nitrogenous matter, amides, etc.

The water extract contains soluble albuminoids, gum, pectin matter,

dextrinoid bodies, and coloring matter.

The insoluble matter consists of crude fiber and mineral matter,

silica, etc.

Now, it will be seen that there was present in the total solids of the

fresh juices 81.46 per cent of the two sugars, but in the total solids of

the dried juices there was only 52.28 per cent of the two sugars. Also,

there was in total sugars of the fresh juices 91.35 per cent of sucrose

and 8.65 per cent of glucose ; but in the total sugars of the dried juices

there was only 76.44 per cent of sucrose and 23.56 per cent of glucose.

The above results are important, as showing how liable the juice is

to undergo fermentation, and loss of sugar, during evaporation even,

unless, by means of defecation, certain impurities be removed; and,

although many farmers still persist in the manufacture of syrup,

" wnthout chemicals," as they say, by simply boiling down the freshly

expressed juice, removing only such impurities as may be brought to

the surface as scum during the evaporation, it is altogether likely that

they have a loss of sugar greater than would occur in the sediment and

scum of a good defecation, besides producing a syrup which is likely to

have poor keeping qualities, owing to its tendency to ferment upon the

approach of warm weather.

The analyses of the suckers (No. 7), and of the leaves from the

suckers (No. 8), are interesting, and of practical value.

These suckers were those that had sprung up from the roots of those

stalks which had been previously cut up for analyses ; and it will be

observed how low is the content of sugar, and how^ great the percent-

age of ash, in their juices. The large percentage of nitrogen is also

noticeable, as also the ether extracts of the leaves, owing to an excess
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of chloroplivl in the leaf juice. The worthlessaess, therefore, of im-

mature suckers, for the purpose of sugar production, is obvious; and

also the importance of stripping the cane, in order to secure the best

results in sugar, is manifest. In another place, this matter is con-

sidered at greater length.

ANALYSES OF FRESH AXD DRIED JUICES.

Fresh Juices.

Date.

Sept. 14.

14
21

21
23
23
3Oct.

Dec.

Vabiety.

Xew v.ariety I'H. P. C'nll)

White Libefian (Xesbit)
New variety ( H. S. Coll)—
White Liberia!! (Nesbit)

. . do
New variety (H. S. Coll) . .

.

Suckers from rows 2, .", 4, 5.

Leaves from rows 2, 3, 4, 5.

.

Nee.-izana
Link's livbrid
White I.i'berian (Nesbit) ...

White Liberiaii (Learning).
Ta-Min-Hun.Ef-Liang
New variety (R. Haswell) . .

.

Average.

f.2 27 1 Of).S

(iO 32 1 (»72

.54 09 1 061
0.2 :K11 074
56 82 1.0fi.S

60 1.5 1 063
62 02 1 022
37 03 1 02.'i

57 5") 1 07.5

61 .31 1 074
57 89 1 068
.58 86 1.070
48 58
39 25

56 62

1 0.">4

1 095

1 15
.93

1 06
.98

.88

1 05
2 04

40

.58

3 34

11 79
13 31

12.18
13 8:?

12 04
10.79

.66

27
13 00
14 27
11 81

12 14

7 94
15 17

12.36

3 26
3 28
1 57
2 65
3 28
3 3t
2 53
4 45
3 79
2 71
3 07
3 68
3 69
2 61

3 08

Date. Variety.

Sept. 14

Oct.

Dec.

14 ..
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Dried Juices.

Date.

Sept
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co:mparative value of different parts of the stalk of

sorghum for sugar.

lu 1879, there were made a large number of analyses of the juices

of four varieties of sorghum, for the purpose of determining the relative

value of the upper and lower halves of the cane for the production of

syrup and sugar. The canes were, in each case, about equally divided

by weight into upper and lower halves. The results obtained Avere as

follows:

15
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tliis period of development, since, as will be seen by the tables, this is

far from the fact.

From this period in the plant's development, until the ]">erfect ripen-

ing of the seed, the juices appear to unifi^irmly increase in their con-

tent of crystallizable sugar, and to decrease in their content of un-

crystallizable sugar.

StiU later in the growth of the j^lant, there was observeil a slight

deterioration in the quality of the juices from the lower halves of the

stalks, and they were generally found to be somewhat inferior to the

juices at this time present in the upper halves. It was also found that,

in ihe early examinations, the specific gravity of the juices from the

lower halves was almost invariably greater than that of the juices from

the upj^er halves, and that equal specific gravities indicated an equal-

ity between the juices, not only in their content of sugar, but in the

relative proportions of sucro>e and glucose.

It appears probable that this deterioration of the juice from the

lower part of the cane marks the incipient stages of death, and the

ultimate decay of the plant, the roots and leaves failing in their office

tj supply the full amount of nourishment whicli the plant requires.

It begins to feed upon itself, so to speak ; and it is to be observed, that,

at this period, the offslioots from the upper joints of the stalk begin a

vigorous growth, and appear to live as parasites upon the parent stalk.

Several experiments were alsi made with both corn-stalks and sor-

ghum to determine the relative value of the upper and lower half of

the stalks, with the results eiven in the iollowintr table:
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will lie seen by reference to tlie first table, the stalks of both corn and

sorghum in the above experiment were divided almost equally by

weight into butts and tops, so that the above proportion fairly repre-

sents the proportion of yield of sugar in the upper and lower half of

the cane. There was a marked difference in the appearance of the

juice as it flowed from the mill (that from the butts being lighter in

color, especially in the experiments with corn) ; but, after the clarifi-

cation, no appreciable difference could be observed, nor was there any

difference in the product except the quantitative one above mentioned,

which Avas, however, a marked difference ; also, there was a marked

difference in granulation in favor of the juice from the butts.

The following analyses are reported by Professors Scovell and Weber.

It will be observed that the great difference in the analyses does not

accord with the slight difference in specific gravity.

Comparison of the loicer and upper half of tJie cane.—The two follow-

ing analyses were made to show what part of the cane is richest in

sugar

:

Amber— October 2nd, 1880.—Juice obtained from the upper half of

the stalks after topping as usual

:

Specific gravity 1069
Grape sugar percent... 2 94
Cane sugar percent ... 9.67

Amber— October 2nd, 1880.—Juice obtained from the lower half of

stalks

:

Specific gravity 1.070
Grape sugar .per cent 1 94
Cane sugar per cent. . . . U .64

The Encyclopedia of Chemistry II., 901, gives the following anal-

yses by F. N. Gill, Madras, India, of the top, middle, and butts of

two samples of sugar-cane :

Water. Sugar. Fiber, Salts. Glucose. Unknown.
Top 78 33 10 63 7 63 .31 2.64 .46

Middle 75 61 13 31 .8 47 .26 If)! .84

Butt 76 12 13 37 8 30 .23 1 M .46

Top 79 48 9 49 7 58 .55 2 43 .47

Middle 75 63 13 64 8 65 .36 .74 .08

Butt 75.95 13 85 8 29 .35 .71 80

It will be seen that the sugar-cane closely resembles sorghum, in the

relative value of the juices from different parts of the stalk. The

inferior quality of the tops is due to the fact, that the growing part of

the cane is always in a condition of immaturity ; and, knowing this,

the planters are accustomed to leave, as trash in the field, the upper

IDortion of the cane, knoAving that it is worthless for sugar making.

Owing to the fact that it is often advised to cut the crop tAvo or

three joints above the ground, under the belief that the butts Avere

Avorthless for either syrup or sugar, the folloAving experiments were
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made to ascertain whether such a course was advisable, m fact,

whether it did not involve a large waste of sugar. Since, in the ex-

periments above recorded, the stalks were divided, as nearly as jxtssi-

ble into halves by weight, it might still be true that the butts of the

cane were practically worthless ; therefore, in the following experi-

ments, the stalks were cut as low down as possible, and were divided

into butts, middle, and tops, the analysis of each of which appears in

the following table.

In each experiment 27 or 29 canes were taken. In the one case the

seed was hard, and in the other in dough. In the former, each cane was

divided in about equal parts by length into butt, middle, and top: and,

in the latter case, the portion called butt was such portion as might na-

turally I)e left upon the field if the crop should be cut at the second

or third j :)int. It will be seen that, in this latter ease, the relation of

butt to middle and top was in length as 1 to 8, and in weight of strip-

ped stalk as 1 to 4.6

:

ANALYSES OF JUICES FROM BCTT, MIDDLE, AXD TOP, OF SOROnCM STALKS.

Varietv.

Earlv Amber
... do
... do

do
Wliite Liberian

do
do
do

Hard.. 27 Riitt

do . . 27 Middle
do 27 Top
do . 27 Entire cane

Dough 29 Butt
do . -Jfl Middle

. do] 29 Top
do . . l20;Entire cane

I
I

8 6S
7 94
4 22

20 &1
3 .51

8.73
7 S-?

19.77

5 2-5 60.46 1 15
4 80l61 211 00
2 4SJ.58 79 82
12.59,60 4111 a5
1 91 54 43|

5 13i5S 80|

4 40|.59 23.

11 501 58 19

10 27
10 77
n 3S
10 92
12 65
11 61
11 82

SSI 12.04
I n

3 Oil 10 53
3 03; 10 .>4

3 38 11 10
3 34
4 07
3 84
4 47,

3.28,

10 61

13 09
12 14
12 09
12.28

6 11
6.74
7 13
6 53
7 73
6 86
6 62

From the above table it will be seen that there was practically very

little difference in the juice obtained from butts, middles, or tops, either

in the amount expressed by the mill or in its composition. It will be

also observed that, in the maturer cane, the'juice from the butts was in

its per cent of sucrose and available sugar slightly less than that fn.m

the middle, while that from the tops was best of all. In the cane, how-

ever, the seed of whicli was in the dough, exactly the reverse was true,

the juice from the butts being the best of all. It is, therefore, safe to

say, that the crop should be cut as near the roots as possible, whether

intended for sujrar or svrup, since, as will be seen, the butts, tliough

only about 9 inches long, equaled about one-fifth the weight of the

cane.
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GENERAL ANALYSES OF SOKGHUM JUICES BY VAEIOUS PERSONS.

The following published results of analyses of sorglium juices are

given for purpose of confirming, so far as they go, the more extended

results secured at the Department of Agriculture already recorded, and

also as evidence that these results are not exceptional, since they

have been, to a great extent, reproduced in many sections of the

country, notably in Massachusetts, by Professor Goessmaun ; in New
Jersey, by Professor Cooke and Mr. Hughes; in Wisconsin, by Pro-

fessors Henry and Swenson ; in Illinois, by Professors Weber and

Scovell ; and in Indiana, by Professor Wiley ; as also in France, byM.
Louis Vilraorin.

In reviewing these several reports, it will be seen that, in very many
instances, they are vitiated by the absence of certain data which

would greatly increase their scientific and practical value, and the con-

clusions often are hai'dly such as are justified by data so limited. For

example, M. Louis Vilmorin, in 1853, had secured results from sor-

ghum fairly comparable in the content of sugar shown to be present

in juice, with those more recently obtained ; but at present no one,

I think, will agree with him in saying that the maximum of sugar is

reached "when the seeds are in the milky stage," and his conclusion

as to the sugar being more abundant in the middle of the stalk than

in the lower or upper portion.

The very close resemblance between the analyses of Prof. Henry,

showing the " Development" of sugar, to those obtained at the De-

partment of Agriculture, is marked; and, his conclusion, that "the

cane sugar gradually and rapidly increased, while the glucose slowly

decreased, from the time of flowering to the maturity of the seed," is

the exact result established, year after year, with every variety of sor-

ghum cultivated at Washington. It is, however, to be regretted, that

the examinations of the cane were suspended October third, as the in-

crease in sugar, constant up to and including that date, would doubt-

less have increased after, and have fully confirmed, for Wisconsin, re-

sults thus far secured at Washington, and shown to be true in Boston,

Mass., by Prof Sharjiless, in his analysis of the sorghums grown by

Henry B. Blackwell, in 1882, in the juice of which 18 per cent of

sucrose was found, equal to the best sugar-cane of Cuba.

In view of such a result, it is hardly to be wondered at, that the leg-

islature of Massachusetts should have provided by law a bounty to

encourage the development of this new industry.

The analyses of Professors Scovell and Weber, in the main, sustain

those made in Wisconsin and Washington, but appear to justify the

conclusion that the maximum content of sugar is at the time when
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the seed is in the " hardeniug dough" state. But it is to be said, that

only two varieties were carried beyond that state of maturity ; and

this matter is one of such great practical importance, that a fuller dis-

cussion of these apparent exceptions appears justified.

Their results with these two were as follows, averaging the analyses

:
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M. Louis Vilmorin on Sorghum.

M. Louis Vilmorin, of Paris, the well-known seedsman, in 1854,

published in the Bon Jardinier Almanac for 1855, pages 41-53, an ar-

ticle on Sorgho sucre of much interest, from which it appears that sor-

ghum \vas grown as a sugar plant at Florence, in 1766, by Pictro Ar-

duino, and also that M. d'Abadie sent to the Museum in Paris from

Abyssinia a collection of seeds coulaining thirty varieties of sorghum,

some plants of which attracted attention from the sugary flavor of

their stems. M. Vilmorin calls attention, especially, to the fact,

that while the seeds of sorgho from the new importation of Montigny

from China, in 1851 (see Dr. Williams' notes on the Chinese sorghum,

p. 53), were black, and apparently identical with those of the old col-

lections, the seeds of the Florentine plants were described as of a clear-

brown color, correspoudiug to well-recognized differences in the sugar

soi'ghum.

I have not extracted anj- sugar from sorglium ; I have only made some deter-

minations by means of the saccharometer, and verified them generally by

means of evaporation and a treatment with alcohol.

The following are the results presenting the proportion of sugar existing in

the juice from plants gathered at Verrieres:

Per centum.
October 13t.h, 1853 10.04

November 2Sth, 1853 13 08

November 2Sth. 1853, second experiment 14 .06

October loth. 18,")4 (without inversion) 10.14

November 15th, 1854, crystallizable sugar, 11% per cent; uncrystallizable sugar,

4>4 per cent 16.00

Our calculations, on the basis given above, would show that the returns of one

hectare of sorghum would be as follows

:

Stalks and leaves kilograms . 77,270

Net stalks do .... 49,300

Juice, at .55 per cent to the weight of stalks (271 hectoliters) liters.. 27,115

Sugar, at 8 per cent to the juice kilograms.. 2,iri9

Absolute alcohol, at 6 . 3 per cent to the juice liters .

.

1,708

The analogous returns from the beets would be as follows:

Roots, weight to the hectare kilograms
.

45,0f)0

Juice, at SO per cent to the weight of roots do.. .. 36,000

Sugar, at 6 per cent to the juice do .. 2,160

Absolute alcohol, at 3 per cent to the beets liters.. 1,350

The 8 per cent sugar on which I have calculated the yield of sorgho will, per-

haps, be considered as too low; but it should not be forgotten that it refers to

the crystallizable sugar that can actually be extracted, and I do not, therefore,

believe my estimate too low. If I were to make a comparison between the

"sorgho" and the "sugar-cane" in a more southerly climate, I have no doubt

that the figure representing the product in sugar would rise to a far higher

value; but I lack the data required for such a comparison.

After examining the chances of the industrial culture of sorgho, and the con-

siderations that may lead to the adoption of this plant, I have only to furnish
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some data obtained from our first experiments, which may afford some indica-

tions for further study, or some guide for the first attempts in manufacture.

One of ihe points which I have endeavored to establish, without, however,

obtaining complete success, was this, viz: What is the time, during the period

of vegetation, when the stalks begin to contain sugar, and, consequently, what

!•? the moment when the manufacture may commence? It appeared tome that

this time coincided with that of the appearance of the ears; but the proportion

of sugar existing in the cane keeps on increasing up to the time when the seeds

pass into the milky stage. I have noticed that the richness in sugar in a plant

while blooming, diminished gradually from the lower to the upper part of the

stalk in the spaces between the joints, and also that the lower portion of each

one of these interspaces is younger and less rich in sugar than the upper one.

Such being the case, the middle of the stalk is the richest portion, for the lower

joints are hard and small. I have not been able to ascertain it with exactness,

but I suppose that at a later period the spaces between the joints in the lower

part of the stalk become impoverished, or, if the juice does not grow poorer, it

at least diminishes in quantity.

The ripeness of seeds does not seem to reduce, to any considerable degree,

the production of sugar, at least in our climate; but as maturity is reached at

the end of the season, and our plants, consequently, continue to advance in

richness with the development of vegetation, the effect of maturity on these

phenomena can hardly be determined. This question can be solved only in

those countries where the seed's of the plant mature before the warm season is

over. According toM. de Beauregard's report, addressed to the " Cornice de

Toulon," maturity would seem to have had no injurious influence within the

limits of his experience; and he considers seed and sugar as two products,

which can be obtained jointly. On the other hand, the Zulu Caffres are accus-

tomed to snatch, by an abrupt pull, the panicles away from their plants as soon

as they show themselves, in order to increase the sugar}' quality of the stalks.

But this question has, after all, no importance in respect to France, since here

ripeness will never take place too soon to prove detrimental.

Tlie foliowiug analy.?e.s were made by Professors Henry and Swenson,

o'f Wisconsin State University, in 1881-2, and, as they say, the con-

clusions to be drawn from them are very indefinite. It is unfortimate

that the development of each sample is omitted from their report.

16
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Variety of Cane.

Chinese, No. 1

(.'hinese, No. 2
Chinese, No. 3
Chinese, No. 4
CMiinese, No. 5. ..

(; hinese, No. 6
India, No. 1

India, No. 2
HDiiduras
Miller
Stamp.
Goose Neck ...
White Mammoth
Gray Top
Neeazana.
Early.\mber
Link's Hybrid. .

.

Honey.
'

Liberian
Kansas Orange..

.

Early Orange ."

White Liberian.

.

Canada .\raber. .

.

Te.\as Amber
Llinois Amber .

Lbs. Oz.

10 f

<i>2

14
11 y^
12

Stage of the
seed.

Dongh
Milk
Milk
Doush
DoU!,'h
Milk
Hard dough
Hard dough
Dough
Ripe
Douffhv.. .

.

Dough
Milk
Milk . .

Hard dough
Ripe
Milk
Milk
Ripe
Hard dough
Dough
Doughy
Ripe
Ripe
Ripe

28 1.7fi

71I1.S8

2r.|l.7!i

H)l 78

15J2 08
1811.61

1 63
1.64
3.12
2 44
2.63
2 42
3 26

9 4.">

9 20
8.91
10 IS
1.5 77
13 02
8.1^
9.54 2
9 12 o 22

13.0.sll.96

11 88
•J 22
11 30
10 99
7 16
11 14

10.74
13 65
11 62

1 77
3 45
2 .38

2 32
3 57
1 78
2 97
2 29
1 65

The only variety used for susar makinjr was the Early Amber. Three sepa-

rate plats were planted, of 3. 6, 2, and 1] acres respeclivel3^ The latter plat

was used for experiments with fertilizers.

Development.

The development of the Early Auiber cane raised on this farm may to some

extent be seen from the following analj-ses, which have been made by me during

the summer and fall:

August 10:

Cane sugar ;5.00

Glucose 4.50

August 20:

Cane sugar.. 8.20
Glucose 5 10

September 6:

Cane sugar 9 22
Glucose.. 4 20

September 14:

Cane sugar 9 96
Glucose.. 3.45

September 17:

Cane sugar 9 86

Glucose 3.32

September 20;

Cane sugar 10 02
Glucose 3 .23

September 22:

Cane sugar
_.

11 0.5

Glucose '. 2 60
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SeptcTnber29:*
Cane sugar 859
Glucose 3.50

Sc'iVcniber 29:*

Cane sugar 8 fiO

CI ucose 3 .50

September 29:*

Cane sugar 8 01

Glucose • 3.44

October a:

("ane sugar 12 67

Glucose -43

From these we see that the cane sujiar gradually and rapidly increased,

while the glucose slowly decreased, from the time of flowering to the matur-

ity of the seed. During the latter part of September, most of the cane was

lodged by a very violent wind and rain storm. The juice from the stalks that

were lodged was charged with a red coloring matter, the inside of the entire

stalk being in many cases of a bright red color. Several of the stalks con-

tained but a small portion of red coloring matter, but instead had a peculiar

yellow and watery appearance, and quite a disagreeable taste. The juices

from these contained on an average only 8 per cent sugar, and 4.8 per cent

glucose.

The following letter, giving the results obtained by Mr. Blackwell,

•will be read Avith interest: ^

Maine Beet Sug.\r Company, 5 Park St., Boston, December 7ih, 1882.

To the Cane Growers Association, Si. Lota's, Mo.

Gents—Having been a sugar refiner, and, more recently, the treasurer and

managing director of the Maine Beet Sugar Company, which made in two years

(1879 and 1880) $200,000 worth of sugar and syrup from beets, raised in New

England, I desire to make some practical suggestions for the manufacture of

sugar from sorghum. I have recently become convinced, by the experiments

of Prof Collier, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,

that the juice of well matured sorghum is equal to that of the sugar-cane.

This summer, I raised an experimental crop of "Early Amber" and "White

Liberian," from seed obtained at Washington, in my garden here in Boston. In

the last week of October, I cut this caae, fully matured, and still uninjured by

frost. The juice gauged 11° Baume, when clarified, and proved so fine that I

had it analyzed by S. P. Sharpless, state assayer, 114 State street, Boston, with

the following result:

Wotei- 78 IS per cent.

Cano sugar 18
;;

Inverted sugar - ^J
Ash .S9

Gum, etc ^
100 00

This juice had been defecated by lime in excess—the lime being mostly pre-

cipitated afterward by phosphoric acid. The "Ash" indicated above was

largely lime and phosphate of lime held in solution, the result of defecation.

This being fully equal to average West India juice. I made a few pounds of

This-cane was lodged by storm.
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sujar over the open fire, without the use of bone-black, or of any chemical ex-

cept liaie. I send you a sample of the sugar obtained. It was not washed in

the centrifugal, and so is darkened by the adherina alkaline syrup. Still, the

sample polarized 90 per cent pure sugar. I got exactly one-half the weight of

the boiled syrup in this sugar at the first running. The syrup I filtered through

bone-black to remove the lime. From it I got 50 per cent of sugar at second

running, a sample of which I also inclose. Thus I obtained without any method

of evaporation but open fire, 75 per cent of sugar from the boiled juice.

I kept a part of my canes for five weeks in a shed, a part of the time at a

freezing temperature. December 4th. I worked some of these, and got. by the

diffusion process, 10 per cent of weight of canes in excellent sjTup, weighing

twelve pounds to the gallon, and of qualiy equal to that from the same cane

when first cut.

I will now make a few suggestions for the profitable making of sugar from

sorghum. Two conditions are needed: 1. The cane should not be worked until

nearly ripe; the seed should be hard before the cane is cut. 2. The same pro-

cesses, so successfully applied to the beet in Europe, should be applied to the

sorghum. These processes are, briefly, as follows:

1. The juice should be treated with a very considerable excess of lime, so as

to make it decidedly alkaline, at a temperature not exceeding 1G0° F. With-

out this excess of lime, a perfect defecation is impossible.

2. The lime should then be almost wholly precipitated in the juice, by the

injection of carbonic acid gas.

3. The slightly alkaline thin juice should then be filtered through cloth by

filter presses, or otherwise.

4. It should then be passed through bone-black, and thoroughly decolorized.

5. It should then be boiled down, either by open evaporator, or, far better

and cheaper, by exhaust steam in a double-effect vacuum pan to about 25°

Ban me.

6. It should again be filtered through fresh bone-black, to remove all color.

7. It should then be grained in the vacuum pan.

8. It i-hould be purged in a centrifugal.

The first product should be standard granulated sugar; the second product

should be bright yellow, and the third product light brown, refined sugar—a to-

tal product of about "5 per cent of the boiled juice. The process above de-

scribed will be substantially adopted when the manufacture of sugar from sor-

ghum is put upon its permanent business basis. It will be done, if at all, on a

large scale, and with large profit.

The gumminess and difficulty of crystallization complained of in sorghum is

due either to unripeness, or to injury by frost, or to an imperfect defecation. No
properly defecated juice ever needs to be skimmed while boiling It must be

remembered that syrups designe-d for sugar require different treatment Irom

those which are not intended to crystallize. The presence of gum and vegeta-

ble matter add to the volume of -syrup, without greatl\" deteriorating its color,

if carefully handled, but is extremely detrimental to crystallization. No subse-

quent manipulation will cure an imperfect defecation.

Another important consideration is, that the mills now in use, no matter how

powerful, do not express more than about two-thirds ofthe saccharine juice. These
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should be supplemented, wherever plenty of water can be had, by a diffusion

battery, whereby the whole of the sugar can be washed out of the cane by a

stream of warm v/ater (170° F.), which displaces and drives the sweet juice be-

fore it. This, however, can not be profitably done without a double-effect vac-

uum pan, whereby an economical evaporation is effected.

The improved processes above described are not my own invention, but are

used in hundreds of factories here and in Europe. They can not be patented

or monopolized, and are not likely ever to be superseded, because they are the

result of a century of scientific research.

Yours, respectfully,

Hexry B. Blackwell.

Professors Weber and Seovell report the following results of tlieir

analyses, in 1880 and 1881:

TABLE .SHOWING THE DEVELOPMEXT AND CHANGE OP SUGARS IN SORGHUM.
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FIELD CROPS IX 1882.

247

c
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Professor Geo. H. Cook, director of the New Jersey Experiment

Station, reports the following results of his analyses of several varieties

of Sorghum in 1881

:

The sorghum was grown on the college farm, and the chemical work carried

out in the laboratory of the experiment station. The investigation includes

the trial of different varieties of sorghum, with special reference to their time

of ripening and percentage of susrar, as well as the study of the effect of differ-

ent fertilizing ingredients, applied singly and in combination, upon the yield of

sugar and seed.

The field selected for the experiment is thoroughl}' underdrained, rather

heavy piece of land, cropped last year with field corn grown on sod, to which a

liberal dressing of barn-yard manure had been applied. On that portion de-

voted to the trial of different varieties, Mape's sorghum manure was used this

j'ear immediately before planting, at the rate of 600 pounds per acre. , The
seeds were kindly furnished by Dr. Peter Collier, chemist of the United States

Department of Agriculture.

Dr. Collier, in his valuable reports, has clearly .shown that the condition of the

ripening seed may be taken as an index to the condition of the juice of the

plant. When the seeds have become so hanl that they can no longer be split

with the finger-nail, the stalks will contain the ma.ximum amount of sugar and

minimum of glucose, and when this stage is reached, the plant may be regarded

as matured.

The importance of using great care in the choice of seed is illustrated by the

following list of varieties:

Wolf Tail Failed to mature before frost.

Link's Hybrid ... do.
Siberian do.
Early .\mber Seed failed to germinate.
Neeazana Failed to mature before frost.

Goose Neck Matured.
Sorghum do.
Karly Orange Failed to mature before frost.

Oomseeana Matured.
Gray Top Failed to mature before frost.

African Matured.
Honduras Failed to mature before frost.

(;hinese do.
Early Golden Matured.

Of the fourteen varieties, five only matured. Their relative value to the

manufacturer is shown below :
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Professor Cook eays that the Earlj- Amber also matured, yielding, under

favorable conditions, 1()2 pounds of sugar per ton of stripped aud topped cane.

Judging from this experiment, the choice of variety for this section of the State

is limited to the Early Amber and Early Golden.

Professor Wiley, of the Indiana State University, reports the follow-

ing analyses of sorghum juices, made in 1882 :

ANALYSIS OF CAXE JTICE OBTAINED FROM THE MILL OF THE LAFAYETTE SUGARv,

REFINERY.
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ANALYSIS OF JCICE OF SORGHUM, FROM AN EXPERIMENTAL FARM.
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rarely as high as 60 per ceiit, often not over 45 per cent, of the weight

of the stalk pressed. It is clear, therefore, that there is a loss of

from oue-third to one-half of the juice, aud approximately the same

loss of the sugar present in the cane.

The extent of this loss is such, that it will be more fully discussed in

the chapter on " Waste products," page 376.

Character and Composition of Sorghum Juice— Chemical Changes in Sugar

Making.

In order that the sugar boiler may understand the nature of this

operation, aud the character of the problem to be solved in defecation,

as also to assist those who may desire to experiment for themselves in

an effort to improve the present method, the following statement as to

the character and chemical composition of the juice of sorghum is

given, as also an account of certain of the chemical changes to which

it is subject under certain conditions which naturally would exist in

the ordinary operations of sugar making.

Sorghum Juice.

The juice expressed fiom the sorghum at or near maturity is a liquid

containing quite a large amount of suspended jnatter, giving it a color

varying from green to a deep brown. This suspended matter is depos-

ited to a greater or less extent on standing, and consists of very fine

starch granules, colored violet blue by iodine, aud easily discolored by

the acids of the juice, fiber, and albumen, Avith the green coloring

matter of the outer portions of the stalk, aud sometimes a red coloring

matter i'rom the center of the stalk.

After allowing it to settle a few minutes, it has a specific gravity of

from 1.06 to 1.09, and contains in solution, in addition to the substances

in suspensicm, most j^rominently sucrose, with smaller amounts of glu-

cose, aconitic acid, soluble albumen, amide bodies, and inorganic salts.

It can be freed fi*om albumen, organic, and some inorganic acids, by

means of basic acetate of lead—and this method of defecation is in use

in most laboratories in the analytical determination of the content of

sugar in the cane. The filtrate, after the addition of the acetate of

lead, contains in addition to the sugars nothing which reduces Feli-

ling's copper solution, with the exception possibly of a very small

amount of amide substances.

The fallowing examination of a juice collected on November 2nd,

1881, though somewhat late in the season and after a slight frost, will

illustrate some points in the general composition :
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WHITE LIBERIA^ CAXE JUICE.

Per cent of juiee 65 00
Spocitic gravity 1 .062

Total solids.. .
.'. per cent .

.

15 67
Glufose do 2 17

f^iuTose by titration do 9.79
Sucrose by polarization.. do 9 15
Solids not'sugar.. do 3.51

Containing—
Alb\imen percent.. .13

Aini<lo bodies, including ammonia salts do 37
Kitrate of potash do 01

Inorganic ash do 112
Organic acids and fiber do 1 90

The inorganic part of the juice consists of soluble silica, iron, lime,

magnesia, potash, phosphates, sulphates, chlorides, nitrates.

All attempts to detect gum or any carbo-hydrates other than glucose

and .sucrose in the juice, before it has changed its character by stand-

ing, have failed.

After the juice has been left to itself, with or Avithout the addition

of ferments, it undergoes certain changes.

lu the first place, it deposits a white substance which, under the mi-

croscope, shows the organized structure of starch. The granules are,

however, much smaller than most starches, and do not give as deep a

blue color wnth iodine, the color fading out in a short time. On longer

standing, there collects a greenish precipitate on the surface of the

starch, containing fiber, albumen, and coloring matter. The super-

natant liquor, however, never becomes entirely clear.

Duriog the course of from twenty-four to forty-eight hours in warm

weat'^er fermentation sets in, even with no addition of yeast. The pro-

ducts are not strictly those of the vinous fermentation, neither are they

entirely like the lactic. Much lactic acid is, however, formed, together

with a large amount of mannite and a smaller amount of alcohol, acetic

acid, glycerine, and succinic acid. The same thing takes placp even

when quite large quantities of yeast have been added to the juice.

If the juice immediately on extraction is filtered through paper and

allowed to stand, the cellulosic fermentation sets in, and over night

white clots of cellulose, or a similar substance, settle out on the walls

of the containing vessel. What the products in solution are, under

these circumstances, has not been investigated. If the expressed juice

is immediately mixed with numerous slices of fresh cane and left to

itself, lactic fermentation is probably the form to be expected. The

same form of fermentaticm always occurs on adding slices of cane to a

pure sugar solution. If, however, to the juice suflScicnt slices of cane

are added to fill the vessel as nearly as possible w^ith them, then the

mucous fermentation takes place. After a few days the liquid becomes

sticky, and alcohol precipitates from it a ropy slime, not easily soluble

in water, and resembling the gum found ia many sorghum syrups.
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The Acidity of Corn and Sorghn7n Juices.

The juices of four varieties of sorghum and two of corn have been

examiued at various intervals during the growth of the canes to de-

termine their acidity, and with the result presented in the following

tables.

While it is impossible to draw any very definite general conclusions,

owing to the great irregularity in the amount of acid present in juices

expressed from canes in the same stage of develo2)ment, it is apparent

that in all but one of the varieties which have been examined, there is

a greater amount of free acid in the juice during the later stages of

growth. Two of the sorghums show besides an apparent decrease

to about the eighth or ninth stage, followed by an increase later on

in the development of the canes. Beyond these conclusions it is im-

j^ossible to go.

The determinations were made in the following manner

:

The method employed for the volumetric determination of the acid

present in sorghum or maize stalk juice was as follows:

50 c. c. of the juice, usually of a greenish or greenish brown

coloi, was titrated with a fiftieth normal solution of sodium hydrate

(foNaOn).

The acitl was calculated as malic acid=(H2C4H405).

1 c. c. of-^HNaO= .00134 raahc acid.
50

As the most practical indicator for the final test of saturation of the

acid juice by soda solution, a dilute solution of extract of logwood was

used, which, when added to the juice containing a slight excess of

NaOH, turned to a bluish purple or violet color. This final reaction

was made in small porcelain dishes, into which a few drops of juice

were brought and some drops of logwood added by means of a glass

rod. Before this point of neutrality was reached, red and blue lit-

mus paper was employed.

The calculation was as follows

:

A sample of sorghum juice, 50 c. c. required

—

1. 44 c. c. of—HNaO solution for saturation ; hence 100 c. c. ofjuice
50

44X2=88.0.

2. 88 X. 00134 (malic acid)= .11792.

o .11792 (malic acid)
1 ,u'i-f\ / -n r • s= .11051 gram oi malic acid m
l.UbbO (specinc grav. oi juicej

100 grams of juice.
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SORGHUM JUICE ACIDITY.

Early Amber.

Date.

.July 23

July 2.5

JmIv 2.5

July 28

July 29

All'.,'. 1

Aug. 8
Ans?. 24

Auf,'. 26

An?. 27

AuEf. 31
Pept. 3
Sept. 7

Sept. in

Sept. 17

Stage.*

c. e. of

^HNaO
for 100 c. c,

of juice.

90
100
120
124
ii6

120
].5fi

19«
192
15C.

136
100
192
196
236

Specific
gravity of

juice.

1 041
1 047
1 019
1 053
1 0.58

1 000
1 072
1 083
1 080
1 091
1 091
1 091
1 0S9

1 OSl
1 088

Per cent
of acid

as malic.

.123

.128

.1.53

.158

.121

.151

.195

.242

.2.38

.192

.107

.190

,236

.243

.291

Golden Sijriip.

Date.

July 27
Autr. 1

Au>r. 8
Aug. 19
Awj;. 24
AuiX. 26

Aug. 29
Auar. 31
Sept. 3
Sept. 7
Sept. 17

c. c. of

forlOOc.c.
of juice.

1.32

1.50

100
184
1.52

I9G
172
192
104
].S0

Specific
gravity of

juice.

1 039
1 073
1 075
1 083
1 085
1 080
1 079
1 089
1 091
1 095
1 087

Per cent
of acid

as malic.

.170

.195

.200

.228

.lcS8

.239

.213

.236

.201

.220

.311

* For explanation of "stage," see page 119.
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Wolf Tail.

255

July 21

.Iiilv -'.S

Jn!v -29

Jiilv 30
Aui. 1

Ant; ll>

AUiT. Hi

Au;r. 2)
Auyr. J.')

Aiiir. 30
^ept. I

Sent. 5
Sept.
St'pt. U
bept. 27

Date. Stnge.

c. c. of

JLUKaO
o

for 100 e c,

of juice.

128
120
122
84
92
88
120
88
108
1.56

120
152
148
1.52

156

."Specific Per cent
gravity of of acid
juice, jas malic.

1 043
1 04-2

1 049
1 &53
1 054
1 OHC)

1 077
1 005
1 078
1.086
1 087
1.084
1 094
1 090
1 086

.164

.154

.156

.107

.117

.111

.149

.111

.134

.1-55

.148

.189

.181

.1S7

.192

Oomseeana.

Composition of Ash of Canes and Juices of Sorr/hum.

The actual compositiou of the pure ash, both of the whole cane and

the expressed juice, are matters of interest and importance. From a

careful study of the following figures, it will be seen that the amount

of potash extracted from the soil, is much greater than the amount I'f

any otherash ingredient, while the quantity of phosphoric acid is small

It would seem, then, that the farmer should supply these two con-

stituents, Avhen his soil seems to need them, in about the relative pro-

portions in which they exist in the ash. The following are analyses

of two lots of ash from sorghum, and two samples of ash from sorghum

juices

:
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^ANALYSES OF ASH FROM SORGHUM CANES AND JUICES.

Constituents.

Potcash . K20
Potjissiuni, K
Sodium, Na
Lime, CaO
Magnesia, MgO
Iron Oxifle, Fi-0^
Silit-a, Si02
Sulphuric acid, SO^. . .

Phosphoric acid, P^O*.
Chlorine, CI
Manganese Oxide

Canes.

No. 1. Xo. 2. No. .3

49.66
4.31

13 49
10 47

8 97
5.5.5

3 64
3.91

33 77
14.58

9 00
10.128

2 93
11 70
4.50
13 24

100.00

46 48
.00

.90

6 82
4 64

14
27 91
6 23

99.63

Juices.

No. 1. No. 2

t55 31

Trace
7 20

36
2 (M

6 31
5 11

8 22
9 08

t54 76

07
7 40
7 85
1.63
2.57
4 11
5 72
15 89

100.00

* Analyses Nos. 1 and 2 of canes and juices, wore made at the Department of Agricul-

ture. Cane Analysis No. 3 is reported by Professors Weber and Scovell, of Illinois

Industrial University.

T It was thought best in these analyses, to state all the potassiuni as oxide, although,

doubtless, a part existed in the juice" iu combination with chlorine.
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CHAPTER VIII.

(a.) Extraction of juice from cane.

(6.) Roll mills.

(c.) Various methods for the extraction of juice.

EXTRACTION OF JUICE FROM CANE.

In the production of sugar from plants, the first step is the extrac-

tion of the juice ; and in this operation the methods generally applied

to sugar-cane and sorgum or maize stalks, on the one hand, and to

beets upon the other, differ radically, and those methods employed

with beets are in their principles and in their results va.stly superior

to those in general use in the production of sugar from cane.

A recent writer, eminently qualified from long experience to judge

of these matters, declares that " the sugar beet industry in all its de-

tails has been so exhaustively investigated, in Europe, that it may,

without exaggeration, be declared to be at present the most thoroughly

developed department in the whole range of industrial science. The
question of the successful introduction of this industry into the United

States rests on purely economic considerations."

In no respect is the perfection to which this industry has been

brought more manifest than in the success which attends the processes

for the extraction of the juice from the beets, and in no respect are

the two methods of sugar production from cane and beets more at

variance than in this preliminary step in manufacture.

A glance at the results obtained will suffice to show how much yet

remains to be done before the sugar-cane industry shall even approach

in practical economy that of the sugar beet.

The results ordinarily obtained in making beet sugar are as follows:

100 pounds of beet I'oots give

—

First sugars 5 00 pounds.
Second" ...-. 1.50
Third " 50
Molasses 1 .50

Loss. Su.gar in pulp 50
" soum 35
" filters 59

" Miscellaneous 06

Total 10 00 pounds.

Tlie above estimate is from " Sugar Growing and Refining," page

387.

With beets of higher sugar content than 10 per cent, the losses

17
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would be proportionately less, and vice versa; but it will be seen that

only 5 per cent of the total sugar of the beet is lost in the pulp, while

the amount of sugar ordinarily lost in the bagasse of sugar-cane or

sorghum is fully one-third of the total amount present in the canes.

This amazing loss, a loss which aggregates at least $100,000,000

worth of sugar annually, is due entirely to the imperfect extraction

of the juice by the ordinary cane mill.

In the main, the principle of extraction has suffered no change for

centuries. The most elaborate and expensive mills of the sugar plan-

tations of Cuba, capable of crushing hundreds of tons of cane daily^

are but modifications of the primitive mills of centuries ago, when,

with greater labor and greater loss, a few armsful of cane was the

daily capacity of the rude and inexpensive mill.

In the hope that the skill and ingenuity, which has satisfactorily

solved so many practical problems which have hindered the full de-

velopment of many new industries, may be also successfully applied

to this, it is well to consider briefly the nature of the problem to be

solved.

This problem—the complete extraction of the sugar from the

plant—is by no means beyond hope of satisfactory solution. It is

now brought to the attention of a new class of people, proverbially

clever and full of invention, and fortunate in this, that, with a full

knowledge of its conditions, they are largely free from the prejudices

of long established methods, the practical knowledge of which is

likely to retard rather than stimulate invention.

To such a class was the extraction of sugar from beets presented,

and, although a comparatively new industry, it has been from its in-

fancy, and to-day is exclusively, in the fostering hands of science, and,

as an industry, is fully abreast of the most advanced science of the

day. It is to this that the beet is entirely indebted for its success in

having become the only rival practically of the sugar-cane in the

production of sugar. When but a fraction of the attention which has

so far advanced the beet sugar industry shall have been given to sor-

ghum, there can be no doubt but that it will speedily become to us as a

people the most profitable and economical source of our sugar supply.

Structure of the Cane.

The stalks of sugar-cane and of sorghum, when mature, very closely

resemble each other in their general character. The stalk of sorghum

consists of a solid stem, from f to 1^ inches in diameter, and from 6

to 12 feet long, according to the variety, separated into joints from 6

to 10 inches apart. These joints are nearer together at the butt end
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of the stalk than at the ujDper portion. At each joint a leaf develops

alternately upon the side of the stalk, and, as the plant matures, those

leaves at the lower parts of the stalk gradually die. The leaves partly

enwrap the stalk, and then fall away in blades from 2 to 4 inches

in breadth, and from 2 to 3 feet in length. The stalk terminates in a

panicle (seed head), which is diffuse and spreading, or close and com-

pact, with seeds varying from brown to white, according to variety.

By cutting across the stalk between the joints, and treating with a

solution of iodine, there are seen to exist numerous large fibers, about

each of which are clustered small cells of nitrogenous material, with

intermediate cells of ordinary cellulai tissue, containing the sugar in

solution. By splitting the stalk lengthwise through tlie joint, there is

shown, upon the application of iodine, a belt of highly nitrogenized

tissue, about one-eighth to three-sixteenth of an inch in w^idth, while

distributed along the portion of the stalk between the joints the blue

grains of starch appear. The exterior of the stalk is composed of

more compacted fibers of woody matter, enveloped in a hard siliceous

covering, much resembling the sugar-cane, but less hard. Like the

sugar-cane, a slight coating of a waxy substance (cerosie) covers the

stalk, especially at the joints. Except that the joints are not so close

on the sorghum, and that the stalk is softer in its structure and geur

erally less in diameter than the sugar-cane, the resemblance of the

stripped stalks of these two plants is very close.

Owing to the fact, that the w-ater present in the juice of the plant is

ahvays far in excess of the amount necessary to hold the sugar in solu-

tion, there is no reason to be seen that the sugar is ever present in the

fresh cane in a solid form, as has sometimes been asserted. By means

of difiiision, the contents of the cells readily pass from one portion to

another of the plant; and during the life of the plant this circulation

is constantly going on, such matters of the juice as ai'e necessary being

supplied to the growing parts, w'hile the sugar, avhich is being elabo-

rated in the leaf cells, is accumulated in the cellular tissue of the

stalk, gradually increasing in quantity as the plant ajoproaches ma-

turity.

3IiUs for Extracting Juice.

The principle of nearly every mill for the extraction of juice from

cane or sorghum, at present in use, depends upon rupturing the cells

of the cane by pressure, and in this way expressing the juice. In

certain mills this pressure is estimated as equal to 1,200 pounds to the

square inch, or a pressure upon the entire roller of 300 tons. This

pressure is generally prodviced by three rolls—one upper and two

lower—the cane passing first between the upper and one of the lower
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rollers; and then, by assistance of a returning bar, or knife, as it is

termed, the partially crushed cane again passes between the upper and

second lower roller. The mills may be classed as upright, or horizon-

tal, according to the position of the rolls. All mills of large size are

with horizontal rollers. They are also two, three, and four roll mills,

generally three.

In the case of four rolls being used, it is customary to separate

them, and, by means of a jet of steam or water, to moisten the partially

expressed cane before subjecting it to pressure between the second pair.

In the construction of mills upon this general principle, it is doubt-

ful whether there is left much, if any, room for improvement.

The amount of juice expressed varies from 45 to 65 per cent of the

weight of the stripped cane, and in exceptional cases, where, as in

competition trial of mills, every precaution is taken, the amount of

juice may reach 70 per cent, but it is doubtful whether the average re-

sults will equal 60 per cent of juice extracted by the sugar mills.

We have seen that the average of juice present in the cane is at

least 90 per cent of its weight; and there is reason, therefore, to con-

sider the principle of these mills, to Iparn whether such waste of juice

is necessary and inevitable in their use. It appears that such loss is

inevitable, owing to the following reasons

:

1. The cells of the cane, which contain the juice, are microscopic in

size, and many of them escape rupture, even under the enormous

pressure to which the cane is subjected, and it is not unlikely (though,

perhaps, this can not be experimentally determined) that the elasticity

of the cell walls is such, as to permit a certain degree of j^ressure be-

fore they are ruptured.

2. Owing to capillarity, the bagasse (or pressed cane) rapidly ab-

sorbs the juice the instant the pressure is removed; and, since a portion

of the juice will follow the cane through the rolls, such portion is at

once taken up by the bagasse. It is, of course, mathematically true,

that the maximum of pressure exerted, even with the largest rolls and

with the slowest revolution, is but instantaneous; and, as the escape

of the juice can not be as rapid, a large share of it must be lost. In

fact, such is found to be the case. Although, in common language,

we often hear the bagasse spoken of as " perfectly dry," it is never

found with less than half its weight of water, even after having come

from the best mills ; and generally it will be found, that the i^ercentage

of water still remaining in the bagasse is equal, approximately, to that

present in the cane before it was pressed. With this water is, of

course, a lai'ge amount of sugar, estimated as being equal to the half

of that expressed in the juice.
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KOLL MILLS.

The following illustrations will show the different styles of mills at

present iu use in the United States, adapted for horse, water, or steam

power. It is always advisable to have a mill at least a size larger than

appears to be necessary for the reraainiug apparatus, since the supply

of juice, for continuous work, must be maintained, and any excess

may be easily avoided. It is also a matter of economy to secure the

strongest mill of any given capacity ; for any break down may so

interrupt the work of the season as to imperil the entire crop. It is

desirable, also, that the power applied be in excess of what is really

demanded for regular work, since it often happens, through improper

feeding, that there is danger of choking the mill, and thus causing

delay, if not breakage of some of the parts.

The object of the illustrations of mills, is to enable the farmer to see

their general character. Those who may desire mills of larger capacity

than these represented, need only to be informed that they may be

secured of any capacity up to several hundred tons daily, and are, in

all respects, identical with those in use upon the large sugar planta-

tions of Cuba and Louisiana.

These illustrations are inserted solely for the purpose of information

to the reader, and not as advertisements of those Avho have kindly fur-

nished the plates for use. There are, doubtless, other manufacturers

of mills aud other apparatus similar to these represented in this

volume, but whose models do not appear. The general fact, however,

is one that should be had in mind, viz.: that it is true economy to

buy a mill of somewhat greater capacity than that which is thought

necessary ; also, that extra weight and extra strength will far more

than compensate for a little additional cost.
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Plate XXIT.

Plate XXII. shows the Victor Cane Mill, an apparatus in very common use. It is

constructed with vertical rollers, on a plan suited to Iiorse-power, or with liorizontal

rollers for water or steam power. The horizontal mills are fitted with extra gearing,

are necessarily heavier, and require greater motive power to accomplish the same
result.

The following list of sizes and capacity of mills, of this style, will be of value. These

mills are made by Blymyer & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio :

Size. Weight.

No. 0, Light One-horse 390 lbs.

No. 1, Jr., Oue-horse 650 "

No. 1, Heavy One-horse 750 "

No. 2, Two-horse 875 "

No. 3, Heavy Two-horse 12,00 "

No. 4, Large Two-horse 1,300 "

No. 6, Four-horse 1,800 "

Tons cane
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Plate XXIII.

VERTICAL VICTOR MILL.

[With horse-power below.]

The mill with sweep, shown above, presents these advantages over the common
Victor mill: 1. The mill is more steady. 2. The horses do not interfere with bringing

cane to the mill, feeding or removing the bagasse. 3. The juice can flow, by gravity,

to the juice tank and defecation, on lower level, thus avoiding pumping.
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Plate XXIV.

HORIZONTAL MILL.

The above represents a good form of a mill, adapted to horse-power, and with hori-

zontal rolls. The size, capacity, weight, and price list of these is as follows:

Power.
No. 1—2 to 4 horse.
No. 2—4 to 6 "

Size of rollers.

1—15 X 12. 2—15 X 9.

1—20 X 12X. 2—20 X 9>^.

Weight.

2,100 lbs.

2.400 lbs.
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Plate XXV.

HORIZONTAL, SELF-ADJUSTING ANTMAL-POWER MILL.

The above plate represents a horse-power, horizontal roll mill, made by Geo. L. Squier,

Buffalo, N. Y. The following list of sizes and weights are given:

Pearl No. 1. Main Roller, 8x8. Weight, about SOO lbs.

Pearl No. 2. Main Roller, 10 x 10. Weight, about 1,200 lbs.

Pearl No. 3. Main Roller, 10 x 12. Weight, about 1.400 lbs.

Pearl No. 4. Main Roller, 12 x 16. Weight, about 3,000 lbs.
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Plate XXVI.
The Horizontal Victor, illustrated in above cut, has the plan of dispensiiia; with the

return plate between the rolls. These mills have three rolls, and are made extra heavy
and strong. A Bagasse Carrier, 10 to 15 feet long, is furnished, and is included in the
prices given of the mills.

Size.

No. 0, four horse,

No. 1, six "

No. 2, eight "

No. 3, ten "

No. 4, fifteen "

Acres Cane
Tons Cane in 24 hours, per season.

16 to 20 tons,

24 to 30 tons,

30 to 40 tons,

40 lo 50 tons,

70 to 90 tons,

50 to 60 acres.

60 to 80 acres.

70 to 90 acres.

80 to 100 acres.

250 to 300 acres.

Weight.

2,300 lbs.

3,200 lbs.

3,600 lbs.

4,000 lbs.

10,000 lbs.
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Plate XXVII.

HEAVY HORIZONTAL HORSE-POWER MILLS, WITH SWEEP BELOW OR SWEEP
ABOVE, AS DESIRED. FIVE SIZES.

There are many advantages in a Sweep Below Mill, when the planter has a proper

huilding in which to run it. The mill is placed in the second story of the building, and

a shaft extends from thence to the ground, to which the team working on the ground

floor is attached. The team and sweeps are entirely out of the way of the mill; the

cane can be unloaded from the cart directly into the second story of the building, and

piled near the mill under cover; the bagasse can be carried by a shute into the cart and

carted off, and the juice spouted to the defecator or evaporator, without lifting or

pumping. A Feed Table or Cane Carrier can be used with the mill as described.

Texas No. 0.

Texas No. 1.

Texas Xo. 2.

Texas No. 3.

Texas Xo. 4.

Main Roller, 12 x 15.

Rollers, 12 x 20.

Rollers, 12 x 20.

Rollers, 16 x 24.

RoUers, 20 x 30.

Weight, 2,000 lbs.
Weisht, 3.500 lbs.

Weisht, 4.100 lbs.

Weight, 6,ti001bs.

Weight, 13,150 lbs.

The above mill, Plate XXVII, is made by George L. Squier, Buffalo, X. Y.
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The engraving, Plate XXVIII. represents the XilesTliree Roll Cane

Mill, wliich is in very general use upon the sugar plantations of

Louisiana.

The following lists of sizes and weights, will be of interest to those

"wishing to buy.

They are manufactured bv Blvmver and Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,

U. S. A.

Size.
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Plate XXIX represents a plan of cane mill, showing the three

rolls, cheek pieces, cane and trash carrier pulleys ; also, how they are

actuated by the geared wheels by a linked iron belt.

The mill as shown represents a single-geared mill—that is, the pin-

ion is connected directly on the main shaft of engine, and operates into

the main wheel, secured to the shaft of the top roll. A better way is

to make it compound geared, speeding it so that a point on the surface

of the roll will travel about fifteen feet per minute, and the engine

about thirty revolutions to one of the mill.

The top roll is arranged in connection with a knife, so as to direct

the cane toward the center of the bagasse side, and by this, hindering

it from passing out between the ends of the rolls and di'opping into

the juice pan, Avhich is placed between the cheeks so as to catch the

juice as it falls.

The cane carrier is a long traveling table of ash slats, as wide as the

rolls, secured at each end in the long links of a chain, and passing

over the inboard pulleys, which have projections to catch into the short

links of the chain. The outboard pulleys and shaft are plain, and se-

cured to a suitable foundation. This carrier is set in action by means

of a chain belt, receiving its motion from the cane roll, the shaft of it

being longer on this end to receive the wheel. If the cane carrier

should be too much loaded, so as to crowd the mill, the carrier can be

stopped by means of the lever V, which throws out the noiseless fric-

tion clutch, allowing the carrier to be idle while the mill revolves and

clears itself.

The deliverer, or trash carrier, is arranged in the same manner, but

has no need of the stop motion, as the trash can be carted away as

fast as made.

We are now making mills with steel shafts, crown wheels, and pin-

ions—much stronger than wrought oi cast iron.

There is also arranged, in connection Avith the mill, a juice tank and

plunger pump, operated from one of the shafts by means of a crank,

and of capacity about double what could be anticipated of the mill, in

order.that it may never choke.

This mill is manufactured by Colwell Iron Works, New York, and

of any size desired.
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Plate XXX.

To those engaged iu the examination of canes, whether of sorghum,

maize, or sugar-cane, it is of the greatest importance to have at hand

a small mill, by which the juice of a single stalk may be obtained for

examination.

To the planter Avho desires to learn the condition of his crop,

such a mill is almost indispensable. The above plates represent mills

of this discriptiou made by George L. Squier, Buffalo, N. Y. The

weight of the mills is from 170 to 270 pounds, and the rolls are from

4 inches long and 4 inches in diameter, to 5 inches long and 5 inches

in diameter, and are said to give a yield of juice fully equal to the

large mills.

Importance of a good MiU.

It is most desirable, in order to secure the best results possible, that

great care be exercised in the selection of a mill, since there is, even

with the best mill, a very considerable amount of sugar left in the ba-

gasse. According to the testimony of an experienced sugar chemist

and engineer, it is probably true that nearly, if not one-half, of the

sugar present in the cane of Louisiana is left iu the bagasse, for he

says :

To a great many it may appear startling, that about 50 per cent of the sugar
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is left in the cane after it passes tliroug;li the ordinary mill. Some who doubt

this base their opinion on the apparent drj-ness of ordinary bagasse, while

others arrive at their conclusions from experiments which, from their nature,

are fallacious. The fallacy lies in the high percentage of juice claimed for the

mills. It is probably quite correct that, by taking a few hundred, or even a few

thousand, pounds of cane, and passing them carefully through a good mill, such

high percentages may be secured; but, with the average mill, grinding in the

ordinary way, I have reason to believe that the percentage of juice obtained, on

the whole weight of the cane, is more frequently under fifty than over.

The above estimate of loss is undoubtedly too high, but all are

agreed that there is a very great lo.'?s iu this operation of expressing

the juice.

To illustrate this more fully, let us take the average results of the

analyses made in 1881 ot the sorghums during those three periods

\vhen the best results iu sugar were found.

The average composition of the juices at this time was as follows,

and it must remembered that these canes were pas.^ed singly through a

mill, giving, as will be seen, excellent results in juice :

Per cent.

Juice expressed.. 58 57
Sucrose iu juice 16.18
Glucose in juice : 183
Solids in juice 3.07

But 21.08 per cent of the juice, the amount of total solids, is 12.35,

which, subtracted from the percentage of juice, leaves 46.22 per cent,

as the amount of water exjDressed in the juice.

Now, the amount of water actually present in the cane at this period

is probably not less than 75 per cent, which would leave in the bagasse

28.78 per cent of the weight of the cane as water; and, since the ba-

gasse constitutes 41.43 per cent of the weight of the cane, there would

still remain iu the bagasse 69.47 per cent of its weight of water.

This, to the ordinary observer, would appear incredible, since the ba-

gasse is so generally spoken of as being perfectly dry when it passes

from the mill.

It is obvious, therefore, that, since even a good mill leaves 38.37 per

cent of the water of the cane in the bagasse, there also remains along

with this water a large amount of sugar, and that this amount, if not

equal to that estimated above, is yet sufficiently great to demand that

only such mills should be used as will secure the greatest percentage

of juice.

If, in the above calculation, the amount of sugar lost is in propor-

tion to the per cent of water remaining in the bagasse, it is clear that

46.22 : 28.78 :: 9.477 : 5.901 ; i. e., while, in the expressed juice there is

an amount of sugar equal to 9.48 per cent of the weight of the cane,

18
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there is an amount of sugar equal to 5.90 per cent of the weight of the

cane left in the bagasse, equal to 62.27 percent of the amount actually

expressed in the juice, and equal to 38.40 percent of the total amount

present in the cane, which, as will be seen, is equal to 15.38 per cent

of the weight of the stripped stalk.

From this it would appear, that the general estimate as to the pro-

portion of sugar actually recovered in a marketable condition is not far

from the truth, the several sources of loss being given as follows

:

Per cent.

Left in bagasse.
^

Lost in skimming.. 2.5

Lost in molasses 3

Raw sugar obtained 6.5

Total in cane 18.

Loss of Sugar in Bagasse.

In 1879, the following experiments were made at the Department

of Agriculture, at Washington, to determine the loss of sugar in the

bagasse :

Two varieties of sorghum and one of maize stalks were selected for

the experiment. Carefully selected stripped stalks of each kind were

taken, and, in order to obtain an average, each stalk was split length-

wise into halves. The half of each kind was carefully weighed, dried,

and analyzed ; the other half of each variety was passed through the

mill, and the bagasse w^eighed, dried, and also analyzed. From the

results given below it will be seen, that in each case the per cent of

water present in the cane was less than the' per cent remaining in the

bacasse ; the average per cent of water in the three varieties of cane

analyzed being 80.2 per cent, while the average per cent of water in

the three bagasses is 85.5 per cent. This rather surprising result is

of course due to the fact that the expressed juice, which averaged

48.24 per cent of the weight of the stripped stalks, contained a larger

percentage of solid matter than did the fresh cane.

It will be observed also in these results, that the amount of sugar

expressed in the juice was greater in proportion than would be due to

the amount of water expressed ; for, while not more than half the water

was expressed, it appears that an average of four-fifths of the sugar in

the cane was expressed with the water. From the published results

of numerous other experiments, it would appear that the proportional

amount of sugar which is expressed with the ordinary mill pressure is

not a constant quantity, but depends upon the amount present, since the

following results show a wide variation in this respect ; for, while the

per cent of water in the Honduras and Sugar Corn was nearly the same,

as also the per cent of juice expressed, the total sugar found in the
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Honduras was nearly twice the amount found in the Sugar Corn, and,

while only lo.2 per cent was lost in the bagasse from the Sugar Com,

there was 23.8 per cent lost in the bagasse from the Honduras. It is

of great practical importance that this matter should be more thor-

oughly investigated.

LOSS OF SrCAR IX THE BAGASSE.
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Per cent.

Juice expressed 57 6

r

Bagasse 42.39-

Water in bagasse 54 24
Dry bagasse 45 76
Sucrose in juice 12.92
Glucose in juice.. 129
Solids not sugar in juice 2 94
Polarization of juice 12.72

Specific gravity of juice, 1.0726.

ANALYSES OF DKIED BAGASSES.

Date.

Sept. U
14

21

21

Oct.

Nov,

Dec. 8

Variety.

New variety (II. S. foil) . . .

.

Wliite Liberian (Nesbit)
Now variety (H. S. Coll) . . .

.

White Liberian (Nesbit).
New variety (11. S. Coll). .

.

White Liberian (Nesbit). .

.

Suckers from rows 2, 8, 4, 5.

Leaves from rows 2, 3, 4, 5.

.

Nceazana
Link's Hybrid
White Liberian (Nesbit). . .

.

White Liberian (Learning)
White Liberian (Learning)
Early Amber
Link's Hybrid
West India
Red Sorgho
West India
West India
New variety (R. Haswell). .

.

Average 14

28

19 4f)

IS 33
18 25
20 97
20 52
19,50
11.78
12 70
23,17
23 27
17.83
17.08
22 22
21,26
19 IS
22 92
19,51
22 95
22 17
24^34

1.37
1 84
1,5S
1 60
1"^6

1 21

1 (iS

1 17

1 31

1.55
1.79
.90

1.71
1 39

1.58
1.37
1.17
2.02
1.38
1 .32

78.58
78 97
75 71

70.95
78 12

81.94
80 S7

73.74
7.-! 63

79 10
79..S5

74 88
75 80
77.81
74 19

78.10
73 18

74 96
73.23

»-'+2o

2 813
.3 125
2 813
3 125

813
000
625
125
ODD
500
000

3 125
4 000
2,125
3 125
3 ,313

3 125
3 500
4 000
3 500

3.167

Date. Variety.

Nov.

Dec.

Sept. 14 New varietv (11. S. Coll)

14 White Liberian (Nesbit)
21 New variety (H. S. Coll)
21 White Liberian (Nesbit)
23 New variety (H. S. Coll)

White Liberian (Nesbit)

Oct. 3 Suckers from rows 2, 3, 4, 5..

Leaves from rows 2, 3, 4, 5.

.

10 Neeazana.
11 Link's Hybrid
12 White Liberian (Nesbit)
13 White Liberian (Learning) .

.

15 White Liberian (Learning) .

.

18 Earlv Amber
18 Link's Hvbrid
30 West India
31 Red Sorgho
1 West India
West India
New variety (R. Haswell) . .

Average 23
.
192 3

.
84

950 50

9.75
7.10
8 SO
7.40
10.45
V 60
.95

.50

10. OU
7. 10
10.00

13 .50

12
9 ,50

8 00
10 50
11

10 25
14 50

9 94

84
9S
88

1.03
.S7

1 00
1.58
1 82
.74

1.20
.89

94

1.04
.9'

.89

.8'

1 16
1.02
.77

1 23

2 70
2.60
2 45
2 9,5

3 05
2 80
4.10
5 90
3 00
3 00
2 50
2.85
2 70
2 20
2 95
2 75
2 60
2 95
2 5.

3 20

4.25
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LOSS OF SrCAR IX THE BAGASSE.

The most important point established by these analyses, is the very consider-

able loss of sugar, owing to the impossibility of a mill to express all the juice.

^"e otieu hear of bagasse as coming from the mill " perfectly dry ;" but it will

he seen that although the juice obtained from these canes was much greater in

amount (57.61 per cent i than is usually obtained in practice, still the average

amount of water remaining in the bagasse was 56.26 per cent, and if to this we
add the alcohol and water extracts of the bagasse, which would naturally con-

stitute the juice, we should have remaining in the bagasse (20.754-1.48)X
.4576=10.17+56.26=66.43 percent of juice still remaining in the bagasse;

that is, 64.41 per cent of the weight of the bagasse as it came from the mill.

Surprising as this may appear to those who have not considered it, there can

be no doubt but that the above is even short of the truth.

The average amount of juice obtained was 57.01 per cent, and the total su-

gars in the juices averaged 14.21 per cent, or 8.19 per cent of the weight of

stripped cane. The average of the dry bagasses gave 13.78 per cent of total

sugars, or 6.31 per cent of total sugars in the fresh bagasses; it follows, there-

fore, that the bagasses, as they came from the mill, contained 77.05 per cent aa

much sugar as was expressed by the mill from the fresh canes.

Since there was 6.31 per cent of total sugars in the fresh bagasses, it lollows

that the amount of sugars in the bagasse equaled 2.67 per cent of the weight

of the stripped cane ; also as the total sugars in the expressed juice was 14.21

per cent, it follows that the amount of sugars in the juices equaled 8.19 per

cent of the weight of the stripped cane, and, therefore, the total sugars in the

stripped cane was equal to 10 S6 per cent of the weight of the cane; and there

was lost in the bagasse 24.62 per cent of the total sugar present in the cane.

That this estimate falls short of the truth is obvious, when we consider that

the juices were analyzed the day they were expressed, while the bagasses in

drying had lost much of their sugar through fermentation, as was seen to be

true in the analyses of fresh juices aa compared with the analyses of the same

juices when dried.

Since the water contained In the plant is far more than sufficient to hold in

solution all the susars present, there appears no good reason to doubt that the

juice left in the bagasse is identical in its composition with that expressed
;

but if we examine the average results of the analyses of juices and bagasses in

the table, we find that the per cent of sucrose in the total sugars of the juices

was 90 92, while in the bagasses it was 72.13; while, if we examine certain of

the ai.alyses, we find a discrepancy still greater. For example, analysis,

(page 223) of the juice of Link's Hybrid, gives us in the juice 95.39 per

cent of sucrose and 4.61 percent of glucose in the total sugars; while the

analysis of the bagasse from this cane shows the two sugars to be in this ra-

tio: G'.ucose, 4S.74 per cent; sucrose, 51.23 per cent.

Such a result is, beyond question, due to the fact that, during the process of

drying the badasses, there had been an inversion of much of the sucrose, and

in all probability a lo£S of glucose by fermentation.

Prof". Geo. H. Cook, director of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, at New Brunswick, in the report on his work, alludes to the waste in the
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use of the ordinary mills for extracting the juice, and estimates the loss as be

ing equal to 40 per cent of the sugar present in the cane.

When we consider the magnitude of this industry, this estimated loss assumes

immense proportions.

Fully $300,000,000 worth of sugar is now annually produced from cane by

practically the same methods used in the production of sorghum sui^ar. Ac-

cording to the estimate of Prof Cook, then, it appears that there is annual y

lost in the bagasse two-thirds as much, or $200,000,000 worth ol susrar. It would

appear most desirable, that some method be devised hy which this enormous

waste may be prevented.

The following analyses of bagasse from sugar-cane show results com-

parable with the above :

A. B. a
Per cent of juice expressed 60 70 80

Per cent of water in bagasse 23 li 2 7 2
Per cent of siisar in baijasse •> 3 8 18-
Per cent of fiber, etc., in bagasse 110 110 110

100 100 100

The percentage composition of the bagasses is as follows

:

A. B. C.

Water. '.

57 5 50 7 3()

Siisar, etc • 15 12 7 9

Fiber, etc 27 5 30 7 55

100 100 1 100

It will be seen that, when 60 per cent of the weight of the cane was

expressed as juice, there yet remained in the biigasse 15 per cent of

its weight as sugar, and an amount of water quite equal to that in

the unpressed cane. It appears also that even in the cane where the

percentage of juice was 80, the fresh bagasse contained 9 per cent of

its weight of sugar.

The itnportauce, then, of a mill which shall express the greatest

amount of juice is obvious, provided the juice obtained by the increased

pressure is of equal purity with that obtained by less.

Upon this point there exists a diversity of opinion, but the matter

does not appear to have been made the subject of such experimental

investigation as its importance demands. It seems rather, in many

cases, to serve as a convenient excuse for what would otherwise appear

as a wasteful method of manufacture; as also for the makers of mills,

who have found it practically impossible to surpass a certain limit in

the amount of juice expressed.

In several experiments with a second-hand mill, as compared with

a new one, the following results were obtained :
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feet per minute, and another with rolls 36 inches in diameter, and 66

inches long, the average speed being 9 feet per minnte.

The first gave 59.9 pounds of juice from each 100 pounds of cane,

and the latter 77.61 pounds of juice to 100 pounds of cane. The first

gave 9.36 pounds of sugar from each 100 pounds of cane, the latter

14.87. One gallon of juice from the first gave .572 pounds of mo-

lasses, and 1.672 pounds of sugar, and 1 gallon of juice from the

other gave .66 pounds of molasses, and 2.07 pounds of sugar.

According to this calculation, there Avas lost in the bagasse of

each 100 pounds of cane ground 7.53 pounds of sugar in the first case

and 2.47 pounds in the latter, equivalent to an increase on tlie crop of

46.6 per cent by the slow mill. The above experiments were made
Avith sugar-cane, but Avill illustrate the principle. Very many exj^eri-

ments are reported from Louisiana bearing upon this question, but

generally a difierence in the cane used in the two cases vitiates the

result.

VARIOUS METHODS FOR THE EXTRACTION OF JUICE.

Although the three-roll mill of capacity suited to the requirements

is the ordinary method employed in the extraction of the juices from

sugar-cane and sorghum, it is, of course, to be expected that many
other methods have been devised to accomplish this result Avithout the

enormous and inevitable loss Avhich the system of simple crushing of

the cane involves.

It is proposed briefly to refer to those several methods which have

been devised, more for the purpose of stimulating ex2;)eriments and in-

vention than for the full elucidation of the difierent processes.

The several methods devised for the extraction of sugar may be

classed as folloAvs: 1. Multiple rolls ; 2. Disintegration of the cane;

3. Maceration ; 4. Diffusion.

1 . Multiple Rolls—Auxiliary Mills—Doiible Crushing.

One of the largest mills in the Avorld is that belonging to the Khed-

ive at Aba-el-Wakf, in Upper Egypt. This is a three-roll mill, each

roll being 48 inches in diameter and 5 feet 6 inches long. The length

of time during Avhich the cane remains under pressure (tlie surface

velocity of the rolls being the same) is proportioned to the diameter of

the rolls, and although running Avith a velocity of 36 feet per minute,

this immense mill is said to express as high a percentage of juice as

the ordinary three-roll mills do at half the velocity. This large per-

centage of juice obtained Avith large rolls is due not alone to increased

and prolonged pressure, but to the fact that the juice escapes from

contact Avith the bagasse, and thus less of it is absorbed. There is an.
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impression widely prevailing, although not sustained by the tests of

repeated experiments, as its importance demands, that the juice ex-

pressed by heavy and slowly-revolving rolls has its increased quantity

fully offset by its diminished quality.

It is urged, therefore, that, in the place of increased pressure and

heavier mills, the pressure should rather be diminished, but continu-

ally repeated ; and this view has led to the experimental adoj^tion of

more rolls—as four arranged in two pairs—the bagasse from the first

two being received and again pressed by the second pair. This is, in

effect, ouly a modification of the three-roll mill, so far as repeated

pressure is concerned ; but, by separating the two pairs of rolls, op-

portuuity is offered to sprinkle the bagasse, or steam it, before it passes

the second rolls. This is called maceration, and will be considered by

itself, below. Mills with five, six, and even nine rolls, have been

employed ; but generally the result of such experiments has been the

final return to the three-roll mill.

The objections to the use of the greater number of rolls being the

cost of mill, the increased power required, and the grinding up of the

bagasse by the repeated pressure.

^. Disintegration of the Cane.

Several methods have been devised, depending for their efficiency

upon the grinding up of the cane in a pulp, and the extraction of the

juice by hydraulic presses. One machine, in its construction resem-

bling the common mill for mincing meat, consists of a series of knives

on a central shaft, revolving in a cylinder, upon the inner surfiace of

which another series of knives are arranged, which meet those upon

the central shaft in the manner of shear blades. By the spiral ar-

rangement of these sets of knives, the cane, which is fed in at one end,

is cut up, carried along, and discharged as pulp at the other end of

the machine. A machine of the above construction, at Guadeloupe,

having a capacity of five tons of cane per hour, gave, in five experi-

ments, the following per cent of juice, the pulp being subjected to

pressure by means of a hydraulic press: 70.0, 72.7, 75.6, 76.2, 76,8,

or an average of 74.26 per cent.

Another machine consists of a series of circular saws upon a common
shaft, the bundles of cane being by them converted into sawdust,

which is subjected to pressure, as in the former case.

3. Maceration.

This process, which, by one method or another, has been the subject

of repeated experiment, consists in moistening the bagasse as it comes
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from the ordinary three-roll mill, by either hot or cold water or steam,

and then subjecting it to pressure again. For this purpose, the ba-

gasse is received upon a continuous carrier of wood or cloth, and, while

slowly passing to the second set of rolls, is exposed to a spray of water

or steam. The diluted juice obtained in this second pressure is gen-

erally used as sprinkling v.ater, to moisten fresh portions of bagasse,

until it attains, by repeated use, density sufficient for the sugar to be

extracted from it economically.

In this process there is a very considerable saving of sugar, which

amounted, with sugar-cane, according to the data given in " Sugar Grow-

ing and Refining" (page 159), to 15.7 cents upon eacli 100 pounds of

cane used, or, estimating 10 tons of canes to every hogshead of sugar

produced, to a saving of $35.16 on each hogshead.

But from this must be deducted the increased cost of the " plant,"

of labor, and of manufacture, owing to the greater amount of water

necessary to be evaporated, so that the conclu^^ion given is as follows:

" It would appear, from numerous statements, that the total extra cost

of procuring the extra yield of sugar is about 50 percent of the value

of the extra sugar."

4. Diffusion.

All the processes thus far mentioned for the extraction of the juice

froui sugar-cane and sorghum, depend, for their success, upon the rup-

ture of the cells of the plant, and the pressing out of the juice ; and,

in tlie process of maceration, the principle is mainly the washing oflf

of the juice remaining in the bagasse. In the process of which we

are now to speak, the extraction of the sugar depends upon an entirely

different imuciple, known in science as Diffusion, Dialysis and. Osmo-

sis ; and to fully understand the matter, it is necessary to again refer

to the physiological structure of the stalk of cane or sorghum.

We have seen, p. 259, that the stalk is made up of an outer rind or

shell, firm and woody in its structure, coutaining within a soft, juicy

pith, and that this pith consists of numberless cells, composed of cellu-

lose similar to the woody'fiber of other plants, the juice being con-

tained in these cells, as is the juice of an orange in the larger cells

which make up the pulpy portion of that fruit.

Now, it has been found that, if slices of cane, or of sorghum, or of

the sugar beet, are immersed in water, in a short time the water will

have become perceptibly sweet, and this sweetness will increase up to

a certain degree, after which it \vill remain ,,the same. If now we re-

place this sweet water with a fresh porticm of pure water, we may ex-

tract an additional amount of sugar, and by repeating this oi^eration a

few times, it will be found that the sugar has been entirely removed
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from the slices of stalks or beets. This result is due to the principle of

diffusion, dialysis, or osmose, as it is termed. It has been found that

certain substances, when in solution, •will thus pass through animal or

vegetable membranes, as bladder, animal or vegetable parchment,

"when such solution is separated from water by the intervention of either

of these materials. The cells of plants are composed of matter, which

also permits the passage of such materials under similar conditions.

The process will continue, until the amount of the material in solution

outside is equal to that inside the containing vessel.

But, while certain substances will thus readily diffuse, another class

of substances Avill not. To the former the name crystalloids has been

given, because it is found that those substances which crystallize, as

sugar, salt, and similar bodies, are diffusible ; to the latter class the

name colloids has been given (a word meaning glue-like), because those

substances Avhich, like glue, do not crystallize, are also found not to be

diffusible.

It is now interesting and important to observe that, in the cells of

the cane, sorghum, or beet, there are found in the juice substances be-

longing to both these classes, and also that, while the desirable sub-

stance sugar is quite diffusible, those substances which are most trouble-

some to the manufacturer of sugar, as the nitrogenous matter, the gum,

and the starch, are not diffusible. These substances existing together

in the juice are expressed by the common mill, and, in addition, there

is ahvays a considerable amount of mechanical impurity, as dirt, frag-

ments of cane, and so f >rth, all of which add to the difficulty of secur-

ing the sugar in a commercial condition.

Besides the sugar, there are several other constituents of the juice

which are also diffusible, as the many salts. Owing to the large quan-

tity of these relatively in the beet, the advantage of this system for

beets does not appear to be so decided as it seems that it might prove

if applied to sorghum and cane. But, while this sj'stem is in almost

universal use in the production of beet sugar, it appears as yet scarcely

to have made other than an experimental advance in the working of

cane or sorghum.

It is possible, by this system, to remove practically all the sugar from

the stalks or beets ; and we have seen that, by the roller mill, it is es-

timated that fully one-third the juice is left in the bagasse ; and many
experiments show that the juice remaining in the bagasse is equally

rich in sugar with that expressed.

A review of the attempts to apply this system to sugar-cane will,

therefore, be of interest. The methods are practically the same, and

consist in cutting the cane in slices from one-sixteenth to one-eighth of
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an inch in thickness. These slices are packed in appropriate recep-

tacles, which are arranged iu a train in such a manner that, after fill-

iug the first with water, it may, after a certain time, be discharged

into the second, the third, fourth, and so on, until the water has be-

come as rich in sugar, approximately, as the juice of the stalks or

beets. So soon as the water is discharged from the first receptacle to

the second, fresh water is again added to the contents, and this is in

succession delivered into the second, third, fourth, etc. By this means,

the sliced cane or beet is successively treated with fresh portions of

water, until at last the sugar has been entirely removed. The diffusion

water being necessarily used upon portions increasing in tlieir content

of sugar, until the water contains sufficient to be profitably treated for

sugar.

In order to render insoluble certain constituents of the juice, it has

been the practice to first steam the fresh slices, or treat them with hot

water ; and, to remove from the diffused liquor other impurities, it has

been advised to sjirinkle lime over the slices in filling the receptacles.

It would appear desirable to use for this pr.rpose a mixture of lime and

sulphite of lime, in order to avoid any tendency to fermentation.

Tlie following results are recorded in "Sugar Growing and Refining,"

p. 190—the juice from the canes giving 7J" B. The water had, in suc-

cession, been passed through the series, until seven vessels, each con-

taining 120 cubic feet, and holding 4,200 pounds of cane chips, and

3,250 pounds of water, w'ere filled with the diffusion liquor

:

No. of Temperature Specific Per cent Density,
vessels. of juice. gravity. sucrose. Beaume.

1 21°C.= 70^F. 100030 08 0.048

2 29^C.= 85^F. 100310 0.80 44

3 S2'C.= 90^F. 1.00554 1.40 0.80

4 4'PC.= 120°F. 1.01134 2.90 1,6

5 93^C.= 200'F. 1-01G18 4 12 2.3

6 87^C.= 189^F. 1.02,537 6.45 3.6

7 9PC.-=19(;°F. 1,04599 11,40 63

It Avill be observed, that, if the diffusion liquor in vessel 7 be re-

garded at the maximum of saturation with such cane chips as were used

in this experiment, that the following represents the per cent of the

total sugar removed from the successive vessels

:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7.

Perceiit. Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent.
99 74 93 87 3 74 6 63 5 42 9

The complete extraction of the sugar by this process, appears, then,

to be easy of accomplishment.

An analysis of the mill juice and diffusion liquor of the cane, shows

their relative composition

:
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ANALYSES MILL AXD DIFFUSIOX JOCES.

Mill juice. Diffusion juice.

1 06746 1 W620 Specific gravity.
11 80 per cent 9 65 per cent Sucrose.
1.68 per cent 1 3S per cent Glucose.
.62 per cent 42 per cent Other solids.

14 10 per cent 11 45 per cent Total

The difference in strength of the two juices is due to the fact, that

the difiiision juice was diluted by about 20 per cent additional water

used iu the operation. The evaporation of this excess of water must

be taken into account in the estimate of cost of production of sugar by

this process. In the above experiments, each vessel contained 4,200

pounds of sliced cane; and from each 4.290 jwunds of difiiision juice

was dravsn off; 113 gallons of this diffusion juice being equivalent to

100 gallons of mill juice. The 4,290 pounds was equal, therefore, to

3,796 pounds of mill juice, or 88.5 per cent of the weight of the

cane.

In the Aska District, Madras, India, the following results were

obtained in the diffusion process:

The average composition of the juice of the canes, obtained by dif-

fusion, was as follows

:

Sucrose SI.TO per cent.
Glucose 12 72 per cent.
Ash l.ii percent.
Other solids. 381 percent.

lOO.

The per cent of total solids in the juice averaged 16.53.

The composition of the *' masse cuite" (the mixture of sugar and

molasses obtained by evaporation) was as follows

:

Water 5.110 per cent.
Sugar. 76 000 per cent SO 09 per cent.
Glucose 12 740 per cent 13 43 per cent.
Ash 1:507 per cent 15y per cent.
Other solids 4 643 per cent 4 89 per cent.

100. lOO.

It will be seen how close in composition the masse cuite is to that of

the diffusion juice, showing that the amount of inversion of sugar,

during the process, was very little—certainly no greater than that in-

curred in the ordinary processes. But results of an experiment with

the same diffusion process, iu the West Indies, were apparently not so

satisfactory, it beiug claimed that the syrup from diffusion juices

would not crystallize so readQy as ordinary syrup, and that much

of the sugar was therefore lost iu the molasses. The following analysis

of the molasses obtained would apparently justify such conclusion:
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Water 20 08 per cent.
Sucrose 63 82 percent.
Glucose 12 38 per cent.
Other solids 3 72 per cent.

100.

In the experiment in which the above given molasses was obtained,

the following results were secured in sugar and molasses:

Sugar 5 234 per cent of weight of cane.
Molasses 5 193 per cent of weight of cane.

But it was held, that a much larger amount of sugar could have

been obtained from the molasses by subsequent treatment, as seems

very probable in consideration of its composition, as given above.

lu conclusion, it would appear that, although the results are not yet

such as could be desired, there is reasonable expectation that this

process may be, by a little care, brought to perfection, and wholly sup-

plant the present wasteful metliod of manufacture.

At present, the following points appear established : 1. The possibility

to completely remove the sugar from the cane by this process.

2. Tiie separation, at the outset, of all of those mechanical impurities,

and many of those chemical constituents of the juice which invariably

are present when it is expressed by the common mill, and which are

obstacles to the j^roduction of sugar.

This matter will again be discussed under the chapter upon Waste
Products, and the experiments made in recovering sugar from the

bagasse.
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CHAPTER rX-

(a.) Defecation, principles of.

(6.) Defecation with lime.

(c.) Other agents in defecation.

{d.) Sulphurous acid and sulphites in defecation.

(e.) Experiments in defecation.

DEFECATION, PRINCIPLES OF.

The juice extracted from the sorghum, or cane, by either of the

processes already described, is found to consist of a solution of not only

sugar, but of other soluble constituents of the cane which may be

present. Besides, the juice secured by the roller mill contains a

considerable portion of mechanical impurities, i. e., those which are

suspended in the juice as solid particles, and are visible to the eye,

often being in a state of subdivisioii so small tliat the effect of these

impurities may be only to render the juice turbid instead of clear,

as it should be when free from them.

The juice obtained by the process of diffusion, is quite free from such

impurities, and is generally clear, containing only those substances

which are in solution with the sugar.

The composition of the juice of sorghum, as obtained by the roller

mill, is given upon page 252.

The production of sugar from the juice is accomplished by the re-

moval of the water and those constituents of the juice, wholly or in

part, which are present with the sugar. The more perfectly this is

done, the larger the amount of sugar which may be obtained from any

juice.

Defecation, as the word implies, is the removal of impurities; and

from what has already been said, it is obviously the most important

operation in the manufacture of sugar. All the other operations are

mechanical merely.

Defecation is both a mechanical and chemical problem, since the

impurities are both mechanical and chemical, and even the removal

of the latter is only possible, for the most part, after, by some means,

they have been converted into mechanical impurities.
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As the character and composition varies so greatly, as to the im-

purities of the juice, it naturally follows that the methods which have

been suggested, and which have been adopted in practice, have differed

as widely. That there yet remains great room for improvement, none

will more readily admit than those fully conversant with the advan-

tages and defects of the present methods. In the hope that the in-

ventive faculties of those who are engaged in this new sorghum sugar

industry may be stimulated and directed, it will be the aim of this

chapter, not only to describe the methods of defecation in use or sug-

gested, but also, so far as is possible, to consider the principles in-

volved in the several methods.

Mechanical Impurities of Juice—Nature of, and Methods of Removal.

The mechanical impurities of the juice of sorghum are fragments

of the cane, dirt, wax, and starch.

We have already seen how readily fermentation is excited in a sam-

ple of juice by the presence of the bagasse with the formation of what

appears to be the so-called gum, which has proved so troublesome in

the extraction of sugar from syrups. The most careful experiments

"with freshly expressed juices, have invariably failed to reveal even a

trace of this gum; so that its subsequent presence in the products proves

conclusively that it must be the result of the method of manufacture.

Owing to the trouble it produces in purging the sugar^ and the loss of

sugar it causes, the source whence it is derived, and the method by

which it is produced, should be careftdly investigated, so that the

source may be removed, or the method of its production avoided or

modified.

Nearly every sample of sorghum juice will reveal the presence of

starch grains, wdiicli will give their characteristic color with iodine so-

lution ; and we have already referred to the presence of the starch in

the slices of cane when examined under the microscope. In the crush-

ing of the cane these grains are mechanically carried along with the

juice.

The presence of this starch, although the actual amount is small, is

beyond question highly detrimental to the juice, aud does not appear

to have received the attention it demands. Its removal must be ac-

complished at the outset, if at all, since the heat employed in the ordi-

nary methods of defecation would speedily convert it into a form ren-

dering its removal, by mechanical means at least, quite impossible.

The size of these starch grains is such as to preclude their separation

by ordinary filtration, such as would readily suffice for the removal of

the principal mechanical impurities.
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Preliminary Filtering.

This may be accomplished in many ways. Many are accustomed

to allow the juice, as it flows from the mill, to fall into a large bucket,

fr<)m the bottom of which a pipe conveys the juice to the storage tank.

(See Plate, small mill.) This bucket is nearly filled with clean hay or

straw pressed closely down, by which all fragments of cane and the

coarser impurities are remi>ved from the juice. In larger mills the

juice from the mill flows through a wire gauze, with meshes from 50

to 70 to the linear inch, and this guaze filter is arranged as a continu-

ous belt, which, by its slow revolution, presents a fresh surface to the

stream of juice. The accumulating impurities are removed during its

revolution by scrubbing brushes and a tank of water through which

the belt is made to pass.

Another cheap and very efiicieut filter is made by having a box

about 30 inches deep, 30 to 40 inches square at the top, and tapering

to 20 to 30 inches at the bottom. About four inches from the bottom

a false bottom is placed perforated with holes, and upon this coarse

gravel, covered by layers of increasing fineness in succession to the

top, which is clean, fine sand. The juice is admitted into the open

space below, under a slight pressure, and, filtering upward through the

gravel and sand, escapes by a pipe above. Pmperly constructed, this

filter will deliver the juice quite free from mechanical impurities. In

case the filter becomes stopped up, the fluid contents may be removed

by a stop-cock, which is inserted into the open space at tl)€ bottom,

when a pail or so of water will wash out the accumulated impurities.

This filter should be thoroughly washed with water when not in use,

and a little lime should be added to the last washings in order to avoid

fermentation.

A convenient and effective filter may be prepared by taking an ordi-

nary grain bag, holding 2 bushels, and splitting it lengthwise, then

stitching each half into a bag equal in length to the original but of

half the width. Into each of these an entire bag may be inserted, and

the upper edges of the two "bags sewed together. The inclosed bag

will thus be compressed into a series of folds, and in this way present

an increased surface to the juice to be filtered. It will be found an

advantage to pack the inner bag as full as possible with fine, clean

hav, which will greatly assi-t the filtering by keeping the surface of

the bag from being stopped up by the impurities filtered out.

F»)r convenience, four such filtere may be fastened to a frame, and

placed in a common barrel, with a stop-cock at the bottom for draw-

in^r off" the filtered juice. These, and all other filters, should be fre-

19
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quently cleansed, and the straw, hay, sand, and gravel, should be

either replaced by iresh material, or thoroughly washed with water, to

which a little lime has been added.

Where large quantities ofjuice are to to be filtered, a large number

of bag filters are so arranged as to be fed from a common tank, and

filtering into a common receptacle.

Bags of suitable texture are woven seamless for such purpose.

Filter presses of many different constructions have been devised, the

general principle being to present large surfaces of the filter to the

juice. For a lull description of these, reference is made to the more

elaborate works which treat of the manufacture and refiuing of sugar.

Besides the several varieties of filters already described, all of which

depend upon the removal of impurities through their meclianical en-

tanglements in the material of the filter, there is in very extensive

use, for the removal of other impurities, filters of charcoal and bone-

black, i. e., an animal charcoal prepared by burning bones in ovens or

retorts, with the exclusion of the air, in a manner similar to the pro-

duction of ordinary wood charcoal.

It is found by filtering juice or semi-syrup through a layer of bone-

black of sufficient depth, that not only are the mechanical impurities

removed, as would be expected, but all the coloring matter also, so

that thejuice or syrup becomes not only clear, but colorless as pure water.

It is also found that the bone-black retains other of the impurities of

the juice or syrup, as the albumenoid or nitrogenous substances, gum,

etc., but it is found that the bone-black soon becomes so charged with

these impurities, that it ceases to have any eflTect, and must then be

washed, dried, and reburned before it is again fit for use.

In the process of refiuing the raw sugar, filters varying in length

from 10 to 50 feet are used, and it is found that generally about one ton

of fresh bone-black is needed for each ton of sugar refined ; but, since

it may be used over and over again, (mly needing this revivification,

as it is termed, with the addition of so much as may be lost in the

operation of washing, drying, and burning, the expense attending it is

largely the original cost of the plant and material, as also the additional

labor involved in its use.

The use of bone-black is only practicable with large central factories

working up very large quantities of cane, or refineries receiving the

product of many smaller manufacturers. It is not within the limits

of the farmer or sugar planter; and, although as invaluable to the re-

finer as it is indispensable, its economical use involves the investment

of a large capital.
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Settling Tanks.

Besides the use of filters, for the removal of mechanical impurities,

the employment of settling tanks for the fresh juice, has been practiced

by some with excellent results.

The only danger in this practice is, that fermentation is likely to

take place by letting the juice stand ; but this has been obviated bv

treatiugthe juice with sulphurous acid between tlie mill and the settling

tank. In this way it has been found practicable to keep the juice of

sugar-cane from 6 to 10 hours, and, upon standing, a large amount of

slimy sediment was separated from the juice. It is well to have the

juice drawn off from an inch or two above the bottom of the tank; the

sediments being reserved for vinegar, or passed througli the filter be-

fore it is added to the remainder of the juice.

Effect of Heat on Juice.

The juice, even after the most careful filtration, still retains many
impurities, which may by otiier means be removed. We have seen

that, in its natural state, it has an acid reaction due to the presence of

acid salts of organic acids, of the nature of which we as yet know little.

There are also present certain nitrogenous matters, besides the inor-

ganic constituents or ash of the juice. The eilect of heat alone, is to

cause the coagulation of at least most of the nitrogenous matters, and

the formation of an abundant scum : and very many, seeing such quan-

tities of impurities removed by heat alone, are accustomed to relv upon

it solely in defecation. This is a serious error, although it must be ad-

mitted that excellent syrup, in appearance at least, has been made
without the use of any thing but the skimmer to remove those im-

purities which arose as the juice was being evaporated. Heat also, bv
destroying the germs, prevents or retards fermentation. Heat is a

valuable, but not a complete agent in the defecation of the juice.

Effect of Lime on Juice.

The agent which is almost universally employed in the defecation of

taccharine juices is lime, and, owing to its cheapness, general accessi-

bility, and the excellent results which attend its intelligent use, a de-

scription of its chemical properties, preparation, and use in defeca-

tion, is important.

Lime belongs to the class of bodies known to the chemist as alkaline

earths, because, in its chemical nature, it appears to stand midway be-

tween the alkalies and the earths. Athough far less soluble iu water

than are the alkalies, it is yet sutfioieutly soluble to form a solution

pretty strongly alkaline in character, a clear colorless liquid, known as
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lime-water, which contains, at ordinary temperatures, about one part

of lime by weight to 730 parts of water. Its solution gives the ordin-

ary reactions for alkalies, viz.: it will turn reddened litmus paper blue,

and imjiarts a brownisli red color to yellow turmeric paper. These test

papers are invaluable to the sugar manufacturer, and they may be had

of any druggist at a few cents cost for enough to last during the

season. They are prepared by extracting with water the coloring

matter of the commercial litmus, which consists of little clay pellets

saturated with tlie coloring matter of this lichen, and then wetting

strips of white unsized paper with the solution and drying them. The

turmeric is prepared from the powdered curcuma root of the shops,

which, extracted with alcoliol, will give a yellow color to strips of

paper immersed in it, and then dried. These papers are best kept in a

stoppered bottle, and in the dark.

Lime is generally used in defecating saccharine juices in the .form

of the milk or cream of lime, both being practically the same, except

that the latter ig the stronger.

Cream or milk of lime is prepared by carefully selecting the best

specimens of Avell burned lime, and then slaking them with water,

precisely as though the preparation of a white wash fur the walls was

the object. After slaking, it would be well to pour the whole through

a sieve, in order to remove any lumps which had not perfectly slaked.

Water is added in quantity sufficient to make, when thoroughly stirred

up, a thin cream or thick milk in appearance and consistence ; hence

the name»

It may be kept for almost any length of time, as only a small portion of

it will suffer change from the carbonic acid of the air, by which such

portion is converted into the carbonate of lime. It is well to make, in

advance of the season's work, a quantity sufficient to last through the

season, in order that a supply may be always at hand.

The effect of the addition of lime to the juice of sorghum or cane,

is to neutralize the acidity which these juices have in their normal

state. This change may be known by the effect produced upon the

test papers, the normal juice being without effect upon the yellow tur-

meric paper, but turning the blue litmus paper red. (In thus testing

a sample of juice, a slip of the paper two inches long and one fourth inch

wide will suffice, and this should be moved about in the juice, in order

to bring it in contact with different portions, and allow a few seconds

lor the reaction lo manifest itself.)

After adding the milk or cream of lime in quantity a little more

than sufficient to neutralize the acidity of the juice, it will be found

that the action upon the test paper's is to turn the yellow turmeric to a
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brownish-red, and the bhie litmus to a j)urple or red, according as the

lime present is in less or greater excess.

The visible effect produced by adding the lime will be the formation

of a precipitate throughout the liquid, which was before comparatively

clear. This cloudy precipitate will be seen to gather itself in flocks,

and these will either slowly settle to the bottom or rise to the top of

the mass of juice, leaving at last the intermediate portion quite clear.

It will also be observed, that the green color of the juice will change

to a yellow (brownish-yellow), leaving the juice, after the separation

of the precii)itate, of a light sherry-wine color.

The chemical effect of lime upon these saccharine juices is to decom-

pose the several salts of organic acids present, uniting with the acids

to form insoluble lime salts, which ai-e precipitated. It is said also to

render certain compounds, which were soluble in the acid solution, in-

soluble, and thus effect their removaL It also, especially in connection

with the heat, effects the destruction of the germs of fermentatiou,

and thus keeps the juice sweet. It is, on this account, advisable that

the mill, and those vessels in which the juice is stored, should be, when
not in use, rinsed out with water, to which enough lime has been

added to render it a little milky.

DEFECATION WITH LIME.

After the preliminary filtering or settling of the juice, it is taken

into the defecator, and there receives the treatment with lime. The
defecator may be either round or square; maybe heated by steam

coils or by direct heat; allhough steam is much to be preferred. It is

desirable that it should be deej), so that the sediment and scum formed

by defecation may, together, occupy but a small section of the depth,

thus permitting a large proportion of the clear defecated juice to be

drawn off directly, without the necessity of being passed through the

filters. A defecator 4 feet wide, 5 feet long, and S^ feet deep, is a

conveuieut size, and would hohl 500 gallons of juice. It should not

be filled more than about five-sixths of its capacity, in order to permit

the juice to be actively stirred about Avhile adding the lime, and to

avoid the danger of overflowing when it is brought to the boiling

point. So soon as the steam pipes are well covered Avith juice, or a

sufficient amount has run into the defecator to more than absorb all

the heat of the steam or fire, the heat may be applied; and when
enough juice has been brought into the defecator, the tempering with

lime may begin. For this purpose, a bucket of the cream of lime, w itli

a dipper for ladling it out, an assistant, with a strong paddle, for stirring
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up the juice, and several slips of fresh litmus paper, previously red-

dened by dipping them in fresh juice, should be right at hand.

The lime should be added gradually, with constant stirring, in order

that it may be thoroughly distributed through the mass of liquid, and

repeated tests are to be made with the litmus paper, until the reddened

litmus is turned purple, but not blue ; since that would show that to;)

much lime had been added. The turmeric paper v»ould show a faint

brownish-red, instead of the yellow, which is its color, in juice which

had received the right amount of lime. As the amount of lime which

is approximately correct will soon become known, the additions at

first may be more rapid than at the close; but, as the point vS neutral-

ization is being approached, the greatest care should be exercised to

avoid an excess. Should too much Yime be accidentally added, a little

more fresh juice may be brought into the defecator, although, with

care, this will very rarely be necessary.

Owing to the impossibility of having the samjjles of cream of lime

of the same strength, as also the difference in the acidity of juice, it is

impossible to lay down any exact rule as to quantity to he added ; and

the good defecator will always proceed wiih caution, until experience

has taught him how to advance more rajnilly. But, with an ordinary

defecation of from 300 to 500 gallons of juice, there is always ample

time to complete the addition of the lime before the boiling p;)int is

reached. So soon as the proper amount of lime has been added, the

juice should be left at rest, and the heat increased to bring the whole

to the boiling point.

The following phenomena will appear in a good defecatim : As the

temperature increases, a dark green scum Avill rise upon the surface,

and, if a portion of it is pushed aside, a heavy, flocculent precipitate

will be seen distributed throngli the clear and almost colorkss j'lice.

The scum will increase in quantity, and gradually grow darker in color,

and more compact, resembling a thick " blanket," as it has been termed.

Shortly after, seams will f)rm in the scum ''cracking," and here

and there the juice (now about reaching the boiling jioint) will bubble

up through points in these cracks, showiug a perfectly white foam. So

soon as the boiling point is reached, and before the scum has been

broken up by boiling, the steam is wliolly turned off, or the fire is with-

drawn. And here is one of the great advantages of steam, that the

lieat may be almost instantaneously witlulrawn. If direct heat is used,

care should be exercised that the fire be nearly through, by this time,

and the heat, at the last, urged by a few sticks of light wood, which

may be easily quenched. The object of preventing tlie boiling of the
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juice, is to avoid the mixing up of the scum in the juice, as it is

now in a condition to be completely removed with almost no loss of

juice.

Many experiments have been made (as will be seen by reference to

page 316) for the purpose of learning at what temperature the lime

should be added ; and there appears to be no difference whether the

lime is added to the jiuce at the ordinary temperature, or at anv TX)int

under boiling. Owing to the possibility that the acids of the juice mav
cause the inversion of some of the sugar after the heating is begun,

also in order to have ample time for adding the proper amount of lime

before the boiling point is reached, it would seem to be desirable to add

the lime as soon as possible after turning on the heat.

If an excess of lime is used, it will result in giving a darker color to

the juice and to the syrup produced from it.

After having withdrawn the heat, the contents of the defecator are

left at rest for from fifteen to twenty minutes, after which the scum
may be carefully removed by a large skimmer, pierced with holes not

over one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter ; and this scum may be

emptied into a gutter, upon one side of the defecator, by which it may
run to the scum tank foi future treatment.

The disposition of the skimmings will be discussed in the chapter on
waste proilucts, page 376. It will be found possible to remove almost

every particle of scum in this manner, with but little loss of juice.

It is, with many, the practice to fill the defecator with the fresh

juice, and then, after liming, bring it to the boiling point, and letting

it boil gently, to sweep off the dense scum into a gutter attached to one

side of the defecator, which is about four inches lower than the other

three, so that whatever boils over shall be s:ived with the scum. This

method is very wasteful, unless the scum is treated by filters to recover

the juice lost, and is uneconomical, since it necessitates the filtering of

very much more juice. It is a practice, in short, having nothing to

commend it.

After skimming the contents of the defecator, it will be found, when
the juice has fallen to a temperature of about 85°C. (185°F.), that the

sediment has quite subsided, and occupies a depth of about two inches,

the defecated juice above being perfectly clear and almost colorless,

resembling a very pale sherry.

Such a result may be regarded as an indication of a successful defe-

cation. Too little lime will be indicated by a turbid, cloudy liquor

;

and too much lime by a bright, clear juice, but darker color.

For the purpose of watching the pr^^'gress of the precipitation of the

sediment, and to learn when it is completed, it is convenient to have
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a strong open glass tube, cut square off at each end, with an interior

diameter of not over one-quarter of an inch. By carefull}^ thrusting

this to the bottom of the defecator, while holding it upright, and then

after placing the finger firmly over the opened upper end and with-

drawing carefully, a good section may be taken out of the defecator

for inspection.

By having a series of cocks up and down the defecator at intervals

of six or eight inches, it will be possible to draw off the clear juice

from above the sediment, without waiting for its complete subsidence.

The last cock should be an inch or an inch and a half from the bottom

of the defecator, so that nearly all the juice may be draAvn off without

disturbing the sediment. Finally, the sediment itself is drawn off, by

a cock in the lower part of the pan, which empties into a tank, the

same or similar to the one for the scum, and the juice remaining in it

may be secured by the bag filters or filter press.

By proceeding as above, it will be found practicable to secui'e the

juice so clear as to permit its going at once to the evaporators, without

being passed througli any filter.

It has been the practice of many to draw the contents of the defe-

cator immediately after skimming into settling tanks, where it is al-

lowed to stand, as in the defecator ; but it woidd seem desirable to

have two or more defecators in use, so that they may take the place of

settling tanks, and thus avoid the necessity of disturbing the juice dur-

ing the subsidence of the sediment.

The plates will illustrate some of the several forms of defecators in

use among sugar makers. See page 344.

OTHER AGENTS IN DEFECATION.

Efect of adding Water to the Juice duriiig Defecation.

It may frequently happen, where the specific gravity of the juice is

very high, from 1.075 to 1.090 (10° to 12°Beaumej, that, owing to

this great density, the precipitate will not subside in the process of

defecation, but will remain permanently suspended in the defecated

juice. As it has been found upon trial, that, during the process of

evaporation, this suspended matter was but partially brought to the

surface as scum, and remained in the syrup, giving it a disagreeble

appearance and taste, the experiment was made of diluting the juice

after defecation by adding buckets of cold water directly after having

rem.oved the scum, and it was in every case found entirely satisfactory,

causing the sediment to subside, and only necessitating the removal

of this additional amount of water by evaporation.

Fourteen experiments were made, with an average of about 1,000
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pounds of juice in each experiment, and different quantities of "svater

vere added, according to the density of the juice operated upon, vary-

ing fi'om 10 to 35 per cent of the weight of the juice. In each case,

the actual amount of sucrose and glucose present in the juice, and in

the syrup obtained from the juice, Avas determined, and it was found,

as an average of the fourteen experiments, that 90.4 per cent of the

sucrose, and 88.0 per cent »^if the glucose, in the juices was recovered

in the syrup—an amount of iocs easily accounted for as indispensable

in the necessary operations of manufacture.

Action of Lime upon the Glucose and Sucrose in Juices during Evajxiration.

The f )llowing experiments were made, for the purpose of determin-

ing the effect of lime upon the sucrose and glucose in juices during

evaporation, and will be studied with much interest by the sugar

maker, as the results are, in some respects, surprising and of very great

practical importance.

In the three sets of experiments, the results of which are given be-

low, a solution of the strength given, equal in volume to 2,000 c. c,

was placed in a large glass flask, and boiled in the open air over a gas

stove for several hours.

Samples were taken at firs*^, and at intervals during the process of

boiling, and subjected to analysis. These samples were always taken

just after the evaporated water had been replaced. The amount evap-

orated was determined by graduations upon the side of the flask ; but,

on account of the width of the column of liquid, it was difficult al-

ways to bring the solution back to the exact yolume of the original,

and, doubtless, some of the irregularities recorded below are due to

this cause.

In each sample taken for analysis, the acidity or alkalinity, glucose

and sucrose, were determined, the sugars being estimated by the same
methods used in the analysis of juices.

In the series of experiments Xo. 1 , no color appeared until sample

Xo. 5 was taken, at the end of four and a half hours' boiling: the so-

lution then became gradually darker, until sample Xo. 8 Avas taken,

which was very much darker than sample Xo. 7.

Xo. 9 was still much darker, and then the coloration proceeded grad-

ually until the end, sample Xo. 11 being of a sherry-wine color.

In the series of experiments Xo. 2, there was a gradual darkeninsc

of color till the end, sample Xo. 24 in this series resembling a dark

whisky in color.

In the series Xo. 3, sample Xo. 1 was colorless; Xo. 2 was dark-

brown, with a heavy precipitate. The color gradually darkened to the

end. Sample Xo. 12 was a very dark-red wine color.
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EFFECT OF LIME DURING EVAPORATION OF JUICES.

Experiment No. 1.

—

Xo Lime added to Solution.
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In considering tlie results of the above experiments, it uill he ob-

served that, iu the series of the first experiment, where no lime was

added, there was a continuous increase in the amount of glucose, and

a decrease in tlie amount of sucrose, as the result of the boiling. After

an interval of two hours, the actual loss in sucrose was only .09 gram,

while the increase iu the glucose was .64 gram.; but the .09 gram, su-

crose would furnish, by its inversion, only .0947 -|- gram, of glucose,

which is much less than the gain shown. It is probable that the com-

mercial glucose was composed of other compounds largely intermediate

between starch and glucose—compounds which would have no effect

upon Fehling's solution, but which, by boiling, were readily converted

into glucose, or some copper-reducing compound.

The general result, however, is manifest, viz : the rapid and con-

tinuous inversion of the sucrose present, until, at the close of the ex-

periment, sample 11 showed no sucrose present, and an increase of over

800 per cent in the amount of glucose.

The increase in the acidity of the solution is noticeable, amounting

to 800 per cent, and determined by the amount of lime required to

neutralize the solution, 1,000 c. c. requiring at the beginning only

.004 gram., but at the end of the experiment .032 gram. This increase

was by no means constant, but was most marked after about eleven

hours' boiling.

In the series of experiments Xo. 2, where a small ami>unt of lime

was added to the solution, the solution, at first alkaline, becomes, after

about nine hours' biiling, slightly acid, aud this acidity increases

steadily to the end of the experiment, until, at the end of thirty-five

hours' boiling, the amount of lime necessary to restore neutrality is

twice as much as that originally added to the solution. After the so-

lution had become distinctly acid, the inversion of the sugar became

much more rapid.

Also, during the earlier periods of this experiment the amount of

glucose increases but slightly, although there is a gradual decrease of

sucrose. This is doubtless due to the fact, that the action of the lime

is mainly exerted in the destruction of glucose, as has been shown in

my reports to be true in experiments in sugar making from soryhuni

aud maize juices.

The practical point, however, to be observed is, that, so long as the

solution remained distinctly alkaline, there was but very slight loss in

sugar and slight increase in glucose, two desirable conditions in the

economical production of sugar from sorghum. And so soon as tins

alkalinity was destroyed, through the formation of acid products during

the boiling, the inversion of sugar became rapid, and the accumulation
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of glucose very marked. These results are, obviously, most undesira-

ble in sugar making. The conclusion thus far would be, that the so-

lution should, during boiling, be kept slightly alkaliue.

In the. series of Experiments, No. 3, where a larger quantity of lime

was added to the solution, its effect at the outset was to remove from

the solution as a precipitate about half of the sugar, and the remainder

during eighteen houi's of boiling was found to be unchanged in amount;

on the other hand, the action of this excess of lime upon the glucose

was very marked, effecting practically its destruction within two hours,

and producing from the glucose other compounds of high color, which

dissolved in the liquid and gave it a deep wine-red color.

It would appear from this last series of experiments that an excess of

lime has no action upon cane sugar, as has already been established,

and that its effect is to diminish rapidly the glucose present, and darken

the solution.

The above experiments corroborate the results of practical working

with large quantities of juice, and explain fully the loss of the glucose

shown to be present in the fresh juices, but which was found in com-

paratively small quantity in the syrups manufactured from these

juices.

Effect on Juice of Standing after Defecation.

In the daily work at the Department of Agriculture, it became fre-

quently desirable to keep a supply of juice over night; and it was found

that, after defecating as usual with lime and heat, the juice could re-

main in the defecator without suffering any detriment. As this is a

matter of considerable practical importance in working up large

quantities of juice, especially if the work is not carried on through

the night, by enabling one to have a fresh lot of juice for the evapo-

rator early in the morning, the following results of these experiments

are given, including the analysis of juice befjre defecation and alter

standing over night in the defecator, of the syrups produced, and the

percentage of sugar present in the juice and obtained in the syrup. It

will be seen that the results show no effects fairly to be charged against

this mode of procedure.
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ErFECT OF JCTCE OX STAyDlXG AFTER DEFECATIOX.

Pounds
juice.

Time in
defecator.

770 5
682

l,lt52 5
746
728.

5

17 hours.
1-1.5 hours.
15.3 hours
15 5 hours.
16 hours
H hours.

Pounds
water
added.

105

126'

Per cent
sucrose by
polariza-"

tiou.

30 91
32 40
3»; a5
24 71
a5 zi
55 40

Per cent of
glucose in
syrup.

16.15
28 00
18 00
37 00
U 40
6 50

Percent of
sucrose in
syrup.

45 32
38 05
38 00
30.50
36.39
59 S5

Percent of
solids not
sugar in
syinp.

12 9S
IS 45
15 40
5 70
12 21
17.45

at:
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ordinarj defecation, or the defecator is at once emptied into a sub-

siding tank where the defecated juice is left until complete subsidence

is effected, when the juice is drawn off for evaporation as usual.

Superphosphate of Lime.

The use of this compound has been very highly commended in defe-

cation. It is added in solution to the juice just before the neutrali-

zation with lime. The superphosphate of lime forms, with some of

the lime which is added in liming the juice, an insoluble phosphate

of lime, which is readily precipitated, carrying with it the lighter sedi-

ment which would the more slowly settle. As superphosphate of lime

of a high grade may now be readily obtained in the market, a solution of

it in Avater may be easily prepared for use.

Alumina in Defecation.

The use of alumina, either as the sulphate, phosphate, hydrate, or in

other forms, depends upon its property of forming, when precipitated

from its solutions, a gelatinous mass, which mechanically entangles the

impurities rendered insoluble by heat and lime, and in its subsidence

carrying such impurities along with it. Its use in clarifying water for

the purpose of the laundry, depends upon this same principle.

The various forms in which it is used, are the sulphate (porous

alum so-called), and a mixture patented in England, over a half

century ago, known as " Howard's Finings," which, patented in

England, October 31st, 1812, by Edward Charles Howard, the in-

ventor of the Vacuum Pan, was largely used in the refining of sugar.

Similar mixtures are largely used in the United States. The ob-

jection to the use of alum is, that by it compounds of potash would

be introduced into tlie juice, the presence of which are very in-

jurious.

Howard's Finings may be prepared, by boiling in a convenient vessel

thin cream of lime, until, after a few minutes, a sort of lime curd is

formed. Then, for each 100 gallons of juice, 2^ pounds of alum are

dissolved in 6 gallons of water, and 3 ounces of whiting, finely pul-

verized, is added to the alum solution, the mixture being stirred until

all effervescence ceases. It is then allowed to settle, and the clear

liquor is poured off. To the residue from Avhich the'liquor has been

drawn, enough of the curdy lime previously prepared is added, with

thorougli intermixture, until a slip of yellow turmeric paper is just

turned a slight brownish red when placed in the mixture. Then, after

letting the mixture settle and pouring off any supernatant liquid, it is
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placed upoD a blanket filter, until it has so far dried as to begin to crack.

Avheii it may be kept for use in defecation,

TLie method of using this is, to mix it up iuto a cream and applv in

the amount above stated, using for each 100 gallons as much of the

finings as would be made from 2^ pounds of alum.

The details of the process as given, in " Sugar Growing and Refin-

ing, " are as follows :

The ju'ce is strained before entering the defecator, and is then gently heated
;

to each 100 gallons of juice, 2 ounces (more is necessary with sorghum juice)

of finely sifted quick-lime are made into a cream with water and added to the

contents of the defecator, with thorough stirring, and the heat is increased to

82° C. (180'^ F, ), until a thick crust forms on the surface and shows a disposi-

tion to crack. This may take 15 to 20 minutes after the addition of the lime;

if it is very slow in forming, the heat may be raised to 93° C. (200° F.), but not

beyond. When the crust of scum has formed and shows signs of cracking, the

heat is withdrawn, and the juice is allowed to stand for 10 minutes, when it is

drawn off through a fine strainer into a second vessel, called the precipitator.

Here, again, the juice is heated up to the boiling point, but is not allowed to

boil, and the scum is removed as fast as it forms. The juice is then boilf^d for

10 or 1.5 minutes, with constant skimming, and then the "finings" are added,

with stirring, and the boiling is continued for 2 or 3 minutes more, when the

juice is quickly run off into a subsiding tank, and allowed to rest for from 2 to 6

hours. It is generally then passed through charcoal filters, and thence goes

to the evaporators.

It Avill be seen that the "finings " are composed of a ruixture of sul-

phate of lime, alumina, and lime, and that, in short, this mixture is

used after the removal of the scum of the ordinary lime defecation, to

effect the more comjjlete subsidence of the precipitate, which it does

mechanically.

Porou.i alum, an impure sulphate of alumina, prepared by dissolving 4

ouDces of the salt in a gallon of water, and, after allowing it to settle,

pouring off the clear solution for use, is used in a similar way, for the

clarification of defecated juices and semi-syrups.

Basic alum and defecating compound are two forms of alumina recom-

mended by certain manufacturers. They are prepared, being practi-

cally identical, by adding to a solution of porous alum (crude alumina

sulphate) a solution of sal-soda in water, until a slight permanent pre-

cipitate is produced.

The materials are used in connection with the cream of lime in or-

dinary defecation, and also with the clay cream already referred to.

A solution of water glass, basic silicate of soda, has been recom-

mended—the gelatinous silica which is produced mechanically carrying

down the impurities.

The principal objection to several of these preparations is the intro-
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duction into the syrup of the soluble salts of potash or soda, and their

use is not to be advised under any circumstances, unless solely by way

of experiment. They are nearly all based upon the principle of Howard's

Finings, for which they are a very poor substitute.

The use of sulphate of alumina for the removal of the potash pres-

ent in the juices is, however, a most important matter, and is largely

used in beet sugar manufactories and the refining of raw sugars, the

potash being crystallized out as alum.

Lime- Sucrate Defecation.

In 1865, Boivin and Loiseau, of Paris, invented a process for the

refining of raw sugars and the defecation of juices, by a process which,

although complicated and requiring careful supervision, appears to

have given excellent results. It is known as the lime-sucrate process,

and the general procedure is as follows:

The freshly expressed juice is received into a tank, where it is agitated

with cream of lime, the amount of which is equal to from 1 to 2 per

cent of the juice. In this form, the juice will remain unchanged, and

may be kept even for Aveeks, if desired.

When thoroughly figitated, the limed juice is treated with carbonic

acid (obtained from the lime-kiln or coal furnace) in large tanks, which,

owing to the frothing up of the juice in tliis operation, are filled to

only one-fourth or one-fifth their capacity, and by means of revolving

stirrers, it is kept in agitation during this process.

When the frothing ceases, the addition of carbonic acid is discontin-

ued, and a portion of the juice is now tested by boiling for a few min-

utes and filtering. If the filtrate is of a pale straw color, and the pre-

cipitate upon the filter is not too gelatinous, indicating that not enough

carbonic acid has been added, or too granular, showing that too much

has been added (in the latter case, the filtered juice would be of a

darker color), the operation is successful.

The object aiuied at is to introduce sufficient carbonic acid to nearly

precipitate the lime present, and yet to leave enough in combination

with sugar in the form of sucrate of hydro carbonate of lime, that, in

the boiling of the juice, the flocculeut precipitate produced may carry

down the impurities of the juice. This, then, is the critical point of

the whole operation. When it is found that the lime remaining dis-

solved in the juice is the right amount, the juice is boiled rapidly for

a lew minutes, and a pricipitate is thrown down containing nearly all the

impurities of the juice.

It is now filtered by means of filter presses, and the juice, which,

after filtering, should be of a light straw color, is again treated with
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carbonic acid, to remove the lime which remains and which was not

thrown down by the first treatment with carbonic acid nor by the

boiliug. It is then boiled, passed through bag filters, after having

stood in the subsiding tanks fi^r the subsidence of the carbonate of

lime, and is ready for concentration. In expert hands, the process

is most highly commended. Details may be found in " Sugar Growing

and Eetining."

SULPHUROUS ACED AND SULPHITES IN DEFECATION.

The employment of this re-agent in the defecation of saccharine

juices was suggested by Proust, in 1810, and has been very general,

and the results attending its use seem to justify it. This gas is the

product of burning sulphur, and is readily made available by burning

sulphur in such a way that the products of the combustion may be

drawn from the furnace and brought in contact directly with the juice,

or with water, in both of which the gas is very soluble.

The bleaching properties of sulphurous acid are well known ; and it

is, owing to its tendency to unite with oxygen to form sulphuric acid,

one of the most powerful deoxidizing or reducing agents. It is also,

by some, regarded as an antiseptic (preservative), and as a disinfec-

tant ; but whatever action it may have in this way is probably due

to its removal of the oxygen of the air, and the destruction of the pro-

ducts of decomposition by its reducing power.

It will readily dissolve in water, one volume of water at 27° C.

(81° F.) dissolving about 30 volumes of the gas, or at 21° (70° F.)

38 volumes, and at 16° C. (61° F.) 45 volumes; so that it may, by

being dissolved in water, be easily prepared and kept for use, the only

precaution necessary being to keep it in closely corked bottles, or

casks, so as to exclude the air, the oxygen of which will unite with it,

and, in time, convert it entirely into sulphuric acid, a substance which

exercises the most injurious action upon sugar by converting it into

glucose.

Sulphurous acid may be readily prepared by the reduction of sul-

phuric acid (oil of vitriol) by means of charcoal, according to the

following re-action

:

Sulphuric acid + Charcoal = Water -^ Carbonic acid -i- Sulphurous acid-

2(H2S04) -^ C =2H20+ CO2 + 2SO2

Or, by weight, as foUows

;

Sulphuric acid -fCharcoal = Water + Carbonic acid + Sulpharons acid.

196 parts —12 parts =36 parts + 44 parts + 128 parts.

20
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The apparatus used by the author for making this solution of the

gas, consisted of a small-sized hot water tank for kitchen range, about

forty inches long and ^ten inches diameter. Into this, powdered

charcoal and oil of vitriol were put, and the sulphurous gas passed

through iron gas pipes into a wash bottle contaming oil of vitriol, and

from thence into a barrel nearly filled with water. A safety tube Avas

connected with the wash bottle, to prevent any possible rushing back

of the water into the generator in case of the withdrawal of the heat.

By this apparatus, a barrel or two of the solution may be made in a
'

short time, and at an expense of not over seventy-five cents per barrel.

For two barrels of the solution there would be required seventy-five

pounds of oil of vitriol and seven pounds of powdered charcoal.

When the sulphurous acid is for immediate use, and when steam is

used, the use of the sulphur box is the most convenient form. This

may be easily constructed by anybody, and consists of a wooden box

three or four feet high and from two to three feet square, with ten or

twelve partitions, slightly inclined, and reaching nearly across the box

from side to side, so that the juice, entering the box at the upper end,

flows across the upper partition and, falling upon the second, flows back

under the place of entering, and then falls upon the third partition,

and thus, running back and forth over the partitions, and falling from

each in a thin sheet, is thoroughly exposed to the fumes of sulphurous

acid, which enter by a i^ipe, placed between the second and third parti-

tions from the bottom, from a small furnace of iron near the box, to

which the pipe acts as a chimney. Into this furnace small bits of roll

brimstone, or flowers of sulphur, are placed from time to time, the burn-

ing of which jDroduces the sulphurous acid. A sliding door to the fur-

nace determines the amount of air admitted to the burning sulphur,

and therefore regulates the rapidity of the combustion and the amount

of sulphurous acid produced. The draught to the furnace is joroduced

by a steam-pipe, which enters the sulphur box two or three jxirtitions

above that where the pipe from the sulphur furnace enters.

Generally, it is found that from two to six ounces of sulphur are

sufficient for five hundred gallons of juice; so that, after having ascer-

tained the amount of sulphur necessary, the draft to the furnace may

be so adjusted as to give the requisite quantity.

Six ounces of sulphur will give gas enough to saturate four gallons

of water at 27°C. (81 °F.) ; so that, if the solution is used instead of the

gas direct, the relative amount to be used may be easily ascertained.

The treatment of the juice with sulphurous acid, and then leaving it

from six to ten hours in the settling tanks, has already been mentioned

as being successful in the removal of a large amount of impurities;
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and it is cLiimed that the sulphurous acid reuders certain of these im-

purities of the juice insoluble, and thus effects their removal in the set-

tling tanks. This is a matter requiring and deserving very careful

investigation.

The general use of sulphurous acid is, however, in the sulphur box,

where the freshly expressed juice, on its way to the storage tank and

immediately 2:)revious to its defecation with lime, is charged with this

gas ; or the juice, after defecation and the separation of scum and sedi-

ment, is treated with the sulphurous acid, imtil the juice, which had

been rendered slightly alkaline by the lime, is rendered acid again.

The addition, at this stage, changes the color of the defecated juice,

bleaching the color which still remains, and greatly improving the

appearance of the juice. Any excess of the acid which may be added

is removed readily during the evaporation, since the gas is verv

volatile.

Any small quantity of sulphuric acid which may be present in the

sulphurous acid used, will be renderetl harmless by the slight excess of

lime present, and will form the insoluble sulphate of lime, wliich may
be removed as sediment or skimmings in the process of manufiacture.

So far as the results of the author's experiments go, there appears to

be no choice in the two methods, above described, of using the sid-

phurous acid ; and. indeed, it seems that the advantages claimed for it

are greatly over-estimated. It is certain that, by pn>mpt working of

the cane, the results, without its use, have proved as satisfactor}- as

with it. In case of delay in working up the juice, it would appear that

the use of the gas as a temp<5rary antiseptic is beneficial. It is prol>-

ably true that, by its oxidation, it forms sulphuric acid, which, with

the soluble potash salts present in the juices and retauaed by the svrup,

forms the comparatively insoluble sulphate of potash, a salt which has

been found not to retard the crystallization of the sugar in the syrup.

At the large sugar factory at Aba-^l-Wakf, in Egypt, the juice was
first treated with sulphurous acid previous to the limiug, and the re-

sults showed excellent returns in sugar; but it does not appear that the

good results were due any more to the use of sulphurous acid, than to

the many improved appliances of this famous mill. It must he

remembered, that the bleachiug by sulphurous acid is onlv temporarv,

the color being only masked, but not destroyed ; so that the ap-

parent action of this re-agent is very deceptive, and not comparable

with that of bone-black, wliich completely removes the color fix>m the

juice or syrup.
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Bisulphite of Lime.

This compound, so called, exists neithei in theory nor in practice; but

the name has long been applied to the salt produced by the union of.

lime and sulphurous acid, the only chemical compound of which is the

sulphite of lime known commercially as the bisulphite. It may be

had in quantity at a few cents (five to seven) per pound, and contains

about 30 per cent of sulphurous acid (if chemically pure, it should con-

tain 53g- per cent), and, owing to its comparatively low price and great

convenience in handling, is the most available form in which sul-

phurous acid may be used by the sugar manufacturer. This salt is

practically insoluble in water; but is soluble in a solution of sulphurous

acid, and is said to exist in such soluti<m as the bisulphite, which in

effect it is, and in sucli solution it is largely prepared and used by

sugar makers. In using this re-agent in defecation, the acid of the juice

will liberate the sulphurous acid, and give j^ractically the same results

as by the use of the gas.

Many experiments were made with a mixture of slaked lime and

commercial sulphite, using the same in precisely the manner of using the

lime in defecation. The mixture contained 15| per cent of sulphurous

acid, 50 per cent of dry slaked lime, and the remainder moisture, sul-

phate of lime, and other impurities.

For comparison, certain experiments were made with the calcium

sulphite alone, and the results are given at the end of this chapter.

EXPERIMENTS IN DEFECATION.

During the season of 1882, there w^ere made, in all, seventy-eight

experiments in defecation, using the following re-agents: Hydrate of

lime, calcium sulphite, and a mixture of these two. The results of

these experiments are given in detail in the following tables:

In table A, is giveji the variety of sorghum used in each experiment;

and it will be seen that the new African varieties were used in eight

of the experiments, the new varieties from India in five experiments,

and different varieties grown in this country for the remaining sixty-

five experiments. In each case, for purpose of comparison, the analy-

sis of the juices is given. In most cases, each sample of juice analyzed

was used for several experiments in defecation, and the syrups, in each

case, were also analyzed.

In Table B, the details of each experiment is given, and the charac-

ter of the different syrups produced.

In Table C, are given details of fourteen experiments in defecation
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of the juice and mauufacture of syrup aud sugar, which ^vere carried

through quantitatively.

By reference to Table A, it will be seen that the average compo-

sition of the juices in the seventy-eight experiments, and of the syrups

made from them, is as follows

:

byrups.

Per cent sxicrose in total solids
Per cent glucose in total solids
Per cent solids, not sugar, in total solids
Per cent available sugar in total solids

81 88
7 56

10 nS
63 81

From the above it appears, that, in the preparation of these syrups,

there was an increase of 7.65 per cent in the relative amounts of su-

crose, and of 22.45 per cent in the relative amounts of available sugar,

over the relative amounts present in the juices from which the syrups

were made, while there was a relative decrease of 9.79 per cent in

the glucose and of 39.20 per cent in the solids not sugar.

As it is, for the purpose of sugar production, most desirable to de-

crease, as much as possible, the relative amounts of glucose and other

solids, not sugar, in the syrups (or, what is equivalent, to increase the

relative amount of sugar in a syrup), the above results are obviously verv

satisfactory. But these results do not show what proportion of the

sugar present in the juice was actually recovered iu the several .'^yrups.

In table C, it will be seen that, as an average of the fourteen experi-

ments, there was found, of each constituent iu the several juices, and
in the syrups made from them, the following parts, by weight:

In syrups.

Sucrose
Glucose
Solids, not sugar
Available sugar.

1,0.36

108
128
800

In other words, there was a loss of 10 per cent of the sucrose, of

27.52 per cent of the glucose, and of 42.86 per cent of the solids not

sugar, and a gain of 2.83 per cent iu the amount of available sugar

present in these syrups, as compared with the actual amounts present

in the juices from which they were made.

The recovery, then, of 90 per cent of the amount of sugar present

in the juices of sorghums, and an actual increase in the amount of

available sugar, is conclusive evidence that these juices mav be manip-
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ulatcd with as great economy as are th« juices of sugar-cane, if only

due care is exercised.

• Of course, this loss of 10 per cent of the sugar is due to such portions •

as are lost in the scum and sediments of defecation, and in the skimming

necessary during the evaporation to syrup. As these experiments were

necessarily upon a very small scale, using rarely, for each experiment,

more than a quart of juice (since, as has been mentioned, our entire

plat of sorghum, of sixty-four varieties, only equaled two-ninths of an

acre), it is fair to presume that the losses sustained by working such

small amounts were much greater in proportion than would be neces-

sary when working with larger quantities.

By reference to page 61 of the Annual Report for 1879, it was said,

as the result of certain experiments that year

:

We may hope, then, to secure in syrup 90 per cent of the crystallizable sugar

present in the juices operated upon.

And in the Annual Report for 1881-82, page 500, it is said of the

experiments made in 1881

:

The results show, that, in the fortj' experiments made, the amount cf

sucrose recovered in the syrups, was 87.5 per cent of the actual amount in

the juice.

There remains only to speak of the character of the syrups produced

in the seventy-eight experiments following. In Table B, a column

is given, which describes the physical character of the several syrups

made, and, as will be seen, in neai'ly every case, crystals of sugar were

present, while, in a very large number, the syrup was a semi-solid

mass of sugar and molasses.

In the fourteen experiments which were made quantitatively, eleven

of the syrups were a solid mass of crystals ; in tw'O of them, two-thirds

of the syrups Avas semi-solid with sugar; and in the remaining sample,

the syrup contained a few crystals of sugar, but the analysis showed that

this one had not been evaporated quite to the point of good crystalli-

zation. All of the seventy-eight experiments were made by open pan

evaporation.

As evidence of the character of the juices used in these fourteen

experiments, it will be seen that their average analysis was

:

Specific gravity, 1 0786.

Per cent.

Sucrose 13 646
tilucose 1696
Solids not sugar 2 032
Pohiriziition 13 048
Available sugar 9 298

And the per cent of syrup made from the juices averaged 20.85.
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The average composition of the juices used in the seventy-eight

experiments, was as follows

:

Specific gravity, 1.077.

Per cent.

Sucrose 13.55
Glucose 1.1.5

Solids not sugar 2 77
Polarization. 13.28
Available sugar , «... t 9 .29
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Table A.

—

experiments

Variety. Developmeut.

Jul

605
606
707

760

773

793

809

821

834

851

866

882

895

910

970

9S3

995

1008

1021

1045

White Liberiaii
Early Amber
Mixed juices from rows 25, 33,34

West India..

Red sorgho

West India

New variety, E. Link

<t i<

• i «c

standard, T. O. Harrell

Seed hard, sucker in dough.

Seed hard, sucker in dough.

49 95
63 61

Seed hard, sucker in hard dough

Seed hard, sucker in dough.

Seed hard, sucker in hard dough

Seed hard, sucker hard.

57 92

59.01

59 37

59.85

59.15

58 28

58.64

59.24

57.46

58 62

58-72

63,01

53.63

53.68

57.93

51.63

52.36

1 068
1 071)

1 072

1 078

1 074

1.078

1 079

1 079

1.074

1.078

1.074

1 079

1.0S2

1.082

1 083

1 072

1.080

l.OSO

1 14

I 00
1 53

1.27

2.04

1.73

1.72

1 85

2.12

2 29

2.06

12 11

13 18
12 98

13.55

13.28

12.09

12,87

2.09 12,34

.89

.62

1 73

.85

1.50

.39

.52

14 78

15.1

14.20

14 64

12 62

16 17

15.14

2 77
2.60
1.16

2.40

3.17

2.35

2.78

Lost

2.90

2.88

2.69

2.75

3.27

2.68

2.88

3.28

3.18

3.81

2.50

3.15

3.01
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Table A.

—

experiments
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Table B.—experiments

How defe-
cated.

Neutral or alka-
line. Scum. Character of

precipitate.
Precipitate

settled or not.
Juice after
defecation.

761

762

'763

778

779
780

781

782

794

795

796

810

811

812

813

822

823
824

837

838

839

840

852

853

854

869
883

884

885

896

897

CaSOS.

CaSOS.,

CaSOs..

Little . .

.

Heavy.

.

.... do.

Mixture.

CaS03 -l-Ca
(OH)2.

(:aS(^3-|-CaO
CaSQS

Strongly alkaline

Neutral

do.,

.do.. Little

.do.,

do.,

do..

CaSOs. Heavy.

CaSQs. ..

CaS03. ..

CaS03. ..

CaS03. ..

Mixture

.

...do..

...do..

Neutralized after
defecation.
...do

...do

Slightly alkaline.

Neutral

Slightly alkaline.

CaS03-f- mix-
ture.

Mixture ...

.do...

.do...

...do.

.. do.

...do.
Neutral.

.do..

.do..

.do..

.do.,

.do..

.do..

do.,

do.,

.do..

...do

Slightly alkaline.

Strongly alkaline

...do

Strongly alkaline.

Slightly alkaline.

.

. .do

.do.

.do..

Neutral

Strongly alkaline.

.do.,

.do...

...do.
Neutral.

.do..

do.,

.do..

do..

Slightly alkaline.

Strongly alkaline

.

Slightly alkaline.

...do

.do.,

.do.,

do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do..

do.

.do.

.do.,

.do..

.do..

.do..

.do..

.do..

do..

.do..

.do..

do...
.do..

do..

do.,
.do..

do..

.do..

.do..

.do..

Light; flocculent

Very light; floe

culent.
Light; flocculent

Heavy. .

do.

Not settled
without water
Settled well

Light green.

Yellowish
green.

do

Settled well.

do

Light; flocculent
do

do.

do.

.do.

.do.

do...

Settled . .

.

Not settled

-

Not until neu-
tralized.
.... do

Dark wine
color.

Dark brown
color.

do
Yellowish
green.

do

Heavy; whitish
green.

Heavy; light
green.

do

Light green.

Very light pre-
cipitate.

Light; flocculent

... do
Very light; floc-

culent.
Light; flocculent

Light; curdy. ,

.

Heavy; curdy;
green.
...do

do

do

Settled at once

do

do

Settled well.

do

Light; curdy

do

do

Settled well

.

do

do

.... do

do

do

do

do

...do

Turbid; gray

Grayish
brown.

Turbid ;gray-
i.sh brown.

Dark brown.

Clear; light
brown.

Clear; dark
brown.

Dark brown.

Clear; dark
brown.

do
Turbid; light

l)rown.
Turbid; red-

iisli brown
Clear; light
brown.

Clear; dark
Ijrown.

do
Light: flocculent

Heavy; curdy.

.

do.,

do..

do..

.do
Light; flocculent

Heavy; curdy.

do

.. ..do

do

.do
do

do...

do.,

do.,

.do..

Clear; ' dark
brown.

Clear; Ijrown

Clear; light
brown.

do
Turbid; red-
dish brown

Clear; light
brown.

do
Turbid: light
brown.

Clear; dark
brown.
.... do

Cl«ar: light
brown.
... do
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IN DKFECATION.

Juiee before
syrup.

Character
of syrup.

Acid

Very acid.

Acid

Light amber
color.

Light brown
color.

Light amber
color.

Dark color.

Brown color.

Dark color.
Turbid; yel-

low.

Clear: light
brown.

.do.

do.

Light brown.

Turbid: yel-
lowish.

Clear; light
brown

.

...do

do

Slightly acid

.

do
Acid

Strongly acid.

do

Neutral

do

do

Slightly acid.

do

do
Strongly acid.

Neutral

do
Strongly acid.

Slightly acid.

Neutral

Slightly acid.

do

Character of sugar in De-
cember. Remarks.

Defecated juice treated
with Ca(0Hj2 gave
heavv white precipi-
tate.

Heavy white precipi-
tate" settled at once
after neutralizing with
<':a(OH)«

Heavv precipitate after
adding Ca(0H)2.
....do

Slightly tur-
bid; dark
brown.

Light brown
color.

Clear; lightlciear syrup: very few small
amber. crystals: long xx.

. do " do..
Clear; light;Slightly turbid; very few
brown.

| small crvstals; long xx.
Turbid: light Slightly turbid
amber. |

Clear; lightiSlighlly turbid; thin.. .. .

amber.
Clear; dark Slightly turbid: about >^

amber. heavy sediment.
do Three-fifths sediment; re

mainder clear.
Clear: darkJHeavy sediment; thin and
yellow.

I

clear
Clear; light Heavy sediment: turbid
amber,

.do. One-third sediment; clear
thin; light color

Sediment turbid
Cloudy; few large radiated
XX.

do

do
Bright, clear
amber.

Clear: light
amber.

do
Turbid: light
amber

Clear; dark
amber.

Clear: lightl do
amber

|

Clear; light, Clear: slight sediment
brown.

Clear: dark Clear; bright; few large ra-
color. I diated xx

Cloudy
Heavy sediment; turbid . .

.

Heavy sediment; slightly
turbid.

White precipitate at
80«C; second defecated
juice neutralized with
Ca.(0H)2.

Enough Ca(0H)2 used
to neutralize.

Scum while
evaporating.

Green.

Little.

None.

.do.,

.do.,

None.

Do.

Do.

White.

Scum.

Scum.

.Vfter skimming, neu-
tralized "with mixture.

Syrup scorched.

Greenish yel-
low.

White, foamy.

Do.
Yellowish
green.
Do.

Do.

Green'h white

Do.
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Table B.—EXPERiMENxg

How defe-
cated.

Neutral or alka-
line.

Character of
precipitate.

Precipitate
settled or not.

Juice after
defecation.

Mixture.

do...

do.,

.do..

.do.,

.do..

do..

do.,

.do..

.do.

.do.

do.,

.do..

do...

do.,

do...

do.
do.

.do.,

.do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

.do.

.do.

do.

do.

do..

Slightly alkaline.

do

Heavy.

.

do.

Heavy; curdy..

do

Settled well.

do

Neutral

Slightly alkaline.

Heavy;
curdy
do

Strongly alkaline

Alkaline

Very heavy.

do

Light; flocculent

Heavy; curdy.

Very light;
curdy.

Not settled.

.

Settled well.

do

.do..

Slightly alkaline.

..do

Strongly alkaline

Slightly alkaline.

Heavy. Slight; curdy.

do...

.do..

do.. do..

Very heavy;
curdy.

Thick; heavy

Very slight;
curdy.

Slight; curdy.

.

...do

Strongly alkaline

Slightly alkaline.

do.,

do.,

do..

Strongly alkaline

. do

. do

do.

do.

do.

do

Heavy; curdy.

Slight; curdy .

do

do.,

do.

do.,

do.,

.do.,

.do.,

do.,

..do
Slightly alkaline.

.do.

do.

do.

do.

Heavy
Thick; heavy

Very heavy.

Heavy

Very heavy.

Heavy.

do

Light; flocculent

. ..do
Light; curdy.

do

Not settled.

do
Settled well

.

Strongly (?) alka-
line.

Slightly alkaline.

Neutral

Strongly alkaline

Slightly alkaline.

...do

Thick: heavy

Heavy

do

do

do

do

do. .do.

Slight; curdy...

Heavy; curdy..

do

Slight; curdy...

Heavy; curdy..

.

Slight; curdy...

...do

Very heavy;
curdy.

Slight;" curdy...

Heavy; curdy..

,

do

...do.

...do.

...do.,

...do.

...do.,

...do.,

...do.

...do.,

...do.,

...do..

.do...

Clear; light
brown.

do

Turbid; light
brown.

Clear; light
brown.

Clear; dark
reddish
brown.

do

Clear; light
reddish
brown..
. . do

Clear; dark
reddish
brown.

Clear; light
reddish
brown.

do

Dark red-
dish brown.

Clear; light
reddish
brown'.

Clear; dark
reddish
brown.

do

Clear; light
reddish
brown.

do
.. ..do

Clear; light
brown.

do

do.

Clear; light
reddish
brown.

do

do.

Clear; light
brown.

do

.do.

Turbid; light
brown.

do
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Juice before
syrup.

Character
of syrup.

Character of sugar in De-
cember. Remarks.

Slightly acid

do

Strongly acid.

Slightly acid

Strongly alka-
line.

Neutral.

Slightly acid

do.......

Neutral

Slightly acid.

do

Neutral.

Slightly acid.

do

do..

Alkaline

do
Slightlv acid

.

Acid

do

do

Slightly acid.

Clear: light
brown

.

do

Clear; light
amber.

do

Clear; sediment: very few
crystals: long xx.

|

Nearlv half sediment; re- Defecated juice stood
maiuder bright, clear.

One-half sediment; light;
thin: clear.

Half solid: very small yel-
lowish XX; thin, clear
svrup.

Clear: dark 'Slightly turbid; thin; dark,
brown.

Clear; light'Two-thirds sediment; thin:
brown. dark.

Clear; light Turbid; few medium xx.
amber.

\}i hours before evap
oration ; became dark
brown.

do.

.do.,

do..

do...

.do...

do...

do.

.do.,

Clear; dark
brown.

do.. ..

Clear: light
amber.

Clear: light
amber.

do

Acid

do.,

do..

Slightly alka
line.

Slightlv acid..

Slightly turbid: few medi-
um XX.

Turbid: light: many medi-
um large xx.

Turbid; light; thin

Thin; slightly turbid; light
clear: many large xx.

Thin; turbid: light color..

.

Turbid: few medium xx. .

.

Turbid; thin.

Sediment; turbid; very
large xx.

One-third sediment; slight-
lv cloudv.

do.

Juice stood 1 hour be-
fore evaporating ; be-^
came very dark clear
brown.

Juice became bright

.

Juice chang'd very light

do

Slightly turbid: small sedi-
ment.

Solid: yellowish; very small]
XX.

Very light: clear; semi-solid
1

medium xx.
Light clear: almost solid|
medium xx.

Solid: small xx

Defecated juice became
dark brown on stand-
ing 1 hour.

do
X.B. Juice for 1009, 1010,

and ion gave sour
smell.

do..

Very clear
light amber

Clear; light Clear: bright: almost solid
amber.

j medium" xx
do iClear; bright; }i full large

xx.
Clear; iigft<|Solid; clear: yellowish:
amber,

do..

do.

Acid I Turbid; light
brown.

.. do..

mall XX.
Bright; clear; many large
XX.

Very light: clear; semi-solid'
medium xx I

Slightly cloudy; yj full me-
dium small XX.

Slightly cloudy; f^fuUsmalll
XX.

1

.\bout half defecated
juice lost in precipi
tate.

do

Scum while
evaporating.

Green"h white

Do.

White, foamy.

Clean, white,
foamy.

Thick, white.

White, foamy.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Clean, white,
foamy.

White, ifoamy.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Clean, whit
foamy.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Yellowish
green.
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Juice before
syrup.

Character
of syrup.

Character of sugar in De-
cember. Remarks. Scum while

evaporating.

Slightly acid

do

Slightly alka-
line.

Slightly acid..

Slightly alka-
line.

do

Acid

.do.

do.,

Slightly alka-
line

Slightly acid.

Neutral

Turbid: light
brown.

Clear; liglit color; large xx.

Clear: darkjClear; solid: medium xx.
brown :

scorched.
Turbid: light
Ijrown.

Clear: light
brown

Clear, light
amber.

do.. .

do.

Clear: bright: semi-solid
small XX.

Semi-solid; very small xx..

Clear; light
brown.

do

Dark brown

.

Turbid:
brown

.

Clear; dark
brown

.

SDlid: yellowish: very fine
small" XX.

Clear: light; >^ full medium
XX.

Semi-solid: yellowish; very
fine small xx

Solid: small xx

Clear: bright; almost solid
small XX.

Clear: dark; nearly solid;
small XX.

Solid: small xx; dark color.

do.

About half defecated
juice lost in precipi-
tate.

do

do.

do.

do..

Part of defecated juice
lost in precipitate.

Part of juice lost in pre-
cipitate.

do

do.

..do.

.. do.

Yellowish
green.

Green'h white

Do.

Do.

White, foamy.

Do.

Clean, white,
foamv.
Do."

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

21
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Besides the experiments in defecation just recorded, and preliminary

to them, the following experiTneuts were made in the laboratory,

with comparatively small quantities of juice, for the purpose of learn-

ing the effects of various defecating agents, especially lime, sulphurous

acid, and sulphite of lime.

The results of these experiments are given in the following table, as

being chiefly valuable to those who may desire to continue investiga-

tions in the same direction.

In each case a sample of juice was analyzed as usual, and then sepa-

rate portions of this juice were submitted to different modes of treat-

ment, and the resulting products were in each case fully examined, and

the gain or loss of sucrose, glucose, and solids resulting from the sev-

eral methods of defecation, were thus shown.
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CHAPTER X.

(a.) Concentration or evaporation of juice.

(6.) Methods of evaporation.

(c.) Vacuum pans.

(d.) Multiple effects.

(e.) Separation of sugar from molasses.

(f.) Sucrates of lime and strontia.

CONCENTRATION OR EVAPORATION OF JdCE,

Having, by filtering and defecation, separated as far as possible the

impurities of the juice, the next step in the production of sugar is the

removal of the excess of water, which is always present in saccharine

juices.

By reference to the table on page 336, it will be seen that a solution

of sugar, boiling at a temperature of 239° F. (115° C), for example,

-will contain 85.2 per cent of sugar and 14.8 per cent of water, and
if this solution is allowed to cool down to 60° F. (15.5° C), the water

present will hold in solution about twice its weight in sugar; i. e., the

14.8 parts of watei will dissolve 29.H parts of sugar, and the re-

maining portion of sugar, 55.6 parts, will crystallize out from the so-

lution. As the temperature is increased, the amount of water neces-

sary to dissolve a given weight of sugar becomes less, as will be seen

by consulting the table on page 336.

In slowly passing from a state of solution to that of a solid, those

bodies, as sugar, salt, and others, which are able to assume a crystal-

lizable form do so.

From the composition of the juice, it wQl be seen that about 84 per

cent is water; i. e., the sugar in the juice is in a solution of about five

times its weight of water, and a large proportion must be removed in

order to secure this sugar.

In order that this matter, which is fundamental, may be thoroughlv

understood, a few illustrations of the principles involved are given.

Common salt is soluble in about three times its weight of water.

Suppose, now, that a pound of salt is dissolved in three pounds of

water, and we evaporate rapidly one and a half pounds of water from

the solution, it will be found that about half a pound of the salt will

be thrown down as a solid, but in a fine powder. If, however, the

water is slowly evaporated, we will have the salt crystallizing out in

large cubical crystals.
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Unlike the result with salt, which is but very little more soluble in

hot thau in cold water, when we evaporate a sugar solution in the open

air, we find that the whole will remain in solution ; and it is only

when we allow the solution to cool, that we have the excess of sugar,

which the water remaining is unable to hold in solution, crystallizing

out.

The crystallization of sugar from its solution is a matter of the great-

est simplicity. Many interested or ignorant j^ersons have said, or

thought, that there was some secret device by which the sugar could

be secured ; and many have represented that, by one thing or another,

crystallization could be effected. The sugar may be obtained from a

saccharine juice by any body, provided only the conditions for secur-

ing it are maintained ; and these conditions are very few and very

simple, and will be made plain in what follows.

It is also to be remembered, that no one is able to obtain sugar from

a juice if it is not there; and yet there are many whose claims are such

as to lead some to believe the contrary.

Crystallization is also a means of purification. To illustrate this

point, suppose an ounce of common salt and an ounce of saltpeter (ni-

trate of potash) are together dissolved in a half pint of water, and the

solution is allowed to evaporate slowly. It will be found that the

crystals of salt and crystals of saltpeter will be separately formed as

the water evaporates, and if the two are carefully picked out, each will

be found to be entirely free from the other—that is, the salt crystal-

lizes out by itself and the saltpeter by itself Further, if to a solution

of sugar there is added a solution of another substance, which does

not crystallize, and evaporation takes place, the sugar will crystallize

out, leaving the other substance in solution.

But it is found that the presence of certain sui3stances will prevent

the crystallization of sugar to a certain extent ; also, the presence of

certain others seems to favor or assist in the crystallization of sugar

;

while still other substances are apparently without any effect upon the

sugar present. The saccharine juice of plants, even after the most

careful defecation, is found to contain, besides the sugar, substances of

each of the three classes. The most important one is glucose and in-

verted sugar, more or less of which is always present, and which is es-

timated by sugar boilers as being able to hold in solution its own weight

of sugar. If, then, a pound each of glucose and sucrose should be

dissolved in a quart of water and the solution evaporated, it Avould be

found practically impossible to recover any of the sugar—but there

would be obtained a little over two pounds of molasses. So, too, the

salts or mineral matters present in the juice have each their specific
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effect, either to retain more or less of the sugar present as molasses, or,

as is the case with some, to cause the crystallization of more of the

sugar than would have been obtained without them. Owing to this

tendency of a substance when crystallizing to build up a crystal of

pure material, it is found, generally, that the crystals of sugar, even

when formed in a solution highly colored, are perfectlv pure, and color-

less as glass, and that the color of the ordinary yellow sugar is due al-

most entirely to the molasses which adheres to the surfaces of each mi-

nute crystal.

In the defecated juice there always remains a certain amount of

impurities, which may be removed in the early stages of evaporation
;

and it will always be found that, as the evaporation progresses, a scum
will form upon the surface, which may be easily removed by skimming.

This scum will continue to rise, until the juice has been reduced to

nearly one-half its bulk, or to a density of about 22° Beaume, specific

gravity 1.092.

A solution of sugar will, upon protracted boiling, suffer more or less

inversion of the sugar : but it will be seen, from the experiments given

upon page 297, that so long as there is an excess of lime in the solu-

tion, this inversion will not take place : also, that the effect of the

heat, when lime is present, is the destruction of the glucose, with the

formation of highly colored compounds, which will darken the syrup

produced. In the production, then, of syrup, it is most desirable, in or-

der to avoid a high color, that the removal of the water be effected

as speedily as possible.

METHODS OF EVAPORATION.

The means by which the removal of the excess of water is accom-

plished are, in pi'inciple, the same, viz., the evaporation by heat; but

the methods employed are numerous. They may be classed as,

1. Evaporation in open pans over the fire.

2. Evaporation in open pans by steam.

3. Evaporation from heated surfaces.

4. Evaporation from surfaces by hot air.

5. Evaporation in vacuum.

Evaporation in open Pajis over the Fire.

This method is the most primitive and the most inexpensive. It is

in use to a greater or less extent in every sugar producing country.

The following applications of this method will illustrate its exten-

sive use.

The so-called Jamaica train consists, generally, of four large hemi-

spherical copper boilers, mounted in brick work in a row, the fire being
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built under one end and passing beneath each copper in succession

to the chimney. This row of boilers is known as a "battery," and as

the "copper wall." The several boilers are known as " the grande,"

it being the largest; "the flambeau," since it is just touched by the

flames of the furnace ;
" the syrup," since in it the juice is concentrated

to a syrup; and " the battery," or "strike," since from this the con-

centrated syrup is
'

' struck " or dipped off into the coolers for crystal-

lization.

The defecated juice is added to the largest pan nearest the chimney,

and, as the juice becomes more and more concentrated, it is generally,

by means of ladles, dipped from the one to the other until it reaches

the last of the series, where it is evaporated to that degree of concen-

tration which is found necessary. It is then ladled into coolers, and

allowed to stand for crystallization, when the molasses is drained from

the sugar, which is known in the trade as " muscovado."

In this process, a very large amount of sugar is lost through the

high heat of the pans, which chars a jiortion of the sugar and darkens

the product; but its simplicity and low cost is such, that, even at the

present day, large quantities of sugar are thus produced. The same
principle, although greatly perfected in details, is involved in a large

number of evaporators in general use throughout the country for the

production of syrup and sugar from sorghum. These need not be

separately described, but the several points which constitute their im-

pi-oveinents over the Jamaica Train of the Creoles may be briefly men-
tioned :

1. The smaller quantity of juice under evaporation at any given

time, thus proportionately diminishing the amount of inversion of su-

gar, and thus increasing the yield, owing to the rapidity Avith which

the water is removed.

2. The protection of all portions of the evaporators not covered with

juice or syrup fi-om the direct contact with fire, and thus lessening the

production of caramel and other products, which, besides destroying

sugar, darken the syruj:).

3. The introduction of devices for removing the scum during the

concentration of the syrup, this greatly diminishing the labor of man-
ufacture and the loss in sugar through this operation.

4. The arrangement of dampers beneath the several compartments

of the pan, which in function correspond to the four boilers of the Ja-

maica Train, so that the heat may be moderated under each, or, as is

necessary when the syrup after sufficient concentration is to be re-

moved from the last pan, may be entirely shut off.

5. The very great reduction in cost in the apparatus necessary to the
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manufacture of a commercial product, thus enabling one of even very

limited means to provide himself with the apparatus necessary to work

his crop.

Another simple and effective class of evaporators, are those which

practically embody the advantages of the Jamaica Train, although

consisting of but a single pan. The so-called "Cook Pan" well illus-

trates this class of evaporators. It is essentially an oblong pan of cop-

per or iron, of a size varying from 3^ feet X 6 to 5 feet X 30, which,

by a series of partitions extending nearly across the pan, and separated

from each other by spaces from 6 to 8 inches, cause the defecated juice,

which is admitted at one end. to pass back and forth across the pan to

the other end, so that, by adjusting the supply of juice, the evapo-

ration is completed in the circuit, and the syrup is obtained in a con-

tinuous stream. By the interposition of gates, the pan is divided into

several compartments, thus imitating in principle the Jamaica Train=

The scum which rises during the earlier stages of the evaporation, is

removed by skimming.

In theory, nothing would seem superior to this arrangement, and

the results are exceedingly satisfactory. It will be seen at a glance

that the juice is exposed to heat but a minimum of time, and there

would appear to be little room for improvement, so long as direct heat

is used. It is worthy of note, also, that, in pans of this character, the

progress of the juice is the reverse of what it is in the Jamaica Train,

the juice in the Cook Pan entering the end directly over the fire, and

leaving at the end furthest away, thus diminishing the danger of burn-

ing the syrup.
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Plate XXXn.

PORTABLE EVAPORATOP—FURNACE AND PAX.

For the smaller pans, Xos. 2, 3, and 4, portable furnaces are provided. These are

made of cast iron and sheet iron, heavily bound and riveted, strongly made, and the

whole mounted upon rockers of angle iron—thus furnishing a complete portable

furnace of iron and brick, combined in one, with ali the advantages of both, and yet

so light that it can be easily handled by two men. This is the most convenient
arrangement for small home operations; and, for custom work, it is well nigh indispen-

sable. With it the operator can move from field to field, or from farm to farm, and thus
avoid the labor and expense of hauling the cane.
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Plate XXXIII.

AUTOMATIC COOK PAN.

The Automatic Cook Pan has three divisions, each performing separate ofBces, and

all fconnected by high ledges and gates, nnder the full control of the operator. The

processes of defecation, clarification, and finishing, are systematically carried on with-

out interruption to the end.

The first division frees the juice from its crude impurities, Avhilst passing through

the channels, by the automatic action of the skimming device, which throws the scum

in an opposite direction from the moving juice.

In the second division, the juice is freed from its remaining impurities and reduced

to semi-syrup. This division is provided with high ledges, to prevent the mixing of

the juice; and is so constructed, that the scum is thrown to the opposite side, or into

the trough, to be returned to the first division for re-scparation. This saves a consider-

able percentage of syrup.

The semi-syrup is taken by the third division, and finished as rapidly as possible to

the sugar point, and drawn into coolers.

The Automatic Cook Pan secures thorough defecation, saves o large percentage of juice

that would otherwise be wasted, and saves labor in skimming and fuel.

Full direction for building arch and working pan sent with each pan.
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Mate XXXIV.

THE STUBBS EVAPORATOR.
Plate XXXIV represents the Stubbs Evaporator. The upper cut shows the pan with

two compartments. The first occupies three-fourths of the pan; the second compart-
ment the remaining fourth. The juice enters the first compartment near the smoke-
stack in a regular stream, passing around the circle over the fire-box to cross-parti-

tions, where it thickens to a semi-syrup. Being over the hottest part of the furnace,

it raises to a light foam, which breaks to the lowest point where the cool juice enters,

not only keeping back the green scum, but carrying all the scum off of thirty feet sur-

face, where it is scraped off without loss of sweet. The semi-syrup is turned into the
second compartment at intervals, to be finished under full control of heat governed by
dampers. When done, to be run off with scraper, letting semi-syrup follow. Boil rap-
idly with two inches juice in order to cleanse well.

The lower engraving represents the furnace. Should be built of brick, with eight-

inch wall fourteen inches above fire-grate: the balance seven inches. A sectional arch
with one damper in center, hinged at the back end to swing to back wall; also dam-
per across the mouth of left flue. The smoke-stack stands back, as the cut indicates.

The smoke-stack should be sixteen feet high, fourteen inches diameter.
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The following table has been prepared to enable the reader readily

to convert the degrees of the Centigrade thermometer into degrees

upon the Fahrenheit scale, although it has been the aim to give both,

whenever temperature has been mentioned in the text.

TARLE FOB CONVERSION OF CENTIGRADE DEGREES INTO FAHRENHEIT DEGREES.

d
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By means of the following table, the manufacturer may be able to

determine the percentage of total solicis in his juice or syrup, by sim.

ply taking the specific gravity at any temperature not over 100° C. or

212° F. For example, a sample of syrup, at a temperature of 80° C,
had a specific gravity of 1.2862—that syrup contains Qo per cent of

total solids ; and at 15° C. this sample would have a density of 1.3211.

For temperatures and percentages between those tabulated, it will be

easy to make the necessarv calculatious.
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The following table gives the temperatures at which solutions of su-

gar of different degrees of concentratiou boil, the jx^rcentage of sugar

present iu each case, the degrees Beaume and density of each at the

temjDerature of boiling, and also at the ordinary temperature of 15° C.

or 59°F.

For example, a solution containing 79.5 per cent of sugar will boil at

110° C. or 230° F., and at this temperature will have a density of

38°. 5 Beaume, or specific gravity of 1.364 ; and when cooled to 15° C.

or 59° F. will have a density of 42°. 8 Beaume, and a specific gi-avity

of 1.4215.

TABLE OF BOILING POINT, DEGREES BEAUME, SPECIFIC GRAVITY, AND PER CENT

OF SUGAR OP SACCHARINE SOLUTIONS.
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would have a specific gravity of 1.4267, would contain 81.5 per cent

of solid matters, and would weigh 11.9 pounds to the gallon

:

c ^-

u -

5
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Evaporation in Open Pans and by Steam.

Owing to the far greater ease with which the heat may be applied

and regulated, it is extensively employed, both in the operations of

defecation and evaporation. In open pans it is applied by means of

a coil of iron (or, preferably, copper) pipe, as in the defecator; and

since the heat may thus be applied over a greatly increased surface,

and at any temperature and pressure, the evaporation is proportionately

more rapid than from a pan which is heated directly over the fire. The

relative evaporating capacity of pans heated by direct heat and by

eteam, may be learned by the following comparisons. The average

evaporation from an open pan over a fire, the grate surface of which is

about one-fourth to one-third the size of the pan, is about one gallon

of water to each square foot of surface in the pan per hour. Pans of

large size evaporate a larger amount proportionately than small ones,

and with greater economy of fuel, and less relative waste. To illustrate:

pans of the following dimensions are claimed to evaporate as follows

:

Gallons per hour.
Size. Feet of surface. per foot surface.

40 X 120 inches 33>3' 4
40 X 192 inches 53)^ 7

40 X 28S inches 80 1.3
44 X 108 inches 35 8

44 X 144 inches 44 11,

44 X 180 inches 55 11

Experiments Were made at the Department of Agriculture, by the

author, with two evaporators heated by copper coils with steam at the

pressure of 55 pounds.

As an average of seven experiments, with two evaporators, it was

found that there were evaporated four gallons of water per hour from

each squai-e foot of surface of the juice in the evaporator. One evap-

orator was seven feet in diameter ; the other, four feet ten inches.

Both were circular. '

Practically, the same results are reported by others in their work

with similar evaporators.

The importance of keeping up a brisk boiling, must not be forgotten;

for it has been found that the transmission of heat from steam pipes is two

and a half times as rapid when the water is boiling vigorously, as when

it is at rest as in the heating up of the juice in the act of defecation.

This great difference is obviously due to the rapid circulation and dis-

tribution of the heat when the boiling is going on, as compared with

the very slow movements in the mass of water when not boiling.

It is found, also, that the heat given out by steam coils to boiling

juice, is about fifteen per cent less than that given out to boiling watefj
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and this result is obviously due to the comparatively sluggish juice, as

compared with the water.

Surface or Film Evaporation.

A very large number of evaporators have been devised (some of

which appear to have given excellent results in practice), based upon

the evaporation of the water from thin films of juice distributed over

heated surfaces, or exposed to hot and dry air. Among the many
forms o'f apraratus constructed upon this principle, may be mentioned

the following

:

1. A continuous sheet of cloth, passing over two sets of rollers, at

the top and bottom of a chamber through which, by means of a fan,

fresh hot and dry air is made to pass. The lower rolls are placed be-

neath the surface of the juice to be evaporated, so that, by the revolu-

tion of tlie cloth, a fresh portion of the juice is constantly exposed to

the hot air.

2. A long, hollow cylinder, heated by the waste steam of the sugar

house, which passes through it, and which, revolving in the juice, in

which it is partly immersed, presents a fresh film constantly to the air.

3. The substitution of hollow discs upon a common axle, the hollow

axle permitting the steam to enter and heat the discs, which are caused

to revolve partially immersed in the juice to be evaporated.

4. A spiral hollow coil, through which steam passes, which also re-

volves partially in the juice.

5. An upright hollow cylinder (15 or 20 inches in diameter, 10 to 12

feet long), heated within by steam, over which, from the upper end, the

juice is allowed to stream, the distribution of the juice over the surface

of the cylinder being eflfected by circular troughs about the cylinder,

at intervals, which, by their overflow, secure the distribution of the

juice in a film, which otherwise would form streams from the top to

the bottom of the cylinder.

6. Still another form is a skeleton cylinder, consisting of two steam

tight circular drums, which are connected together by a series of tubes

which enter the periphery of each drum, and through which the steam

passes from one drum to the other. This cylinder revolves horizontally,

with its lower portion dipping in the juice, and thus presents a large

surface for evaporation.

None of these surface evaporators permit the removal of any impuri-

ties by skimming; and they can not, therefore, be used except for the

concentration of semi-syrup of 22° to 25° Beaume, since the juice

requires more or less skimming during its evaporation, until it has

reached that density.
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It would appear, however, that this principle possesses some valu-

able features, especially if so contrived as to complete the evaporation

of a given quantity of juice at once ; for it is found that the evapora-

tion from a thin film is rapid, even at temperatures far below the boil-

ing point, as is known to everybody in the familiar process of drying

clothes by hanging them upon a liue. The principal objection urged

against all evaporators of this class, does not appear, as yet, to have

been overcome in practice, viz.: the drying and adhering to the heated

surfaces of a gradually increasing crust of sugar, which not only pre-

vents, to a great extent, evaporation, by being a poor conductor of

heat, but results in the inversion of a large portion of the sugar which

is thus adhering.

Pan Scale.

In the process of evaporation, especially with the open pan, con-

siderable trouble arises from the formation of a white scale upon the

pan, which not only retards evaporation, but becomes, when loosened,

incorporated with the syrup. An analysis of this scale, shows it to be

composed, when deposited from sorghum juice, of a lime salt of aconitic

acid. This acid has been detected in the molasses of sugar-cane, and

it is probable that a similar deposit found upon the evaporators of

sugar-cane juice, and generally called lime, is of like composition.

The average of three analyses of scale, from a concretor used for the

juice of sugar-cane, gave the following composition:

ANALYSIS OF PAX SCALE.
Per cent.

Moisture 5 S6
Orsiaiiie 18 05
Insoluble 14 24
Sulphuric acid 96
Phosphoric acid 8 43
Lime 37 98
Iron 2.61
Alkalis, etc 12 37

100.00

The character of the organic matter in the above is not given, but

it is by no means improbable that this scale is in part composed of the

same salt. The practical question concerning it, is its removal from

the pans, since, by its poor conducting pawer, it will cause the pans

to be heated even red hot, thus burning them out ; and besides, if,

cracking loose, it admits the syrup to this red hot pan, burning is in-

evitable.

The use of diluted acids, sulphuric, hydrochloric, or sven vinegar,

has been recommended for its removal ; but, if used, the pan must uot

long be in contact with these stronger acids, and, after their use, the
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pan must be repeatedly washed and rinsed with water, to remove ever\-

portion of the acid.

A method which has been found effective with the open pan, has

been to wipe the pan quite dry, and before using it to burn a small

armful of straw or shavings under the pan, the sudden expansion of

the iron by the momentary- blaze cracking the scale loose, so that it

may be swept out of the pan with a broom. Of course, care must be

taken to avoid unsoldering of the pan in this operation, of which there

is no danger if the blaze is only of short duration. It is verv interest-

ing to observe, that a similar scale is often found in the pans when
maple sap is evaporated ; but this scale has been found to be the lime

salt of malic, another organic acid.

VACUU^I PAJN'S.

The principle upon which the vacuum pan is based, is the fact that

the boiling point of water, syrup, or any liquid, is in part, dependent

upon the pressure of the atmosphere, and that the temperature at

which a liquid boils, is higher or lower, according as the atmospheric

pressure is increased or diminished. For example, the boiling point

of water at the sea level, is 212° F. (100° C), and the pressure of the

atmosphere is equal to the pressure of a column of mercury 30 inches

(776 mm.) high ; but it is found that, at the summit of Mount Blanc,

which is 15,560 feet above the level of the sea, water boils at 185°.8F.
(85°. 6 C), and that the pressure of the atmosphere at the summit, is

only equal to a column of mercury 17.363 inches high (449 mm.)
It appears, then, an elevation of abnit 600 feet diminishes the boil-

ing point 1°F., and this is demonstrated as due to the fact, that the

pressure of the atmosphere is diminished by leaving a portion of the

atmosphere below us in the ascent. Conversely, if we descend a mine,

we fiud the boiling point increases, owing to increase of pressure, as

indicated by the barometer.

If, now, by artificial means, the pressure of the atmosphere is in

part or wholly removed from a liquid, we find the boiling point is pro-

portionably diminished ; and in fact, the boiling point of water has been

reduced in a vacuum approximately perfect to 70°F. (21°. IC).

The vacuum pan, which was invented by Howard in 1813, and

which has come into such general use in the evaporation of liquids,

works by the principle above illustrated. Its importance in su^ar

making is due to the fact, that, by the avoidance of high temperatures,

there is no danger of burning the sugar, as is frequent with open pans;

and the inversion of the susrar is reduced to a minimum.
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Also, the rapidity of the operation is greatly increased, since the

evaporation in a vacuum proceeds very rapidly.

The amount of vacuum in the pan is stated in inches, in the sugar

house, and is determined by a barometer connected with the interior

of the pan. Thus, 28 inches of vacuum means, that the pressure

within the pan is equal to only 2 inches of mercury at the sea level

;

20 inches vacuum means, that two-thirds of the pressure has been re-

moved from within the pan.

It is obvious, that the pressure on the pan by the surrounding at-

mosphere, when any thing approaching a good vacuum is attained,

becomes enormous ; 28 inches vacuum is common wdth good pans, and

a pan 8 feet in diameter would then sustain an outside pressure of at

least 200 tons. The pan, therefore, must be constructed of material

able to sustain this pressure.

The following table gives the boiling points for syrup in the vacuum

pan, for the several degrees of vacuum which are obtained in practice.

It is taken from Ures' Dictionary of Arts and Manufactures:

BOILING POINTS IN' VACUUM PAN.

Inches of vacuum.
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and removed by the vacuum pump. Coudensation is effected by a jet

of water, similar to the method of condensing engines, or, when water

is limited, surface condensation is made use of: the vapor passing

through a system of pipes, over which water is allowed to trickle. In

the one case, the water used in condensation, as also the condensed

vapor, is removed by a steam pump ; in the latter, only the condensed

vapor, and such une -ndensed portion as remains, is removed by the

pump. At the bottom of the vacuum pan a sliding valve permits the

discharge of the contents, when concentration is completed. The
semi- syrup is forced into the pan through a pipe connected with the

syrup tank, by atmospheric pressure, owing to the vacuum in the pan.

A barometer and thermometer are connected with the interior of the

pan, by which the extent of the vacuum and the temperature of the

contents are indicated at a glance ; also a proof stick, which enables a

portion of the contents of the pan to be removed for examination

without breaking the vacuum. Eye-glasses in the sides of the pan

enable the sugar-boiler to watch and thus control the operations.

The volume which a gas occupies being inversely as the pressure,

it follows that, with a vacuum of 28 inches, a cubic foot of water (7i

gallons), which would produce, at the ordinary pressure of the at-

mosphere, 1700 cubic feet of steam, would yield, at 28 inches of

vacuum, 25,500 cubic feet. It is found that a cubic foot of water

will produce 21,500 cubic feet of steam under a pressure of 2 inches

of mercury.

The pipe which is to discharge from the pan the enormous bulk of

rarified steam generated, must be adequate, as also the apparatus for

condensation.
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Plate XXXV.

The above plates, No. XXXV, show two forms of defecators made by the Cohvell

Iron Works, Xcw York, made either with cast-iron, wrought iron, or copper, with double

bottoms, as shown in one plate, or with copper coils, as shown in the other plate.

These vessels can be used as clanfiers, if needed; but it is objectionable to have a ves-

sel of too great a depth. Therefore, the vessels represented in Plate XXXVI are recom-

mended, either being as large as occasion requires, and so arranged with a scum trough

round the top, that, in the rapid ebullition, the overflowing liquor and scum can be

caught, and, by an automatic arrangement of valve, the liquor can be returned to the
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main body, while the scum is held in the trough, until a sufficient quantity has gathered
to make it an object to ease the steam and wash out the trough.

These vessels are also used as open steam evaporators, having an abundance of heat-

ing surface, plenty of high pressure steam, and proper openings for the escape of the
condensation; for the water must not be allowed to accumulate in the coils, if rapid aud
effective work is desired.

The cuts show the necessary pipes and valves for the complete aud successful working
of the train.

These vessels are also used for reducing the juice to a syrup of ij" B., preparatory for

the vacuum pan.
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Plate XXXVII.

DIRECT STKAM KVAPORATOR.
Plate XXXVII is a "^ direct steam evaporator," which receives the clarified juice from

the steam clarifier shov.-n in Plato XXXV. The juice is boiled by means of ,a coiled
steam-pipe. The rcsnltinE; scum boils over into a trough round the upper edge of the
evaporator, aud is itself subjected to defecation afterward.
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Plate XXXVIII.

ONE STOKY VACUUM.—COLWELL.
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liM^

Plate XXXIX.

TWO STORY VACUUM.—COLWELL.
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The foregoing plates, Xos. XXX^^^ and XXX IX, represent two

styles of vacuum pans manufactured by the Colwell Iron-Works, and

the following description of the details of their construction, and the

mode of their operation has been supplied by the manufacturer:

Vacuum pans are of copjier or iron. Copper was once used ex-

clusively, but of late years cast-iron has been the choice.

The heating surface is of seamless drawn copper tubes, in serpentine

coils, leaving from three to four inches space between each circle, and

inclining to the center, the lower coil following the dip of the bottom,

and the upper coil having a dip of about four inches, taking steam on

the outside, and leading the condensation out at the center through the

bottom to traps—the diameter of tubes depending upon the size of pan.

These coils are secured to cast braces by a cup and cover, which hold

them securely from jumping during the boiling, yet allowing them to

expand and contract without any strain. The braces are so arranged

that they offer but little obstruction to the outflow of the finished

sugar (this is a late improvement). Heretofore it was clumsy and

strong, or light and weak—in the first place, holding great masses of

magma at each strike of the pan ; or, in the latter case, when a very

stiff boiling is made, the worms were oftimes in a ruin at the bottom

of the pan. With our arrangements, the minimum of obstruction and

the maximum of strength are obtained. The heating surface is the

life of the pan, and if not properly arranged, properly secured, with

proper inlets and outlets, the amount of work will not be up to expec-

tation.

Mountings.

Double steam valves, through which the steam is admitted into the

coils—principally exhaust steam. That not being enough, live steam

can be used at the same time, and yet not exert any back pressure

up>u the exhaust of the different engines, if properly managed.

Eye glasses, which are placed in curb and dome to see the depth of

liquor, as well as the action of boiling.

Thermometer, vacuum guage, which, to be the most accurate, should

be columns of mercury. A double-charge cock, with one pipe leading

to the syrup tank, and another leading to molasses tanks.

A butter or oQ cup, for the introduction of a little oil or sweet but-

ter to check the foaming.

The charge cock has a small cock in its side, called the lime-water

cock, for the purpose of correcting any acidity that may occur.

The draw off valve at the bottom is made much larger than for-

merly, as refiners and planters find it much more economical to boil

the pan as stiff as it can be done without getting it too dry (in which
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case it will not run from pan without steam pressure from within),

many boiling it so closely that in two minutes more it would be liable

to set.

For the economical working of a pan, a recipient is furnished. It

has many nozzles, so as to connect the exhaust from the various en-

gines iu the sugar house, and is connected to the steam trunk with

suitable openings, and these in turn connected to the valves on pan

by copper pipes. To guard against too much back joressure, the re-

cipient has an escape valve, loaded to a working pressure of about five

pounds ; and also so arranged that, when the pan is not working, the

steam can escape perfectly free.

The recipient also has a water guage and outlet cock.

The condensation of the eliminated vapors of the juice during the

boiling, is accomplished in a condenser that is connected to the vacuuni

pan tor the purpose of producing this effect by the injection of cold

water, which, coming in contact with these vapors, produces the

vacuum desired.

This condensation and injection water is drawn off by means of a

large air pump, which, at the same tifne, takes out any air which may

have been admitted through any leaks in the machinery, together with

the air which we know to be in the water.

Without sufficient cold water, it is impossible to procure a perfect

condensation and a proper vacuum ; and, where this occurs, it is impos-

sible to do the work required of the pan.

From 24 to 29 inches of vacuum are considered necessary; and if

this is not shown by the mercury gauges, some imperfection exists

which ought to be remedied at once.

The operation of boiling is as follows: The juice is elevated into

the tanks above by means of a steam pump, fi'om whence the pan

draws it. After cooking a strike, which operation lasts from four to

six hours, it is thrown out by means of a valve at the bottom of the

pan into a mixer (see illustration), which is sufficiently large to con-

tain the entire strike of the pan. Afterward, the sugar passes from

the mixer to the centrifugals through a valve opening into each of the

machines, where it is purged, ready to be emptied into either boxes or

hogsheads, and sent to market. This system is called purging " hot,"

and is used to-day in all the refineries of the United States and on

many jilantations. For raw sugar, the vacuum pan can be made to

operate on the " wet " or " dry " system. The latter, Avhich is the most

modern, is preferred by all who thoroughly understand the matter, but

it requires more water. A plantation having complete machinery will

make six thousand barrels of sugar with greater ease and less labor
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than Avill be necessary on another plantation to make three thousand

barrels where the fire trams are used.

The advantage of the vacuum pan system, in respect to expense of

fuel, is immense; as the vacuum pan is worked by means of exhaust

steam from the various engines and pumps of the sugar house, thus

taking advantage of the latent heat in the boiling of the sugar, after

the steam has done its duty as prime mover.

Thus it will be seen that the employment of the vacuum pan and

triple effect does not materially increase the amount of fuel necessary

for the engines.

The situation of the pan in the house is important, f tr upon its po-

sition depends the economical working of the sugar house.

Employing this system, the planter can have packed in boxes or

barrels, and many times in the market each day, the sugar made on

the previous day. With the vacuum pan only can be obtained a grain

of sufficient consistence to resist the extraordinary expulsive force of

the centrifugal.

With a well arranged boiling house, it is not necessary to touch the

juice after it leaves the mill until sugar, dry and well purged, comes

from the centrifugal, which all planters must acknowledge is a great

economy of labor, time, and money.

The pans can be put upon the beams of building, but the better

way is to place them upon iron columns and platform, independent of

building, so they will not be shaken by the high winds that visit sugar

countries.

In the vacuum pan system, the amount of fuel saved is considerable,

and the difference in the amount of molasses obtained from a given

amount of juice is as 2 to 3—that is, the train produces three hogs-

head of sugar and one of molasses ; the vacuum pan produces five, or

even seven, hogsheads of sugar to one of molasses.
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Plate XL represents a sectional view of the Hersey Granulator.

The sugar is fed iu on end through the spout by a set of rolls placed

above the machine ; and, by lifting shelves on the inside of outer cylin-

der, is carried up and dropped in a continuous shower upon the heating

cylinder, and rolls off by the rotation of the machine, to be again car-

ried up, working forward to the opposite end by the inclination of the

apparatus, and is then delivered into the screen for separating into the

different grades.

The heater cylinder is put centrally within the iron conveying cyl-

inder, Avhich is 23 feet long and 6 feet in diameter, the heater cylinder

being 20 feet long aud 36 inches in diameter, and making five revolu-

tions per minute ; a striker jarring off any sugar that may adhere to
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the cylinder -when first entering the machine, which is operated by

cams. The machine is rotated by means of outside gear on the con-

vey cylinder.

The current of air constantly passing through the machine carries

off the moisture from the sugar through a pipe, and the dry sugar is

delivered cool from the end into which the cold air is passing, so that

it does not cake, and can be immediately barreled, and will not cause

the barrels to shrink.

The following calculations of the practical workings of the vacuum

pan, are from the Encyclopedia of Chemistry, Vol. II, p. 903, Lip-

pincott.

" If 30,000 pounds of sugar containing 10 per cent of water, are

produced in 2 hours from pan-liquor containing 50 per cent of water,

equal to 27^° Beaume of density, then 27,000 pounds less 3,000 pounds

of water would be evaporated, which, at 28° vacuum, would equal

5, 333, 33-4 cubic feet of vapor, and the velocity of this vapor through

a pipe of two feet in the cross section, would be 741 feet per second.

If the condensing water was at the temperature of 60°F., and should

escape by the vacuum pump at a temperature of 90°F., 24,000 pounds

of steam would require 84,480 gallons of water for condensation, or 1

gallons of water evaporated would require 28 gallons of water to

condense it.

The steam needed to evaporate 24,000 pounds of water in the vacu-

um pan, would be, at 30 pounds pressure above the atmosphere, 28,208

pounds, without any allowance for waste.

An open pan would require only 14 j^er cent more heat to evaporate

the same amount of water."

It wiU thus be seen that the advantage of the vacuum pan (and

it is unquestionably great) is not found, as is by many urged, in its

saving of fuel or steam, for that is small, and, besides, the apparatus

is expensive, and requires expert supervision.

The vacuum pan enables the juice to be concentrated at a low tem-

perature, thus preventing burning entirely, and the inversion of the

sugar to a great degree.

The heat of the vacuum pan is generally the direct steam from the

boiler, but, on account of the low temperature necessary to secure ac-

tive boiling, it has been found economical to use the waste steam of

the sugar mill in the coils. As an improvement upon the vacuum pan

,

there have been devised what are known as the double or triple effects,

to be shortly described.

In order, also, to avoid the effect of high temperatures upon the

sugar, an apparatus similar in construction to the Cook Pan, see jiage

23
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330, has been employed, with the sides and partitions higher, so that

a dejith of juice may be secured sufficient to cover a pipe through

which hot water circulates, by which the evaporation is kept up. In

like manner, hot water has been employed in the coils of the vacuum

pan, thus avoiding all danger of burning, which, by using steam,

may occur when the vacuum is not vvell kept, as through an insuf-

ficient supply of condensing water. Even in the vacuum pan, the

steam generated by the hot surface of the coils is yet under the pres-

sure of the superincumbent mass of syrup, which would be approxi-

mately 1^ pounds pressure, equal to 3 inches of mercury, for two feet

depth of syrup above the heated coil. It is obvious, therefore, that

the pan should be shallow in order to secure evaporation at the low-

est temperature ; but, in practice, it has been found to give better

results xn crystallization, by increasing the depth—a result which may
be due to the greater freedom of motion of the contents of the pan,

Avhich the higher temperature and the escape of steam from a greater

depth insures. We have seen that sugar is soluble in all proportions

in water ; or, rather, that the amount of water necessary to dissolve

sugar depends upon the temj^erature, see page 336. If, therefore,

the water which is present in a solution of sugar be evaporated by

boiling in an open vessel, it will be found that, as the water evapo-

rates, the temperature of the boiling liquid will gradually increase,

and the degree of concentration may be very accurately determined

by means of the thermometer. See page 336.

No crystallization of sugar, therefore, can be secured in the open

pan so long as the boiling is continued; but it is found, after the con-

centration has been carried to a certain point, that the amount of

sugar is so much in excess of that which the water present is able at

ordinary temperatures to dissolve, that, if a portion of the boiling

syrup be taken from the pan, the crystallization of the sugar is al-

most instantaneous, and it is by means of a few simple tests that the

experienced sugar-boiler in charge of the Jamaica Train is enabled to

tell, when the contents of his battery or strike pan are ready to be

transferred to the crystallizing vessels.

The method which is difficult to describe, but which is very simple

in practice, commonly employed, is to remove a portion of the boil-

ing syrup by the ladle, and observe its character and appearance,

as the last and partially cooled portion runs off; oi', by taking

a drop of the syrup between the thumb and fore-finger, gradually

opening them and observing the string of syrup formed, which, if of

the right character, may be extended to about an inch and a half be-

fore parting; the broken end partly curls up, while the string presents
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a granular rather than a glassy look, showing the presence of the

minute grains of sugar which are formed during the cooling.

Another method is to observe the character of the escaping steam,

which no longer is continuous, but, as the time of striking for sugar ap-

proaches, is in large bubbles, escaping with a puff much resembling

the boiling of hasty pudding, or the last boiling iu making maple

sugar.

In the vacuum pan, however, after a certain degree of concentra-

tion is reached, the temperature is no longer sufficient to hold all the

sugar in solution, and the excess is at once thrown down in the form of

an infinite number of microscopic crystals distributed through the boil-

ing mass. The appearance of this grain is carefully watched for by the

sugar-boiler; and, after its appearance, the contents of the pan and

the progress of the evaporation receives his constant supervision. The

object to be secured is now, by re2:»eated additions of ''pan-liquor" (as

the semi-syrup, with which the vaccum pan is at first charged and

afterward fed, is termed), to " build up," as they say, the small crystals

of sugar, or " grain," until they are of appreciable size, so that their

purging in the centrifugal may be easily accomplished. The dangers

are that, either through increased heat in the pan, by partially losing

the vacuum, or by the two great amount of pan liquor admitted in a

charge, and the consequent considerable dilution of juice, he may lose

the grain by its being dissolved, and he must again recover it, as at the

outset ; or, by a too rapid evaporation, and the consequent excessive

deposition of sugar, it may liappen that the sugar is thrown down more

rapidly than it can be deposited upon the crystals already formed, and

a fresh crop of crystals is produced, known technically as " false

grain."

This " false grain" is very carefully guarded against by the sugar-

boiler, and may be dissolved by a heavy charge of pan-liquor and a high

heat in the pan. But it may happen when the pan is already so full as

to forbid further addition of fresh liquor ; in which case, it can only be

removed by means of heavy washing with water in the centrifugal or

mixer, thus causing a great loss of sugar in the molasses.

In working the vacuum pan, the vacuum is first created by the

pump, when the semi-syrup is drawn into the pan, until the first coil

of pipe is covered, when the steam may be turned into such coil, and,

as the successive coils become covered with the syrup, steam is admitted

to them. It then remains only to add fresh portions of the semi-syrup

as evaporation progresses, until the grain is formed, when the exeicise

of more care is needed. After a time the full capacity of the pan is

reached, and it is then necessary to remove the contents of the pan,
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Avholly or iu part, into cooliug or crystallizing tanks, which, being on

wheels, are conveniently brought under the sliding gate at the bottom

of the vacuum pan ; and as they are successively filled, they are

wheeled into a warm room, where they are allowed to remain for a few

hours, or even a day or two, during which time more of the sugar will

crystallize.

In " striking" the pan, as the removal of its contents is termed, the

steam is first turned off', the vacuum is broken, the pump stopped, and

the contents discharged. It is, however, often the case, that but a

portion is removed, and that then the boiling is resumed, supplies

of pan sugar being drawn iu from time to time, as before. Of course

this results (in case no false grain is produced) in the increase in the

size of the crystals of sugar ; and they are often obtained, by the re-

peated partial striking of the pan, at last with a diameter from one-

sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch. But this " doubling," as the

operation is termed, is only possible with very pure juices, as of the

best sugar-cane, since the impurities of the juice are gradually accumu-

lating in the molasses, and finally become so abundant as to make

purging of the sugar difficult, if not impossible. If such " gumminess"

of the molasses is not excessive, a little lime-water drawn into the pan

during boiling, is said to remove it; but when it is such as to seriously

interfere with the purging of the sugar, the strike of the vacuum pan

should be complete, and the pan should be charged with fresh liquor,

as at the outset. The danger of fiilse grain being produced, is es-

pecially great when, after a partial strike, a fresh portion of pan-

liquor is drawn into the pan.

During the entire operation, the interior of the pan may be observed

through the glasses in its side, and its contents examined, from time to

tiine, by means of the proof-stick.

MULTIPLE EFFECTS.

On account of the low degree of heat necessary to secure evaporation

in the vacuum pan, an important modification has been made by the

employment of what are kn<jwn as double and iripZe effects. These are,

in fact, a series of two or three vacuum pans, connected with each

other; the first being heated, as usual, and the steam from it being

used in the coils of the second pan, which practically plays the part

of a surface condenser for the first pan. In like manner, the steam

from the second pan passes into the coils of the third, which, in its turn,

acts as a surface condenser to the second pan. Finally, a condenser

and vacuum pump is connected with the last pan of the series, as to

the ordinary single vacuum pan. It is claimed that, by this arrange-
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meut, great economy is secured in the use of fuel, and that the expense

of attendance during the concentration of the juice is greatly dimin-

ished.

The saving of labor secured by the employment of triple effect ap-

paratus, as shown in the working of two similar estates, is as given in

" Sugar Growing and Eefiuing," page 271, as follows: The syrup and

sugar produced upon each estate were said to have been identical iu qual-

ity and value, and both were under equally able management. On the

estate using open evaporators and a single vacuum pan, the labor

amounted to 58 men for 18 hours per clay, or 1,044 hours per day; while

the second estate, using a triple effect and vacuum pan, required, per

day. 40 men for 13 hours, or a total of 520 hours of labor per day—

a

saving of labor, as will be seen, of one-half. Each factory turned out

daily 13 tons of first and second sugars. The additional expense of the

plant is obvious ; but if this saving may be counted upon as possible,

the employment of this triple effect appears by far the most economical.

Only such juice as has been purified to such a degree as to yield no

impurities upon further concentration, is adaped for use in the triple

effect, since it is impossible that these can be removed by skimming.

The several pans of the triple effect are connected with each other in

such way as to enable the contents of the first to be drawn into the

second, and the second into the third, as the proper degree of concen-

tration is attained in each.
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Plate XLI represents a triple effect evaporating apparatus, as man-

ufactured by the Colwell Iron-Works, many sets of which are in use

upon sugar plantations, as also in the manufacture of beet sugar.

The triple effect is the most economical method of evaporation, as it is all

done in vacuum. A general description of this apparatus is as follows :

It is composed of three cast-iron vacuum pans, so arranged that the

vapor generated in the first pan passes to the heating surface of the sec-

ond pan, where it boils the liquor; and the vapor thus generated

passes to the third, where it boils the syrup ; while the vapor from

this third pan passes to the condenser, and is drawn off by means of the

vacuum jiump. The fii*st pan receives its steam from the exhaust

steam recipient, which also supplies the vacuum pan.

By this method, there will be required only thirty-five per cent of

the steam and water for the proper operation of these pans which

would be necessary were all the evaporation done in a single vessel

;

but this method of evaporation Avill only hold good on liquor up to 28

or 30° Beaume.

The interior heating surface of these pans consists of two-inch copper

tubes, expanded into composition heads, which are properly secured in

the lower curbs of the pans. There is also a suitable large circulatino-

pipe. The mountings of the pans are about the same as in the vacuum
pan. By a system of valves and vapor pipes, any of the pans can be

connected directly with the condenser at will, thus making it single,

double, or triple effect.

The course of the liquor is as follows

:

The pump upon the left of the cut draws the defecated liquor from
the deposit tanks, the sjieed being so regulated that the pan is kept at

a certain level, the vacuum being about 5 inches and the heat about

180° F. It is here evaporated to about 15 or 16° Beaume, and, bv
means of a discharge cock and pipe, is fed into the second pan in such

a quantity as to maintain a fixed level. It is here reduced to about
20° Beaume, and a temperature of say 150° F., and, by means of a
discharge cock to this pan, the third pan is supplied in the same man-
ner. Here the concentration goes on till at the finishing pointy 25 to

28° Beaume ; then, by means of the condenser and vacuum pump, the

necessary vacuum is maintained, in order to finish at as low a temper-

ature as possible. It is now drawn off by means of a montjus, or

pump, and passes to the clarifiers.

The operation is continuous, provided there is a proper supply of

defecated juice.

The saving of fuel and labor by this method over the steam or fire

trains is one of the great incentives in adopting this large piece of ma-
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chinery. The quality of the sugar from the juice evaporated in

vacuum, and the greater quantity of sugar, or, more properly speak-

ing, the smaller quantity of molasses that can be obtained by this over

the fire system, is another and very important reason for its adoption.

If necessary, the vacuum pan, triple effect, and the different circuits

of juice and water about the house, can all be operated by one engine,

under the immediate control of the sugar master.

Concretors.

In each of the evaporators thus far described, the object has been

the concentration of the juice after defecation to a syrup, from which

the sugar, after crystallizing, may be obtained, by either draining off

the molasses, as with the muscovado, or open pan, finegrained sugars,

or by removing the molasses by means of the centrifugal machine, as

is done with vacuum pan large grained sugars.

But, owing to increased expense and trouble attending the produc-

tion of sugar upon the plantation, and the greater economy which at-

tends the extraction of sugar where larger and improved apparatus

and greater skill in supervision is secured, many attempt only the

production ujDon the plantation of what is known as " concrete," i. e.,

the defecated juices evaporated until, upon cooling, it solidifies to a

mass, which may be shipped readily, and from which the refiners may
readily extract the sugar. This concrete contains, of course, all the

impurities which remain in the defecated juice and are not removed

by skimming in the production of the concrete.

In principle the concretor may be likened to a Cook Pan, by means

of which the defecated juice is allowed to flow over a long trough, ex-

posed, during its flow, to a heat which at first is sufficient to boil the

juice and raise the scum, and is afterward diminished so that the

juice, when at a density of about 25 to 30° Beaume, is not heated even

to 100° C. Generally, the time required for the concentration of

defecated juice to 30° Beaume is from 8 to 10 minutes. The syrup

thus obtained is, by means of revolving discs, similar to those de-

scribed under Surface Evaporation (page 339), still further evaporated.

This last evaporation is rendered more rapid by means of hot air,

which is forced by a fan over the film of syrup upon the discs, the last

evaporation being accomplished at a temperature below that of boiling

water. Scrapers continually remove the solidified juice from the discs.

The "concretor" is also used for the purpose of reducing the juice,

after defecation, to pan-liquor, for which it is well adapted : in this way

taking the place of tlie ordinary evaporators used for this purpose. It

would seem that the use of the concretor and the preparation of con-
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Crete fur some central factory or refiuery was worthy of careful con-

sideration by those who are unable to enter upon the expense of a

sugar house, since this concrete may be kept a long time, can be

shipped without loss, and worked for sugar when convenient. Its

market value would, of course, be largely dependent upon its content

of sugar ; but it could easily be worked over for syrup. By thus sim-

plifying the necessary work upon the farm, in the preparation of a

marketable article, it offers unusual facilities to those entering upon
this new industry with little experience and limited capital. In all the

methods thus far described for the removal of water from the saccha-

rine juices and the separation of the sugar, heat has been always the

agent employed ; but, to the chemist and the physicist, cold presents

itself as an agent well calculated to accomplish the same result, and
possessing certain great advantages in its em.ployment.

Already this agent has long been considered as practically available,

and numerous experiments have been made to render it effective ; but

thus far no practical results appear to have been realized.

One pound of water at 70° F. loses 38° in passing to the freezing

point, and in the act of freezing must part Avith 140° more of heat;

or, in other words, to freeze one pound of water at 70° F. requires the

removal of heat enough to raise 178 pounds of water one degree.

On the other hand, one pound of water at 70° F, requires 142° of

heat to raise it to the boiling point ; and, to convert it into steam, re-

quires an additional 966°. 6 of heat; or, in other words, to convert one

pound of water at 70° F. into steam at 212° F. requires as much heat

as would suffice to raise 1,106.6 pounds of Avater one degree in tem-

perature.

It appears, therefore, that the relative energy required to freeze or

boil Avater at 70° F. is as 178 is to 1,108.6, or as 1 to 6.23. In cA^ap-

oration, the energy developed in the combustion of AA'ood or coal, for

example, is applied directly, and, although, through radiation, conduc-

tion, and the various imperfections of the furnace, much of the energy

is lost—so far as effective Avork is concerned, such loss may be reduced

almost to its minimum ; but, in the several transformations necessary

to apply the energy developed by burning coal, through steam boilers,

engines, pumps, and so forth, to the freezing of Avater, the inevitable

loss seems to more than counteract the apparent ad\"antage the latter

operation has over the former.

One pound of coal will evaporate about nine pounds of boiling

water, equal to 7.85 pounds of Avater at 70° F.; and it is claimed that

one pound of water maybe frozen by the combustion of three pounds of

coal under the boilers of the refrigerating apparatus. But, despite this
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unfavorable showing, there are so many advantages to result from the

use of cold in concentration, that it is well worth careful investigation,

and it is scarcely improbable that, through improved appliances, such a

process maybe made practical. The fact that crystallization is a

means of purification, owing to the crystal during its growth excluding

all foreign substances, has been referred to, page 326.

The formation of ice, which is simply the crystallization of water,

is not an e:sception to this rule. The concentration of cider and of

vinegar by the freezing of a portion of w'ater are familiar examples.

This method of concentration has been extensively used in the preparation

of salt from sea water in Northern Russia, shallow pits being dug upon

the shorp, into which the sea water is admitted and allowed to freeze,

the ice which forms being nearly pure water. The unfrozen portion is

thus concentrated to such a degree as to make furtlier concentration by

heat economical.

SEPARATIOX OF THE SUGAR FROM MOLASSES.

After the concentration of the juice has been eflTected, it is neces-

sary, if the open pan process has been used, to let the syrup remain in

coolers or cystallizing tanks until the sugar has had time to separate in

crystals. The time required fcjr the completion of this process depends

upon the character of the syrup. In case the relative amount of glu-

cose and other impurities is small, and the syrup thin and liquid, a day

or two will suffice ; but where the amount of sugar is relatively small,

the syrup stiff and viscid, weeks, or even months, are necessary to

complete the crystallization. It is found that the slower the crystal-

lization the fewer and larger the crystals, and, in some instances, crys-

tals over an inch in diameter have been produced. The production

of rock candy is a case illustrating this.

Crystallization is facilitated by keeping it in warm rooms, as the heat

renders the syrup more liquid, and gives freedom to the 23articles of

sugar.

Crystallization is more rapid from shallow coolers (6 to 10 inches)

than from those of great deptli (2 to 3 feet), but, when rapid, results in

a mass of fine crystals difficult to free from the molasses, wJiile the crys-

tals from the deeper vessels are larger. If the concentration has been

properly conducted, there will always be after crystallization a mass

of sugar crystals distributed in the molasses.

The separation of this molasses is accomplished in a variety of ways.

The common muscovado sugar, obtained by boiling in the Jamaica

Train or open pan, was drained of its molasses by throwing the mass

of sugar and molasses from the coolers into hogsheads, arranged so
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that the drippings from them could be received in a large tank. In

the bottom of the hogsheads holes were bored, which were kept open,

and, in time, a large portion of the molasses would slowly drain off,

leaving always a considerable portion still adhering to the crystals of

sugar. It was thus sent to market as a soft-grained, moist, yellow or

brown sugar, the color being due almost entirely to the adhering dark

colored molasses. Another method suitable for the extraction of sugar

upon a small scale, is to put the " mush sligar,"as the mixture of sugar

and molasses may be termed, into strong bags of a somewhat loose ma-

terial, and subjecting them to pressure, at times taking out the bags to

work over their contents, and pressing again.

Clayoig.

The fact that the color of the raw sugar was found to be due to the

film of molasses adhering to each crystal, which neither draining nor

pressure could entirely remove, led to the washing of the sugar with

water. This was accomplished by placing the concentrated svrup or

mush sugar in earthen molds, shaped like an inverted cone. At the

bottom a hole, which was stopped until crystallization of the contents

was completed, allowed the molasses to drain away. When this was

completed, a layer of straw was spread on the sugar, over which a stiff

paste of clay was put, the moisture from which, slowly percolating

through the mass of sugar crystals, washed off the coating of molasses

and left the cr}-stals nearly white. Instead of clay, a piece of felt or

other heavv^ cloth was often used.

Of course, much of the sugar was dissolved by this process, and the

claying was discontinued before the entire contents of the cone was

made white ; so there came to be recognized in the trade different

brands of clayed sugars, according to the portion of the cone from

which they were taken. The dried cones were cut into portions hori-

zontally, the upper and whiter being termed in French trade premier,

next second, then troisieme. petit, comraun, and tete, the latter being

the still black sugar from the apex of the cone.

The-e sugars have been largely made in the French colonies, China,

and Cuba ; and the "Havana sugar," so common in our own markets

twenty years ago, was a clayed sugar.

At one time, it is said that there were four hundred plantations, in

St. Domingo alone, which made clayed sugars.

Centrifugals.

The most convenient (and, at present, almost universal) method for

the separation of the molasses from the sugar, is the centrifugal ma-
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chine, introduced in 1843, It consists of a cylindrical vessel, about

three feet in diameter, revolving upon an upright shaft. The outer

portion of this cylinder is of wrought iron, pierced with numerous
small holes. Within this, and lying against it, are one or two screens

of wire gauze. This is inclosed within an outer cylinder of iron, of a

diameter six or eight inches greater than the revolving drum within.

The wire basket (which has an opening at the top for the introduction

of the charge, and trap-doors at the bottom for the removal of the sep-

arated sugar) is connected by a belt, etc., with an engine, by which it

is made to revolve from 1,000 to 1,500 times a minute, thus giving at

the circumference a velocity of from two to three miles a minute, for a

centrifugal three feet in diameter. The mixer is a long, half cylindri-

cal vessel, into which the mass of sugar and molasses from the coolers

is emptied, and where (by means of a series of revolving arms, attached

to a shaft running lengthwise in the mixer) the contents are stirred into

a homogeneous mass. From this vessel (which, for convenience, is

placed directly over, and discharges through a sliding valve its con-

tents into the centrifugal) a charge is introduced after the centrifugal

is set in motion, but before it has attained its maximum velocity. The
centrifugal force distributes the mass equally over the gauze periphery,

and the molasses forced through is caught by the outer drum, and col-

lected in a receiving tank placed below. So soon as the molasses has

been separated, a spray of water is thrown upon the surface of the

sugar, and the residual molasses is thus removed. A jet of steam is

sometimes introduced upon the outside of the perforated drum,

to aid in the ready removal of the molasses; and, after the washing,

hot air is drawn in upon the sugar to dry it. Ordinarily from five to

fifteen minutes suffices to purge one charge, although the character of

the mush sugar introduced is sometimes such, that a far longer time

is necessary.

Vacuum pan sugars, being made up of larger crystals, are far more

easily purged than the softer, finer grained, open pan sugars, and the

purging of such coarse grained sugars is accompanied with less loss of

sugar. The injurious effect of false grain is here manifest, since it tends

to block up the meshes of the gauze, and thus prevent the expulsion

of the molasses. The treatment of water, therefore, either in the

mixer or in the centrifugal, for the purpose of dissolving these minute

crystals of sugar is rendered necessary.
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Plate XLII.

No. 1. Hand, 18-inch disk. Capacity, 60 pounds per hour.

Same, for belt. Capacity, 100 pounds per hour.

Same, combined for either belt or hand.

Power machine, 24-inch disk. Capacity, 250 pounds per hour.
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Molasses.

Molasses is the name given to the liquid product which is, by

either of the processes given, separated from the sugar.

In speaking of "available sugar" in a juice or syrup, it was ex-

plained that the glucose and inverted sugar present in a syrup would

prevent its own weight of sugar from crystallizing ; also, that some of

the mineral matters present in the syrup, exerted a similar action in

holding the sugar in solution. Molasses, then, is a mixture cimtaining

in solution all those impurities originally present in the juice, which

were not removed iii defecation or skimming, and the sugar Avhich

has been held in solution by such impurities. It generally holds in

solution a certain amount of sugar which was not removed in the

first crystallization, and this is often so great as to warrant the

molasses being boiled in the vacuum pan a second, or even a third

time for sugar. These successive crops of sugar thus obtained, are

called seconds or thirds, and the molasses fi-om them is also termed

second and third molasses.

Of course, each additional quantity of sugar taken from the mo-

lasses only ser%'es to concentrate the impurities more and more, so

that the last molasses are almost worthless, except for distillation

into rum, or for the production of spirits. In the crude operations of

the sugar plantations, the amount of sugar left in the molasses is so

great, that large quantities are imported and worked over by the re-

fineries ; and the residual molasses, purified by the bone-black filtra-

tion to which it is subjected, is rendered still a very acceptable com-

mtxlity for domestic use.

The average percentage composition of a molasses, when all the

sugar which will crystallize has been obtained, is nearly as follows

:

Beet molasses. Cane molasses.
Cane sugar 55 00 35 00
Orsanic'matter not sugar 13 00 10 0<)

Glucose trace 30 00
Water 20 00 20 00
Ash 1.2 00 5 00

100 00 100 00

We have then from the above, the "available sugar" from the cane

as equal to the cane sugar or the sucrose, less the sura of the glucose

and mineral matter, since, in practice, it appears that the sum of

these above represents the amount of sucrose held in solution iu the

molasses.

If, then, as is most probable, the juices of sorghum and maize are com-

parable with the juice of sugar-cane iu this regard, it will be seen that

our estimate of available sugar has been placed too low, since, in every

24
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case, we have also cousidered the organic matters not sugars as capa-

ble of holding in the molasses their own weight of sucrose, while in

the caue molasses this is seen not to be the case. On the other hand,

the molasses from sugar beets is found to contain but sliglit amounts

of elucose, but a very much larger amount of sucrose, and this is held

in solution by the ash present, composed largely of potash salts, which

have been shown by the experiments of INIarschall and La Grange (La

Sucrerie Indiginic, X., 259) able to hold from 3 to 6 times their

weight of sugar in the molasses.

SUCRATES OF LIME AND STRONTIA.

In the manufacture of beet sugar, owing to the fact that the mo-

lasses is of such quality as to unfit it for any domestic use, efforts have

been made to secure from it the crystallizable sugar which it contains,

and one of the most successful methods has been to combine the sugar

with lime, to form the basic sucrate of lime, which may be then sepa-

rated from the glucose and other impurities of the molasses, and from

this sucrate the sugar is obtained by converting the lime into carbonate

of lime, and thus setting free the sugar.

Since this process has been by some recommended as one by which

the sugar from sorghum or maize stalks might l)c procured readily, in

a condition such as to enable it to be sent to central factories, or be-

come an article of commerce, the process of its preparation will be

given. The compound of sugar and lime is known as the tri-basic

sucrate of lime, and consists, when pure, of one molecule (342 parts

by weight) of sugar, and three molecules (168 parts by weight) of

lime, or 67 per cent sugar and 33 per cent lime.

Its preparation from molasses or syrup is as follows : The molasses

is mixed with about one-quarter its weight of lime, when the mass

solidifies, and, after cooling, it is broken up and washed with water, by

which the greater part of the impurities are removed, the compara-

tively insoluble sucrate of lime being left behind. But, owing to the

partial solubility of the sucrate, much of the sugar is thus lost, and,

instead of water, alcohol of about 35 per cent is used to wash the mass,

the alcohol being again recovered by distillation. It is necessary to

have lime sufficient to fully saturate the sugar present, since several

other compounds of lime and sugar may be formed which are far more

soluble than the tri-basic sucrate; and besides this compound, wliile

comparatively insoluble iu water, is readily soluble in a solution of

sugar. Owing to the ease with which it would seem that this com-

pound might be prepared, its convenience for shipping or storage, since

it is said to keep unchanged for long periods, it is to be hoped that ex-
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porimeDts mar soon be made to determine the exact method of pro-

cedure, by which the small farmer could convert the juice of his sor-

ghum into a permanent, portable, and commercial product, Avithout

the trouble and expense of trying to make sugar.

Sucrate of Strontia.

Professor Scheibler, of Berlin, Germany, has recently patented a

process, for the recovery of sugar from molasses, in which he substitutes

strontia for lime, forming the tri-basic sucrate of strontia, which, like

the corresponding lime compound, is afterward decompcsed by car-

bonic acid, and the sugar recovered.

The advantage of this modification is, that the strontia compound is

less soluble than that of lime, and it may be more readily obtained

free from the impurities with which it is associated in its production.

The details, in brief, of this process, are as follows : The molasses

or syrup is diluted to such an extent, that, when heated to a tempera-

ture of from 70° to 75° C. (15':^° to 1(37° F.), it will dissolve enough

of the somewhat difficultly soluble strontia hydrate to form a tri-basic

sucrate of strontia, with all the sugar present in the molasses or syrup.

Or a solution of the strontia hydrate in water may be added to the

molasses sufficient to form the tri-basic sucrate, allowing 364.5 parts

by weight of strontia hydrate to 342 parts by weight of sugar present

in the molasses or syrup to be operated upon, or 106.6 per cent of the

weight of the sugar calculated to be present. The objection to this

method of procedure being, that the solutit)n would thus be rendered

too dilute, since the strontia hydrate is much less soluble in water than

in a solution of sugar.

In practice, tlie diluted molasses is run into a sheet-iron vessel, sur-

rounded by a steam jacket, and provided v.ith a stirring apparatus, by

which the molasses is stirred up with the strontia hydrate, an excess of

which has been previously added in the solid condition to the sheet-

iron receptacle. So soon as the sugar of the molasses has become

saturated with strontia, care being taken tliat the temperature be not

allowed to arise above 75° C, tlie solution of strontium sucrate, and the

other impurities of the molasses, is drawn off into another vessel, leav-

ing behind the excess of undissolved strontia hydrate for a subsequent

lot of molasses. This second vessel receiving the solution, is also pro-

vided with stirring apparatus, and, in this vessel, the sulutiou is heated

to the boiling pinnt, at which temperature the strontium sucrate is de-

posited from the solution in the form of a heavy sandy powder, which,

rmlike the corresponding gelatinous and voluminous calcium sucrate,

deposits quickly and may be easily filtered. The filtration of the de-
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posited strontium sucrate must be effected at a boiling temperature,

and is accomplished best by means of the filter press, the last portions

of tlie impurities still in solution being removed by steam, or the

strontium sucrate is obtained by means of the centrifugal.

The production of sugar from this sucrate, and the recovery of the

strontia as hydrate, are comparatively simple matters.

The cost of the strontium hydrate, and the large amount required

to combine with the sugar, forbid this from becoming a process to be

employed by the farmer, but there appears to be no reason why it

might not be used in large works where the production of the maxi-

mum of sugar was desirable.

The above diagram shows the arrangement of a complete char-

house, filters, kilns, etc.
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The descripiii n of the same was prepared by the Colwell Iron-

Works, of Xew York City. The mau-holes at the bottom of the fil-

ters are not represented in the plate, since the filtei-s are in two rows

with the man-holes opposite the side shown in the plate. The driers,

also mentioned in the description, are not represented in thfe plate,

but the general arrangement of this portion of the sugar-house will

appear sufficiently clear to the reader.

The char house is acknowledged to be the most important branch of

sugar refining, for without it white sugar can not be made to advan-

tage; and to properly revivify the char, much ingenuity has been ex-

pended. As many as 172 distinct patents for drying, revivifying, and

cooling the char preparatory to filling the filters, have been granted.

The char house and filtering department should be adjacent, so that

the spent char from the filters can be delivered in as short a time as

possible to the driers on the top of the kUns, and the revivified char

from the coolers under the kilns may be transferred to the dusting ar-

rangement and deposit tank for the char over the filters.

We will now follow the course of the char, and suppose it has been

received from the filter, and placed in the drier.

The char, in its slow descent through the drier, constantly pi-e-

sents new surfaces to the action of the in-goitg air, carrying ofl' the

aramoniacal gases, and leaves the drier almost at boiling point, so that

after a few minutes exposure to the ojien air it is quite dry on the sur-

face. These driers, when applied to the old style of kilns, have in-

creased the capacity about 25 per cent.

The char is received in a bin. which is directly over the top of the

retorts ; and. as the char is drawn from the coolers imderneath the

kiln, the retort is charged; thus being continuous in its action, and

requiring no men on the kiln head, trampling, shoveling, turning, and

pitching the char about, so as to dry it as much as possible before it

enters the pipes ; for it is admitted that, without the drier, fully two-

thirds of the fuel is consumed to expel the moisture before the char

begins to purify, filling the char house with steam and gases, whUe
with the drier it is the best ventilated portion of the house.

The char now passes to the retort pipes which, in the ordinary kiln,

are of cast iron, of an oval pattern, 3 x 12 inches inside set—twelve

or more on eacli side of the fire-place, which is about eighteen inches

wide by eight feet long. The retorts are entirely surrounded by afire-

brick wall, outside of which are the flues, into which the gases escaj^e

through small holes back of the retorts. Passing up these side flues,

they join in front or back and are delivered under the drier into a flue,
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where the hot gases are distributed into the pipes of the drier, and

through them iuto the chimney, at a temperature of 380° F., with a

great saving of fuel.

After remaining in the retort a sufficient length of time to be raised

to a cherry-red heat, the organic substances which have been taken up

from the juice are here expelled.

At intervals, the cliar-slide at the bottom of cooler is opened, and

a quantity of char drawn off and tested, which test, proving correct,

soon enables the chai'-burner to tell how much char should be drawn at

certain intervals : for if too much is drawn, the char will be improp-

erly burned, and will be unsuited for use in the filters. This can be

learned by practice and by test. The cooler is a sheet iron tube, con-

nected with the bottom of the retort, where the char is reduced in

temperature to 120° F., and is then received in barrows, or, in large

houses, upon an endless carrier apron, which delivers it to an elevator,

raising it t ) a dust box and blower, where the fine dust char is taken

away, and the clean char is received in a carrier with inclined shoots,

so as to fill the filters quickly and uniformly.

The filters are iron cylinders and usually designed so that the height

is six times the diameter, until within a few years, when filters have

been made ten feet in diameter and eighteen feet high. The style of

filter somewhat depends upon the size of char used, and the manner

of working the house, whether very fine grain or coarse char—each

size having its partisans, claiming superiority for each. The filter is

filled with animal charcoal, and the liquor is let in upon it expelling

the air. Great care is necessary that the whole filter should be full,

and the juice not allowed to run down on one side only. After the

liquor has completely filled the filter, the cock is turned on at the bot-

tom, and the liquor is conducted to the top of another filter, and also

to a third, if needed, so the juice passes over a set of two or more,

discharging the juice clear and colorless; this gees on until the color

grows dark, or is not satisfactory, and they arc stopped, the foul filters

washed out by letting th.e water flow in at the top, pressing the liquor

out beiore it, until it does not show a trace of sweetness. The filter is

then allowed to drain. Sometimes steam is used, or an exhaust is ap-

plied to the bottom to draw off the water—air following to fill the

vacuum. The lower man hole is now opened, and the exhausted char

conveyed directly to the drier over the kilns by means of a suspended

rail car or elevator.

The plate represents the sectional view of filter and kiln house ; the

car to convey it to the elevator, the elevatjr to raise it up into the top
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of tiie char house, where it L> received upon the drier, through the

drier iuto the cooler, through the coolers to the wagon underneath,

where the finished and revivified char is re-lifted back iuto the filter

house and depanments as shown.
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CHAPTER XI.

(a.) Waste products from sorfjhuin.

(&.) Seed, composition, and feeding value.

(c. ) Bagasse, loss of sugar in.

(d.) Experiments in saving sugar from bagasse.

(e. ) Leaves, food value.

(f.) Bagasse as food, fuel, and as material for paper.

(r/.) Scums and sediments, value.

{h.) Sorgluim as a forage plant.

WASTE PRODUCTS.

By those who have watched closely the development of the beet

sugar industry, it is seen that its successful establishment has, in every

case, been intimately connected with the most careful attention to

details. Not only has the extraction of the sugar from the beet been

brought to the limits of perfection, but entirely new methods have

been devised, after long years of investigation, for extracting the

largest attainable quantity of sugar from the syrup. The greatest

attention has also been given to the utilization of the so-called waste

products of the manufacture ; and where these, as an additional source

of revenue, are disregarded, the indu.stry has, at best, barely sustained

itself, even in those sections where the conditions appear most favora-

ble. In fact, to such perfection have all the details of the manufact-

ure of the sugar been brought, that tlie chief care appears to be given

to these minor points of the industry. The result is, that the beet is

practically the only rival of the sugar-cane as a source of sugar for

the world.

It needs but a glance to see that nothing like such minute and

careful supervision has been given to the sugar-cane or the sorghum

industry.

Millions of tons of sugar have, during past years, been produced

from sugar-cane, by processes so crude and methods so wasteful, that

it is safe to say, hardly another great industry in the world would sur-

vive such burdens of waste for a single decade. At the present, the

sorghum sugar industry is setting out mainly in the course laid down

by the sugar-cane manufacturers. As the rejiorts from every section

of the country unite to show that none of our common farm crops

yield so large a profit as does the production of syrup and sugar from
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sorghum, it is most important that advantage betaken of every detail

:

attention to which gives promise of increasing the profit of this new
industry.

A discussion of what may be regarded as the waste products of sor-

ghum is of extreme importance, and is given in this chapter.

Among waste products may be classed the seed, bagasse, and leaves,

and the refuse products in the manufacture of sugar, viz.: scum and

sediment of the defecator, the sediments of the settling tanks, and

skimmings from the evajwrator.

The most imjx)rtant of these is the seed. For this alone sorghum

has, for centuries at least, been grown over a large portion of the

globe, as maize is in the United States. The yield i)er acre of seed is

practically the same as maize, and its uses in those countries depend-

ing u|X)n it mainly are the same as maize. Analysis shows it to have

the same composition, and practical feeding experiments confirm the

indications of chemical analysis that it is at least the equal of maize

in its feeding value.

COMPOSITION OF SOKGHUM SEED.

Analyses of several varieties of sorghum seed have been made, with

a view of determining their probable value as food for animals ; and,

lor the purpose of comparison, an average of the analyses of the grain

of twentv-one varieties of common field com is jriven :

•
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viz.: the alburaenoids

matters, as follows

:

fats, and carbhydrates, or non-nitrogenous
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els of seed per acre, and says that '^ 108 pounds of seed yielded 66
pounds of flour :" the flour v.as used in his family from November to

the following August.

For griddle-cakes it is nearly equal to buckwheat i some of his neighbors
consider it superior}, and mixed equally with buckwheat no difference could be
detected.

For ginger-cakes it is excellent. As feed for cattle, horses, and hojrs, I know
it has no equal. There is no grain that will make a horse gain in flesh faster.

For milch-cows a farmer can not estimate its value till he has tried it. It is

especially valuable for young stock, and calves, and for hogs. I know that it

is worth more per bushel than corn, and when I say more I mean that there is

a great difference.

In the spring of 1S81, we killed a hog that had been fattened wholly on cane
seed. The meat was as hard and sweet as I ever tasted. This hog was fed on
nothing but cane seed and water, yet it took on fltfsh faster than any hog I

ever fed. Some farmers complain of the expense of harvesting it. Now, does

it pay to pick up an ear of corn after it is husked and thrown on the ground f

One head of cane seed will yield as much feed as an average sized ear.

Mr. A. L. Talcott, Secretary Jefferson Sugar Manufacturino- Com-
pany, Jefferson, O., writes :

I have seen a number of questions regarding the use of cane seed flour for

griddle-cakes, that can be fully answered from the experience of this company.

Cane seed is worth more for flour than fi r any thing else. It is a great im-

provement on buckwheat, as it is 6ner food, and more nutritious. We own a
large flouring mill, and have given the question a thorough test, both in 1881

and 1882. The flour is put up in 12 pound sacks, and retailed by our grocers at

50 cts. per sack (same as buckwheat flour). We have also mixed it with oats

and ground it up into chop feed. It is as good as corn for feed.

Professor Geo. H. Cook, Director Xew Jersey Experimental Station,

New Brunswick, X. J., reports that

The value of the crop i sorghum) is considered to be mainly in the sugar,

but the seed is found to be about equal to Indian corn in feeding value, and the

crop per acre is not less than that of other common cereals. There are no
good feeding experiments to show what may be the value of stalks from which

the juice has been extracted. The field for enterprise in this direction is a
large and inviting one.

Col. Colman, of St. Louis, President of the Mississippi Valley Cane
Growers' Association, in his address to the sorghum growers of Wis-

consin, says

:

Where is our advantage in the northern cane? It produces seed, and the ex-

perience of the farmers all through our section is, that the amount of seed ob-

tained from an acre of cane is equivalent to the amount of corn raised upon the

same area of ground, and the seed is just as good for fattening hogs and steers,

and feeding your horses, sheep, and fowls. In Kansas they pay ten cents a
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bushel more for it than they do for corn, because it agrees with their sheep bet-

ter. Here is a crop that really costs nothing. You are paid for the use of your

land, for the raising of the crop, in the seed alone, and the cane then can be

put at your mills for a mere song. What other sugar producing plant will do

the same? Will beets do it? No. Beets do not pay in this country. Labor

is too expensive. Every beet establishment in the country is pla3edout. Will

the southern sugar-cane equal it? B3' no means. There is no compensation

in the seed there, because there is no seed obtained there. Here is a plant

that pays for its own production, and all you have to do is to use your

stalks. Capt. Blakeley will tell you that thej^ have told him, at the Rio Grande

place, that wherever they have fed this seed at dairies there was an increase of

milk. In Philadeli^hia they will pay 05 cents a bushel for all thej' can get to

feed to dairy stock, and farmers all over the country tell of its great value for

feeding purposes. So that if you only got the seed it would pay you ; but, in

addition to that, yon can raise from 10 to 20 tons of product for which j'ou can

get two dollars and a half a ton. I would like to know what other crop will

bring the farmer as good returns as ibis?

At this same meetiug otlier testimony was given, as follows :

Ml'. Clements.—In our countr}' there are about 3,000 acres of cane raised, and

they are as careful in saving the seed as the cane. ' The results, as to the seed,

are equal to corn. We consider it equal to corn, pound for pound.

Mr. Poland.—I feed my horses and milch-cows with it, and make a mush of

it for the pigs. There is no one has fatter hogs than we have, just fed on the

seed. It is excellent feed; corn has no preference over it for feeding purposes,

in my opinion. I do n't feed it dry, but soaked.

Profe.«sor W. A. Henry, of Wisconsin Agricultural College, reports

as follows

:

For several reasons the value of cane seed for feed has received little

attention. Its importance has not yet impressed itselfupon cane growers. As
will be seen from Mr. Swensen's report, from one-fifth of an acre of ground, 6f
bushels of seed, weighing 53 pounds per bushel, were obtained, or at the rate of

32 bushels per acre.

The average yield of oats in the vicinity of Madison this season was about 35

bushels.

J. M. Edwards, Oak Hill, Jefferson County, reports 230 bushels of seed, weigh-

ing 58 pounds per bushel, from 9 acres.

There is no difficult}' in saving the seed, as the heads can lie upon the ground

a long time, unless there is an excessive amount of rain. The heads can be

drawn and spread on the barn floor, or, what would be better, arranged on

racks in a shed like broom corn. Some bind the heads in bundles, and stand

them on end in the field, like bundles of wheat, to dry.

During the past few years the manufacture of glucose has grown

to immense proportions, and vast quantities of corn (maize) has been

used in its production. It will be seen, from the analyses, that sorghum

seed contains the same percentage of starch as corn ; and its employ-
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ment. in place of com, iu the manufacture of starch and glucose, will

doubtless tend to maintain its price at approximately that of com.

Analyses of BagaAse^s from Sorghum.

The following table gives the analyses of twenty samples of bagasses

from nine varieties of sorghum ; also, for purpose of comparison, analy-

ses of the juices expressed from the canes.

Excluding the analyses of suckers and leaves as not being com-

parable with the others, the average result of the proximate analyses

is as follows

:

AVERAGE COMPOSmOX OF EIGHTEES BAGASSES.
Per cent.

Ether extract ffats. chlorophyl. etc.) 1-13
Alehohol extract 'sugars, salt5. etc.) — 30 7-5

Water extract (solnbfe albamenoids. gam, etc.) 1 -IS

Insoluble matter (fiber, silica, etc.) 76 34

ICO 00

Albnmcnoids (X. X 6.B) 3 17

Crud? fiber 2J 19
Puerose 9W
Glucose. 3 84
Ash 2 77
Water 4 41
ITndetermined 52 6S

100 OD

The average percentage of juice and bagasse obtained, and the

composition of the juice, was as follows

:

Per cenL
Jaice expressed - 57 61
B:\i3sse . 42 39
Water :ii bagasse - &4 34
Prv t«Aea.<se 45 76
Si" r <:- i-> juice 12 92
G - juice 129

-ugsir in juice - 2.94
i : of juice 12.72

Specific gravity of juice, 1.0726.
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ANALYSES OF CANES, JUICES, AND BAGASSES.

Analyses of Canes and Juices.

Date.

Sept. 14

14
21
21
2.S

2:5

Oct.

Nov.

Dee.

Variety.

New variety (II. S. Coll). . .

.

White l.iljeriaii (Xesbit)
New variety (H. -S. Coll)
White Liberiaii (Nesbit)
New variety (H. S. (;oll)....

White Libefiiui (Nesbit)
Suekers from row 2, 3, 4, 5.,

Leaves from row 2, 3, 4, 5...

Neeazana
Link's Hybrid
White Liberia!! (Nesbit). .

White Liberiaii (Learning).
. do

Early Amber
Link's Hybrid
West India.
Red i-^orsho
West India

do
New variety (R. Haswell).

.

Average.

1 If

.93

l.or.i

.98

1.0.i

.88

2 04
1.4n
1.7.5

.69

.94

.72

1.14
1 00

.4(5

2.(t4

1 27
2 04
1.7:5

3 34

11 79
13 31

12 18
13.83
10 79
12 04

.0(i

27
13 00
14.27
11 SI

12 14

12.11
13 1,'^

l.T 41

13 r.L

12 34

13 14

12 .51

15 17

1.29 12.92

3 26
3 28
1 57
2.65
3 34
3 28
2 53
4 45
3 79
2 71
3 07
3 68
2 77
2 60
3.26
2 40
3 17
2 35

(f)
2.61

2.936

Date.

Oct.

Sept. 14

14
21
21
23
23
3
3
10
11
12
13
18
18
18
30
31

Nov. 1

2

Dec. 8

Varietv.

New variety ( 11. S. Coll).
White Liberiaii (Nesbit). .

.

New variety (H. S. Coll). .

.

White Liberia!! (Nesbit)—
New varietv (H. S. Coll)...
White Liberiaii (Nesbit) . . .

.

Suckers from row 2, 3, 4, 5.

Leaves from row 2, 3, 4, 5 .

.

Neeazana
Liiik's Hybrid
White Liberian (Nesbit) . .

.

White Liberiaii (Learning)
do

Early Amber
Link's Hybrid
West ] ndla
Red Sorgho
West India

do
New variety (R. Haswell) .

.

Average 1'-

o
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Anah/ses of Drieil ]j<:in<i<^s.

383

Date.

Sept.

Oct

Nov.

Dec.

Varietv.

N\-w variety ,H. S. Coll). .

White Liberian (Xesbii). .

New variety (H. S. Coll).-.
White Liberian (Kesbit). .

.

Xew variety ( H. S. Coll). .

.

White Liberia!! (Xesbit).
Suckers from row 2, 3, 4, -5.

3 I Leaves from row 2, 3, 4, 5..

Xeeazana

.

Link'.s Hybrid ....

White Liberian (Nesbit).
White Liberian (Leamiug).

do.
Early Araber
Link's Hybrid..
West India.
Red .Sorgho
West India.

. do
Xew variety (R. Haswell)..

Average.

1 *;
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press all the juice. We often hear of bagasse as coming from the mill

"perfectly dry," but the juice obtained from these canes was much

greater in amount (57.61 per cent) than is usually obtained in prac-

tice, still the average amount of Avater remaining in tlie bagasse Avas

56. 2G per cent; and, if to this we add the alcohol and water extracts

of the bagasse, which would naturally constitute the juice, we should

have (20.75+1.48)X.4576=10.17+ 56.26=66.43 percent of juice

still remaining in the bagasses; that is, 64.41 per cent of the weight

of the bagasse as it came from the mill.

Surprising as this may appear to those who have not considered it,

there can be no doubt but that the above is even short of the truth.

The average amount of juice obtained was 57.61 per cent, and the

total sugars in the juices averaged 14.21 per cent, or 8.19 per cent of

the weight of stripped cane. The average of the dry bagasses gave

13.78 per cent of total sugars, or 6.31 per cent of total sugars in the

fresh bagasses ; therefore, the bagasses, as they came from the mill,

contained 77.05 per cent as much sugar as was expressed by the mill

from the fresh canes.

Since there Avas 6.31 per cent of total sugars in the fresh bagasses, it

follows that the amount of sugars in the bagasse equaled 2.67 per cent

of the weight of the stripped cane ; also, as the total sugars in the ex-

pressed juice was 14.21 per cent, the amount of sugars in the juices

equaled 8.19 per cent of the weight of the 'stripped cane, and there-

fore the total sugars in the stripped cane was equal to 10.86 per cent

of tlie Aveight of the cane, and there Avas lost in the bagasse 24.62 per

cent of the total sugars present in the cane.

That this estimate falls short of the truth is obvious Avhen aa^c con-

sider that the juices Avere analyzed the day they Avere expressed, Avhile

the bagasses in drying had lost much of their sugar through fermenta-

tion, as Avas seen to be true in the analyses of the fresh juices as com-

pared Avith the analyses of the same juices Avheu dried.

As the Avater contained in the plant is for more than sufficient to

hold in solution all the sugars present, there appears no good reason to

doubt that the juice left in the bagasse is identical in its composition

Avith that expressed ; but, if we examine the average results of the analy-

ses of juices and bagasses in the table, Ave find that the per cent of su-

crose in the total sugars of the juices Avas 90.92, Avhile in the bagasses

it Avas 72.13. In certain of the analyses, Ave find a discrepancy

still greater; for example, the analysis of the juice and bagasse of

Link's Hybrid gives us in the juice 95.39 percent of sucrose and 4.61

per cent of glucose in the total sugars, Avhile the analysis of the bagasse
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from this cane shows the two sugars to be iu this ratio : glucose, 48.74

per cent; sucrose, 51.26 per cent.

Such a result is, beyond question, due to the fact that, during the

process of drying the bagasses, there had been an inversion of much
of the sucrose, and, in all iDrobability, a loss of glucose by fermenta-

tion.

Prof George H. Cook, director of the Xew Jersey Agricultural Ex-

perimental Station, at Xew Brunswick, in the report ou his work, al-

ludes to the waste in the use of the ordinary mills for extracting the

juice, and estimates the loss as being equal to 40 per cent of the sugar

present in the cane.

When we consider the magnitude of this industry, this estimated

loss assumes immense proportions. Fully 3300,000,000 worth of sugar

is now annually produced from cane by practically the same methods

used in the production of sorghum sugar. According to the estimate

of Professor Cook, then, it appears that there is annually lost in the

bagasse two-thirds as much, or 8200.000,000 worth of sugar. It would

appear most desirable that some method be devised by which this enor-

mous waste may be prevented.

Mr. S. Bringier, in a report upon the sugar production of Louisiana,

says

:

These considerations give some idea of the enormous losses inflicted upon
the sugar interest, and upon the country, bj unthrifty methods of production.

It is a starthng thought, that probably a hundred million pounds of sugar are

annually burned up in the bagasse of imperfectly treated canes.

In Ure's Dictionary of Arts, etc.. Vol. II. page 758, it says, in ref-

erence to this same matter:

The average quantity of grained sugar obtained from cane juice in our colo-

nial (English) plantations, is probably not more than one-third of the quantity

of crystallizable sugar in the juice which they boil.

And the mills do not probably average over 60 per cent of the weight

of the cane iu juice, or two-thirds of the amount actually present,

which would show that but two-ninths of the sugar jiresent in the cane

was placed upon the market as sugar.

Another eminent authority states the loss in sugar making as

follows

:

Eighteen per cent of sugar in the cane yields not more than 8 per cent of

crystallized sugar. The loss is thus accounted for : 90 per cent of juice actually

present yields to the mill only 50 to GO; then, in the refining, there is a loss

of one-fifth, and of the remainder only two-thirds is saved in boiling, one-third

25
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being lost in molasses; in the bagasse, 6 per cent; in molasses, 3 per cent; in

skimmings, 2 J per cent; raw sugar, 6^ per cent.

A De La Coruilliere, in his work on the " Culture of the Sugar-cane

and Sugar Manufacture in Louigiaua," says :

It is a well-known fact that the cane, after several pressures, even as many

as eight or ten, still j^elds juice, and that a complete exhaustion can only be

obtained by dissolving the saccharine substances inclosed in the cellular

tissues.

In commenting upon these statements, Mr. Bouchereau, in his report

on sugar, says

:

The startling facts, so well attested, that 40 per cent of the sugar products of

Louisiana, through all her great past, secured in the culture, have been lost

through the inadequacy of the machinery employed in manufacture; that

nearly one-half the product has been cast awaj^ from countless thousands of

fields of cane, exiending back through so many years, indeed generations; is

certainly calculated to arouse the interest, not only of sugar planters, but of so-

ciety at large, in all its classes and conditions, in the question of sugar produc-

tion for the future, not here onh', but every-where.

A writer in the Rami New Yorker says:

From some careful chemical analyses of, and practical experiments with, sor-

ghum-cane growing on the University farm it appears, that, from the proximate

analj^sis of the cane, one acre of sorghum produces 2,559 pounds of cane

sugar. Of this amount we obtained 710 pounds, on the farm, of good brown

sugar, and 502 pounds were left in the 7;!7 pounds of molasses drained from

the sugar. Hence, 62 per cent of the total amount of sugar was lost during

the process of manufacture. This shows that the method of manufacture in

general use is very imperfect. The 710 pounds of sugar, at 8 cents per pound,

would bring $50.80. The molasses is worth, at 25 cents per gallon, $17.7."), or

the products of an acre of sorghum would bring $75.55. There is no question

that, with proper care and apparatus, the above yield can be readily doubled.

In the above it will be observed that there is no allowance made for

seed and forage. And he concludes :

Nearly two-thirds of the sugar, as has been said, is left in the bagasse. This

could, in great part, be removed by percolation with water, as is done sometimes

in the manufacture of beet sugar.

Analyses of Bagasses from Sugar-cane.

The following analyses of bagasses from sugar-cane will show the

extent of this loss in sugar:
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AXALTSES OF BAGASSES—SCGAR-CANE PEUG0T\

Sugar
Molasses
Cellalose and salts
Water.

Firs:.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF DIFFUSION JUICES FROM SUCCESSIVE BARRELS.

Number of
experiment.
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Analyses of Juices Obtained by Dijfusion— Continued.

Sixrh experiment. Seventh experiment. Averace of all.

1
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pear, that a per eeut of sugar may be recovered from the bagasse nearly

equal to that which is expressed in juice even by our best mills.

After this leacliing, the bagasse may be used for fuel or for the

manufacture of paper pulp, and for this latter use the exhaustion by

water increases its value.

Edimatefor a Diffusion Leach.

The following estimate is based upon the experiments recorded

above, and would suffice for a mill grinding about 2^ tons of cane i^er

hour.

A mill expressing 60 per cent of juice, would furnish 2,000 pounds

of bagasse from 2^ tons of cane.

2,000 pounds of bagasse would occupy 125 cubic feet of tank-room,

and the tanks filled with bagasse would require 113 cubic feet (848-

gallons) of water to fill them.

To take 2,000 pounds of bagasse per hour, would require two tanks,

each of 62^ cubic feet capacity, or of the dimensions 3^ X 3^ X ^

feet, and would require every hour 848 gallons of water. If the dif-

fusion of the bagasse is completed in three hours, then 6 tanks would

be filled before the first would be empty, and 8' tanks in all, with 12

steps on which to place them, would suffice.

ANALYSES OF SORGHUM LEAVES.

In the following table is given the analyses of the leaves of four

varieties of sorghum, and of the juices expressed from the stalks from

which the leaves were taken. There is in the dried leaves an average

of 5.41 per cent of total sugars, while , the average amount of total

sugai'S in the juices from the stalks is 14.44 per cent.

As has been shown in another place, there is an increase of about 6

per cent in the amount of syrup, and a decrease of about 6 per cent in

the amount of the available sugar obtained when the stalks are passed

unstripped through the mill, instead of using stripped stalks.

But it will be seen that these leaves have a composition v.hich shows

them to be of very great nutritive value, and, as fodder, they are well

worth preserving whenever one strips his cane for the mill. Indeed,

their value is such that, if carefully preserved, they would easily repay

the cost of stripping.

For purpose of comparison, the following average analysis repre-

senting the composition of five samples of hay, are given (A), and the

average composition of a large number of American grasses (B), given

in the Report of the Department of Agriculture f )r 1879, pages 112,

123. The average of the four varieties of sorghum leaves is given

in (C).
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Far. y. Free. Albumen. Fiber. Xurr. Rarlo.

-^
i
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BAGASSE AS FOOD.

By reference to the preceding tables, giving the analyses of the

bagasses, it will be seen that their average comjDosition, when dry, is as

follows

:

Per cent.
Water 4 41
Crude fiber 23 19
Ash 2 77
Albnmenoids 3.17
Carbhydrates 66.46

100 00

And that of the non-nitrogenous matter, or carbhydrates, 13.78

l^er cent is sugar.

Or, calculated to the fresh bagasse as it came from the mill

:

Per cent.
Crude fiber 10.61
Ash 1.27
Albumenoids 145
Carbhydrates 30.41
Water 56.26

100.00

And of the carbhydrates 6.30 per cent Avas sugar.

Now, in accordance with the general method of estimating the rela-

tive values of different fodders, we find that these fresh bagasses pos-

sess a low nutritive ratio, about 1 to 21.

In Annual Report, Department of Agriculture, 1879, page 57, were

given results of two analyses of Honduras and Early Amber bagasses

and leaves, made that year, as follows

:
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AVERAGE ANALYSES OF FRESH BAGASSES AXD LEAVES.

Crude fiber...
Ash
Albiimenoids
Carbhvdrates,
Water"

Averase of
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we should have for a ton of 2,000 pounds of each of the above the

following values

:

MONEY VALUES IN TWO THOUSAND POUNDS.

Average en-
silage.

Maize stalks.
Basasse and

leaves.

Albumenoids
FMtS
Carbhydrates

Total . .

|0 9.S

46
1 45

84

$0 81

1 51

$1 40
62

3 58

$5 66

It would appear, then, that this mixture of leaves and bagasse, as

it comes from the mill, has a feeding value just twice as great as the

average of the 26 specimens of ensilage ; and it is, therefore, most de-

sirable that careful and repeated experiments be made for its preserva-

tion as fodder, especially in silos. Owing to the disintegration of the

stalk, and the rupture of the cells of the plant, the bagasse is in such

a condition as to rapidly enter into fermentation, and it would be nec-

essary, therefore, to remove it as speedily as possible from the action

of the air by compressing it in silos ; owing, also, to tliis thorough

crushing of the hard coating of the cane, the bagasse is in better con-

dition for eating, and the nutritive constituents would the more readily

be digested and assimilated.

By general testimony, bagasse is found, when fresh, to be greedily

eaten by most stock, and cattle have been known, during theAvinter, to

burrow and eat fur into a pile of bagasse, the interior of the heap be-

ing obviously in the condition which it would have been if preserv^ed

in a silo.

The disposition to be made of the bagasse is, on many accounts, the

most important question connected with the sorghum sugar industry.

The sugar of the plant is derived ultimately from the atmosphere,

containing, except as an impurity, not a trace of mineral matter. It

would be possible, therefore, to produce upon our lands a sugar supply

for the ^vorld indefinitely without exhausting the soil ; indeed, the soil

would gradually increase in fertility under cultivation.

But when we consider the remainder of the plant, the seed, the leaves,

and the bagasse, we find that for their production large demands are

made upon the soil, a demand practically the same as for the produc-

tion of an equal weight of maize.

If the cane is stripped for the mill, the leaves are either left upon

the field or are preserved as food for animals, and with the proper pres-
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ervation and use of the manure of the farm, no loss to the fertility of

the soil could result from this source.

In regard to the seed, it is most likely that it will be largely consumed

upon the farm, especially since its value for feeding stock has been ex-

perimentally proved by Professor Cook, of the New Jersey Experimental

Station, to be practically the equivalent of maize. Until, therefore, the

seed of sorghum shall reach a wholesale price in the market approxi.

mately equal to maize, it is more than likely that the farmer will use

his sorghum seed as food for his farm animals, and thus secure its con-

sumption upon the farm, returning to his fields most of the mineral

matter which the seed has removed in its growth.

There remains only the bagasse and the sediments and scums of the

sugar house which could prove any source of exhaustion to the

soil. The importance of adding the sediment and scum obtained in

defecation to the land directly, or to the manure or compost heap,

has already been alluded to. Such disposition of these unsightly pro-

ducts is easy, and would naturally suggest itself to the ordinary farmer.

An experiment made at the Department showed that piling up the

bagasse, with the addition of quickliuie or solution of potash, caused it

during the winter to become thoroughly disintegrated, so that it could

easily be added to the land as manure, and by the plow and harrow

readily incorporated with the soil.

In those sections where scarcity of fuel exists, the utilization of the

bagasse for such purpose is likely to increase, but it is of great impor-

tance that the ashes should be carefully saved and applied to the soil,

since it is only those constituents of the bagasse, derived from the at-

mosphere, which would burn or could serve the purpose of fuel.

The minei'al matter necessary to the production of a crop of sorghum

equal to 11 t(ms of stripped stalks to the acre would be as follows : 11

tons of stripped cane would give, at 42.39 per cent bagasse, 4.66 tons

of bagasse and 6.34 tons ofjuice. The relative proportion of leaves to

stripped cane is about 1 to 5.5, and we should have 2 tons of leaves. A
crop of 25 bushels of seed would not be disproportionate to such a yield

of cane, which, at 56 pounds to the bushel, would be 1 ,440 pounds. The
average per cent of ash in sorghum juices is about 1.0 per cent (Ag-

ricultural Report, 1880, p. 125). We should have, therefore, as the

total mineral matter taken from the soil by a crop of 11 tons of

stripped cane, the following

:

ASH IN A CROP OF 11 TONS OF STRIPPED CAXE.
Pounds.

4.66 tons bagasse, at 127 per cent 93 2
6.34 tons juice, at 1 00 per cent. 126 8
2.00 tons leaves, at 2 S4 per cent ., 113 6
1,400 pounds seed, at 1.68 per cent 23 5

Total • 357.1
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The constituents of the ash from the several portions of the plant is

not known, but the analysis of the ash of two samples of the entire

cane is given, Agricultural Report, 1880, p. 126, and the analysis of

the ash of the seed closely resembles that of maize. If, then, we cal-

culate the amount of these several constituents of the ash upon such

basis, Ave have, in the 357.1 pounds above, as follows:

Pounds.

Potash 180 8
Soda 9
Limt- ofi 9
Magnesia ' 37 1

Iron oxide 2
Phosphoric acid 24 2
Sulphuric acid : 28.9
Chlorine 28 2

Silica 19 9

357 1

Loss of Siigar in Drying Sorghum.

The following experiment Avas made with a bundle of Honduras sor-

ghum, which, when cut, contained from 12 to 14 per cent of sugar in

the juice. The cane was dried thoroughly and rapidly in a room

where the temperature Avas about 70° F. Of this dry cane, 502 gi'ams.

were taken and cut into thin shavings and beaten in a mortar; 1,300

grams, of water Avas added, and, after digesting for half an liour, the

juice Avas expressed, amounting to 1,189 grams., or 65.97 per cent of

the moistened cane. The juice gave the folloAving analysis:

Specific gravity 1028
Sucrose Per cent . 1 52
Glucose do 2 28

Solids not sugar do. ... 2 63

It is obvious that the sugar had been almost entirely lost during the

drying of the sorghum. Since this cane Avas dried under circumstances

eA'en more favorable than those attending the drying of larger quanti-

ties, it is clear that a very large proportion of the nutriment is lost, as

in the case of corn fodder or fodder corn dried for food. The preser-

vation of such food in silos would appear commendable, since, in

coarser grasses, the large percentage of sugars they contain is, in the

longer period required for their drying, almost Avholly lost through sIoav

fermentation.

Bagasse as Fuel.

Valuable as Ave have shown the bagasse to be for the sugar which it

contains, the paper pulp Avhich may be produced from it, as a food to

be preserved in a silo, or as a source of manure, it is yet true that, to

many of our Western farmers, as to the planters of Cuba and other sugar

producing regions, it is the cheapest (if not the only a\'ailable) fuel,

and Avill continue to be used for such purpose, as it has been for years.
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In (Irving the bagasse in the sun, it loses about half its weight, and the

dried bagasse is found, from many experiraents, to possess about half

the value of coal ; so that oue pound of coal is about equal, in evapo-

rating power, to four pounds of fresh bagasse. A mill giving sixty

per cent of juice would then give, for each ton of cane worked, 1,200

pounds juice and 800 pounds of fi-esh bagasse, equal to 200 pounds

of ct^al. This is ample for the evaporation of the juice, and it is so esti-

mated upon the sugar-cane plantations. The following results, re-

ported bv those who have used the bagasse as fuel, with the discussion

thereupon at one of the recent conventions of sorghum growers, held at

St. Louis, Missouri, will be read with interest in this connection :

The President.—I would like to hearfrom members on the use of the bagasse,

in short, pointed remarks. Who has had success in usir.g bagasse as fuel?

Mr. Clements, of Kansas: We started our works with the expectation of

burning coarse fuel—hay, bagasse, or something of that kind for fuel—as we had

seen it used on a small scale—and with other fuels, to make up fuel for running

the factorr. We arranged our boilers and every thing with large furnaces

—

furnaces seven feet long, grates three feet in length. Back of the grates is the

furnace : the draft has all to go in the first three feet. The depth of the furnace,

from the boiler grates, is thirty inches. We carry 100 pounds of steam. We
found, by drying the bagasse in the sun, giving it one day to dry, it makes better

fire than by letting it lay a week in the sun. After it is treated, we stack it up.

This season, after we got started, bagasse made all the fuel we could use for

evaporation. We started in. and used 100 tons of hay, and the balance of other

fuel: and all the fuel we had was used in the hot dry spell about the first of Sep-

tember. From that we started in with bagasse—bought a few tons of hay.

When we clo.«ed up, we had about .^00 tons of bagasse left over. In connection

with that, during the wet spell, we had 2G0 gallons of semi-syrup in the tanks.

We obtained coal to finish the syrup. We could not get steam over 70 pounds.

I am satisfied that bagasse will make all the fuel that is required to evaporate

where steam is economically used.

The President—What do you have to pay for hay a ton ?

Mr. CltmenU.—A dollar and a half a ton delivered at the factory. A ton of

bagasse ^ill make as much steam as a ton and a half of hay. and as much as

two tons of straw. I prefer bagasse for fuel to the best wood that could be ob-

tained, delivered at the factory; and it is much better than coal: you can get

up steam quicker. With a boiler filled with cold water, yon can get steam in thirty

minutes, where coal will require an hour and a half.

A Member.—Is your boiler a flue boiler?

Mr. CUmenU.—Tubular; one is .^?. the other is 31: the latter makes steam

easier than the other. I think a 4 inch flue is the best size. The less juice you

express from the bagasse, the better fuel it makes. It requires a fireman to each

boiler. We have a feeder, with a trap door to it; it is very necessary to keep it

closed, except when putting fuel in.

Prof. Culberison, of Nebaska.—I have had a little experience in the bagasse,

and coal, and straw business as a fuel ; and the experience comes pretty close.
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on account of our boiler capacity not being what it ought to be. It was little

trouble to get steam enough with good, dry bagasse. When we first commenced

we ran with bagasse for fuel, and then we used coal. With the very best firemen

we could get, we had 100 to 150 gallons less a day with coal. Bagasse, in

that connection, was worth twenty dollars a day to us, over and above what

coal would have come to—taking into consideration the decrease in syrup

made.

Mr. Clements (in answer to an inquirj').—It would be impossible to keep the

necessary fire in a furnace 28 feet long with coal. Where you can have dr^' ba-

gasse, it is better fuel than you can get from any thing else.

Mr. Stout.—We use bagasse pretty much as Mr. Clements does. We
use two fire trains. I have two pans, 83 feet long, with chimneys about

30 feet high. The grates are 4 feet long and 3 feet wide, and probably

2 feet from the pans. We made, on an average, this season, 325 gal-

lons of syrup a daj'. I am satisfied it would take three cords of wood to

have done that much evaporation—probably a little more. We didn't use

wood—except about half a cord the day we started up, and at one time when

every thing got wet. We came early to the conclusion, after burning bagasse,

that, if we could not get that or straw, we would actuall}' shut down. The fur-

nace we arranged for bagasse is so we could not run with coal or wood; it might

do with wood split up very fine. I have noticed frequently, in burning bagasse,

the blaze came out at the top of the chimneys 30 feet high, and trains, one 28

feet and the other 33 feet long. You have to have the ash pit three or four

times as deep (three or four feet), and you have to take it out once a day, when

running. If we let it fill up, it will melt the grate in a few hours—if we let the

cinders pile up too close to the grate. In this season, the onlj^ thing we used

was bagasse (except wood, a few hours), and when there came a heavy rain for

a day or two. we burned a rick of probably twenty tons of dry straw. We paid

a dollar a ton for the straw. A ton of straw, that cost us onlj^ a dollar, was

worth more than a coid of wood.

A Member.—How did you prevent burning every thing up with the draft;

Wouldn't it rain fire all over your premises?

Mr. Stout.—That height of a chimney wouldn't. Several gentlemen have

asked whether they could run a small furnace—a small train—with bagasse.

We did that, last season, under a Cook pan, 12 feet long, and a chimney 12 or

IP feet high. Out of that chimney it set the bagasse, in the bagasse j'ard, on

fire half a dozen times. That was really dangerous; but with 30-foot flues, this

season, the cinders came out—but it is so high before they light, I think they

go out. They are very dangerous in small works, with chimneys only 10 or 15 •

feet high.

A Member.—My chimney was 30 feet high, and my building was set on fire.

A Member.—Can you burn bagasse that j'ou grind this morning, the same

day ?

Mr. Stout.—If it is a dry day, we can burn bagasse after two o'clock. You
can burn it all that evening and all that night; bagasse that we scatter in the

morning.

A Member.—Can you keep it a year, and then burn it ?

Mr. Stout.—Yes.

A Member.—Suppose you had all wood, would you use bagasse then ?
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Mr. Stout.—I think I should : I don't think it would cost aR much to use the

bagasse as to cut the wood.

J. Member.—I would like to ask Mr. Stout if he does not think a spark-

arrester could be used on the smoke-stack, to avoid fire ?

Mr. Stout.—I have no doubt thev can. I tried a bonnet ; it stopped the

draft so we had to take it off. Railroads do that, and I have no doubt it can

be fixed, and don't think there is much danger with 30-inch flues.

A Member.—Is there any advantage in a crooked grate?

Mr. Stout.—Yes : I think that it is an advantage. I think the grate should

crook down.

A Member.—What size of opening in the grate?

Mr. Stout.—Xot very particular: I think about two inches.

Mr. Clements.—Ifindasetof grates will last longer with begasse than with coal

or wood, if the fireman attends to his business. I think the distance between

the grate part depends a great deal on the fineness with which you crush the

canf.

Mr. Frazer.—How far from the front end do you put the feed-tube ?

Mr. Clements.—On a furnace five feet long, put it a foot from the end.

Dr. Mayberry, ot Kansas.—I live in a part of the country where we are almost

destitute of fuel, except coal, and coal is high—$6.50 a ton. The first two years

I ran, I ran on coal oil; it cost five cents net a gallon ; that was cash. 1 have

tried three different kinds of coal, and there is nothing makes steam for me
like bagasse does. In feeding bagasse in the furnace, I want it as loose as I

can get it. I crowd the furnace, and then take a long iron bar and make it

loose. I have one trouble with my factory. I have not enough boiler. I can

run better on bagasse than on any kind of coal. If coal was Iving in piles

free of charge, I wouldn't use it. I dont think that bagasse can be made into

any thing that will pay as well as fuel. I have had a good many fires from a

smoke stack forty-six feet to the top. I think a good draft is essential.

Mr. Hoyt said he had a cut of Squier's bagasse furnace, which he passed

around the audience, there being no patent on it. It has an arch in front of

the pan to build the fire in, and the flame is thrown up by it against the pan.

I can make a hotter fire with bagasse than with any thing else, except chemi-

cals. A fork full will burn in 5 or 6 minutes.

The following plate, ^o. XLVII, represents the bagasse furnace,

invented by Isaac A. Hedges, and now manufactured by J. A. Field

<fe Co., of St. Louis, ^Missouri.
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$-10.50. It appears that this material could be thus economically

used, and so be another source of profit in the cultivation of sorghum.

scu:m and seddiext feom defecation.

The following analyses show the average composition of several sam-

ples of scum and sediments from the defecation of sorghum juices

:

AXAI.TPES OF SEDIMENT AXD SCUM OF SORGHUM IX SUGAR MAKIXG.

Ether extract, wax, fat, chlorophyl. etc.

Alcohol extracts, sugars, resins, etc
Water extract, cum, etc
Insoluble iu etlier, alcohol, and water..

Ash, percent

Potash (K20)
Soda cNa-0)
Lime (CaO)
Mngnesia (MgO)
Sulphuric acid (SO*)..
Chlorine (CI)
Pho.sphoric acid (F^QS)
Silica
Sand, etc

Nitrogen, per cent.

Sedi-
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The large amount of ash in Liberiau lime precipitate and Honduras

skimmings is due to the presence of considerable clay, which had been

used to hasten the clarification of the juice. There was little or no

clay present in Honduras lime precipitate. The claying seems me-

chanically to have carried down a large proportion of the albumen in

the Liberian lime precipitate.

^ The large percentage of nitrogenous matter, sugars, and ash, es-

pecially potash, in each of the above analyses, is evidence of the great

value of these waste products, and great care should be taken that

they be utilized, if not as food for swine, at least as a fertilizer to be

added to the compost heap, the manure pile, or to the land directly.

Many farmers have used them as feeding material wilh excellent

results, as the following testimony shows

:

All ni}^ scam I feed to cows and bogs. I find that by the use of tbe scum my
cows will give a double yield of milk; and, for mj' part, I would ra'her have milk

than vinegar. As an article of commerce, vinegar has rather a dull sale with us.

I find the scum makes excellent hog feed.

Mr Powell, of Wisconsin.—I would like to ask if Mr. Stebbins kept any ac-

count of bis hogs and cows, by which he could give the results in dollars and

cents.

Mr. Stehhins.— I could not definite]}^; I take my hired man's word for the

amount of milk given by the cows. He told me they gave about double the

amount of milk they did before be commenced feeding scums; and, as regards

the hogs, I know they did right well when tbfy had nothing but scum. I did n't

raise hogs before I commenced my mill, and I could not give any figures. I am
well satisfied with the working of the field.

Mr. Poicell.—Shoats and hogs will do splendidly from the skimmings; they

will do remarkably well if j'ou will only mix the skimmings wiih s-horts.

Mr. Folgcr.—I tried an experiment of that kind with twelve hogs, averaging

125 lbs.; I fed them three weeks with skimmings, and the result was 50 lbs.

to the hog in that throe weeks—600 lbs. difference in the weight; they aver-

aged 175 lbs. at the close of the three weeks. On Sundays they were fed corn;

the rest of the time merely skimmings, and nothing else.

ProJ. Culberison. of Nebraska.— Last year from the skimmings of eighteen

hundred gallons, and the seed from six acres of cane, the hogs weighed 2,000

lbs. more at the end of the season ; there were about thirty-five, and confined

to that exclusively'.

Dr. Mayherry.—My pigs got nothing else than skimmings; I have thrown

them a little cane seed occasionally; and I have as fine hogs as are grown in

that section of country. I have heard men say they could see themselves on

them. I would rather have cane seed than corn for feeding them.

Prof. Henry.— T want to speak of the value of the skimmings. I have found

, that, when fed to pigs, all they will eat, it gives them a very fair growth. I

hope a majority of our farmers will be able to report at our next convention

how skimmings work for feed. The value of the skimmings is probably from
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half to two-thirds that of skimmed milk, and you are throwing away, at \our

works, from three to ten barrels a daj' of it. By using skimmings you would

be able to carrj- your hogs from a month to six weeks without giving them

any corn at all. I made this fall a pound of pork from eight pounds of meal,

and that was the result in Philadelphia, with nothing but skimmings mixed

with warm water.

The President.—A friend in Pennsylvania said he had his fed to his milch-

cow. I never tried it, but I have it from a brother of Seth H. Kenney, who

has alwaj's worked with him, although I had the opinion that if skimmings

were fed to a railcb-cow it would dry her up verj' quickly, but I was assured by

him that his cows almost doubled their milk as soon as the mill commenced

running and tliej' were fed on skimmings. I would feed it to hogs, and all they

wanted of it. I did one j'ear, and my shoats d.d splendidl}-, and my large fat-

ting hogs did nicel3- too. It made them fatten verj- fast. Do not give skim-

mings to the hogs after it has fermented, give it fresh from the mill, or it will be

a damage, and not a benefit.

Henry Linleij.—I can fully indorse what the president said about feeding it

to hogs. I have fed mj' green skimmings a number of yeirs, and I should say

we should not give it to them after it has fermented. 1 have had pigs as

drunk as could be. I generally give it to them as soon as I can, and the

trouble is, I can not get half enough. The hogs prefer skimmings to milk.

Vinegarfrom Skimmings.

The manufacture of vinegar from the skimmings and sediments of

defecator, evaporator, and settling tanks, has been by mauy rendered

a source of profit.

It is necessary that the clear liquor be drawn off from the tank con-

taining these -waste products before the acetic fermentation begins;

since otherwise tlie acetic acid formed will uuite with the lime of the

sediment, and destroy the vinegar. After drawing off the clear liquor

into barrels, or a fermenting tank, the remaining sediment may be

used as a fertilizer. The addition of wash waters to the contents of

the scum and sediment tank will sufficiently dilute them to render

their content of sugar easily removed.

It will be found cleaner to use the scum and sediments as food for

swine, and reserve in a separate tank the skimmings of the evapo-

rator, sweet water from washings, etc.

The following testimony from those who have made vinegar will be

of interest

:

Mr. Powell, of Wisconsin, Mississippi Valley Cane Growers' Association.—
I must say a little for my vinegar. I take the settlings and skimmings and

run them right outside my mill. I have a large building, 42x85, two stories

high. I run them outside in a large tank. I have six large tanks, holding

three thousand gallons each, that I use for the storage of sj-rup and vinegar. A
great many have wanted to know what process was used to make vinegar. Sim-
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ply to settle off the thick substance from these skimmings, running the clear

juice into the tanks from the outside inside, and keeping it a time—one year.

I want to make good vinegar.

The President.—How do you reduce that, with water?

Mr. Poivell.—Don't reduce it at all; just about as it comes from the mill,

settlings and skimmings, just let it stand till it works itself down to vinegar.

I pump mine up and filter it through straw filters to take out any little parti-

cles I have noticed some receipts in the papers; men want to go through a

great ceremony; I think that is all wrong.

The President.—How many gallons of vinegar do you make off sixty acres?

Mr. Poioell.—In making 7,2G8 gallons of syrup I made 6,000 of vinegar.

Those 6,000 gallons of vinegar needed no expense nor labor, except to provide

yourself with tanks; the tanks will probablj^be forty-five to fifty dollars apiece.

With the exception of a little attention, while doing your other work, you need

not take time specially for this, onlj' to see that in transferring from one tank

to the other you take out the impurities. I have had some covering put over

the tanks, matched flooring, and those tanks have not, frozen only so that I can

take a pencil and work it right round the little slush of ice on the top. The

mercury indicated 30° below zero before I left home.

A Member.—Do you sell the vinegar for manufactured cane vinegar?

Mr. Powell.—I sell it for pure manufactured cane vinegar.

The President.—How does it compare with other vinegar in price?

Mr. Puwrll.—As far as price is concerned, I asked, until quite recently,

twenty cents a gallon by the barrel. I found it accumulated on my hands, and

I put it at sixteen. But I have something that is better for me in the locality

where I live. I have 10,000 gallons of better vinegar than you can buy in the

city of Chicago. Three years ago I ordered from a large factory in Faribault

six large storage tanks, capable of holding about 2,600 gallons each. I am
using four of these to run mj' skimmings into- There is a class of skimmings

I do not allow to go there, but that that I think is fit I run there, and there I let

it stand till I get through with ray other work; and, if it is too late to filter it,

then I let it stand till next spring. Then I filter it, open the windows and doors

for free circulation of air, and you will have better vinegar than you can buy,

I believe. I do not add any water to it. I filter it through a couple of barrels of

straw. I believe in simplicity. These highfangled notions, that cost a great

deal of money, I am going to repudiate till I know something about them. The

barrels are placed one on top of the other, and the juice pumped up and al-

lowed to run through them. There is not a particle of any thing in the 10,000

gallons but the skimmings; but, in an experimental way, I have taken a gallon

or so and dusted in a little sulphur, and I find that it clears it a little. The

sample exhibited here was nothing of the kind, however. It was drawn out of

a tank containing 2,500 gallons. It commences to ferment in the tank very

soon. It freezes in the winter, but that does not hurt it a particle. I do not

put the green skimmings into it. I run the green skimmings outside, and they

are settled till they will run comparatively clear into the tank, and the other

is drawn off.
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SORGHUM AS TODDEE.

It •will interest many to learn the value of sorghum for fodder, and

the analyses below will show how it compares with maize for such pur-

pose. Experiments have been made in substituting it for maize in the

silo, with excellent residts, as by its analysis we should expect.

Below are given the results of the examination of the stalks of

Egyptian sugar corn, Honduras, and Early Amber sorghums, and the

leaves from the same. This examination was made for the purpose

of determining the loss of sugar in the method employed in its ex-

traction ; also to determine the relative nutritive yalue of the leaves

and stalks, pressed and unpressed. The stalks selected were split

lengthwise, so that a fair average might be taken, and one-half was

dried thoroughly without pressing, and the other half was passed

through the mill, and the bagasse, or pressed stalks, carefully saved

and dried.

LEAVES, STALKS, AXD BAGASSE, FROM CORX AXD SORGHrjIS.

Egyptian sugar corn, leaves
Egyptian ^utrar corn, one hali of 4 stripped stalks,

impressed.
Egyptian sugar corn, one half of 4 stripped stalks.

pressei.

.

..

Houdura-i si>rghum, leaves
Honduras sorghum, one-half of 2 stripped stalks,

unpressed.
Honduras sorgum, one-half of 2 stripped stalks,

pressed..
Early Amber sorghum, leaves
Early Amber sorghum, one-half of 3 stripped

stalks, impressed
Early Amber sorghum, one-half of 3 stripped

stalks, pressed

3S0

832

875
432

1,428

1,35)0

399

631

9(6
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PROXIMATE ANALYSES OF STALKS, BAGASSE, AXD LEAVES OF SWEET CORN' AXD

SORGHUM, CALCULATED TO THE DRY SUBSTANCE.

The amount of sugar in the Early Amber cane, dry, is to the amount present in Early

Amber bagasse, dry, as 100 is to 5'). 74

In Honduras cane, dry : Honduras bagasse, dry : : 100 : 57 OS.

In Egyptian sugar corn, dry : Egyptian sugar corn bagasse, dry : : 100 : 38.75.

As will be seen from these analyses :

Percent sugar.

The Honduras cane, fresh, contained 7 62

Tlie Early Amber cane, fresh, contained 8.42

The Egyptian sugar corn, fresh, contained 3.91

While the sugar remaining in the bagasse, calculated to the fresh cane which produced

these bagasses, gave as follows :

P̂er cent sugar.

Honduras sorglium 182
Early Amber sorghum 1 '_0

Egyptian sugar corn ""

In other words, it will appear that there was occasioned a loss of—

23 8 per cent of the sugar present in Honduras sorghum.

18 per cent of the sugar present in Early Amber sorghum.

15 2 per cent of the sugar present in Egyptian sugar corn.

Tlie followiug testimony as to the value of sorghum for fodder has-

lieen gathered. For this alone, the plant appears to be one of the most

valiuiLle agricultural products

:

At the Kan?as Wool Growers' meeting, ^Ir. Wadsworth said he had

4,500 sheep feeding in one plain, and 2,:]03 in anotlier, during the

winter. He had about 350 acres of sorghum. He thought 50 acres

of sorghum, drilling in about one peck to the acre, being careful not
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•to get it too thick, and cutting up half to feed in stormy ^veather,

would feed about 1,0)0 sheep through the winter. He used Early Am-
ber aud Orange. Former the sweetest, but shelled out more.

John D. White, Tulip, Dallas county, Arkansas, Report of De-

partment of Agriculture, 1857, page 197, says of stalks of sorghum:

After even heavy frosts, stock still eat it with evident relish. Cattle, sheep,

and horses, are fond of the cane, which possesses excellent fattening properties.

Hogs, also, will eat it voraciously, even after it has been crushed.

Ample time for two crops for forage.

Mr. N. C. Merrill, Clorinda, Jsess county, Kansas, says he, for four

years, used sorghum as a substitute for corn for feeding stock, with ex-

tremely satisfactory results.

Begin to feed as soon as sorghum is two feet high, and by the time

it heads out, hogs and cattle wiU begin to take on flesh very fast.

When lower part of head is ripe, cut with mowing machine with rake

attachments, and put in shocks. Cost, $1.25 to 82 per acre to put it

into shocks. From 500 to 800 pounds of beef (live weight) can be

realized from an acre, in September, October, and November, using

no other feed whatever. I realized at the rate of 1.100 pounds pork

from an acre in September and 700 pounds in November. Hogs
fatten very fast from July to September; and from December to spring,

with little range, will keep in good growing condition. The larger the

stalks, the better for hogs. Sorghum is really our best corn in this part

of the State.
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CHAPTEE XII.

(a.) Statistics of production of sorghum in the United States.

(6.) Production of sujiar from sortiluim.

(c.) Sorghum compared with other leading crops of United States.

{d.) Marketing of syrups.

(e.) Central factories.

PRODUCTION AND PROFITS OF SORGHUM CULTIVATION.

The Departmeut of Agriculture received the following returns, as to

the crop of 1882, from the several states

:

state.

Arkansas
Alabama
Dakota
Georgia
Indiana
Illinois..
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Missouri
Minnesota
Michigan
Mississippi
Maryland
New' Jersey—
New York. . ..

Nebraska
Nortli Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania.

.

South Carolina.
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
West Virginia.

.

Wisconsin

28 states .

Number of coun-
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States.
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The returns of sorghum in the recent census have not been tabulated, except

in two or three states. Only South Carolina and Kansas are complete, as fol-

lows :
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Years. Syrup.

1S5S
m)2.
18'

e

].Sfi7

].Sfi9

1875

5,606

21,452
25,796
26,243
15,768

Gnlion.i.

410,776

1,443,605
2,0!)4,5.57

2,'.<)2,:;93

1,380,908

Pounds.

21,496
8,386

14,697

ILT.IXOIS.

(No oflapial returns of sugar.)
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The number of acres grown by the parties making these reports was 039, with

an additional amount, worked upon shares, grown by other parties, of about 900

acres, making a total of l,r)o9 acres. The number of gallons of sj'rup produced

from the 639 acres was 54,245, to which must be added the product of that worked

on shares, equal to 76,100 gallons, making a grand total of 130,845 gallons.

The average number of gallons per acre was 873*g. The average price of

syrup was 54J cents per gallon, making the value of an acre $47.76. The aver-

age cost of cultivation, harvesting, and manufacturing, was reported at 15 cents

per gallon, making a total cost of $13. 10 per acre, leaving a net profit of $34.66.

If we add to this the average product of seed, of 30 bushels per acre, sold at 35

cents per bushel, or $10.50, we have a total net profit of $45.16 per acre.

The lowest number of gallons per acre was 26. This was grown on sod

ground in Kansas. On the same farm, and nearly adjoining it, was another lot,

planted on old ground and properly cultivated, which yielded 200 gallons per

acre. This contrast proves that the proper preparation of soil and cultivation

of crop material)}' advance the product in this, as well as any other crop. The

highest number of gallons per acre was grown from Early Orange, in Southern

Illinois, producing 360 gallons per acre.

A large number of the parties making these reports were new beginners.

This accounts partially for the small quantity produced per acre. Others re-

port a wet, cold, backward spring, followed by severe drought, as the cause of

shortness of the crop.

All the parties speak in the most encouraging manner as to their faith in the

profitableness of the crop.

Professor Henry, of tlie State Agricultural College, Madison, Wis-

consin, reports as follows as to certain sorghum growers iu that state

:

S. Hanson, of Whitewater, one of the oldest and most experienced growers

in the state, reports 18 gallons from 10 rods of ground and 200 gallons per acre

from larger pieces.

Joseph H. Osborn, Oshkosh, reports the highest yield 226 gallons, with an

average of 150.

N. D. Comstock, Arcadia, Trempealeau county, estimates the average at 125

gallons.

Maxon and Almony, Milton Junction, Rock count}', estimates the average at

150 gallons.

J. H. Rhodes, Sextonville, Richland count}', raised on 1 acre 170 gallons.

0. S. Powell, of River FalLs, Pierce county, estimates the average crop at 100

gallons.

H. T. Webster, Keene, Portage county, obtained 40 gallons from 28 rods of

ground.

J. D. Sherwood, Dartford, Green Lake county, reports one-third of an acre

yielding 12,588 pounds of stalks, from which 79.14 gallons of syrup were made.

A. J. Decker, Fond du Lac, considers 125 gallons the average.

Mr. S. Nason, of Nasonville, Wood county, where cane was grown this season

for the first time, reports 800 gallons from 4 acres.

Evan Erickson, Stevenstown, La Crosse county, obtained 1,050 gallons from

5 acres.

The average yield of syrup on good ground, in a favorable season, may be
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set down at about 160 gallons. With such culture as is usuallr given to it, the

yield will be about 100. It mar be set down as a fact that, wherever it has been
planted in the state, it has succeeded, no matter how poor the soil was. It

promises to be one of the very best crops for our sandr lands, for, though the

yield per acre will not be large, the syrup will be of fine quality. Land on the

experimental farm, which produced 50 bushels of corn per acre, this year gave
200 gallons of thick syrup.

The following tables give details as to the crop, the products, cost

of cidtivation, and profits, from .several cultivators and manufacturers,

and the accuracv of most of them have been established bv affidavits i
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are enabled to grow their cane and deliver it to the mill absolutely free

of all cost, so that the only expense of attending their production of

sugar and syrup is that of manufacture.

Gratifying as is this result to those Avho desire to see the success of

this new sugar industry, it can not be surprising to any one who will

consider that our chief consumption of corn is for the fattening of

swine, and that it is so used profitably needs no argument to prove.

If, then, tlie seed of sorghum, equally abundant and equally nutri-

tious, may be substituted for corn, the stalks of sorghum, like those

of maize, may be regarded as being produced free of cost. Also, by

means of such use of the seed and bagasse, fertilizing material is secured.

PROnUCTIOX OF SORGHUM SYRUP IN THE UNITED STATES ACCORDING TO THE

CENSUS OF 1860-70-80.

States and Territories.

Mfissachusctts .

Rhode Island..

.

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania. .

.

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina..
South Carolina.,
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia..
Kentucky
Ohio. .

."

Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota-
Iowa
Missour'.
Kansas
Nebraska
California
Oregon
Nevada
Colorado
Arizona
Dakota
Idalio
New Mexico
Utah
Washington . .

.

Total

XnmlKT of gallons.

51(1

.S'.m;

22,24',)

i,(;i;!

;)i)7

221, 'JTH

2ti:^,I7.j

,51,04!

103,490

55.fir).S

1,427

112.412
n'-..(;u4

70o,(iGo

sr)('i,70.T

770,071!

SlV.).5S

881,049
80t;,.^89

19,8.54

14.178

,211, 512
7'.tr., ] 1

1

87,r,,5(l

2:;. 497
.552

315

1,9.50

25,475

6,749,120

20
G..s:;-J

7,.s:!'-'

17,424

'2r.\,?,T.i

G5,9C8
28,503

329,155
621,855
183,.585

374,027

207,209
. 07,509

180
174,.509

147,20.;

1,251,7111

7hl),s29

1,740,4.5:!

2,023,427
94,080

2,026,212

1,960.473
74,478
38,725

1,218,6.36

1,730,171
449,409
77,.598

333

3,051

1,765
67,446

612

16,0.50,089

1880.

1»

1,163
1,134

1,201
69,767
25,136
19,837

5()4,5.58

964,ii62

281.242
981,152
10,199

1,163,4.51

1,062,140
33,777

432,059
1,118,364
3,776,212
817,168

2,9.i2,965

1,229,852-

102,500
1,741.8,53

2,265,993
314.1.50

543.369

2, Of i4. 020
4,129..5!I5

1,429,476
246,047

2,4.5!)

2,283
350

3.227
5,771

17,012
36

251
5S,221

1,472

28,444,20?
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It appears, from the above, that the increase in production from

1860 to 1870 was 138 per cent ; and, from 1870 to 1880, 77 per cent^

and that, with the exception of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana, no

state with a large production shows any falling ofl'; while, in certain

of the states, the increase has been remarkable.

PRODUCTION OF SUGAR FROINI SORGHUM.

Very many nianuficturers of sorghum have produced amounts of

sugar fairly comparable in quantity with the results obtained from sugar-

caue.

Mr. A. J. Russell, who produced in 1879 over 22 tons of sorghum

sugar, polarizing 96°.5, reports that he secured 15 to 23 gallons of

syrup from a ton of cane, and obtained, as first sugar, 4| pounds to the

gallon of syrup,

Mr. John B. Thoms, an experienced sugar maker, reports that sor-

ghum sugar may be produced at an expense for manufacture of not

over 1 J ceuts per pounds.

Professor Henry, of Madison, Wisconsin, made sugar in 1882 at an

'xpense for- cultivation and manfacture of not over 4i cents per pound.

He obtained, as "firsts," 45 per cent of the weight of the syrup in

sugar of excellent quality ; and upon their experimental plats, Profes-

sor Swenson and himself secured, approximately^ a thousand pounds

of sugar per acre.

The president of the Rio Grande Sugar Co. reported the expense of

working the cane in the mill as not being over 81.75 per ton. Much
of the cane yielded f )r each ton worked 65 pounds of first, besides the

molasses ; and, with s trghum in good condition as to maturity, the es-

timate of 100 pounds of sugar to each ton of cane is confidently made.

Mr. Thoms estimates the expense of working 100 tons of cane into

eyrup and sugar at 880.25 -}- §42 for 30 barrels, equal 8122.25, or

81.22 for the manufacture of each ton of cane.

These results are such as have been often reported, even by those

working with far more inexpensive plants.

Edwin Blood, of Stockbridge, Wisconsin, reports that, in the season

of 1881, it cost him 11 cents per gallon to manufacture syrup, but in

1882 he could make it for 7^ cents per gallon.

D. H. Anderson, of Kansas, reports 10 cents per gallon as the cost

of manufacture of a gallon of syrup.

Now, at 15 gallons to the ton of cane, it costs at Rio Grande 11^

cents, and Mr. Thoms 8^ cents, to manufacture a gallon of syrup-^ri-

sults closely agreeing with the results obtained from smaller mills.

27
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Reference to the average results of many samples of juice from

many varieties of sorghum, given on page 210, will show that such es-

timate is far short of the possibilities.

Mr. A. J. Russell, already quoted, reports that he has obtained 280

gallons of syrup from one acre of cane, and obtained from this syrup

7^ pounds of sugar to the gallon. Tliis is 2,100 pounds of sugar from

the acre, besides the seed, which he estimates at from 25 to 40 bushels

to the acre, and which he sold at 50 cents per bushel. He also reports

that 10 tons of cane is an average yield to the acre, and 14 gallons of

syrup to the ton, and 7^ pounds of sugar to the gallon ; and that, at

such yield, the sugar would not cost 2^ cents per pound ; but he says

that a good season and good land should give 20 tons of cane per acre,

17 gallons of syrup to the ton, and 9^ pounds of sugar to the gallon.

This is a result of 3,230 pounds of sugar per acre.

Of the heav'er and later maturing varieties of sorghum, over 30 tons

per acre have been repeatedly obtained.

Geo. W. Chapman, of Stirling, Kansas, reports having obtained

33-| tons of Honduras sorghum to tlie acre, so that the above state-

ments of Mr. Russell do not appear to be beyond the limits of possibility.

At Rio Grande, New Jersey, Hon. James Bishop, Secretary of the

Bureau of Statistics of New Jersey, reports that, in 1882, the product

of sugar and cane upon which the state paid bounty was 5,638 tons of

cane and ol 9,944 pounds of sugar. Also, that 1,011 barrels of syrup

were produced. That the average of the juice worked during the sea-

son was 11°. 11 Beaumo, and the average purity of the juice was

84°. 16. That the first two weeks of the season more molasses than

sugar was produced, viz., 112 barrels of sugar and 181 barrels of mo-

lasses, but that, on the fnirth week, the ])roportion was 130 barrels of

sugar to 110 barrels of molasses.

One plat of eight acres, by actual survey and weight, yielded 136

tons of cane, an average ofseventeen toustotheacre. Anotherplatof oue

acre yielded twenty-one tons, and a third twenty-two tons to the acre.

During the season of 1883, three acres, by actual measurement,

yielded 78 tons of cane, an average of 26 tons per acre.

Sorghum Sugar in Japan.

Consul General Van Buren, of Yokohama, Japan, in a report to

the Department of State upon the agriculture of Japan, under the

head of sugar, says :

The sugar ot Japan is made from that species of the sorghum plant known

as the Chinese sorghum. It grows luxuriantly in all the southern portions of rhe

empire south of the 36th degree of north latitude. The whole product of the
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empire iu 1878 was 64,297,580 pounds. Importation in 1878 was 67,434,805

pounds. For three or (our hundred years, the processes of fcranulatinji and re-

fining sugars have been known and practiced. Sorghum is not grown, as with

us, from the seed, but from cuttings. In September, selected stalks are cut and
buried in trenches a foot deep. Through the winter, from each joint of the

stalks, spronts grow. In the spring, these joints are cut oflFand set out in rows 15 to

18 inches apart, and about the same distance from each other in the rows. The
ground hns previously been thoroughly dug up and pulverized by a long-bladed

mattock. The fertilizers used are ashes, fish, decomposed ha?, straw and sea-weed,

or ni^ht-soil. The plants are thoroughly hoed, hilled, and irrigated. In October

and November, the leaves are stripped off, and the stalks are then cut and the

hard outfr covering is removed, and ih<^ remaining portion is then ground be-

tween rollers of s'one or hard wood. Th? cane juice is then boiled in iron ket-

tles until the granulation takes place, when it placed in bags and pressed dry.

The expressed syrup is used as molasses. Dry upland soils are required for

the successful growth of the cane, and the expenditure of labor and fertilizers

is as great, if not greater, as for any other crop. Great exertions are being

made to promote the increased production of sugar, which will probably be, in

some decree, successful. In fact, I am informed that large orders for the ap-

paratus for sugar making have been received from districts which have hereto-

fore not grown sugar-cane.

Sugar Product per Acre.

Xelson !Maltby, Geneva, Ohio, reports that E. Wincliester, of that

place, obtained, from one-third of an acre of sorghum, 336 pounds of

sugar and 47 gallons of molasses ; that M. D. Cole, from one-half an

acre, obtained 330 pounds of sugar and 50 gallons of molasses ; also,

that, from 700 gallons of syrup, Mr. Maltby obtained 4,230 pounds

of sugar from the first crystallization.

Professors Henry and Swenson, of Madison, Wisconsin, report, as

the result from two experimental plats, 923 and 998 pounds of sugar

per acre, and, iu addition, 1,235 and 1,042 pounds of molasses, besides

27^ and 32 bushels of seed from the respective plats.

COMPARATR'E VALUE OF THE SORGHUM A3'D OTHER PFJNCIPAL

CROPS.

In the Iowa Agricultural Report for 1872, page 268, the following

average acreage values of the leading crops grown in Iowa during

the years 1862-71, inclusive, is given as the report of a committee

appointed for the purpose of investigating the sorghum industry

in Iowa

:
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Sorghum
Corn
Wheat. .

.

Oats
Potatoes

Average acreage
value of crop.

?r>s 13
13 21-,

i;> 79
11 73
55 U

Difference.

$54 87
5-1 34
56 40
12 29

It thus appears that the acreage value of the sorghum croji was

more than five times (5.27) that of the average of the other cereals,

aud that the only crop which approached it in acreage value was that

of potatoes. The average net profits of an acre of sorghiun has been

shown (page 415) to be $32.14, nearly three times the gross returns

from the cereals.

For the purpose of comparison, the following tables from the Annual

Report, Department of Agriculture, 1881-82, are given, showiug the

average cash value of each of tlie principal crops grown in the United

States, separately and together for each of the states ; also, a summary

of the amount of each crop grown, the acreage aod value, average

acreage yield and price, as also the statistics of maize and the cereals,

as a whole, from 1871 to 1881, inclusive:

TABLE SHOWING THE AVERAGE CASH VALUE PER ACRE OF FARM PRODUCTS FOR

THE YEAR 1881.

•

states.
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Table Shoicing Average Cash Value, etc.—Continued.

States.

West Virginia 16 SO'

Kentucky 11 90l

Ohio 15 49;

Michisan 17 f4
Indiana I 13 OSl

Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota.
Iowa.
Missouri, .

.

Kansas
Nebraska .

California.
Oregon
>.'eviida
Colorado .

Territories.

^
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A GENERAL SUMMARY, SHOWING THE ESTIMATED QUANTITIES, KUMBER OF ACRES,

AND AGGREGATE VALUE OF THE PIIINCIPAL CROPS OF THE FARM IN 18H1.

Products.
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Tlie average yield and value per acre for eleven years, from 1871 to

1881, inclusive, is thus comparatively pr.?sented:

Cereals.
Yield Value

per acre, per acre.

Corn
Uheat
Oats..
Rye
Barley
Buckwheat

Bushels.
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Frenrh beets:
Siu'iir pounds 3,600

MoiasA-es gallons 156

Sorghum-cane:

Sugar (average) pounds . j?,'^!^

Molasses (estimated) gallons) . . .
.

| ^

AGRICULTURAL EXPENSE.

Average cost of working per acre:
Louisiana caue (estimated) ?14 00

Freucli beets 14 00

Sorghum-cane • 11 50 to 17 iJO

VALUE OF RESULTS.
Louisiana cane:

Sugar $140 00

Molasses ''-00

212 00

French beets:
sugar 189 00

Molasses 16 38

205 38

Sorghum-cane:
o , , 5?113 36
Sugar (iiverage)

| 54 00
167 36

( $1S9 7'^

Molasses (estimated) j ' ^g (j^

*237 72

MAEKETES'G OF SORGHUM SYRUPS.

The amount of sorghum sugar thus far produced, has had no appre-

ciable etiect upon the general market, and has been readily sold at

fair prices in tlie local markets.

Tlie production of syrups, however, has already reached such pro-

portions as to have almost entirely supplied the demand in certain

sections, and there is a great diversity in the prices received. The

prices vary from 70 to 75 cents in certain places, to even 40 cents or

less per gallon. It is without doubt true, that the quality varies as

greatly as the price, and it is therefore a matter of great practical im-

portance, not only to secure a good yield of cane, but a superior pro-

duct from it—since the difference in cost of manufacture is at the

most trifling between the best and poorest grades of syrup found in

the market. To those who hope to establish a sure and permanent

market for their syrup, it is of the greatest importance to secure a uni-

form product. Tliis is more diffcult to the small manufacturer than

the large, as usually the large works are able to retain the supervision

*ln considering Mr. Johnson's paper, the committee of the National Academy of Sci-

ences remark that "Mr. Johnson's estimate omitted the value of the seed of sorghum,

an Item which it is important to state, and which, in tli3 opinion of many cultivators,

i-? fully equal to the cost of cultivation, or more. Evidence ou this point abounds in

this report."
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of a skilled person, and, besides, the large quantities made each day
are of uniform quality. On the other hand, even the greatest care

will hardlv prevent the small manufacturer from now and then «»ettin<»-

3 portion of bis syrup far below, or much above, his average product.

It would be well if the syrups were, after cooling, put into large storase

tanks, which, when the tanks were filled, could be barreled for mar-

ket, thus securing at least many barrels of like character; and if two
or three such tanks should be kept of different grades, the inferior

product might be kept apart from the better.

To those dtsirous of securing for their products the highest market

price, it will be found worth while to attend carefully to the jxickages

in which the syrup is sent to market. Stout, clean casks give greater

security in handling, and will generally more than pay any extra cost in

the readiness with v.hich a purchaser will be found.

Those w ho are satisfied as to the character of their syrups, should by
means of a stencil plate attach their name to their packages, so that

they may thus advertise their products, and secure permanent custom.

CENTRAJL FACTORIES.

It will be found by far the most economical, if the central factory

system should be generally adopted in place of many independent,

and small factories. The advantages of such a system are obvious,

since improved and necessary apparatus too expensive for the individ-

ual could be secured. Steam could be employed with the greatest

economy, and the services of an experienced sugar maker could be

secured. The economical production of sugar in the small faciorv is

practically impossible : or, even if not in certain cases, its production

by a well conducted central factory would be found far more profitable.

The small farmer misht then content himself either in growinor the

cane and delivering it to the factory ; or, if at a dbtance, he might pro-

duce syrups of a high grade, i. e. containing a large amount of crvs-

tallizahle sugar, and depend upon a local market for their disposal, or

furnish them to the central factory to be worked for sugar and mo-

lasses, where a larger and better product could be secured than would

be possible for him to obtain on his own farm. By this means a sup-

ply of syrup might be produced by the neighboring farmers sufficient

to continue the work of the central factory during the winter, and un-

til another crop—thus, not only keeping the necessary force fur conduct-

ing it constantly employed, and the machinery always in runninsr

order, but having the expensive plant at no time of the year Ivino-

idle. Already such systems have been introiluced in many of the in-

dustries of the farm, and, if wisely conducted, always with increased
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profits and less labor. That such ultimately will be the result so soon

as this new industry shall have been more generally entered upon, there

can be no doubt ; or, what is practically the same thing, large com-

panies will be organized able to cultivate and manufacture sev^eral^

thousand acres of cane. A recent report of the Department of Agri-

culture says: "at one large foctory there is reported a yield of 792

pounds of sugar, valued at 8 cents per pound, and 112 gallons of

syrup, valued at 40 cents per gallon, from an acre, indicating a net

profit of Sr)0.67. It should be understood, however, that this eu-

C()urao:ing result was not obtained by the ordinary manufacturer, but

by chemists who were skilled in the manipulation of the juice, and

who were working with apparatus designed especially for the manu-

factui-e of sugar." That intelligence in the conducting of such oper-

ations is of practical value none can doubt, and that sugar is to be

made with apparatus designed for such purpose, goes Avithout saying,

but the report emphasizes the fact that the best results were secured

by intelligent supervision, and improved appliances.
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CHAPTER XIII.

(a.) Maize snjrar, history of.

(6. 1 Detailed analvs-s of the juice of several varieties of maize.

(c ) Average results of analyses of many varieties of maize.

(d ) Sutrar anil ripe prain from maize.

(e I Comparison of the juices of sorghum and maize.

(/. ) Peail millet, .sugar Irom.

MAIZE SUGAR, HISTORY OF,

The presence of sugar in the juice of the maize stalk has been long

known. In the "True Travels, Adventures, and Observations of

Captain lohn Smitli, Account of Sixth Voyage, a. d. 1()06, London
Ed., A. D. 1629," he says of Indian corn (Zea niais):

The stalke bein^ yet preene, hath a sweet iuice in it, somewhat like a sugar-

cane, which is the cause that when they ga'her their come greene they sucke

the stalkes; for as we gather greene pea^^e, so do they their corne, being greene,

which excelleth their olde [Maize and Sorghum, F. L. Stewart, page 17].

The historian, Prcscott, in his "Conquest of Mexico," says of the

cultivation of Indian corn :

The great staple of the country, as indeed of the American continent, was

maize or Indian corn, which grew freely alouii the valleys, and up the sleep

sides of the Cordilleras, to the high level of the table-lands.

Prescott says

:

The Aztecs were as curious in its preparation, and as well instructed in its

manifold uses, as the most experienced housewife. Its gigantic stalks, in the

equinoctial regions, afford a saccharine matter not found to the same extent

in northern latitudes, and supplied the natives with sugar little inferior to that

of the cane itself, which was not introduced among them till after the conquest.

In the United States, in the early colonial days, it appears that ex-

periments on a large scale were made, looking to the utilization of

cornstalks as an economical source of sugar.

The entire acreage of all the cultivated laud of the United States,

including that in the cereals, root crops, cotton, and the grass lands,

equals 132,910,281 acres. Of this area, 50,369,113 acres, or 38 per

cent, is in maize. The enormous extent of this cereal becomes thus

apparent.

The availability of these plants as a source of sugar has been known
for a Ijng time ; but, although much has been known, little has been
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done in the way of careful investigation for the purpose of determin-

ing their practical value for the production of sugar. Indeed, many

of the statements made in reference to maize seem almost prophetic.

It appears reasonably certain that had the matter been carefully fol-

lowed up by a series of experiments, the enormous drain upon the

country, which has required all the gold and silver product to supply,

could not only have been prevented, but we might have been, a half

century ago, the great sugar producing country of the globe.

In a letter from Abigail Adams to her husband, John Adams, Sep-

tember 24th, 1777, she says:

An instance may be seen in the progress which is made in irriiidin<r corn-

stalks and boiling the liquor into molasses. Scarcely a town or parish within

fortj' miles of us but what has several mills at work; and had the experiment

been made a month sooner, many thousand barrels would have been made.

No less than 80 have been made in the small town of Manchester. It answers

very well to distill, and may be boiled down to sugar. There are two mills fit-

ting up in this parish. They have three rollers— one with cogs and two smooth.

The stalks are stripped of the leaves and tops, so that it is no robbery upon the

cattle, and juice ground out. 'Tis said four barrels of juice will make one of

molasses, but in this people differ widely. Thej' have a method of refining it,

so that it looks as well as the best imported molasses.

David Lee Childs, on the culture of the beet and manufacture of

beet sugar, says :

Other plants usually grown in our soil are capable of furnishing sugar, and

some of them maj^ be found worth cultivating for that and accessory products.

We have tried Indian cornstalks and the pumpkin, and have obtained from

them good sugar and molasses.

Perhaps these crops may alternate advantageously with the beet. If the

manufa(;ture of sugar from the stalks of Indian corn can be reconciled, as we

believe it may, with the maturitj'^ or near maturity of the ears, this source of

saccharine may superfede the beet root.

Under date of March 13th, 1880, R. S. Hiuman, of Hartford, Con-

necticut, Avrites me as follows:

I have found that, in 1717, one of mj^ ancestors procured a patent from the

general court of the colony of Connecticut to make molasses from cornstalks,

on condition that he should make it as good and as cheap as it could be got

iroui the West Indies.

At a meeting of the French Academy, M. Biot stated that he had

found 12 per cent of sugar in juice from cornstalks in one experiment,

and 13 per cent in another.

In the Farmers' Encyclopedia is the following

:

The juice of maize contains as much, if not a larger proportion of sugar,

than that of sugar-cane.
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In Porcher's " Kesources of Southern Fields and Forests," he say?

:

In the first place it has been satisfactorily proved that sugar of an excellent

qnalitr. suitable for common use without refining, may be made from the stalks

of maize.

Again

:

The sweetness of the cornstalk is a matter of universal observation. Oar
forefathers, in the Revolntionary struggle, resorted to it as a means to furnish a,

substitnte for West India sn^ar.

Thaer, in his "Principles of Agriculture" (1844), says:

The nse of unripe maize for the manufacture of sugar has lately been again

recommended, on the ground that maize is better adapted for this purpose than

beet root. I have long been of the opinion, he adds, that of all plants which

can be raised in this country, maize is best suited to the purpose in question;

the syrup extracted from it is, before crystallization, decidedly superior to that

of beet root.

I have been recently informed that, over thirty years ago, there was

a factory in the south of France which produced large quantities of

excellent sugar from the stalks of maize, but the rapid development

of the beet sugar industry caused this factory to decline, and their

practical results have been almost forgotten. Also, about 1844, a cer-

tain judge, of Williston, Vermont, prtxluced a fair quality of syrup

from cornstalks ; but his experiments, like those of s<3 many others,

caused only a temporary and local excitement, which speedily died

away. The same is true as regards the sorghums.

EXAiirSATIOX OF DIFFERENT- VARIETIES OF MAIZE.

For the purpose of a thorough investigation of this matter, the au-

thor, as chemist of the Department of Agriculture, at Washington,

planted several of the more common varieties of maize, and cultivated

them according to the general method adopted when the grain is the

object. The several varieties were subjected to daily examination

during the season, in a manner identical with that employed in the

examination of the sorghum, as described on page 185.

The varieties of maize planted were as follows :

Egyptian Sugar Corn.

Lindsay's Horse Tooth.

Blount's Prolific.

Improved Prolific Bread.

Broad While Flat Dent.

Long Narrow White Dent.

Chester County Mammoth-
lS-row<=d Yellow Dent.

Stowell's Evergreen.

Improved Prolific.

Sandford.

Earlv Minnesota Dent.

No.
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Eticli of the above varieties were planted in i)lats having ten rows,

24 feet in each row, and the rows 3^ feet apart. There was, therefore,

of each variety planted -^^ of an acre, or 840 square feet.

In the above list of the varieties, it will be seen that white and

yellow, flint and dent, common and sweet varieties, were included, so

that the results secured may be regarded as by no means exceptional.

Besides, these investigations were continued year after )'ear, with sev-

eral of these varieties, without any marked differences being mauifest

in the results obtained.

The following table gives the several stages of development of the

plant, as mentioned in the tables of analyses, similar to those used in

the case of the sorghums.

The ejcamination of sugar, or sweet corn, since the grain is used in

its immature condition, was continued Avith one portion of the plat

after the 11th stage, at which time the ears were removed. The stalks

were left standing in the field, and examined at intervals of one week

after the ears had been plucked.

Stages of Development of Maize.

Stage—
1. About a week before the appearance of the tassel.

3. Tassel just appearing

5. Tassel entirely out.

Y. Ear just appearing.

9. Ear just forming grain.

11. Ear in roasting condition.

IH. One week after roasting condition.

15. Two weeks after roasting condition.

17. Three weeks after roasting condition.

Intermediate stages were recorded in the observations, but the above

list is complete enough to enable the reader to understand the condition

of the plants when examined.

The following table gives the average length and weight of the

several varieties of maize, as also the number of stalks of each from

which the averages were taken

:
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RELATIVE LENGTHS AXD WEIGHTS OF THE SEVERAL VARIETIES OF MAIZE.

Xumher
oi stalks.

Egyptian Sucrar Cf>rii

Lindsay's Horst Tooih
Blount's Prnlifip.
Improveii Pri'lific Bread. .

Broad Flat White Kent
Ix)n? Narrow White Dent.,.

Chester t'ounty .Mammoth
IS-rowed '^"ellovv Dent
Stowell's Evergreen
ImproveiJ Prolific
Sand ford Corn.
Earlv Minnesota Dent

58
as
2H
23
19
19
22
20
32
26
49

Length.
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EGYPTIAN- SUGAR CORN.

Analyses made ajier the ears of corn had been plucked.
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EICHTEEX-KOWED YELLOW DENT.
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Egyptian Sugar Corn— Continued.
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The following table gives, by stages, tlie average results of the anal-

yses of the twelve varieties examined. It will be observed that there

is a general resemblance to the results shown on page 194, of the ex-

amination of the sorghums—a gradual increase in specific gravity

of the juice and in the content of sugar; but an inspection of the

detailed analyses shows that this is nut as constant as with the sor-

ghums, and that the juice does not reach at any time the high content

of sugar which was found in the sorghum juices.

But that this is often so high as to give reason for belief that even

cornstalks may be found a profitable source of sugar will appear, when
we consider that, of the analyses made of ten varieties of maize grown

in 1880, the juice gave, of crystallizable sugar, as follows:

124 nn:ilyses of 10 varieties gave over 9 per cent.
90 analyses of 10 varieties g^ave over 10 per cent.
5.1 analyses of 9 varieties gave over 11 per cent.
24 analyses of 9 varieties gave over V2 per cent.
8 analyses of 4 varieties gave over 13 per cent.
2 analyses of 1 variety gave over 14 per cent.
1 analysis of 1 variety gave over 15 per cent.

And of eight varieties grown in 1881, seven of which were common
field maize,

3 analyses of ." varieties gave over 13 per cent.
9 analyses of 7 varieties gave over 12 per cent.

21 analyses of 7 varieties gave over 11 per cent.
20 analyses of 7 varieties gave over 10 per cent.
So analyses of 7 varieties gave over 9 per eeuL

GENERAL RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF MAIZE BY STAGES.

L.
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It is to be remembered that maize has been grown for centuries as

a source of grain only, and to that end varieties have been selected and

developed. It is found, even now, that very great differences exist in

the several varieties, in regard to the juicy character of the stalk,

and in its content of sugar. Some varieties have a spongy stalk,

quickly drying up, and yielding little juice upon pressure; others have,

even when the grain is quite hard and ripe, a heavy, juicy stalk, re-

sembling the sugar-cane or sorghums, and this juice is found to be rich

in sugar. Differences quite as great are found in the sorghums, as will

be seen upon page 101 ; and it is quite possible, if not even probable,

that, by a few years of careful selection, varieties of maize may be

grown, the stalks of which shall be more valuable for sugar than is the

crop for grain, even though the product of this may be but little

diminished.

The following tables give the acidity of two varieties of maize

juices—one sweet, the other field maize—which may be compared

with similar tables for sorghum juices upon page 253 :

CORN JUICE, ACIDITY.

Egyptian Sugar Corn.

Date.
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Lindsay s Horse Tooth Corn.

Date.
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It appears that some other arrangement for drying and curing the

ears could be devised, so that the sugar in the stalk could be secured.

In the case of sweet or sugar corn, which is used for canning, there

appears no reason why the stalks should not be utilized, since these

stalks retain their content of sugar for weeks after the ears have been

plucked.

It seems that judicious use of these stalks would add greatly to

the profits of an industry which has reached very great proportions in-

cur country.
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From the above table it will be seen, that five of the above varieties

of field corn gave an average yield of available sugar of 527 pounds to

the acre, with a reasonable possibility of averaging 873 pounds per

acre. That is, the sugar present in the juice, was in this excess above

the sum of glucose and other solids, and our experiments have shown

that this available sugar may be increased by properly making the

syrup, see page 309.

It will be seen that these five varieties also give as the average of

the total sugars per acre 1,195 pounds, Avith a reasonable possibility

of 1,977 pounds per acre, which is equal to from 1,553 to 2,570 pounds

of syrup, by allowing, as is correct, 70 per cent of total sugars for

syrup. This would be equal to a product of fro:n 124 to 206 gallons

of syrup per acre, allowing 12|^ pounds to the gallon. The average

actually obtained was 124 gallons, and the 06 is ait least possible.

Besides the above results embodied in the table, there were made

seven separate analyses of bundles of sugar corn stalks, from which

the ears had been removed for canning from 1 to 6 weeks before the

stalks were cut and examined. As these stalks were from a field of

over 2.000 acres, the entire product of which was used for canning

purposes, the results are perhaps of greater practical interest. The

average available sugar in the juices of the seven lots was 6.38

per cent.

The average of 57 analyses of 9 varieties of common field corn stalk,

taken for analyses from 1 to 6 weeks after the ears had been removed

for roasting, was as follows

:

Per rent juir'e expressed 52 6fi

Specitic gravity of juice .• 1 0(')46

Per cent sucrose in jnice lo X8

Per cent slucose in juice • — 1,04

Per cent otlior solids in jnice 4 10

Per cent available sugar in juice 5.74

This would give 1,053 pounds of juice, and 60^ pounds of available

sugar, to each ton of stalks, or 13 gallons of syrup.

Sugarfrom Corn Stalks.

The author has made many experiments for the purpose of extract-

ing the sugar from maize stalks, and in every case secured such a re-

sult as the character of the juice indicated. All of the experiments

were by open pan evaporation, so that there would appear to be no

trouble in more than reaching such results upon a large scale. The

sugar extracted amounted in several experiments, in 1878, to 32 per

cent, in 1879, to 39.3 per cent, and in one case to 47 per cent, of the

weio-ht of the syrup made. This sugar was by many preferred to the

raw sorp^hum sugar. In taste, it much resembled maple sugar.
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An experiment made Avith the stalks of Egyptian sugar corn, taken

after the ears had been plucked for canning, was as follows:

621 pounds stalks with leaves and tops.
240 pounds leaves and tojjs.

381 pO'iniis stripped stalks.
159 pounds .iuice expressed.
lO.ti.i specific gravity of juiee.
41 7 per eeutof juieu from stripped stalks.
30 3:'. pounds of syrup made.
19 1 per cent syrup in juice.
14.25 pounds sugar extracted from syrup.
47 per cent of sugar extracted from syrup.
16.08 pounds of molasses remaining.

The above is equal to a j'ield from each ton of stripped stalks of

74.8 pounds of sugar, and 84.4 pounds, or 6.75 gallons, of molasses.

Nelson Maltby, of Geneva, Ohio, reports a similar result, January

8th, 1883, as .follows: " I cut 200 pounds of corn stalks, when the ear

Avasjust fit for u.se. It made one gallon of syrup, and from this, I ob-

tained St} pounds of sugar. I tliink lean improve upon this next time."

His result is about 35 pounds of sugar, and 7.2 gallons of molasses to

a ton of stalks.

SUGAR AND RIPE GRAIN FROM- MAIZE.

A small plat of three varieties of field corn (Lindsay's horse tooth,

Improved Prolific, White Dcnt),.])lanted in drills 3 feet apart, the

stalks about 8 to 10 inches apart in the row (the rows were in all 166

feet long), was cut after the grain was fully ripe. There Avere left for

this experiment but 142 stalks, and tliere was obtained from these

41.25 pounds of thoroughly ripened shelled grain, from which, in 1880,

a crop was planted and grown. (Upon an acre there would have been

17,424 stalks, in drills 3 feet apart, and the stalks 10 inches apart, and

at the rate of yield obtained, there Avould have been 5,430 pounds of

shelled corn, which, at 56 pounds to the bushel, would be 97 bushels,

a very remarkable but not unprecedented yield.)

After having had stalks removed for analysis, there yet remained

142 stalks to the 166 feet of row, which yielded at the rate of 69.1

bushels of shelled corn to the acre.

These 142 stalks were worked for sugar, and the results were :

Pounds.
Weight of stalks with leaves 222
W'eight of leaves 67
Weight of stripped stalks 1")5

Juice cxpresseil by mill 70
Per cent of juice to stripped stalks 45 ir;

Specific gravity of juic3 1 <'70

Syrup made 9 5

Per cent of syrup from juice 13.57
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Analysis of Syrup.
Per cent.

Sucrose 65 70
Glucose 13.07

Of this syrup, 53 per cent was obtained as excellent sugar, and 47

per cent as molasses, which afterward gave a second crop of sugar

crystals. This re:^ult is equal to a yield of 618 pounds of sugar per

acre from first crystallization, and 44 gallons of molasses, besides the

crop of ripened grain.

In 18S1, owing to the drought, a less yield of ripe grain was ob-

tained than in the last experiment, only 48.4 bushels per acre—but the

available sugar in thejuices gave a yield of 366 pounds of sugar per acre.

While, therefore, the yield of sugar and syrup from maize is less

than that from sorghum, it would appear worth while to pursue these

investigations, since the results already obtained show the presence,

in the stalks of our common varieties of maize, of an amount of sugar

far more valuable than is the grain, and which may be readily secured

by the same processes employed in the extraction of sugar from the

sugar-cane and sorghum.

The general practice of drying the corn upon the stalk would, of

course, have to be modified, in case the stalks were to be used for syrup

or sugar production ; but there is no doubt that means could readily

be devised to accomplish this result. '

In the case of sweet corn, which is plucked while immature, there

is no reason why tlie stalks should not be thus used ; and, since they

retain their content of sugar for weeks after tlie ears have been re-

moved, there is ample time to utilize what is largely a refuse materiak

Besides, if it shall be found that the profits of canning may be en-

hanced by tins additional product from the stalks, there is reason to

believe that this business, already so extensive in certain sections of

the country, might be greatly enlarged, and, by exportation of canned

corn, increase a demand for the crop, which even now occupies fully

38 per cent of all the cultivated land of the United States. In 1880

over sixty-two million acres of land were in maize. Although it may

be premature t) declare the utilization of any portion of this enormous

acreage of stalks for sugar and syrup production, it is true that at

present they are, for the most part, practically wasted. It is also, be-

yond question, true that they contain, at the very least, twice as much

sugar as would supply the United States. That the economical pro-

duction of this vast amount of sugar is only a question of time is

probable. It yet remains a promising field for future investigation.
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Per Cent of Leaves and Stripped Stalks of Maize.

The relative amount of leaves and tops, as compared -with the strip-

ped stalks of maize, is as ihe average of several liundred stalks of

nine varieties: 59.8 per cent stripped stalks, 40.2 jier cent leaves and

tops.

COMPARISON OF SORGHUM AND MAIZE JUICES.

The following table has been prepared from the results of analyses,

made in 1880 and 1881, of 38 varieties of sorghum and 9 varieties of

maize, and comprise some thousands of analyses.

The average results of the analyses of all those juices falling within

the specific gravities given are included, and we have those lietween

1014 and 1073 both for sorghum, of which there were, in 1881, 722

analyses made, and of maize, of which there were 202. So, too, in

1880, between specific gravity 1019 and. 1073, there were 2133 anal-

yses made of sorghum and 188 of maize juices.

The analyses also are averaged of those juices between specific grav-

ity 1050 and 1070, of both sorghum and maize, for 1880 and 1881

;

since these specific gravities include those juices generally worked from

syrup and sugar.

There are also given the average results of those sorghum juices

which were of greater specific gravity than those of maize, viz.: In

1880, from 1070 to 1090; and in 1881, from 1070 to 1095. And,

finally, the general average for both years, of sorghum and maize

juices between 1019 and 1073, and between 1050 and 1070.

Besides the average analyses of these juices, the per cents of availa-

ble sugar, total sugars, total solids, sucrose in total sugars, and in total

solids, is given. The table represents a very large number of anal-

yses, over 3,000, and a large number of varieties, 38 of sorghum and

9 of maize ; also the results of two seasons very unlike in climatic

conditions, as will be seen on page 148. This conclusion, therefore,

may be regarded as clearly established, which to many will appear

most surprising, viz.: In every case where two juices of the same s^ie-

eific gravity are taken, tlie one of sorghum and the other of maize

stalks, it will be found that, in every respect, that from maize is supe-

rior: First, iu the content of sugar; second, in the per cent of sucrose

in the total sugar, through a less quantity of glucose; and, third, in

the per cent of sucrose in the total solids. In other words, the maize

juice is the purer, and, by consulting the table, it will be seen that it

is very much more pure. For example : As the result of the analyses

of 1880 and 1881, the juices of maize, of specific gravity between 1050

and 1070, contained 12.11 per cent on an average of total sugars, and
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10.41 per cent was sucrose, or 86 per cent of tlie total sugars. The sor-

ghum juices of this specific gravity averaged 12.28 per cent of total

suo-ars, of which only 9.5G was sucrose, or 77.9 per cent of the total

sugars. The per cent of total solids was in each the same, 15.17; but

in the maize juices 68.6 per cent, and iu the sorghum juices 63 per

cent, of the total solids was sucrose. The average available sugar was,

in the maize juices, 5.65 per cent, and in the sorghum juices 3.95 per

cent of the juice.

It is, however, to be remembered, that at present sorghum is far

more valuable for purposes of sugarjor syrup production, owing to the

following reasons:

1. Sorghum is far more constant in its composition, as well as uni-

form, while maize appears to vary greatly, even specimens of the

same variety taken at the same time from the same field.

2. Sorghum reaches ultimately a much higher content of sugar

than maize, as in 1880 there were 778 analyses made of juices having

a specific gravity between 1070 and 1090, and averaging 14.26 per

cent of sucrose, of which 8.66 percent was available; and in 1881

there were 485 analyses of juices of specific gravity between 1070 and

1095, averaging 15.85 per cent of sucrose, of which 10.68 per cent

Avas available. At present no such maize juices have been obtained,

except at rare intervals.

3. Owing to the habit of the plant in bearing its seed, and the con-

ditions necessary for its complete development, a greater weight of

crop can be grown to the acre of sorghum than of maize.

But sugar of excellent quality, and in paying quantity, has been

repeatedly secured from the stalks of maize after the seed had

thoroughly ripened ; and it is by no means beyond reasonable expec-

tation that certain varieties of maize may be found or developed by

careful selection, Avhich shall rival the sorghum in its sugar content,

and prove to be as constant and uniform as are the best of the sor-

ghums. That we have in maize a plant possessing a marvelous degree

of adaptability to the varying conditions of soils, climate, and culti-

vation, is known to all. In this respect it certainly equals, if it does

not surpass, the sorghum, which has through centuries of cultivation

produced varieties so widely different as to have perplexed the botanist.

But we have large groups of the sorghum family poorer in sugar than

any of the varieties of maize thus far examined, and there is I'eason to

hope that when investigations shall have taken tlie place of ridicule

and dogmatic assertion, a plant so plastic in the hands of the culti-

vator as maize has shown itself, may be developed into varieties equal

to any at the present known as producers of grain, and at the same
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time more valuable as sources of sugar. Such a result appears clearly

foreshadowed in the work already done upon this distinctively native

cereal Zea mais.

COMPARISOX OF JUICES OF SORGHT75I AXD MAIZE.

18S1 1 Sorghum
Iv^l Maize .

1881 Sorghum
ISSl'Mafze. .

1881 Sorghum
1881 Sorghum
lS81|Maize

ISSO.Sorshum
IS^O] Maize.. .

1880 1 Sorghum.
1880 Maize.
1880 Sorgiium
188(1 Maize....
1880|Sorghum

80-81 Sorghum
80-^51 Maize. ..

.

80-8l|Sorehum
80-«l Maize. . .

.

cJ
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CHAPTER XIV.

(a.) Exhaustion of soil bj' jxrowino; sor|:hiim.

{d.) Exhaustion how prevented in growing sorghum.

(c.) Average yield of principal crops in each state of United Slates,

from 1868-72, and from 1872-80 compared.

(d.) Value of asli constituetils of principal crops of United States.

(e. ) How exhaustion of soils may be prevented b}- use of fertilizers.

EXHAUSTION OF THE SOIL AND FERTILIZATION OF THE CROP,

In auotlier place, page 395, there is given the amount of mineral

matter, or ash, which is removed by an average crop of sorghum. A
crop so heavy must, in its seed, stalk, leaves, and roots, make an un-

usual demand upon the soil, and the analyses of these several portiuus

of the plant confirm the fact, that few of our crops are, in reality, so

exhaustive of plant food as is sorghum.

In the face of this fact, which is unquestionable, there is abundant

evidence to show that sorghum may be grown for successive years

upon the same land with little if any diminution in the yield; also,

that it will succeed where many other crops fail, and that, in fact, sor-

ghum, even after a succession of heavy crops, leaves the laud in good

condition for other crops. These facts are apparently established.

The following, from one of the recent reports of a convention of

sorghum growers, will illustrate the erroneous conclusions which have

been drawn from these facts:

There is this about it, and it ought to be taken into consideration in study-

ing to diversify our industry, that the wheat crop is a very exhaustive crop for

the soil. I can recollect back in the State of New York, where I was born, and

where my parents now reside, my father, when I was a boy, used to raise 25

and oO bushels of wheat to the acre, with no difficulty in obtaining that j'ield. I

was back there last fall, and he has a good farm, one of the best in that section,

puts out his little patch of wheat, even now, every j'ear, and, if he gets 8 or 10

bushels to the acre, he thinks he is doing very well; and this has been the his-

tory of all wheat counties throughout the state of New York. It is the same in

the state of Maryland, Delaware, and portions of Pennsylvania; but, as time

has gone on, those fields which have produced this crop have been exhausted of

those properties which make wheat, and they are no longer able to produce a

paying crop, and manures and fertilizers and phosphates and superphosphates

have to be applied, and the yield sometimes hardly pays for the amount

paid out for these. That same destructive policy is going on tliroughout the

entire west, and it will not be many years,, even within the recollection of some
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of these j-ounger men, when a j-ielrl of 8 or 10 bushels to the acre will be all

that j'ou will obtain from your whe.it crop. There is another thing; in connec-

tion with the sorghum crop, and it is a remarkable thing— it is not an exhaus-

tive crop. It was said to you to-da}- by Prof. Swenson, and it has been said by

professors of chemistry of numerous agricultural colleges, that j'our sugar and

sj'rup are obtained from the sunshine and the air, and not from the soil. The

ash of the sorghum is simply nothing, the amount which it obtains from the

earth very small indeed. Some of our farmers believe that sorghum acts upon

the soil something like clover, that it is a fertilizer. I have heard, at different

sorghum convention.s, farmers talking among themselves, and' saying that they

did not know what crop of grain thp.v could safely plant after a sorghum crop.

If they planted oats, or wheat, or barley, it was so productive and grew so rank

that it would lodge, and they would have to put some other crop upon it on that

account. Here is Seth H. Kenney, who was spoken of by your worthy presi-

dent this afternoon. He said that for sixteen years sorghum had been raised

upon the same field, and the last crop was just as productive a^ the first that

was put upon it, and no fertilizer employed during that time. I think, however,

I heard Mr. Kenney say that, a j'ear or two ago, he did apply some fertilizer.

Mr. Swariz, who lives in Illinois, near St. Louis, for 12 years has grown a crop

upon the same soil Avithout the application of any manure, and he says that

every year the juice is purer, and the syrup and the sugar are better from tliat

land. This is a remarkable qualitjr in this crop. It is not going to impoverish

j-our land.

Without qtiestioning any of the iuterestiup; facts above stated, as to

this remarkable plant, it would be difficult to draw conclusions more

erroneous, or ultimately more fatal to successful agriculture.

The fact that the acreage yicdd of wheat has fallen off in many sec-

tions of the country, is beyond question, but it is also true that many

crops may be successfully grown upon lands whicli will not yield a

good return in wheat.

Clover, for example, has been long used as a crop preparatory to

wheat, and yet clover makes a far greater demand upon the soil than

does wheat, as is established by analysis. So, also, sorghum really

exhausts the land far more rapidly than wheat or even clover, and yet

it may be grown for years upon the same land successfully.

It is also a matter of common experience, that sorghum is capable

of withstanding a period of drought, which would be fatal even lo the

crop which most nearly resembles it, maize (or Indian corn).

We must look further, for the solution of wheat appears contradic-

tory.

The mutual relations of wheat and clover have been thoroughly

investigated, and their apparent anomalies fully reconciled. Wheat is

a plant of a short period of growth, of a very scanty leafage, and, with

mo.stly surface roots, comparatively limited in amount; while nearly

opposite conditions are found in the clover plant, with its abundant
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leafage, its prolonged life, and its root system, which enables it to seek

pup|>lies of food from the subsoil. It is then obvious, that, with these

far greater facilities for securing food, clover, even though requiring

far more food from both the atmosphere and the soil than does wheat,

is adapted to thrive where the more dainty wheat plants would fail.

Not only this, but the clover plant, during its growth, accumulates an

enormous amount of plant food from the atmosphere and the soil,

which is left in the soil by its roots : these, by their decomposition,

being sufficient to supply the limited demands for such food liya future

crop, as of Avheat. It must not be concluded that such crops as sor-

ghum or clover, because growing where other crops fail, are, therefore,

not exhausting crojDS ; for, (ju the contrary, few crops remove so much
plant io >d from the soil as do these. They must inevitably impoverish

the soil sooner or later ; and it is, therefore, of supreme importance

that correct ideas shall prevail among our sorghum growers, before it

is too late, concerning a matter of such fundamental necessity as that

of maintaining the fertility of our lands. Indeed, one of the leading

motives which should prompt us in our efforts to produce our own sugar

is, that this important commodity is wholly derived from the at-

mospliere, and therefore may be produced in indefinite quantities, and

for unlimited time, upon our soil, without in any way decreasing its

fertility. On the other hand, it is probable that our soils would be-

come more productive, provided only that care be taken to return to

the soil those constituents which, in the seed, bagasse, leaves, and the

scums and the sediments of the sugar, will have been removed from

the land.

The system pursued at Eio Grande, New Jersey, appears in the

highest degree judicious. By means of several hundred swine, the

entire crop of seed is consumed upon the plantation, and the bagasse

is thrown into the pens to be incorporated with the manure ; thus fur-

nishing, for the enrichment of the laud, an abundant supply of good

fertilizing material. In addition to this, quantities of soa-weed and

muck from the adjacent beach are added to the accumulations of the

pens. It has been found that the hogs thrive when fed no other food

;

and the profit derived from this disposition of the seed and bagasse is

estimated as sufficient to enable the company to raise and deliver their

cane at the mill entirely free of cost : the sugar and syrup obtained

"from the cane costing only the expense of its manufacture. It is esti-

mated that one acre of seed, with the bagasse, will prove quite suffi-

cient for the production of one hog weighing from 350 to 400 pounds.

This estimate appears reasonable, since, as is well known, the sorghum

29
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seed equals in quantity the yield of corn upon the same ground, and

chemical analysis shows, it to be practically identical in composition

with corn. If swine may be fattened without loss upon corn, as is the

case, there appears no reason to doubt but that this method of using

the seed at Rio Grande may enable them to pay all expenses for their

crop of cane. Mr. Joseph Sullivant, of Duncan's Falls, Ohio, made
a thorough examination of all available statistics concerning the fat-

tening of swine upon corn, and sums up the evidence as follows

:

I conclude that nine pounds of pork from a bushel of corn, fed in the ear,

twelve pour.ds from raw meal, thirteen and a half pounds fiom boiled coin, six-

teen and a half poui ds from cooked meal, is no more than a moderate average,

which the feeder ma\ expect to realize fiom a bushel of corn, under ordinary

circumstances of weather, with dr}-, warm, and clean feeding pens.

The two most important considerations, then, in connection with this

new industry, viz., the economical production of sugar and syru^^, and

the maintenance of the fertility of the land, urge that this practice,

followed at Rio Grande, N. J., be imitated, so far as may be, by all

entering upon the cultivation and manufacture of sorghum.

The corn crop of 1881 occupied 37 per cent of all the cultivated

land in the United States, even including the grass lands, viz., G4,-

262,<'25 acres out of a total ot 173,075,409 acres.

During the years 1871 to 1881 inclusive, the t(it;il crop of corn pro-

duced in the United States was equal to 13,662,965,083 bushels,

which at 56 pounds to the bushel is equal to 382,563,022 tons.

The average of 28 analyses of maize gives 1.63 per cent of ash, and

of this ash 46.53 per cent is phosphoric acid, and 32.56 per cent is

potash.

So that there was removed from the land in the corn crop of those

eleven years 6,235,777 tons of mineral matter, of which 2,901,507

tons were phosphoric acid, and 2,030,369 tons were potash. At 12

and 7 cents per pouud, the prices respectively in the so-called com-

mercial fertilizers, the value of these two compone'Sts of the ash of

the corn crop for those 11 years was $696,361,680 for the phosphoric

acid, and $284,251,660 for the potash, or a total for the two of $980,-

613,340.

Now, the total value of the corn crop for those 11 years was $5,-

883,'68,121, so that the phosphoric acid and potash in this crop were

worth at those prices which are paid for those materials 16f percent

of the total value of the crop. For those same years the average

number of bushels per acre of corn was 26, and the average value of

the crop per acre was $11.20.

It is hardly probable that, at the present, corn is grown at a profit
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much, if any, beyond I63 jjer cent, and vet it is beyond question

true that at no distant period it will be necessary to resort to fertil-

izers to maintain the fertility of our lands, as has been so largely done

in the Eastern States.

It was in view of these considerations that the present chapter was

Avritten, which, at its conclusion, refei"s to another method by which

this exhaustion of the soil could be arrested. It is nardly necessary

to say that it was by the introduction of the growth of sorghum in-

stead of corn, by the feeding of the seed of sorghum upon the farm,

aud by the production of our sugar supply from the stalks, that this

exhaustion was to be permanently arrested.

In view of our rapidly increasing population, and in consideration of

the fact that the land available f 'r purposes of agriculture will be oc-

pied within a very short period, as also that the exportation of our ag-

ricultural products, especially of the cereals, already enormous in the

aggiegate, is steadily increasing, the subject of the maintenance of the

fertility of our farming lands is one of supreme material im[ ortance.

The question whether the past and present productiveness of our soil

is to continue indefinitely, or whether sooner or later, through exhaus-

tion of its elements of fertility, diminished crops shall result, is one

which ordinary prudence should not postpone f r future consideration.

It may, perhaps, be doubted whether as yet we possess sufficient data

from the records of our own experience, and in our own countri*, to

enable us to decide this important question ; still, we have the ac-

cumulated experience of other countiies and other ages to guide us as

to the probable s )lution of our own problem.

While up( u limited areas of laud tiie fact of exhaustion apjiears to

be pretty well established, it is a matter of some considerable diffi-

cultv to establisli the fiict that exhaustion, more or less in degree, has

manifested itself over the whole country. The productiveness of the

soil depends upon so many and so varying conditions other than the

simple question of a sufficient supply ()f plant food, that any conclu-

sions drawn from the returns, of a few years even, are liable to error.

For example, as we have heard repeatedly reiterated during the past

few years, the country has for several years been blessed with almost

unprecedented crops, which it would be folly to expect are to be con-

tinued in equal abundance during the next decade. As may be seen

bv any one looking over the agricultural statistics, there appear to be

" off years" for certain crops, so that, while the conditions are favor-

able to some crops, they are not favorable to others.

Again, since the demand upon the soil for plant food varies both

qualitatively and quantitatively so widely for different crops, while the
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ability o. plants to avail themselves of the supplies of fjod present in

the soil also differs as widely, it therefore happens that, while certain

crops suffer a falling off, others may be produced in their original

abundance.

In the hope of throwing some light upon this question of exhaustion,

I have had recourse to the Annual Reports of the Department of Agri-

culture since the year 1861. Since then there has been, with but few

exceptions, annually published the average acreage yield of our prin-

cipal crops in the Xorthern States, and, since 1865, in the Southern

States.

These annual average acreage yields of the principal crops have

been averaged for each state for the first half of the period, and for

the latter half of the period

—

i.e., for the Northern States, the average

acreage yield is given of each crop from 1862 to 1870, inclusive, and

from 1871 to 1880, inclusive; and for tlie Southern States, from 1866

to 1872, inclusive, and from 1873 to 1880, inclusive.

These results are given in the table following; and, of course, cov-

ering so long a period of years, and so wide an extent of territory, local

or temporary inequalities would tend to disappear, and the general re-

sult would probably closely approximate to the truth

:

AVERAGE ACREAGE YIELD OF THE PRINCIPAL CROPS IN EACH STATE

States.

Maine

New Hampshire

Vermont

Massachusetts .

Ehode Island . .

.

Couneeticut

New York

New Jersey.

Pennsylvania . .

.

Delaware

Maryland

Virginia

North Carolina.
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AVERAGE ACREAGE YIELD, ETC.— Continued.

states.

South Carolina.

Georgia

Florida

Alabama

Mississippi. ...

Louisiana.

Texas...

Arkansas

Tennessee

"West Virginia .

Kentucky

Ohio

Michigan

Indiana

Illinois

"SVisconsin.

Minnesota

Iowa

Missouri

Kansas

Nebraska

California .. ..

Oregon

1S66-7-2,

16o(>-7::,

lt«&-7-_'|

1S73-«1>I

1.SC6-72
1.S73-S01

l.s»i&-72

lS73-*0l

lS«k>-7J
1.s7:>-mV

1^ - -J
1^' -

1- -"-

l.>>7—v..

l.sjt^72;

187:>-^,
lMi7-7:i

1S74-S0
18A4-70
1^7'--"

1- -

1-7 -

!>..--:.-.

1n71-H»
1862-721
lS71-.<0i

lS«J2-70!

lN71-^i:
16'-.2-70

]S71-^0
lS62-7(t|

1-71-sO
18»;2-7i

1871-S<1
1862-70
1S71-,>^1
1S62-701

l<71^s<i

lSiM-71
1S72-.M}

1N^2-
]S74-.«*0

]S6«l-74

1^7.>-H1

9 .5:5

9.2.>

U 33
10 .>5

11 11
10 lO'

14 :^
12 Ij^il

16 11

15 111

li» 28
16 9i=i

5 91
I =

23 :>ii

2.1 25
29 71;

2.S 21

29 .v»:

:« 09'

:U.7.s'

•29 07'

37 »|
32 64
Xi 07
32 67 i

'I
6 92
6 71
7 45
8 97

7 37
7 42
8 94
8 2S
8 54

11 47
13 01
10 fts

8 87
7 45
7.55

10 CO
11 18
S.Mj
10 -22'

11 9o:

14 39
14 06
14 99
11 72
13 .54

13 8»t

13 4'

15 7
12 70
15 >7

14 07
'1 34 64
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Avliich each state has made iu each crop. For example, the average

acreage yield of corn iu the State of JNIaine was 3.7 per cent greater

from 1871 to 1880, inclusive, than it was from 1862 to 1870, inclusive

;

Avhile of wheat it was 7.2 per cent greater. Agaiu, Connecticut fell

off 5 per cent in its acreage yield of corn during the latter half.

PF.RCEXTAGE YIELD OF EACH CROP DURING LAST PERIOD, THE FIRST PERIOD

BEING 100.

States.

Maine
Kew Hampshire
\ ci Uiuni
Massacj] iisclts ..

Uh.iilc Jshiiid. ..

('DlllU'CticUt
New York
New Jersey
Peiuisvlviiiiia. . .

.

Delaware
^^arylalld..
Virsiuia.

103
120
'.i9.

107
lO:!

109,
111:!

101)

ir.t

101.

101

Kortli I arolina., |
107

Si>iit!i Carolina.. 1 9'

Geoiiria
Florida
Alab.nna.
Mississippi
Louisiana
IVxas
Arkansas
Tennessee
W'e-t Virginia
Kentuekv..
Ohi... "

Micliiaran
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin.
i^Iinnesota.
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Kehriiska
Calif irnia
Oregon

Averajre.

9o '

S9.
9:!

87-

84-

85
lOS
9")

98
109.

102-

9)
8:!

87
9s

li'l

9.)

97
97
87

107 2

10.5 5

100-4
111 1

*

9.S 8
100 3

98 .!

lOl) (•)

108 G

110-9
lOil

lOO
117-0
111

109 G

92.1

113 4
87 9
101
105
IIG
120 9

li«"> G
115 9
97
80
S'^ G

78 8

84 7
81 6
73 G

79 2
95.0

99 9

104 1

109
109
lOG
81
105
92
92
107
110.2
101
1(2 3

11:

101 .0

8G
*

105
124 5

*

9S
91 1

102 7
81

105 (I

10:

90 8

9G 1

92 1

87.1
120.0
91 8
8S 9
81 .4

78
G3 5
G8 8

9
129 ;i

102 G

115
92 4

91 3

107 8

98.0
102 5

127 G

89 5

82
104 8

141
103.0
92 £

107 ^

105
•

80 I

119 8

103 G

101 9
87.4
9s 4

102
101 9
105 9

92 1

92 G
95
98 8
97
92.4
85 1

95 1

103 8

101

97 5
104 8
lo;!,i.

103 7

85 1

91 7

99 7

100 2
9S 4

83 3

G7 8
91 8
102
148 9

100 9

94 7

122 2

88 1

81.-

120 :i

104 9

9
98 8
81
94
102
90 9

81 I

77 S
82 4

S7

91

10) 4

9G
81
*

107.0
92.9
92 9

102.5
104 -G

103 1

108.G
8S.5

129
107
lOG
89
92 8

84
87 G

77 4
84 9
88
84
7:; G

81 8
85,9

90 7 94 8

94
95 4

92 S

90 9
81 G

80
9ii 7
92 2
9'<

, i

'.)'> 2

112 1
'.i8 8

101 2

83,9
*

9f! S

98 7

71 2

75
102
lOG
100 1

98
100 4

7G.9
85 I

87 •;

77
8 ! 4

90 1

8:! 9
81
88 9

lir

117, G

101,2
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Tlie two tables given must be studied together, siuce many of the

states showing large j)ercentage iucrease are at present very low in

their actual acreage yield, in comparison with other states which have

declined in their percentage yield. For example, while South Caro-

lina shows an iucrease of 17 per cent in her acreage yield of wheat, and

Conuecticut a slight decrease, yet the actual acreage yield of wheat

duriug the past few years in Connecticut is about two and oue-half

times greater than in South Carolina.

For the purpose of showing which of the states are actually produc-

ing less than the average yield of the whole country, the average acre-

age yield of the principal crops in the United States is here given :

AVERAGE ACREAGE YIELD OF VXITED STATES IN 1S80.

Corn 27 6 bushels.
Wheat IS 1

Rve IS 9
Oats 25 8
Barley 24.5 "

Buckwheat 17.7 bushels.
Potatoes 91
Tobacco 740 pounds.
Hay 2.460
Cottou l!>4 5

Of the 36 states given upon the table, the production is as follows:

Corn 22 above the average and 14 below.
Wheat 18 " " 18
Rve 20 " " 16 "

Oats 20 " " 16 •'

Barley 7 " " 29 "

Buckwheat 10 " " 19 "

Potatoes 10 " "
26 "

Tobacco 17 " " 17 "

Hay 20 " " 16

In the following table I have taken the average acreage yield for

the United States of the principal crops in 1880 as a basis, and calcu-

lated the percentage yield of these crops in the several states in the

year 1879.

For example, Maine produced per acre, in 1879, 16.7 per cent more

corn and 4.6 per cent more wheat than the average acrpage yield of

these crops in the United States ; while South Carolina produced per

acre but 33.5 per cent of the average acreage yield of corn in the

United States, and but 52.9 per cent of the average acreage yield of

wheat in the United States. I have selected only those crops of gen-

eral cultivation throughout the country, and which are most largely

produced. The aggregate value of the corn, wheat, oat, potato, and

hay crops amounts to 81,608,007,820, equal to 83.7 per cent of the

value of all our leading agricultural crops.
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PERCENTAGE YIELD OF EACH CROP IN EACH STATE OF THE AVERAGE CROP
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

IMaine
New Hnmpshire
Vermont
IMiissaeliusetts .

.

Rhode Isliuid...
(U)iiiu'ctic'ut. ...

New York
New Jer.sey
Pennsylvania. .

Delaware
Maryland..
Virginia. .

North Carolina.
South Carolina.
Georgia
Florida...
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia. .

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana..
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
NeViraska.
California
Oregon.

no
144

132
12.1

](I9

109
120
134
130
87
94
73
.54

38^

36
46
54
61

77
84
91

102.

106
131

120
114
10.1

lis
lis
127
108
124
122
119
96.

Wheat.

104 6

IW 6
12.5 2
139.0

127 1

114 3

111.0
107 9

97

56 9

56 6

63 2

99 3
67 7

57 6

85
.

3

78
109 8
114 4
103 3
102 8
96 9

107 4
82 7

93 4

105
92
102 1

138 2

Oats.

100
143 4
1.36 9
125 3

116 7

114 1

]2() 8

120
126
82 8
76-7
54 5

55 3

52 2

48 9
51 5
53 1

60.1
.55 3

116 9
8r.

65 7
84,7
83 9

113 1

123 7

99 5

lis 2
135 4
131 7
134 2
107 2

119 3

119 2

121 7

140.9

Potatoes.

118 7
125.5
146 7

115 2

99 9

97 3

90 7

. 88.7
95.3
91 5

75 6
81 3

94 5

87 9
80.2

81 3
86 8
73 6
91 6

97 8
85 7
87.9
7S 4

91 5

91 5
76 3

83 2

99
116
102 1

83 7

92 3
92 5

129.7
139 6

Hay.

74 6
81 5
86 9
91.7
83 8
95 3
96 4
97 7
95 2

85 1

86 9
98.0

108 2
95.1

114 5

113 4
118.3
105 7
115 4
112 8
107 2
95 9
102.8
94 6

98 5
102 8

110 8

110.2
119.3
112 1

108 6
119 3
120 5
122 3

133.3

If, however, we limit our attention to the two most important cereals,

wheat and corn, the latter in 1875 occupying 36.7 percent, and the

former 22.5 per cent of the entire acreage of our farming land.*, and

the value of these two cereals being equal to 61.3 per cent of all our

principal agricultural crops, the conclusions may more clearly appear,

and will faii-ly apply to the remainder of the crops produced.

It is to be remembered that the years from 1875 to 1880, inclusive,

were years of very great productiveness for corn, while those from 1877

to 1880, inclusive, were equally so for wheat.

This will appear from the fi\ct, that, while from 1863 to 1874, in-

clusive, the average acreage yield for corn in the United States was

27.04 bushels, it was, from 1875 to 1880, inclusive, 27.63 bushels, an

increase of 2.18 per cent; and while, from 1863 to 1876, inclusive,

the average acreage yield of wheat in the United States was 11.91

bushels, it was, from 1877 to 1880, inclusive, 13.48 bushels, an increase

of 13.18 per cent.

The above would certainly appear to indicate other than any ex-
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haustion ; but may uot this increased yield during these later years

have been owing t') the occurrence of other favorable conditions, the

continuance of which for the future we may uot safely predict?

If, as we have done with the several states, we calculate the average

acreage yield of wheat and corn throughout the country for the fii^st

and last half of this period, we shall find that, previous to these later

years of unusual production, the averages had fallen so low as to al-

most overcome this increase in the wheat, and to more than do so in

the case of the corn.

AVERAGE ACREAGE YIELD FOR XTN'ITED STATES.
Bushels.

VTheat—lST.:? to 1S71, inclusive, equals 12.06
l!S72,to 1S80, inclusive, equals 12.47

Corn — is<>;{ to 1X71, inclusive, equals 27.69
1S72 to ISSO, inclusive, equals 26.78

The increase in wheat, though including these four year.- of unusual

production, is only 3.4 per cent ; while the decrease in the yield of

corn, thuugh including the past six years of good crops, amounts to

3.3 per cent.

For the purpose of studying this matter more thoroughly, as also for

the purpose of throwing s-ome light upon these results, I have grouped

the several states as follows, and have calculated the above results for

the several groups.

1st. The Xew England and Middle States, viz.: Maine, Xew Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Xew York,

Pennsylvania, ]S^ew Jersey, Delaware, ilarylaud.

2ud. The South Atlantic and Gulf States, viz.: Virginia, West Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,

Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas.

3rd. The Central States, viz.: Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri. Arkansas.

4th. The N^orth-western and Western States, viz.: Wisconsin, Min-

nesota, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, California, Oregon.

In 1879 there was pr.)duced in the United States 1,547,901,790

bushels corn, valued at 8580,486,217; 448,756,630 bushels wheat,

valued at 8497,756,630.

Of these aggregates, there was produced in each of the several sec-

tions of country, classified, as follows

:
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SOUTH ATLAXTIC AXP GT'I,F STATES.
8 per cent corii= l\7(i^.l70 bushels. Loss.
8 " " =?10,87J.0:U Loss.
5 " wheat= l.iU.iisi bushels. Gsiin.
5 " " = ?l,o<;s.51G Gain.

CENTRAL STATES.
2.Sper cent corn= 24.881, oili' bushels. Loss.
2 8 •• •' = $8.:V27.l:W Loss.
3 9 '• wheat= 7,-570.724 bushels. Gain.
3 9 " " = ?8,-"H)2,72.3 Gain.

XORTH-WESTERX AND WESTERN STATES.
5 9per eeutcorn= 24. 825.9.V.) bushels. Loss.
5.9 " " = KM7.rhll Loss.
17 5 " \vheat= oS.Mii.JiU bushels. Loss.
17.3 " " =?33,2o0,2o2 Loss.

From the above it appear- that the total gain was S1(\478,8G6, and

the total loss 858,947,057, or a total net loss of 842,568,191.

It will, of course, be understood that owing to the different acreages

of the several states thus grouped together, as also the fact that their

percentages of loss or gain are unlike, the above results are obviously,

at best, but approximately true. It would be necessary to consider

each state by itself, to learn the exact state of facts existing relative to

the production of that state ; but each for himself may readily make
such calculation.

I have, however, selected those states tlie production of which is

very large of these two cereals, and we will consider them somewhat

in detail.

The states selected produce an aggregate of over 70 per cent of our

wheat and com, and are, moreover, those states whose production is

so largelv in excess of their consumption, that it is from their surplus

that we derive our large supply for exportation.

It seems pi'oper, then, to consider the past and present production of

these states with unusual care. Those selected are Oliio, Indiana,

Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Wiscc)usin, ^Minnesota,

California.

Ohio. .. .

Indiana...
Illinois ...

Iowa
Missouri.
Kansas . .

Nebraska..
\\ isconsin.
Minnesota
California.

iai,f.8f>,n00

r«.920,.=S(IO

312.221.iXt(.

ia">,i8'.),2iMi

141,9.i<l.4(i0

89,720,4011

G2,4-")9,400

39,91 2.r.(i0

15,71.">.O0O

2,814,000

1,090,577,500

.36..591,7.5n

43,709,960
44,S;»(;,S30

32,7St;.S80

2rt.801.(i(Kl

18.079.500
13.043,.59O

20.56.5.720

.S1,S86..520

.ri,oo.).o(.«

323,372,350

33 29
3:5 09
34 78
34 tU
31 45
.35 33
M 60
37..35
33 07
37 71

36 36
31 58
29 117

35 14
29 95
34 43
33.8(;

32 64
32.67
32 85

11 90
11 72
1! 80
13.73
14 44
16 85
16 37
15 72
15 87
16 88

;— £-~

14 39
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Tlie above states give an aggregate yield of corn equal to 70 per

cent, and of wheat equal to 72 per cent, of the total yield of the United

States.

The aggregate value of the corn is equal to 55.7 per cent, and of

the wheat to 64.7 per cent, of the entire crops of these two cereals in

the United States.

From the above data, we find that the gain or loss in bushels of

corn or wheat, and in value, calculated at the average prices for these

crops in these several states, is as follows

:
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and original differences in the character of the soil, to climatic condi-

tions favorable or unfavorable to agricultural production, and in part

also to better agricultural methtxls obtaining in some secti«»ns, it is true

that over large and most productive areas of our country, the fertility

of the soil has sufiered appreciable diminution.

If we contrast the Xew England and Middle States, f«»r example,

with those < f the Central or the Xorth-western and Western States, we
shall fi: d, alt'iough the former were but a few years ago surpassed in •

pr.Kluciivenes- by the latter, that, during the short perio<l of fifteen or

twenty years, the yield of the latter has fallen off, while that of the

Xew England and 3Iiddle States has increased, so that at present the

acreage yield of these Xew England and Middle States surpasses that

Xorth-western and Western States and of the Central States.

This is the more remarkable, in view of the fact that these same
lands which have so increased in productiveness have been under the

plow for at least a century longer than those of the West.

This result is probably due largely to inherent differences in the soils

of the several sections. The rocks of Xew England, which by their

gradual disintegration have farmed these lands, will probably l)e found

richer in the mineral constituents of plant food than the rocks of the

West. But it is beyond question that the early settlers upon these

western lands fi>uud them rich in the elements of plant food, which

through ages had accumulated.

The continued cropping and wasteful methods which characterized the

early years of western agriculture appear, however, to have partly, at

least, exhausted these accumulated stores of food, as evidence*;! by di-

minisheil crops.

As is well known, the cereals require for their development large

quantities, comparatively, of jwtash and phosphoric acid, and these

two mineral constituents exist in comparatively very small quantities

in the rocks or in the soil derived from them. It follows, therefore,

that they would naturally be soonest removed from the soil by contin-

ual cropping, and, as is known, this removal has necessitated the re-

storation to the soil of these constituents through the application of

products containing them.

The so-called commercial fertilizers which have within the past few

years been manufitctured and sold in the country, especially in the

Xew England and Atlantic States, are chiefly valuable for these two

constituents.

If we take as a basis for our calculation the returns for 1879, we may
readily determine the amount of these important mineral constituent*

which is annually taken from our soil by these crops.
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In the following table this is shown, and the results are in every case

an average of a very large number of separate analyses, by different

chemists often, and of samples of the crop grown in different sections

and different years, so that there can be little doubt but that the results

are very near the exact truth.

The aggregate amount of our principal crops is 106,889,390 tons,

and the total mineral matter present in this crop equals 3,707,223 tons,

and of this mineral matter or ash there are 1,301,224 tons of potash

and 679,901 tons of phosphoric acid. In other words, 53.4 per cent

of the total mineral matter necessary for the production of our crop

of 1879 (and the sa^ie is practically true of every other year) was com-

posed of these two constituents, phosphoric acid and potash, which, in

commercial fertilizers, agricultural chemists have agreed are worth re-

spectively 12 and 7 cents per pound.

In the matter of fixing these prices, it must be understood that the

chemists have no more to do than in fixing the jirice of flour or nails,

or any other marketable commodity. They simply declare, from the

composition and ])rice of such fertilizing materials as are found in the

market, that, in certain forms and in certain markets, these constitu-

ents may be obtained at such prices.

CROPS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 1879.
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VALUE OF POTASH AXD PHOSPHORIC ACID IX THE CROPS OF UNITED STATES IN

1S79.

Corn
Wheat
Oats
Rye
Barley. ...

Buckwheat
Potatoes.. .

Tobacco
Hay
Cotton . . .

.

?24,170.2tn
11.579,(')8(i

533,820
717,:!(>0

10-1, sr.o

1,0I>4,7()0

9S5.fi00

133,29-1,980

699,4-10

?7f.,

29.

9,

1,

1.

36,

,297,120
237.040
818.4'H)

-148,880

,902,70(1

5S«i,0S0

976,120
791,040
744,480
369,360

11.00,467

40,816
13,999,

1.982,

2,62' »,

690,

2,,S80,

1.776
170,0-39

1,068,

$.">.S0,

497
120,

lo,

23,

330
242

,486,217
,"30,112
5;!:?,2'I4

507,431
,714,444

,8.36,191

,15:!,673

.727,.524

801,494
140.987

.n7^:.171,360 .n38.171,220 !f3.36,342,5S0 .n,919,95l,.597 17.5

17.3
.s 2
11 7
12 8
11 1

8 8
3 6
7 8

51.5
4

It will be seen that the total value of potash present in the crops is

equal to 6178,171,360, aud of the phosphoric acid tj 8158,171,220, or

together reaching the enormous aggregate of 8336,342,580, equal, as

will be seen, to 17.5 per cent of the entire value of the crops.

There is also given in the table the value of the potash and phosphoric

acid present in each crop, as compared with the market value of the

crop, and it will be observed that in this respect there are great differ-

ences between the several crops. For example, while tlie potasli aud
phosphoric acid in a bushel of corn is worth 17.3 per cent of the aver-

age market value of tlie corn, these same two constituents iu a bushel

of wheat are worth only 8.2 per cent «,)f the average market value of

the wheat. This result is due to the greater price which the Avheat

brings in the market as compared with corn ; for the bushel of wl.eat

contains 9.1 ceuts worth of these two constituents, while a bushel of

corn contains only 6.5 cents Avorth.

The small percentage value of these present in the cotton croj) is of

course due to the fact that this crop is composed almost wholly of atmos-

pheric constituents, and, so far as the fiber is concerned, makes almost

no demand upon the soil for its production.

The small percentage value in the potato crop is likely to be mi.s-

leading It is, of course, because so large a percentage of this tuber

is composed of water (some 90 percent). But, owing to the very great

acreage yield of this crop on good land, the actual amount of potash
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and phosphoric acid removed is in reality very gi-eat, and, as is well

known, this crop is, especially as regards potash, a very exhausting

crop.

The hay crop, from every consideration, deserves especial attention,

occupying as it does so large a portion ofour cultivated land (19 percent),

constituting one-third the weight of the entire aggregate of our crops,

and removing annually from our lauds an amount of potash and phos-

phoric acid almost exactly equal to the amount removed l)y all the

other crops combined. Its discussion is of the greatest importance.

Owing to its comparatively cheap production, it is sold at a price in-

comparabl}' less than any other crop, and yet, as will be seen by refer-

ence to theanalysis given, which represents the average of 34 of our

native American grasses, the demand it makes upon the soil is very

great. The potash and phosphoric acid present in its ash is, at the

prices we have given, equal to 51.5 per cent of the average selling

price of the hay itself.

Fed to the animal, practically all of these two constituents are re-

turned to the manure pile ; since in the animal economy but a trifling

amount of potash is needed, and only so much of phosphoric acid as

will suffice for the production of the bones of tlie growing animal.

It follows, then, that the manure obtained from the feeding of a

ton of hay, having an average composition such as those analyzed, con-

tains an amount of potash and phosphoric acid which, at the prices

given, is equal to a little more than half the average selling price of hay

in the United States, which was in 1879 given at 19.32. This will be

readily seen to be true, fir 2,000 pounds hay with 0.74 per cent of ash

Avould contain 134.8 pounds of ash. Of this ash 39.8 per cent is pot-

ash, or 53.7 pounds; and G.4 percent is phosphoric acid, or 8.6 pounds.

Now, 53.7 pounds at 7 cents equals $3.76, and 8.6 pounds at 12 cents

equals $1.03, or together S4.79, which equals 51.4 percent of 69.32,

the cost of the hay.

What has been said about tlie feeding of hay to the animal is

equally true of the cereals and other feeding crops. Unlike the vege-

table world, the animal demands little mineral f )od, mainly phosphoric

acid and lime, which comprises the ash obtained by the cremation of

the animal.

We have, then, obviously one solution as to the important question:

" How shall exhaustion of our lands be prevented?" The answer the

above facts force upon us is : increase so far as possible the home con-

sumption of our agricultural products, and carefully preserve and re-

turn to our lands such portions of those products as are either not fed

to the animal, or, if fed, are not assimilated.
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None need to be reiuinded that this practice has been repeatedly

urged upon the farmer, and, indeed, thousands of practical illustra-

tions abound proving that i^rofitable agriculture and productive lands

are closely connected with flucks and herds.

But if our present methods shall continue, and our exportation of

cereals increase, the time must come, unless our experience is to be

Avholly unlike that of other countries, when, to increase the produc-

tion of our lands we must at last have recourse to the same methods

which have long obtained in great Britain and upon the Continent,

and in the New England, Middle, and Atlantic States of our own
country, viz., the application to our soils of those mineral constituents

which now are being so rapidly removed. When that time comes, as

come it assuredly must without some modification of our methods, it

will be found that the pi-ofitable producti(m of the cereal crops at the

prices we now obtain for them will be an impossibility. Indeed, al-

ready in many parts of the country the continued production of corn,

as in the past, is found to be almost without profit, and there have

sprung u}) many factories hoping by its manufacture into other pro-

ducts to increase the profits in its production.

The manufacture and sale of commercial fertilizers has rapidlv de-

veloped during the past few years in our country, and already reaches

an annual aggregate of many millions of dollars.

In Great Britain, there was imported in a single year 394,843 tons

of fertilizing materials, Avorth 820,049,042. Every corner of the earth

and island of the sea has been ransacked, almost, to supply her with

the means for increasing her crops. Within five years from the time

when Liebig called attention to the deposits of guano, her importation

of this most valuable fertilizer reached the enormous amount of 283,300

tons in a single year, and her consumption of superphosphate is esti-

mated annually at 250,000 tons.

But, in addition to this, her importations of cereals and breadstufFs

for consumption w'ithin her borders has added greatly to the aggregate

supply of her material for the enrichment of her farming lands. As
a result of this enrichment of the soil, we have seen the productiveness

of these farming lands of Great Britain, within the past thirty years,

enormously increased, until it appears, according to the authority of

one of their foremost agriculturists, they have reached about the last

limit of profitable production in their agriculture.

In connection with this subject of commercial fertilizers, it is inter-

esting to consider the results which have followed the chemical control

which has been maintained over this great industry. xVll will under-
.^0 *
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stand tliat the determination in a commercial fertilizer of the amount

of those constituents of ^vhich our various crops are composed, is a

chemical question, and we have, in most of the states, chemists ap-

pointed, whose duty it is to analyze and report upon such fertilizers as

are offered for sale. The result of this chemical supervision gives

abundant evidence that this work of the agricultural cliemists of the

country has, even in a pecuniary sense, very greatly added to the

profits of the farmt r.

The following tahle contains the results of analyses of commercial

fertilizers, made by different chemists in different states during the

past thirteen years, and shows the improvement which has taken place

during these years, both in quality and price

:

IMPROVEMENT IX FEUTIUZEIIS.

Xo. an-
alyzed.

18(i8 .

1870-2
1H71-2
1S7'> .

I87S..
1881..
1881..

Chemist.

.lohnson. .

Bruckner

.

Storer.
Collier
Goessman
Dabnev
Genth . . .

.

Avcrasre
niJirket
price.

?.")9 47
50 07
56 86

37 40
34«79

Avorase
value.

.fn rr,

17 CO
36 3-2

3:^ 26
32 93

Per rent
i)f value
to eo^t.

From the above results, it will be seen that, within the past thirteen

years, tlie average price per ton has fallen fr;)m $o9.47 t) $31. "9, or

41.5 per cent, while the intrinsic value joer ton has increased during

the same period from an average value of 821.o6 to $32.93 i)er ton, or

54.2 per cent. In other words, did the same relation of value t) cost

obtain to-day whicli existed in 1808, th.e average c st of the fertilizers

analyzed by Dr. Genth would have been 891.68 per ton, Avhereas it

is $34.79, equal to 38 per cent only, thus showhig that t'.ie i)urcha?er

of commercial fertilizers of to-day makes an average saving of 62 per

cent.

Not' only has this great saving been effected during the past few-

years, but it is to be observed, also, that the basis of valuation of these

fertilizers has also been changed, and in this way increased greatly the

benefit accrning to the purchaser and consumer of the.-e commercial

products. For example, in 1869, the value generally given to s )luble

phosphoric acid was 16^ cents per pound, while now the same constitu-

ent is estimated at 12 cents per pound.

Tlie above statement but partially represents the whole truth in this

matter—for, besides these, as one might say, legitimate product?, there
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were sold in these earlier days, less than ten years ago, as fertilizers,

material not worth, in foct, the barrels iu which the stuff was packed

for market ; as, for example, the " What is It," as it was called, which

in reality was only the powdered gangue rock of an abandoned gold

mine. In another case, harbor mud was put up and sold as a valuable

fertilizer.

But, at the present time, owing to the careful supervision which this

matter receives, it is somewhat rare to meet with such cases of fraud;

although, within a year, my attention was directed to one of my own

analyses of one of these almost worthless products, where the results

of the analysis had been increased one hundred fold by carefully re-

moving the decimal points, in my report of the analysis, two places

to the right, so that the one-tenth of one per cent of potash present

was made to appear as ten per cent, and so throughout the entire

analysis.

Our country has not been alone in this experience, though we have

passed througli it much sooner than did England and Germany. In

1855, Professor Voelcker declared *' that, if ever there was a time

when the agriculturist had need to exercise special caution in the pur-

chase of artificial manures, that time is the present, for the practice of

adulterating standard fertilizers, such as guanos, superphosphates, and

so forth, has reached an alarming extent." One of our foremost agri-

culturists has recently declared that, " I have come to the conclusion

that there is no way in which the Department of Agriculture can aid

the farmers of this country more than by a careful analysis of the com-

mercial fertilizers sold on the market. The use of these fertilizers has

become a necessity in all the older states^a necessity which is to in-

crease from year to year. There is not one farmer able to tell their

value except by actual trial, and that must be made after his money
is gone."

In concluding this paper, we would say that, from the data pre-

sented, it appears to be established that, during the past twenty years,

the productiveness of our soil has sensibly decreased ; and in those

sections where the fertility has been fully maintained, it hks been

largely due to the fact that our farmers have resorted to the same

means which, in Great Britain and upon the continent, have abun-

dantly proved sufficient to maintain, and greatly increase, the acreage

yield of crops.

We have also called attention to another method by which further

deterioration of our lands will not ouly cease, but they may again in

time be restored to their original productiveness.

So long as a foreign demand for our agricultural products exists, and
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increased prices shall be obtained, there is little doubt but that in the

future, as in the joast, exportation will continue, and the results are

inevitable. So, too, the system of large farms and large crops in

the aggregate, though with scanty acreage yield, is possible now

with the comparatively scattered population of the great West. It

is more than probable that, Avhen our population shall have increased

from 50 to 100 or 150 millions, we shall be forced to abandon methods

of farming which already are regarded with apprehension by those

wlio have investigated them.

But there remain other methods than those indicated for the im-

provement of our lands, the discussion of which will be reserved for

another paper at some future time.
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CHAPTER XV.

(a.) Method of analysis of sorghum and maize juices used by the author in

bis investigations.

(6.) Comparison of analyses with polarization of juices,

(c.) Specific gravity of juices.

{d.) Tables of average composition of sorghum juices at different specific

gravities,

(e.) Tables of average composition of maize juices at different specific

gravities.

(f.) Preparation of re-agents for analysis of sorghum and maize juices.

ANALYSIS OF SORGHUM A>"D MAIZE—METHOD.

Since the results which have been given in this vohime are practi-

cally those secured by the author, during his investigation of this sub-

ject, as the chemist of the Department of Agriculture, at Washington,

and as the conclusions are drawn from them, the accuracy of the re-

sults and methods can not be too clearly established. This will be

sufficient explanation for the insertion of the following

:

At the meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, held at Philadelphia,

in November, 1881, a paper was presented by Dr. Peter Collier, on invitation,

giving, in brief, .«ome of the points brought out in the investigation conducted

by him at the Agricultural Department at Washington, on the subject of sugar

from the sorghum and maize. After the discussion, following the reading of

this paper, a record of the meeting says:

Mr. Silliman offered the following resolution, and moved its reference to the

council:

Besolved, That the pubjpct of sorghum sugar, the experimental results on

which obtained, during tiie three or four years last past, by Dr. Peter Col-

lier, ot the Agricultural Department, submitted in brief, hy invitation, to the

Academy, at Philadelphia, in November, 1881, is, in the opinion of the Acad*

emj-. of sufficient importance to be referred to a committee of chemists, mem-

bers of this Academy, with the request that they give Dr. Collier's results and

methods a careful consideration, and report, at their earliest convenience, the

conclusions to which the}' come.

The resolution of Mr. Silliman was agreed to.

This resolution was favorably reported from the council, and the following

committee has been appointed by the president

:

Messrs. Brewer. Chandler, Johnson, Silliman, and J. L. Smith, from the-

Academy. Experts, not members of the Academy : Dr. C. A. Goessman, Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst; and Dr. Gideon E. Moore. 69 Liberty

street, New York.

>
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It may be well to state, for the information of those interested in

this matter, that the National Academy of Sciences, incorporated by

Congress in 1863, is, by the fundamental law of its organization, con-

stituted the adviser of the government in all matters of science referred

to it for investigation by any department of the public service, and

has often acted in this capacity.

The following is taken from the unanimous report of this committee

upon the results of the above investigation :

The Analytical Methods Employed.

The committee, after a careful examination of the analytical

methods employed by the chemical division of the Department of

Agriculture, find that they are entirely sufficient for the work to be

done. The details of the processes for the volumetric determination of

sucrose and grape sugar are fully exhibited. These methods have

been skillfully adapted to the character of the proximate constituents

of the complex juices to be analyzed, and are among the best known

t>) science.''^

These methods have been employed with precautions adapted to the

exigencies of the special problems for the solution of which the investi-

gation has been instituted. By a judicious system of checks and con-

trol, and by the reduction to the lowest limits of the personal error of

the observer, the accuracy and constancy of the results have been as-

sured as far as, in the present state of our knowledge, such end can

well be attained.

The care with which the methods for the determination of cane

sugar have been tested, and the probable error determined, enlists our

confidence. The reserve with wliich the chemist has refrained from

accepting the results as conclusive, until, by repetition and variation

in the methods, he had exhausted the means at his command to prove

them to be erroneous, is in the true spirit of scientific research.

The analytical work prior to 1882 comprises the enormous number

of nearly 4,500 analvses of forty varieties of sorghum and twelve varie-

ties of maize, covering all the later stages of development of the grow-

ing plant. Such an amount of analytical work as is implied in the

careful conduct of nearly five thousand quantitative analyses by the

most rigid system and subdivision of labor in the work—a system in

* The limits of error, as shown to the committee from a considerable

number of unpublished determinations, sustain the conclusion that the

method employed for the estimation of cane and grape sugars was excep-

tionally accurate, and more subject to a minus error of 0.2 per cent on a

10 per cent solution of pure sugar, than to a plus error.
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which each assistant was, for the time, devoted exclusirelT to one thing,

e. g., determinations of density bv the balance, volumetric determin-

ations of glucose and sucrose, polarizations, ash determinations, total

solids, ash analyses, analyses of the seed, quantitative determinations

of acids and other proximate constituents of the juicies at seventeen

different stages of growth of the plant and after maturity. By this

svstem each co-worker became thoronghly expert as "a specialist in his

own dutv; and it was thus possible, by this system, to test the accuracy

of the work by submitting identical samples in duplicate and separate

numbers for analysis by the same and by different co-workers—a crucial

test of verification.

The committee have critically examined the work done in this way,

and the details show a suprising agreement.

Method cf Analysis.

It is obviously of the first importance that the results of analyses

given should have been obtaine<i by reliable methods.

Everv precaution has been taken to guard against error and to con-

tnd the results.

In the first place, it may be remembered that each assistant, in the

routine work assigned him. was necessarily tree from all prejudice as

to what residt he was to expect, for each sample of juice, syrup, or

cane exanimed was kn-wn only by a number, and this was known

only to one who himself |>erformed no analytical work.

Everv questionable result was at once repeated, and many dupli-

cate samples of juice, under different numbers, and without the know-

ledge of any of those engaged in the analyses, were from time to time

analyzed.

E;ich new lot of either of the re-agents employed in analysis was

carefully tested, and indeed nothing was omitted which woidd tend to

accuracy in work.

Those familiar with chemical methtxls, and considering the vast

amount of work actually performed in these analyses, are aware that

absolute accumcy is not to be expected: but whatever errors there may

be are certainly within very narrow limits, and the general results fur-

nished in the foregoing analyses may be confidently relied upon as

being practically near approximations to the truth.

The Analytical Processesfor the Examination <^'the Canes.

One or more stalks of the variety of sorghum to be examined were

selected in the experimental field, and, after recording the stage of de-

velopment and general appearance of the canes, a number was affixed
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by which they could be distiuguished during the remainder of the ex-

amination. After being cut and brought to the laboratory, the

length of the stalk from butt to the extremity of the head, its entire

weight, and diameter at the butt, were taken. It was then stripped

and topped, as in the usual way of preparation for the mill, and again

weighed. The "stripped stalk" was then expressed in a three-roll

mill, and the juice collected in a weighed flask and weighed to deter-

mine " per cent of juice" in the stripped stalk. The specific gravity

Avas determined witli a piknometer, after an interval of an hour to al-

low the escape of air bubbles and the subsidence of suspended starch.

For the determination of the " total solids" in the juice 2'='"^- were ac-

curately measured into a weighed porcelain dish 6 to 7^'^- Avide and 1. 5

to 2'=™- deep, the bottom of Avhich was previously co\'ered with coarse

sand to a depth of .75'^'"- to insure complete desiccation. After twelve

to fourteen hours' drying at 85° to 90° C, there was no further loss

of water. The Aveight of the residue in grams, divided by twice the

specific gravity, gaA'e the per cent of " total solids."

For the determination of glucose and sucrose, lOO*^'"^- of the juice

were taken and defecated by the addition of 25'''""- of solution of basic

acetate of lead in Avater. The filtrate from the lead precipitate,

which was perfectly clear, Avas, in many instances, polarized, and then

devoted to the methods of volumetric analysis. OAviug to the degree

of dilution, cA^ery lO*^'"^- of filtrate represented S*^"''^- of juice.

For the determination of glucose lO*"'"^- of the filtrate Avere taken
;

for sucrose, 5^'™"-. The portion for glucose was diluted with about 50

to 75*^'"^- of water, and about the same amount of Fehliug's solution

added. The porcelain dish containing the Avhole Avas placed upon a

water bath kept at such a- temperature by steam, that the liquid in the

dish rose to about 75° C. , but no higher. After an interval of thirty

minutes, the dish Avas removed and allowed to cool. The portion for su-

crose Avas diluted with lOO*^'"'^- of Avater, 5''"'''- of hydrochloric acid (sp.

gr. 1.05) added, and the mixture heated iu a porcelain dish on a steam

bath for a half hour, the temperature not rising above 90° C The in-

version being complete, an excess of Fehliug's solution Avas added, de-

pending in amount on the maturity of the cane, and the liquid allowed

to remain thirty minutes longer on the bath, after Avhich it Avas re-

moved. When the suboxide of copper had completely settled, in the

case of both sucrose and glucose, the supernatant liquid jvas decanted

into a beaker placed iu front of each disii, and hot Avater Avas poured

over the suboxide. This process was repeated, pouring the first liquid

decanted into a second beaker, and so on until it could be poured away

free from any oxide, and the original dish Avas nearly free from alkali.
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All the wash waters were then passed in order through a filter, taking

care to bring as little as ix)ssible of the suboxide uix)u the filter.

The suboxide on the filter and in the beakers \\as dissolved in an

acid solution of ferric sulphate, free fr»?m nitne acid and ferrous salt,

or more conveniently in an acid solution of ammonia ferric alum

(which is more easily obtained free from impurities), and poured ujwn

the suboxide in the original dish. All the copper suboxide being dis-

solved, it is brought into a liter flask, diluted with water to about 500'^'"--,

and acidified strongly with sulphuric acid. It is then ready to be

titrated in the usual manner for the amount of reduced iron, the num-

ber of *^"'"- of permanganate used giving easily the weight of glucose

represented by the suboxide ofcopper, as shown in report for 1879, p. 66.

This methtxl for determining glucose dejiends upon the following facts

:

1. That two molecules (360 parts by weight) of glucose (CgH^jOe)

will reduce from Fehling's solution' five molecules of cuprous oxide

(5CuoO).

2. That the five molecules of cuprous oxide thus precipitated will

reduce in acid sol. five molecules of ferric sulphate (Fco (804)3) *o

form ten molecules (1,520 parts by weight) of ferrous sulphate

(FeS04), as is explained by the following equation:

f 5Cu, \^ rSFe, (804)3! _^ r5H,S0. 1 ^f lOCuS O^Xj^
\Ti5 parts/ ' \ 2.000 parts J ' \ 490 parts j" \ 1,593 pars J '

f 10FeSO4\^/ 5H, \
\ 1,520 parts/ ' \ 90 parts j

The ten molecules of ferrous sulphate thus formed, will decolorize one mole-

cule (316.2 parts by weight) of potassium permanganate (K3 Mn, Oj), thus :

f 10 Fe S O4 ) ^ r K, Mn, Og \ ^ f 8 H, S . \ ,
f 5 Fe, (S 64)3 \ ,

\ 1,520 parts \
' \ ^h> 2 parts / ' \ 7H-t parts j

"^ \ 2,000 parts (

"^

(. 302 parts /
~ \ 174 2 parts / ' \ 144 parts /

f 2 Mn S 0.. (
,

f K. S O4 1 , f S H, \

By following this explanation, it appears that two molecules of glucose are

exactly represented by one molecule of potassium permanjranate, as will ap-

pear from the following, by omitting the second and third members of the

series. Thus

:

f2 Ce Hi, OeX^f 5 Cu, O\^|10FeS 0.\^^ K, Mn, 0^ I

\ 360 parts / 1715 parts j 1 1.520 parts j \316 2 parts /

In other words, 316.2 parts by weight of potassium permanganate are equiva-

lent to 3G0 parts of glucose, or one part of permanganate corresponds to 1.13S5

parts of glucose. If. then, the amount of permanganate decolorized be multi-

plied by 1.13S5, it will correctly represent the amount of glucose present. So

much for the theoretical explanation. In practice, it is found that each chem-

ist must determine for himself his titration error by estimations made upon

sugar of known purity.

This individual error is due to the difficulty in determining the exact end re-
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action
;
experience has shown, in the course of this work, that the point where

the color of the permanganate barely appears in the rapidly agitated liquid, is

nearly identical with the true end reaction. Some operators carry the titra-

tion a little further, until a faint rose tint is permanent for about two seconds.

Each man who has done this work, has carefully determined his titration error,

and all figures submitted have been corrected therefor. The iron solution works

best if very strongly acidulated with sulphuric acid. The most convenient

strength for the permanganate solution, is 4.892 grams to the liter, equal to .005

grams glucose for each cubic centimeter.

In order to determine what errors there may have been in estimat-

ing glucose and sucrose by this method, the following experiments

were carried out. Every portion ofFehliug solution used, was heated

by itself in the steam bath for an hour, to determine if it remained

unreduced in absence of sugar. In all cases it was quite unchanged.

Several solutions of dry granulated sugar, containing about .10 percent

of impurities, were made of stich a strength that every S*^""'- contained

.5000 grams of pure sucrose, or, on inversion, .5263 of inverted sugar.

Of solution No. 1, four portions were measured out of S'^"^* each, and

submitted to the usual course of analyses, with the following result

:
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The results of thirty determinations may be stated as follows

:

Per cent.

Sugar solution containing 9 67

No. 1. Four determinations, by titration (average) 9 57

No. 2. Nine determinations, by titration (average) 9 74

No. 3. Fifteen determinntions, by titration (average) 9.77

No. 1. One polarization 9 63

No. 2. One detenninaiion of total solids 9.70

The lowest result was 9 50

The highest result was 9 98

It may be assumed, therefore, that the greatest error is not more than

minus one-tenth or 2}li(s three-tenths of one per cent, which, in the work

under hand, can not be considered excessive.

In order to have a check on the process, when apphed to juices as

well as pure sugar solutions, polarizations were made in a large num-

ber of cases. The following table gives a series of average results for

several years.

COMPARISON OF ANALYSIS WITH POLARIZATION OF SORGHUM JUICES.

In the examination of sorghum juices in 1882, there was taken,

for the purpo.se of controlling analytical results, the polarization of the

juices. In all, 855 juices from the several varieties of sorghum under

cultivation, and in every condition of development, were thus exam-

ined, and the average results are as follow :

Per cent.

Sucrose by analysis 10 938

Sucrose liv polarization 10.969

Or as 100 : 100,265.

The first 548 analyses made gave even closer results, viz.:

Per cent.
Sucrose by analysis 10..5H,>

Sucrose bv polarization. 10.577

Or as 100.074 : 100.

The above results prove that the analytical method employed in

these investigations is as accurate as could be desired, and that the re-

sults secured by this method are entitled to entire confidence in their

substantial accuracy.

In 1881, the average results of 697 analyses of sorghum and 103

of maize j uices gave

:

Per cent.

Sucrose by analysis 10. .598

Sucrose bv polarization 10.161

Or as 100 : 95.9.

The following table shows the results of analyses and polarizations

of the juice, arranged according to the per cent of sucrose in the

juices, from 1 to 19 per cent in the sorghums, and from 1 to 14 per

cent in the maize juices. It will be seen that the agreement is as

close between analysis of juices poor in sugar and comparatively rich-

est in glucose, as between the best juices. This is very important, as
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indicating the absence of any optically active constituent in the normal

juice, other than sucrose.

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES AND POLARIZATION OF SORGHUM AND MAIZE JUICES.

Sorghum.
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Calling the value of the sucrose, as found by analysis, 100, the value

indicated by the p^lariscoj^e -was 94.87 for the maize, and 95. 9G fir the

sorghum. The nearly caustant diiTcrcnce of ab:nit 4 per cent le.-s su-

crose, as determined by these polariscope tests, than was found by cu-

prous precipitation, was, f)r the time, att!-i])utcd t) a portion t^f invert

sugar, and to various causes, whic!i i)robably were misconceptions, see-

ing that this discrepancy disappears almost entirely in the results of

1882, viz.: Number of analyses and polarizations 517, of some forty

varieties of sorghum.

Total polarization, 5,440.76; average percentage, 10.524.

Total by analysis, 5,433.72 ; average percentage, 10,510.

10.510:10.524 = 100:100.13.

Each result of the 517 is of record, hut the general result given

suffices. The conclusion seems justified, that any differences existing in

the polarization and analyses with normal fresh juices, are only differ-

ences incidental t > the work, and are not caused by any active rotatory

substance present other than sucrose. If the juice is abnormal, very

wide differences may exist. This was conspicuous in the mill work at

tlie department in 1881, both in juices and syrups.

The comparisons in 1879-1881, between large numbers of deter-

minations, by the cuprous precipitation and by i)olariscope, appeared

to sustain the opinion that there was a pretty constant difference iu

favor of the volumetric method, i. e., that the polariscope, for some

unknown reason, failed to detect as much sugar as was demonstrated

by the method of precipitatiou. These differences are set f )rth below,

together with the very satisfactory results of over five hundred similar

determinations made in 1882, from which it clearly appears that the

discrepancy formerly noticed is apparent and not real. . This conclu-

sion removes any doubt which hung over the practical value of the

optical method; and this is practically of much moment, for in the

rapid operations of the sugar plantation, during the pressure of the

crop, the polar'scope is nearly the sole dependence of the superintend-

ent in judging, many times daily, how his juices are running.

The conclusions which may be drawn from our experiments are,

that, in experienced hands, the relative results are to be eiitirely relied

upon ; and, wlien the conditions which have been detailed are followed,

the absolute results are also satisfactory.

Duplicate Analyses of Sorghum Juices.

For the purpose of controlling the results of analyses, there were

made, during the seasons of 1881-1882, very many analyses of sor-

ghum juices in duplicate.
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In no case did those who were engaged in the analyses have any

reason to suspect that they were at work upon duplicates, the samples

having been prepared and sent into the laboratory vxnder their several

numbei's, as being individual specimens of juice. Thus, Xos. 105 and

llo were duplicate juices, and so on; Nos. 107 and 115 being also

duplicates.

It will be observed that the agreement is quite as close as could be

expected in work of such a character, and that the average results

^iven at the close of this table show that in the anal}i;ical work there

is nothing to cause doubt as to the substantial accuracy of the work

recorded.

DUPLICATE ANALYSES OF SORGHUM JUICES, 1882.
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LIST OF DUPLICATE TESTS MADE IN SORGHUM ANALYSES, 1881.

Number of analysis.
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LIST OF DUPLICATE TESTS MADE IN SORGHrM AXALTSES, 1S81. ContillUtd.

Number of analysis.
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There was also made a series of analyses of solutions of known

quantities of commercial cane sugar and of anhydrous glucose, both

separate and mixed.

The results of these analyses are given in the following table. They

show clearly the substantial accuracy of the analytical methods em-

ployed in the work which has been recorded ; but it is interesting to

observe that, while the specific gravity, polarization, and analytical

results for each constituent agree very closely in the duplicate analyses

made, there is found, as the aggregate of four of the analyses where

sucrose alone was taken, as follows

:

Grams.
Sucrose taken ]7 03
Sucrose found 17 .58

Also, in those four cases where there was taken anhydrous glucose,

the following results were obtained in the aggregate

:

Grams.
Glucose taken 17 12
Glucose found 17.11

But in these cases, eight in all, in which both sucrose and glucose

were present in the solutions analyzed, the aggregate results were as

follows

:
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TESTS OF ACCURACY.

Xumber of analysis.
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Specific gravity 1 050S 10600
Per cent sucrose 9.726 9.710

Per cent glucose 2 252 2 244

Per cent solids not sugar 2 627 2 625

Per cent polarization 10 281 10.244

These results are practically identical.

In like manner, during 1881, thei-e were made 72 analyses in du-

plicate ; and, as will be seen by consulting the tables giving the

results, tlie agreement was as close as could be expected with work of

this character.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

By specific gravity is meant the relative weight of any substance,

solid, liquid, or gaseous, as compared with water (which is taken as

the standard for solids and liquids), eras compared with air (which is

taken as the standard for gases).

In the case of liquids, the determination of the specific gravity is

easy, and may be found by first filling a bottle (the weight of which is

known) with pure Avater, as rain-water, then finding the amount of

Avater, by weight, which the bottle will hold. By then filling the same

bottle with the liquid, the specific gravity of which it is desired to

know (as, sorghum juice), and weighing it, we may learn the weight

of a certain volume of the liquid, and also the weight of an equal

volume of pure water. If, now, we divide the weight of the sorghum

juice by the weight of the water, we ascertain the specific gravity

of the juice.

For convenience, it is customary to use bottles which hold a certain

definite weight of pure water, as 100 or 1,000 grams, and then it is

only necessary to weigh the bottle full of juice, and the specific gravity

is at once shown by the weight.

Such bottles are kn(^wn as piknometers ; but they are unnecessary.

The only precaution to be taken in the determination of the specific

gravity of sorghum juices is, that they should be allowed to stand a

sufficient length of time (from one-half an hour to an hour) after they

have been expressed by the mill, to allow the small bubbles of air

present to escape, since these would, of course, diminish the specific

gravity of the juice.

Hydrometers and Saccharometers.

Another method for readily determining the specific gravity of

liquids is by means of the hydrometer or saccharometer, of which

there are several kinds.
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The i:)rinciple upon wliicli all of these instrument are constructed is,

that Avheuever a body floats in any liquid, it displaces exactly a vol-

ume of that liquid equal in weight to the floating body.

These hydrometers are glass bulbs, with a long, slender spindle,

made by means of a little mercury at the lower end to maintain an

erect position in the liquid. The lighter the liquid the deeper the in-

strument sinks, and the heavier the liquid the more of the spindle ap-

pears above the liquid. Within the glass spiudle is a scale, so that a

glance enables the ojierator to determine the specific gravity or density.

For convenience, the scale is such as to enable the operator to deter-

mine either the specific gravity or per cent of any substance presumed

to be present, etc.; and therefore these mstruments have been prepared

with scales adapted to any special purpose. We will explain those

only which are in use for the determination of saccharine liquids.

These are

:

The scale of Beaume, which is determined by marking as the

point on the spindle of the hydrometer to which it sinks when float-

ing in pure water, and as 15° the point to which it sinks in a solution

of 15 parts by weight of salt in 85 of water. The interval between

these points is divided into 15 equal parts, and the scale is continued

to any number of degrees beyond.

The scale of Brix, or Balling, as it is also called, gives the per

cent of sugar jiresent in any given solution ; for example, a solution

marking 10° Brix contains 10 per cent of sugar, etc.

The scale of Twaddle is graduated in such a manner that the num-

ber of degrees given, multiplied by 5 and added to 1000, will give the

specific gravity, as compared with water taken at 1000. Thus: 10°

Twaddle=:1050 specific gravity.

To convert Beaume degrees into specific gravity, divide 144 by 144

less the degrees of Beaume; thus, 17° Beauuie equals 144 divided by

144 less 17—that is, 1.133.
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I'lute XLVJil.

No. 1. Thermometer.
No. 2. Saccharouaeter.

No. ?,. Test cup for using saccharometer.

No. 4. Proof glass.

The above represents the thermometer, saccharometer, etc., which

are generally used for the determination of temperature and spe-

cific gravity. A better form of thermometer than above repre-

sented is a plain glass stem, with bulb containing the mercury and the

scale engraved upon the glass.

Comparison of different Hydrometers.

It has been thought best to here append a table Avhich shall show

the comparative values of the different scales. 1+ is always preferable

to use a hydrometer which shows the actual specific gravity of the

juice, but those who have either the Beaume or Brix hydrometers can,

by use of this table, make them answer every purpose. It will be

noticed that the specific gravity 1.066, which was recommended as the

proper indication that the juice was in a workable condition, corre-

sponds exactly with 16° Brix and 9° Beaume.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY EQmVALEXTS OF THE BRIX AXD BEAUME SCALES.

Specific
gravit}-.
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from the effects of a frost and subsequent warm weather—in such

cases the specific gravity does not necessarily give any indication as to

the composition of the juice.

This is a matter of such extreme practical importance, that the fol-

lowing results may be considered with interest.

In 1881, there were received at the Department of Agriculture, at

Washington, several lots of sorghum -cane, which had been cut several

days before they were delivered. The juices from these cane proved

to be in a very surprising and abnormal condition, and their analyses

are worthy of careful consideration. They were as follows :

JUICES FROM SORGHUMS CUT SEVERAL DAYS BEFORE GRINDING.

Dates.
Polariza-

tion.
Sucrose. Glucose.

Specific
gravity.

Solids.

September '27.

September 2S,

September 30

,

Octobers
October 4 ...

Average

.07

.00

00
1.04
1 05

70

2 ?<0

Iti

2 62
2 07

10 85
U 69
l;? 25
10.78
10.45
11 94

.48 .36 11 49

1.063
1 069
1 070
1 072
1 059
1,067

2. SO
3 07
2 48
2 53
2.41
1,51

1.067 2.47

We have, then, as the average of the six juices, an amount of su-

crose as indicated by the polariscoj^e only 14.3 per cent of the amount

shown to be present by analysis. AVe have also a specific gravity of

1.067, which indicates, as the average of a large number of analyses

of normal juices, a juice of the following composition, viz:
Per cent.

Specific gravity. 1.067
Sucrose 11 80
Glucose 1.99
Solids 2.87

It will be seen that this composition resembles the average of the

above six, except in this, that the sucrose and glucose appear to have

changed places, the sum of the two being in one case 13.79 per cent,

in the other 14.85 percent.

Now, in over 4,000 separate analyses of sorghum juices from canes

recently cut, there has never been found even one which approximated

the composition of the average of these six juices above given.

lu no case has the ^wlariscope approximately differed so widely from

the results of analysis as in these, for the average results of the polari-

scope, as compared with the results of analyses of all the juices ana-

lyzed, gave 96 per cent of the analytical result, while these contain

but 14.3 per cent. The conclusion, then, is irresistible, that these

juices are wholly abnormal, and are so through the inversion of the

sucrose which existed in the plant, since the average of all the analy-
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ses made have demonstrated, that if the total of glucose aud sucrose

in a juice is 14 or lo per ceut of the juice, at least 12 or 13 per cent

of this had existed in the plant as sucrose. If not present upon analy-

sis, it must have suffered inversion—as in this case Avas easily rendered

probable bv the stalks having been cut some days before they were

worked up iu the mdl.

TABLES OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF SOEGHUM JTICES AXD THEIR COM-

POSITION.

In the following tables are given average results obtained bv the

analysis of sorghum juices of different specific gravities, durino" the

yeai^ 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882.

These give the average results of all the juices analysed, being

several thousand, obtained fi'om over one hundred distinct varieties

of sorghum, and for four successive years, so that the average results

can not but he accepted as of almost absolute accuracv.

In 1879. the number of varieties under examination were but four,

and the number of analyses comparatively few, also the method for

the correct determination of specific gravity and composition of the

several juices not .so well established as in the later years, but as con-

firming the general fact that the specific gravities will enable one to

determine the composition of his juice, the results for 1879 are also

given.

That such tables are of the greatest practical value to the manu-

facturer of sugar or ?yrup, is obvious.

By reference to them, the sugar-boiler can determine quite accurately

the composition of any juice of which he knows the .specific gravity. Al-

thougli the varieties differ somewhat among themselves in the com-

position of the juice for the same specific gravity, .^till these differences

are not so great as to be of much practical importance.

In examining these tables, it should be remembered that the re-

sults are valuable in proportion to the uurnber of analyses from which,

each figure has been derived; therefore, while the figures derived from

a small number of analyses are true for the particular canes examined,

it is probable that a larger number of determinations would somewhat

modify the results. If only those figures are examined which are

based on ten or more analyses, it will be seen that the recorded results

are very seldom exceptional.

Among other points shown by these tables, the following are im-

portant :

1st. The amount of juice obtained seldom falls below 60 per cent
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of the weight of the stripped stalks ; this percentage does not vary

greatly throughout the season.

2ud. The amount of crystallizable sugar (sucrose) in the juice, is at

first little over 1 per cent, but it regularly increases with the increase

of specific gravity. No one relationship is more evident than this close

correspondence between the increase of specific gravity and percentage

of sucrose in the juice; the average increase of sucrose for an increase

of .001 in specific gravity (between 1.030 and 1.086), is 0.233 per

cent. The following shows the average increase of cane sugar corres-

ponding with an increase of .001 in specific gravitij of the juice:

Between 1 0?>0 — 1.030= 164 per cent sucrose.
Between 1 040 — 1 0-19 = 167 per cent sucrose.
Between 1 .050 — 1 059 = .229 per cent sucrose.
Between 1 060 — 1.069 = .250 per cent sucrose.
Between 1 070 — 1 .079 = .142 per cent sucrose.
Between 1.080 — 1 .086 = 164 per cent sucrose.

8rd. It is a noticeable fact that the " solids not sugar" increase regu-

larly, and with almost the same rapidity that the' glucose diminishes.

Thus, for the specific gravities between 1.030 and 1.086, the average

percentage of glucose is 2.84, and of solids not sugar 2.71, while the

actual loss of glucose is 2.76 percent, and the actual gain of solids not-

sugar is 2.77 per cent. From the small number of ash determina-

tions (34), it appears that the average percentage of ash in sorghum

juice amounts to 1.07 per cent; hence it appears that a loss of 2.76

per cent of glucose is apparently counterbalanced by a gain of 1.70 per

cent of organic solids not sugar, the ash varying but slightly. These

figures are subject to future revision, when a much larger number of

ash determinations may render it possible to draw conclusions with

greater safety.

One point, however, seems to be strongly suggested, namely, that

the decrease in glucose bears a much closer relationship to the increase

of organic solids not sugar, than to the increase of crystallizable sugar.

In other words, it seems at least possible that the commonly accepted

idea that cane sugar is formed in plants only through the intervention

of glucose, may be a mistaken idea. This point is a very interesting

one, and worthy of careful study in the future.

4th. The percentage of total solids regularly increases, with a few

exceptions, with the increase of specific gravity ; the average increase

for each gain of .001 in specific gravity, is 0.17 percent of total solids.

5th. Experience has showu that the percentage of crystallizable

sugar in the total solids of the juice should exceed 70, in order that

good results may be had. See Table of Averages for 1880.

An inspection of these tables indicates that these juices attained that
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percentage (see column headed '-Available sugar") when the specific

gravitv 1.066 was reached, and this per cent was maintained, and even

exceeded, until the specific gravity 1.086 was passed. After this the

l^er cent is somewhat variable, because specific gravities above 1.086

were not attained until quite late in the season, when the plants had

nearly or quite ceased growing ; also, the number of experiments for

these higher specific gravities was smaller than for the lower figures.

It is safe to say that the profitable working period for sorghum canes

begins when the juice attains the specific gravity 1.066, and continues

until the specific gravity 1.086 is reached and frequently even longer.

During this period, the canes examined furnished on an average

61.9 per cent ofjuice from the stripped stalks. A good mill should

furnish not less than 60 per cent on the large scale. Several manu-

facturers are willing to contract f >r mills to furnish 65 per cent.

6 th. On the supposition that a good mill, yielding at least 60 per cent

of juice from the stripped stalks, is used, the amount of sugar which

should be obtained from 100 pounds of stalks, is found by referring to

the figures in the last column corresponding with the specific gravity

of the juice obtained. For example, each 100 pounds of stripped

stalks, the juice from which has the specific gravity 1.073, should actu-

ally furnish 7.7 pounds of cane sugar.

Specific Gravity Tables of Juices of Sorghum.

In these tables the average result in percentage of juice ob-

tained, the j^ercentage of the sevei*al constituents of the juice, the

available sugar calculated as the difference between the sucrose and

the sum of the solids not sucrose, the exponent of purity, by which is

meant the percentage of sucrose in the total solids of the juices, and

the available sugar calculated from this "exponent," as also the num-
ber of analyses made, is shown for each degree of specific gravity

:
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AVERAGE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF SORGHUM JUICES AT DIFFERENT SPECIFIC

GRAVITIES.

1879.

0)
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AVERAGE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF SORGHUM JUICES AT DIFFERENT SPECIFIC

GRAVITIES, 1880.
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AVERAGE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF SORGHUM JUICES, ETC., 1880.— Continued.
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soRGHrM JUICES, 1881.— Continued.

Specific
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AVERAGE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF SORGHUM JUICES AT DIFFERENT SPECIFIC
GRAVITIES, 1882.

No. of
analyses.
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SPECIFIC GRATITT OF MAIZE JETICES, AND THEIR COMPOSITION,

lu the following tables, the average composition of juices of maize

stalks, at each specific gravity, and obtained from a number of varie-

ties in all, is given. It will be seen that the general results show that

the composition of these juices also may be determined by their specific

gravity.
MAIZE JUICES, 1880.

Specific
gravity.
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As to relative value of sorghum and maize juices of the same spe-

cific gravity, reference is made to page 443, where this point is dis-

cussed at length.

MAIZE JUICES, 1881.

>
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Averaye Be-nUts of Analyses of Sorghum Juices during their Working

Period.

From what has been already said, it is clear that the best results in

sugar or syrup can only be secured when the seed is fully ruatured,

and when the specific gravity of the juices shall equal or exceed 1.066.

If now we average the results of those analyses of sorghum juices,

the specific gravity of which exceeded 1 065, we find the results given

in the following tables.

Although, for the greater part, the varieties under examination

were entiiely different, and, as wUl be seen by reference to the meteor-

ological data given upon page 147, the several seasons were, in their

climatic conditions, widely unlike, it will be found that the several

tables give very closely accordant results; thus fully confirming the

opinion that the character of the crop may be very closely ascertained

by the specific gravity of the juice, both as to its value for sugar and

syrup.

AVERAGE RESULTS FOR SORGHCM, 1879.

[Juices above 1 065 specific gravity,]

Per cent
Snerose in juice,. 13 .35

Glucose in juice 1.9A
Soliils not PUsfars in juice ... 2 79
Available sugar bv ditterence 8 62
Exponent 73.8
Available sugar by exponent 9.85
Nomber of analyses, 117.

AVERAGE RESULTS FOR SORGHCM, ISSO.

fJuices above l.Owspecificgravity.j

Per cent.
Juice obtained 60.i>

Sucrose in juice 13 85
Glucose in juice 1.64
Solids not sugars in juice 3 S5
Available sugar by difference 8 36
Exponent 717
Available sugar by exponent 9.93
Kumber of analyses, 1,127.

AVERAGE RESULTS FOR SORGHUM, ISSl.

[Juices above 1.065 specific gravity.]

Per cent.
Juice obtained 58 51
Sucrose in juice 13.29
Polarization 14.31
Glucose in juice 1.62
Solids noc sugars in juice .. . 3 55
Available sugar by diffierence. 10 12
Exponent ......." 74 7
Available sugar by xpoaenU 11.42
Number of aualysd oOL
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AVERAGE RESULTS FOR SORGHUM, 1882.

[Juices above 1.065 specific gravity.]
Per cent.

Juice obtained 51. 52*

Sucrose in juice 14.00
Polarization 13 .54

Gluco.se in juice 153
Solids not sugars in juice. 3.06
Available sugar by difference 9 41
Exponent ' 75.3
Available sugar by exponent 10.54
Number of analyses, 513.

AVERAGE RESULTS FOR SORGHUM, 1879, '80, '81, '82.

[Juices above 1.065 specific gravity.]
Per cent.

Juice obtained. . .
56.75'

Sucrose in juice 14 12
Polarization 13 94
Glucose in juice 168
Solids not sugars in juice 3 31
Available sugar by difference 9 13-

Exponent 73.9

Available sugar by exponent 10.43

Number of analyses, 2,348.

From the above results it will be seen that, as the average of 2,348

analyses of over 100 varieties of sorghum, and during a period of four

successive years, there was fiund in one ton (2,000 pounds) of sor-

ghum by exponent 118.3 pounds of sugar available, and by difference

103.6 pounds; while in the several years the results were as follows

:

AVAILABLE SUGAR FROM 2,000 POUNDS STRIPPED SORGHUM STALKS.

1879 . . .

.

1880 . . .

.

ISSl ...

18S2 ..

1879-82

By Difference.

97.8
100.7
118 4
106 8
103.6

It would appear, therefore, clearly established, as the result of all

these analyses of nearly every variety of sorghum known, that, with

our ordinary mills, we may secure from every ton of stalks, if Avorked

at the proper time, at least 110 pounds of sugar; a result fully equal

to the average secured from sugar-cane in Louisiana.

Average Results of Analyses of Maize Juices During the Working Period.

I

The following tables give the average results secured by the analy-

ses of the juices of several varieties of maize in the years 1880, 1881.

If we include all the analyses of maize juices in which the specific
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gravity exceeded 1.055 for 1880, there were made in all 118 analyses,

"with the following average results :

AVERAGE RESULTS FOR MAIZE, 1880.

[Juices above 1.055 specific gravity.]
Percent.

Juice obtained 53.43
Sucrose in juice 11..30

Glucose in juice 1.01
Solids not sugars in juice 4.12
Available sugar=sucrose—(glucose+solids) 6.17
E.xponent 68.8
Available sugar calculated by exponent 7.77
JCumber of analyses, US.

AVERAGE RESULTS FOR M-4.IZE, 1881.

[Juices above 1.055 specific gi avity.]
Per cent.

Juice obtained 54.60
Sucrose in juice 1172
Glucose in juice 2.27
Solids not sugars in juice 2.39
Polarization 10 86
Available sugar=sucrose—(glucose and solids) 7.06
E.xponent 71.6
Available sugar calculated by exponent S.39
Number of Analyses, 28.

The available sugar from one ton (2,000 pounds) of maize stalks was,

in 1880, by exponent method of estimation, 83 pounds, a ditfereuce

between sucrose and other solids of &() pounds; in 1881, from 2,000

pounds stalks, by exponent, 92 pounds, a difference of 77 pounds be-

tween sucrose and other solids.

The results by polarization of the above maize juices in 1881 was

92.6 per cent of the results obtained by analysis.

The Hydrometer and Ripe Seed Sufficient to Indicate the Proper Time for

Working the Crop.

It will be seen, by reference to the preceding tables, that it is within

the means of the common fanner to inform himself accui-ately as to

the condition of his crop by simply examining the seed, and by
the hydrometer learning the specific giavity of the expressed

juice.

For each increase of .001 n specific gravity between 1048 and 1086,

in the year 1880, there was an average increase (glucose excepted) in

the several constituents of the juice of the several sorghums as fol-

lows:
Per cent.

Sucrose 251
Solids 067
Available sugar 257
Glucose. minus.. .073
Number of analyses, 2,186.
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In 1881, the increase for each .001 specific gravity was, in the aver-

age results for specific gravity, between 1052 and 1082

:

Per pent.
Sucrose 305
Solids 013
Available sugar 354
Glucose. .minus.. 062
Number of analyses, 438.

The general average for the years 1879, 1880, and 1881, specific

gravity between 1048 and 1080, Avas for each increase of .001 specific

gravity:

Per cent.
Sucrose 238
Solids 028
Available sugar 2(i2

Glucose minus.. .052
Number of analyses, 2,900.

For changes in specific gravity in successive stages of development,

each increase of .001 specific gravity corresjwnded to the following re-

sults :

Specific
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PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS FOR ANALYSIS OF SORGHUM, MAIZE, AND
SUGAR-CANE JUICES.

Fehling's Solutmi.

Weigh out the following: C^H^K Na06.4H20 crystallized Ro-

chelle salt, 2595 grams
;
powder it aud put it iu a large glass balloon

flask, holding at least 20 liters; add NaHO caustic soda, 820.8 grams,

and then pour over it 7 liters of water, and shake up until dissolved.

Dissolve in 3 liters of water 519.6 grams CuSO^.SHaO crystallized

sulphate of copper, and add the solution of the copper salt to the so-

lution of Rochelle salts and caustic soda ; then add water enough to

make 15 liters iu all.

It is well to powder the Rochelle salts and the sulphate of copper,

to hasten the solution of them. It is of advantage to place the hy-

drate of soda upon the powdered Rochelle salts, in order that its solu-

tion may be readily effected, without allowing it to come in contact

directly with the glass.

Permanganate Solution.

131.748 grams (132.) of crystallized permanganate of potash,

KgMugOg, dissolved iu 30 liters of water, gives a solution of the

proper strength.

100 c. c. of decinormal oxalic acid solution should equal 72 c. c. of this

permanganate solution.

Basic Acetate of Lead Solution.

4500 grams of pulverized lead acetate, Pb (€211302)2, are mixed

with 2700 grams of lead oxide, PbO, and 2500 c. c. of Avater added to

the mixture. It is then boiled for two hours in an iron pot, with stir-

ring, the evaporated water being replaced. Filter in bottles.

Ferric Alum Solution.

Ferric alum, 500 grams; water, HgO, 5 liters; sulphuric acid,

H2SO4, 250 c. c. Dissolve the powdered alum in the water, and then

add the sulphuric acid.
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CHAPTER XVI.

(a.) Methods of manufacture of different sorghum sugar, and syrup makers.

(&.) Experiments in sorghum sugar manufacture, on a large scale, at the

Department of Agriculture, at Washington.

(c.) Causes of failure in the manufacture of sugar at the Department of Ag-

riculture, at Washington.

METHODS OF MANUFACTURE.

For the purpose of showing the present methods of manufacture of

sugar and syrup, and the variations possible, without endangering

success, the following briefly detailed methods are given of a few of

those manufacturers who have, thus far, been most successful. It is to

be said, that, while the methods differ greatly, they generally agree in

the importance of promptness, and in carrying forward the several op-

erations in cleanliness, and especially in the greatest care in defecation

of the juices.

It is interesting to see that all of these reports are from the more

northerly states, averaging 41° north latitude, and varying from 39°

to 44°; also, that the longitude varies from 2° E. to 14° 5' W., cov-

ering an area of 350 by 1,200 miles; thus showing the possible area

for the successful cultivation of sorghum for sugar, while the im-

mensely larger area, extending from 39° north latitude to the gulf, and

from the Atlantic to the mountain regions of the west, is doubtless

better adapted to the growth of this plant than most of the more

northern states. Thus far this new industry has been largely limited

to the north and west, possibly through greater enterprise in northern

farmers and capitalists, and greater readiness to enter upon new indus-

tries which give promise of success.

Several of those whose methods are given were among the success-

ful competitors for prizes given by the Department of Agriculture for

those who should report the best results in sorghum sugar making in

1882.
Plan for a Cheap, Economical Home Factory.

The following plate. No. XLIX, published by J. A. Field & Co., St.

Louis, Mo., presents a plan for a small sugar or syrup works, such as

is in very general use among our fai'mers, and which, at very moderate

expense, will enable the farmer to manufacture his small acreage of

sorghum into excellent syrup, either for home consumption or for some

central factory.
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r.j.:- xl:x.

PLAN FOR A CHEAP. ECONO^nCAL HOME FACTOEY.

A. Location of MilL B. Pipe from Mill to Juice Vat. C. Strainer at Mill. D. Strainer
a.t Juice Vat. E. Juice Vat. FF. Evaporators. G. Cooling Tank for Syrup.
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Champaign Sugar Company, Champaign, III.

TROFESSORS WEBER AXD SCOVEI.L.

1. Cane passed through a 3 roll mill, the bagasse saturated with,

hot water, and then passed through a second 3 r.)ll mill ; the juice

from both mills received in a common tank.

2. Juice treated witli milk of lime in defecators to neutralization,

as shown by litmus paper; then heated to boiling and skimmed.

After skimming, alloAved to settle half an hour or more, and then the

clear juice is drawn off from the sediment.

3. Juice from defecati)r is evaporated in open pan to 25° Beaume,

and the semi-syrup drawn off into settling tanks'.

4. After having deposited its impurities, the semi-syrup is drawn

ofl' from the sediment and filtered through bone-coal.

5. The semi-syrup from the bone-coal filters is evaporated t > me-

lada in vacuum pan ; and, after being purged in centrifugal, tlie mo-

lasses is again boiled in vacuum pan to 40° Beaume for second sugars.

Agricultural Department University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

PHOFliSSOR SWF.XSOX.

. 1. Cane pressed as soon as possible after cutting, and the juice

strained through a straw filter (bucket filled with straw).

2. Juice heated to lukewarmness and made slightly alkaline with

lime, as shown by litmus paper, then heated to boiling as quickly as

possible, and steam turned off; then skimmed, and again heated to

slight boiling, the steam again turned off, and the fresh scum removed.

This operation is repeated two or three times, giving finally a clear

juice nearly free from sediment.

3. The defecated juice is evaporated in open pan to about 20*^

Beaume,

4. From the evaporator the semi-syrup is taken to vacuum pan,

and evaporated to about 42° Beaume, thence emptied into tin-lined

wooden vats, each holding about 50 gallons, wdiere it is allowed to re-

main three or four days.

,

Every step hurried as much as possible, averaging about three hours

from time cane was pressed till the drawing off from the vacuum pan

into the crj'stallizing tanks.

This process, as will be seen, differs somewhat from the method de-

scribed by Professor Sweuson, and published in the Report of the Com-

mittee of the National Academy of Science upon " The Sorghum Su-

gar Industry," p. 84.

The chief difference is in the method of defecation.
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Do rot allow the cane to stand stripped in the field.

Work up the cane as soon as possible after being cut.

Defecate the juice as soon as possible after leaving the mill.

For defecation use milk of lime, freed from coarse particles by straining:

add it gradually to the juice with vigorous stirring until a piece of red litmus

paper is turned to a pale purple.

Heat the juice quickly to the boiling point, as shown by the swelling and
breaking of the scum.

Remove the scum after allowing the juice to remain quiet for five minutes.

Draw oflF the clear juice through an aperture near the bottom of the defecator

into the evaporating pan.

And sulphurous acid to the clear juice until a piece of blue litmus paper is

reddened.*

Evaporate down until it reaches a density of 45^ B.. or, if boiled in an open

pan. to a boiling temperature of 234° F.

Place in a warm room to crystallize, and in about a week it will be ready to

separate.

Sterling Si/rup Works, Sterling, Kansas.

1. Juice received in large tanks (5<X) gallons), divided by a parti-

tion, one side being filled with hav, through which the juice is filtered.

2. In the defecator, lime is added to the cold juice till blue litmus

shows only a faint tinge of red. Then the juice is heated to 180° F.

The steam is turned off, the scum removed, and the juice allowed to

settle.

3. After settling, the defecated juice is drawn into the evaporator,

heated by steam-pij^es, and, with skimming, reduced to 22^ Beaume.
4. The semi-syrup is now exposed to sulphurous acid fumes as it is

drawn fn^m the evaporator into tanks, where it remains until suffi-

ciently settled.

5. The semi-syrup is then evaporated in the " finisher," heated bv
copper coil, to 35° Beaume, and from the finisher drawn into a cooler 12

feet long and 2 feet wide, in which it is quickly cooled by means of

manifold pipe, through which cold water is circulated.

6. After cooling, the syrup is stored in large tanks until all fr.jth

has risen to the surface, and is then drawn into barrels.

Xelson Malthy, Geneva, Ohio.

1. Cane crushed in 3 roll mill. Juice passes through a straw

filter.

2. Juice heated in the defecator by steam to 180" F. , and then

*This step may be omitted if no excess of lime has been added during defe-

cation. It will have no effect on the quantity of sugar obtained, but will make
a lighter colored molasses.
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neutralized with milk of lime, as shown by litmus paper, after which

it is heated to the boiling point ; then steam is turned off, scum re-

moved, and, as soon as the sediment settles, the clear juice is drawn by

a swing pipe into a tank where it is treated with sulphurous acid until

litmus paper is reddened.

3. The defecated juice, after addition of sulphurous acid, is concen-

trated by a Cook . evaporator to about 30° Beaume, and is then con-

ti-ated in a pan, heated by steam-pipes, to a boiling point of 228° F.

for syrup, and 235° F. for sugar.

The concentrated syrup is stored in room heated to from 80° to 100°

F. for from 1 to 6 days, and then purged in a centrifugal.

Drummond Brothers, Warrensburg, 3Iissouri.

1. The expressed juice is filtered through a perforated tin strainer,

and received in a tank, in which it is allowed to settle, the juice being

drawn from the top into a Cook evaporator, Avhere the only agent for

defecation is heat. The scum is removed, and the semisyrup from

this first pan is still further concentrated in another Cook evaporator

to 230° F. boiling point, if syrup is intended to be made, or to 234°

F. for sugar.

2. From the second Cook pan the syrup (for the purpose of rapid

cooling) is passed through a shallow tin trough into the storage tank,

3. For sugar, the syrup is kept in shallow tanks, in a room heated

to from 80° to 90° F.

4. The molasses is drained off through sacks.

A. J. Decker, Fond du Lac, Wis.

1. Cane passed through 3 roll mill, and juice filtered through wire

gauze and straw filters.

2. Lime is added in the defecators until nearly neutral, the juice

remaining slightly acid, and then l)y steam-pipes is heated as quick as

possible to the boiling point, and the steam is turned off. The scum

is removed and the sediment allowed to settle. The clear juice is then

drawn off by a faucet near the bottom of the defecators. If the defe-

cation is good, the juice should be as clear as water.

3. The juice is evaporated in open pans heated by steam-pipes, and

the syrup is drawn into coolers of galvanized iron, with a coil of tin

pipe at the bottom, through which is pumped a stream of cold water.

From the cooler the syrup is drawn into large storage tanks, and,

after crystallizing, the sugar is purged by means of a centrifugal.
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Oak Sin Rejining Company, EdicardsviUe, Madison County, HI.

1. The juice from the mill passes through a long perforated screen

for removing mechanical impurities, to the sulphur box, where it is

treated with sulphurous acid from the burning of sulphur, the sulphur-

ous acid passing over a water-trough 8 feet long (to take out any sul-

phuric acid) before it reaches the sulphur box and juice. From the

sulphur box the juice is received in tanks, in which some sediment

falls.

2. Milk of lime, about 12° Beaume, is added to the juice in the

defecators before heating, and not quite to the p^int of neutralization,

as showTi by litmus paper. Heat is now applied by means of steam

coils at bottom. When the first heavy blanket of scum is obtained,

it is skimmed, and then another scum is brought up and removed.

The juice is now boiled briskly for a few minutes, and then allowed

to settle. The juice should then be quite clear, and is drawn into

settling tanks to permit the further deposit of impurities, and then is

drawn into evaporators.

3. The defecated juice is concentrated in a circidar evaporator with

a scum trough, into which the green scum, which at first forms, is swept

as fast as it rises. When all the scum has been removed, the boil-

ing is urged, with high steam (80 pounds) pressure, till a semi-syrup

of 20° to 25° Beaume is obtained.

4. The semi-syrup is then drawn into settling tanks, if not quite

clear, and is in a second circular evaporator brtjught to 35° or 36°

Beaume; but it is desirable to complete the evaporation before the

semi-syrup is allowed to cool. The concentrated syrup is cooled as

speedily as possible, by allowing it to run over a wide surface exposed

to the air before it passes into the storage tanks.

5. Before liming, good results have been obtained by adding to the

cold juice in the defecator a small amount of superphosphate of lime.

Jefferson Sugar Company, Jeffet-son, Ohio.

1. Juice from 3 roll mill, heated by steam-pipes to 180° F., and

neutralized with milk of lime ; then heated to boiling, skimmed, al-

lowed to settle, and the clear liquor drawn off into a settling tank,

where it is made acid with a solution of sulphurous acid or with the

2. Evaporated to semi-syrup with skimming, in open galvanized

iron pan, heated by steam, and the semi-syrup finished in a separate

pan heated with steam.
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William Frazier, Esofea, Vernon county, Wisconsin.

1. Juice received from the mill into settling tanks, and drawn from

the sediment into a liming tank, where it is treated with milk or cream

of lime to neutralization, as shown by blue litmus paper being turned

purple.

2. A long pan, 17 x 3^ feet, divided into compartments of 5, 4, and

8 feet, is used in defecation and evaporation to semi-syrup. The
limed juice is drawn into the five foot compartment next the chimney,

Avhere it is slowly heated, but never boils, and is skimmed once in five

or six hours. From this compartment, which is higher than the rest

of the pan, it passes to the four foot compartment, where it is heated

nearly to boiling, and is skimmed as necessary, and by a gate the

clarified juice passes into the eight foot compartment, which is made
like a C(jok pan, with divisions 16 inches wide. While passing through

this channel of 21 feet, it is rapidly boiled, with the removal of green

scum, and then is drawn into a semi-syrup tank, and allowed to settle

for about an hour.

3. To the semi-syrup is added a solution of porous alum, about one

pint to 100 gallons of semi-syrup. This solution contains one-half

ounce of the porous alum to the pint.

4. The semi-syrup is drawn from the sediment into a Cook pan,

where it is reduced to syrup. The finished syrup runs through a

wooden trough, 32 feet long, to a cooler.

Paul Steck, San Francisco, California.

1. Juice heated to 120 F., and then neutralized with milk of lime,

as shown by litmus test, then heating till the scum forms on surface;

steam is shut off, and the juice freed from scum and sediment by

passing through filter presses, then through filters of bone-black, 3 feet

in diameter and 25 feet long.

2. The defecated and filtered juice was evaporated to 21° Beaume,

in double eflfect apparatus, under 24 inch vacuum.

3. The semi-syrup, if not clear, is again passed through bone-black

filters, and then brought to syrup or sugar test in vacuum pan; syrup

from vacuum pan run into crystallization tanks, then purged by cen-

trifugals.

William P. Wlieeler, Chittenango, Neiu Yoi^k.

1. Juice flowed from mill through straw filter into the receiving and

settliug tank, thence into defecator of galvanized iron, where it was

heated to 180° F., and by milk of lime just neutralized, as shown by

litmus paper; then quickly brought to boiling point ; and, before active
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boiling begau, the heat was withdrawn, the scum removed, and the

sediment allowed to s-ubside, which required about half au hour.

2. The clear defecated juice was drawn, by means of a stop-cock

placed just above the Iwttom of the defecator, into a galvanized iron

pan, twelve feet long and 4 feet wide, divided into three compartments,

connected by gates in the partitions. The skimming was mainly com-

pleted in the first and second compartments, and the semi-syrup from

the third was allowed to run in a continuous stream into a Cook pan,

in which concentration was conipleted. The syrup was stored in a

tin -lined tank until thoroughly cool.

3. The sediment from the defecator was filtered through plaited baff

filters, described on page 289, and filtered juice added to the first evap-

orator.

Rio Grande Sugar Company, Bio Grande, X. J.

1. Juice is expressed by three-roll mill, and the bagasse is again

passed through two additional rolls; the juice from both sets of rolls

being received in one tank, and thence pumjied to another.

2. In this latter there is added to the iuice cream of lime, com-

pletely saturated with sulphurous acid, which has been passed into it.

Enough of this sulphite of lime is added to render juice slightly turbid.

3. After settling, the juice is run into the defecating tanks proper,

where it is heated to boiling, then skimmed, and passed through the

filter press.

4. The defecated and filtered juice is drawn into the evaporators,

where it is reduced by heat from steam coils until scum ceases to rise.

5. The thin syrup is taken into a horizontal vacuum pan, resembling

a tubular boiler; where under about 25 inches of vacimm, it is

brought to pan liquor, which is brought into the vacuum pan, and

concentrated to melada. This, after storing two to five davs in a warm
room, in iron tanks, passes to the mixer, and next to the ceutrifugais.

Mesults Obtained by Different Methods of Evaporation of Sugar-Cane

Juice from Louisiana Canes.

The following comparative results, obtained by different methods of

evaporation, are given by McCulloh, in his report to the government,

and are of interest in this connection.

They were prepared for publication by C. Conrad Johnson, Esq.,

an experienced sugar-boiler.

In the following table, comparison is made between the several dif-

ferent systems of manufacture, as therein given, both with respect to

the amounts of sugars produced, the relative quality or grade of pro-

duct, and the total pecuniary value in a relative point of view of each
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result, the Avhole being based upon an equal amount of extractable

sugar in each case.

VALUE OF A CROP OF CANE MADE INTO SUGAR BY SIX DIFFERENT PROCESSES,

INTO HOGSHEADS, WITHOUT BEING SYRUPED, AT THE PRICE EACH CLASS HAS

BEEN SOLD OR IS WORTH THIS SEASON, 1847.

[The u'hole quantity of dry svgnr being in each ca-se 653,367 pounds, and the boiling %)Ower re-

quired for each crop bang S,000 pounds.]

o

o
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are alike, l>otli Avith reference to the total amount of gross values pro-

duced and the relative economy of each method, "with respect to cost

of production, referred to the net product. Thus, in both instances,

they stand as follows: 8, -J-8, 5, 3, 2, 1, 4; the method 8 giving the

best and 4 the poorest, proving that the rules indicated by scientific

investigation are substantiated by the results of practical experience.

From these data we may conclude, therefore, that vacuum apparatus,

when properly combined with suitable clarifying appurtenances, will

always give the most satisfactory returns, and, in the increased value

of the product, will, in a short period, repay the original first cost.

EXPERIMEX'TS IX SUGAR MAXUFACTURE AT THE DEPAETMEXT OF

AGEICULTUF.E AT WASHIXGTOX.

In connection with the laboratory investigations which have been

conducted upon the sorghum and maize plants during the past few

years at the Department of Agriculture, there have been made, notably,

during the seasons of 1880 and 1881, a series of experiments with ref-

erence to the production of sugar from these plants up^n a scale of

commercial importance. A careful record was made of each detail of

these several experiments, and, in view ofthe importance, practically and

scientifically, of the results obtained, this record is worthy of very care-

ful study on the part of those contemplating any attempt at sugar

making.

This is the more important, since the results of these practical experi-

ments at Washington have been the subject of such ignorant miscon-

ception and willful representation, that it is possible the head of the

department felt himselfjustified in his efforts to invest with ridicule and

becloud with doubts every eflTort on the part of those seeking to estab-

lish an important industry.

The experiments made at the Department of Agriculture were those

of the " small mill " and the " large mill," as they were for convenience

designated.

The " small mill" consisted of a " Victor mill," with a capacity of

from 40 to 50 gallons of juice per hour, defecator, and evaporator, the

latter being an open pan of galvanized iron without partitions. This

form was desirable, since each lot ofjuice defecated was converted into

syrup, collected, weighed, and analyzed. Direct heat was used in both

defecation and evaporation in the small mill.

The "large mill" consisted of mill, defecators, sulphur box, filters,

evaporators, vacuum pan, cars, mixer, and centrifugal. Steam was

used throughout in the operations of the large mill.

33
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The crops of sorghum grown for the large mill were as follows

:

At Mr. Goldeu's, about one mile from Uniontown, forty-four varie-

ties of sorghum, in small lots, amounting in all to 13 acres. These

varieties were chiefly the same as those grown upon the grounds of the

department. There was also grown by him 3 acres of the Liberian

and 12 acres of the Honduras. Owing to the excessive drought, thir-

teen of the small lots failed to germinate, and these were re-planted

June 1st and 2ud.

There were also planted upon the grounds of Mr. Carlisle Patterson,

just beyond the city limits, some 65 acres of Early Amber and of

Link's Hybi'id, and, owing to the backward season and ravages of the

wire and cut worms, this plat was re-planted three times, the last

planting being completed June 18th.

There was also planted upon the grounds of Dr. Dean, about one

mile from Benning's Bridge, 12 acres in Honduras, 10 acres in Neea-

zana, 10 acres in Early Orange, 12 acres in Liberian, and 6 acres in

the eight varieties of maize planted upon the department grounds.

The sorghums were planted by May 23rd, and the maize by May 25th.

Dr. Dean began re-planting Honduras June 2nd, Early Orange

June 7th, Liberian June 9th, Neeazana June 13th. Dr. Dean began

second re-planting Honduras June 18th, Early Orange June 20th, Li-

berian June 21st, Xeeazana June 29th.

To any one who has carefully perused this volume, it is useless to

say that this delay was fatal to success in the production of sugar, and

that failure was inevitable, unless all previous experience was to be

falsified.

The failure of the crop to mature, as had been coufidently predicted

during the summer, was fully realized. At last, with the assurance

that frosts would soon render the crop unfit even for syrup, ow'ing to

its immature state, it was resolved to begin work, since, with the lim-

ited capacity of the mill, it would require at least two months to work

up the entire crop of 135 acres. Accordingly, the work of cutting the

cane began September 19th, and grinding began September 26th, and

was continued without any serious interruption until October 28th.

At this time, the cane still remaining on the field, through the effect

of frosts and succeeding warm weather, had become worthless. The

cane from 93| acres in all was brought to the mill, the last portions of

which had already become sour and offensive.

Those portions worked were of the earliest varieties planted, since

there was more hope of possible success with those than with the other

varieties.

In the experiments with the large mill, each load of cane was
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weigbed, the juice measured in the defecator, of which the capacity

was known, and at intervals during the day samples of the freshly ex-

pressed juices were taken for analysis in the laboratory. The syrups

produced were also carefully weighed and also analyzed.

As evidence of the condition of the crop, it may be mentioned that

all the seed which had sufficiently matured to make it possible to save,

was carefully gathered, and the total product of the 9o^ acres was

about 150 bushels, or one and two-thirds bushels per acre. If we es-

timate 17 bushels of seed to the acre as a reasonable crop for land of

the character of that selected for growing this sorghum, it will be seen

that only 10 per cent of the ci-op had reached maturity. As this, un.

fortunately, was iuterraixed with the other nine-tenths in everv condi-

tion of immaturity, a large portion not even in blossom, the resultine

syi'ups produced may be anticipated.

On this point, the statements of Peter Lynch, the sugar-boiler, are

conclusive, there being, as he says, but two days, October 4th and 5th,

when he received cane in even a reasonably matured state, and from

this he readily produced sugar. The report of Assistant Parsons, who
had immediate charge of the chemical and other work in the mill,

will be read with interest as a conclusiye statement of the several

causes of failure made by an expert of amj^le experience. See tables

A, B, C.

Since this matter is of such vital practical importance, in connection

with the production of sugar from sorghum, a brief review of some of

the salient points clearly established will be appropriate.

Besultsfrom Analyses of Thirty-five Varieties of Sorghum grown in 1881.

By reference to the table, page 198, giving the general results from

analyses of thirty-five varieties of sorghum in 1881, it will be seen that

the available sugar in their juices during the successive stages was as

follows

:

AVAILABLE SCGAR.
Sta.ee. Per cent.
1. Kot beaded out. 3 §-7

2 ;::-44^
3. Fulljr headet' out _ 3 93
i — 4 29
5. In fu" blossom. 3 gj^

6. — 2 K7
7. Seed in milk. 1 9S
8 _ &4
9. Seed in dougb _l 1 ^4
10

-i- 2 86
11. Seed hard — 4 14
12. :;:i6.:i4
1^ + 7 61
14 + S S7
15 -(- 9 24
16... +1114
1" +11 02
18 +11 77
19 + 9 83
20 + 6.79
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Now, a large portion of the crop was not yet in blossom, i. e., was;

at about the fourth stage, while not over a tenth liad matured the seed,

i. e., reached the eleventh stage. If we take an average of the fifth

to the eleventh stages, inclusive, we shall find that, while the ninth,

tenth, and eleventh stages give a total of 8.14 per cent plus, the fifth,

sixth, seventh, and eighth stages give a total of 17.51 per cent minus

available sugar, or an average for the seven stages of —1.17 per cent.

By this is meant that the per cent of sucrose was 1.17 less than the

sum of the per cents of glucose and solids in the juices. It will fol-

low, then, that the average condition of the crop was such as to abso-

lutely forbid the hope of any sugar being produced, and that its pro-

duction, at any period during the working, was only possible when a

lot of cane might happen to be brought in which was considerably bet-

ter than the average, as indeed occurred two or three times during tlie

month of grinding.

The following tables rej^resent the results of the work, and it will be

seen that these results are in entire harmony with the preceding state-

ments :

Table A.

—

Canes Crushed.

Received from—

Patterson Farm
S. M. Golden
Dr. Dean

Total

Tons.

104
99
25

228

Pounds.

80
1,304
l.OGO

2,444
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Of the juices analyzed, nineteen gave an average per cent of avail-

able sugar of 3.643 plus, while twenty-one gave an average per cent

of 6.190 minus, or a total average of the forty equal to 1.51S minus.

Also, of the syrups analyzed, fourteen gave an average per cent of

available sugar of 12.65 plus, while fourteen gave an average per cent

of 20.03 minus, or a total average of the twenty-eight equal to 3.68

minus.

It will be observed also that, of the several lots of juice worked,

nine gave an aggregate of 3,504 pounds of available sugar, while

eleven lots gave an aggregate minus amount of 6,835 pounds; or, in

other words, had these juices been all mixed in one lot, and had there

been added 3,331 pounds of sugar, it would have been practically im-

possible to have recovered a pound of that added or of that present

originally in the juice.

The table of syrups shows that, of tlie twenty-nine analyzed, fifteen

gave an aggregate of 1,958 pounds of available sugar, while the re-

maining fourteen gave an aggregate of 3,152 pounds minus of avail-

able sugar ; or, in other words, had these twenty-nine syrups been

thrown together in one lot, and 1,194 pounds of pure sugar added, it

would have been impossible to have recovered from this mixture a

pound of the sugar added or originally present in the syrup.

It will also be observed that during the process of manufacture there

was lost 17.5 per cent of the sucrose in the juice, 25.4 per cent of the

glucose, and 12.5 per cent of the solids.

It is noticeable that the loss of glucose was considerably greater than

that of sucrose, and this may be due to the action of lime, which ef-

fects the destruction of glucose, as has been long known to be the case.

It is probable that this decrease in tlie relative amount of glucose ac-

counts for the fact that the average determinations witli the polari-

scope are more nearly those of analysis in the syrups than in the juices,

they being only 8 per cent less than the analysis in the case of the

syrups, while they are nearly 22 percent less than the results of analy-

sis in the case of the juices.

The character of the canes worked, may also be seen by the low spe-

cific gravity averaging 1.058 and the low percentage of syrup which

the juice yielded upon evaporation (11), tor, as will be seen by refer-

ence to the work of the small mill, the average of twelve lots of juice

from canes grown upon the department ground gives 21 per cent of

syrup of a greater density, in the juice, or nearly double the amount of

that obtained above. The above specific gravity, is that of juice from

canes which have not attained their best condition, since, as the analyt-
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ical results show, the maximum content of both s^Tup and sugar was

found when the average specific gravity of the juices was 1.082.

Experiments tcith the Small Mill.

Isear the close of the season, when some varieties had already l:>egun

to fall off in their content of sugar, and other varieties were still improv-

ing in quality, the crop of thirty-five varieties of sorghum, grown on

the grounds of the Department of Agriculture was cut, leaving enough

of each variety standing in order to continue and complete the dailv

analyses going on in the laboratory.

The several lots were in succession cut, weighed, and the juice ob-

tained from each lot, and a .sample analyzed.

The juice was defecated with milk of lime, as usual, and the defe-

cated juice evaporated iu an ^>pen pan to a syrup sufficiently dense to

be kept without danger of fermentation. The syrup was weighe<i and
also analA'zed.

The object of these experiments was to determine whether it was not

possible to prepare, with simple and inexpensive apparatus, such as

the ordinary farmer might possess, syrups of high grade, i. e., contain-

ing a large per ceutage of sugar. These syrups, it was intended to

further reduce and crystallize in the vacuum pan of the large mill,

and thus show the farmer' that he could, with little expense, prepare

syrups from which sugar cuuld be profitably extracted ; and also con-

vince refiners and others that they could safely purchase these svrups

and as readily obtain from them the sugar as from similar products

from the sugar-cane.

The experiments made at the Department of Agriculture in 1878
and 1879 had sufficiently demonstrate<l the ease with which crvstalliz-

able sugar could be obtained even with this simple outfit, but the

practical difficulty experienced in purging it without a centrifusal

machine was such as to warrant us iu recommending the farmer not to

endeavor to make sugar, but to make these hisrh crrade svrups. He
then could secure a local market for consumption as syrups, or, should

the product be ver}- great, the refiners would become purchasers so

soon as convinced that they could safely and profitablv work these

svrups for sugar.

As evidence that our work in previous years sufficed to warrant our

discontinuing experiments in that direction, those results are here

given, from which it will be seen that we then obtaine<l an amouut of

sugar fairly comparable with the average results from sugar-cane.

In 1878, we obtained the syrups from the juices of sorghum, maize,

and pearl millet of very excellent quality in their content of suear. and
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we obtained from these syrups, sugars of a high grade when compared

with other muscovado sugars as these were. The sorghum sugar pol-

arized 94°, the maize sugar polarized 90°, and the sugar from pearl

millet 92°.

The yield of the syrup in sugar was large, the sorghum syrup giving

in its first crystallization 34.6 per cent of its weight in sugar, another

sample 31.3 per cent; the maize syrup giving in sugar 32 per cent of

its weight.

In 1879, we obtained syrups from sorghum, which iu their first crys-

tallization yielded 54.7 per cent of their weight in sugar of excellent

quality ; another syrup gave 47.5 per cent, while a syrup irom the

stalks of common field corn gave 39.3 per cent of sugar.

The above residts fully justified the conclusion given in the rejwrt of

the work of 1878, at the Department of Agriculture, viz. :

The point which these experiments have fully settled is, that there exists no

difficulty in making, from either corn or sorghum, a first rate quality of sugar,

which will compare favorably with the best product from sugar-cane grown in

the most favorable localities.

During the past years, nothing has been done or been developed by

later investigations to necessitate any modification of the above conclu-

sion. Since then, efforts have been directed toward the determination

of those conditious which would render such production the most profit-

able, and the continued and careful study of these several plants

during their period of life has appeared most likely to throw light up-

on practical work.

i3esides the experimental plat of sorghum upon the department

grounds, there were grown, as has been stated, numerous small plats of

these several varieties upon the farm of Mr. Golden, near Uniontown;

also small plats of several kinds of maize upon the farm of Dr. Dean,

near Benuing's Station ; also a small plat of six varieties of sorghum

by Mr. Green upon the Potomac flats at the Virginia end of the Long
Bridge. These small plats were intended to be worked at the small

mill, for the purpose of learning their relative productiveness and

value in the production of good syrups, rich in sugar.

The number of separate experiments made with the small mill was

40, and these extended from September 12th to October 22nd.

The following tables give every detail concerning these experiments,

and will repay a very careful consideration. Analyses of juices and

syrups, weights of stalk and average yield, percentages of juice and of

syrups, the time occupied in each operation, temperatures of defecation,

and in fact any detail calculated to throw light upon these results is.

given.
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In reference to these results, which have proved in many respects

so surprising, many may see abundant reason for any failure which has

attended their efforts, and will be impressed with the importance of

establishing by careful experiment, points which by many would be

readily assumed as true, and even with a show of reason, but which in

fact may be iar different from their iJieconceived ideas.
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juice
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In 1879 there were made at the Department of Agriculture, with

the same apparatus already described for the small mill, 33 experi-

ments in making sugar from cornstalks, sorghums, pearl millet, etc., in

all of which there were used over 23 tons of stalks. The result of these

experiments was to fully confirm all the experiments of the previous

rear not only, but to help toward the solution of certain questions of

the highest practical importance. In every case, it was found that

the quality of the syrup obtained was precisely such as the previous

analysis in the laboratory of the juice used made probable. An
average of the nine best syrups obtained, showed a percentage of cane

sugar present equal to 92.7 of tlie amount originally i^resent in the

juice, while an average of the nine poorest (i. e., containing the low-

est percentage of cane sugar), showed a percentage of cane sugar

present equal to 90.1 of the amount present in the juice.

Below are given the detailed results of the 33 experiments, and
analyses of the juices from which these syrups were made. These stalks

were obtained Iroiu neighboring firmers, and, as will be seen, were

never in the condition best suited for working—but the results obtained

from them are, hov.ever, of great practical value, and are given in

detail.

The last column represents the relative loss of sucrose in makincr

syrup, as compared with the glucose present, but gives no indication

as to the absolute loss which may have been incurred ; and since the

economical production of sugar largely depends upon the amount of

this loss, this matter is discussed more fullv in another place,

34
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SMALL >nLL IK 1879.
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The experiments of 1879 doubtless explain some of the results of the

previous year ; since it is probably true that, owing to the immaturity,

the tops had not yet attained their maximum content of sugar. A
study of the previous tables giving results of the analysis of sorghums

shows that up to a certain period the lowerhalf of the cane is the best,

but that this does not remain true of the sorghum, as it does of the

sugar-cane in Louisiana, since the sorghum does have time to com-

pletely mature, which is not so wifh the sugar-cane in our country.

In the following table there have been calculated from the results

given of the experiments in the making of sugar the following

:

1st. The percentages of the sugar present in the juices operated

upon, which were obtained in the syrup.

2nd. The percentage of crystallizable sugar (sucrose) present in

the juices, which was obtained in the syrup.

3rd. The percentage of uncrystallizable sugar (glucose) present in

the juices, Avhich was obtained in the syrup.

4th. The percentage of crystallizable sugar present in the juices,

which was inverted by the process of manufacture.

5tli. The percentage of uncrystallizable sugar (glucose) destroyed

during the process of manufacture.

The presence of the same relative proporti(ms of crystallizable and

uncrystallizable sugar in a syrup to those present in the juice from

which this syrup has been prepared, by no means implies that there

has been no inversiim of the crystallizable sugar ; for the destructive

action of an excess of lime upon glucose is well known, and is not

unfrequently made avadable m the production of sugar. Hence, it

often happens that the relative quantity of crystallizable sugar in the

syrup may be greatly in excess of that present in the juice, even after

a large quantity of the crystallizable sugar has been destroyed by in-

version. It is only possible, then, to determine the character of the

changes which have taken place in the sugars during the process of

manufticture, by quantitatively detetermiuing the amounts of sucrose

and glucose in the juices and in the syrups prepared from them.

Since, obviously, this is a question of the greatest practical im-

portance, as bearing upon the profitableness of the production of su-

gar from corn stalks or sorghum, the tables following will be studied

with interest.

As in the previous table, there is a constant but not uniform dis-

crepancy between the jDolarization of the syrups and the amount of

crystallizable sugar found present by analysis.

Almost invariably the amount of sucrose found is somewhat in ex-
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cess of the araouut indicated hv the polariscope, and this variation is

such as to forbid auy supposition that it is the result of error in ob-

servation or in analytical work.

This explanation may be found by consulting the following tables,

in which it appears that, although there is generally about the same

amount of glucose in the syrups relative to the amoimt present in the

juice (averaging 97.1 per cent), there is still evidence of the destruc-

tion of an average of 35 per cent of the glucose. This destruction of

glucose appears to be compensated, in part, by the inversion of a certain

portion of the crvstallizable sugar, and this inverted sugar possesses

such action upon the polarized ray as to render the results of the po-

lariscope practically worthless.

Practically, it appears that the proportion of crystall izable sugar

present in the juice, which may be obtained in the syrup, depends

greatly upon the condition of the stalks when worked. For, as will

be seen, the average amount secured in all these experiments was but

77.1 per cent, still in those syrups prepared from canes which were in

the proper condition the amount was over 90 per cent of the ciystal-

lizable sugar present in the juice operated ujwu. (See experiments,

Nos. 6 and 7.) It is not improbable that even better results may be

secured after further experiments shall have perfected the pnxress of

manufacture; but in view of the fact that such results have been at-

tained with the crude and simple apparatus employed in the experi-

ments here recorded, this result is highly gratifying.

We may hope, then, to secure in syrup 90 per cent of the crystal-

lizable sugar present in the juice operated upon.

The results obtained in the ex})eriments made with stalks from

Stowell's Evergreen Sweet Cij-rn are most remarkable and demand ex-

planation. The juice obtained from these stalks gave in the laboratory

excellent results, and promised a syrup of fine quality. By reference

to the tables it will be seen, however, that these syrups (see experi-

ments, ^os. 26 and 27) were wholly abnormal and very disappointing.

These stalks were cut in Frederick, Md., October 11th, packed in a

close car, and, through an oversight, allowed so to remain during op-

pressively hot weather until the 15th. They were worked up on the

16th, 17th, and 18th. Upon their arrival at Washington they were

found so heated as to render their removal frnra the car even difficult,

and yet the juice expressed from them appeared of excellent quality, but

every attempt to produce from it a crvstallizable syrup failed. An
analysis of the syrup shewed that a very large percentage of the sugar

had been inverted (in experiments, ^os. 26 and 27), and that the de-

struction of glucose in the SATup had been unusually large, while the
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amount of crystallizable sugar jDresent in the juice, and recovered in

the syrup, was less than 30 per cent.

A few of the results attained appear to be only explicable upon the

supposition that there have been slight errors in analysis; but revision

of the work fails to reveal such errors, aud the resulis are given in full,

without omission, hoping that future investigation may solve difficulties

wdiich at present appear irreconcilable.
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Manufacture of Sugarfrovi Sorghum,

From the numerous resul s given in Dr. Collier's reports, it is obvious that

the method of manufacture of syrup was such that nearly all of the sujiar pres-

ent in the juices of the sorghura or maize could be secured in the sjrup without

inversion. This point is one of especial importance, practically, and, since the

results diflfer so widely from those of other esperimeLters, they are entitled to

careful consideration.

A single experiment of Dr. Goessmann gave, from a juice containing S.16

per cent sucrose and 3 91 per cent glucose, a syrup containing 37.-18 per cent

sucrose and 37.87 glucose, or as follows:

Juice: Percent
Sucrose 69 S3
Glucose 30 67

Syrup:
Sucrose 47 W
Glucose 1 a2.u5

From which it appears that, supposing there was no loss of glucose in the

operation of making the syrup. 21.39 per cent of the sucrose was converted

into glucose; or, in other words, 30 tjo per cent of the sucrose in the juice was

inverted. If such a result was to follow invariably, no one, we think, wou'.d

hesitate to accept the following conclusion, drawn by Dr. Goesmann from the

above experiment, viz.:

In sight of these facts, it will be quite generally conceded that the sugar production

from syrup like the above must remain a mere incidental feature in the Amber-Cane
industry in our section of the country.

In 1S79, the average of 24 experiments with the juices of several varieties of

sorghum and maize, made ai the Department of Agriculture ^see Annual Re-

port, 1879, p. 53), showed that the relative loss of sucrose in the syrup was only

5.35 per cent of that present in the juice, instead of being, as Dr. Goessmann

found, 30.85 per cent.

But of far greater importance is the fact brought out in an average of 40 experi-

ments, including all made, that there was an actual loss of only 12 5 per cent

of the cane sugar; i. e.. there was secured as sugar in the svrup S7.5 per cent

of all the sugar oresent in the juice: thus showing that even the total less by

defecation, by skimming, and by inversion, was no more than that usual with

sugar-cane juice, for it is estimated that only about 80 per cent of the cane su-

gar present in the tropical juices is recovered in the sugar and molasses, a little

over 20 per cent being lost in the manufacture.

In Ure's Dictionary, Appleton's edition, 1865, vol. 11, p. T58, the writer upon

sugar says as follows:

The average quantity of grained sugar obtained from cane jaice in our colonial planta-

tions* is probably not more than one-third of the quantity of crystalline sugar in the

juice which they t)oil.

Syrups and Sugarfrom the new Chinese Sorghums.

Although the new varieties of sorghum from China were far inferior

* British possessioas.
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as sugar producing plants to those received from India, Africa, or those

grown in the United States, and those sending the seed confidently as-

sured Minister Augell that there was no sugar to be obtained from these

varieties, an experiment was made with the stalks of all of the six

kinds, except No. 1 (which had been cut down), upon September 16th,

with the following results

:

stalks, with tops and leaves pounds . . 290-

Stripped stalks obtained pounds ... lUO

Loss bv topping and stripping per cent . .44 S;?

Juice expressed pounds .. 76

Juice in stripped stalks per cent . .47 .nO

Juice lost pounds .
. 19

Svrup made from 57 pounds juice pounds 9

Syrup in juice percent .. 15 79

Duplicate analyses of the above juice and syrup gave the following

results

:

Number of analysis.

Juice, 182.

.

Juicti, 183.

.

Svrup, 206.

Syrup, 207.

Specific
gravity.

1 0.-.7

1 057
l.OoS
1 038

Percent
sucrose.

8 48
8 45
5 72
5 93

Percent
glucose.

1.48
1.49
.67

.69

Per cent
solids.

3 41
3 09
2 92
2 48

Per cent
polariza-

tion.

8 .54

8 52

Per cent
available
sugar.

3 59
3 87
2 13
2 38

In the above, 40 grams of syrup was diluted with 300 c. c. of water

for the purpose of analysis.

It will be seen that, in the 57 pounds of juice used, there was, in

pounds

:

Sucrose.
Glucose
Solids .

Available sugar

And in the 9 pounds of syrup made

.4 82
.84

.1 &5
2.13

Sucrose 4 46

Glucose -^1

Solids 2 22

Available sugar 1 '<>

Or, there was recovered in the syrup of the amount present in the

juice of:
Percent.

Sucrose -. - ^-2
Glucose J^ *>

Solids 119 8

Available sugar 81.3

After aThere was nothing unusual in the character of this syrup,

short time, it crystallized to a semi-solid mass.

It would appear, therefore, that the sole difference between these
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Chinese sorghums and sorghums which have been examined heretofore

is in the content of sugar and juice which these contain, and that there

is no reason to doubt but that the better varieties could be substituted

for them, care being taken to select only such varieties as would ma-

ture iu the northefn part of China, where, as ^linister Angell informs

me, these sorghums are grown much as maize is in this country, and

for the same purpose.

It is interesting to observe that, in China, where for centuries the

sorghums have been cultivated ; in Tiirkistan, where, as Mr. Kules-

hoff, of the Agricultural Academy of Moscow, informs me, s^r^rhum

is one of the leading crops; and in Africa and India, where it is the

leading cereal, the chief value of this interesting plant has so long re-

mained unknown.

THE CAUSES OF FAILUEE EN' THE 3IAXUFACTURE OF SUGAB.

The results of these investigations and experiments conducted dur-

ing the seasons of 1879 and 1881, serve to account satisfactorily for

not only the failures at Washington, but for most of the fiiilures of

those who have attempted the manufacture of sugar fi\)m sorghum

during the past thirty years.

As it is of vital importance that the causes of failure may be clearly

understood, they will be briefly stated.

The chief sources of failure are as follows :

1. The immaturity of the sorghum at the period when it is cut and

worked. This may be due to late planting, as in our experience in

1881, or to the selection of a variety which requires more time for its

complete maturity than the season in any given latitude may give.

The importance, then, of selecting only such varieties as will mature

sufficiently long before frosts, to give a reasonable time for working the

crop, can not be overestimated.

The time required for the several varieties to reach a good condition

for sugar from the time of planting the seed, has been found from the

results of experiments in 1880 and 1881, to be as follows

:
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TIME FROM PLANTING TO MATURITY, AND NUMBER OF DAYS FOR WORKING.
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degree of development, except that of complete ripeness; and the

analyses of the juices and syrups showed a result which was antici-

pated. It is of importance, fnr the purpose of sugar production, that

the crop of cane be not only ripe, but that it should be carefully suck-

ered ; or, if allowed to grow, these suckers should be carefully kept

apart, in cutting the canes for the mUl, and worked for syrup, for which

alone they are suitable. It is possible that some varieties of sorghum

may bs found in which this tendency to throw up suckers from the

roots is not so strong, and, other things being equal, such varieties are

much to be preferred for sugar production.

It should be the aim, then, to secure a good stand of sorghum at the

first planting, since the replanting of portion? of the field would

destroy the equality of the crop. Unless time should allow this second

planting to mature, it would be far better to leave such portions of the

field bare, unless this cane be reserved solely for syrup.

2. Another frequent cause of failure, is allowing the sorghum to

remain some time after being cut before it is worked at the mill.

That such a course may loe pursued in certain seasons and localities

without producing an unfavorable result, has been established beyond

much doubt; but the climatic conditions which render such a pro-

cedure possible are imperfectly understood at present. Eepeated ex-

periments have demonstrated that, after the cane is cut, the juice is

subject to chemical changes which speedily result in destruction of the

crystallizable sugar. For the present, then, the only safe course to

pursue is to work up the cane within, at most, 24 hours after it is cut up.

3. A third cause of failure exists in an imperfect meth<xl of defeca-

tion of the juice The object of deft-cation, and the method by which

it is accomplished, should be carefully studied and as thoroughly

understood by the sugar-boiler as is jx)s.sible. Although somewhat

complex in its details, the general principles which underlie this im-

portant step are few and easily comprehended.

The juices of sorghum or of maize, like the juice of sugar-cane or of

beets, contain, besides sugar, several other substances, the removal of

which it is the object of defecation to accomplish. The more com-

pletely removal of these other substances is efiected, the greater the

percentage of the sugar present in the juice which may be obtained.

Among these impurities of the juice are certain organic acids and

organic salts, nitrogenous matters, and salts of mineral acids, together

with glucose and the mechanical impurities, as fragments of cane.

The universal practice among sugar-makers from sugar-cane is to

add to the juice an amount of lime, generally as milk of lime, sufficient
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to neutralize the free acid found in the juice, and then to heat the

juice to boiling.

The effect of the lime is not only to neutralize the free organic acids,

but to form with certain others of these impurities insoluble lime salts.

The effect of the heat is to coagulate certain of the nitrogenous sub-

stances present in the juice.

Upon allowing the juice which has been brought to the boiliug point

to stand a few moments, there will be found a heavy scum upon the

surface, consisting largely of the coagulated matters which have me-

chanically entangled and brought to the surface the fragments of cane

and other mechanical impurities of the juice. At the bottom of the

defecator will be found a sediment, more or less abundant, composed

largely of the lime salts formed, and which, generally being heavier

than the juice, will soon settle to the bottom.

If, however, the juice is very deD.se,it will occasionally happen that

this sediment will remain suspended in the juice, neither rising to the

surface nor settling to the bottom. In such event, it will be found

necessary to draw the juice, after skimming, into a cooling tank, or

allow it to remain in the defecator until these impurities shall settle

;

or it may be hastened by adding to the juice, after skimming, enough

cold water to dilute the juice, and diminish its density, so that the

lime salts present may settle. By reference to the result of our experi-

ments already given, it will be seen that this method may be 2Hirsued

without loss of sugar.

After the subsidence of these impurities, the juice may be drawn

from this sediment, and it will be, if the operation has been properly

conducted, quite clear and almost colorless. It is then to be evapo-

rated to a syrup as sj^eedily as possible, and such additional impurities

as rise to the surface, especially during the earlier stage in the evapora-

tion, are removed by skimming.

The importance of removing all those impurities rendered insoluble

by the action of the lime and heat combined, is manifest. If allowed

to remain, it will be .found that they are but imperfectly removed

during evaporation, and remain to a great extent in the syrup, causing

it to be muddy in appearance, impure in its composition, and disagree-

able in quality.
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APPEXDIX.

The following statistics, as to the production of sugar, have been

furnished by the Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury Department.

Quantities of sugar and molasses produced in the stale of Louisiana during the

yearsfrom 1850 to 1883, inclusive.

Year.
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^Mniities of sugar and molasses produced, in the United States during the years

1869 and 1879, according to the cmsus.

States.

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi
Missouri
North Carolina
South Carolina,
Tennessee
Texas ..

Total

Sugar.

1869.

Hogsheads.
31
9;2

952
644

80,706
4'J

40
,S.'.

1,05">

1,410

2,020

87,04;

Hogsheads.
9)

1,273
601

171,706
IS

229

4,951

17S,S72

Molasses.

1869.

Gallons.
166,009
72.0f«

3J4..339

55:;. 192
4,5S'i,15ii

152,164

33,88S

436,8S2
3,029

246,062

6,593

Gallons.
795,169

1,029,868
l,565,7fs4

11,696,248
536,625

138,944

810,605

10,573,273.

Production of Sugar.

Table showing the annual production of heet sugar during the last five crop years

from 1874-5 to 1878-9.

[From "Journal de la Societe de Statistique, Paris, 1880.

J

France
Germany
Austria-Hungary
Russia
Beigium
Netherlands
Sweden, Norway, Italy.

Total 1878-1879.

Total 1877-1878
Totiil 1876-1.S77

Total 1S75-1876.

Tolal 1874-1875.

Country. Pounds.

953.

927.

S94,

473,

l.")4.

709,960-

431,128
S47,140
9.S9.0

145,632
115.000

023,000

i,470,2G0,86O'

3,131, 6.34, 300-

2,471,764.451
3,025,637,1.32

2,616,948,.384

For certain countries the export is given as being more exactly

known than the production.
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lis.

ErEOPE.
Spain

Asia.
French Cochin China (prodnction)
China (export)
Japan "
Siam "
Hindostan and British East Indies (export) ,

" " CprcKluct consumed)

Total.

Egypt (prodnction)
Maaritias (export)
Mavotta, Xossi Be (export)

.

Xatal ..

Bonrbon Islands (export).

.

Madagascar

Apbica.

Cuba (prodnction )

.

Porto Kico (export).
Jamaica (export) .

.

Hayti and Lucayos

.

AXEBICA.
Antilles, or West Indies.

3.406,107,000

33.069.000

5o.lir..000

oa.U.xOOO
3S,0»».0OO
11.02:5.000

55,11-1.010

a 196.670,000

66.1:??,C00

297.6Jl.lO0
S.si>400

17.63K.S0O

66,l:5*.0OO

7,716,100

4&l,06S.30O

L4'2L9>S7.C«0

19S.414.00O
-H.i'yJ.iXiO

11.023,000

Total 1,675,496,000

Gaadelonpe (export)
Martiniqne "

Trinidad "

Barbadoes "

Antigua "

St. Christopher "
St. Lucia "

St. Vincent "

ethers

Lesseb AxraLES.

Total.

Demerara Berbice (export).
Surinam (export)
Cayenne •'

GOAXA.

Total

Brazil (export)
Louisiana "
Peru "

Mexico " ..

Canada "
California "
Argentine Republic Cexi>ort)

.

Otheb COr>TEIKS.

Total.

Grand Total America 3,228,416,240

110,-230.000
>>S.!S4.0iX>

12.^^62. JOO
119.(H>'.400
1.5,4:52.200

11.0i?,t>»

11.023.000
13.227.600
41.8*7.400

535,717,800

209.437.000
20.94:5,700

2,204.600

232,-5S5,300

266.>3fi,140

S1.4*5.0OO
1S7.:591.000

66.l:5S.C»0

1H>2:5,000
11,025,000
11,023,000

7S4.617.140
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OCEANICA.
Java (export)
Manilla "
Australia "

Sandwich Islands (export).,

Others (export)

Total

Seasons.

General total 1S78-1S79.
riS77-lS78.

187.^-1876

.

1874-1875.

Pounds.

47.5,091,300

264,552,000
4-1,092,000

27,.').')7,-ino

9,920,700

821,2in,.500

7,952.874.010
7.C.05,870,000

7,475, 7i),s,600

7,374, :W7,000

7,605,870,000

Sugar Crop, 1880.

The production of cane sugar throughout the world, for the crop year

ending in 1880, will certainly exceed 4,000,000 tons, or 8,960,000,000

pounds of cane sugar produced, approximately, as follows, according

to the most reliable statistics and reports

:

(From "Concise Resume," by Henry A. Brown, 1880.)

Countries.

British India
Cuba, Porto Rico
Other Spanish Possessions
Br. W. I., Dtmerara, etc. .

.

China, Hong Kong, etc—
Dutch Ind., Java, etc
French W. I., Guiana
Brazil, S. A.,etc
Louisiana
Mauritius
Philippine Islands
Egypt, etc
Peru, S. A., etc
Mexico
Other Countries •

Total Cane Sugars . .

.

Tons.

,550,000

700,000
50,000

250,000
250,000
220,000
175.000
130,000
125,000
125,000
120.000
75,000
55,000
35,000

140,000

4,000,000

In addition to cane sugar, it is estimated that the production of ma-

ple, palm, and sorghum sugars, in the crop year ending in 1880, will

exceed 150,000 tons, and the amount of beet root sugar produced in

Europe the present crop year is estimated at 1,670,000 tons, appor-

tioned as follows

:
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Germany
France
Austria
Russia, Poland
Belgium, Holland, etc

Total beet . ...

Tons.

500.000
4ii.0OO
410000
225.000
110,000

1.670.000

To'al Known Production of Sugars— Crop for Year Endimj in IS^O.

Tons.

Cane sugar
Beet. Europe
Maple, etc

Total sugar.

4.000.000

1,670,000
150,000

5.S20.00O

There are, however, good reasons for believing that the world's an-

nual production of cane and similar sugars exceeds 6,000,000 (six

million? ) of tons, and that China, from whence sugar-cane first found

its way to Europe, alone produces enough more sugar than she reports

to more than justify such statement.

Sugar Crop, 1881.

[From the "Concise Resume of Sugar Tariff Topics, in Defense of American Sugar In-

dustries." etc., 1SS2. By H. A. Brown.

J

Genuine and authentic information from sugar producing countries,

indicates that the annual cane suiiar crop of the world exceeds

4,900,000 tons, and is produced, approximately, as follows

:

Tons.

British India
China, Hong Kong, etc
Cuba and .Spanish Possessions
British West Indies, Demerara, etc.
Dutch India, Java, etc
French West Indies, Guiana, etc...

.

Brazilian Empire
Mauritius. Reunion, etc
Manilla. Philippine Islands
Louisiana. Texas, etc
Eiryptian Provinces.
Peru. South America
Hawaiian Islands
Mexico
All other countries

..iOO.OOO

,tX)0,fHO

7.^0.000

2oO,(HX>

2.M).000

17.5.000

17.5.1100

1.50.01 K)

l:i5,000

12.5.0tK)

75.000
75,000
4.3,000

35.000
160,000

Total cane sugar tons 4.900,000

35
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Added to the cane sugar crop of 18S1 will be the beet sugar crop of

Eiu-ope, about 1,700,000 tous, and minor crops of maple, palm, beet,

and sorghum sugars, in this and other countries, estimated at 100,000

tons.

Total known and estimated sugar crop of 1881

:

Cane sugar
Beet Ruga r, Europe
Maple, sorghum, etc

Total sugar crop tons.

Tons.

4 onn.ooo
1,70(1.01)0'

100,000

6,700,000

Sorghuvi Sugar in New South Wales.

In a letter recently received from Mr. A. Fairgrieve, President of

the Colonial Sugar Refinery Company, Sydney, New South Wales, he

gives the following data of experiments in sugar production, from two

varieties of sorghum, which he calls the "Black" and the "Yellow.'"

He had not enough of the Yellow variety for experiments in sugar

making, but obtained a yield of 6 to 9 tons of stalks to the acre, and

of 1,200 to 1,800 pounds of seed to the acre.

From 690 pounds of stalks, " cut just as the seeds were beginning

to harden," he obtained 38^ gallons of juice, the mill giving, at the

first pressure, 30 gallons, and the bagasse, being again passed through

the mill, yielded 8^ gallons additional.

After defecation with lime, the juice had a density of 10° Beaume,

at 80° F., and only 31 gallons of defecated juice were worked for

syrup and sugar.

From the 31 gallons of juice, 41 pounds of masse cuite were ob-

tained, which gave, of first sugars, 12| pounds, and, of second sugars,

5i pounds, leaving 23 pounds of molasses.

"it Avill be seen that the mill gave only 48 per cent of the weight of

the stalks in juice, but the syrup yielded 44 per cent of sugar and 56

per cent of molasses.

The products, then, from each ton of cane, was

52.2 pounds of sugar.

5.33 gallons of molasses.

5.36 bushels of seed.

But, as the mill gave only 48 per cent of juice, while 60 should be

given by a suitable mill, and since only 80 per cent of the juice ex-

tracted was used in making syrup, the above results, with a good mill,
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and without such unnecessary loss of juice, would have been, for each

ton of cane worked, a product of

81.6 pounds of sugar,

8.33 gallons of molasses.

5.36 bushels of seed.

The above results are very interesting, as evidence that, even in far

distant lands, the sorghum maintains its character as a sugar producing

plant. That the product of sugar would have been much increased,

by allowing still greater maturity of the crop to be attained, can

hardly be doubted, in view of the numerous results recorded.

The following analyses of the two varieties of sorghum, of the ash,

as also of the sugars, molasses, and the ash of the molasses, are fur-

nished by Mr. Fairgrieve, and are of interest in connection with the

above results

:

Analr/ses of Six Samples of Sorghum (^Dried, 212° F.)
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Analyses of Sugar and Molasses Obtained from Black Sorghum.
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At Sterling, Kansas, some 200,000 pounds of sugar, besides the

molasses.

At Dundee, Kansas, 10,000 pounds of sugar, though their product

was mainlv svrup, of which 50,000 gallons were made.

At Kinsley, Kansas, 10,000 pounds of sugar, and a large quantity of

syrup.

At Lawrence, Kansas, some 10,000 pounds of sugar.

At Rio Grande, X. J., 282,711 pouuds of sugar, and 55,000 gallons

of molasses. A large portion of their cane failing to ripen, owing to

the unusual season.

Tlie Secretary of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture reports the

following summary of the year 1883 for Kansas:

Acres planted in sorghnm 102,012

Acres manufactured into syrup 4S,271

Acres planted for forase 5:5,771

Tons of cane manufactured •14",S59

Gallons of syrup made 4,6-S4,023

Value of syrup made 52,058,127.60

The entire number of counties reporting was 81, and of these,

32 gi-ew from 50 to 500 acres

20 " 500 " 1000 "
10 " 1000 " 2000 "

10 " 2000 " 3000 "

5 " 3001 >
'^ 4000 "

4 " 4000 " 8000 "

10 counties produced over 100,000 gallons of syrup each, and 2

counties produced over 8100,000 worth of syrup each, while 17 coun-

ties produced each over 830,000 worth of syrup.

The value of syrup averaged from each acre 642.65, without count-

ing the product of seed. The yield averaged 9.3 tons of cane per

acre.
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Balling scale described 485
Barbadoes, export of sugar from 543
Barger's sugar-cane, sorghum de-

scribed 101

Barium sulphate, use of in defecation. .301

Barley, acreage yield of in different
"states 452

average acreage value of 420
average yield and value per acre . .423

product,"acreage and value in U. S ..422

Barn yard manure for sorghum. 175, 176

Barrnel and Isinird, investigation of
beet sugar 13

Barytes, use of in defecation 301

Basic alum in defecation 303
Bauhin, Gasper, on sorghum 55

Bear Tall sorghuni, analysis of 2.50

available sugar in ..

.

". 126, ,538

described 93
Beannie and Brix, degrees compared. . .487

degrees and specific gravity com-
pared 337

scale descriVied 485

Beauregard on securing sugar and seed. 241

Beet sugar 22

annual product of 515

annual ])roduction of by countries 545
cost to produce at first 13

industry, development of 12, 13
prejudices against 16
production of. 14,25
production, perfection of 257

where produced 26

Beet molasses, analysis of . 369

Beets, per cent of sugar in 185

sorghum and sugar-cane compared. .423

sugar obtained from in working 257

Belgium and Holland, sugar product of 545

Be gium, production of beet sugar 542

"sugar consumed in 26

sugar production of 26

Benlham, Genera Plantarum, on sor-

ghum 60

Bester on sorghum .
55

P)ibliography of sorghum 42

Bieolor, Holcus, or sorghum 59
sorglium .. 51

Blot, yi., on sugar from corn stalks 428
Bishop, Hon. James, on sorghum in

N. J '.
. 418

Bisulnhitp of lime, composition of .308
in defecation .305,308

Black sorgho, from India, plate of 83
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Black sorgho, analyses of stalks 547
Black Top sorghum, available sugar in.

126, 538
comparative value 214
described 69,98

Blakeley, Capt. R., on sorghum seed li^O

Blackwell, Henry B.. on sorghum 244
Bleaching property of sulphurous acid .307

Blood, Kiiwin, on cost of makiinr syrup 417
Blossoming, time <f, after planting 119
Blnnien bachia halapeusis, or sorghum. 60
Blymyer Manufacturing I'o., Cincinnati,

O., on storing sorghum 9
time for harvesting. 7

Boiling, advantaire of in evaporation .S.'is

point at different pressures 342
densitv and per cent of sugar solu-

tions 3.36

how changed .341

in vaiMinni 341
in vacuum pan 342

Bollman, L.,time for working sorghum. 6
Bone-black filters, action of 290
Bone-l)lack, how revivified 373

value of in filters 290
Bone coal filters 372
Kone meal, ctfect of on sorghum 163
Boom-vwa-na, variety of sorghum 65
Borneo, sorghum in 51
Botanical description of sorghum. 57, 5S
Botanical Gardens, Natal, sorghum

from 76
Botany of sorghum. 51
Bottles, specific gravity, described ... 484
Bouchereau on loss of sugar in manu-

facture :586

Bourbon Islands, sugar export of 543
Bozarth, Clinton, report on sorghum .. 414
Brazil, export of sugar from 543

sugar consumed in 26
sugar i>rodnct of . 26

Bread miller, or Pauicura 55
Bretsi-hneider, Dr., sorghum in China 52
Brcynuison sorghum .57

Briu'jicr. S.. on loss of sugar in bagasse 385
Briti.<h .\merica, siicar consumed in 26

colonies, sugar production of 26
India, sugar product of 545

Brix and Beauine, degrees compared. 487
degrees and Beaume compared . . 3;^7

scale described 485
Broom corn 62

analyses of juices of 20ti

Brown. D. .T., need of skill and science.. 9
Brown, Henry A., statistics of sugar pro-

duction 544
Buckwheat, acreage yield of in dififerent

states 452
average acreage value of 420
average yield and value per^icre . 423
product, .acreage, and value in U. S..422

Burrows, Hon. J. H., on value of sor-
ghum . 12

Butt, middle, and top of cane compared.218
Butts of sorghum, value of for sugar... .237
Buzah, from sorghum 51
Caffcrcorn.. . .. 51
CafTer or CafFrf)rum, Holcus .59

Calcium sulphite in defecation... 305,308
California, export of sugar from 543

sorglium i)roduction of 416
value of farm products per acre in. .421

yield of difterent crops in. 4-53

Canada Aml-er sorghum, analysis of 243
export of sugar from ' 543

•Cane delivered at mill, cost of 415
mill, idate of . .270
mills, need of improvement in .... 258
molasses, analysis of .369

number of tons per acre 414

I

Cane sugar, annual product of 545, 546
sugar, Chinese 51
susar. composition of 22
production of' 25
production of by countries 543
sources of 22

Cane when cut to be worked up at once.126
Canned corn and sugar from one crop. .440
Cape May Hybrid or Early Amber. 70
Capensis Agrostographia, description of

sorghum 59
Causes of failure in making sugar 537
Cayenne, export of sugar from .=S43

Cellular structure of sorghum stalk. . . 258
Cellulosic fenneutatiou of sorghum

juice 252
Census of U. S. sorghum statistics 416

statistics of sorghum 63
of sorghum production . . 409,416

Centigrade and Fahrenheit degrees com-
pared ;^34

Central America, sugar production of . . . 26
Central factories, advantages of 42;5

Central factory system . /. 425
Centrifugal machines, plates of 365
Cereals, average yield and value per

acre 423
Cerosie or vegetable wax on sorerhnra. ij9
Champaign, 111., ijugar Co. method of

manufacture 50<j

on stripping 141
report of 414
sugar product ,=>48

Chapman, Geo. W., yield of sorghum. . 418
Character, agricultural, of sorghum 61
Charcoal filters, action of 290
Char-house, kilns, etc., plate of 372
Chemical action of lime on juice 293

analysis of juice, tests of 483
analysis of soils 181
compositi(m of sorghum juice. .2.51, 3^1

Chemistry of sugar. 22
Childs, David Lee, on sugar from maize.428
China, sorghum grown in, for seed ' 537

sorghum in 50, 52
sugar exported from.. 543
sugar product of 545
sugar production of 26
varieties of sorghum from 76

Chinese and other sorghum varieties
compared 205

Chinese Evergreen Broom corn, anal-
ysis of 206

Chinese sorghum, analysis of 243, 246
average composition of 101
introduced to U. S 64
names of . 76
plates of So, 86
sugar made from 5,35

Chinese sugar-cane 51
chocolate corn.. 62
Clarifiers, open steam, plates of 344
Clark, John (t.. report on sorghum. ... 414
Claying of sugars described 363
Clay, use of in defecation. ;W1
Clements, Mr., on use of bagasse as

fuel .

.

397
Climate and soil the same for maize and

sorghtim ... 10
as affectinsr sorghum 1.53,145
at Washington in 1SS2 . 151
at Washington. D. C. in lS.sO-1-2 148

Climatic conditions of 1880 and "81 com-
pared 148

Climate, effect of, on sugar-cane. 145
Clough Refining Co., when to cut and

work sorghum 123
Clough, Willia"m,on Xeeazana sorghum. 7

on prompt working of sorghum. . . 9
snsrar in sorshum 4
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Clough, William, on time for harvest-
"ing 6

Coal-tar on seed to prevent worms 11,S

Cochin China, sugar production of 543
Coils, copper, rapidity of evaporation. . .338

Cold and lieat compared in removing
water 361

Colenso, Miss, letter concerning Im-
phees 80

Collier, Dr. Peter, classification of sor-
ghums 59

and Goessmann, Drs., results com-
pared ]"0

diffusion experiment.-^ by 389
investigations by, conflicting state-
ments before 2

process for sugar making 53.')

value of his investigations 10

Collins, sugar from sorghum by 53
Colloids, properties of 283

Colman, Col. N. W., on sorghum seed. . 379

Colorado, sorghum production of 410

value of farm products per acre In 421

Color of sugar, cause of . 327
Color of syrup increased by lime 3U()

Coloring matter in sorghum stalks. . . . 244

Commission of French Institute on beet
sugar 13

Committee of National Academy of Sci-

ences,. 4C9
Comparison of sorghums from diflerent

countries.. 101

specific, gravity scales 4S5

analysis and polarization 476

upper and lower halves of sorghum-
canes 237

Composition, chemical, of sorghum
Juice 251, 3S1

Comstock, N. D., results obtained by . . 412
Concentration of juice 325

by freezing 361

when completed. 354

Concrei.ors, description of 360

Conflicting opinions on essential points. 2

Congress, appropriations for sorghum . 14

Connecticut, corn stalk molasses made
in 428

sorghum production of 416

value of farm products per acre in 421

yield of different crops in 4.52

Consumption of molasses in U. S. since
1791) 34

sugar by different countries 26

suiiar in U. S. since 3790 31

sugar per c;.pita 26

Cook jjan, construction of 329

plates of 330, 331, 332

Cook, Prof. G. H., analyses of sor-
ghum.. 248

experiments in feeding seed 395
fertilizers in R()rt;hum 173

on loss of stigar in bagasse 277, 3s5

on sorghum seed.. 379

Cook, D. M., on prompt working of sor-
ghum 8

Copper coils and open pans, evapora-
tion by 338

Copper wall, evaporation by 328

Corn, acreage yield of in different states. 4.52

aggregate product of U. S 458

and sorghum seed com pared 377

average acreage valie of 420

average acreage value of in U. S 4")0

average acreage yield of U. S 455

average yield and value per acre. . .423

crop of in U. S., 1871 to '81 4.50

fattening value of 4.50

fodder, analyses of 393

fodder, money value of as food.. .. .
.394

for canning, stalks for sugar 440

Cornilliere, A. DeLa, on loss of sugar in
l)agasse 386-

Corn in Iowa, acreage value of 420
Kaftir 51
total value of crop in U. S ,. 458
varieties of tested for sugar 429
White Dent, analysis of juices of 432
Yellow Dent, analysis of juices of.. .433

Corn stalks, alcohol from 246
analysis of leaves of 406
and bagasse, analysis of.. 40&
and sorghum juices compared 443
available sugar in 497
butts and tojis compared 235
further investigations of 444
height and weight of stalks 431
juices, acidity of 436
juices, analysis of by stages 435
juices, average analysis of 431,440
loss of sugar in. 442
relative value of different varie-

ties 439
stages of development of 430
sugar 22
sugar and grain from 442
sugar, history of 427
sugar in bagasse from 275
sugar made at Washington 521
sugar made from 441
sugar present in 197
weight of r-rop per acre .439

Corn, varieties of, tested for sugar 429
Cost of cultivation of sorghum 414

making syrup 417
producing sorglium 415

Cotton product, acreage and value In
U. S 422

Countries producing sugar 26
supplying su.gar to U. S 26

Cracking"of scum in defecation 294
Cream of lime, how prepared 292

Creole cane, and analysis of 208
Crop, length of time for working 538

of cane as affected by lime 183
of sorhum, ash in 395
of sorghums per acre 134

Crops, acreage yield of in different
states 452

larm, average yield and value 423
of east and west compared "61

of sorghum, weight of 179

of the U. S., diminished vield 458
of U. S., total weight of 462.

percentage yield of in different
states 4.54

total loss in U. S. by diminished . .459

Crop to be worked at once after cut-
ting 126

Crushing, dtmble 280
Crystallization a purifying process 326

of sugafs. 24
of sugar, how prevented 326

of sugar, how promoted 362

of sugar, time required 362
not effected in open pan 354
when effected 325

why produced in vacuum pan 3.55

Crystallizing room 356

Crystalloids, properties of 283

Crystals of sugar built up in vacuum
pan 355

Cuba and Porto Kico, sugar product of. .544

Cuba, production of sugar iu 543

sugar production of 26

Culbertson, Prof., on bagasse as fuel 397
on food value of scum, etc.. 402

Cultivation, hill and Icvrl 11.'.

object and importance of 113

of sorghum 108, 113

cost of 414, 415-
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Cultivation in Japan • • - 419

Customs pnirt on molasses imported
since 17itO 34

paid on sugars in U. S. since 1790 30

received in 1881 42

Cutting cane, cost of 415

Dakota, production of sorghum in. .408, 41G

Dalmatia, sorghnra in 50

Dalzell, Dr., Natal, sorghums from .. . 77

Danish colonies, sngar prodnction of— 26

Days from planting to maturity of sor-
ghum. . 538

number of, for working sorghum 120

Dean, Dr., sorghum grown by Dep. of
Agric. .

514

Decker, A. J., Wisconsin method of
manufacture 508
report on sorghum crop 412,414

Defe<-ated juice, appearance of . . . 295, 316

effect of keeping 300

Defecation arresting fermentation 300

by lime, how effected 293

bv lime, temperature of 295
experiments .. 2%, 308, 316, 324

experiments, average results of 309
importance of a good 539
lime sucrate method.. 304
mechanical means of 301

phenomena attending 294

principles of 287
proof of a good 293
scum and sedime'nts, value of 401

sediment formed by . 295
superphosphate of lime in 302
use of alumina 302
use of clay in 301
various substances used in 301

Avhen completed 2%
Defecator, construction of.. 293
Defecators, open steam, plates of 344
Delaware, acreage value of farm pro-

ducts in 421
sorghum production of 41G
yield of different crops in 452

Demerr.ra (Berbice), export of sugar
from 543

Demerara sugar-cane soil, analysis of. . 182
sugar product of . : 543
yield of sugar per acre 27

Denmark, sugar consumed in.. 26
Densities and degrees Beaum6 com-

pared . 337
Density, boiling point, and strength of

sugar solutions 336
of corn stalk Juices 4:>5

of difft^>rent susar solutions 3:15

of diffusion juices from bagasse 388
of juice and composition, relation

of 502
of juice, how determined 472
of sorghum juice, how determined 484

Dept. of Agric, failure explained 520
sugar making at 51:-!

Depth of planting sorirhum 112
Description of sorghums 57, 58, 98
Descriptive table of varieties of sor-

ghum 98
Development of plant, time to reach— 119

stages of, explained 197
Dextro-glucose defined 22
Dextrose... 22
Deyeux, investigation of sugar beet 13
Diabetic suaar 22
Dialysis explained 282
Diffusion, action explained . ; 259

experiments . 284
experiments, conclusions 2S6

experiments in India 285
experiments in West Indies 28.1

experiments with bagasse 387

Diffusion, juices, analyses of 28.5

juices from bagasse, analyses of 388
leach, construction of 387
leach, estimate for a 390
process. 282

Disintegration of cane 281
Dioscorides on sorghum. 55

Panieum, or sorghum 55
Dodon on sorshum 55
Double crushing mills 280
Double effect evaporators 356
Dough state of seed not time for har-

vesting 239
Doora 51

brown, analysis of juice of 206
corn, analyses of juices of 206
white, analysis of juice of 206

Draining of sugar, how effected 362
Drappiez, investigation of sugar beet.. . 13
Drege, on sorghum 58
Drill planting Ill

plate of 112
Drought, ability of sorghum to with-

stand . ' 149
effect of, on sorghum 149
how obviated 109

Drummond, Bros., Mo., process em-
ployed 508

report on sorghum 414
Drying apparatus for sugar. 3.52

Drying up of cane not before frost 218
"of plant during later stages not

shown by analyses 218
Dundee. Kan. .Sugar" Works, sugar made

in 188:3 549
Duplicate analyses of juices 478
Durra.. 51
Durrha 51
Dutch colonies, sugar production of 26
Dutch Indies and Java, sugar product of.544
Duties on sugar compared with other

imports 42
paid on molasses imported since

1790 . 34
paid on sugars imported since 1790 . 34
received in 1881 42

Dyer, W. T. Thiselton, sorghum seed
from 76

Eanamoodee, variety of sorghum ,51, 65
Early .\mber sorghum, analyses of..226, 234

detailed analyses of 189
historv of. ." 65
plate of 92
analyses of . 242
available sugar in 126,538
comparative value of — 211
described.. 100
in Boston 244
loss of sngar in bagasse 275
time for maturity 117
workin? period for 186

Earlv Golden sorghum, available sugar
"in 126,538
described 100

Early Orange sorghum, comparative
value of 214

analyses of . 242.243
available susar in 12fi..538

East India soruhums. plates of 83, 84
East Indies, sugar produced and ex-

ported. ... 543
Ebothla, variety of sorghum 66
Edwards, J. M", on yield of seed per

acre.. 380
E-en-eha, variety of sorghum 66
Egyptian durra 61
Egyptian, or rice corn, analvsis of juice. 206

described
"

99
Egj'ptian sugar corn, analvsis of juice

of 431
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Egyptian sugar corn, sugar in bagasse. .275

Egypt, production of sugar 543
sorghum in 51
sugar product of 26

Ensilage, average analyses of 39o
money value of as "food 394

En-yama sorghum described 69
Er Chiu Hung Liang, from China, plate

of 86
Erickson, Evan, report on sorghum

crop 412
Erni, Prof. Henry, time for working sor-

ghum 6

Error iu analysis, limit of 470
Elrrors of analysis, how determined ..474
Europe, production of cane sugar in. . . .543

sorghum in 50
Evaporation, action of lime during 298

and freezing compared 361
by hot water 354
by sicam and open pan 338
by triple effect 356
capacity of open pans 338
from surfaces 339
how increased 338
in open pan, when finished 354
in vacuum, description of 349
phenouiena attending 299
power of bagasse as fuel 397
methods of 327
of j uice 325

Evaporators, open steam, plates of 345
steam, plate of 346
test of their rapidity of work 338

Evergreen Broom corn, analysis of
juice 206

Exhaustion of central grain belt of U. S.459
of east and west compared 461

of soil , . .451

of soil by growing sorghum.. 447

of soils, how prevented 464
not caused by sugar growing 394

Expansion of steam in vacuum 343
Expense of growing and working sor-

ghum 415

Experiments at Washington, result of. 520
Experiments in defecation 296, 316, 324

dilfusion 284

saving sugar of bagasse 387
sugar making at Washington. 513, 522,

529, .534

on sorghum desired 64

Exponent as indicating available sugar. 216
of juice of different sorghums 214

of maize juices, average 501

of sorghum juices, average 499
Export of' domestic molasses from U. S.

since 1790 34

of domestic sugar from U. S. since
1790 ... 31

Of molasses from U. S. since 1790.. . .34

of sugar from U. S. since 1790 30

Factories, central system 425

Factory, plate of cheap home .505

Failure, cause of at \\'ashington 514

in suear making, causes of 537

of experiments explained 520

of sorfihnm crop at Washington 514

toniiike sugar by Dr. Goessmann. .535

Fairgrieve, A , on sorghum in New South
" Wales .

546

False .grain, danger from. 364

explanation of 355

how removed 364

Fahrenheit and centigrade, degrees com-
pared ' -334

Farm products, average acreage value
of 420

Feeding experiments with sorghum
seed 20

I
I'-eeding. value of sorghum leaves 391
Fehling's solution, how i)reiiared 503
Fermentation arrested by defecation... 300

ariested by sulpliuroiis acid 307
how prevented . . 284
of sorghum juice, products of 252
of sugars, products of 23

Ferric alum solution, how made 503
Fertility of soil maintained by sugar

production 449
Fertilization of soil for sorghum 447
Fertilizers, amount consumed in Great

Britain 465
as aftVctin.g glucose in sorghum.. . . .168

as nffecting solids in jiiices 170

as affecting sugiir in sorghums . . 166

average value of 411
efl'ect of on ash of sorghum 172
effect of on sorghum 162, 184
effect of upon sugar in sorghum . .172

for sorghum in Japan 419

frauds in 467
improvements in .461

on sorghum, experiments by Dr. G.
H. Cook 173

on sorghum, Prof. Svveiison on 175
value of, how fixed 462

Fiber in bagasse, per cent of 278
Field crops of sorshum, analysis of 247
Field, J. A., statistics of sorghum 1882..411
Figi, yield of sugar per acre 27
Film orsurface evaporators 339
Finings, Howard's, in defecation 362
Filtering of juice, how effected 289

Filters, bag, construction of 289
bone coal, construction and use..,.. 374
for juice, construction of , 289

Filtration by hone-black 372

Florida, production of sugar 1879 27
])roduction of sugar and molasses.. .542

sorghum production of. 416
value per acre of crops in 421

yield of different crops in 4.53

Floiir from sorghum seed 379

Fodder corn, money valtie of as food. . 394

from sorglium, value of 405
Folger, Mr.] on skimmings for feed-

ing 402

Food constituents of bagasse 392

for man. plants used as 50
value of bagasse - 392
ensilage .. 393
scum and sediments 401
sorghum leaves 392

Forage, value of sorghuni for 40G

Fragus, Jerome, on sorghum 55

France, analysis of sorghum grown in 240
cultivation of sorghum in 65

production of beet sugar 28

sorghum in 51

sugar consumed in 26

sugar product of 512, 515

Frauds in fertilizers 467

Frazier, William, method of working. 5li)

report on sorghum 414

Freezing, concentration of juice by. 361

French Institute on beet sugar investi-
gations 13

Frost, effect (U' on mature and immature
sorghum 157

on sorghum. 154

upon sugar-cane ICl

Frosts, occurence of at Washington, D.

C, 1880-1-2 147

time of in 1881 and 1882 158

Fruit si'.gar 22

I'uchins on sorghum 54

Fuel, how bfigasse is used as... 397

value of bagasse for 396
Furnace for burning bagasse, plate 400
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Further investigation of sorghum de-
manded 9, 14

Future prosiiects of sorghum industry 19

Gelatinous silit'a in defecation 30;i

Geuera mauuirura of Bentham, on sor-

ghum fi'l

Georgia, pi-odui'tion of sorghum in 416, 408

production of sugar 1879 27

production of sugar and molasses. . r)4J

value per acre of crops in 421

yield of diflerent crops in 45:!

Gerarde on sorghum -^r)

German centrilugal, plate Sfiti

Germany, production of beet sugar. . 2S

sugar consumed in -''i

sugar product of 542,51.")

Gesner, Conrad, on sorghum 55

Gill, F. N., analyses top. middle, and
butt of sugar-canes. ;..23r>

Glucose, amount destroyed in manufac-
ture 5-52

and sucrose, development of 185

analysis of explained 473

average of >it diflfereut stages 194

average in sorgliiims 1S79. "80, '81. .. ]9S

average in 35 varieties of sorghum.. 197

average per cent in juice 1880 and
1881 1.50

composition of 22
crystallization of 24

decrease of graphically shown . ...18/

decrease of in sorghums 243

effect of lime upon 297

effect of on crystallization 32t;

how determined 472
in corn stalk .iuiees 435

in juice as affected by frost 1-59

decrease of in plants 49i)

in maize juii'cs, avera.ge 501

in juices of different densities 407

in sorghum, effect of fertilizers on. liis

juices 1114

at different stages 21i>

average 499
average results 1879 492
in juices of different densities 493

loss of, during manufacture. . . 299, 322

of juice obtained in syrup 532
per cent in juice of crop 1.34

per cent of in different sorghums. . .214

per cent of, in leaf juice 143
sorghum seed for 380

Glycerine in fermentation of sorghum 252

Goessmann, Dr. C A., analysis sugar
beets l.*^5

and Collier's results compared. ..130
as to time for harvesting 122
experiments in sugar making 129
failure in sugar making .535

on sorghum 180
time for working sorghum 7

sugar in sorghum .-4,3
Gold and silver, production of, in 1881... 41
Golden Imphce sorglium, analysis of. . 242
Golden, sorghum irrown by, for Depart-

mentof Agriculture.! .514
Golden Syrup sorghum, comparative

value of 214
described .100

Goose Neck sorghum, analysis of. . .243, 250
available sugar in. . ..". 126,538
comparative value of 214
described..' 100

Gordon Memorial Mission, sorghum
from 76

Gould, J. Stanton, on need of investiga-
tion 10

time to work sorghum 6,123
Government, relations of, to sorghum 16
Grain, appearance of, in vacuum pan . . .355

Grain and sugar from corn crop 442
Grain, false, how produced 355

product, area and value of crop. . . 423
Granulation of sugar, how promoted— 362

not by open pan 3.54

Granulator, Hersey, plate of 352
Graphical chart of sorghum analyses,

1879 201
showing analysis of sorghums 201
results of analysis of sorghum, 1879.187

Grass compared with sorghum leaves. 391
sugar, or shaloo.. 5]

Gray Top sorghum, analysis of. . , .243, 250
available sugar in 126, 538
comparative value of 214
described 68,99

Great Bend, Kansas, analyses soils .179
Great Britain, consumption of fertilizers

in 465
sugar consumed in ." 26

Greece, sugar consumed in 26
Griesbach, Flora of West Indies, on sor-

ghum 60
Guadeloupe and Martinique, sugar pro-

duction of 26
export of sugar from 543

Guano Peruvian, effect of on sorghum. .183
Guiana, export of sugar from 543

French, sugar product of 545
Guinea ' 'orn 61

sorghum .51

Gulf .States, value of sorghum to 11
Gum in sorghum juice, not present 19

in syrups a product of manufacture. 19
product of fermentation. 252

Gussub, from sorghum 51.

Gypsum, effect of, on sorghum. 163
use of, in defecation 301

Halapense andropogon .51

Halapensis Blumenbachia. or sorghum 60
Hammond. J. H., time for harvesting

sorghum 5
Hand centrifugal, plate .365

Hanging centrifugal, plate 367
Hanson. W., report on sorghum crop . . 412
Harvesting, diversity of opinion as to

time for 122
loss in, bv leaving butt 237
time for." 122
when and how to work 123

Harvey, William Henry, on sorghum 57
Havana sugar, clayed.. .363

Hay, acreage yield of, in different
states 452

an exhausting crop. 464
average acreage value of 420
compared with sorghum leaves 391
product, acreage and value of in

U. S 422
Heads of sorghum, plates of 83
Heat and light, effect of on sorghum . . Ill

effect on juice 291
Hedges, I. A., storing sorghum aftercut-

ting 8
Height and weight of sorghums 74

maximum, time to reach 120
of sorghums 105
from different countries 103

varieties of maize 431

Henry and Swenson on loss of sugar
after cane is cut 127

sorghum analysis by 241
cost of sorghum sugar 417
on product of sugar 419
on skimmings for feeding 402
on sorghum "product of Wisconsin.. .409
on sorghum seed 380
report on production of sorghum... 412

Hersey granulator, plate of 3.52

Herman, sorghum 57
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Hervey, Mr., of France, sugar in sor-
ffhum - 3

Hill culture of sorghum 113
planting lU

Hindostan, sugar produced and export-
ed M3

Hinman, R. S., on corn stalk molasses. 428
History of beet sugar industry 12

sorghum 50,52
Hlogonde sorghum, plate of 91
Hoeing sorghum, cost of 415
Holcus bieolor, or sorghum 59

Caffer or Catfrorum 59
' sorghum 51

Holland, sugar consumed in 2f)

sugar production of 26

Honduras sorghum, analysis of. .232, 234,

243,250
available sugar in 126, 538

comparative value of 214
described 68,100
loss of sugar in bagasse 275

plate of Frontispiece
time for maturity 116

working period for l.sfl

Honey 22

Honev Cane sorghum, available sugar
in 126,538

comparative value of 214

described 100

Honev Top sorghum, comparative value
of 214

described 100

Honey sorghum , analysis of 243, 250
described 68

Honolulu, sugar production of 26
Horizontal mill, plate of 264

Howard's finings in defecation 302
Hungary, sorglium in 5(1

Hutchinson, Kansas, soil analysis 179
sugar made in 1883 518

Hwanir-nii. or sorghum seed 52
Hybridization of sorghum 69

important 18

Hybriil, Link's, described 100

Moore's, described 100
Wallis', described 100

Hydrate of alumina in defecation 302
Hydrometer, a test of composition of

juice 489
good juice 501

Hydrometers described 484

different ones compared 486

Idaho, sorghum production of 416
Identification of varieties of sorghum.. 98

ininf)is Amber sorglium, analysis of.... 243
111. Ind. Univ. report on sorghum 414

sorghum experiments 1^7

Illinois, analysis of sorsfhums in 216

production of sorghum in 408, 416

sorghum products, 1879, 'SO 411

value of farm products per acre in. 421

yield of different crops in 543

Immature sorghum best for sugar 7

worthless for sugar 217, 516

Immaturity of crop at Washington,
cause 514

cause of failure 537

Imphee.. 51

Impheos, average composition of 101

different varieties described 66

introduction of to U. S

.

64

letter on, from Leonard Wray 548

names of 66

plates of seed heads 89, 90, 91

sorghums, letter of Miss Colenso. . . 80
sora:hums, names of 76

varieties of sorghum, plates of .89, 90, 91

Importations of sugar into U. S 26

Imports of molasses in U. S. since 1790., 34

Imports of sugar in U. S. since 1790 30
Impurities of juice, nature of and re-

moval 288
Increase of sugar not due to drying 218
India, East, sorghums, analyses of 243

sugar cane, analyses of 208
Indiana, analyses of sorghums in 249

production of sorghum in 408, 416
value of farm products per acre in 421
yield of different crops in 453

Indian and other varieties of sorghum
compared 205

Indian corn and sorghum, cultivation
the same 19

and sorghum seed compared 377
land in U. S. devoted to 19
product, acrea,a;e, and value in U. S..422
sugar in the stalks of 427
varieties tested for sugar 429

Indian millet 51
sorghums, average composition of 101
sorghums, plates of 83, 84

India, sorghum from ,55

sorghum in 50
varieties of sorghum from 76
yield of sugar iier acre 27

Indies, East, sugar produced and ex-
ported. . . 543

sugar product of 543
Indies, West, production of sugar in... 543
Internal revenue receipts for 1881 42
Introduction of sorghum 53

of sorghum by M. L'Abadie 64
of sorghum in U. S. 64

Inversion of sugar after defecation 300
by not working cane soon 126
in cut sorghum 131, 488, 533
products of 23

InverttMl sugar, amount in manufacture.532
defined 23
effect of on crystallization 326

Insnbrum sorghum 55
Investigation of sorghum demanded.

9, 14, 64, 123
errors in 15
importance to country.. 11

Iowa, average value of crops in 419
productioii of sor.shinn in .. 408,416
lied Top sorghum, available sugar
in 126

, sorghum described 98
sorghum products, 18.58 to 1875. 411
value of farm products per acre in. .421

yield of dilferent crops in 453
Isnard and Barruel, investigation of beet

sugar. 13
Italy, sorghum in 50,51

su.srar {'onsumed in 26
Jackson, Dr. C. T., sugar in sorghum 3

time for working sorghum 5
Jacobs Brothers on time for cutting sor-

ghum 123
storins of sorghum after cutting. .. . 9
time for working sorghum 7

Jamaica, export of sugar from 543
Triiin, consti uction of 327
how operated 354
improvements upon 328
sugar cane soil, analysis of 182

yield of sugar per acre 27

Japanese cane, analysis of 20H

Japan, sorghum sugjir produced in 418
sugar exp(>rted from 543

Java, export of sugar from 544
sugar production of 26
yield of su.aar per acre 27

Jefferson, O., sugar works, method of
working 509

report 414

Joar, sorghum 51
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Johnson, C. J., methods of sugar mak-
ing oil

Johnson, C. Conrad, on sorghum sugar
industrv -I'23

Johnson, Thos., report on sorghum.. . 4U
Jovari, sorghum 51
Jowaree, sorshum 51

Jnba, on sorarhum 54
Judd, Orange, introduction of sorghum. 61
Juice, absorption of Ijy bagasse 260

acidity of during evaporation 317

action of lime upon 291

after defecation, appearance of 316

average expressed in 1879, <S0, 81 . . . .199

amount evaporated per hour in open
pan 338

amount expressed by mills . 104, 260
amount per acre from ..sorghums 214
as abundant in late as early stages. .220

average in 35 varieties of sorghum 197
average per cent obtained by mill . 489
average per cent secured inlSSO and

ISSl 150
composition of in defecation experi-
ments 311

composition of shown by density . . .489
composition shown by hydrometer. ..501

defecated, appearance of 295
effect of heat on 291
effect of standing after defecation. 300
evaporation of . 325
extraction of, methods 257
from maize, average per cent of 50l
from sorghum, average per cent of 499
mechanical impurities and their re-
moval 28S

method of analysis described.. 471
loss of, causes for 260
mills for expressing 2.?9

of leaves and .stalks, analyses of 142
of maize, sugar present in 197
of sorghum at dift'erent stages 194
composition graphically shown.. . . 201
method of analysis " 469
proximate analysis 252
gerceiitage obtained 175, 210, 248
ow determined 472

obtained from different sorghums. 214
obtained of crop 134
of, as affected by frost 1.59

of in corn stalks 437
of syrup yielded 322
purification by filters. . 289
settling tanksfor . 291
specific gravity of when workable. . .213
various methods of extraction 280
when evaporation is finished 3.54

when suitable for sugar making 491
Juices, analyses of fresh and dry.. 22:^

duplicate analyses of 478
from bagasse by diffusion, density of.388
from corn stalks, analyses of 435
from sorghums, specific gravity of 131
inverted analyses of 48.8

of maize, relative purity of 443
of maize, specific giavity and analy-

sis "
497

of sorghum, analyses of 238, .381

and maize, acidity of 2.53

and maize compared 443
average analysis of. 197, 500
average of 4032 204
in 1882, average results 205
average composition of 309, 310
specific gravity and analysis 493
worked at Washington, analyses of. 517

Jyangentombi, plate of ' K9
Kattircorn.. 51

Kainite, effect of on sorghum 163
Kansas, analyses of sorghum soils ... 179

Kansas Orange sorghum, analysis of . . 243
production of sorghum in "

.. 408,416
sorghum products, 1872 to IS.'^O 411
sorghum sugar made in 1883 548
value of farm products per acre in. 421
yield of different crops in 4.53

Kelt, William, sorghum seed from .... 76
Kenney, S. H., on fattening value of

skimmings 403
Kentucky, production of sorghum in,

416, 408
value of farm products per acre in 421
yield of different crops in 4.53

Kilns for bone charcoal .372

Kinsley, Kan., sugar wotks, sugar made
in 1883 549

Kloeden, Prof. Gustave Adolph, history
of sorghum ". 51

Koom-ba-na, description of 68
variety of sorghum 51

Kuleshoff^ Mr., on sorghum in Turkes-
tan 537

Kuntz on sorghum 57
Lactic acid, how produced 24
Lactic fermentation of sorghum juice.. 252
Lactose, crvstallizatjon of 25

or milk sugar 24
La Grange on available sugar 216
Lacvo-glucose defined 22
Laevulose 22
Large mill experiments at Washington 516
Lawrence. Kan., sorghum sugar made

in 1883 549
Lead, basic acetate, solution of how

made 503
Leaves and stalks of maize, weights of 443

and tops, per cent of in cane 142
juice of, analysis of 142
of sorghum, analysis of 390, 392
and corn, analysis of 406
ash in crop of 395
compared with hay 391
f.)r cattle "

51
percentage of in crop ,392

money value of as food 394
per cent of in stalks 143
per cent of juice from 143

Legislation to promote cultivation of
sor.srhum 17

Length and weight of varieties of sor-
ghum.. 74

Length of time for working sorghum 214
Lesser .Antilles, production of sugar in. ..543

Level culture of sorghum . 113
Liang sorghum, or millet .53

Liberian sorghum, plate of 94
anal ysis of 231, 234, 243, 246
available sugar in 126, 538

I

comparative value of . . . 214
described 98
time for maturity 117
White, described" 101

working period for 186
' Life of seed, how tested 117
Light and heat, effect of on sorghum 111
Lime, action of on glucose 297

action of on sugar solutions 24
amount added in defecation experi-
ments 316

amount of in crop of sorghum :;96

and magnesia in soils, relation of ],s2

and sulphite of lime in defecation .308

chemical effects of on juice 293
cream of, how prepared 292
defecation by, how done 293
effect of during evaporation 298
effect of on juice 291
excess of, action on sugar 300
milk of, how prepared ^ 292
sucrate. composition of 370
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Lime sncrato Tnethnrl of dcfpf>,atioTi. ... .304

sulphate, effect of on sorghum lOo
sulphite, composition of 308
sulphite in defecation 308, 305
superphosphate in defecation 302
water, use of in vacuum pan 356

Lindley, Henry, on stripping cane. .. 141
value of skimmings for food 403

Link, Ephraim, letter from about hy-
brid 71

Link's Hybrid sorghum, analysis of. .243

analysis of 190,247,250
Link's iiybrid, available sugar iu. . 126, 538

comparative value of 214
sorghum described 99
plate of 93
sport of Oomseeana .. 69

Linnseus on sorghum 56
Listing, when important 114
Litmus paper, properties and use 292
Lobel on sorghum, 55
Lonieer on sorghum 55

Loss bv diminished yield of crops in
United States 458

in not working cane promptly 126
of glucose in manufacture 534
juice, causes of 260
sucrose in manufacture 534
sugar, actual, in manufacture 322

sugar by methods of manufacture ... 17

sugar by poor harvesting 237
sugar by suckers 133
sugar ill Ijagasse 174, 274, 277, 383,406
sugar in drying sorghum 396
sugar in manufacture 258
sugar in stalks of maize 442
sugar necessary in manufacture. . . 309
sugar present in sugar-cane 535

Loss, total, by diminished crops of
United States 459

Louisiana and Texas, value of sorghum
to n

Louisiana cane, analysis of juice of 207

export f>f sugar from 543

production of sorghum in .. .416,408
production of sugar in 1879 27
production of sugar and molasses . 541

sugar-cane, per cent of sugar in. . . .185

sugar, product of. 26, 27

value per acre of crops in 421

yield of different eroyis in 453

yield of sugar per acre 27

Lynch, Peter, on cause of failure at
Washington 515

Mabali, or sorghum 51, 78

Maceration, expense of 282

of cane 281

Madagascar, sugar export of. -543

Madras sugar-cane, analyses of 208

Magnesia, amount of in crop of sor-

ghum 396

and lime in soils, relation of 182

Maine, value of farm products per acre
in 421

yield of different crops in 4.52

Maize, analyses of leaves of 406
and sorghum, cultivation of, the
same 10

and sorghum juices compared 443

and sorghum, same conditions re-
quired 19

and sorghum seed compared 377

and sorghum seed, same composi-
tion 20

average acreage yield of in United
States 457

average analyses of juices from .
197

average yield of in different states. ..4-52

fodder, analyses of 393

crop of sugar and grain from 442

Maize for sugar, fuither investigation
needed 444

height and weight of stalks 431
juices, acidity of 436
analyses of by stfiges. 435
average analysis of 431
rich in sugar 197
specific gravity and analyses 497
sugar present in 197
land in United States devoted to . . . 19
stages of development of 430
stalks and bagasse, analyses of 406
fjutts and tops compared 235
comparative value for sugar ... 439
loss of sugar in 442
stripped stalks, yield per acre 439
sugar 22
history of 427
made at Washington 521
made from stalks of 441
total value of crop in United States. 4.58

value of in fattening 450
varieties tested for sugar 429

Malate of lime frojn maple sap 341
Maltby, Nelson, method of manufac-

ture 507
on sugar from sorghum 419
report on sorghum 414
sugar from corn stalks 441

Mammoth, White, plate of 97
Manilla, export of sugar from 544

sugar production of 26
Mannite in fermentation of sorghum—252
Manufactuie of sorghum, cost of 415

sugar 245
sugar, cost of 21

syrup, cost of 20
sugar, comparison of methods 511

from sorghum and beets compared. .424

from sorghum, cost of 417
methods employed 506

period for 538
syrup at Washington, method.. . . 521
various methods 504

]\Ianna 56

Manure, effect of, on sorghum 175, 176
from stables, value of 464

Maple molasses, product in U. S. since
1790 38

Maple sugar 22

annual production of 545

annual production since 1861 27

pan scale 341

production of 25
Margraff, investigations of beet sugar. 12
Marketing of sorghum syrup and sugar..424
.Marking the land for planting 112

Marsrhall on available sugar '-'16

^larshilla, or sorghum 51

Martinique and Guadeloupe, sugar pro-
duction of -f>

export of sugar from 543

Maryland, production of sorghum in
408, 416

value of farm products per acre in 121

yield of different crops in 452

Massachusetts, act to promote cultiva-
tion of sorghum 17

Agric. Coll., experiments in sugar
making 129

early efforts in sugar making in— 428

sorghum, analysis of 244

sorghum production of , ... 416

value of farm products per acre in. .421

yield r,( different crops in .
4ri2

Masse cuite, analysis of, 2S5

Mastodon sorghum, available sugar in,
126, 538

comparntive value of 21

1

described 68, 100
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JIatthioli on sorghum 55
Mature sorghum affected by frost 13"

Maturity as dependent on seed 115

days required for, by sorghum 214
of crop, shown by hydrometer 501
of sorghum, time required for 5.38

time from planting to 114

time of shortened by rem.oving seed. 140
time required for 247

time to reach 10.5, 120
Mauritius, sugar exported from 543

sugar production of 26
sugar product of 545
yield of sugar per acre 27

Mayberry, Dr., on bagasse as fuel 399
on food value of scum, etc 402

Mayotta Nossi Be, sugar export of 543
Maximum content of sugar in crop 122
Maxon and Almony, report on sorghum.

crop 412
McColloh's comparison of processes of

sugar making 511
Mechanical condition of soils 180

impurities of juice, how removed. . .288

means of defecation 301
Merrill, X. C, on sorghum as forage

plant 407
Meteorological data of sorghum experi-

ments. .. • 147

Meteorology of l&SO and 1881, compared. 148
Method and object of experiments at

Washington 521
Method of analyses of sorghum juice... .469

Method of sugar manufacture detailed. .506

Mexico, export of sugar from 543
sugar production of 26
sugar product of 545

Michigan, maple sugar produced in 28
production of sorghum in 408, 416
value of farm products per acre in. .421

yield of different crops in . . .453

Middle, top, and butt of cane compared.218
Milk of lime, how made 292
Milk sugar, or lactose 24
Miller on southern grown seed 115

|

Miller's sorghum, analysis of 243. 250
Millet and sorghum confounded 53
Millet, Moorish.. 61

pearl, sugar from juice of 445
j

Saracen 50
j

spiked .' 61
I

Mill and diffusion juices, analysis of— 285 i

horizontal, plate of 264
importance of a good 272

|

importance of a .sood 279
large, experiments at Washington. . .516

i

of Khedive of Egypt 280
which to select. " 261
with power below, plate 263

Mills amount of juice expressed by 260
auxiliary 280
cost, and sizes of 262
for cane, need of improvement 2.58

for expressing juice 2.59

for testing cane, plates of 272
plates of 262
principle of 259
roller, described 261
vertical, plate 262

Mineral matter of corn crop,value of 450
effect of, on crystallization 326
in crop of sorghum. 395
in crops of the U. S 462
in hay, value of 464
in sorghum juice and stalk 255
of scum and sediment, analysis of .401

action of, in syrups 216
Minnesota Earlv Amber, available sugar

in ". 126
described 100

36

Minnesota Early Amber, history of 65
plate of ".

92
production of sorghum in 408, 416
sorghum products, 1868 to 1880 41(>
value of farm products per acre in 421
yield of different crops in 4.5s

Mississippi, production of sorghum i;i.

408, 41fi
production of sugar, 1S79 _>"

production of sugar and molasses 542
value per acre, of crops in 421
yield of different crops in 453

Missouri, production of sorghum in.408, 416
production of sugar and molasses. . .542
value of farm products per acre in . .421
yield of different crops in 4.53

Mohr, Dr. Charles, on sorghum 58
Molasses, amount produc-ed in U. S 26

and sugar, value of imported in 1879. 41
cane, produced in U. S. since 1790 38
composition of 369
consumed in U. S. since 1790 34
definition of 369
dom^estic, consumed in U. S. since

1790 34
foreign, consumed in U. S. since 1790 34
how produced 326
how separated from sugar 362
imports, exports, consumption in
U.S S4

imports of into U. S. since 1790 ... 34
increased by salts 216
maple, produced in U. S. since 1790 . 38
production of, in Louisiana 541
separation of, from sugar 362
sorghum, analysis . . .

'

548
sorghum, produced in U. S. since
1790 38

sugar lost in 274
sugars 369
to sugar produced, ratio of 418
value of, consumed in U. S. since

,, 1~90 34
Montiguy, introduction of sorghum. 53, 64
Moore's hybrid sorghum, described 100
Moorish millet. 61
Mucous fermentation of sorghum juice..252
Multiple effects, evaporation bv 356
Multiple roll mills " 280
Muscovado sugar, how prepared 328, 362
Myrick, M. O.. report on sorghum 415
Xames, botanical, of sorehum : 57

of sorghums, significance of.. 79
of .sorghum varieties, confusion in . . . 73

Napoleon, appropriation for sugar beet
13, 14

Nason, S., report on sorghum crop 412
Xatal, Botanical Gardens, sorghum

from 76
sugar export of .543
sugar production of 26
yield of sugar per acre 27

National Academy of Sciences 52
advisers of government 470
committee of 469
on Dr. Collier's investigations 10
ou method of analysis 469
on need of investigation 10
on sorghum 17, 61
on sugar in sorghum 195, 423
on sugar making.. ^So

Nebraska, analysis sorghum soU 179
production of sorghum in 416. 408
value of farm products per acre in. 421
yield of different crops in 453

Neeazana sorghum, analysis of 24.3, 250
available sugar in .

.' 126,538
comparative value of 214
described 99
plate of 95
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Neeazana variety of sorghum 60
, Need of further research on sorghum.. .123

Nees, on sorghum : . . 58
Netherhinds, production of beet sugar.. 542
Nevada, sorghum production of 4]()

value of farm products per acre in. .421

New Hampshire, value of farm products
per acre in 421

yield of different crops in 452
New Jersey, act to promote cultivation

of sorghum 17
analysis of sorghums in 248
production of sorghum in 416, 408
Kio Grande method of working 511
Rio Grande soils, analysis of 178
sorglium sugar made in 188:J 549
Sugar Works, cost of working cane. 417
value of farm products per acre in. .421
yield of different crops in 452

New South Wales, sorghum sugar in 546
New York, maple susjar produced in. . . 28

production of sorghum in 416, 408
value of farm products per acre
in . .. . - 421

yield of different crops in 4.52

New Mexico, sorghum production of 416
Niles Sugar Mill, plate of 268
Nitrate of potash in sorghum juice 252
Nitrogenous fertilizers, effect on sor-

ghum 163
matters in sorghum juice 2.52

Nitrogen manure for sorghum 175
North Carolina, acreage value of farm.

products in 421
production of sorghum in 416,408
production of sugar and molasses. .542

Norway, sugar consumed in 26
North Carolina, yield of different crops

in.. . 452
Nubia, sorghum in : 51
Number of stalks per acre Ill
Nutritive ratio sorghum leaves and ba-

gasse .

.

392
Oak Hill, 111., Sugar Works, methods of

working 509
report 414

Oats, acreage yield of, in different
states 452

average acreage value of. 420
average yield and value per acre. . . .423
in Iowa, acreage value of 420
product, acreage and value in U. S. .422

Oceanica, export of sugar from 544
Ohio, maple sugar produced in 28

production of sorghum in . . 416,408
sorghum products. 1862 to 1878 410
value of farm products per acre in.421
yield of different crops in 453

Oomseeana sorghum, comparative val-
ue of 214

available sugar in 126. 538
described 98,99
variety of sorghum 51,66

Open and vacuum pan methods com-
pared 512

Open pan e vaporation 327
rapidity of 338
when completed 354

Orange Cane, available sugar in 126, 538
composition of.. 2-50

Orange sorghum, analysis of 239, 246, 250
Oregon, sorghum production of 416

value of farm products per acre in. .421
yield of different crops in 453

Osborn, Joseph H., report on sorghum
crop 412

Osmosis explained 282
Otaheitan sorghum, time for working. . 7

Palm sugar 22
amount produced 25

Panicura Dioscorides, or sorghum 55
or Bread Millet 55

Panicle, average length of 103
average weight of 103
lenath of 105
weight of 105
of sorgluim, plates of 83
plucked olf, to increase sugar 241

Pan scale, composition of 340
how removed 340

Pao Liang, or sorghum 54
Paper, litmus, properties and use 292
Paper pulp, amount of, in crop of sor-

ghum 400
from bagasse 400

Paper, tumeric, properties and uses 292
Parson, H. B., report of work at Wash-

ington 515
Patterson farm, sorghum grown upon.. .514
Pearl Horizontal Mill, plate of 265
Pearl Millet, sugar from juice of 445

sugar made at Washington 521
Pech, F., on sorghum .55

table for identification of sorghum 98
Peligot, analyses of sugar-cane bagasses.387
Penang, sugar production of 26
Pennsvlvania, production of sorghum

in 416, 408
value of farm products per acre in. .421
yield of different crops in 452

Period during which corn stalks may be
worked 439

of working crop, length of 538
Permanganate process for the estima-

tion of sugars in juices 471
solutions, how prepared 503

Persoon on sorghum 56, 57
Peru, export of sugar from 543

sugar consumed in 26
sugar product of 26

Philippine Islands, production of sugar
in ,544

sugar-cane soil, analyses of 182
yield of sugar per acre. 27

Phillips, Ilollister S., on sorghum seed. 378
Phipson, Dr. T. L., analyses sugar-cane

soils 182
Phosphate of alumina in defecation 302

of lime in defecation 302
Phosphates, effect of, on sorghum 163
Phosphoric acid, amount of, in crop of

sorghum 396
in corn crop of U. S 450
in crops of U. S 462
in crops of U. S., value of 463
in sorshum juice and cane 256

Piknometers for specific gravity 484
Piute sugar 56
Plant cane, analysis of 208
Planter, plate of" 112
Planting, amouni of seed for 110

and cultivation, cost of 415
a second time undesirable 539
close, reasons for .. . .111
cost per acre . . 112
im portance of good 109
method of Ill
method of, in Japan 419
number of stalks per acre Ill
preparation of seed for 68,118
proper depth of 112
selection and preparation of ground. 108
time for 110
to certain development of plant. . 119
to maturity of sorghum, time. . .105, 538
plants used as food for man 50

Plates of sorghum 83
Plate of steam evaporators 346
Plaster of Paris, effect of on sorghum. .16S

Plaster, use of in defecation 301
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Plowing, cost of 415
fall, for sorghum 109

Pliuy. history of sorghum •
.
50

on sorghum 54, 57

Polarization find analysis compared 470

of maize juices, average 501

of sorghum juices 105

of sorghum juices, average 500

of sugars 22

Polarized light, eflFect of .sugars on 22
Population of Lnited States since 1790... 31

Porcher, on sugar from maize 429

Porous-alum iu defecation 303

Porto Rico, export of sugar from 54:5

sugar production of 26

Portugal, sorghum in 50

sugar consumed in ... 26

Potatoes, acreage yield of in diflFerent

states —452
average acreage value of 420
in Iowa, acreage value of . . 420
proiluct, acreage, and value in
United States .422

Potash, amount of in crop of sorghum .396

in corn crop of United States 450
in crops of United States, amount of.462
in crops of United States, value of. .46:5

in sorghum juice and cane 236

salts, effect of on sorghum 163
Potassium, nitrate, in sorghum juice— 252
Powell, O. S., on food value of scum,

etc 402
on vinegar from skimmings 403
report on sorghum crop 412, 414

Preliminary remarks. 1

Precipitate formed in defecation 295
Prescott on sugar from maize 427
Pressure and temperature in vacuum

pan ai2
of atmosphere and boiling point .. 341
upon the vacuum pan 342

Prince, \Vm. K., introduction of sor-
ghum 64

Problems concerning sorghum yet un-
solved 17

Production, acreage, and value of cere-
als in United States 423

of soil, decrease in 417
of sorghum in different states 416
in Untted States, statistics of. 408
sugar per acre 419
of sugar from sorghum, cost of 417
in different countries. 26
of svrup in United States in 1860and

1S70. .. 409
Products of farm, acreage value of. .. .420

of fermentation of sorghum juice. .252

of sorghum, beets, and cane com-
pared 424

Profit of growing sorghum 408, 414, 415
sorghum crop 426
sorghum production.. 412
sorghum and other crops compared 42 )

sorghum, beets, and cane compared 424
Prompt working of sorghum, conflict-

ipg opinions S
Prompt working of sorghum necessary.126
Proof glass for juices and syrups, plate.. 4f>6

Pulp for paper from bagasse 400
Purging by centrifugal, how done 363

of sorghum sugars IS
of sugar, how effected 362

Queensland, yield of sugar per acre 27
Questions concerning sorghum unan-

swered 17
Rain, effect on sorghum juices. 151
Kain-fall after drought, effect on sor-

ghum.. 151

and temperature at Washington, 1882.151
at Washington, D. C, lSSO-1-2 147

Rain-fall, effect of on sorghum 145
Ransom, B. V., report on sorghum 414
Rattoon sugar-cane, analysis of 208
Re-agents for analysis of juices . .503

Red Cane, analysis of juice of 207
plant, analysis of 208

Red color in sorghum stalks 244
Red Sorgho from India, plate of 84
Refining of sugar by bone-black 372
Regular sorghum, analysis of 250

available sugar in 126. 5:iS

comparative value of 214
described.. 99

ReUieuxs triple effect, compared with
other methods 512

Replanting, danger of 118
in of crop unfavorable 539

Research on sorghum still demanded. . . 14
Resolution of National Academy of Sci-

ences on sorghum 469
Results of sugar making at Washington.516
Reunion, sugar production of 26
Revenue from receipts and customs,

1S81 42
Rhode Island, sorghum production of ..416

value of farm products per acre iu . .421

yield of different crops in 452
Rhodes. J. H., report on sorghum crop .412

Ribbon Cane, analysis of 208
plant, analysis of . 207
rattoon. analysis of 207

Rice or Egyptian corn, analysis of juice.206
described 99

Richards Henry B., on perennial char-
acter of sorghum 12

Ridge culture of sorghum 114
Rio Grande, X. J., analysis soils 178

sugar made in 188:? 549
sugar works, method 511
sugar works on stripping 141
on cost of manufacturing. . . . : 417

Rio Janeiro, yield of sugar per acre ... 27
Ripe cane only fit for sugar making 516
Ripeness of seed, time to reach.. 120
Ripening of seed does not diminish

sugar 241
sorghum, time required for 247, 538

Ripe seed a test for working crop 501
Rising City, Nebraska, analysis of soil. 179

River Platte states, sugar consumed in. 26
Roll mills described . 261
Rolls, multiple 2^0

speed of in mill 279
Rotation of polarized light by sugars 22
Rubens sorghum 59
Rural New Yorker on loss of sugar in

bagasse.. 386
Russell, A. J., sugar from sorghum, by 417
Russia and Poland, sugar consumed in. 26

sugar product of 545
Russia, production of beet sugar 28
Rye. acreage yield of iu different states.452

average acreage, value of 420
avera.se yield and value per acre. . . .423

product,'acreage and value in U. S. 422
Saccharatum sorghum 51
Saccharometers described 484

plate of 486
Saccharose 22
Saccharum of Dioscorides. 56

officinarum. botanical description. . 60
Salts, effects of on crystallization 326

mineral, action of in syrups 216

sugar diminished by 216
Sandwich Islands, export of sagar from.544

sugar production of 26
yield of sugar per acre 27

Sandvs, Reginald M., analysis of sugar-
"cane 208

San Sui Pai Liang, from China, plate of. S5
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Saracen Millet 50

Scale frf)m evaporators, composition of .340

how removed 340

Scaliger on sorghum 54

Scheibler's, Prof., strontia sucrate pro-
^

oess 371

Sciences, National Academy of, on need
of investigation 10

Scott, N. H., report on sorghum 414

Scovell and Weber, analysis of Orange
Cane 250

analyses of sorghum 239, 246

loss of sugar after cutting 127

on climate as affecting sorghum 153

on prompt working of crop 9

on soils for sorghum 184

on time for cutting sorghum. 123

on tops and biitts, value of 236

time for working sorghum 8

Scum and sediment, value of 401

Scum, appearance of in defecation ex-
periments 316

formed in defecation 294

from defecator, analysis of 401

removal of in defecation .295

Seasoning of sorghum by storage.. 8

Seasons of 1880 and '81 at Washington
compared 148

Second and third sugars 369

Sediments and skimmings, value of 401

Sediment, character of in defecation ex-
periments 316

formed in defecation 295

from defecator, analysis of 401

in defecation, how to settle 296

in defecation, when down 296

or scale on evaporators 340

Seed, amount matured at Washington. .515

amount of for planting 110

and sugar from sorghum. 20

average acreage yield of sorghum.. .412

choice of 115

condition of in time of working sor-

ghum 123

expense of gathering 415

growth of, effect on sugar 138

heads, increase of sugar bv removal
of 241

heads of sorghum, plate 83

importance of testing 117

method of testing vitality 117

number of in pound 110

of sorghum and maize compared— 377

ash in crop of 395

composition of 377

crops produced 414

food for man 51

for fattening 379

for horses 51

production of 378

value for feeding 395

value of 377

yield per acre 380

pays expense of sorghum crop 416

per acre, product of 175

preparation of for planting 68, 118

removal of, effect o'n sugar 138

removal of, effect on timeof maturity.138
ripening of, does not diminish sugar.241
selection and preparation of 114

sorghum, described 58

sorghum grown solely for, in China. 537
sorghum mainly grown for 20

southern grown, value of 115

used for fattening hogs. 415

variety for any locality 114

Senegambia sorghum in 51

Separation of sugar from molasses 362

Settling in defecation, how effected 296

Settling tanks and sulphurous acid 306

Settling tanks for juice 291
Shaffer, Dr. J. M., on need of further in-

vestigation 10
Shaloo, or sugar grass 51
Shanghai, China, sorghum from 64
Sharpless, Prof. S. P., analysis sorghum

juice ".

244
Shepstone, J., letter concerning Imphees 80

varieties of Imphees 76
Sherwood, J. D., report on sorghum

crop 412
Shla-goo-va, variety of sorghum 66
Shla-goon-dee, variety of sorghum. . .51, 66
Shoemacker, Mr., on stripping cane 141
Shorghi, or sorghum 56
Shu, meaning of term 52
Siam, sugar exported from — 543
Silica, gelatinous, in defecation 303
Silo, value of bagasse for 393

for preserving bagasse 396
Silver and gold, production of in 1881. . . 41
Skimming at defecation, how done 295

sugar lost by 274
value of for fattening hogs 402
vinegar made from ... .403

Skinner, E. W., time for working sor-
ghum 7

on storage of sorghum 9
Small mill experiments at Washington. ..521

Smith, Captain John, on sugar in maize.427
Smith, Dr. J. Lawrence, on need of in-

vestigation . . 9
on promx>t working of cane 8
sugar in sorghum 3

Smith, J. H , on varieties of sorghum... 67
on prompt working of sorghum 8

Smith, J. N., time for working sorghum. 6
Soaking seed before planting 118

Soda salts, effect on sorglium 163

Soda, silicate of, in defecation 303
Sodium chloride, effect of on sorghum. .163

Soil and climate the same for maize and
sorghum 19

at Wasliington, D. C, analysis of . . .162

best adapted to sorghum, resolution. 15

decrease in production of 417
demand of sorghum upon 255
exhaustion, how prevented 464
exhaustion of 451

exhaustion of by growing sorghum 447

for sorghum, experiments by Scovell
and Weber 184

for sorghum, selection of 108

not exhausted by sugar growing— .394

not exhausted by sugar production. .449

Soils, analyses of 181

composition of as affecting sorghum. 177

for sugar-cane, composition of 182

how produced 18fr

importance of lime 182
mechanical analyses 179

of what composed 180

Solids, average in sorghums, 1879, '80,

'81 198

average in 35 varieties of sorghum. .197

average of in juice at different
stages 194

in juice, average per cent of 2.34

in juice, how determined 472
in juice, increase of in plant 490

in sorghum juices 105

in sorghum juice at different stages. 210

in sorghum juices, average results,

1879 492

not sugars, as affected by fertilizers. 170

as affected by frost 159

average per cent in 1880 and 1881 150'

per cent in juice 134

per cent of in leaf juice 143

per cent of in different sorghums. ...214
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Solids, total, in com stalk juices 435
Sorghum, advantages over maize for

sugar 444
agricultural character of 61
alcohol from . ... 240
amount worked at Washington 516
analyses graphically represented 201
analyses ISSJ, chart 202
analyses of 104
by Scovell and Weber 246
by stages of development 193
field crop of. 247
graphically shown 187
leaves of 406
and corn stalks, comparative value

of, during working period, with
table 443

and maize, cultivation the same ... 19
juices compared.. 413
and maize, juices of, specific gravitv

tables ...491
requiring same climate 19
and Millet confounded 53
nd other crops compared in value. .420

and sugar-cane compared 206
difference between 60
and the census 63
as affected by fertilizers 163
as fodder, value of 405
ash, analyses of. 547
average analvses of . . 197
in INSO and 1S.S1 150
average available sugar in 538
composition in 1880 194
of 35 varieties 197
tons grown per acre 414
bagasses, analysis of 381
bibliography of 42
bicolor 51
botanical description of 57
botanical names of 57
botanyof 54
cane, cost delivered at mill 415
compared with other crops of U. S. .419

comparison of foreign varieties 205
comparison of several varieties 243
comparison of upper and lower
halves 234

confusion of names of 73
cost of cultivation of 414
crop, ash in 395
exhaustion of soil by 447
crop produced per acre 134
cultivation of 113
detailed analyses of 189
development of sugar in 185, 246
different varieties of, described 98
effect of climate upon 14o
effect of drought upon 149
effect of fertilizers on 162
effect of frost on 154

equal in sugar to tropical cane 20
examination .of, described 188
expense of cutting and hauling. .. 415
expense of producing 415
extent of area for cultivation of 504
from various countries compared. . .101

further investigation of, demanded.. 9
furtiier investigation of, needed 14
grown at Washington 514
habits of, as to suckering 106
history of 50, 52
Holcus 51
hybridization of. 18, 69
immature, effect of frost on 157
immature, no sugar in 217
Imphees, different kinds described. . 66
importance of its introduction 63
in 1SS2, statistics of 411
in Indiana, analyses of 249

Sorghum in Iowa, acreage value of 420
lusubrum 55
in 1882, average analyses.. 205
introduced by M. d'Abadie 64
introduction into the U. S 53, 64
investigations of errors in 15
its further investi.gation needed . . . .123
juice, analysis of 251, 381
analysis of ash 255
average analysis of 500
juice, effect on, of keeping 252
error in analysis of 470
average of 4,032 204
various analyses of 238

Sorghum, large yield of stalks 418
leaves, analysis of 390
leaves, hay, and grass compared. . . .391
length of time for working 124
mainly grown ior seed 20
method of analysis of 469, 471
National Academy of Sciences on. 61
new varieties yet "t3 be examined 18
not sub-variety of sugar-cane 60
not understood before work of Dr.
Collier 2

plates of S3
prejudices against 16
problems concerning, yet unsolved. 17
products, raarketing'of 424
products, value per acre 414
profits of the crop 414, 415, 426
questions yet unsolved 15, IS
resolution of National Acad, of
Sci 469

rubens 59
saceharatum 51
seed, amount of crop 414
analysis of 377
and maize, same composition 20
for fattening 379
for feeding and fattening 20
heads of, plates 83
value of, for feeding.. 395

Sorghum, selection and preparation of
soil for 108

should be encouraged by govern-
ment ".

16
signification of names 79
soils adapted for growing . . 177
spicatum. 61
stalks, analysis of 547
analysis of ash 255
per acre, amount of 175
proximate analysis of 250
structure of 258
statistics of the census . ... 416
statistics of production in U. S 408
suckered and uusuckered average
analyses 135

compared 134
sugar, amount produced per acre 419
analyses of 547
cane and beets compared 423
cost of production 21
in 1883 54S
industry, predictions 19
industry, prospects of 19
in Japan, production of 418
in New South Wales 546
made at Washington 521
produced in quantity. 20
syrup, cost of manufacture 20
produced in U. S. since 1790 3S

sorghums, table of comparative val-
ue of 214

time for planting 110
tops and butts compared 235
two crops of a year practicable 11
Usorum 58
value as a forage plant 406
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vahie of products per ton 414
value to the country H
variation in time for maturity 117

varieties from Africa, (hina, India. 76

varieties of, grown in U. S.. 73
varieties the same iu sugar content.. 211
varieties worked for j-ugar. 312
variety to be selected for growing. . .211

vulgare 61
analyses of juices of 206

botaiiical description 60

waste products from 376

weight and length of 74
weight of grown per acre : 179

weight of leaves in crop 392
when ready for working 122

South Carolina, production of sorghum.408
production of sugar, 1S79 27

production of sugar and molasses.. .542

value per acre of farm products in. .421

yield of different crops in 4.53

Solubility of different sugars 24

Solutions of sugar compared as to den-
sity 335

Spain, sugar consumed in 26

sugar production of 543

Specific gravity and analysis of juices. .489

and analysis of maize juices 497

and analysis of sorghum juices.. . .493

and Beaiime compared 337, 487

average of juice in 1879, '80, '81 199

average of, of juice 234

average of 35 varieties of sorghum. 197

different scales compared 485

of corn stalk juices. 435

of good juice 213

of juice and composition, relation of. 502

of juice as affected by frost 159

of juice, how determined 472

of sugar solutions of different tem-
peratures 335

sorghum juice at diff"erent stages .
.
210

sorghum juices 105,134,484
table of sorghum juices 491

Speed of rolls in sugar mills 279

Spiked Millet 61

Sprangle Top sorghum, comparative
value of 214

described 69,100
Sprengle on sorghum 58

Sprouting seed before planting 118

Stable manure, effectof on sorghum. 175, 176

value of 464

St. Christopher, export of sugar from. . .543

St. Lucia, export of sugar from 543

St. Vincent, export of sugar from 543

Stages of development, explanation of ..197

of maize 430

time to reach 119

Stalk, different portions of compared . .218

analyses of upper and lower halves. 234
and leaves, analyses of juices 142

and leaves of maize, relative weights
of 443

of sorghum and corn, analysis of... .406

of sorghum, average yield of 415

of sorghum, how kept in Japan 419

of sorghum, physical structure 2-58

per acre, amount of 175

per acre, number of Ill

stripped, acreage yield of 214

sugar in a ton of 210

weight of leaves on 392

Starch in juice, and its removal 288

in sorghum j\iice 251

Statistics of cultivation and products of
sorghum 414

production of sorghum in U. S 408
sorghum in the census 416

sugar production and exports 542

Steam, amount produced in vacuum
pan 343

and open pan evaporation 338
coils, heat given out by, to water or
juice 338

Stebbins, Mr., on food value of scum,
etc 402

Steck, Paul, Cal., method of sugar mak-
ing 510

report on sorghum 414
Sterling, Kansas, soil analysis 179

sugar works, process employed .'^07

sugar made in 1883 ,549

Stewart's Hybrid sorghum, analysis of. .242

Stockbridge, President, sugar in sor-
ghum 4

Storage of sorghum after cutting, con-
flicting opinions 8. 9

Storing cane, loss of sugar in 127
Storms, effect on sorghum 244

at Washington, 1880-1-2 147
Stout, Mr., on use of bagasse as fuel 398
Striking of vacuum pan ... 356
Stripped and unstripped cane compared. 140

stalks, acreage yield of 214
stalks, per cent of cane in 142

Stripping, effectof on quantity and qual-
ity of juice 144

method of 144
not necessary 144
sorghum, effect of 140

Strontia sucrate, composition of 371
Structure, physical, of sorghum 2.58

Stubble cane," analysis of. 208
Stubbs' evaporator, plate of 333
Stump's New Variety, detailed analyses

of 191,250
Subsiding tanks for juice 291
Succinic acid in fermentation of sor-

ghum 252
Suckered and unsuckered sorghum, av-

erage analyses 135
compared. .". 128, 134

Suckering, advantages of 136, 538
habits of varieties as to 106

Suckers a result of hilling 113
how prevented Ill
loss of sugar by. 133

Sucrates of lime and strontia 370
method of defecation 804

Sucrose 22
analysis of explained 473
always preseat in juice 195
and glucose, development of lf<5

available from one ton sorghum — 500
available, when at maximum 215
average in sorghums, 1879-80-81 198
average in 35 varieties of sorghum. .197

average of at different stages 194
average percent in juice in 1880 and

1881 150
by analysis and polarization 476
development of in sorghum. 185
early appearance of in sorghum
and maize 195

estimated by polariscope 22
gradual increase of in plant 490
how determined 472
in corn stalk juices 435
in immature canes 217

in juice as affected by frost 159

in juice, effect of fertilizers on 172

in juice, sliown by specific gravity. .490

in maize juices, average .501

in maize juices of different densi-
ties 497

in sorghum, as affected by fertilizers. 166

in sorghums by polariscope 22

in sorghum jiiice, average 499

in sorghum juices 104
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Sucrose in juices, average results, 1879. .492

of different densities 493
inversion of in juices 326
per cent of in dirt'ereut sorghums. . .214

loss of in manufacture of syrups— 309
in leaf juice 143

in juice of crop 131

.Sugar about the same in many kinds of
sorgliura 211

absolute loss of, in mauufaeture. . . .309

action of lime upon 297
aggregate loss in manufacture 2.3S

amount consumed in U. S. in 1881. . . 41
inverted in manufacture 532
left i u bagasse 384
lost in bagasse of sugar-cane 387
obtained from maize syrups 440
present in maize juices" 197
produced in U. S 26
produced per acre 419
and corn for canning. 440
and molasses, value of imported in

1S79 41
ripe grain from corn crop 442
seed from sorghum 20

syrup, loss of in harvesting 237
syrup, marketing of 424
at different stages of development. . .210

at maximum in crop, diversity of
opinion 122

available, amount in stalks 491
at different stairos 194, 210, 51.")

average for 1.S79-S0-S1 199

average in 35 varieties of sorghum 197
average per cent in ISSO and 1881. . . 150
defined.. 136,217
•discussion of 215
increase of by manufacture 3i2
in juices and syrups 137
in juices at Washington 518
In juices of sorghums 134
in leaf juice. 143
in sorghums 538
in sorghums, 1880, 1881.. 5.38

in suckercd and unsuckered canes. .129

in syrups at Washington. 519, 528
from one ton sorghum 500
secured per acre 214

to ton of stalks 210
when present in juice 217
vet to be in vesti crated 18
average in sorghums, 1879-S0-81 198
average of at different stages. 194
average of in sorghums, 1879 187
beet, production of by countries 542
beets, sorghum, and sugar-cane com-
pared 423

by analysis and polarization 476
Sugar-cane, analysis of juice of.. .. 207,208

analysis of top, middle, and butt. . . 236
and sorghum compared 20G
and sorghum, difference between... 60
and sorghum equal in sugar 20
as affected by climate 145
average of analyses 208
bagasse, analyses of 386
Chinese . .

" 51
Ea<t India, analyses of 208
effect of frost oii 161
molasses produced in U. S. since

1790. - -

.

38
not a variety of sorghum 60
production "of, by countries 542
soils, analyses of 182
sorghum, and sugar beets compared .423
structure of 258
sugar in 185

Sugar, cause of the color of 327
chemistry of 22
consumed in U. S. since 1790 30, 31

Sugar, consumption per capita 26
consumption per capita in U. S. since
1790 31

corn, average juice of 431
corn, loss of sugar in bagasse 275
countries producing it 26
crystallization of 24
crystallization of, how prevented. 326, 362
development of, in sorghum. 185, 243, 246
developmentof, in stalk of sorghum. 241
domestic, consumed in U. S. since
1790 31

domestic, produced in U. S. since
1790 31

duties compared with other reve-
nues 42

effect of acids on 23
effects of lime on. 24
effect on polarized light 22
experiments in manufacture of 312
exportation, statistics of 542
foreign, consumed in U. S. since

1790 31
from beets, cost at first 13
beets developed by Napoleon 13
corn stalks, amount per acre 439
corn stalks at Washington 521
corn stalks, history of 427
Pearl Millet at Washington 521
sorghum, analysis of 548
at Washington 521
cost of production 21, 417
Goessmann on . . .186
easilv obtained 535
in 1883 548
i n New South Wales 546
not made in China 537
produced 20
produced in Japan 418
prospects of 39
statistics. 408
syrup, yield of 20
vield per acre 175, 414
stalks of Pearl Millet 416
ton of sorghum cane of 248

Sugar grass, orshaloo. 51
Sugar house, plate of a cheap home 505

how dried for packing 352
imports, exports, consumption in
U. S 30

in bagasse, per cent of 278
in corn stalk juices 435
increased by removing seed heads. .241
increase of, graphically shown .187
increase of, not due to drying up of
plant 161, 209,218

in cut cane, inversion of 533
in Juice as affected by frost 159
in juice proportioned to density 490
in maize and sorghum juices 196
juices, average 501
juices of different densities 497
in sorghum as aflected by fertilizers. 166
discordant opinions 2
effect of fertilizers on 172
in juice, average 499
in juices of dilferentdensities. . . 493
when at maximum 122,241
inversion of, in cut canes 131, 488
inverted, defined 23
its presence early in the season 195
loss of, by not stripping 142
loss of, by suckers 133
loss of, by not working promptlv.126, 129
loss of, in baarasse... 174, 251, 274", 277, .383

loss of, in cut cnnes 131
lossof, in manufacture, experiments.309
loss of. in stalks of maize 442
loss by present mode of manufac-
ture 17
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Sugar lost in bagasse of corn and sor-
ghum 406

lost in drying sorghum,— , 396

lost iu manufacture 322, 385
lost in skimming 274
made only from ripe cane 516
making at Department' of Agricul-

ture.. .513
making from beets, sorghum, and
cane 424

manufacture at Washington, meth-
od 521

manufacture, comparison of meth-
ods 511

market value of sorghum 415
maximum results in sorghum 196
method of manufacture from sor-
ghum 245

maximum found in maize 197
necessary loss in manufacture 309
not an exhausting crop 394
not diminished by ripening of seed. 241

not obtained from soil 449
not the object of the farmer 521
obtained from beets in working 257
of juice recovered in syrup 532
of milk.. 24
of sugar-cane lost in manufacture. .535

of U. S., whence obtained 26
per cent, density, and boiling point
of solutions 336

per cent in juice of crop 134

per cent of in different sorghums 214

per ton of cane 175
principle of cry.stallization 326
pounds from gallon of syrup 418
production and increasing fertility. .449

production of 25
of at Washington 521
of in Louisiana 541

statistics of 541

quantity decreased by salts 216

recovered from bagasses 388
relative amount of, in juice of 1880
and 1881 150

relative solubility of different.. 24

separation of from molasses 362

solutions, sp. gr. compared. . 335
solutions, different density, [.weight
of 337

sources of 25

to molasses, proportion of 418

total product of the world 546

value of, consumed in U. S. since
1790 30

varieties of sorghum worked for. . . .312

various methods of manufacture— 504

yield per acre 175

yield of, per ton of sorghum 414

yield per acre in different countries. 27

Sullivant, Joseph, on fattening value of
corn 450

Sulphate of alumina in defecation. .
302

Sulphate of baryta, use of in defecation. 301

Sulphite of linie and lime in defeca-
tion 308

in defecation 305, 308

Sulphur box, construction and use of . .
.306

Sulpliur fumes in defecation 306

Sulphuric acid, amount of in crop of
sorghum 396

Sulphurous acid, action of 216

antiseptic property 307

in defecation 305

preparation of 305

properties of 305

Sumac sorghum, comparative value of. .214

described 68

plate of 94

Summary of results at Washington 520

Superphosphate, effect of on sorghum. .163
of lime in defecation 302

Surface or film evaporators 339
Surinam, export of sugar from 543

yield of sugar per acre 27
Sweden, Norway, and Italy, production

of beet sugar 542
sugar consumed in 26

Sweet corn, average analyses of juice of. 431
stalks, sugpr in juice of 197'
stalks, su.^ar made from 441

Swenson and Henry on loss of sugar
after cane is cut 127

process of manufacture 506
sorghum analyses by 242
fertilizers on sorghum 175
loss of sugar in cut canes 132
on cost of making sugar 417
on product of sugar 419
on yield of seed per acre 380

Switzerland, sugar consumed in — 26
Synoptical table of varieties of sor-

ghum 98
Syria, sorghum in 50
Syrup, amount of sugar obtained from. .418

average selling price 412
character of in defecation experi-
ments 317

cost of manufacture 417
cost of production 412
crystallization of, how effected 362
of different densities, weight of 337
expense of manufacturing 415
from sorghum, average yield per
acre 412

from sorghum, cost of manufacture. 20
from sorghum, yield in sugar 20
from corn stalks, yield of sugar in. .440

gain of by not stripping 142
how put up for market 425
made at Washington, analyses of.

519, 528
made in experiments 313
only to be made by the farmer 521
yield of, per acre.. 414
marketing of . 424

of sorghum, total product of in U. S.416
percentage of in juice.. 322
produced by freezing juice 362
produced in defecation experiments. 309
produced in U. S., from census 416
produced in U. S.in 1860 and 1870. . . .409

selling price of 414
uniformity in, desirable 425
various "methods of manufacture . . 504
where manufactured 354

Table giving comparative value of sor-
ghums 214

Talcott, H. L., on sorghum seed . — 379
'I'anks for storing skimmings 403

Tanks, settling, for juice 291

Tannin in sorghum seed 378

Tar, coal, on seed for planting 118

Teas, E. Y., introduction of sorghum.... 65
Temperature and density of sugar solu-

tions. 335

and rain-fall at Washington, 1882 . . 151

and pressure in vacuum pan 3-12

at defecation 295

at Washington, D. C, 1880-1-2 147

comparison of F. and C. degrees— 334

effect of on sorghum.. 145

of boiling point and pressure ...— 341

Tennessee, production of sorghum in

.

408, 416

production of sugar and molasses. . .542

value of crops per acre in 421

yield of different crops in 453

Texas Amber sorghum, analysis of 243

and Louisiana, value of sorghum to. 11
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Texas Cane sorghum, comparative value
of 214

horizontal mill, plate of 1267

production of sugar, 1S79 27

production of sugar and molasses. . .5i2

production of sorghum in 408, 416

value per acre of crops in 421

yield of different crops in 4o:i

Test eup for j nices and syrups, plate— 486
Testing of seed, importance of 117

Tests of accuracy of analysis 474
completion of evaporation 354

Thaer, on sugar from maize 429

Thermometers, degrees of compared— 334

plate of 4S6
Thinning out during cultivation. ... . .113

Thorns, John B., sugar from sorghum
by 417

Thorne, C. E., report on sorghum.. 41-5

Thorne, John, on sorghum history 53

Three roll mill of Egypt 280
size and cost of 269

Thunberg, on sorghum 58
Tim^e for harvesting crop 122

planting sorghum 110

working maize for sugar 439
working sorghum, graphically
Shown. 187

working sorghums, length of 214

from planting to maturity 114

from planting to maturity of sor-_

ghum.. 538
length of, for working sorghum 124

to ri'ach certain development of
plant 119

to work sorghum for sugar 214

Tobacco, acreage yield of in different
states 452

average acreage valve of 420
product, acreage, and value in U. S..422

Tops and leaves, per cent of in cane . 142
Top, middle, ami butt of cane compared. 218
Total solids in juices, how determined. .471

Trachypogon avanacens, or sorglium. . . 59
Trench culture of sorghum 114
Trinidad, export of sugar from 543
Triple efTect, economy of 357

evaporators . .
" 356

comparative value 512
method of working 359
vacuum pan, plate 358

Tsung-ming, sorghum seed from 64
Turkey, sugar consumed in 26
Turmeric paper, properties and uses. . . .292

Twaddle scale described 485
Ukubane from Africa, plate of 88
Umgatubaniia from Africa, plate of 87
Undendebule, plate of 90

sorghum, plate of 90
Unger, Dr. F., history of sorghum 50
United States Agricultural Society time

for working sorghum 6

United States, introiluction of sorghum
into 64

its sources of sugar 26
promotion of sorghum culture 17

sugar consumed in 26
Unripe sorghum worthless for sugar . . .516

Updegraff, Hon. J. P., on value of sor-
ghum. 12

Ures' Uietionary of Arts, on loss of sugar. 385
Usorum. sorghum .58

Utah, produciiou of sorghum in . .408, 416
Vacuum pan. advantages of . 341,351,353

and open pan, methods compared. . .512

construction of 342
description of 3t9
effect of depth in 3,54

method of working.. 3.55

mixer, centrifugals, and pump 348

.=^s; I

Vacuum pan, plates of 347
practical working of 353
principle of 341

striking of. 356

triple effect, plate 358
water for condensation. 353

Valley broom-corn, analysis of juice of .206

Value', comparative, of varieties of
maize.. 4.39

Value of ash in hay 464
of crops of U. S 403
bagasse as food 392

for paper pulp 400
corn and wheat crop of United States.45S
ensilage as food 39:'.

farm products per acre, average. . . .420

grain crops per acre, average 423
products per ton of sorghum 414
skimmings for fattening hogs 402
sorghum leaves as food 392
sorghum leaves for feeding 391
sorghum products per acre 414
sorghum seed for feeding 378
sorghum seed for food 395
sugar and molasses imported in 1879. 41
per acre of sorghum products . . . 412
relative, of sorghum and other crops.420

Van Buren, Consul General, on sorghum
in Japan 418

Variation in seed in time for maturity .117

Varieties, cultivated, of sorghum, num-
ber 70

of corn stalks tested for sugar 429
of Imphees described 66
of sorghum, foreign, compared 205
from Africa, China, India 76
grown in U. S 73
identified 98
yet to be examined 18
for any locality 114
to be grown " 211

Varro on sorghum 56
Vasev. Dr. George, on botany of sor-

ghum 60
Velocity of rolls in sugar mills 279
Vermont, maple sugar produced in 28

sugar from corn stalks in 429
value of farm products per acre in . .421

yield of different crops in 4.52

Vertical mill, plate .262

Victor horizontal mill, plate of 266
Victor mill, plate 262
Vilmorin, introduction of sorghum 64

maximum sugar in sorghum 4
sorghum analyses . 240
time for working sorghum 58

Vimbisehuapa, variety of sorghum. . .51, 65
Vinegar from skimmings 403
Virginia, acreage value of farm products

in 421
production of sorghum in 416, 408
yield of different crops in . . 452

Vitality of seed, how tested 117
Voelcker, Prof., on frauds in fertilizers .417

Volume of steam produced in vacuum
pan 343

Vulgare. sorghum ... 51
Wadsworth, Mr., on sorghum as forage

plant 406

Wallis' Hybrid sorghum, available sugar
in . 126,538

sorghum described 100

Washington, explanation of failure. 520
Washington Ter., sorghum, production

of 416
Waste products from sorghum 376

of sugar house, food value of . . 401
Water, average per cent of in sorghum .2.34

Water-glass in defecation 303
Water, hot, used in evaporation 354
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Water in bagasse, amount of 27S
in defecation, use oi 296
loss of in plant, not due to drying
up ir.l

loss of, in later Ftages of plant .... ItU
needed by vacuum piin 3-33

Wax or cerosie on sorglmm stalk 2i9
Weber and .Scovell, analyses of sorgliums.2.!9

analyses of sorghum . 246
analysis of Orange cane 2."i0

on loss of susar alter cutting ...127, 13:5

on prompt working of cane 9

on sorghum soils 184
on time for working sorghum 8, 123
on value of tops and butts 23.1

on effect of removing .seed head 13s
process of manufacture 506

Webster, H. T., report on sorghum crop 412
Weeds, how avoided 1(9
Weight and length of sorghums 74

of crop of sorghums per acre , 134
crop worked at Washington 516
gallon of sugar solutions of different
densities 337

sorghums frotn different countries. .1(13

sorghum grown per acre 179
stripped stalks 115
varieties of corn stalks 431

Wt'ight, relative, at different stages 104
\\'est India sorghum, available sugar in,

126, 53S
West Indies, production of sugar in. . . 513

sugar, production of 26
West Virginia, production of sorghum

in 416, 4ns

value of farm products per acre in 421

yield of different crops in 452
Wheat, acreage yield of in different

states 452
average acreage value of 420
average acreage yield of U. S 455
average yield and value per acre. . . 423
in Iowa, acreage value of 420
product, acreage and value in U. S. .422

total value of crop in U. S 458
total yield of U. .S 45s

Wheel' r, Wm. P., N. Y, method of sugar
making.. 510

White .\frican sorghum, available sugar
in 126,538

sorghum described. 99
sorghum, plate of 96

White Imphee sorghum, available sugar
in 126, 538

White. John D., on sorghum as forage
plant.... 407

White Liberian sorghum, analvses of,

228, 234, 243, 250
available sugar in 126, 538
comparative value 214
described 101
in Boston 244
working period for Ibii

White Mammoth sorghum, plate of .. . 97
analyses of 243. 25ii

available sugar in . 126,538
comparative value of. 214
described. 99
variety of sorghum 69, 68

White sorghum stalks, analyses of . 547
Whiting, use of in defccatioii 301
Wiley, Prof., analyses of sorghums 249

on southern grown seed 115
W'illiams, Dr. 8. Wells, on sorghum.. . 52
Winchester, K.,on sugar from sorghum. 419
Winds, destruction caused by to crop Ui9
Winton, Wm., report on sorghum crop. 414
Wisconsin .Agricultural College, analyses

of sorghums "... 242
experiments with sorghum 127
method of manufacture .5(16

report on sorghum . 411
Wisconsin, analyses of sorghums in 242

production of sorghum in . . 408, 416
snear from sorghum in. . 419
value of farm jiroducts per acre in 421
yield of different crops in.. 453

Wolf Tail sorghum, available sugar in,
126, 538

comparative value of. 214
described 68, 99

Wood, coal, and bagasse as fuel, com-
pared 398

Working, length of time for 214
Working period for sorghum 124

graphicallyshown 187
Working up crop, time for 122
Worms, wire, and cut, destroying seed . .118
Wrav, Leonard, introduction of sor-

ghum 65, 54
letter on varieties of sorghum 67
on Amabele and Imphee 548

Yield, acreage, of different crops in U. S.452
of cane, as alfected by lime 183
cane per acre of sorghum . . 414
central grain belt of U. S., falling off.460
sorghum, average 412
sorghum in Kansas. 418
sorghum seed i^er acre 380
sugar per acre in different countries. 27

Zea mais, sugar from stalks of. 427
Zim-mooina-ua, variety of sorghum— 66
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PUBLICATIONS
OF

EGBERT CLARKE & 00.

JULY, 1883.
CINCINNATI, O.

HISTORICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS.
Alzog (John D. D.) A Manual of Uni-

versal Church Historv. Translated by
Rev. T. J. Pabisch and Rev. T. S. Bvrne.
3 vols. Svo. 15 00

AxDERSox (E. L.) Six Weeks in Xorway.
18mo. 1 UO

AxDRE (Major). The Cow Chase; an He-
roick Poem. Svo. Paper. 75

AxTRiM (.J.) The History of Champaign
and Logan Counties, Ohio, from their

First Settlement. 12mo. 1 50

Ballard (-Julia P.) Insect Lives; or, Born
in Prison. Illustrated. Sq. 12mo. 1 00

Bell (Thomas J.) History of the Cincin-
nati \Yater Works. Plates. Svo. 75

Bexxer (S.) Prophecies of Futui-e Ups and
Downs in Prices: What Years to Make
Money in Pig Iron. Hogs, Corn, and Pro-
visions. 2d ed. 24mo. 1 00

Bible ix the Plblic Schools. Records. Ar-
guments, etc., in the Case of Minor r^.

Board of Education or Cincinnati. Svo.

2 UO
Arguments in Favor of the Use of the

Bible. Separate. Paper, 50
Arguments Against the Use of the Bible.

Separate. Paper, 50
BiBLioTHECA Americaxa. 1883. Being a
priced Catalogue of a large Collection
(nearly T.Ol'O items) of Books and Pam-
phlets relating to America. Svo. 312
pages. Paper, oOc; Cloth, 1 00

BiDDLE (Horace P.) Elements of Knowl-
edge. ]2mo. 1 00

BiDDLE (Horace P.) Prose Miscellanies.
12mo. 1 00

Bouquet (U.) The Expedition of, against
the Ohio Indians in 1764, etc. With
Preface by Francis Parkman, Jr. Svo.
$3.00. Larse paper, 6 00

BoYLAXD (G. H., M.D.) Six Months Under
the Red Cross with the French Army in
the Franco-Prussian War. 12mo. 1 50

Bruxxer (A. A.) Elementary and Pro-
nouncing French Reader. ISmo. 60

Bruxxer (A. A.) The Gender of French
Verbs Simplified. ISmo. 25

Burt (Rev. X. C , D.D.) The Far East; or
Letters from Egypt, Palestine, etc. 1 2m

o

1 75

Butterfield (C. W.) The Washington-
Crawford Letters; being the Correspond-
ence between George Washington and
William Crawford, concerning Western
Lands. Svo. 1 00

Butterfield (C. W.) The Discovery of the
Northwest in 1634, bv John Nicolet, with
a Sketch of his Life." 12mo. 1 00

Clark (Col. George Rogers). Sketches of
his Campaign in the Illinois in 1778-9.
With an Introduction by Hon. Henry
Pirtle, and an Appendix. Svo. §2 00
Large paper, 4 00

CoFFix- (Levi.) The Reminiscences of Levi
Coffin, the Reputed President of the Un-
derground Railroad. A Brief History of
the Labors of a Lifetime in behalf of the
Slave. With Stories of Fugitive Slaves,

etc., etc. 12mo. 2 00

Collier (Peter). Sorghum: its Culture and
Manufacture Economically Considered,
and as a Source of Sugar, Syrup and Fod-
der. Illustrated. Svo. 3 00

Coxstitutiox of the United States, Etc.
The Declaration of Independence, July
4, 1776; the Articles of Confederation,
July 9, 1778; the Constitution of the
LTnited States, September 17, 1787; the
Fifteen Amendment to the Constitution,
and Index; AVashington's Farewell Ad-
dress, September 7, 1796. Svo. Paper. 25

CoRXWELL (H. G.) Consultation Chart of
the Eye-Sj-mptoms and Eye-Complica-
tions of General Disease. 14 x 20 inches.
Mounted on Roller. 50

Cr.ug(X. B.) The Olden Time. A Monthly
Publication, devoted to the Preservation
of Documents of Early Historv, etc.

Originallv Published at Pittsburg, in
1816-47. 2 vols. Svo. 10 00

Drake (D.) Pioneer Life in Kentucky.
Edited, with Notes and a Biographical

, Sketch by his Son, Hon. Chas. D. Drake.
"
''Svo. S3- "OO. Large paper. 6 00

DrfB'REUiL (A.) Vineyard Culture Improved
and Chef^pened. Edited by Dr. J. A.War-
der. 12mo. 2 I to

Ellard (Virginia G.) Grandma's Christ-
mas Day. "lllus. Sq. 12mo. 1 00
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Everts (Orpheus). What Shall We Do
With the Drunkard? A Rational View
of the Use of Brain Stimulants. 8vo.

Paper. 50
Family Expense Book. A Printed Account
Book, with Appropriate Columns and
Headings, for keeping a Complete Record
of Family Expenses. ]2mo. 50

FixLEY (I. J.) and Pctxam (R.) Pioneer
Record and Reminiscences of the Early
Settlers and Settlement of Ross County,
Ohio. 8vo. 2 50

Fletcher (Wm. B., M.D.) Cholera: its

Characteristics, History, Treatment, etc.

8vo. Paper. 1 00

Force (M. F.) Essays: Pre-Historic Man

—

Darwinism and Deity—The Mound Build-

ers. 8vo. Paper.

Force (M. F.) Some Early Notices of the
Indians of Ohio. To What Race did the
Mound Builders Belong? 8vo. Paper. 50

Freeman (Ellen). Manual of the French
Verb, to accompany every French Course.

16mo. Paper. 25

Gallagher (Wm. D.) Miami Woods, A
Golden Wedding, and other Poems.
12mo.

_

2 00
Grimke (F.) Considerations on the Xature
and Tendency of Free Institutions.

8vo. 2 50

Griswold (W.) Kansas: Her Resources and
Developments; or, the Kansas Pilot.

8vo. Paper. 50

Hall (James). Legends of the West.
Sketches illustrative of the Habits, Oc-

cupations, Privations, Adventures, and
Sports of the Pioneers of the West.

12mo. 2 00
Hall (James). Romance of Western His-

tory; or. Sketches of History, Life, and
Manners in the West. 12mo. 2 00

Hanover (M. D. ) A Practical Treatise on
the Law of Horses, embracing the Law
of Bargain, Sale, and Warranty of Horses
and other Live Stock; the Rule as to

Unsoundness and Vice, and the Respon-
sibility of the Proprietors of Livery, Auc-
tion, and Sale Stables, Inn-keepers, Vet-
erinary Surgeons, and Farriers, Carriers,

etc. 8vo. 4 00

Hart (J. M.) A Syllabus of Anglo-Saxon
Literature. 8to. Paper. 50

Hassaurek (F.) The Secret of the Andes.
A Romance. 12mo. 1 50

Thk Same, in German. 8vo. Paper, 50c.;

cloth. 1 00
Hassaurek (F.) Four Years Among Spanisli

Americans. Third Edition. 12mo. 1 50

Hatch (Col. W. S.) A Chapter in the His-

tory of the War of 1812, in the North-

west, embracing the Surrender of the
Northwestern Army and Fort, at Detroit,
August 16, 1813, etc. I8mo. 125

Hayes (Rutherford B.) The Life, Public
Services, and Select Speeches of. Edited
by J. Q. Howard. 12nio. Paper, 75c.;

Cloth. 1 25
Hazex (Gen. W. B.) Our Barren Lands.
The Interior of the United States, West
of the One-Hundredth Meridian, and
East of the Sierra Nevada. 8vo. Pa-
per. 50

Hexshall (Dr. James A.) Book of the
Black Bass; comprising its complete Sci-

entific and Life History, together with a
Practical Treatise on Angling and Fly
Fishing, and a full description of Tools,

Tackle, and Implements. Illustrated.

12mo. 3 00
HoRTox (S. Dana). Silver and Gold, and

their Relation to the Problem of Resump-
tion. 8vo. 1 50

Uorton (S. Dana). The Monetary Situa-

tion. 8vo. Paper. 50

Hough (Franklin B.) Elements of Forestry.

Designed to afford Information concern-
ing the Planting and Care of Forest Trees
for Ornament and Profit; and giving
Suggestions upon the Creation and Care
of Woodlands, with the view of securing
the greatest benefit for the longest time.

P^rticulai'ly adapted to the wants and
conditions of the United States. Hlus-
trated. 12rao. 2 00

Hourekeepixg IX the Blue Grass. A New
and Practical Cook Book. By Ladies of

the Presbyterian Church, Paris, Ky.
12mo. 13th thousand. 1 50

Hovey (Horace C.) Celebrated American
Caverns, especially Mammoth, Wyandot,
and Luray; together with Historical, Sci-

entific, and Descriptive Notices of Caves
and Grottoes in Other Lands. Maps and
Illustration.?. 8vo. 2 00

Howe (H.) Historical Collections of Ohio.

Containing a Collection of the most In-

teresting Facts, Traditions, Biographical

Sketches, Anecdotes, etc., relating to its

Local and General History. 8vo. 6 00

Hunt (W. E.) Historical Collections of

Coshocton County, Ohio. 8vo. 3 00

Huston (R. G.) Journey in Honduras, and
Jottings by the Way. Inter-Oceanic

Railway. 8vo. Paper. 50

Jacksox (John D., M.D.) The Black Arts

in Medicine, with an Anniversary Ad-
dress. Edited by Dr. L. S. McMurtry.
12mo. 1 <>(J

Jasper (T.) The Birds of North America.
Colored Plates, drawn from Nature, with

Descriptive and Scientific Letterpress.
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in 40 parts, $1.00 each ; or, 2 vols. I^oyal

4to. Half morocco, $-30 00; full mo-
rocco, 60 00

The Same. Popular portion only with
the Colored Plates. 1 vol. Half mo-
rocco, $36.50; full morocco, 40 00

JoKDAX (D. 31.) Kosemary Leaves. A Col-

lection of Poem^s. ISmo. 1 50

Keller (M. J.) Elementary Perspective,

explained and applied to Familiar Ob-
jects. Illustrated. 12mo. 1 00

KixG (John). A Commentary on the Law
and True Construction of the Federal
Constitution. 8vo. 2 50

Kltppakt (J. H.) The Principles and
Practice of Land Drainage. Illustrated.

12mo. 1 75

Law (J.) Colonial History of Yincennes.
Indiana, under the French, British, and
American Governments. 12mo. 1 00

Li.oTn (J. U.) The Clipmistry of Medicines.
lUus. 12mo. Cloth, §2 75; Sheep, 3 25

Llotd (J. U.) Pharmaceutical Prepara-
tions; Elixirs, their History, Formulae,
and ^lethods of Preparation. 12mo, 1 25

LoxGi.EY (Elias). Eclectic Manual of
Phonography. A Complete Guide to the
Acquisition of Pitman's Phonetic Short-
hand, with or without a Master. A new
and carefully revised edition. 12nio.

StifiF paper binding, 65c.; Cloth, 75

LoxGLET (Elias). The Eeporter's Guide.
Designed for Students in any Style of

Phonography ; in which are formulated
for the first time in any work of the kind
Eules for the Contraction of Words.
Principles of Phrasing, and Methods of

Abbreviation. Abundantly illustrated.

12mo.
'

2 00

LoxGLET (Elias). American Phonographic
Dictionary, exhibiting the correct and
actual shorthand Forms fir all the use-

ful Words in the English Language,
about 50.000 in number, and, in addition,

many Foreign Terms; also, for 2.000

Geographical Xames, and as many Fam-
ily, Personal, and Xoted Fictitious

Names. 12mo. 2 50

LoxGLEY (Elias). Erery Eeporter's Own
Shorthan<l Dictionary. The same as the
above, but printed on writing paper,
leaving out the Shorthand Forms and
giving blank lines opposite each word,
for the purpose of enabling writers of
any System of Shorthand to put upon rec-

ord, for convenient reference, the peculiar
word-forms they employ. 12mo 2 50

LoxGLET (Elias). Compend of Phonogra-
phy, presenting a Table of all Alphabeti-

cal Combinations, Hooks, Circles, Loops,
etc., atone view; also. Complete Lists of
Wcrd-signs and Contracted Word-forms,
with Kules for Contracting Words for the
ITse of Writers of all Styles of Phonog-
raphy. 12mo. Paper. 25

LoxGLET (Elias). The Phonetic Reader
and Writer, containing Reading Exer-
cises, with Translations on opjjosite pages,
which form Writing Exercises. 12mo. 25

LoxGT.ET (Elias). Phonographic Chart. 2S
X 42" inches. 50

McBRTnE(J.) Pioneer Biography; Sketches
of the Lives of some of the Early Settlers
of Butler County, Ohio. 2 vols. 8vo.

$6 50. Large paper. Imp. 8vo. 13 00

McLArcHLix (M. Louise). China Painting.
A Practical Manual for the L'se of Ama-
teurs in the Decoration of Hard Porce-
lain. Sq. 12mo. Boards. 75

McLAUGHT-rs- (M. Louise). Pottery Dpcora-
tion : being a Practical Manual of L'nder-
glaize Painting. Sq. 12mo. Boards. 1 (0

McLaughlix (M. Louise). Suggestions for

China Painters. Sq. 12mo. Boards. 1 00

MacLeax (J. P.) The Mound Builders, and
an Investigation into the Archaeology of
Butler County, Ohio, lllus. 12mo. 1 50

MacLeas (T. P.) A Manual of the Anti-
quity of Man. Illustrated. 12mo. 1 00

MacLea^t (.T. p.) Mastodon, Mammoth, and
Man. Illustrated. 12mo. 60

MacLeax (J. P.) The Worship of the Re-
ciprocal Principles of Nature among the
Ancient Hebrews. ISmo. Paper. 25

Maxsfiet.d (E. D.) Personal Memories, So-
cial, Political, and Literarv. 1803-43.

12mo.
'

2 00

Maxtpexxt (G. W.) Our Indian Wards.
A Histoiy and Discussion of the Indian
Question. 8vo. 3 00

Mat (Col. J.) Journal and Letters of, rela-

tive to Two Journevs to the Ohio Countrv,
I7^S and 1779. 8vo. 2 00

Mettexheimer (H. J.) Safety Book-keep-
ing. Being a Complete Exposition of
Book-keeper's Frauds—how Committed,
how discovered, how prevented : with
other Suggestions of Value to Merchants
and Book-keepers in the Management of

Accounts. ISmo. Cloth. 1 00

MixoR (T. C, M.D.) Child-bed Fever. Ery-
sipelas and Puerperal Fever, with a Short
Account of both Diseases. Svo. 2 00

MixoR (T. C, M.D.) Scarlatina Statistics

of the United States, bvo. Paper. 50
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MoRGAX (Appleton). The Shakspearean
Myth; or, William Shakespeare and Cir-

cumstantial Evidence. 12mo. 2 00

MoRGAX (Appleton). Some Shakespearean
Commentators. 12mo. Paper. 75

Name axd Address Book. A Blank Book,
uith Printed Headings and Alphabetical
Marginal Index, for Kecordingthe Names
and Addresses of Professional, Commer-
cial.and Family Correspondents. 8vo. 1 00

Nash (Simeon). Crime and the Family.
12mo. 1 25

Nertxckx (Pev. Charles). Life of, with
Early Catholic Missions in Kentucky;
the Society of Jesus; the Sisterhood of Lo-

retto, etc. By Eev. C. P. Maes. 8vo. 2 50

Nichols (Gr. W.) The Cincinnati Organ;
with a Brief Description of the Cincin-

nati Music Hall, llimo. Paper. 25

Ohio Valley Historical MIscELLA^^ES. I.

Memorandums of a Tour made by Josiah
Espy, in the States of Ohio, and Ken-
tucky, and Indian Territory, in 1S05. II.

Two Western Campaigns in the War of

1812-13: 1. Expedition of Capt. H. Brush,
with Supplies for General Hull. 2. Ex-
pedition of Gov. Meigs, for the relief of

Fort Meigs. By Samuel Williams. III.

The Leatherwood God : an account of the
Appearance and Pretensious of J. C.

' Dylks in Eastern Ohio, in 1S28. By R. TI.

Tanevhill. 1 vol. 8vo. $2 50. Large
paper, 5 00

OxceaYear; or, The Doctor's Puzzle. Bv
E. B. S. 16mo. 1 00

OsBORX (IT. S. ) Ancient Egypt in the
Light of Modern Discoveries. Illus-

trated. 12mo. 1 25

Pft.sterer (Captain Frederick). The Na-
tional Guardsman : on Guard and Kin-
dred .Duties. 24mo. Leather. 75

Phtsiciax's Pocket Case Pecord Prescrip-

tion Book. 35

Physician's General Ledger. Half Rus-
sia. 4 00

Piatt (John J.) Penciled Fly-Leaves. A
Book of Essays in Town and Country.

Sq. 16mo. 1 00

Poole (W. F.) Anti-Sluvevy Opinions be-

fore 1800. An Essay. 8vo. Paper, 75c.;

Cloth, 1 25

Prentice (Geo. D.) Poemi^ of, collected

and edited, with Biographical Sketch, bv
John J. Piatt. 12mo. 2 OO

Quick (R. H.) Es=ays on Educational Re-

formers. Schools of the Jesuits .• Ascham,
Montaigne, Ratich, Milton; Comenius;
Locke; Rousseau's Emile; Basidow and
the Philanthropin, etc. 12mo. 1 50

Ranck (G. W.) History of Lexington, Ken-
tucky. Its Early Annals and Recent
Progress, etc. 8vo. 4 00

Reemelin (C.) The Wine-Maker's Manual.
A Plain, Practical Guide to all the Oper-
ations for the Manufacture of Still and
Sparkling Wines. 12mo. 1 25

Reemelin (C.) A Treatise on Politics as a
Science. 8yo. 1 50

Reemelin (C.) A Critical Review of Amer-
ican Politics. 8vo. 3 50

Reemelin (C.) Historical Sketch of Green
Township, Hamilton County, Ohio. 8vo.

Paper. 1 25
Rives (E. M. D.) A Chart of the Physio-

logical Arrangement of Cranial Nerve.s.

Printed in large type, on a sheet 28x15
inches. Folded, in cloth case. 50

Robert (Karl). Charcoal Drawing with-
out a Master. A Complete Treatise in
Landscape Drawing in Charcoal, with Les-
sons and Studies aiter Allonge. Trans-
lated by E. H. Appleton. Illustrated.

8vo. 1 00
Roy (George). Generalship; or, How I

Managed m}^ Husband. A tale. ISmo.
Paper, 50c. ; Cloth. 1 00

Roy (George). The Art of Pleasing. A
Lecture. 12mo. Paper. 25

Roy (George). The Old, Old Story. A Lec-
ture. 12mo. Paper. 25

Russell (A. P.) Thomas Ccrwin. A
Sketch. 16mo. 1 00

Russell (Wm.) Scientific Horseshoeing
for the Different Diseases of the Feet. Il-

lustrated. 8yo. 1 00

Sattler (Eric E.) The History of Tuber-
culosis from the time of Sylvius to the
Present Day. 'J'ranslated, in part, with ad-

ditions, from the German of Dr. Arnold
Spina, First Assistant in the Laboratory
of Professor Strieker, of Vienna: includ-
ing also Dr. Robert Koch's Experiments,
and the more recent Investigations of

Dr. Spina on the Subject. 12n»o. 1 25

Satler (J. A.) American Form Book. A
Collection of Legal and Business Forms,
embracing Deeds, Mortgages, Leases,

Bonds, Wills, Contracts, Bills, of Ex-
change, Promissory Notes, Checks, Eill«,

of Sale, Receipts, and other Legal Instru-

ments, prepared in accordance with the
Laws of the several States; witli Instruc-

tions for drawing and exi-cuting the
same. For Professional and Business
Men. 8vo. 2 00

Sheets (Mary R.) My Three Angels : Faith,

Hope, and Love. With full-j^ase illustra-

tion, by E. D. Grafton. 4to. Cloth.

Gilt. 5 00
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Ski>-str (J. R.) The Source of Measures.
A Key to the Hebrew-Egyptian Mystery
in the Source of Measures, etc. Svo. 5 W

>MiTH (Col. James). A Reprint of an Ac-
count of the Remarkable Occurrences in

his Life and Travels, during his Captivity

with the Indians in the years 1755, '56.

'57, '58, and '59, etc. Svo.
' $2 50. Large

paper. 5 OCi

St.vxtox (H.) Jacob Brown and other
Poems. 12mo. 1 50

"^T. Ci-AiR Papers. A Collection of the Cor-

respondence and other papers of General
Arthur St. Clair, Governor of the North-
west Territory. Edited, with a Sketch of

his Life and Public Services, by William
Henry Smith. 2 vols. Svo. " 6 00

Strauch (a.) Spring Grove Cemetery. Cin-

cinnati : its History and Improvements,
with (Observations on Ancient and Mod-
ern Places of Sepulture. The text lieau-

tifully printed, with ornamental, colored
borders, and photosraphic illustrations.

4to. Cloth, out.
^

15 00

An Svo edition, without border and illus-

trations. 2 00

>TrDER (J. n.) Columbus, Ohio: its History,

Resources, and Progress, from its Settle-

ment to the Present Time. 12mo. 2 00

Taxethtll (R. H.) The Leatherwood God :

an account of the Appearance and Pre-
tensions of Joseph C. Dvlks in Eastern
Ohio, in 1826. 12mo. Paper. 30

Tex Brook (A.) American State ITniversi-

ties. Their Origin and Progress. A His-

tory of the Congressional University Land
Grants. A particular account of the Rise
and Development ot the Univprsity of
Michigan, and Hints toward the future
of the American L'uiversitv Svstem.
Svo.

' 2 00

TiLDEX (Louise W.) Karl and Gretchen's
Christmas. Hlustrated. Square 12mo. 75

TiLDEX (Loui.=e W.) Poem. Hymn, and
Mission Band Exercises. Written and ar-

ranged for the use of Foreign Missionary
Societies and Mission Bands. Square
12mo. Paper. . 25

Trekt (Capt. Wm.) Journal of, from Logs-
town to Pickawillany, in 1752. Edited
by A. T. Goodman. Svo. 2 50

Tripler (C. S., M. D.) and Blacoiax (G. C,
M. D.) Handbook for the Military .Sur-

geon. 12mo. 1 00

Tyler D.wtpsdx For>'T.\ix. History and
Description of the Tyler Davidson Fount-
ain. Donated to the City of Cincinnati,

by Henry Protasco. ISmo. Paper. 25

Vago (A. L.) Instructions in the Art of
Modeling inClav. With an Appendix on
Modelii'.g in Foliage, etc.. for Pottery and
Architectural Decorations, by Benn Pit-

man, of Cincinnati School of Design. Il-

lustrated. Square 12mo.' 1 00

Vax Horxe (T. B.) The History of the Ar-

my ot the Cumberland; its Organization,
Campaigns, and Battles. Library Edition.

2 vols. With Atlas of 22 maps, compiled
bv Edward Ruger. Svo. Cloth. $8 0);
Sheep. §10 ("O; Half Mor.?cco, $12 00.

Popular Edition. Containing the same
Text as the Library Edition, but only one
map. 2 vols. Svo. Cloth. 5 CO

Vexabi.e CW. H.) June on the ^fiami. and
other Poems, Second edition, ISnio. 1 50

VooRHEES (D. W.) Speeches of. embracing
his most prominent Forensic, Political,

Occasional, and Literary .Addresses. Com-
piled by his son, C. S. Voorhees, with a
Biographical Sketch and Portrait. Svo.

5 00

Walker (C. M.) History of Athens Coun-
ty. Ohio, and incidentally of the Ohio
Land Company, and the First Settlement
of the State at Marietta, etc. Svo. $'3 00
Larse Paper. 2 vols. $12 00. Popular
Edition. 4 00

AValtox (G. E.) Hygiene and Education
of Infants: or. How to take care of Ba-
bies. 24mo. Paper. 25

Ward (Durbin\ American Coinage and
Currency. A n Essay read be<^ore the So-

cial Science Congress, at Cincinnati, Mav
22, 1878. Svo. Paper. 10

Webb (F.) and Johxstox (M. C.) An Im-
proved Tally-Book for the use of L^jm-
ber Dealers. ISmo. 50

WmTTAKER(J. T., M. D.) Physiology: Pre-
liminary Lectures. Illustrated. 12mo.

1 75

WiLijAMs (A. D.. M. D.) Diseases of the
Ear. including Necessary Anatomy of the
Organ. Svo. 3 50

YorxG (A.) History of Wayne County, In-

diana, from its First Settlement to the
Present Time. Svo. 2 IK.'



.PtlBLICATIONS OF EGBERT CLARKE & CO.

LAW TREATISES AND REPORTS.

Adkinson (F.) Township and Town Officer's

Guide for the State of Indiana. 12mo.

Ket. Cloth, $2 J; Sheep. 2 50

Barton (C.) History of a Suit in Equity.

Revised and enlarged. 8vo. 2 50

Bates (C.) Ohio Pleadings, Parties, and
Forms under the Code. 2 vols. 8vo.

Net. 12 00

Bible ix the Public Schools. Arguments
in favor and against, with Decision of

the Cincinnati Superior Court. 8vo.

Cloth. 2 00

• The arguments in faver of, and
against. Sej^arate. Paper. Each, 50

Bloom (S. S.) Popular Edition of the Laws
of Ohio, in Force June, 1882. Net. Cloth,

$3 00; Sheep, 4 00

Bond (L. H.) Pieports of Cases Decided in

the Circuit and District Courts of the

United States for the Southern District

6f Ohio. 2 vols. 8vo. 14 00

Burns (H.) An Index or Abbreviated Di-

gest of the Supreme Court Reports of the

State of Indiana, from 1st Blackford to

77th Indiana, inclusive. 8vo. Net. 5 00

Carlton (A. B.) The Law of Homicide;
together with the Celebrated Trial of

Judge E. C. Wilkinson, Dr. B. P. Wilkin-

son,"and J. ]Murdaugh,for the Murder of

John Rothwell and A. H. Meeks, includ-

ing the Indictments, the Evidence, and
Speeches of Hon. S. S. Prentiss, Hon.
Ben. Hardin, E. J. Bullock, Judge John
Rowan, Col. Geo. Robertson, and John
B. Thompson, of Counsel, in full. 8vo.

Net. 2 50

Cincinnati Superior Court Reporter. 2

vols. 8vo. Net. 10 00

See also Handy, Disney.

Constitution of the United States, with

the Fifteen Amendments, Declaration of

Independence, etc. 8vo. Paper. 25

Cox (R.) American Trade Mark Cases. A
Compilation of all reported Trade Mark
cases decided in the United States Courts

prior to 1871. 8vo. 8 00

CuRWEN (M. E.) Manual of Abstracts of

Title to Real Property. 12mo. Cloth,

$1 50; Sheep, 1 75

Davis (E. A.) New Digest of the Decisions

of the Supreme Court of Indiana, to 1875.

2 vols. 8vo. Net. 12 00

Disnkt's Reports. Cincinnati Superior

Court. 2 vols. 8vo. Net. 10 00

Fisher (S. S.) Reports of Patent Cases de-

cided in the Circuit Courts of the United

States, 1843-1873. 6 vols. 8vo. Vols.

3 to 6, each. Net. 25 00

FisHER (W. H.) Reports of Patent Cases
decided in the Courts of the United
States, 1827-1851. 10 00

Fisher (R. A.) Digest of English Patent,

Trade Mark, and Copyright Cases. Ed-
ited by Henry Hooper. 8vo. 4 00

FoRTEScuE (Sir .John). De Laudibus Legum
Anglife. A Treatise in Commendation
of the Laws of England. 8vo. Cloth.

3 00

Giauque (F.) The Election Laws of the

United States. Being a Compilation of all

the Constitutional Provisions and Laws
of the LTnited States relating to Elections,

the Elective Franchise, to Citizenship,

and to the Naturalization of Aliens. With
Notes of Decisions affecting the same,

8vo. Paper. 75c.; Cloth. 1 OO

Giauque (F.) Ohio Election Laws. 8vo.

Paper, $1.00; Cloth, 1 50

Giauque (F.) Manual for Road Supervisors

in Ohio. 16mo. Boards. • 25

Giauque (F.) Manual for Assignees and
Insolvent Debtors in Ohio. Net. Cloth,

$2 00; Sheep, 2 TO

Giauque (F.) Manual for Guardians in

Ohio. Net. Cloth, $2 00; Sheep, 2 5J

Giauque (F.) A complete Manual of the

Road Laws of Ohio in force 1883, with

Forms and Notes of Decisions, /u press.

Giauque (F.) and McClure (H. B.) Dower
and Curtesy Tables, for ascertaining, on
the basis of the Carlisle Tables of Mor-
tality, the present value of vested and
contingent rights of Dower and Curte.sy,

and of other Life Estates. 8vo. Net. 5 00

Handy's Reports. Cincinnati Superior

Court. 2vols.ini. 8vo. Net. 5 00

Hanover {'M. D.) A Practical Treatise on

the Law relating to Horses. Second edi-

tion. 8vo. 4 00

Harris (S.F.) PrinciiJes of the Criminal

Law. Edited by Hon. M. F. Force. 8vo.

Net. 4 00

Indiana Laws. Being Acts and Joint Reso-

lutions of the General Assembly of the

State of Indiana, passed at the Regular

Session, which was begun and held at

Indianapolis, on Thursday, the fourth

day of January, 1883, and adjourned
without day on Monday, the fifth day of

March, 1883. Edited, printed, published,

and circulated under authority of law,

and with the Secretary of State's authen-

tication. S. R. Downey, Editor. 8vo.

1 OU



CrS'CDTS'ATI, OHIO.

KEXTucEr Eepcrt>. Eepoits of ca>e5 de-

cided ia the Court of Appeals of Ken-
tucky. 1785-1878. 76 vols, in 61.

KiXG (J.) A Commentary on the Law and
True Construction of tlie Federal Consti-

tion. Svo. 2 50

McDonald (D.) Treati«eon the Law relating

to the Powers and Duties of Justices and
Constables in Indiana. Edited by L. O.

Schroeder. Svo. ^'et 6 00

Matthews f.Stanley). A .Summary of the
Law of Partnership. For use of Busi-

ness Men. 12mo. Cloth, $1 25; Sheep.
1 50

McLeax (J.) Eeports of Cases decided in

the Circuit Court of the United States

for the Seventh District. 1829-1555. 6

vols. Svo. Vols. 2, 4, 5, 6. Each, 6 50

MoxTEScjtnEiT (Baron De). The Spirit of
Laws. Translated from the French by
Thomas Nugent. Xew edition, with Me-
moir. 2 vofs. Svo. Cloth. 6 00

Morgan" (J. A.) An English Version of
Legal Maxims, with the Original Forms.
Alphabetically arranged, and an Index
of Subjects. Second edition. 12mo
Cloth. Net. 2 00

Xash (S.) Pleading and Practice under
the Codes of Ohio, New York, Kansas,
and Nebraska. Fourth edition, 2 vols.

Svo. Net. 10 00

Ohio and Ohio State Eeports. Eeports of
Cases decided in the Supreme Court of
Ohio. 1821-1880. 55 vols. Net. 137 50

Ohio Statctes. Embracing

:

Curwen's Statutes at Large, 1S33-1S60. 4
vols. Svo. Net. 20 GO

Swan & Critchfield's Eevised Statutes,

1860. 2 vols. Svo. Net. 5 00

Savler's Statutes at Lar-e, 1860-1875. 4
vols. Svo.

"
20 00

Peck (H. D.) The Law of Municipal Cor-

porations in the State of Ohio. Second
edition. Svo. 5 00

Peck (H. D.) The Township-OfP.cer's Guide
of Ohio. Second edition. Net. Cloth.

$2 00; Sheep, 2 50

Pollock (F.) Principles of Contract at Law
and in Equity. Edited by G. H. Wald.
Svo.

"
" Net. 6 CO

Eaff (G. "W.) Guide to E.xecutors and Ad-
ministrators in the Slate of Ohio. Sixth
edition. Edited and enlarged by F.

Giuuque. 12nio. Cloth. §2 00; Sheep,
2 50

Raff (G. W.) ^Fanual of Pensions, Bounty.
and Pay. 1789-1863. 12mo. 2 00

Raff(G. W.) War Claimant's Guide. Laws
relatinjT to Pensions, Bountv, etc. War
of 1861-1^65. Svo.

"

4 00

Eeixhard (G. L.) The Criminal Law of the
State of Indiana, with Precedent;?, Forms
for Writs, Docket Entries, etc. fcvo. 2 50

SArsT Germain- (C.) The Doctor and Stu-
dent ; or, Dialogues between a Doctor of
Divinity and a .Student in the Laws of
England, containing the grounds of
those Laws. Eevised and corrected. Svo.
Cloth. 3 00

Sacxders (T. AV.) a Treatise upon the
Law of Negligence. With notes of Amer-
ican Cases. Svo. 2 50

Satler (.L E.) American Form Book; a
Collection of Legal and Business Forms
for Professional and Business Men. Svo.

Cloth. Net. 2 00

Staxton (E. H.) a New Digest of the Ken-
tuckv Decisions ; embracing all Cases
decided by the Appellate Courts, from
1785 to 1877. Second edition. 2 vols.

Svo. Net. 6 00

.Staxton" (E. H.) a Practical Treatise on the
Law relating to Justices of the Peace, etc.,

in Kentucky. Third edition. Svo. 7 50

Staxtox (E. n.) Manual for the Use of
Executors, Administrators, Guardians,
etc., in Kentucky. Second edition.

12mo. 1 75

SwAX (J. R.) Pleadings and Precedents,
under the Code of Ohio. Svo. 6 00

.SwAX (.L E.) Treatise on the Law relating
to the Powers and Duties of Justices of
the Peace, etc., in the State of Ohio.
Eleventh edition. Svo. Net. 6 00

SwAX (.J. R.) and Plumb (P. B.) Treatise
on the Law relating to the Powers and
Duties of Justices, etc., in Kansas. Svo.

5 00

Walker (J. B.) and B.vtes (C.) A new Di-

gest of Ohio Decisions. Second edition.

2 vols. Svo. Net. 12 00
Vol. 3., 1S74-1S82. Bv . Bates.

Net. 5 00

Warrex (M.) Criminal Law and Forms.
Third edition. Svo. 5 00

Wells (J. C.) Treatise on the .Separate

Property of Married Women, under the
recent Euablini: Acts. .Second edition.

Svo.
"

6 00

Wells (J. C.) A Manual of the Laws re-

lating to County Commissioners in
the State of Ohio, with carefully pre-
pared Forms, and Eeferences to the De-
cisions of the Supreme Court. Net. 3 oi)



PUBLICATIONS OF ROBERT CLARKE & CO.

Wild (E. N.) Journal Entries under the

Codes of Civii and Criminal Procedure.

With Notes of Decisions. Second edi-

tion. 8vo. 4 00

Wilcox (J. A.) The General Railroad

Laws of the State of Ohio, in force Jan-

uary, 1874. Svo. 5 00

WiLsox (M. F.) The New Criminal Code
of Ohio, with Forms and Precedents, Di-

gest of Decisions, etc. Second edition.

Svo. Net. 5 00

Works (John D.) Indiana Practice, Plead-

ings, and Forms. 2 vols. Svo. Net 12 UO

Nash (Simeon). Lawyer's Case Docket,

containing printed Headings, and blank

spaces for names of Parties, Memoranda
of all the Proceedings, with full printed

Instructions, and an Index. Crown size.

Half roan, $3.75; Full Sheep. 4 50

Lawyer' .s Collection Docket. With conve-

nient Ruling, printed Headings, Index,

etc. 4to. Half Russia. 3 50

Attorney's Pocket Docket. Ruled and
Printed for number of Case, Parties, and
kind of Action, Witnesses, etc., with

room for 150 cases. Pocket size. Mo-
rocco. 1 00

Changeable Pocket Docket. The Docket
paper is furnished separately, and so ar-

ranged that it may be subsequently

bound in one volume. Paper, 50c. per

quire,

band.
Morocco case, with pocket and

2 00

Notary's Official Register. Being a Rep-

ord of Protests and other Official Trans-
actions. 4to. 2 quires. Half sheep,

$2 00; 3 quires, half russia. 3 00

Collection Receipt Book. The Book of

Collection Receipts, which is bound in

the form of a check book, contains the
stub in which is preserved a record of

the transaction, and a printed receipt,

giving parties, date, interest, indorsers,

credits, etc., which is torn off and sent

to your correspondent. Book of 50 re-

ceipts, 40c.; 100 receipts, 75c.; 200 (two

to a page). 1 25

A Catalogue of Legal Blanks will be sent on

application.

LAWYER'S OFFICE DOCKET.

The Lawyer's Office Docket. Embracing the History of each Case, and the Pro-

ceedings thereon, together with a Digest of the Principles of Law involved, and Refer-

ences to Authorities. With Index and Memoranda. Quarto. 212 pages. Half russia.

Cloth sides. ^'et. 3 50

THE "UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER'S DOCKET.

Docket for Commissioners of the United States Circuit Courts, embracing a Full

Record of the Proceeding in each Case, with Schedule of Costs, and an Index of Cases.

Quarto. Half russia. Net. 3 75

ROBERT CLARKE & CO.
JOBBERS OF

BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
The attention of Booksellers, Drugglsts, Country Merchants, and other Whole-

sale Buyers, is invited to our facilities tor supplying, in any quantity, and at the

lowest rates,

STAPLE AND FANCY STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS,

BOOKS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF LITERATURE,
our Stock being one of the largest in the country, and selected with particular refer-

ence to the wants of the Western and Southern trade. Purchasers ordering from

us, either in person or by letter, can rely upon having their orders fully and carefully

executed at low prices.

Buyers visiting the city are invited to call and examine our stock and prices.

Orders by mail will receive prompt attention, and be supplied at the lowest figures.

Our stock embraces full and complete lines of all articles in the Book or Stationery

Trade, enabling dealers to make their entire bills at one house, at the lowest rates.



Sorghum Sugar Reviewed.

The Rural New Yorker givea an outline of a

bnlletin recently issued by Prof. H. W. Wiley,

Chemist of the Department of Agriculture, in

which he gives many forcible reasons for his be-

lief that with our present knowledge, methods

and appliances the making of sorghum sugar is

not only unprofitable, but must entail a loss,

unless this is made good by national or State
bounty. He gives a thorough review of all the
chemical analysis of sorghum and of the history
of the industry from the first three small vials

of sorghum sugar made by Dr. Battey of Rome,
Ga., in 1S54, to the results of last season's work
at Fort Scott, Kansas. In 1SS2 the Commis-
sioner of Agriculture made an award of $12,000
to concerns making sorghum sugar. The fol-

lowing parties started experiments to gain a
part of the award : The Champaign Sugar and
Glucose Manufacturing Company of Champaign,
111.; Professor Magnus Swenson; Paul Steck,
San Francisco, Cal.; Nelson Maltby, Geneva,
Ohio; Drummond Bros., Warrensburg, Mo.; A.
J. Decker, Fond du Lac, Wis.; William Frazier,
Eaopia, Vernon county. Wis.; Jefferson Sugar
Company, Jefferson, Ohio; Oak Hill Rsfining
Company, Edwardsville, III. ; C. Bozareth,
Cedar Falls, Iowa. The two last made little or
nothing, and, therefore, were counted out. The
eight others made an aggregate of 116,165 5
pounds, so that the amount of premium or
bounty given was as high as nearly 9.8 cents
per pound.
The following failures to make sorghum sugar

upon a commercial scale are reported : At
Crystal Lake and Hoopeston, near Chicago,
factories were built in 1S79 and ISSO, but the
attempts to make sugar were total failures, and
the factories have been abandoned and dis-

mantled. In 1S79 a factory was built at Fari-
bault, Minn., but the manufacture of sugar was
unprofitable, and the factory closed in 1SS2.

A large factory was built at Champaign, 111,

in 1SS2, and several hundred thousand pounds
of white sugar were made in that and the two
following seasons, but the enterprise did not
pay and the factory was abandoned. The
factory at Hutchinson, Kan., was built in 1SS2.

In 1SS3 and 1SS4, in all, 450,000 pounds of

sugar were made at a loss. The factory was

i
then abandoned. A sugar-mill was established

at Sterling, Kan., in 1SS2, but after making
270,000 pounds of sugar in 1SS3 and 1884 the

business was abandoned as unprofitable. A
factory established at Franklin, Tenn., was op-

erated in 18S.3-4 without the production of any
sugar, and, of course, abandoned. At Ottawa,
Kan., a large glucose factory was converted

into a sorghum sugar factory. Sugar was made
in considerable quantities in 1SS4 and 1SS5, and
the house was then closed, the business having
resulted in a financial loss.

The professor next gives a number of figures

showing the analysis of and the quantity of

sugar extractable from sorghum cane by the

best modern method. These appear to show
beyond any question that the failure to make
sorghum sugar profitably in this country has

not been due alone to defective machinery nor

lack of skill, but chiefly to the quality of the

cane which has been used.

While the worker in sugar-cane and sugar-
beets is reasonably sure of his material—that it

will remain the same during the season—the
sorghum-sngar maker has no such assurance.
The same variety of cane, in the same degree of
maturity, will show the most surprising differ-

ences in the sugar contents of its sap. The pro-
fessor is very severe on the "sorghum enthusi-
ast " and the " sorghum crank," who have been
glowingly portraying the glorious future of sor-

ghum, extolling it "as the one great savior of

the country, furnishing alike its bread, its

sweets, its meats, and its drinks." The pro-
fessor thinks hope for the business is not in
new methods or new machinery; but in wise se-

lection of seed, intensive culture, and judicious
fertilization, which are the factors that can make
the sorghum sufficiently saccharifacient. The
factory at Rio Grande, N. J., had the most ex-
tensive and thoroughly equipped sorghum-sugar
house ever built in the United States. Of it

Professor Wiley says: "For five successive
seasons, from 1882, it was conducted with the
highest skill. With the aid of a State bounty of

$1 per ton for the cane and one cent a pound for

the sugar, the company was able to hold to-

I

gether financially. With the close of 1886 the
State bounty expired and the factory has now

' been closed and dismantled, since it could only
be run at a loss without the bounty. In all, near-
ly 1,500,000 pounds of sugar have been made
by this company." At the present time there
remains only one sorghum-sugar factory on a
large scale in the country, namely, that at Fort
Scott, Kansas. One is building at Topeka and
one at Conway Springs, Kansas. Colonel Cun-
ningham, Sugar Lands, Texas, is also preparing
to make sorghum sugar in connection with the
sugar-cane.
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